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PREFACE
If we try to identify those contributionsof computersciencewhich will be
longlasting,surely one of thesewill be the refinementof the conceptcalled
algorithm.Ever sinceman invented the ideaof a machinewhich could
perform
basicmathematical
operations,the study of what can be computedand
how it can be donewell was launched.This study, inspiredby the computer,
has led to the discoveryof many importantalgorithmsand designmethods.
Thediscipline
calledcomputersciencehas embracedthe study of algorithms
as its own. It is the purposeof this bookto organizewhat is known about
them in a coherentfashion sothat students and practitionerscan learnto
deviseand analyze new algorithmsfor themselves.
A bookwhich containsevery algorithmever invented would be
large.Traditionally, algorithmsbooksproceededby examiningonly a
smallnumberof problemareasin depth.Foreachspecificproblemthe most
efficient algorithmfor its solutionis usually presentedand analyzed. This
approachhas one majorflaw. Thoughthe student seesmany fast algorithms
and may masterthe toolsof analysis, she/heremainsunconfident about how
to devisegoodalgorithmsin the first place.
The missingingredientis a lack of emphasison designtechniques.A
knowledgeof designwill certainlyhelp one to creategoodalgorithms,yet
the toolsof analysis thereis no way to determinethe quality of the
without,
result.This observationthat designshouldbe taught on a par with analysis
led us to a morepromisingline of approach:namely to organizethis book
around somefundmental strategiesof algorithmdesign.The numberof
designstrategiesis reasonably small.Moreover all of the algorithmsone
would typically wish to study can easily be fit into thesecategories;
for
and
are
o
f
the
inergesort quicksort perfectexamples
divide-and-conquer
exceedingly

basic

example,

strategy while Kruskal'sminimum spanningtree algorithmand Dijkstra's

singlesourceshortestpath algorithmare straight forward examplesof the
greedy strategy. An understandingof thesestrategiesis an essentialfirst
step towards acquiringthe skills of design.
Thoughwe strongly feel that the emphasison designas well as analysis
is the appropriateway to organizethe study of algorithms,a cautionary
remarkis in order.First,we have not includedevery known designprinciple.
xv
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XVI

One exampleis linearprogrammingwhich is one of the most successful
in a courseof its own. Secondly,the student
techniques,but is often discussed
should be inhibitedfrom taking a cookbookapproachto algorithmdesign
by assumingthat eachalgorithmmust derivefrom only a singletechnique.
This is not so.
A majorportionof this book,
Chapters3 through 9, dealwith the
different
each
First
designstrategies.
strategy is describedin generalterms.
a
abstraction\"
is
Typically \"program
given which outlinesthe form that the
if
w
ill
take
this
computation
strategy can be applied.
Followingthis there
area succession
of examples
which revealthe intricacies
and varietiesof the
generalstrategy. The examplesare somewhatloosely orderedin termsof
increasingcomplexity.The type of complexitymay arisein severalways.
Usually we begin with a problemwhich is very simpleto understandand
requiresno data structuresother than a one-dimensional
array. For this
problemit is usually obvious that the designstrategy yields a correct
Laterexamplesmay requirea proofthat an algorithmbasedon this
designtechniquedoeswork. Or, the later algorithmsmay requiremore
treesor graphs) and their analyses may be
sophisticateddatastructures(e.g.,
morecomplex.The majorgoal of this organizationis to emphasize
the arts
of synthesis and analysis of algorithms.Auxiliary goalsare to exposethe
student to goodprogramstructureand to proofs of algorithmcorrectness.
The algorithmsin this bookare presentedin a pseudocode
that
C and Pascal.Section1.2.1
describesthe pseudocode
conventions.
Executable versions(in C++)of many of thesealgorithmscan be found in our
homepage.Most of the algorithmspresentedin this bookare short and the
languageconstructsused to describethem are simpleenoughthat any one
can understand.Chapters13,14,and 15dealwith parallelcomputing.
Another specialfeature of this bookis that we cover the areaof
algorithmsextensively.Many of the algorithmsdiscussedin Chapters
13,14,and 15arerandomized.Somerandomizedalgorithmsare presented
in the otherchaptersas well. An introductoryone quartercourseon parallel
algorithmsmight cover Chapters13,14,and 15and perhapssomeminimal
solution.

resembles

randomized

additionalmaterial.

We have identified certainsectionsof the text (indicatedwith (*)) that
aremoresuitablefor advanced courses.We view the materialpresentedin
this bookas idealfor a one semesteror two quartercoursegiven to juniors,
seniors,or graduatestudents. It doesrequirepriorexperiencewith
programming in a higher level languagebut everything elseis self-contained.
Practicallyspeaking,it seemsthat a courseon data structuresis helpful, if
only for the fact that the students have greaterprogrammingmaturity. For
a schoolon the quartersystem, the first quartermight cover the basicdesign
the greedy
techniquesas given in Chapters3 through9:divide-and-conquer,
branchand
s
earch
method,dynamic programming,
traversal,backtracking,
Thesecond
and
m
ethods
TABLE
quarterwould
and-bound, algebraic
I).
(see
and
cover Chapters10through 15:lower bound theory, .ATP-completeness
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approximation
methods,PRAM algorithms,Mesh algorithmsand Hypercubealgorithms(seeTABLE II).
Week
1
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2
3
4
T)

(i

7

8
9

10

Subject
Introduction
Introduction
Datastructures
Datastructures
Divide-and-conquer

The greedy method

Reading

1.1to 1.3
1.4
2.1,2.2
2.3to2.6
Chapter3

Assignment I due

Chapter4
ExamI
Chapter5
Dynamic programming
Searchand traversaltechniques Chapter6
Backtracking

Branch-and-bound

Algebraicmethods

Assignment II due

Chapter7
Chapter8
Chapter9

Assignment IIIdue

ExamII
TABLE I: FIRSTQUARTER

Fora semesterschedulewherethe student has not beenexposedto data
structuresand O-notation,Chapters1 through 7, 11,and 13is about the
right, amount of material(seeTABLE III).
A morerigorouspacewould cover Chapters1 to 7, 11,
13,and 14(see
TABLE IV).
An advanced course,for those who have prior knowledgeabout data
structuresand O notation, might consistof Chapters3 to 11,and 13to 15
(seeTABLE V).
Programsfor most of the algorithmsgiven in this bookare available from
Please
the following URL: http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~raj/BOOK.html.
send your commentsto raj@cise.ufl.edu.
For homework thereare numerousexercisesat the end of eachchapter.
The most popularand instructivehomework assignmentwe have found is
one which requiresthe student to executeand timetwo programsusingthe
samedata sets.Sincemost of the algorithmsin this bookprovide all the
implementation
details,they can be easily madeuse of. Translatingthese
into
algorithms
any programminglanguageshould be easy. The problem
then reducesto devisingsuitabledata sets and obtainingtiming results.
The timing resultsshouldagreewith the asymptotic analysis that was done
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xviii

Week

1

Subject

Reading

Lower bound theory
Lower bound theory
and A/'P-hardproblems
A/'P-complete
and .ATP-hard problems
AfP-complete
and
N V-hard problems
AAP-complete

2
3
4

Approximationalgorithms

5

Approximationalgorithms

6
7

PRAM algorithms
PRAM algorithms

8
9

Mesh algorithms
Mesh algorithms

10

Hypercubealgorithms
Hypercubealgorithms

to 10.3
10.1
10.4
11.2
11.1,
11.4
11.3,
11.6
11.5,
12.2
12.1,

Assignment I due

12.3to 12.6

ExamI

13.1
to 13.4
to 13.9
13.5
Assignment II due
14.1
to 14.5
14.6to 14.8
15.1
to 15.3
15.4to 15.8
ExamII

Assignment IIIdue

TABLE II:SECOND
QUARTER
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for the algorithm.This is a nontrivial task which can be both educational
and fun. Most importantly it emphasizes
an aspectof this field that is often
there
is
an
that
side
experimental to the practiceof algorithms.
neglected,
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1WHAT IS AN ALGORITHM?
The word algorithmcomesfrom the name of a Persianauthor, Abu Ja'far
Mohammedibn Musa al Khowarizmi (c.825A.D.),
who wrote a textbook
on mathematics.This word has taken on a specialsignificancein computer
science,where \"algorithm\" has cometo refer to a methodthat can be used
by a computerfor the solutionof a problem.This is what makesalgorithm
different from words such as process,
technique,or method.

Definition1.1[Algorithm]: An

algorithm is a finite set of instructionsthat,
a particulartask. In addition,all algorithmsmust
followed,accomplishes
satisfy the following criteria:
if

1.Input.Zeroor morequantitiesare externallysupplied.
2. Output.At leastone quantity is produced.
Eachinstructionis clearand unambiguous.
3. Definiteness.
If we traceout the instructionsof an algorithm,then for
4. Finiteness.

all cases,the algorithmterminatesafter a finite numberof steps.
5. Effectiveness.
Every instructionmust be very basicso that it can be
carriedout, in principle,by a personusing only penciland paper. It
is not enoughthat eachoperationbe definite as in criterion3; it also
must be feasible.
\342\226\241

An algorithm is composed
of a finite set of steps,each of which may
The possibility of a computercarrying out
requireone or moreoperations.
theseoperationsnecessitates
that certainconstraintsbe placedon the type
of operationsan algorithmcan include.
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Criteria1 and 2 requirethat an algorithmproduceone or moreoutputs
and have zeroor moreinputs that are externallysupplied.
Accordingto
criterion 3,eachoperation
must be definite, meaningthat it must be perfectly
clearwhat shouldbedone.Directionssuchas \"add6 or 7 to x\" or \"compute
5/0\"are not permittedbecauseit is not clearwhich of the two possibilities

shouldbe done or what the result is.
The fourth criterionfor algorithmswe assumein this bookis that they
terminateafter a finite number of operations.
A relatedconsideration
is
that the timefor terminationshouldbe reasonably short.For example,an
in the
algorithmcould be devisedthat decideswhether any given position
of
chess
is
a
The
works
game
winning position. algorithm
by examiningall
moves
and
countermoves
t
hat
could
be
made
from
the starting
possible
position. The difficulty with this algorithmis that even usingthe most modern
We must be
computers,it may take billionsof years to make the decision.
with analyzing the efficiency of eachof our algorithms.
very concerned

Criterion5 requiresthat eachoperationbe effective; eachstep must be
it can, at leastin principle,
be done by a personusingpenciland
in
a
finite
amount
of
time.
paper
Performingarithmeticon integersis an
of
an
effective
b
example
operation, ut arithmeticwith real numbersis not,
sincesomevalues may be expressible
only by infinitely long decimal
such that

Adding two suchnumberswould violatethe effectivenessproperty.
Algorithms that are definite and effective are alsocalledcomputational
procedures.One important exampleof computational
proceduresis the
of
T
his
a
i
system
operating
digital computer.
procedures designedto control
the executionof jobs,in such a way that when no jobsare available,it
doesnot terminatebut continuesin a waiting state until a new jobis
expansion.

Thoughcomputational
proceduresincludeimportant examplessuch
as this one,we restrictour study to computational
proceduresthat always
terminate.
To helpus achievethe criterionof definiteness,algorithmsarewritten in a
programminglanguage.Suchlanguagesare designedso that eachlegitimate
sentencehas a uniquemeaning.A program is the expression
of an algorithm
in a programminglanguage.Sometimes
words such as procedure,function,
and subroutineare used synonymously for program.Most readersof this
book have probably already programmedand run somealgorithmson a
computer.This is desirablebecausebeforeyou study a conceptin general,
it helpsif you had somepracticalexperience
with it. Perhapsyou had some
in
started
an
initial
solutionto a problem,or
difficulty getting
formulating
were
to
decide
which
of
unable
two
perhapsyou
algorithmswas better.The
of
this
book
is
to
teach
how
to
make
these
decisions.
you
goal
The study of algorithmsincludesmany important and active areas of
research.Thereare four distinctareasof study onecan identify:
1. How to devise algorithms Creatingan algorithmis an art which
may never be fully automated.A majorgoal of this bookis to study varientered.

\342\200\224
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ous designtechniquesthat have proven to be useful in that they have often
yielded good
algorithms.By masteringthesedesignstrategies,it will become
easierfor you to devisenew and useful algorithms.Many of the chapters
of this bookare organizedaround what we believeare the majormethods
of algorithmdesign.Thereadermay now wish to glanceback at the table
of contentsto seewhat thesemethodsarecalled.Someof thesetechniques
may already be familiar, and somehave been found to be so useful that
bookshave beenwritten about them. Dynamic programmingis one such
technique.Someof the techniquesare especiallyuseful in fields otherthan

computersciencesuch as operationsresearchand electricalengineering.In
this bookwe can only hopetogive an introductionto thesemany approaches
to algorithmformulation. All of the approaches
we considerhave
in a variety of areasincludingcomputerscience.But someimportant
designtechniquessuchas linear,nonlinear,and integerprogrammingarenot
coveredhereas they are traditionally coveredin other courses.
2. How to validate algorithms Oncean algorithm is devised,it is
necessaryto show that it computesthe correctanswer for all possible
legal
inputs. We refer to this processas algorithm validation. The algorithm
neednot as yet be expressedas a program.It is sufficient to state it in any
preciseway. Thepurposeof the validation is to assureus that this algorithm
will work correctlyindependentlyof the issuesconcerningthe programming
languageit will eventually be written in. Oncethe validity of the method
has I Hie n shown, a programcan be written and a secondphasebegins.This
as program verification.
phaseis referredtoas program proving or sometimes
A proofof correctness
that
the
solution
be
stated in two forms.
requires
One form is usually as a programwhich is annotated by a set of assertions
about the input and output variablesof the program. Theseassertions
are often expressedin the predicatecalculus.The secondform is calleda
specification,and this may alsobe expressedin the predicatecalculus.A
proofconsistsof showing that thesetwo forms are equivalent in that for
every given legalinput, they describethe sameoutput. A completeproof
of programcorrectness
requiresthat eachstatementof the programming
be
d
efinedand
all basicoperations
be proved correct.All
language precisely
thesedetailsmay causea proofto be very much longerthan the program.
3. How to analyze algorithms This field of study is calledanalysis
of algorithms.As an algorithmis executed,it uses the computer'scentral
processingunit (CPU) to performoperationsand its memory (both
and auxiliary) to hold the programand data. Analysis of algorithms
or performanceanalysis refers to the task of determininghow much
timeand storagean algorithmrequires.This is a challengingarea
computing
which sometimes
requiresgreat mathematicalskill.An important result of
this study is that it allows you to makequantitative judgmentsabout the
value of one algorithmover another.Another result is that it allows you to
predictwhether the software will meetany efficiency constraintsthat exist.
applications

\342\200\224
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Questionssuch as how well doesan algorithmperformin the best case,in
the worst case,or on the averageare typical. For eachalgorithmin the text,
an analysis is alsogiven. Analysis is morefully describedin Section1.3.2.
4. How to test a program
Testinga programconsistsof two phases:
and
performance
debugging
profiling (or
measurement).Debuggingis the
processof executingprogramson sampledata sets to determinewhether
faulty resultsoccurand, if so,to correctthem. However, as E. Dijkstra
has pointedout, \"debugging
can only point to the presenceof errors,but
not to their absence.\"
In casesin which we cannot verify the correctness
of
output on sampledata, the following strategy can be employed:let more
than one programmer
develop programsfor the sameproblem,and compare
the outputs producedby theseprograms.If the outputs match, then there
is a goodchancethat they arecorrect.A proofof correctness
is much more
valuable than a thousandtests(if that proofis correct),sinceit guarantees
that the programwill work correctlyfor all possible
inputs. Profiling or
measurement
is the processof executinga correctprogramon
performance
data setsand measuringthe timeand spaceit takesto computethe results.
Thesetiming figures are useful in that they may confirm a previously done
analysis and point out logicalplacesto performuseful optimization.A
of the measurement
of timingcomplexity can be found in Section
description
Forsomeof the algorithmspresentedhere,we show how to devisea
1.3.5.
range of data setsthat will be useful for debuggingand profiling.
Thesefour categoriesserve to outlinethe questionswe ask about
algorithms
throughout this book.As we can't hopeto cover all thesesubjects
we contentourselveswith concentratingon designand analysis,
completely,
and correctness.
spendinglesstimeon programconstruction
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EXERCISES
1.Lookup the words algorismand algorithmin your dictionary and write
down their meanings.

2. The name al-Khowarizmi(algorithm)literally means \"from the town
of Khowarazm.\" This city is now known as Khiva, and is locatedin
Uzbekistan.Seeif you can find this country in an atlas.
3. Usethe WEB to find

picture,or a stamp.

out

his dates,a
moreabout al-Khowarizmi,e.g.,

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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1.2.1PseudocodeConventions
In computational
theory, we distinguishbetweenan algorithmand a
Thelatter doesnot have to satisfy the finitenesscondition.
For
program.
example, we can think of an operating
system that continuesin a \"wait\" loop
until morejobsareentered.Such a programdoesnot terminateunlessthe
system crashes.Sinceour programsalways terminate,we use \"algorithm\"
and \"program\" interchangeablyin this text.
We can describean algorithm in many ways. We can use a natural
we must make sure
languagelike English,althoughif we selectthis option,
that the resulting instructionsare definite. Graphicrepresentations
called
are
work
well
if
the
another
but
they
flowcharts
possibility,
only
algorithm
is smalland simple.In this text we presentmost of our algorithmsusing a
that resembles
C and Pascal.
pseudocode

1.Commentsbegin with // and continueuntil

the end of line.

2. Blocksare indicatedwith matchingbraces: { and }. A compound

statement(i.e.,
a collectionof simplestatements) can be represented
as a block.The body of a procedurealsoforms a block.Statements
aredelimitedby ;.
3. An identifier begins with a letter.The data types of variablesare
not explicitlydeclared. The types will be clear from the context.
Whethera variable is globalorlocalto a procedurewill alsobe evident
from the context.We assumesimpledata types such as integer,float,
char,boolean,and soon. Compounddata types can be formed with
records.Hereis an example:
node = record
{ datatype A dataA;
datatype jn datajn;

}

node

*link;

this example,link is a pointerto the recordtype node.Individual
dataitemsof a recordcan beaccessedwith and period.Forinstance
if p points to a recordof type node,p
dataA stands for the value of
the first field in the record.On the otherhand, if q is a recordof type
node,q.dataA will denoteits first field.
In

\342\200\224>
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4. Assignment of values to variablesis done usingthe assignment
statement

(variable):= (expression);

5. Thereare two booleanvalues true and false.In orderto

produce
thesevalues, the logicaloperatorsand,or,and notand the relational
operators<,<,=, >, and > are provided.
6. Elementsof multidimensionalarrays are accessedusing [ and ]. For
example,if A is a two dimensional
array, the (i,j)thelementof the
is
denoted
as
indices
start at zero.
array
Array
-A[i,j].
7. Thefollowing loopingstatementsareemployed:
for,while,and repeatuntil.The while looptakesthe following form:

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

/,

while (condition)do

{

}

(statement1)
(statementn)

long as (condition)is true,the statementsget executed.When
(condition)becomes
false,the loopis exited.Thevalue of (condition)
is evaluatedat the top of the loop.
As

The generalform

of

a for loopis

for variable:=valuel to value2

{
}

stepstepdo

(statement1)
(statementn)

Herevaluel, value2, and step arearithmeticexpressions.A variable

of type integeror realor a numerical
constant is a simpleform of an

arithmeticexpression.The clause\"stepstep\" is optionaland taken
as +1 if it doesnot occur, step could eitherbe positiveor negative.
variableis testedfor terminationat the start of eachiteration.The
for loopcan be implemented
as a while loopas follows:

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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variable:=valuel;

fin :=value2;

incr := step;
while ((variable fin) * step< 0) do
\342\200\224
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{

{statement1)
{statementn)
variable:= variable+ incr;

A

}
statementis constructedas follows:
repeat-until
repeat
{statement1)

{statementn)

until{condition)

Thestatementsareexecutedas longas {condition)is false.The value
executingthe statements.
The instructionbreak;can be used within any of the above looping
instructionsto forceexit. In caseof nestedloops,break;resultsin
the exitof the innermostloopthat it is a part of. A returnstatement
A return
within any of the above alsowill result in exitingthe loops.
in
function
the
itself.
r
esults
exit
of
the
statement
8. A conditionalstatementhas the following forms:
of {condition)is computedafter

if {condition)then{statement)
if {condition)then{statement1) else(statement2)

and (statement),(statement1)
Here(condition)is a booleanexpression
and (statement2) are arbitrary statements(simpleor compound).
We alsoemploy the following casestatement:

case
{
\342\200\242.{condition

1):(statement1)

'.(condition
n): (statementn)

:else:(statementn + 1)
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Here(statement1),(statement2), etc.couldbe eithersimple
or compoundstatements.A casestatementis interpretedas
follows. If (condition1) is true, (statement1) gets executedand
the casestatementis exited.If (statement1) is false,(condition2)
is evaluated. If (condition2) is true, (statement2) gets executed
and the casestatementexited,and soon. If none of the conditions
(condition1), , (conditionn) aretrue,(statementn+1)is executed
and the casestatementis exited.Theelseclauseis optional.
9. Input and output are doneusingthe instructionsreadand write.No
format is used to specify the sizeof input or output quantities.
An algorithm
10.Thereis only one type of procedure:Algorithm.
of a headingand a body. The headingtakesthe form
statements
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...

consists

AlgorithmName ((parameterlist))
where Name is the name of the procedureand ({parameterlist)) is
a listing of the procedureparameters. The body has one or more
(simpleor compound)statementsenclosedwithin braces{ and }. An
algorithm may or may not return any values. Simplevariablesto
proceduresare passedby value. Arrays and recordsare passedby
reference.An array name or a recordname is treatedas a pointerto
the respectivedata type.
As an example,
the following algorithmfindsand returnsthe maximum
of n given

numbers:

1 AlgorithmMax(A, n)

2
3
4
5
6

// A is an array of sizen.
{

7

8

}

Result:= A[l];
for i := 2 to n do
if A[i] > ResultthenResult:= A[i\\;
returnResult;

In this algorithm(named Max), A and
Resultand i arelocalvariables.

n

are procedureparameters.

Next we presenttwo examplesto illustratethe processof translating a
probleminto an algorithm.

1.1

[Selectionsort] Supposewe must devisean algorithm that
sortsa collectionof n > 1 elementsof arbitrary type. A simplesolutionis

Example

given by the following
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From thoseelements
that are currently unsorted,find the
and placeit next in the sortedlist.

smallest

Although this statementadequately describesthe sorting problem,it is

not an algorithmbecauseit leaves severalquestionsunanswered.For
it; doesnot tell us where and how the elements
are initially storedor
wherewe shouldplacethe result. We assumethat the elementsare stored
in an array a, such that the ith integer is storedin the ith. position
1< i < n. Algorithm is our first attemptat derivinga solution.
example,

a[i],
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1.1

1 for i :=1to n do
2
3
4
5
6

{
}

Examinea[i] to a[n] and suppose
the smallestelementis at a[j];
Interchangea[i] and a[j];

1.1

Algorithm Selectionsort algorithm
To turn Algorithm 1.1into a pseudocode
program,two clearly defined
subtasksremain:finding the smallestelement(say a[j])and interchanging
it with a[i\\. We can solve the latter problemusingthe code
t

:= a[i\\;

a[i]

:=a[j};a[j]:=t;

Thefirst subtaskcan be solvedby assumingthe minimum is a[i],
checking
and, whenever a smallerelementis found,
a[i] with a[i + l],a[i+
regardingit as the new minimum. Eventually a[n] is comparedwith the
current minimum,and we aredone.Putting alltheseobservationstogether,

2],...,

1.2).

we get the algorithmSelectionSort
(Algorithm
The obvious question to ask at this point is,DoesSelectionSortwork
correctly?Throughoutthis text we use the notation a[i to denotethe
array elementsa[i] through

a[j].

: j]

Theorem1.1
Algorithm SelectionSort(a,
n) correctlysortsa set of n > 1
< a[n].
the
result
in
:
that a[l]< a [2] <
remains
such
elements;
a[l n]
Proof:We first note that for any i, say i = q, following the executionof
lines 6 to 9, it is the casethat a[q] < a[r], q < r < n. Also observethat
when i becomesgreaterthan q, a[i: q] is unchanged.Hence,following the
< a[n].
last execution
of theselines(that is,i = n), we have a[l]< a[2] <
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

We

observeat this point that the upper limit of the for loopin line 4 can
1without damagingthe correctnessof the algorithm.
n

be changedto

\342\200\224

\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmSelectionSort(a,
n)

order.
// Sort the array a[\\ : n] into nondecreasing
{
for i :=1to n do
{
j :=i\\
7
for k := i + 1to n do
8
if (o[fc]< a[j thenj := ft;
t := a[i];
9
a[i]:=a >'];a[j]:= t;
10
}
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2
3
4
5
6

11 1

Algorithm1.2Selectionsort

1.2.2RecursiveAlgorithms
recursivefunction is a function that is defined in termsof itself.Similarly,
an algorithmis saidto be recursiveif the samealgorithmis invoked in the
body. An algorithmthat callsitselfis directrecursive.Algorithm A is saidto
beindirectrecursiveif it callsanotheralgorithmwhich in turn callsA. These
recursivemechanisms
are extremelypowerful, but even moreimportantly,
times
can
many
expressan otherwisecomplexprocessvery clearly.For
they
A

thesereasonswe introducerecursionhere.
view recursion
as a somewhatmystical
Typically, beginningprogrammers
techniquethat is useful only for somevery specialclassof problems(such
as computingfactorialsor Ackermann'sfunction). This is unfortunate
because any algorithmthat can be written usingassignment,the if-then-else
statement,and the while statementcan alsobe written usingassignment,
the if-then-else
statement,and recursion.Of course,this doesnot say that
the resultingalgorithmwill necessarily
be easierto understand.However,
thereare many instanceswhen this will be the case. When is recursionan
appropriatemechanismfor algorithmexposition?One instanceis when the
problemitselfis recursively defined. Factorialfits this category, as well as
binomialcoefficients,where
+

I

n

\342\200\224

n!

1\\
m\\(n

\342\200\224

m)\\

The following two examplesshow how to developa recursivealgorithm.
In the first example,we considerthe Towers of Hanoiproblem,and in the

second,we generateall possible
permutationsof a list of characters.
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Example1.2[Towers of Hanoi] The Towers of Hanoi puzzle is fashioned
after the ancientTower of Brahmaritual (seeFigure1.1).
Accordingto
at the timethe world was created,therewas a diamondtower (labeled
sizeand were stacked
Thedisks were of decreasing
A) with 64 goldendisks.
on tin: tower in decreasing
orderof sizebottomto top. Besides
this tower
there were two other diamond towers (labeledB and C).Sincethe time
of creation,Brahman priestshave beenattemptingto move the disks from
tower A to tower B usingtower C for intermediate
storage.As the disks are
very heavy, they canbe moved only one at a time. In addition,at no time
can a disk be on top of a smallerdisk.Accordingto legend,the world will
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legend,

cometo an end when the priestshave completedtheir task.

TowerA

Tower B

Tower C

1.1Towersof Hanoi

Figure

A very elegant solutionresultsfrom the use of recursion.Assume that
the numberof disks is n. To get the largestdisk to the bottomof tower B,
1 disks to tower C and then move the largest
we move the remainingn
to tower B. Now we are left with the task of moving the disks from tower
C to tower B. To do this, we have towers A and B available. The fact
that tower B has a disk on it can be ignoredas the disk is largerthan the
disks beingmoved from tower C and so any disk can be placedon top of it.
The recursivenature of the solutionis apparentfrom Algorithm 1.3.This
Observethat our solution
algorithmis invoked by TowersOfHanoi(n,A,B,C).
for an n-diskproblemis formulated in termsof solutionsto two (n l)-disk
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

problems.
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Example1.3[Permutation generator]Given a set of n > 1 elements,the
problemis to print all possible
permutationsof this set. For example,if

the set is {a,b,c},
then the set of permutationsis {(a,b, c), (a,c,b),
(b,a,c),
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1 AlgorithmTowersOfHanoi(n,x, y, z)

// Move the top n disks from tower x to tower y.

2
3
4
5
6

{

if (n > 1) then

{

\342\200\224
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TowersOfHanoi(n l,x,z,y);
write (\"move top disk from tower\",x,
\"to top of tower\",y);
TowersOfHanoi(n l,z,y, x);

8
9

\342\200\224
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11 }

}

Algorithm1.3Towers of Hanoi

(b,c,a),(c,a,b),(c,b, a)}.It is easy to seethat given n elements,thereare
n!different permutations.A simplealgorithmcan be obtainedby looking

at the

caseof four elements(a,b,c,d).
The answer can be constructedby

writing

1.a followed by all the permutationsof (b,c,d)
2. b followed by all the permutationsof (a,c,d)
3. c followed by all the permutationsof (a,b, d)
4. d followed by all the permutationsof (a,b, c)
Theexpression\"followedby allthe permutations\"is the clueto recursion.
we can solve the problemfor a set with n elementsif we have
an algorithmthat works on n
1 elements.Theseconsiderations
lead to
w
hich
is
invoked
this
Algorithm 1.4,
by Perm(a,
algorithmout
l,n). Try
on setsof length one,two, and threeto ensurethat you understandhow it

It impliesthat

\342\200\224

works.
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EXERCISES
1.Horner'srule is a means for

evaluatinga polynomial at a point xo
If the polynomial is A(x)
usinga minimum numberof multiplications.
= anxn +
+
+ a\\x + a$, Horner'srule is
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

an_i\302\243n_1
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1 AlgorithmPerm (a, k, n)

2
3
4
5
6

<

(A;

%

{

7
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= n) thenwrite (a[l: n]); // Output permutation.
else//a[A; :n] has morethan one permutation.
theserecursively.
// Generate
k to n do
for
if

8
9

:\342\200\224

:=a[k];a[k] := a[i];a[i] :=t;
Perm(a, + l,n);
// All permutationsof a :=+ 1:n]
t := a[k];a[k] := a[i];
t;
a[i]
\302\243

10
11
12
13 }

A;

[A;

}

Algorithm1.4Recursivepermutationgenerator
A(x0) =

\\-ai)x0+ a0
(anxo+ an^i)x0
Write an algorithmto evaluatea polynomial using Horner'srule.
-\\

(\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

2. Given n booleanvariables x\\,X2,---,
and xn, we wish to print all
combinations
of truth values they can assume.For instance,
possible
if n = 2,thereare four possibilities:
true,true;true,false; false,true;
and false,false.Write an algorithmto accomplish
this.

3. Devisean algorithmthat inputs three integersand outputs them in

order.
nondecreasing
4. Presentan algorithmthat searchesan unsortedarray a[l: n] for the
elementx. If x occurs,then return a position
in the array; elsereturn
zero.
5. The factorialfunction n!has value 1when n < 1and value n * (n 1)!
when n > 1. Write both a recursiveand an iterative algorithmto
computen\\.
6. The Fibonaccinumbersare defined as /o = 0,f\\ = 1,and /j = /j_i +
/j._2for i > 1. Write both a recursiveand an iterative algorithmto
compute/j.
7. Give both a recursiveand an iterativealgorithmto computethe
coefficient (^) as defined in Section1.2.2,
where Q) = (n) = 1.
\342\200\224

binomial
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8. Ackermann'sfunction
A(m,n) =

A(m, n) is defined as follows:

(nil
A(m-1,1)

[ A(m 1,A(m, n
\342\200\224
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if m = 0
if n = 0

<

\342\200\224

1))

otherwise

This function is studiedbecauseit grows very fast for smallvalues of m
and n. Write a recursivealgorithmfor computingthis function.Then
write a nonrecursivealgorithmfor computingit.
9. The pigeonholeprinciplestatesthat if a function / has n distinctinputs
but lessthan n distinct outputs, then thereexisttwo inputs a and b
such that a b and f(a) = f(b).Presentan algorithmto find a and
b such that f(a) = f(b).Assume that the function inputs are

/

and

1,2,...,

n.

10.Give an algorithmto solve the following problem:Given n, a positive
integer,determinewhether n is the sum of all of its divisors,that is,
whethern is the sum of all t such that 1< t < n, and t divides n.

11.Considerthe function F(x) that

is defined

a; is

=

then

even,
by
F(x)
x/2; else F(x) = F(F(3x+ 1)).\" Prove that F(x) terminatesfor
all integersx. (Hint:Considerintegersof the form (2i + l)2fc 1and
\"if

\342\200\224

use induction.)

12.If S is a set of n elements,the powersetof S is the set of all possible
subsetsof S. For example,if S = (a,b,c),
then powerset(S)= {( ),
W
6,
6),
(a), (6), (c), (a, (a,c),(6,c),(a, c)}. rite a recursivealgorithm
to

computepowerset(S).

1.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
One goal of this bookis to develop skillsfor makingevaluative judgments
about algorithms.Thereare many criteriaupon which we can judge an

algorithm.Forinstance:
1.Doesit do what we want it to do?
of the
2. Doesit work correctlyaccordingto the originalspecifications
task?

3. Istheredocumentation
that describes
how to use it and how it

www.konkurcomputer.ir

works?
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4. Are procedurescreatedin such a way
functions'/

15
that they

performlogicalsub-

5. Is the codereadable?
Thesecriteriaare all vitally important when it comesto writing
for largesystems.Though we do not discusshow to
most especially
reachthesegoals,we try to achievethem throughout this bookwith the
pseudocode
algorithmswe write. Hopefully this moresubtle approachwill

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

software,

gradually infect your own program-writinghabits sothat you will
strive to achievethesegoals.
automatically

Thereare othercriteriafor judgingalgorithmsthat have a moredirect
relationshipto performance.Thesehave to do with their computingtime
and storagerequirements.

Definition1.2[Space/Time
complexity] The spacecomplexityof an
is the amount of memory it needsto run to completion.The time
complexityof an algorithmis the amount of computertimeit needsto run
algorithm

to

completion.

\342\226\241

Performance
evaluationcan be loosely divided into two majorphases:
a
estimates
and (2) a posterioritesting. We refer to these as
priori
(1)
measurement
performance
analysis and performance
respectively.

1.3.1SpaceComplexity
+ b c)/(a+
Algorithm a be (Algorithm 1.5)
computesa + b+b*c+(a
6)+4.0;
Sum
Algorithm
(Algorithm 1.6)computesYa=i aM iteratively, wherethe
a[i]'sare real numbers;and RSum (Algorithm 1.7)is a recursivealgorithm
\342\200\224

that

computes2\"=1a[i\\.

1

2
;{
I

Algorithmabc(a,6, c)

{
return a + b + b * c + (a + b - c)/(a+ b) + 4.0;
}

Algorithm1.5Computesa + b + b*c+(a+ b c)/(a+ b) + 4.0
\342\200\224

The spaceneededby eachof thesealgorithmsis seento be the sum of
the following components:
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1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

}

s:=0.0;

for i := 1to n do

s := s + a[i];
returns;

Algorithm1.6Iterativefunction

for sum

1 AlgorithmRSum(a,n)
{
if (n < 0) thenreturn0.0;

2
3
4
5

}

elsereturnRSum (a,n

Algorithm1.7Recursivefunction

\342\200\224

1) + a[n];

for sum
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1.A

fixed part that is independentof the characteristics
(e.g.,number,
size) of the inputs and outputs.This part typically includesthe

instruction
space(i.e.,spacefor the code),spacefor simplevariables
and fixed-size
componentvariables(alsocalledaggregate),spacefor
constants,and soon.

2. A

variable part that consistsof the spaceneededby component
whose sizeis dependenton the particularprobleminstancebeing

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

variables

variables(to the extentthat this
solved,the spaceneededby referenced
stackspace
and the recursion
dependson instancecharacteristics),
on the instancecharacteristics).
(insofar as this spacedepends

The spacerequirementS(P)of any algorithmP may thereforebe written
as S(P)= c+ 5p(instancecharacteristics),
wherec is a constant.
When analyzing the spacecomplexity of an algorithm,we concentrate
Forany given problem,we
solely on estimating5p(instancecharacteristics).
needfirst to determinewhich instancecharacteristics
to use to measurethe
This is very problemspecific,
and we resorttoexamples
spacerequirements.
to illustratethe various possibilities.
Generally speaking,our choicesare
limitedto quantitiesrelatedto the numberand magnitudeof the inputs to
and outputs from the algorithm.At times,morecomplexmeasuresof the
interrelationships
amongthe dataitemsareused.

Example1.4ForAlgorithm 1.5,the probleminstanceis characterizedby

the specificvalues of a, 6, and c. Making the assumptionthat one word
is adequateto store the values of eachof a, 6, c, and the result, we see
that the spaceneededby abcis independentof the instancecharacteristics.
=0.
Consequently,Sp(instancecharacteristics)
\342\226\241

Example1.5The probleminstancesfor Algorithm 1.6are characterized
to be summed.The spaceneededby n is one
by n, the numberof elements

word, sinceit is of type integer.The spaceneededby a is the spaceneeded
by variablesof type array of floating point numbers.This is at leastn words,
sincea must be largeenoughto hold the n elementsto be summed.So,we
obtain Ssum(^) (n + ^) (n
a[ ]' one eacn ni h and s).
f\302\260r

\342\226\241

f\302\260r
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Example1.6Let us considerthe algorithmRSum

As in
(Algorithm 1.7).

the easeof Sum, the instancesare characterized
by n. Therecursionstack
spaceincludesspacefor the formal parameters,the localvariables,and the
return address.Assume that the return addressrequiresonly one word of
memory. Eachcall to RSum requiresat leastthree words (includingspace
for the values of n, the return address,and a pointertoa[ ]).Sincethe depth
of recursionis n + 1,the recursionstackspaceneededis > 3(n + 1).
\342\226\241
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1.3.2 TimeComplexity
Thetime T(P) taken by a programP is the sum of the compiletime and
the run (or execution)time. The compiletime doesnot dependon the

instancecharacteristics.Also, we may assumethat a compiledprogram
be run severaltimeswithout recompilation.
Consequently,we concern
ourselveswith just the run timeof a program.This run timeis denotedby
tp (instancecharacteristics).
Becausemany of the factorstp dependson are not known at the time
a programis conceived,
it is reasonable
to attemptonly to estimatetp. If
we knew the characteristics
of the compiler
to be used,we couldproceedto
determinethe numberof additions,
divisions,
subtractions,multiplications,
compares,loads,stores,and soon, that would be madeby the codefor P.
So,we couldobtain an expressionfor tp(n) of the form

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

will

+ cmMUL{n)+ cdDIV{n)+
tP(n) = caADD(n)+ csSUB{n)
and ca, cs,cm, q, and soon,
where n denotesthe instancecharacteristics,
denote
the
timeneeded
for
an
addition,subtraction,
respectively,
division, and soon, and ADD, SUB,MUL, DIV,and so on, are
functions whosevalues are the numbersof additions,
subtractions,
when the codefor P is used
divisions,and soon, that are performed
on an instancewith characteristic
n.
suchan
exact
is in itselfan impossible
formula
task,sincethe
Obtaining
timeneededfor an addition,subtraction,multiplication,
and soon, often
dependson the numbers being added,subtracted,multiplied,and soon.
The value of tp(n) for any given n can be obtainedonly experimentally.
The programis typed, compiled,and run on a particularmachine.The
executiontime is physically clocked,and tp(n) obtained. Even with this
experimentalapproach,one could face difficulties. In a multiusersystem,
the executiontime dependson such factorsas system load,the number of
otherprogramsrunningon the computerat the timeprogramP is run, the
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

multiplication,

multiplications,

of theseotherprograms,and soon.
characteristics
Given the minimalutility of determiningthe exactnumberof additions,
subtractions,and so on, that are neededto solve a probleminstancewith
characteristics
together
given by n, we might as well lump all the operations
(providedthat the time requiredby eachis relatively independentof the
and obtain a count for the total numberof
instancecharacteristics)
We can go one step further and count only the number of program
operations.

steps.
A
meaningful

program step is loosely defined asa syntactically or semantically
segmentof a programthat has an executiontimethat is independent

Forexample,the entirestatement
of the instancecharacteristics.

returna + b+b*c+(a
+ b-c)/(a+ b) + 4.0;
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1.5

of Algorithm
could be regardedas a step sinceits executiontime is
of
instancecharacteristics(this statementis not strictly
the
independent
true, sincethe time for a multiply and divide generallydependson the
numbersinvolved in the operation).
The number of stepsany programstatementis assigneddependson the
kind of statement. For example,commentscount as zero steps;an
assignment statementwhich doesnot involve any callsto other algorithms

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

is countedas one step;in an iterativestatementsuchas the for,while, and

repeat-until
statements,we considerthe step counts only for the control

part of the statement.Thecontrolpartsfor for and while statementshave
the following forms:

for := (expr)to (exprl) do
while ((expr)) do
%

Each executionof the controlpart of a while statementis given a step
count, equal to the number of step counts assignable
to (expr). The step
count for eachexecution
of the controlpart of a for statementis one,unless
the countsattributableto (expr)and (exprl) are functions of the instance
characteristics.In this latter case,the first executionof the controlpart
of the for has a step count equal to the sum of the counts for (expr)and
are computedonly when the loopis
(exprl) (note that theseexpressions
started).Remainingexecutionsof the for statementhave a step count of

one;and soon.
We can determinethe number of stepsneededby a programto solve a
particularprobleminstancein one of two ways. In the first method,we
introducea new variable,count, into the program.This is a global
with initial value 0. Statements
to incrementcount by the appropriate
amount areintroducedinto the program.This is done sothat eachtimea
statementin the originalprogramis executed,count is incremented
by the
step count of that statement.
variable

Example1.7When the statementsto incrementcount areintroducedinto
the result is Algorithm 1.8.Thechangein the value of count
Algorithm 1.6,
the
time
this
by
programterminatesis the number of stepsexecutedby
Algorithm 1.6.

Since we are interestedin determiningonly the changein the value of
count, Algorithm 1.8may be simplified to Algorithm 1.9.For every initial
value of count, Algorithms 1.8and 1.9computethe samefinal value for
count.It is easy to seethat in the for loop,the value of count will increase
by a total of In. If count is zeroto start with, then it will be 2n + 3 on
termination.So eachinvocationof Sum (Algorithm 1.6)executesa total of
2n -f 3 steps.
\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

1

s :=0.0;
1;// count is global;it is initially zero.
for i := 1to n do
{
count :=count + 1;// Forfor
s:=s + a[i];count :=count+ 1;// Forassignment
}
count :=count + 1;// Forlast timeof for
count :=count + 1;// Forthe return
returns;
count :=count +

7

8
9

10
11
12
13 }

Algorithm1.8Algorithm 1.6with count statementsadded

1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)
{
for i := 1to n do count := count+ 2;
count :=count + 3;

2
3
4
5

}

Algorithm1.9Simplifiedversionof Algorithm 1.8
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Example1.8When the statementsto incrementcount areintroducedinto
is obtained.
Let tRSum(^) be the increasein
Algorithm 1.7,
Algorithm 1.10
the value of count when Algorithm 1.10
terminates.We seethat
= 2. When n > 0,count increasesby 2 plus whatever increaseresultsfrom
\302\243RSum(0)

else

clause.Fromthe definition of
RSum from within the
is t^sum(n~
it follows that this additionalincrease
if the value

the invocationof
tRSum)
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n>0.
1

2
3
4
5
(5

7

8
9

So,

!)\342\200\242

is
of count is zeroinitially, its value at the timeof termination

2+\302\243RSum(^\342\200\224

1),

AlgorithmRSum(a,n)

{

count :=count +
if (n < 0) then

{

count

:\342\200\224

1;// Forthe if conditional

count +

return0.0;
}
else
{

1;// Forthe return

10
11
count := count + 1; // Forthe addition,function
12
// invocationand return
13
returnRSum (a,n -l)+ a[n];
14
}
15 }
\342\226\240

Algorithm1.10Algorithm 1.7with count statementsadded
When analyzing a recursiveprogramfor its step count, we often obtain
for the step count, for example,

a recursiveformula

if n = 0
,
, . _ / 22 +
tRSumWj tRSum(n_1) ifn>0

Theserecursiveformulas are referredto as recurrencerelations.One way
of solving any such recurrence
relationis to make repeatedsubstitutionsfor
eachoccurrenceof the function t^Sum
the right-handsideuntil all such
\302\260n

occurrences
disappear:
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tRSum(n)

= 2 + tRSum(n-l)
= 2 + 2 + \302\243RSum(n-2)
= 2(2)+tRSum(n-2)

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

= n(2) + tRSum{0)
= 2n + 2,
Sothe step count for

RSum

n

>0

(Algorithm1.7)is 2n + 2.

\342\226\241

Thestepcount is useful in that it tellsus how the run timefor a program
Promthe stepcountfor
changeswith changesin the instancecharacteristics.
if
n
is
t
he
run
timealsodoubles
we
see
that
doubled,
Sum,
(approximately);
if n increases
by a factor of 10,the run timeincreasesby a factor of 10;and
soon.So,the run timegrows linearly in n. We say that Sum is a lineartime
is linearin the instancecharacteristic
n).
algorithm(the timecomplexity

Definition1.3[Input

that is
size] One of the instancecharacteristics
in
the
size
of
used
the
literature
is
size.The
input
input
any instance
frequently
of a problemis defined to be the number of words (or the number of
elements) neededto describethat instance.The input sizefor the problem
of summingan array with n elementsis n + 1,n for listing the n elements
and 1 for the value of n (Algorithms1.6and 1.7).The problemtackledin
Algorithm 1.5has an input sizeof 3. If the input to any probleminstance
is a single element,the input sizeis normally taken to be the number of
bitsneededto specify that element.Run timesfor many of the algorithms
input
presentedin this text are expressedas functions of the corresponding

sizes.

\342\226\241

is to add two mxnmatrices
Example1.9[Matrix addition] Algorithm 1.11
statementsleadsto
a and b together.Introducingthe counHncrementing
Algorithm

1.12.Algorithm 1.13is a

simplified version of Algorithm

1.12

we see
that computesthe samevalue for count.ExaminingAlgorithm 1.13,
that line 7 is executedn timesfor eachvalue of i, or a total of ran times;
line 5 is executedm times;and line 9 is executedonce.If count is 0 to begin
terminates.
with, it will be 2mn + 2m + 1when Algorithm 1.13
Promthis analysis we seethat if m > n, then it is better to interchange
If this is done,the step count
the two for statementsin Algorithm 1.11.
becomes2mn+2n+ Note that in this examplethe instancecharacteristics
are given by m and n and the input sizeis 2mn + 2.

l.

\342\226\241

The secondmethodto determinethe step count of an algorithmis to
build a tablein which we list the total numberof stepscontributedby each
the numberof
statement.This figure is often arrived at by first determining
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2
3
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4

5
6

AlgorithmAdd(a,b, c,m,n)
{
for i := 1to m do
for j :=1to n do

c[ij]:=a[i,j]+b[i,j];

}

1.11
Matrix addition

Algorithm

AlgorithmAdd(a,6,c,m,n)
{
for i := 1to m do
4
{
count := count + 1;// For 'for V
5
for j :=1to n do
7
{
8
count := count + 1;// For 'forj'
9
c[ij]:=a[i,j]
+b[i,j];
10
count := count + 1;// For the assignment
11
}
12
count := count + 1;//For loopinitializationand
13
// lasttimeof 'forj'
14
}
15
count :=count + 1; // For loopinitializationand
16
// lasttimeof 'forV
1

2
3

(>

17

}

Algorithm1.12Matrix additionwith countingstatements

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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1 AlgorithmAdd(a, b, c,m,n)
{
for i :=1to m do
{
count := count + 2;
for j :=1to n do
7
count := count + 2;
8
}
9
count := count + 1;
10 }

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

2
3
4
5
6

Algorithm1.13Simplifiedalgorithmwith countingonly
stepsperexecution(s/e) of the statementand the totalnumberof times(i.e.,
frequency) eachstatementis executed.The s/eof a statementisthe amount
by

which the

count changesas a result of the executionof

that

statement.

By combiningthesetwo quantities,the total contributionof eachstatement
is obtained.By adding the contributionsof all statements,the step count
for the entirealgorithmis obtained.
In Table1.1,the number of stepsper executionand the frequency of
eachof the statementsin Sum (Algorithm 1.6)have beenlisted.The total
numberof stepsrequiredby the algorithmis determinedto be 2n + 3.It is
importantto note that the frequency of the for statementis n + 1 and not
n. This is sobecausei has to be incrementedto n + 1 beforethe for loop

can terminate.

Table1.2gives the step count for RSum (Algorithm 1.7).Noticethat
under the s/e(stepsper execution)column,the elseclausehas beengiven
a count of 1+ t^sum(n
This is the total cost of this line eachtime
it is executed.It includesall the stepsthat get executedas a resultof the
invocationof RSum from the elseclause.The frequency and total steps
columnshave beensplitinto two parts:one for the casen = 0 and the other
for the casen > 0. This is necessarybecausethe frequency (and hencetotal
steps) for somestatementsis different for eachof thesecases.
Table1.3corresponds
to algorithmAdd (Algorithm 1.11).
Onceagain,
note that the frequency of the first for loopis m + 1 and not m. This is
soas i needsto be incrementedup to m + 1beforethe loopcan terminate.
Similarly, the frequency for the secondfor loopis m(n + 1).
in computingstep counts,
When you have obtainedsufficient experience
you can avoid constructingthe frequency tableand obtainthe stepcount as
in the following example.
\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmSum (a,n)^

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

}

25

s/e

frequency total steps

0
0

0
0

1 1
s:=0.0;
for i := 1to n do 1 n + 1

s :=s + a[i];
returns;

1
1

1

n
n

n

1

+1

1

0

0

2n + 3

Total

1.1Steptablefor Algorithm 1.6

Table

Statement

1 AlgorithmRSum(a,n)
{
if (n < 0) then

2
3
4
5
6
7

return0.0;
elsereturn

}

RSum(a,n

\342\200\224

1) + a[n\\;

s/e

n

frequency
=0 n > 0

0

1
1
1
1
1+ x 0
0

Total

1
0

1

n

total steps
=0 n > 0

0

0

1
1

0

0
0
2

0
2 +x

x =

1
1+ x

tRSum{n

Table1.2Steptablefor Algorithm 1.7
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Statement

s/e

1 AlgorithmAdd(a, b,c,m,n) 0
2 {
0
for i := 1to m do
1
3
4
1
for j :=1to n do
5
c[i,j]:=a[i,j]+ b[i,j];1

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

6

}

frequency total steps
0
0

+1
m(n + 1)
m

mn

0

Total

m+1
mn + m
mn

0
2mn

+ 2m + 1

Table1.3Steptablefor Algorithm 1.11
Example1.10[Fibonaccinumbers]TheFibonaccisequenceof numbersstarts
as

0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,...

Each new term is obtainedby taking the sum of the two previousterms.If
termof the sequence/o,then /o = 0, f\\ = 1,and in general

we callthe first

fn

= fn-l+ fn-2, U>2

Fibonacci(Algorithm 1.14)
takes as input any nonnegativeinteger n and
the
value
prints
fn.
To analyze the timecomplexity
of this algorithm,we needto considerthe
two cases(1) n = 0 or 1 and (2) n > 1.When n = 0 or 1,lines 4 and 5 get
executedonceeach.Sinceeachline has an s/eof 1,the total step count for
this caseis 2. When n > 1,lines 4, 8, and 14areeachexecutedonce.Line
9 gets executedn times,and lines 11and 12get executedn 1 timeseach
to n+ 1,and the
(note that the lasttimeline 9 is executed,i is incremented
an
Line
8
has
an
of
line
12
has
of
2,
loopexited).
s/e and line 13has
s/e 2,
an s/eof 0. The remaininglinesthat get executedhave s/e'sof 1.Thetotal
stepsfor the casen > 1is therefore4n + 1.
\342\200\224
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Summary of Time Complexity
Thetimecomplexity of an algorithmis given by the numberof stepstaken
by the algorithmto computethe function it was written for.The numberof
Although any specific
stepsis itselfa function of the instancecharacteristics.
instancemay have severalcharacteristics(e.g.,the number of inputs, the
numberof outputs, the magnitudesof the inputs and outputs), the number
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2
a
4

AlgorithmFibonacci(n)

// Computethe nth Fibonaccinumber.

{

else
{

(>

7
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if (n < 1) then

write (n);

5

fnm2 :=0;fnml :=1;
for i :=2ton do

8
9

10

{

11
12
13

}

14

15
16

27

}

}

fn := fnml + fnm2;
fnm2 := fnml;fnml :=fn;

write

(fn);

Algorit;hm 1.14Fibonaccinumbers
steps is computedas a function of somesubsetof these. Usually, we
choosethosecharacteristics
that are of importance
to us. For example,we
timecomplexity)
might wish to know how the computing(orrun) time(i.e.,
increasesas the numberof inputs increase.In this casethe numberof steps
will be computedas a function of the numberof inputs alone.For a different
algorithm,we might be interestedin determininghow the computingtime
increasesas the magnitudeof one of the inputs increases.In this casethe
number of stepswill be computedas a function of the magnitudeof this
input, alone.Thus, beforethe stepcount of an algorithmcan be determined,
of the probleminstance are
we needto know exactlywhich characteristics
to be used.Thesedefine the variables in the expression
for the step count.
In the caseof Sum,we choseto measurethe timecomplexity as a function
of the numbern of elementsbeing added.For algorithmAdd, the choiceof
characteristics
was the numberm of rows and the numbern of columnsin
the matricesbeing added.
Oncethe relevant characteristics
have beenselected,we
(n,m,p,q,r,...)
can define what a stepis.A step is any computation
unit that is independent
of the characteristics
(n,m,p,q, Thus, 10additionscan be one step;
100multiplicationscanalsobe one step;but n additionscannot. Nor can
m/2 additions,p + q subtractions,and soon, be countedas one step.
of

r,...).
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Oncethis has
A systematic
way to assignstepcountswas alsodiscussed.
beendone,the timecomplexity(i.e.,
the total step count) of an algorithm
can be obtainedusingeitherof the two methodsdiscussed.
The exampleswe have lookedat sofar were sufficiently simplethat the
werenicefunctions of fairly simplecharacteristics
like the
timecomplexities
number of inputs and the number of rows and columns.For many
the timecomplexity
is not dependentsolely on the numberof inputs
algorithms,
or outputs or someother easily specifiedcharacteristic.For example,the
searchingalgorithmyou wrote for Exercise4 in Section1.2,
may terminate
in one step if x is the first elementexaminedby your algorithm,or it may
take two steps(this happens if x is the secondelementexamined),and so
on.In otherwords, knowing n aloneis not enoughto estimatethe run time
of your algorithm.
We can extricateourselvesfrom the difficulties resultingfrom situations
when the chosenparametersare not adequateto determinethe step count
uniquely by defining threekinds of step counts:best case,worst case,and
average. The best-casestep count is the minimum number of stepsthat
can be executedfor the given parameters.Theworst-case
step count is the
maximumnumberof stepsthat can be executedfor the given parameters.
The averagestep count is the averagenumberof stepsexecutedon instances
with the given parameters.
Our motivation to determinestep counts is to be able to comparethe
of two algorithmsthat computethe samefunction and
time complexities
alsoto predictthe growth in run timeas the instancecharacteristics
change.
Determiningthe exactstepcount (bestcase,worst case,or average)of an
algorithmcan prove to be an exceedinglydifficult task. Expendingimmense
the stepcount exactlyis not a very worthwhile endeavor,
effort to determine
sincethe notion of a step is itselfinexact. (Both the instructionsx := y;
and x := y + z + (x/y) + (x * y * z x/z);count as one step.)Becauseof
the inexactness
of what a step stands for, the exactstep count is not very
useful for comparative
An exception
to this is when the difference
purposes.
betweenthe step countsof two algorithmsis very large,as in 3n + 3 versus
lOOn + 10.We might feel quite safe in predictingthat the algorithmwith
+ 10.
stepcount3n+3 will run in lesstimethan the one with stepcount 100n
But even in this case,it is not necessaryto know that the exactstep count
is lOOn+ 10.Somethinglike,\"it'sabout 80n or 85n or 75n,\" is adequateto
arrive at the sameconclusion.
Formostsituations,it is adequateto be ableto makea statementlike
c\\n2 < tp(n) < C2n2 or tQ(n,m) = c\\n + C2m, where c\\ and c^ are nonnegativeconstants. This is so becauseif we have two algorithmswith a
of c^n2 + C2n and c^n respectively, then we know that the one
complexity
with complexity c^n will be faster than the onewith complexity
c\\n2 + c^n
for sufficiently largevalues of n. Forsmallvalues of n, eitheralgorithmcould
be faster (dependingon c\\, C2,and C3).If c\\ = 1,C2 = 2,and C3 = 100,then
\342\200\224
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can < c%n for n < 98 and c\\n2 + C2n > c^n for n > 98. If c\\ = 1,
=
then c\\n2 + C2n < c^n for n < 998.
C2 2, and C3 = 1000,
No matterwhat the values of c\\, C2, and C3, there will be an n beyond
whicli the algorithmwith complexity c^n will be faster than the one with
c\\7i2 + c^n. This value of n will be calledthe break-evenpoint.
complexity
If the break-evenpoint is zero,then the algorithmwith complexity
c^n is
faster
as
at
least
The
exact
break-even
cannot
be
always
point
fast).
(or
determinedanalytically. The algorithmshave to be run on a computerin
orderto determinethe break-evenpoint.To know that thereis a break-even
c\\n2
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\\-

point, it is sufficient to know that one algorithmhas complexity c\\n2 + c^n
and the other c^n for someconstantsc\\, C2,and C3. Thereis littleadvantage
in determiningthe exactvalues of c\\, C2, and C3.

1.3.3 AsymptoticNotation(O, Q, 9)
the previousdiscussion
as motivation, we introducesometerminology
that enablesus to make meaningful (but inexact)statementsabout the time
of an algorithm.In the remainderof this chapter,
and spacecomplexities
the functions / and g are nonnegativefunctions.
With

Definition1.4[Big \"oh\"] Thefunction f(n) = 0(g(n)) (readas \"/ of n is
big 0I1of g of n\") iff (if and only if) thereexistpositive constantsc and no
such that f(n) < c * g(n) for all n, n > uq.
\342\226\241

1.11

Example The function 3n + 2 = 0(n)as 3n + 2 < 4n for all n > 2.
3n + 3 = O(n) as 3n + 3 < 4n for all n > 3. lOOn + 6 = 0(n) as
all n > 6. 10n2+4n
lOOn-Mi < lOlnfor
+2 = 0(n2)as 10n2
+4n +2 < lln2
for all n > 5. lOOOn2+ lOOn 6 = 0(n2)as lOOOn2+ lOOn 6 < lOOln2 for
n> 100.6*2n+n2 = 0(2n)as6*2n+n2< 7*2nforn>4.3n+ 3 = 0(n2)
as 3n + 3 < 3n2 for n > 2. 10n2
+ 4n + 2 = 0(n4) as 10r/2+ 4n + 2 < 10n4
for n > 2. 3n + 2
0(1)as 3n + 2 is not lessthan or equal to c for any
constant c and all n > uq. 10n2+ 4n + 2 O(n),

-

-

7^

7^

\342\226\241

O(l)to mean a computingtime that is a constant. 0(n)is
calledlinear, 0(n2)is calledquadratic, 0(n3)is calledcubic, and 0(2n)
is calledexponential.If an algorithmtakestime O(logn),
it is faster,for
is better
sufficiently largen, than if it had taken 0(n).Similarly, O(nlogn)
than 0(n2)but not as goodas 0(n).Theseseven computingtimes-O(l),
O(logn),0(n),0(nlogn),0(n2),0(n3),and 0(2ra)-arethe ones we see
mostoften in this book.
We

write

As illustratedby the previousexample,the statementf(n) = 0(g(n))
states only that g(n) is an upper bound on the value of /(n) for all n,
n > uq. It doesnot say anything about how goodthis bound is. Notice
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n = 0(n3),n = 0(2n),and soon. For
that n = 0(2n),n = 0{n2-5),
=
the statement/(n) 0(g(n)) to be informative, g(n) shouldbe as smalla
function of n as one can comeup with for which f(n) = 0(g(n)).
So,while
we often say that 3n + 3 = O(n), we almostnever say that 3n + 3 = 0(n2),
even though this latterstatementis correct.
Fromthe definition of O, it should be clearthat f(n) = 0(g(n)) is not
the sameas 0(g(n)) = f(n).In fact, it is meaninglessto say that 0(g(n)) =
f(n).Theuseof the symbol = is unfortunatebecausethis symbolcommonly
denotesthe equalsrelation.Someof the confusionthat resultsfrom the use
of this symbol (which is standardterminology)can be avoided by reading
the symbol = as \"is\" and not as \"equals.\"
Theorem1.2obtainsa very useful result concerningthe orderof /(n)
(that is,the g(n) in /(n) = 0(g(n))) when /(n) is a polynomial in n.

Theorem1.2If /(n) = amnm
Proof:
/(\302\253)

<
<
<

-\\

\\-

axn + a0, then /(n) = 0(nm).

\302\243\342\204\242okk

nmYT=o\\ai\\ni~m

nmYT=oW\\

forn>l

So,/(n) = 0(nm) (assumingthat m is fixed).
Definition1.5[Omega] The function /(n) = Q(g(n)) (read as \"/ of n
is omegaof g of n\") iff thereexist positiveconstants c and no such that
f(n) > c * g(n) for all n, n > tiq.
Example1.12The function 3n + 2 = fi(n) as 3n + 2 > 3n for n > 1
(the inequality holdsfor n > 0,but the definition of fi requiresan no > 0).
3n + 3 = fl(n) as 3n + 3 > 3n for n > 1.100n
+ 6 = Q(n) as 100n
+ 6 > lOOn
>
2
for n > 1. 10n2+ 4n + 2 = fi(n2) as 10n2
4n
n2
for
n > 1.
+ +
=
*
*
>
>
n2
2n
as
2n
n2
2n
for
n
1.
also
that
6
Observe
+
+
n(2n) 6
=
=
=
3n + 3 0(1),10n2
+ 4n + 2 Q(n), 10n2+ 4n + 2 fi(l),6 * 2n + n2 =
=
fi(n100),6 * 2n + n2 fi(n50-2),6 * 2n + n2 = fi(n2), 6 * 2n + n2 = fi(n), and
D
6*2n+ n2 = n(l).
\342\226\241

\342\226\241

As in the caseof the big oh notation, thereare severalfunctions g(n) for
which /(n) = Q(g(n)). The function g(n) is only a lower bound on /(n).
Forthe statement/(n) = Q(g(n))to be informative, g(n) shouldbe as large
for which the statement/(n) = Q(g(n)) is true.
a function of n as possible
we almost
So, while we say that 3n + 3 = Q(n) and 6 * 2n + n2 =
never say that 3n + 3 = 0(1)or 6 * 2n + n2 = 0(1),even though both of
\302\2437(2ra),

thesestatementsarecorrect.
Theorem1.3is the analogueof Theorem1.2for the omeganotation.
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\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

n(nm).

+ a\\n + ao and am > 0, then /(n) =

Proof:Left as an exercise.

\342\226\241

Definition1.6[Theta] The function f(n) = @(g(n))(readas \"/ of n is
and no such that
theta, of g of n\") iff thereexist positiveconstants ci,C2,
ci<?(n)< /(n) < c29(n) an n, n > riQ.
\342\226\241
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Example1.13The function 3n + =2 = 6(n)as 3n + 2=> 3n for all n > 2
and 3n + 2 < 4n for all n > 2,so c\\ 3, C2 = 4, and no 2. 3n + 3 = 0(n),
10n2f 4n + 2 = 6(n2),6 * 2n + n2 = 6(2n),and 10*logn
+ 4 = 6(logn).
3n + 2^(-)(l),3n + 3^6(n2),10n2
+ 4n + 2^ 6(n),10n2
+4n+ 2 ^ 6(1),
6*2\"+n2 0(n2),6 * 2n + n2 ^ G(n100),and 6 * 2n + n2 ^ 0(1). D
7^

Tlietheta notation is moreprecisethan both the the

oh and

big
omega
The function /(n) = 0(<?(n))iff g(n) is both an upperand lower
notations.
bound on

/(n).

Noticethat the coefficientsin allof the <?(n)'sused in the precedingthree
example'shave been 1. This is in accordancewith practice. We almost
never find ourselvessaying that 3n + 3 = 0(3n),that 10= 0(100),
that
10n2f 4n + 2 = Q(4n2),that 6 * 2n + n2 = 0(6* 2n), or that 6 * 2n + n2 =
0(4* 2\,")even though eachof thesestatementsis true.

Theorem1.4If /(n) = amnm +
6(n7\.

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

+ a\\n + ao and am > 0,then /(n) =

Proof:Left as an exercise.

\342\226\241

Definition1.7[Little \"oh\"] The function /(n) = o(g(n)) (readas
is littleoh of g of n\")

\"/ of n

iff

lim

44 = 0
\342\226\241

Example1.14The function 3n + 2 = o{n2)sinceHindoo^^ = 0. 3n +
2 = o(nlogn).
6 * 2n + n2 = o(3ra).6 * 2n + n2 =
3n + 2 = o(nloglogn).
D
*
o(2nlogn).3n + 2 ^ o(n). 6 2n + n V o(2n).
Analogous to o is the notation uj defined as follows.
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Definition1.8[Little omega]The function f(n)
n

is littleomegaof g of n\")

u)(g(n))(readas

\"/ of

iff

limf^

0

n->coj{n)
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Example1.15Let us reexaminethe timecomplexity analyses of the
section.Forthe algorithmSum (Algorithm 1.6)we determinedthat
tsum(n) = 2n + 3. So,tsUm(n) = 6(n). For Algorithm 1.7,tRSum(n) =
2n + 2 = G(n).
previous

\342\226\241

allseethat the O, fi, and 6 notationshave beenused
the precedingparagraphs,we are stillleft with the question,Of
what use are thesenotations if we have to first determinethe step count
exactly? The answer to this question is that the asymptotic complexity
(i.e.,the complexityin terms of O, fi, and 6) can be determinedquite
easily without determiningthe exact step count. This is usually done by
first determiningthe asymptotic complexity
of eachstatement(or group of
Tables1.4
statements)in the algorithmand then addingthesecomplexities.
through 1.6dojustthis for Sum, RSum, and Add (Algorithms1.6,1.7,and
Although we might

correctlyin

1.11).

Statement

1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

s:=0.0;

for i := 1to n do

}

s :=s + a[i];
return s;

Total

s/e
0
0

1
1
1
1

0

frequency total steps

-

\342\200\224

1

n+ 1
n

-1

6(0)
6(0)
6(1)
6(n)
6(n)
6(1)
6(0)
0(n)

Table1.4Asymptotic complexityof Sum (Algorithm 1.6)
Although the analyses of Tables1.4through 1.6arecarriedout in terms
step counts, it is correctto interprettp(n) = 6(<?(n)),tp(n) = Q(g(n)),
or tp{n) = 0(g(n)) as a statementabout the computingtimeof algorithm
This is sobecauseeachsteptakesonly 0(1)timeto execute.
of

P.
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Statement

1 AlgorithmRSum (a,n)
2 {
if (n < 0) then
3

4
5
6
7

33

s/e

n

frequency
=0 n > 0

0
0

1
1
1
1
1) + a[n]); 1+x 0

return0.0;
elsereturn

}

RSum(a,n

\342\200\224

1
0

1

0

Total

total steps
=0 n >0

n

1
1

Statement
1

2
3
4
5
6

}

0

Total

Table1.6Asymptotic complexityof Add

tRSum(n

(Algorithm 1.7).

s/e

AlgorithmAdd(a, b, c,m,n) 0
0
{
1
for i :=1to m do
1
for i :=1to n do
c[i,j]:=a[i,j]+ b[i,j]; 1

9(0)
9(1+ 3;)
9(0)
9(1+ 3;)

0
0
2

x =

Table1.5Asymptotic complexityof RSum

0(0)
0(0)
0(1)

0
0

frequency total steps

0(m)
9(mn)
9(mn)

9(0)
9(0)
0(m)
9(mn)
@(mn)
9(0)
9(mn)

(Algorithm 1.11)
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had someexperienceusing the table method,you will
a position
to arrive at the asymptotic complexity of an algorithmby
takinga moreglobalapproach.We elaborateonthis methodin the following
After you have

be in

examples.

1.16[Permutation generator]ConsiderPerm (Algorithm 1.4).When
Example
= n, we seethat
the timetaken is 0(n).When k < n, the elseclauseis
entered.At this time,the secondfor loopis enteredn k + 1times.Each
iterationof this looptakes0(n+ tperm(k + l>n)) time. So,
n) =
+ 1,n) is at
@((n + l)(n + tpem(k+ l, n))) when k < n. Since
leastn when k + 1< n, we get tperm(k, n) = Q((n k + l)tperm(k+ l, n)) for
k < n. Usingthe substitutionmethod,we obtain tperm (l,n) = 9(n(n!)),
n > 1.
k

\342\200\224
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Example1.17[Magicsquare] The next examplewe consideris a problem
recreationalmathematics.A magicsquareis an n x n matrixof the
integers1to n2 such that the sum of every row, column,and diagonalis the
same.Figure1.2gives an examplemagicsquarefor the casen = 5.In this
example,the commonsum is 65.
from

15

8

1

24

17

16

14

7

5

23

22

20

13

6

4

3

21

19

12

10

9

2

25

18

11

Figure1.2Examplemagicsquare
H. Coxeterhas given the following simplerule for generatinga magic
squarewhen n is odd:
Start with 1 in the middleof the toprow; then go up and left,
assigningnumbersin increasingorderto empty squares;if you
fall off the squareimaginethe samesquare as tiling the plane
and continue;if a square is occupied,move down insteadand
continue.
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The magicsquareof Figure1.2was formed usingthis rule. Algorithm 1.15
is for creatingan n x n magicsquare for the casein which n is odd.This

resultsfrom Coxeter's
rule.
The magicsquare is representedusinga two-dimensional
array having n
rows and n columns.For this applicationit is convenientto numberthe
rows (and columns)from 0 to
1ratherthan from 1to n. Thus, when the
\"falls
off
the
the
mod operatorsetsi and/orj back to
algorithm
square,\"
0 or ti. ~ 1.
Thetimeto initializeand output the squareis 0(n2).Thethird for loop
1 timesand each
(in which key ranges over 2 through n2) is iteratedn2
iterationtakes0(1)time. So,this for looptakes0(n2)time. Hencethe
overall timecomplexity
of Magic is 0(n2).Sincethereare n2 positions
in
which the algorithmmust placea number, we see that 0(n2)is the best
boundan algorithmfor the magicsquare problemcan have.
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Example1.18[Computing xn] Our final exampleis to computexn for any
realnumberx and integern > 0. A naive algorithmfor solving this problem
is to perform n 1 multiplications
as follows:
\342\200\224

power :=x;

:= 1to n 1do power:=power* x;
This algorithmtakes0(n)time. A better approachis to employ the
the specialcasein which n is an integral
\"repeated squaring\" trick. Consider
power of 2 (that is,in which n equals2*1 for someintegerk). The following
for i

\342\200\224

algorithmcomputesxn.
power :=x\\

for i

:= 1to do power:=power2;
A;

Thevalue of powerafter q iterationsof the for loopis x . Therefore,
this
algorithm takesonly 0(A;) = O(logn) time,which is a significantimprovement
over the run timeof the first algorithm.
Can the samealgorithmbe used when n is not an integralpower of 2?
Fortunately, the answer is yes. Let 6/c^/c-i ^l^o be the binary
of the integern. This meansthat n = Ylq=obq29- Now,

'''

representation

xn

= x^=0^29=

(x)b\302\260

* (x2)fci * (x4)b* *

...

* (x2k)b*

Also observethat bo is nothingbut n mod2 and that [n/2\\is b^bk-i &i
binary form. Theseobservationsleadus to Exponentiate(Algorithm 1.16)
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

in

for computingxn.
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1 AlgorithmMagic(n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Createa magicsquareof sizen, n beingodd.
{

if ((n

{
write (\"n is even\;")return;
}
else
{
for i :=0 to n 1do // Initializesquareto zero.
:=0;
for j :=0 to n - 1do square[i,j]
(n l)/2]:= 1;// Middle of first row
square[0,
// (i,j)is the current position.
j := (n - l)/2;
for key :=2 to n2 do
{
if

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

two statements
// Movebeup and left.Thenext
the
mod
by
operatorif
// may modreplaced
1.
n
has
value
n
the
//
if > thenk :=i
elsek :=n
\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

1;
1;
1)
> 1) thenI :=j 1;else/ :=n 1;
if (square[k,
I] > 1) theni := (i + 1) modn;
(i
if (j

22
23
24
25
26

27

}

28
29

30
31
32
33

mod2) = 0) then

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

else// sgwarefA;,/] is empty.
{
i :=k; j :=I;
}
:=key,
square[i,j]

II Output the magicsquare.
for i :=0 to n 1do
for j :=0 to n 1do write
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

}

}

(square[i,j]);

Algorithm1.15Magicsquare
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1 AlgorithmExponentiate^,
n)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

// Return xn for an integern > 0.
{

rn :=n; power:= 1;z :=a;;
while (m > 0) do

{

while ((m mod2) = 0) do

{

m := Lm/2J;z := z2;
10
}
11
m := m
1;power:=power* z;
12
}
1.5
returnpower;
14 }
\342\200\224

Algorithm1.16Computationof x;
of this algorithmis left as an exercise.The
Provingthe correctness
rn starts with the value of n, and after every iterationof the innermost
while loop(line7), itsvalue decreasesby a factor of at least2. Thus there
will be only O(logn) iterationsof the while loopof line7. Eachsuch
takes6(1)time.Whenever controlexitsfrom the innermostwhile loop,
the value of m is oddand the instructionsrn := rn 1;power:=power* z;
areexecutedonce. After this execution,sincern becomeseven, eitherthe
innermostwhile loopis enteredagain or the outermostwhile loop(line
5) is exited (in case rn
0). Thereforethe instructionsrn := rn 1;
*
:=
can
power power z\\
only be executedO(logn) times. In summary,
the overall run timeof Exponentiateis 6(logn).
variable

iteration

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

1.3.4 PracticalComplexities
seenthat the time complexityof an algorithmis generally some
This function is very useful in
function of the instancecharacteristics.
how
the
time
requirements
determining
vary as the instance characteristics
The
f
unction
can
alsobe used to comparetwo
complexity
change;.
We have

/' and Q that performthe sametask. Assume that algorithmP has
complexity
0(n)and algorithmQ has complexity 6(n2).We can assertthat
P
algorithm is faster than algorithmQ for sufficiently largen. To seethe
validity of this assertion,observethat the computingtimeof P is bounded
algorithms
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from above by en for someconstant c and for all n, n > n\\, whereasthat of
Q is boundedfrom below by dn2 for someconstantd and all n, n > ri2. Since
en < dn2 for n > c/d,algorithmP is faster than algorithmQ whenever n
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> max{ni,n2,c/d}.

You shouldalways be cautiously aware of the presence
of the phrase
in
of
an
assertion
like
that
the
When
\"sufficiently
large\"
precedingdiscussion.
which
of
the
two
to
know
whetherthe
must
deciding
algorithms use, you
n you are dealingwith is,in fact, sufficiently large. If algorithmP runs in
106nmilliseconds,
whereasalgorithmQ runs in n2 milliseconds,
and if you
always have n < 106,
then, otherfactorsbeingequal,algorithmQ is the one
to use.
To get a feel for how the various functions grow with n, you are advised
to study Table1.7and Figure
very closely.It is evident from Table1.7
that the function 2n grows very rapidly with n. In fact, if
and Figure
an algorithmneeds2n stepsfor execution,then when n = 40, the number
of stepsneededis approximately * 1012.
On a computerperformingone
billionstepsper second,this would requireabout 18.3
minutes. If n = 50,
the samealgorithmwould run for about 13days on this computer.When n
= 60,about 310.56 are requiredto executethe algorithmand when n
= 100,about 4*10years
that the utility
years areneeded.So, we may conclude
limited
n (typically
of algorithmswith exponential
i
s
to
small
complexity

1.3

1.3

1.1

n

< 40).

logn n nlogn
0
1
0
2
1 2
2
3
4
5

4
8

16
32

n1
1
4
16

n6

1
8
64

2n

2
4

16
512
256
256 4,096
65,536
160 1,02432,768 4,294,967,296
8
24
64

64

Table1.7Functionvalues
that is a polynomial of high degree
Algorithms that have a complexity

then
For example,if an algorithmneedsn10steps,
seconds
when
n
we
need
10
our
computer
1-billion-steps-per-second
using
=
=
= 10,3171
n
when
n
1000.
If
the
when
and
3.17*
1
013
100,
years
years
had beenn3 stepsinstead,then we would needone
algorithm'scomplexity
and 11.57
minuteswhen n = 10,000,
secondwhen n = 1000,110.67
days

arealsoof limitedutility.

when n =

100,000.
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Figure1.3Plotof function
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Table1.8gives the timeneededby a one-billion-steps-per-second
to executean algorithmof complexity
f(n) instructions.You should
note that currently only the fastestcomputerscan executeabout 1 billion
instructionsper second.
Froma practicalstandpoint,it is evident that for
n
n
reasonablylarge (say > 100),
only algorithmsof smallcomplexity
(such
as n, nlogn,n2, and n3) arefeasible.Further, this is the caseeven if you
could build a computercapableof executing1012
instructionsper second.
In this case,the computingtimesof Table1.8would decreaseby a factor of
1000.Now, when n = 100,it would take 3.17years to executen10
and 4 * 1010
years to execute2n instructions.
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computer

instructions

n

10

20
30
40
50
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

!(n)= n
.01lis
.02lis
.03lis
.04lis
.05lis

.1lis

1 lis
10lis
100 lis
1 ms

on a 10 instr/sec computer
/(\") =
f(n)=nW
f(n)=n*
1
10
10s
160
2.84 hr
8 lis
lis
lis
810jiS
6.83d
27 lis
64 lis
2.56ms
121.36
d
125 lis
6.25ms
3.1yr
1 ms
3171yr
100 ms
1s
3.17*1013
16.67mill
yr
115.7d
3.17*1023
16.67min
yr
11.57d
3171yr
3.17*1033
yr
31.71yr
3.17*107yr 3.17*1043
yr

Time for f(n) instructions

/(n) = n log, n

.03lis
.09jis
.15lis
.21lis
.28(is
.66lis
9.96lis
130 lis
1.66ms
19.92ms

/(\") = nA

.1
.4lis
lis

.9
1.6lislis
2.5lis

10 lis
1 ms
100 ms
10 s

16.67min

\302\2534

fiS

= 2\"
1
1 ms
1s
18.3min
13d

/(\302\253)

flS

4*1013yr

32*10283yr

Table1.8Timeson a 1-billion-steps-per-second
computer

1.3.5PerformanceMeasurement
is concerned
with obtainingthe spaceand time
Performancemeasurement
requirementsof a particularalgorithm. Thesequantities dependon the
usedas well as on the computeron which the algorithm
compilerand options
is run. Unlessotherwisestated,all performance
values provided in this book
areobtainedusingthe Gnu C++compiler,the default compileroptions,
and
the Sparc10/30computerworkstation.
In keepingwith the discussion
of the preceding
section,we do not concern
ourselveswith the spaceand timeneededfor compilation.We justify this
by the assumptionthat eachprogram(after it has beenfully debugged)is
compiledonceand then executedseveraltimes. Certainly, the spaceand
timeneededfor compilationare importantduring programtesting,when
moretimeis spent on this task than in runningthe compiledcode.
of a
We do not considermeasuringthe run-timespacerequirements
Rather, we focus on measuringthe computingtime of a program.
program.
To obtain the computing(or run) time of a program,we needa clocking
procedure.We assumethe existenceof a programGetTime()that returns
the current timein milliseconds.
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of the sequential
performance
Supposewe wish to measurethe worst-case
searchalgorithm (Algorithm 1.17).
Beforewe can do this, we need to (1)
decideon the values of n for which the timesare to be obtainedand (2)
determine,for eachof the above values of n, the data that exhibitthe worstcasebehavior.

AlgorithmSeqSearch(a,
x,n)
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1

// Searchfor x in a[l: n].a[0] is used as additionalspace.

2
3
4
5
6

{

}

7

:=n; a[0] :=x;
while (a[i]^ x) do i := i
i

returni;

\342\200\224

1;

Algorithm1.17Sequentialsearch
Thedecisionon which values of n to use is basedon the amountof timing
performand alsoon what we expectto do with the timesonce
Assume that for Algorithm 1.17,
our intent is simply to
they are obtained.
in
worst
to
how
it
will
the
search
for x, given the
predict
take,
case,
long
sizen of a. An asymptotic analysis revealsthat this time is 6(n).So,we
if we know the
expecta plot of the timesto bea straight line.Theoretically,
timesfor any two values of n, the straight line is determined,and we can
obtain the timefor all other values of n from this line.In practice,we need
the timesfor morethan two values of n. This is sofor the following reasons:
we wish to

1.Asymptotic analysis tells us the behavior only

for sufficiently large
follow the
determine
the
curve.
To
which
the
asymptotic
point beyond
curve is followed,we needto examinethe timesfor severalvalues
of n.
values of

n. Forsmallervalues of n, the run timemay not

asymptotic

2. Even

in the region wherethe asymptotic behavior is exhibited,the
times may not lie exactlyon the predictedcurve (straight line in
the caseof Algorithm 1.17)
becauseof the effects of low-orderterms
that are discardedin the asymptotic analysis. For instance,an
algorithm with asymptotic complexity
B(n) can have time complexity
for
that
c\\n + C2 logn+ C3 or,
matter,any otherfunction of n in which
the highest-order
term is c\\n for someconstant c\\, c\\ > 0.

It is reasonabletoexpectthat the asymptotic behaviorof Algorithm 1.17
beginsfor somen that is smallerthan 100.So,for n > 100,we obtainthe
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...

run timefor just a few values. A reasonable
choiceis n = 200,300,400,
is
this
choiceof values. We can just
1000.
T
here
a
bout
,
nothing magical
as well use n = 500,1,000,1,500,...
or n = 512,1,024,
,10,000
2,048,...,
215.It costsus morein termsof computertime to use the latter choices,
and we probably do not get any better information about the run time of
Algorithm 1.17
usingthesechoices.
For n in the range [0, 100]
we carry out a more-refined
since
measurement,
we are not quite sure wherethe asymptotic behaviorbegins.Of course,if
our measurements
show that the straight-linebehaviordoesnot beginin this
we
in the range [100,
have
to
measurement
range,
performa more-detailed
onset
is
and
so
until
the
of
this
behavior
detected.
Timesin the
on,
200],
areobtainedin stepsof 10beginningat n = 0.
range [0, 100]
exhibitsitsworst-case
behaviorwhen x is chosensuchthat
Algorithm 1.17
For definiteness,we set a[i]
it is not one of the a[i]'s.
i, 1< i < n, and
x = 0. At this time,we envision usingan algorithmsuch as Algorithm 1.18
to obtain the worst-case
times.
\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmTimeSearchQ
{
for j :=1to 1000
do a[j]:=j;
for j :=1to 10do
{
n[j]:=10* (j 1);n[j+ 10]:=100* j;
7
}
8
for j := 1to 20 do
9
{
10
h := GetTime();
11
k :=SeqSearch(a,0,
n[j]);
12
hi :=GetTime();
13
t:=hl-h]
14
write (n[j],t);
15
}
16 }

2
3
4
5
6

-

Algorithm1.18Algorithm to timeAlgorithm 1.17
The timing resultsof this algorithm is summarizedin Table1.9.The
timesobtainedare toosmallto be of any use to us. Most of the timesare
zero;this indicatesthat the precisionof our clockis inadequate.Thenonzero
of the timetaken.
timesarejust noiseand are not representative
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0

10

20
30
40
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50

60
70
80
90

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

43

n time

100

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

0
0

1
1

0
0
0

1

0
0

Timesare in milliseconds.
Table1.9Timingresultsof Algorithm 1.18.
To time a short event, it isnecessaryto repeat it severaltimesand
divide the total time for the event by the number of repetitions.

Sinceour clockhas an accuracyof about one-tenthof a second,we should
attemptto timeany singleevent that takeslessthan about one second.
With an event timeof at leastten seconds,
we can expectour observedtimes
to be accurateto one percent.
The body of Algorithm 1.18
needsto bechangedtothat of Algorithm 1.19.
In this algorithm,r[i] is the number of timesthe searchis to be repeated
when the numberof elementsin the array is n[i\\. Noticethat rearranging
the timingstatementsas in Algorithm 1.20
or 1.21
doesnot producethe
desired results.For instance,
from the data of Table1.9,
we expectthat with
the structureof Algorithm 1.20,
the value output for n = 0 will stillbe 0.
This is becausethereis a chancethat in every iterationof the for loop,the
clockdoesnot changebetweenthe two timesGetTimeQis called.With the
structureof Algorithm 1.21,
we expectthe algorithmnever to exitthe while
=
n
when
0
the
the
loop
loopwill beexitedbecauseoccasionally
(in reality,
not

measuredtimewill

turn out

to be a few milliseconds).

Yet another alternativeis shown in Algorithm 1.22.
This approachcan
be expectedto yield satisfactory times.It cannot be used when the timing
procedureavailable gives us only the timesincethe last invocationof GetTime.Another difficulty is that the measuredtimeincludesthe timeneeded
to readthe clock.For smalln, this timemay be largerthan the timeto run
SeqSearch.This difficulty can be overcomeby determiningthe time taken
by the timing procedureand subtractingthis timelater.
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1 AlgorithmTimeSearch()

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

{

// Repetitionfactors

100000,
100000,
200000,
150000,
100000,
r[21]:= {0,200000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
25000,
25000,
25000,
25000};
for j :=1 to 1000
do a\\j] :=j;
for j :=1to 10do
{
n[j]:=10* (j 1);n\\j + 10]:=100* j;
}
for j :=1to 20do

-

10
11
12
13
{
14
h := GetTime();
15
for i :=1to r[j]do k :=SeqSearch(a,0,
n[j]);
16
hi :=GetTime();
17
tl :=hl-/i;
18
t :=tl; t :=t/r[j};
19
write {n[j],
tl, t);
20
}
21 }
Algorithm1.19Timingalgorithm

1 t:=0',
for i :=1to r[j]do
{
h := GetTime();
k := SeqSearch(a,0,
n[j']);
hi :=GetTime();
t:=t+ hl~ h;
7
8 }
9 t := t/r[j];

2
3
4
5
6

Algorithm1.20Impropertiming construct
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1
2
3
4
5
6

t

:=0;

while (t < DESIRED.TIME)
do

{

7

:= GetTime();
:= SeqSearch(a,0,n[j])',
hi := GetTime();
t:=t+ hl-h;
h
k

Algorithm1.21Another impropertiming construct

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

h

:= GetTime();* :=0;

while (t < DESIRED.TIME)
do

{

k

:=SeqSearch(a,
0,n[j]);

hi := GetTime();

}

t:=hl-h;

Algorithm1.22An alternatetimingconstruct
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Thetimesfor n
is given in Table1.10.
Timingresultsof Algorithm 1.19,
in Figure 1.4.
the range [0, 1000]
are plotted
Values in the range [10,
100]
have not beenplotted.Thelineardependence
of the worst-case
timeon n
is apparentfrom this graph.
in
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n

tl

t

0
308 0.002
10 923 0.005
20 11810.008
30 1087 0.011
40 1384 0.014
50 1691 0.017
60 999 0.020
70 11560.023
80 1306 0.026

n

tl

t

100 1683 0.034

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

3359 0.067
4693 0.094
6323 0.126
7799

0.156

9310 0.186
5419 0.217
6201 0.248
6994 0.280
90 1460 0.029 1000 7725 0.309
Timesare in milliseconds

Table1.10Worst-caserun timesfor Algorithm 1.17
The graph of Figure 1.4can be used to predictthe run time for other

values of n. We can go one stepfurther and get the equationof the straight
line. The equation of this line is t = c + mn, wherem is the slopeand c

the value for n = 0. Fromthe graph, we seethat c = 0.002.
Usingthe point
= 0.0003067.
n = 600and t = 0.186,
we obtain m = (t c)/n= 0.184/600
wheret
So the line of Figure1.4has the equationt = 0.002
+ 0.0003067n,
is the time in milliseconds.
the
Fromthis, we expectthat when n = 1000,

-

and when n = 500,it will
worst-case
searchtimewill be 0.3087
millisecond,
t
o
times
of Table1.10,
we see
be 0.155
millisecond.
Compared the observed
that thesefigures are very accurate!

Summary of Running Time Calculation
To obtain the run timeof a program,we needto plan the experiment.The
following issuesneedto be addressedduring the planningstage:
1.What is the accuracyof the clock?Howaccuratedo our resultshave to
be? Oncethe desiredaccuracyis known, we can determinethe length
of the shortestevent that shouldbe timed.
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100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
n

1000

>

Figure1.4Plotof the data in Table1.10
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2. For eachinstancesize,a repetitionfactor needsto bedetermined.This

is to be chosensuch that the event timeis at leastthe minimum time
that can be clockedwith the desiredaccuracy.

3.Are we measuringworst-caseor averageperformance?Suitabletest
data need to be generated.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

4. What

is the purposeof the experiment?Are the timesbeingobtained
for comparative
purposes,or are they to be used to predictrun times?
If the latter is the case,then contributionsto the run timefrom such
sourcesas the repetitionloopand data generationneed to be
subtracted (in casethey are includedin the measured
time).If the former
is the case,then thesetimesneednot besubtracted(providedthey are
the samefor all programsbeing compared).

5.In casethe timesareto be usedtopredictrun times,then we needto fit

a curve throughthe points.For this, the asymptotic complexity
should
be known. If the asymptotic complexity
is linear,then a least-squares
straight linecan be fit; if it is quadratic,then a parabolacan be used
is O(nlogn),
then a
(that is,t = clq + a\\n + a2n2). If the complexity
curve of the form t = ao + a\\n + a2nlog2
n can be fit.
least-squares
When obtainingthe least-squares
one should discard
approximation,
data corresponding
to smallvalues of n, sincethe programdoesnot
exhibitits asymptotic behaviorfor thesen.

TestData
Generating
of an
performance
Generatinga dataset that resultsin the worst-case
is not always easy. In somecases,it is necessaryto use a computer
programto generatethe worst-casedata. In other cases,even this is very
difficult. In thesecases,another approachto estimatingworst-case
of
is taken. For eachset of values of the instancecharacteristics
interest,we generatea suitably largenumberof randomtest data. The run
timesfor eachof thesetest dataareobtained.The maximumof thesetimes
is used as an estimateof the worst-case
time for this set of values of the
instancecharacteristics.
to averageover
To measureaverage-case
times,it is usually not possible
all possible
to do
instancesof a given characteristic.Although it is possible
for a sort algorithm.If we assume
this for sequentialsearch,it is not possible
that all keys are distinct,then for any given n, n!different permutations
data is
needto be used to obtain the averagetime. Obtainingaverage-case
often
than
worst-case
data.
w
e
much
harder
So,
adoptthe
obtaining
usually
obtain
an
estimate
of
the
outlined
above
and
simply
averagetime
strategy
on a suitableset of test data.
algorithm

performance
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or averagetimeusingrandomdata,
worst-case
Whether we areestimating
the number of instancesthat we can try is generallymuch smallerthan
the total number of such instances.Hence,it is desirableto analyze the
algorithmbeingtestedto determineclassesof data that shouldbe generated
for the (experiment.This is a very algorithm-specific
task,and we do not go
here.
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into it

EXERCISES
1.Comparethe two functions n2 and 2n/4 for various values of n.
Determine

when the secondbecomeslargerthan the first.

2. Prove by induction:
= n(n+l)/2,n> 1
+ l)/6,n > 1
(l>) E?=i*2 = n(n + l)(2n
E\"=o^ = (xn+1-l)/(x-l),
3. Determinethe frequency countsfor allstatementsin the following two
algorithmsegments:
1 i = i;
2 while (i < n) do
for i := 1to n do
2
for j :=1to i do
3 {
4
3
x := x + 1;
for k :=1to j do
4
i := i + 1;
x :=x + 1;
5
(a)

\302\243\"=i*

x^l,n>0

(<\342\200\242)

:\342\226\240

L

6

(a)

}

(b)

4. (a) Introducestatementsto incrementcount at allappropriatepoints
Algorithm 1.23.
(I)) Simplify the resultingalgorithmby eliminatingstatements.The
simplified algorithmshouldcomputethe samevalue for count as
in

computedby the algorithmof part (a).
(c) What is the exactvalue of count when the algorithmterminates?
You may assumethat the initial value of count is 0.
(d) Obtain the step count for Algorithm 1.23using the frequency
method.Clearly show the step count table.
5. Do Exercise4 for Transpose(Algorithm 1.24).
This algorithmmultipliestwo n x n
6. Do Exercise4 for Algorithm 1.25.
matricesa and b.
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1 AlgorithmD(x,n)

2
3
4
5
6

1

7

8
9

10
11
12
13 }

t:=l;

repeat
{
x[i]:= x[i]+ 2;i :=i + 2;
until
}
(i > n);
t:=l;
while (i < [n/2j)do
{
x[i]:= x[i]+ x[i+ 1];i := i + 1;
}

Algorithm1.23Examplealgorithm

1 AlgorithmTranspose(a,n)
{
for i := 1to n 1do
for j :=i + 1to n do
{
* := a[tj];a[i,j]
:=a\\j,i\\; a\\j,i] :=*;

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

7

8

}

}

Algorithm1.24Matrixtranspose
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AlgorithmM u It (a,6, c,n)
{
for i :=1to n do
for j :=1to n do

1

2
3
4
5
6

{

c[t,j]:=0;
:= 1to n

do
:=
c[t,j] c[t,j] + a[i,k] * b[k,j];

for

7
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8
9

II)

A;

}

}

Algorithm1.25Matrixmultiplication
7. (a) Do Exercise4 for Algorithm 1.26.
This algorithmmultipliestwo
matricesa and b, wherea is an m x n matrixand b is an n x p

matrix.

1

2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmMult(a,6, c,m,n,p)
{
for i :=1to m do
for j :=1to p do

{

c[*,j]:=0;
:= 1to n do
c[i,j]:=c[i,j]+ a[i,k]* b[k,j];

for

7

8
9

}

11) }

A;

Algorithm1.26Matrixmultiplication
(b) Underwhat conditionsis it profitable to interchangethe two
outermost

8. Show that

for loops?

the following equalitiesarecorrect:

5n2-6n= 0(n2)

(a)
(b)

n! =

(<i)

e?=o\302\2532

0(nn)

(<:) 2n22n + nlogn= 0(n22n)

=

\302\251(\302\2533)
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(e) ELo*3=

\302\251(n4)-

= 0(n2\
n27l+6*2\"
(g) n3 + 106n2 = 0(n3)
+ l) = 0(n3)
(h) 6n3/(logn
(i) n1M1+ nlogn= 0(n1-001)
(j) nfc+e + nk logn = 0(nfc+e)for all fixed k and e, > 0 and e > 0
+ 15n4+ 100n22n= O(100n22n)
(k) 10n3
(1) 33n3 + 4n2 = fi(n2)
(m) 33n3 + 4n2 = fi(n3)
(f)
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A;

9. Show that the following equalitiesareincorrect:
+ 9 = 0(n)
(a) 10n2
(b) n2logn=
(c) n2/logn= 0(n2)
(d) n32n + 6n23n = 0(n32n)
\302\251(n2)

10.ProveTheorems1.3and 1.4.

11.Analyze the computingtimeof SelectionSort(Algorithm 1.2).
12.Obtain worst-caserun timesfor SelectionSort
Do this
(Algorithm 1.2).

suitablevalues of n in the range [0, 100].
Your reportmust include
a plan for the experimentas well as the measuredtimes.Thesetimes
are to be provided both in a tableand as a graph.
for

13.Considerthe algorithmAdd

(Algorithm1.11).
, 100.
1,10,20,...

(a) Obtain run timesfor n =
(b) Plotthe timesobtainedin part (a).

14.Do the previousexercisefor matrixmultiplication(Algorithm 1.26).
matrixX is represented
15.A complex-valued
by a pairof matrices(A, B),

whereA and B containrealvalues.Write an algorithmthat computes
matrices(A,B) and (C,D),where
the productof two complex-valued
=
*
*
+
+
(A iB) (C iD) = (AC BD)+ i(AD + BC).
(A, B) (C,D)
if the matrices
Determinethe numberof additionsand multiplications

-

areall n x

n.
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1.4 RANDOMIZEDALGORITHMS
1.4.1Basicsof ProbabilityTheory
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the outcomesof natural or
Probability theory has the goal of characterizing

includetossinga
conceptual\"experiments.\"
Examplesof such experiments
cointen times,rollinga diethreetimes,playing a lottery, gambling,picking
a ballfrom an urn containingwhite and red balls,and soon.
Eachpossible
outcomeof an experimentis calleda samplepoint and the
set of all possible
outcomesis known as the samplespaceS. In this text
we assumethat S is finite (such a samplespaceis calleda discretesample
space).An event E is a subsetof the samplespaceS. If the samplespace
consistsof n samplepoints,
then thereare 2n possible
events.

Example1.19[Tossingthree coins] When a coin is tossed,thereare two
outcomes:heads (H) and tails (T). Considerthe experimentof
possible
outcomes:HHH,HHT,
throwing three coins.Thereare eight possible
HTH,HTT,THH,THT,TTH,and TTT.Eachsuchoutcomeis a sample
point.The sets {HHT,HTT,TTT},{HHH,TTT},and { } are three
events. The third event has no samplepoints and is the empty set.
possible
Forthis experimentthereare 28 possible
events.
\342\226\241

Definition1.9[Probability] The probability of an event E is dennedto be
[gj,whereS is the samplespace.
\342\226\241

Example1.20[Tossingthree coins] The probability of the event {HHT,
HTT,TTT}is jj. Theprobability of the event {HHH,
TTT}is f and that

of the event

{ } is zero.

\342\226\241

Note that the probability of S, the samplespace,is 1.

Example1.21[Rolling two dice] Let us lookat the experimentof rolling
two (six-faced)dice. Thereare 36 possible
outcomessomeof which are
is
the
What
(1,1),
probability that the sum of the two faces
(1,2), (1,
is 10?Theevent that the sum is 10consistsof the following samplepoints:
(1,9),(2,8),(3,7),(4,6),(5,5), (6,4),(7,3),(8,2), and (9,1).Therefore,the

3),....

probability of this event is

^

= ^.

\342\226\241

Definition1.10[Mutual exclusion]Two events E\\ and E2 are said to be
mutually
if\302\243inJS2

exclusiveif they do not have any commonsamplepoints, that

= $.
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1.22

Example [Tossingthreecoins]When we tossthreecoins,let E\\ be the
event that thereare two
and let E2 be the event that thereare at least
two T\"s.Thesetwo events are mutually exclusivesincethereare no common
samplepoints.On the otherhand, if E2 is dennedto be the event that there
is at leastone T, then E\\ and E2 will not be mutually exclusivesincethey
will have THH,HTH,and HHTas common
samplepoints.

i/'s

\342\226\241

The probability of event E is denotedas Prob.[E].
The complement
of
If E\\ and E2 are two events, the
probability of E\\ or E2 or both happeningis denotedas Prob.\\E\\ U E2].
The probability of both E\\ and E2 occurringat the sametimeis denotedas
event is E\\ fl E2.
Prob.[E\\fl E2].The corresponding

E, denotedE, is denned to be S E.
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Theorem1.5

1. Prob.[E]= 1-Prob.[E].
=
Prob.
U

Prob.[Ei E2]

+
E2 Prob.^n E2]
Prob.[Ei]
< Prob.[Ei]
+ Prob.E2

1.11
[Conditional probability] Let

Definition
of an

E\\

and E2 be any two events

experiment.The conditionalprobability of E\\

Prob.[Ex\\E2lis defined as Pffggf].

given

E2, denotedby
\342\226\241

Example1.23[Tossingfour coins] Considerthe experimentof tossingfour
coins.Let E\\ be the event that the number of i/'sis even and let E2 be
the event that there is at leastone H. Then,E2 is the complement
of the

thereare no i/'s. The probability of no i/'s is ^. Therefore,
=
Prob.[E2] 1 Jg = if. Prob.[EiD E2] is ^ sincethe event Ex fl E2
has the seven samplepoints HHHH,HHTT,HTHT,HTTH,THHT,
is j0^ = ^.
THTH,and TTHH.Thus, Prob.[Ei\\E2]
event that

-

\342\226\241

Two events E\\ and E2 aresaidto be
Definition1.12[Independence]
* Prob.[E2].
fl E2] = Prob.[Ei]
if Prob.[Ei

independent

Example1.24[Rolling a

\342\226\241

die twice] Intuitively, we say two events E\\ and
E2 are independentif the probability of one event happeningis in no way
of the otherevent. In otherwords, if Prob.\\E\\ \\E2] =
affected by the occurrence
Prob.[E\\],thesetwo events are independent.Supposewe rolla dietwice.
What is the probability that the outcomeof the secondroll is 5 (callthis
event E\\), given that the outcomeof the first roll is 4 (callthis event E2)l
The answer is ^ no matterwhat the outcomeof the first rollis.In this case
n
E\\ and E2 are independent.
Therefore,Prob.[E\\fl E2] = I * I = ^-
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Example1.25[Flipping a coin 100times] If a coinis nipped100timeswhat

is the probability that all of the outcomes
aretails?Theprobability that the
first outcomeis T is ^. Sincethe outcomeof the secondflip is independent
of the outcomeof the first flip, the probability that the first two outcomes
are T\"s can be obtainedby multiplying the corresponding
probabilitiesto
get Extendingthe argumentto all 100outcomes,we concludethat the
/ ,\\ 100
this casewe say the outcomes
probability of obtaining100T'sis ^ J
of the 100coin flips are mutually independent.

|.

f

.In
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Definition1.13[Random variable] Let S be the samplespaceof an
A random variable on S is a function that mapsthe elements
of S
to the set of realnumbers.For any samplepoint s 6 5, X(s) denotesthe
experiment.

imageof .s under this mapping.If the range of X, that is,the set of values
X can take,is finite, we say X is discrete.
Let the range of a discreterandomvariable X be {?\"!,
rm}.Then,
Prob.[X= rj],for any i, is defined to be the the numberof samplepoints
whose imageis rt divided by the numberof samplepoints in S. In this text
we areconcerned
mostly with discreterandom variables.

r2,...,

\342\226\241

Example1.26We flip a coin four times. The samplespaceconsistsof 24
samplepoints.We can define a random variable X on S as the number
= 3,
of heads in the coin flips. Forthis random variable,then, X(HTHH)
values that X can take are0,1,
2, 3,
X(HHHH)= 4, and soon.The possible
= 0] is ^, sincethe only samplepoint
and 4. Thus X is discrete.Prob.[X
= 1] is ^, sincethe four samplepoints
whose imageis 0 is TTTT.Prob.[X
HTTT,THTT,TTHT,and TTTHhave 1 as their image.
\342\226\241

Definition1.14[Expectedvalue] If the samplespaceof an experimentis
S {si,s2, sn},the expectedvalue or the meanof any randomvariable
* X(Si) = Zti XMX is defined to be
Prob.[st]
\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\302\261

\302\260

\302\243\342\204\242=i

to the
spacecorresponding
Example1.27[Coin tosses]The sample
of tossing threecoinsis S = {HHH,HHT,HTH,HTT, THH,
THT,TTH,TTT}.If X is the numberof heads in the coinflips, then the
expectedvalue of X is |(3+2 + 2+1+ 2 + 1+ 1+ 0) = 1.5.
experiment

\342\226\241

Definition1.15[Probability distribution] Let X be a discreterandom

{n,r2,...

defined over the samplespaceS. Let
,rm} be its range.
Then, the probability distribution of X is the sequenceProb.[X= r{\\,
Prob.[X= r2], , Prob.[X= rrn\\. Noticethat YT=iProh\\x= n] = 1variable

...

\342\226\241
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Example1.28[Coin tosses]If a coin is nippedthreetimesand X is the
number of heads,then X can take on four values, 0, 1,2, and 3. The
= 0] = \\, Prob.[X
= 1]=
probability distributionof X is given by Prob.[X
= 3] =
= 2] = and Prob.[X
Prob.[X
\342\226\241

\302\261.

\302\247,
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Definition1.16[Binomial distribution] A Bernoullitrial is an experiment
that has two possible
outcomes,namely, successand failure. Theprobability
of conductingthe Bernoullitrial n
of successis p. Considerthe experiment
times.This experimenthas a samplespaceS with 2n samplepoints.Let X
in the n
be a random variable on S dennedto be the numbersof successes
trials.ThevariableX is saidtohave a binomialdistribution with parameters
(n, p).The expectedvalue of X is rip. Also,
= i] =
Prob.[X
(\"Vtl-p)\"-*
\342\226\241

it is necessaryto estimatethe probabilities
at the
In severalapplications,
One such estimateis provided by the
tail ends of probability distributions.
following lemma.

Lemma 1.1[Markov'sinequality] If X is any nonnegativerandom variable
whose mean is /i, then

-

Prob.lX> x] < x

\342\226\241

Example1.29Let be the mean of a random variable X. We can use
Markov's lemma(also calledMarkov's inequality) to make the following
statement:\"The probability that the value of X exceeds2/j, is < ^.\"
the example:if we tossa coin 1000
Consider
times,what is the probability that
the numberof heads is > 600?If X is the numberof heads in 1000
tosses,
then, the expectedvalue of X, E[X],is 500.Applying Markov's inequality
with x = 600and = 500,we infer that P[X > 600] <
\\x

\342\226\241

\\x

\302\247.

Though Markov's inequality can be appliedto any nonnegativerandom
variable,it is rather weak. We can obtain tighter bounds for a numberof
Thesebounds
importantdistributionsincludingthe binomialdistribution.
aredue to Chernoff. Chernoffboundsas appliedto the binomialdistribution
are employed in this text to analyze randomized
algorithms.
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Lemma 1.2[Chernoff bounds] If X is a binomialwith parameters(n, p),
and m > np is an integer,then

Prob.(X>m)<

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Also,
and
for all 0

< e < 1.

eim~np\\
(^Y
m J
\\

Prob.(X< L(l-e)H)< e(-e2np/2)
Pro6.(X>f(l+e)npl)< e(-f2np/3)

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
\342\226\241

Example1.30Considerthe experimentof tossinga coin 1000times. We
want to determine
the probability that the numberX of headsis > 600.We
can use Equation 1.3to estimatethis probability. The value for e hereis
0.2.Also, n = 1000and p = \\- Equation 1.3now becomes
= e-20/3
< a001273
P[X > 600] < eH0-2)2(500/3)]
This estimateis moreprecisethan that given by Markov's inequality.

\342\226\241

1.4.2 RandomizedAlgorithms:An InformalDescription
A randomized
algorithmis one that makesuse of a randomizer(such as a
randomnumber generator).Someof the decisionsmadein the algorithm
dependon the output of the randomizer.Sincethe output of any
way from run to run, the output of a
might differ in an unpredictable
randomized
also
from run to run for the sameinput.
could
differ
algorithm
Theexecutiontimeof a randomized
algorithmcould alsovary from run to
run for the sameinput.
Randomizedalgorithmscan be categorizedinto two classes:
The first
is algorithmsthat always producethe same(correct)output for the same
input. ThesearecalledLas Vegas algorithms.Theexecutiontimeof a Las
Vegas algorithmdependson the output of the randomizer.If we are lucky,
the algorithm might terminatefast, and if not, it might run for a longer
periodof time. In generalthe executiontime of a Las Vegas algorithmis
characterized
as a random variable (seeSection1.4.1
for a definition).The
secondis algorithmswhoseoutputs might differ from run to run (for the same
input). ThesearecalledMonte Carloalgorithms.Considerany problemfor
which thereare only two possible
answers,say, yes and no.If a Monte Carlo
is
to
solve
such
a problem,then the algorithmmight give
algorithm employed
incorrectanswers dependingon the output of the randomizer.We require
that the probability of an incorrectanswer from a Monte Carloalgorithmbe
low. Typically, for a fixed input, a Monte Carloalgorithmdoesnot display
randomizer
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much variation in

executiontimebetweenruns, whereasin the caseof a Las

Vegas algorithmthis variation is significant.

can think of a randomizedalgorithmwith one possible
randomizer
the
with
a
to
be
different
from
same
different
possible
output
algorithm
randomizeroutput.Therefore,a randomizedalgorithmcan be viewed as a
family of algorithms.For a given input, someof the algorithmsin this family
of time(or may give incorrectanswers).
may run for indefinitely longperiods
Theobjectivein the designof a randomized
algorithmis to ensurethat the
numberof such bad algorithmsin the family is only a smallfractionof the
total numberof algorithms.If for any input we can show that at least1 e
(e being very closeto 0) fractionof algorithmsin the family will run quickly
(respectivelygive the correctanswer)on that input, then clearly, a random
algorithmin the family will run quickly (or output the correctanswer)on
any input with probability > 1 e. In this casewe say that this family of
algorithms(or this randomized
algorithm)runs quickly (respectivelygives
the correctanswer)with probability at least1 e, wheree is calledthe error
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We

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

probability.

Definition1.17[The 0()]Just like the 0()notationis usedto characterize

the run timesof non randomized
algorithms,0() is used for characterizing
the run timesof Las Vegas algorithms.We say a Las Vegas algorithmhas a
resource(time,space,and soon.) boundof 0(g(n)) if thereexistsa constant
c such that the amount of resourceused by the algorithm(on any input of
sizen) is no morethan cag(n) with probability > 1
We shall refer to
thesebounds as high probabilitybounds.
Similardefinitions apply alsoto such functions as
(l(),o(), etc.
\342\200\236.

\342\226\241

\302\251(),

Definition1.18[High probability] By high probabilitywe meana probability
of > 1 n~a for any fixed a. We calla the probability parameter.
\342\200\224

\342\226\241

mentionedabove,the run timeT of any Las Vegas algorithmis
as a randomvariable over a samplespaceS.Thesample
characterized
of
S
are
all
outcomesfor the randomizerused in the
points
possible
is
to obtain the distributionof T, often this is
algorithm.
desirable
it
Though
a challengingand unnecessarytask. The expectedvalue of T often suffices
as a goodindicatorof the run time. We can do better than obtainingthe
mean of T but short of computingthe exactdistributionby obtainingthe
The high probability boundsof our interestare of
high probability bounds.
form
the
\"With high probability the value of T will not exceed
To,\" for some
appropriateTo.
Severalresultsfrom probability theory can be employed to obtain high
probability boundson any random variable.Two of the moreuseful such
resultsare Markov's inequality and Chernoff bounds.
As

typically
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Next we give two examplesof randomized
algorithms.The first is of the
LasVegastype and the secondis of the Monte Carlotype. Otherexamples
are presentedthroughout the text. We say a Monte Carlo(Las Vegas)
not give a correctanswer (terminatewithin a
algorithm has failed if it does
speciiiedamount of time).

|

|
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1.4.3 Identifyingthe RepeatedElement

Consideran array a[ ] of n numbers that has distinctelementsand
copiesof another element.The problemis to identify the repeatedelement.
Any deterministic
algorithmfor solving this problemwill needat least
?!+ 2 time stepsin the worst case.This fact can be argued as follows:
Consideran adversary who has perfectknowledgeabout the algorithmused
and who is in charge of selectingthe input for the algorithm. Such an
adversary can make sure that the first ~ + 1 elementsexaminedby the
Even after having lookedat t| + 1 elements,the
algorithmare all distinct.
will
in
a
to infer the repeatedelement.It will have
not
be
position
algorithm
to examineat least + 2 elementsand hencetake at least + 2 timesteps.
In contrastthereis a simpleand elegantrandomized
Las Vegas algorithm
that takes only O(logn) time. It randomly picks two array elementsand
checkswhetherthey comefrom two different cellsand have the samevalue.
If they do,the repeatedelementhas been found. If not, this basicstep
of samplingis repeatedas many timesas it takesto identify the repeated
element.
is with repetitions;that is,the
In this algorithm,the samplingperformed
first and secondelementsare randomly pickedfrom out of the n elements
(eachelementbeingequally likely to be picked).Thus thereis a probability
(equalto -)that the samearray elementis pickedeachtime. If we just check
for the equality of the two elementspicked,our answer might be incorrect
it
(in casethe algorithmpickedthe samearray indexeachtime).Therefore,
is essentialto makesure that the two array indicespickedare different and
the two array cellscontainthe samevalue.
\302\247

||

\302\247

This algorithmis given in Algorithm 1.27.The algorithmreturns the
indexof one of the copiesof the repeatedelement.Now we prove that
the run timeof the above algorithmis O(logn).
Any iterationof the while
loopwill be successfulin identifying the repeatednumberif i is any onethe
to the repeatedelementand j is any one of
array indicescorresponding
the same indicesother than i. In other words, the probability that the
n' ^\"( ~
algorithmquits in any given iterationof the while loopis P
which is > g for all n > 10. This impliesthat the probability that the
algorithmdoesnot quit in a given iterationis <
array

|.

\342\200\224
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1 RepeatedElement(a,
n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Findsthe repeatedelementfrom a[l:n].
{

while (true) do

{

i
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8
9

10 }

:= RandomQ modn + 1;j := Random() modn + 1;

are randomnumbersin the range [l,n].
// i and j and
=
if
thenreturn

7

((i t^ j)

}

i;

a[j]))

(a[i\\

Algorithm1.27Identifying the repeatedarray number
the probability that the algorithmdoesnot quit in 10iterations
Therefore,
/4\\10
is < 5 J < .1074.So,Algorithm 1.27will terminatein 10iterationsor
lesswith probability > .8926.The probability that the algorithmdoesnot
/4\\ioo < 2.04* 10_ . That
terminatein 100iterationsis < if
is,almost
J
certainlythe algorithmwill quit in 100iterationsor less.If n equals2 * 106,
for example,any deterministic
algorithm will have to spendat least one
milliontimesteps,as opposed
to the 100iterationsof Algorithm 1.27!
In general,the probability that the algorithmdoesnot quit in the first
calogn (c is a constant to be fixed) iterationsis
f

\342\200\236

which will

< (4/5)calosn =
be < n~a if we pick c >

n-cal\302\260s

(5/4)

^\342\200\2247574V

iterationsor lesswith
probability > 1 nT01. Sinceeachiterationof the while looptakes0(1)
time,the run timeof the algorithmis O(logn).
Note that this algorithm,if it terminates,will always output the correct
answer and henceis of the Las Vegas type. The above analysis shows that
the algorithmwill terminatequickly with high probability.
Thesameproblemof inferring the repeatedelementcan be solved using
many deterministic
algorithms.For example,sorting the array is one way.
But sortingtakesQ(nlogn)
time (proved in Chapter10).An alternativeis
to partitionthe array into [^] parts, whereeachpart (possibly exceptfor
one part) has three array elements,and to searchthe individual parts for
Thus the algorithmterminatesin

-,

tttzt\302\253log

n

\342\200\224
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the repeatedelement.At leastone of the parts will have two copiesof the
repeatedelement.(Provethis!) The run timeof this algorithmis O(n).

1.4.4 PrimalityTesting
integergreaterthan one is saidto be a primeif its only divisors are 1
and the integer itself. By convention,we take 1 to be a nonprime.Then
2, 3,5,
7,11,and 13are the first sixprimes.Given an integern, the problem
of decidingwhether n is a primeis known as primality testing. It has a
numberof applications
includingcryptology.
If a numbern is composite
(i.e.,nonprime),it must have a divisor < [y/n\\.
Thisobservationleadsto the following simplealgorithmfor primality testing:
Considereachnumber in the interval [2, [v^J] and checkwhether divides
n. If none of these numbers divides n, then n is prime;otherwiseit is
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Any

\302\243

\302\243

composite.

whetheroneintegerdivides
Assumingthat it takes0(1)timeto determine
another, the naive primality testing algorithmhas a run time of 0(^/n).
The input sizefor this problemis [(logn+ 1)],sincen can be represented
in binary form with these many bits. Thus the run time of this simple
in the input size(noticethat i/n = 22logn).
algorithmis exponential
We can devisea Monte Carlorandomized
algorithmfor primality testing
that runs in time0((logn)2).
The output of this algorithmis correctwith
highprobability. If the input is prime,the algorithmnever gives an incorrect
answer. However, if the input number is composite(i.e.,
nonprime),then
there is a smallprobability that the answer may be incorrect.Algorithms
of this kind aresaidto have one-sided
error.
Beforepresentingfurther details,we list two theoremsfrom number
that will serve as the backboneof the algorithm.The proofs of these
theoremscan be found in the references
suppliedat the end of this chapter.
theory

Theorem1.6[Fermat] If n
integer a < n.

is prime,then an~l =

Theorem1.7The equation x2 = 1

namely 1 and n 1,if n
\342\200\224

1.1
If the equationx2 = 1
then is

Corollary

n

\342\200\224

is prime.

1,

n

composite.

1 (modn) for any
\342\226\241

(modn) has exactlytwo solutions,
\342\226\241

(modn) has rootsotherthan 1and
\342\226\241

Note:Any integerx which is neither 1nor n 1but which satisfies x2 = 1
(modn) is saidto be a nontrivial squareroot of 1 modulon.
\342\200\224

Fermat'stheoremsuggeststhe following algorithmfor primality testing:
< n and checkwhetheran_1= 1 (modn) (callthis

Randomly choosean a
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Fermat'sequation).If Fermat'sequation is not satisfied,n is composite.
satisfied,we try somemorerandom a's. If on eacha
Fermat's
tried,
equationis satisfied,we output \"n is prime'1;otherwisewe
In orderto computean~l modn, we couldemploy
output \"n is composite.\"
with someminormodifications.
Theresultant
Exponentiate(Algorithm 1.16)
primality testing algorithm is given as Algorithm 1.28.Herelarge is a
numbersufficiently largethat ensuresa probability of correctness
of > 1
n~a.
If the equation is
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1
2
3
4
5
6

n,a)

PrimeO(

trueif n is a primeand falseotherwise.
// Returns
// a is the probability parameter.
{

\342\200\224

7

8
9

Choosea randomnumberin the range [l,n//
z :=

10

11

II Computean~l modn.
while (m > 0) do
{

while (m mod2 = 0) do

{
}

m

}

:=z2 modn; m := [m/2\\;
:=m 1;y := (y * z) modn;
z

\342\200\224

if (y t^ 1) thenreturnfalse;
If an_1 modn is not
n is not

//

23
25

-!]\342\200\242

a;

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24

q:== n 1;
for i :=1to large do // Specify large.
{
:= 1;
m:=q;y
a := Random() modq + 1;

}

}
returntrue;

1,

a prime.

Algorithm1.28Primality testing:first attempt
If the input is prime,Algorithm 1.28
will never output an incorrect
If n is composite,
will Fermat'sequation never be satisfied for any a
lessthan n and greaterthan one? If so,the above algorithmhas to examine

answer.

just one a beforecomingup with the correctanswer. Unfortunately, the

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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answer to this questionis no. Even if n is composite,
Fermat'sequationmay
be satisfied dependingon the a chosen.
Is it the casethat for every n (that is composite)there will be some
nonzeroconstant fraction of a'slessthan n that will not satisfy Fermat's
equation? If the answer is yes and if the above algorithmtriesa sufficiently
largenumber of a's,thereis a high probability that at leastone a violating
Fermat'sequation will be found and hencethe correctanswer be output.
Hereagain, the answer is no. Thereare compositenumbers (known as
Carniichael
numbers)for which every a that is lessthan and relatively prime
to n will satisfy Fermat'sequation.(The numberof a'sthat do not satisfy
Fermat'sequationneed not be a constant fraction.) The numbers561and

1105arc- examplesof Carmichaelnumbers.

Fortunately, a slight modificationof the above algorithmtakescare of
theseproblems.The modified primality testing algorithm (alsoknown as
Miller-Rabin's
except
algorithm)is the sameas PrimeO (Algorithm 1.28)
that within the body of PrimeO, we alsolookfor nontrivial squarerootsof n.
The modifiedversion is given in Algorithm 1.29.
We assumethat n is odd.
Miller-Rabin's
algorithmwill never give an incorrectanswer if the input
is prime,sinceFermat'sequationwill always be satisfied and no nontrivial
square; root of 1 modulo n can be found. If n is composite,the above
of n if the randomly chosena either
algorithmwill detectthe compositeness
leadsto the discovery of a nontrivial squareroot of 1 or violatesFermat's
of n. What is the
equation.Callany such a a witness to the compositeness
a
chosen
a
will
the
that
be
a
witness
to
probability
randomly
compositeness
of n? This questionis answeredby the following theorem(the proofcan be
at the end of this chapter).
found in the references

Theorem1.8Thereare at least ^- witnessesto

if n

is composite
and odd.

the compositeness
of n
\342\226\241

Assume that n is composite
(sinceif n is prime,the algorithmwill always
be correct).The probability that a randomly chosena will be a witnessis
l!^n ' wmcn is very nearly equal to ^. This meansthat a randomly chosen
a will fail to be a witness with probability < ^.
Therefore,the probability that none of the first alogna'schosenis a
= n a. In other words, the algorithmPrime will
witnessis < (^1
give an incorrectanswer with only probability < n~Q.
The run timeof the outermostwhile loopis nearly the sameas that of
and equal to O(logn).
Sincethis while loop
Exponentiate(Algorithm 1.16)
is executedO(logn) times,the run timeof the whole algorithmis 0(log2
n).
\342\200\224
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5. Given a 2-sided
coin.Usingthis coin,how will
coin

you

simulatean n-sided
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(a) when n is a power of 2?.
(b) when n is not a power of 2?.
6. Computethe run time analysis of the Las Vegas algorithmgiven
and expressit using the 0() notation.
Algorithm 1.30

1
2
3
4
5
6

LasVegas()

{

while (true)do

{

7

8

in

}

}

i

:\342\200\224

Random() mod2;

if (i > 1) thenreturn;

Algorithm1.30A

Las Vegas algorithm

7. Thereare \\fn copiesof an elementin the array c. Every otherelement
of c occursexactlyonce.If the algorithmRepeatedElement is used to
identify the repeatedelementof c, will the run timestillbe O(logn)?
If so,why? If not, what is the new run time?
8. What is the minimum number of timesthat an elementshould be
repeatedin an array (the otherelementsof the array occurringexactly
in O(logn) time?
once)sothat it can be found usingRepeatedElement
9. An array a has ^ copiesof a particularunknown elementx. Every
other elementin a has at most copies.Presentan O(logn) time
Monte Carloalgorithmto identify x. The answer should be correct
with high probability. Can you develop an O(logn) time Las Vegas
algorithmfor the sameproblem?
10.Considerthe naive Monte Carloalgorithmfor primality testing
HerePower(x,y)computesxy. What should
presented in Algorithm 1.31.
be the value of t for the algorithm'soutput to be correctwith high
\302\247

|.

probability?
11.Let A be a Monte Carloalgorithmthat solves a decisionproblemn in
timeT. The output of A is correctwith probability > Show how
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3
4
5
6
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7

8
9
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Primel(rz)

{

Specify t.
//
for i :=1to t do

{

m

:= Power(n,0.5);

j := Random() =modm + 2;
if ((n modj) 0) thenreturnfalse;

// If j divides n, n is not prime.

10
}
1L
returntrue;
12 }

Algorithm1.31Another primality testingalgorithm
you can modify A so that its answer is correctwith high probability.

The modifiedversion can take O(Tlogn)
time.

12.In generala Las Vegas algorithmis preferableto a Monte Carlo

algorithm, sincethe answer given by the former is guaranteedto becorrect.
Theremay becriticalsituationsin which even a very smallprobability
of an incorrectanswer is unacceptable.Say there is a Monte Carlo
algorithmfor solving a problemn in T\\ time units whoseoutput is
correctwith probability > \\. Also assumethat thereis another
algorithm that can checkwhethera given answer is valid for n in T2 time
units. Show how you use thesetwo algorithmsto arrive at a Las Vegas
algorithmfor solving n in time0{{T\\+ T2) logn).
13.The problemconsideredhereis that of searchingfor an elementx in
an array a[\\ : n]. Algorithm 1.17
gives a deterministicO(n) time
for
this
that
Show
algorithm
problem.
any deterministic
algorithm
will have to take fi(n) time in the worst casefor this problem. In
contrasta randomized
Las Vegasalgorithmthat searchesfor x is given
in Algorithm 1.32.
This algorithmassumesthat x is in a[ ]. What is
the 0() run timeof this algorithm?
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1 AlgorithmRSearch(a,x,n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Searchesfor x in a[l:n].Assume that
{

while (true)do

{
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7

8
9

10 }

x is in a[ ].

}

i :=Random() modn + 1;
// i is randomin the range [l,n],
if (a[i]= x) then returni;

Algorithm1.32Randomizedsearch
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Chapter 2

ELEMENTARY DATA

STRUCTURES

examinedthe fundamental methodswe needto express
and analyze algorithms,we might feel all set to begin. But, alas,we need
to make one last diversion,and that is a discussion
of datastructures.One
of the basictechniquesfor improving algorithmsis to structurethe data
Now that we have

in such a way that the resulting operationscan be efficiently carriedout.
In this chapter,we review only the most basicand commonly used data
structures.Many of theseare used in subsequentchapters.We shouldbe
familiar with stacksand queues(Section2.1),
and
binary trees(Section2.2),
graphs (Section2.6)and be ableto refer to the otherstructuresas needed.

2.1 STACKSAND QUEUES
One of the most commonforms of data organizationin computerprograms
is the orderedor linear list,which is often written as a = (ai,a,2,...
,an)The Mj-'h are referredto as atomsand they are chosenfrom someset.The
null or empty list has n = 0 elements.A stackis an orderedlist in which all
insertionsand deletionsaremadeat one end,calledthe top. A queue is an
orderedlist in which all insertionstake placeat one end,the rear,whereas

alldeletionstake placeat the other end,the front.
The operationsof a stackimply that if the elementsA, B,C, D, and E
areinsertedinto a stack,in that order,then the first elementto be removed
(delet.ed)must be E.Equivalently we say that the last elementto beinserted
into the stackis the first to beremoved.Forthis reasonstacksaresometimes
referredto as Last In First Out (LIFO)lists.The operationsof a queue
requirethat the first elementthat is insertedinto the queueis the first one
to be removed.Thus queuesare known as First In First Out (FIFO)lists.
SeeFigure2.1for examplesof a stackand a queueeachcontainingthe same
69
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<

E

top

D
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C
B

A

B C D E
A

A

A

rear

front

stack

queue

Figure2.1Exampleof a stackand a queue
elementsinsertedin the sameorder. Note that the data objectqueue
as defined hereneed not correspond
to the conceptof queuethat is studied
in queuingtheory.
Thesimplestway to representa stackis by usinga one-dimensional
array,
say stack\\f) : n 1],where n is the maximumnumber of allowable entries.
Thefirst or bottomelementin the stackis storedat stack]})],the secondat
with the array is a variable,
stack[\\],and the ith at stack[i 1],Associated
which
in the stack. To test
called
to
the
element
top,
points
top
typically
whether the stack is empty, we ask \"if (top < 0)\". If not, the topmost
elementis at stack[top].
Checkingwhetherthe stackis full can be done by
asking \"if (top > n 1)\".Two moresubstantial operationsare inserting
and deletingelements.The corresponding
algorithmsare Add and Delete
(Algorithm 2.1).
Each executionof Add or Deletetakesa constantamount of timeand is
five

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

independentof the numberof elementsin the stack.
A node
Another way to representa stackis by using links (or pointers).
of data and link information.A stackcan be represented
is a collection
by
using nodeswith two fields, possibly calleddata and link. The data field
link field
of eachnodecontainsan itemin the stackand the corresponding
link
the
item
in
the
stack.The
field of
to
the
node
next
containing
points
the last nodeis zero,for we assumethat all nodeshave an addressgreater
than zero.Forexample,a stackwith the itemsA, B,C, D, and E inserted
in that

order,looksas in Figure2.2.
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1 AlgorithmAdd (item)
Push an elementonto the stack.Return trueif successful;
// else
// return false,item is used as an input.
1 if
(top > n 1) then

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

{
write (\"Stackis full!\;")returnfalse;
}
else
{
:=item; returntrue;
top := top + 1;stack[top]
}
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7

8
9

10
11
12
13 }
1 AlgorithmDelete(item)
2 // Pop the topelementfrom the stack.Return trueif successful
3 // elsereturn false,item is used as an output.
4 1
if (top < 0) then
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13 I

{
write (\"Stackis empty!\;")returnfalse;
}
else
{
item :=stack[top\\;top :=top 1;returntrue;
}
\342\200\224

Algorithm2.1Operationson a stack
stack

I
D
data

B

A

link

Figure2.2Exampleof a five-element,linked stack
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II Type is the type of data,
node =record
{

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

}

Type data; node *link;

1 AlgorithmAdd (item)
{
// Geta new node.

2
3
4
5
6

temp:=new node;
if (temp^ 0) then

{

7

8
9

}

data) :=item; (temp
:=temp;returntrue;

(temp
top

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

link) :=top;

10
else
11 {
12
write (\"Out of space!\;
13
returnfalse;
14
}
15 }
1 AlgorithmDelete(iiem)

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14 }

if (top = 0)

{

then

write (\"Stackis empty!\;

returnfalse;
}
else
{
item := (top data);temp:= top;
top := (top link);
deletetemp;returntrue;
}
\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\226\240

of a stack
Algorithm2.2Link representation
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The variable top points to the topmostnode(the last item inserted)in
the list.Theempty stackis representedby setting top :=0. Becauseof the
way the links are pointing, insertionand deletionare easy to accomplish.

SeeAlgorithm 2.2.
In the caseof Add, the statementtemp := new node;assigns to the
variable temp the addressof an available node.If no morenodesexist,it
returns 0. If a nodeexists,we storeappropriatevalues into the two fields of
the node.Then the variable top is updatedto point to the new topelement
of the list.Finally, true is returned.If no morespaceexists,it prints an
error messageand returns false.Referingto Delete,if the stackis empty,
then trying to deletean itemproducesthe errormessage\"Stackis empty!\"
and falseis returned.Otherwisethe topelementis storedas the value of
the variable item, a pointerto the first nodeis saved, and top is updated
to point to the next node.Thedeletednodeis returnedfor future use and
finally trueis returned.
The use of links to representa stackrequiresmorestoragethan the
sequential array stack[0: n
1]does.However, there is greaterflexibility
when using links,for many structurescan simultaneouslyusethe samepool
of available space.Most importantly the timesfor insertion and deletion
are independentof the sizeof the stack.
usingeitherrepresentation
An efficient queue representation
can be obtainedby taking an array
q[0 : n 1]and treating it as if it were circular.Elementsare insertedby
When rear = n 1,
increasingthe variable rear to the next free position.
the next elementis enteredat q[0] in casethat spotis free. The variable
counterclockwise
from the first elementin
frontalways points one position
the queue. The variable front = rear if and only if the queue is empty
and we initially set front := rear := 0. Figure2.3illustratestwo of the
possible
configurationsfor a circularqueuecontainingthe four elementsJl
to J4 with n > 4.
clockwise.
To insertan element,it is necessaryto move rear one position
This can be done usingthe code
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

(rear = n 1) thenrear := 0;
elserear :=rear + 1;
if

\342\200\224

moreelegantway to do this is to use the built-inmodulooperatorwhich
computesremainders.Beforedoing an insert,we increasethe rear pointer
by saying rear := (rear + 1) modn;. Similarly, it is necessaryto move
clockwise
eachtimea deletionis made.An examination
frontone position
A

2.3(a)and (b) shows that by treating the array circularly,
addition and deletionfor queues can be carriedout in a fixed amount of

of Algorithm

timeor O(l).

One surprisingfeature in thesetwo algorithmsis that the test for queue
and the test for queueempty in DeleteQare the same.In the

full in AddQ
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/j4 y^

\342\200\242

\\\\

[3][j3__[
\\J2 A
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\\

[4]
[\302\253-4l

/C/ [n-3]

Pi

front

ryY
in

x

J4
[0]

[\302\253-l]

= 0; rear = 4

Figure2.3Circularqueue of capacity n
J2,J3,and J4

\342\200\242

.

\342\200\242

\\

L J1
/\\/
r\\j2 7
/

v1/ ___A [n-2]
[n^-_j
[0]

/\\

front

\342\200\224

r

[n-3]

J^y/ [n-2]
[\342\200\236-l]

= rc-4; rear = 0

1 containingfour elementsJl,

caseof AddQ, however, when front= rear,thereis actually one spacefree,
q[rear],sincethe first elementin the queue is not at q[front]but is one
from this point.However,if we insert an itemthere,then
clockwise
position
we cannot distinguishbetweenthe casesfull and empty, sincethis insertion
leaves front = rear. To avoid this, we signal queue full and permit a
maximumof n 1 rather than n elementsto be in the queue at any time.
One way to use all n positions
is to use another variable,tag, to distinguish
betweenthe two situations;that is,tag = 0 if and only if the queueis empty.
This however slows down the two algorithms.Sincethe AddQ and DeleteQ
algorithmsare used many timesin any probleminvolving queues,the loss
of one queueposition
is morethan madeup by the reductionin computing
time.
Another way to representa queue is by using links. Figure2.4shows
a queue with the four elementsA, B,C, and D enteredin that order. As
with the linked stackexample,eachnodeof the queue is composed
of the
two fields data and link.A queueis pointedat by two variables,frontand
rear.Deletionsaremadefrom the front, and insertionsat the rear. Variable
front= 0 signalsan empty queue.The proceduresfor insertionand deletion
in linked queuesare left as exercises.
\342\200\224

EXERCISES
1.Write algorithmsfor AddQ and DeleteQ,assumingthe queueis
represented

as a linked list.
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1 AlgorithmAddQ(item)

2
3
4
5
6

q[G : n
II Insertitemin the circularqueuestoredin one
II rear points to the last item,and frontis
from the first itemin q.
counterclockwise
II position

\342\200\224

{
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7

{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

rear clockwise.

write (\"Queueis full!\;
if (front 0) thenrear
n
1;
elserear :=rear 1;
counterclockwise.
// Move rear one position
\342\200\224

:\342\200\224

\342\200\224

l(i

17

returnfalse;
}
else
{
q[rear] item; // Insertnew item.
returntrue;
}
:\342\200\224

IX

19

Advance

\342\200\224

ir>

20

rear := (rear + 1) modn; //
if (front= rear) then

l\\.

}

(a) Addition of an element

1 AlgorithmDeleteQ(iiem)

2
3
4
5
6

// Removesand returns the front elementof the queueq[0 :n
{

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

11
ir>

if

}

\342\200\224

1]

(front= rear) then
write (\"Queueis empty!\;

returnfalse;
}
else
{
front:= (front+ 1) modn; // Advance front clockwise.
item :=q[front];
// Set item to front of queue.
returntrue;
}
(b) Deletionof an element

Algorithm2.3Basicqueueoperations
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data

link

B

A

C

D

0

/

1
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front

Figure2.4A
A

rear

linked queuewith four elements

linear list is being maintainedcircularlyin an array c[0: n

/ and r set up as for circularqueues.

1] with

(a) Obtaina formula in termsof /, r, and n for the numberof elements
in the list.
(b) Write an algorithmto deletethe A;th elementin the list.
after the
(c) Write an algorithmto insert an elementy immediately

element.
What is the timecomplexity
of your algorithmsfor parts (b) and (c)?
3.Let X =
,xn) and Y = (j/i,...
,ym) be two linked lists.Write
an algorithm to mergethe two liststo obtain the linked list Z =
(xi,yi,x2,y2,,xm,ym,xm+1,...
,xn) ifm < norZ = (xi,yi,x2,y2,
fcth

(xi,...
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

if m > n.
...,xn,yn,yn+i,...,ym)

4. A double-ended
queue (deque)is a linearlist for which insertionsand
deletionscan occurat eitherend.Show how to representa dequein a
one-dimensional
array and write algorithmsthat insert and deleteat
eitherend.
5. Considerthe hypotheticaldata objectXI. The objectX2 is a linear
list with the restrictionthat althoughadditionsto the list can bemade
at eitherend, deletions
can bemadefrom oneend only. Designa linked
list representation
for XI. Specify initial and boundary conditions
for

your

representation.

2.2 TREES
Definition2.1[Tree] A treeis a finite set of one or morenodessuch that
thereis a speciallydesignatednodecalledthe root and the remainingnodes
are partitionedinto n > 0 disjointsetsTi,...
,Tn,whereeachof thesesets
is a tree.ThesetsTi,...
,Tn arecalledthe subtreesof the root.
\342\226\241
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2.2.1 Terminology
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Thereare many termsthat are often used when referringto trees.Consider
the treein Figure2.5.This treehas 13nodes,
eachdataitemof a nodebeing
a singleletter for convenience.The root containsA (we usually say node
A), and we normally draw treeswith their rootsat the top.The numberof
subtreesof a nodeis calledits degree.The degreeof A is 3,of C is 1,and of

F is 0. Nodesthat have degreezeroarecalledleaf or terminalnodes.The
set {K,L, F, G, M, I, J} is the set of leafnodesof Figure2.5.The other
nodesare referredto as nonterminals.The rootsof the subtreesof a node
X art; the childrenof X. The node X is the parent of its children.Thus the
childrenof D are H, I, and J, and the parent of D is A.

Figure2.5A sampletree
Childrenof the sameparent are said to be siblings. For exampleH, I,
and J are siblings.
We can extendthis terminology if we needto sothat we
can ask for the grandparentof M, which is D, and soon. The degreeof a
tree is the maximumdegreeof the nodesin the tree. Thetree in Figure2.5
has degree3.The ancestorsof a nodeareall the nodesalongthe path from
the root to that node.Theancestorsof M are A, D, and H.
The level of a nodeis defined by initially letting the rootbe at level one.
If a nodeis at level p, then its childrenare at level p + 1.Figure2.5shows
the levels of all nodesin that tree.The height or depth of a tree is defined
to be the maximumlevel of any nodein the tree.
A forestis a set of n > 0 disjointtrees.
Thenotionof a forest is very close
to that of a treebecauseif we remove the root of a tree,we get a forest.For
example,in Figure2.5if we remove A, we get a forest with threetrees.
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Now how do we representa tree in a computer'smemory? If we wish
to use a linked list in which one nodecorresponds
to one nodein the tree,
then a nodemust have a varying numberof fields dependingon the number
of children. However, it is often simplerto write algorithmsfor a data

in which the nodesizeis fixed.We can representa tree using
representation
for the tree of
a fixed nodesizelist structure. Such a list representation
Figure2.5is given in Figure2.6.In this figure nodeshave threefields:tag,
data,and link.Thefields dataand link areusedas beforewith the exception
that when tag = 1,data containsa pointerto a list ratherthan a dataitem.
A tree is represented
by storing the root in the first nodefollowed by nodes
that point to sublists
eachof which containsone subtreeof the root.
0

A

i

'

\"

B

F

0

\302\273

_

C

G

'
E

0

D

J 0

I

\302\273

K

L 0

The tag field of a nodeis one if

it

it

H

M

0

has a down-pointingarrow; otherwise
is
zero.

for the tree of Figure2.5
Figure2.6List representation

2.2.2 BinaryTrees
binary tree is an important type of treestructurethat occursvery often.
that any nodecan have at most two children;
that is,thereis no nodewith degreegreaterthan two. Forbinary treeswe
distinguishbetweenthe subtreeon the left and that on the right, whereas
a binary
for othertreesthe orderof the subtreesis irrelevant.Furthermore
tree is allowed to have zeronodeswhereasany other tree must have at least
one node.Thus a binary tree is really a different kind of objectthan any
A

It is characterized
by the fact

othertree.

Definition2.2A

binary tree is a finite set of nodesthat is eitherempty
two disjoint binary treescalledthe left and right

or consistsof a root and
subtrees.

\342\226\241

Figure2.7shows two samplebinary trees.Thesetwo treesare special
kinds of binary trees.Figure2.7(a) is a skewedtree, skewed to the left.
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tree skewed to the right, which is not shown.The
Thereis a corresponding
tree in Figure 2.7(b) is calleda completebinary tree. This kind of tree is
defined formally lateron.Noticethat for this tree all terminalnodesare on
for trees,such as degree,
two adjacentlevels.Thetermsthat we introduced
level,height, leaf, parent,and child, all apply to binary trees in the same
way.
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level

(a)

Figure2.7Two samplebinary trees
Lemma 2.1The maximumnumberof nodeson level i of a binary tree is
2*~1.Also, the maximumnumber of nodesin a binary tree of depth k is
2k

- 1, > 0.
k

\342\226\241

The binary tree of depth k that has exactly2k 1 nodesis calleda
full binary tree of depth k. Figure2.8shows a full binary tree of depth 4.
A very elegant sequentialrepresentation
for full binary treesresultsfrom
the
sequentially numbering nodes,
starting with the nodeon level one,then
soon.
and
Nodeson any level are numbered
on
level
to
those
two,
going
from left to right (seeFigure2.8).A binary tree with n nodesand depth k
to the nodesthat are numberedone to n
is complete
iff its nodescorrespond
of this definition is that in
in the full binary tree of depth k. A consequence
a completetree, leaf nodesoccuron at most two adjacentlevels.Thenodes
\342\200\224
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of an n-nodecompletetree may be compactly storedin a one-dimensional
array, tree[l n], with the nodenumberedi beingstoredin tree[i\\.Thenext
lemmashows how to easily determinethe locationsof the parent,left child,
and right child of any nodei in the binary tree without explicitlystoring
any link information.
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:

Figure2.8Full

binary tree of depth 4

Lemma 2.2If a completebinary tree with n nodesis represented
as describedbefore,then for any nodewith indexi, 1 < i < n,
sequentially

we

have:

1.parent(i) is at
parent.

2. lchild(i) is at

3.rchild(i)is at

[i/2\\ if

i

^

1. When

i

=

l,iis the root and has no

2i< n. If 1i> n, i has no left child.
1i+ 1if 2i + 1< n. If 1i+ 1> n, i has no right child.

2i if

\342\226\241

can clearly be used for all binary trees though in
This representation
most casesthere is a lot of unutilizedspace.For completebinary trees
the representation
is idealas no spaceis wasted. For the skewed tree of
lessthan a third of the array is utilized.In the worst
2.7,
however,
Figure

casea right-skewedtree of depth k requires2k 1locations.
Of theseonly
k are occupied.
as in Figure2.9,appearsto be
Although the sequentialrepresentation,
In
for
it
is
for many otherbinary trees.
wasteful
good completebinary trees,
of
suffers from the generalinadequacies
addition,the representation
representations.Insertionor deletionof nodesrequiresthe movement
\342\200\224

sequential
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A

B

-

C

-

-

-

D

-

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

.. .

E

...

(16)

of the binary treesof Figure2.7
Figure2.9Sequentialrepresentation

of potentially many

nodesto

reflect the changein level number of the

Theseproblemscan be easily overcome
remaining nodes.
throughthe use of a
linked representation.
Each nodehas threefields:Ichild,
data, and rchild.

Although this nodestructuremakesit difficult to determinethe parent of a
it is adequate.In caseit is often necessaryto be
node,for most applications
ableto determinethe parent of a node,then a fourth field, parent, can be
includedwith the obvious interpretation.The representation
of the binary
treesof Figure2.7usinga three-fieldstructureis given in Figure2.10.

2.3 DICTIONARIES
abstractdata type that supportsthe operationsinsert,delete,and search
is calleda dictionary. Dictionaries
have found applicationin the designof

An

numerousalgorithms.

Example2.1Considerthe databaseof booksmaintainedin a library
When a user wants to checkwhethera particularbookis available, a
system.

search,operationis calledfor. If the bookis available and is issuedto the
user,a deleteoperationcan be performedto remove this bookfrom the set
of available books.
it can be insertedback
When the userreturns the book,
into the set.

\342\226\241

is essentialthat we are able to support the above-mentioned
as efficiently as possible
sincethese operationsare performedquite
frequently. A numberof datastructureshave beendevisedto realizea
It

operations

as comparison
methods
At a very highlevel thesecan be categorized
and directaccessmethods.Hashingis an exampleof the latter. We elaborate
only on binary searchtreeswhich are an exampleof the former.
dictionary.
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tree
A

tree

0
A

\342\226\240

B 0

/

1

C0
\342\226\240

D0

/
OHO

D

B

c

\\

0 E 0

\\

0 F 0

0 G0

0 I 0

\342\226\240

0 E 0

(a)

(b)

for the binary treesof Figure2.7
Figure2.10Linked representations
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2.3.1 BinarySearchTrees
Definition2.3[Binary search tree]A
may

binary searchtreeis a binary tree. It
be empty. If it is not empty, then it satisfies the following properties:

1.Every elementhas a key and no two elementshave the samekey (i.e.,

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

the keys are distinct).

2. The keys (if any) in the left subtreeare smallerthan the key in the
root.
3. The keys (if any) in the right subtreeare largerthan the key in the
root.
4. The left and right subtreesarealsobinary searchtrees.
\342\226\241

A binary searchtree can support the operations
search,insert,and delete
amongothers. In fact, with a binary searchtree, we can searchfor a data
elementboth by key value and by rank (i.e.,
find an elementwith key x,
find the fifth-smallest element,deletethe elementwith key x, deletethe
fifth-smallest element,insert an elementand determineits rank, and soon).
Thereis someredundancy in the definition of a binary searchtree.
2,3,and 4 togetherimply that the keys must be distinct.So,property
1can be replacedby the property:The root has a key.
Someexamplesof binary treesin which the elementshave distinct keys

Properties

are shown in Figure2.11.
Thetree of Figure2.11(a)
is not a binary search
the fact that it satisfies properties1,2,and 3.The right subtree
tree,despite
fails to satisfy property 4. This subtreeis not a binary searchtree, as its
right subtreehas a key value (22) that is smallerthan that in the subtree's
root (25).Thebinary treesof Figure2.11(b)
and (c) are binary searchtrees.

Searchinga Binary SearchTree
Sincethe definition of a binary searchtreeis recursive,it is easiestto describe
a recursivesearchmethod.Supposewe wish to searchfor an elementwith
key x. An elementcouldin generalbe an arbitrary structurethat has as one
of its fields a key. We assumefor simplicity that the elementjust consists
of a key and use the termselementand key interchangeably.We begin at
the root.If the root is 0,then the searchtree containsno elementsand the
searcliis unsuccessful.Otherwise,we comparex with the key in the root.If
x equalsthis key, then the searchterminatessuccessfully. If x is lessthan
the key in the root,then no elementin the right subtreecan have key value
x, and only the left subtreeis to be searched.If x is largerthan the key
in the root,only the right subtreeneedsto be searched.Thesubtreescan
be searchedrecursively as in Algorithm 2.4.This function assumesa linked
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure2.11Binary trees
representationfor the searchtree. Eachnode has the three fields Ichild,
rchild, and data. The recursionof Algorithm 2.4is easily replacedby a
while loop,as in Algorithm 2.5.

1 Algorithm

2
3
4
5
6

{

Search(\302\243,:r)

= 0) thenreturn0;
elseif (x = t data) thenreturnt;
if (t

-\302\273

\342\200\224>

Search(\302\243

7

8

elseif (x < t data) then
return
lchild,x);
elsereturn
rchild,x);

}

Search(\302\243

-\302\273

-\302\273

Algorithm2.4Recursivesearchof a binary searchtree
If we wish to

searchby rank, eachnodeshould have

an

additionalfield

leftsize,which is one plus the numberof elementsin the left subtreeof the
node.For the searchtree of Figure 2.11(b),
the nodeswith keys 2, 5, 30,
and 40, respectively, have leftsize
equal to 1,2,3, and 1. Algorithm 2.6
searchesfor the fcth-smallestelement.
As can be seen,a binary searchtree of height h can be searchedby key
as well as by rank in 0(h)time.
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2
3
4

5
6

AlgorithmISearch(:c)
1
found := false;
t :=tree;
while ((t 0) and notfound) do
y\302\243

{

7
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if (x = (t
data)) thenfound := true;
elseif (re < (i ->data)) then :=
Ichild);
else
rchild);
}
if (notfound) thenreturn0;
elsereturnt;
-\302\273

8
9

-\302\273

\302\243

(\302\243

10
11
12
13 }

\302\243:=(\302\243-\302\273

Algorithm2.5Iterativesearchof a binary searchtree

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Algoriithm Searchk(fc)

{

found := false;t := tree;
0) andnot fowid) do

while ((t

{

y\302\243

if (& =

elseif
else
{
(\302\243-\302\273

thenfound := true;
leftsize))
then := ->Ichild);
leftsize))
\302\243

(&<(\302\243-\302\273

(\302\243

10
k := k
(t -^ leftsize);
11
t := (t
rchild);
12
}
13
}
if (notfound) thenreturn0;
14
15
elsereturnt;
10 }
\342\200\224

\342\200\224>

Algorithm2.6Searchinga binary searchtree by

rank
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Insertionintoa Binary SearchTree
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To insert a new elementx, we must first verify that its key is different from
thoseof existingelements.To do this, a searchis carriedout.If the searchis
unsuccessful,then the elementis insertedat the point the searchterminated.
For instance,to insert an elementwith key 80 into the treeof Figure2.12(a),
we first searchfor 80. This searchterminatesunsuccessfully,and the last

nodeexaminedis the one with key 40.The new elementis insertedas the
right childof this node.Theresultingsearchtree is shown in Figure2.12(b).
shows the result of insertingthe key 35 into the searchtree
Figure 2.12(c)
of Figure2.12(b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure2.12Insertinginto a binary searchtree
the insert strategy just described.
If a node
Algorithm 2.7 implements
has a leftsize
the insertioncan
field, then this is updatedtoo.Regardless,
be performedin 0(h)time,whereh is the heightof the searchtree.

Deletionfrom a Binary SearchTree
Deletionof a leafelementis quite easy. For example,to delete35 from the
the left-childfield of its parent is set to 0 and the
tree of Figure 2.12(c),
nodedisposed.
This gives us the tree of Figure2.12(b).
To deletethe 80
from this tree, the right-childfield of 40 is set to 0; this gives the tree of
Then the nodecontaining80 is disposed.
Figure2.12(a).
The deletionof a nonleafelementthat has only one child is alsoeasy.
Thenodecontainingthe elementto be deletedis disposed,
and the single
child takesthe placeof the disposed
node.So,to deletethe element5 from
we simply changethe pointerfrom the parent
the tree of Figure 2.12(b),
the node
node (i.e.,
the nodecontaining30) to the single-childnode (i.e.,
containing2).
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1

2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmInsert(x)

// Insertx into the binary searchtree.
{

found :=false;
= tree;

for x. q is the parent of p.
pill Search
,
while
((p 0) andnot found) do

7

/

{

8
9

Q

'\342\226\240=

P'i

II Save p.

if (x = (p data)) thenfound :=true;
else if (x < (p data)) thenp := (p Ichild);

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

87

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

elsep := (p rchild);

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

}

// Performinsertion.

if ( not found) then

{

p := new TreeNode;
(p ->Ichild) :=0; (p ->rchild) := 0; (p ->data) := j;;
if

{

(tree

/ 0) then

data)) then(g ->Ichild):=p;
else(g ->rchild) :=p;
}
else :=p;
if (x < (q

\342\200\224>

\302\243ree

}

}

Algorithm2.7Insertioninto a binary searchtree
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When the elementto be deletedis in a nonleafnodethat has two children,
the elementis replacedby eitherthe largestelementin its left subtreeor the
smallestone in its right subtree.Then we proceedto deletethis replacing
elementfrom the subtreefrom which it was taken. For instance,if we wish
to deletethe elementwith key 30from the tree of Figure 2.13(a),
then we
replaceit by eitherthe largestelement,5, in its left subtreeor the smallest
element,40, in its right subtree.Supposewe opt for the largestelementin
the left subtree.The5 is moved into the root,and the treeof Figure2.13(b)
is obtained.Now we must deletethe second5. Sincethis nodehas only one
child,the pointerfrom its parent is changedto point to this child.Thetree
of Figure2.13(c)
is obtained.
of whetherthe
We can verify that regardless
e
lement
i
s
the
in the right
i
n
the
left
subtree
or
the
smallest
largest
replacing

subtree,it is originally in a nodewith a degreeof at most one.So,deletingit
from this nodeis quite easy. We leave the writing of the deletionprocedure
as an exercise.It shouldbeevidentthat a deletioncan be performedin 0(h)
timeif the searchtree has a heightof h.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure2.13Deletionfrom a binary searchtree
Heightof a Binary SearchTree
Unlesscareis taken, the heightof a binary searchtree with n elementscan
becomeas largeas n. This is the case,for instance,when Algorithm 2.7is
used to insert the keys [1,2,3,
n], in this order,into an initially empty
searchtree.
It
can, however, be shown that when insertionsand
binary
deletionsaremadeat randomusingthe proceduresgiven here,the heightof
the binary searchtree is O(logro)on the average.
Searchtreeswith a worst-case
heightof O(logn) arecalledbalancedsearch

...,

trees.Balancedsearchtreesthat permitsearches,inserts,and deletesto be
performedin O(logro)timeare listedin Table2.1.ExamplesincludeAVL
On the otherhand splay trees
trees,2-3trees,Red-Black
trees,and B-trees.
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take ()(logn) time for eachof theseoperationsin the amortizedsense.A
of thesebalancedtreescan be found in the bookby E.Horowitz,
description
S.Salmi,and D. Mehta citedat the end of this chapter.
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Datastructure
Binary searchtree
AVL

tree

2-3tree

Red-Black
tree
B-tree
Splay tree

search

0(n)(wc)

O(logro)(av)
O(logro)(wc)
0(logn)~[wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(am)

insert

0{n)(wc)

O(logro)(av)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(am)

delete

0{n)(wc)

O(logro)(av)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(am)

Tabic2.1Summary of dictionary implementations.
Here(wc) stands for
worst case,(av) for averagecase,and (am) for amortizedcost.

2.3.2 CostAmortization
Supposethat a sequenceII,12,Dl,13,14,15,16,D2,17of insert and delete
operationsis performedon a set.Assume that the actual costof eachof the
seven insertsis one. (We usethe termscostand complexityinterchangeably.)
By this, we mean that eachinsert takesone unit of time. Further, suppose
that the deleteoperationsDl and D2 have an actualcostof eight and ten,
respectively.So, the totalcostof the sequenceof operationsis 25.
In an amortization
schemewe chargesomeof the actualcostof an
to otheroperations.
This reducesthe chargedcostof someoperations
and increasesthat of others.Theamortized
costof an operationis the total
costchargedto it. Thecosttransferring(amortization)schemeis required
to be such that the sum of the amortizedcostsof the operationsis greater
If we chargeone unit of the
than or equal to the sum of their actualcosts.
costof a deleteoperationto eachof the insertssincethe last deleteoperation
(if any), then two units of the cost of Dl get transferredto II and 12(the
chargedcostof eachincreasesby one), and four units of the costof D2 get
transferredto 13to 16.Theamortizedcostof eachof II to 16becomestwo,
that of 17becomes
equal to its actualcost (that is,one), and that of eachof
Dl and D2 becomes6. The sum of the amortizedcostsis 25, which is the
sameas the sum of the actualcosts.
Now supposewe can prove that no matter what sequenceof insert and
deleteoperationsis performed,we can chargecostsin such a way that the
amortizedcostof eachinsertionis no morethan two and that of eachdeletion
operation
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six.This enablesus to claimthat the actualcost of any
insert/deletesequenceis no morethan 2 * i + 6 * <i, where i and d are,
respectively, the number of insert and deleteoperationsin the sequence.
Supposethat the actualcostof a deletionis no morethan ten and that of
an insertionis one.Usingactualcosts,
we can concludethat the sequence
cost is no morethan i + 10* d. Combiningthesetwo bounds, we obtain
min{2* i + 6 * d, i + 10* d] as a bound on the sequencecost.Hence,
we can obtain tighter boundson the
using the notion of cost amortization,
complexity of a sequenceof operations.
Theamortizedtimecomplexity
to performinsert,delete,and search
operations in splay trees is O(logro).
This amortizationis over n operations.
In other words, the total time taken for processingan arbitrary sequence
of n operationsis 0(nlogn). Someoperationsmay take much longerthan
O(logn) time,but when amortizedover n operations,eachoperationcosts
O(logro)time.
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is no morethan

EXERCISES
1.Write an algorithmto deletean elementre from a binary searchtree t.
What

is the timecomplexity
of your algorithm?

2. Presentan algorithm to start with

an initially empty binary search
tree and maken random insertions.Usea uniform randomnumber
generatorto obtain the values to be inserted.Measurethe height of
the resultingbinary searchtree and divide this height by log2 n. Do
this for n = 100,
Plot the ratio
3,000,...
, 10,000.
500,1,000,2,000,
height/log2 n as a function of n. Theratio should be approximately

constant (around 2).Verify that this is so.

3. Supposethat eachnode in a

leftsizeas describedin

binary searchtree also has the field
the text. Designan algorithm to insert an

elementx into sucha binary searchtree. Thecomplexity of your
algorithm should be O(h), whereh is the height of the searchtree. Show
that this is the case.

4. Do Exercise3,but this timepresentan algorithmto deletethe element
the fcth-smallestkey in the binary searchtree.
a subset S of the
5. Find an efficient data structurefor representing
to
wish
from
1
n.
w
e
to
Operations
performon the set are
integers
with

\342\200\242

to insert the integeri to the set S.If i is already in
INSERT(i)

the set,this instructionmust be ignored.
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

DELETEto deletean arbitrary memberfrom the set.
to checkwhetheri is a memberof the set.
MEMBER(j)
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in
Your datastructureshouldenableeachone of the above operations
constant time (irrespective
of the cardinality of S).

6. Any

algorithmthat mergestwo sortedlistsof sizen and m,
in the worst case.
must make at leastn + m 1 comparisons
What implications
doesthis have on the run timeof any comparisonbasedalgorithmthat combines
two binary searchtreesthat have n and
m elements,
respectively?
\342\200\224
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respectively,

7.

comparison-based
algorithmto sort n elements
in
the
worst case. What
comparisons
0(n
doesthis have on the complexity of initializinga binary search
treewith n elements?
It is known that every
must make
logn)
implications

2.4 PRIORITY QUEUES
data structurethat supportsthe operationsof searchmin (or max),
insert,and deletemin (or max,respectively)is calleda priority queue.
Any

Example2.2Supposethat we are sellingthe servicesof a machine.Each
user pays a fixed amount per use.However, the timeneededby eachuser
is different. We wish to maximize
the returns from this machineunder the

assumptionthat the machineis not to be kept idleunlessno user is available.
This can be done by maintaininga priority queue of all personswaiting to
usethe machine.Whenever the machinebecomes
available,the user with the
smallest,timerequirementis selected.
Hence,a priority queuethat supports
deletemin is required.When a new user requeststhe machine,his or her
requestis put into the priority queue.
If eachuser needsthe sameamount of time on the machinebut people
are willing to pay different amounts for the service,then a priority queue
basedon the amount of payment can bemaintained.Whenever the machine
becomesavailable,the user willing to pay the most is selected.
This requires

a deletemaxoperation.

Example2.3Supposethat

D

we are simulatinga largefactory. This factory

has many machinesand many jobsthat requireprocessing
on someof the
machines.An event is said to occurwhenever a machinecompletesthe

of a job.When an event occurs,the jobhas to be moved to the
processing
queue for the next machine(if any) that it needs. If this queue is empty,
the jobcan be assignedto the machineimmediately.
Also, a new jobcan be
scheduledon the machinethat has becomeidle (provided that its queue is

not empty).
To determinethe occurrence
of events, a priority queue is used.This
queuecontainsthe finish timeof all jobsthat are presently beingworked on.
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Thenext event occursat the leasttimein the priority queue.So,a priority
queuethat supportsdeletemin can be used in this application.
\342\226\241

The simplestway to representa priority queueis as an unorderedlinear
we have n elementsin this queue and the deletemax
is
to
be
If the list is represented
operation
supported.
sequentially, additions
are most easily performedat the end of this list. Hence,the insert time
is 0(1).A deletionrequiresa searchfor the elementwith the largestkey,
followed by its deletion.
Sinceit takesQ(n) timeto find the largestelement
in an ro-element unordered
list,the deletetimeis Q(n). Each deletiontakes
@(n) time. An alternativeis to use an orderedlinear list.Theelementsare
orderif a sequentialrepresentation
in nondecreasing
is used.Thedeletetime
and the insert time0(n).When a max heap
for eachrepresentation
is
is used,both additionsand deletionscan be performedin O(logro)time.
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list. Supposethat

\302\251(1)

2.4.1 Heaps
Definition
2.4[Heap]A max (min) heap is a completebinary treewith the
that
the value at eachnodeis at leastas largeas (as smallas) the
property
values at its children(if they exist).Callthis property the heap property.
\342\226\241

in detailan efficient way of realizinga priority
considerusing a queue sinceinsertingnew elements
would be very efficient. But finding the largestelementwould necessitate
a scan of the entirequeue. A secondsuggestionmight be to use a sorted
list that is storedsequentially.But an insertioncould requiremoving all
of the itemsin the list.What we want is a data structurethat allows both
operationsto be done efficiently. Onesuch datastructureis the maxheap.
The definition of a maxheap impliesthat one of the largestelementsis
at the root of the heap. If the elementsare distinct,then the root contains
the largestitem. A maxheap can be implemented
usingan array a[ ].
To insert an elementinto the heap,one adds it \"at the bottom\" of the
heap and then comparesit with its parent,grandparent,greatgrandparent,
and so on, until it is lessthan or equal to one of thesevalues. Algorithm
Insert (Algorithm 2.8)describesthis processin detail.
Figure 2.14shows one exampleof how Insert would insert a new value
into an existingheap of six elements.It is clearfrom Algorithm 2.8and
Figure2.14that the time for Insert can vary. In the best case the new
elementis correctlypositioned
initially and no values needto be rearranged.
of the while loopis proportional
In the worst casethe numberof executions
in the heap,
to the numberof levels in the heap.Thus if thereare n elements
insertinga new elementtakes\302\251(logn) timein the worst case.

In this sectionwe study

queue.We might first
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1 Algorithmlnsert(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

8
9

10 }

// Insertsa[n] into the heap which is storedin a[l: n 1].
i := item :=
\342\200\224

n;
a[n];
while ((i > 1) and (a[|_i/2J]< item)) do

{
a[{]:=a[[i/2\\];i:=[i/2\\;
}
a[i] := item; returntrue;

Algorithm2.8Insertioninto a heap

Figure2.14Action

of Insert inserting90 into an

existingheap
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To deletethe maximumkey from the max heap, we use an algorithm
calledAdjust. Adjust takesas input the array a[ ] and the integersi and n.
It regardsa[l: n] asa completebinary tree. If the subtreesrootedat 1iand
2i + 1are already maxheaps,then Adjust will rearrangeelements
of a[ ] such
that the treerootedat i is alsoa maxheap.The maximumelementfrom the
maxheap a[\\ : n] can be deletedby deletingthe root of the corresponding
completebinary tree. The last elementof the array, that is,a[n],is copied
to the root,and finally we callAdjust(a, 1,n 1).BothAdjust and DelMax
aredescribedin Algorithm 2.9.
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1 AlgorithmAdjust(o,i,n)
The completebinary treeswith roots2i and 2i + 1 are
// combined
with node i to form a heap rootedat i. No
//

2
3
4
5
6

// nodehas an addressgreaterthan

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

n

or lessthan 1.

j :=2i;item :=a[i];
while (j < n) do
{
if ((j < n) and (a[j]< a[j+ 1])) thenj :=j + 1;
Compareleft and right child
// and
let j be the largerchild.
//
if (item> a[j])thenbreak;
for item is found.
// A==position

}

}

o[b'/2J]

<*[?'];J

\342\226\240=

2j;

a[L?/2J]:=ltem'i

1 AlgorithmDelMax(a,n,x)

2
3
4
5
6

II Deletethe maximumfrom the heap a[l:n] and storeit in x.
{

7

8
9

10 }

if (n = 0) then

{
write (\"heapis empty\;") returnfalse;
}
x := a[l];a[l]:= a[n];
Adjust(a, l,n 1);returntrue;
\342\200\224

Algorithm2.9Deletionfrom a heap
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Note that the worst-case
run time of

to the
Adjust is alsoproportional
the tree. Therefore,if thereare n elementsin a heap,deletingthe
maximumcan be done in O(logn) time.
To sort n elements,
it suffices to make n insertionsfollowed by n deletions
from a heap. Algorithm 2.10
has the details.Sinceinsertionand deletion
take O(logn) timeeachin the worst case,this sortingalgorithmhas a time
height, of
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of 0(nlogn).
complexity
1

2
3
4

AlgorithmSort(a,n)

// Sort the elements :
{

5
6
\302\253

}

n\\.

1to n do lnsert(a,i);
to 1 step do
{
DelMax(a,i,2i);
a[i]:=x;
for i
for
%

7

9

a[\\

:\342\200\224

:\342\200\224

n

\342\200\2241

}

Algorithm2.10A sortingalgorithm
It turns out that we can insert n elementsinto a heap faster than we can
apply Insert n times. Beforegetting into the detailsof the new algorithm,
let us considerhow the n insertstake place. Figure2.15shows how the
data (40, 80,35, 90,45, 50, and 70) move around until a heap is created
when using Insert.Treesto the left of any
representthe state of the array
:
before
somecall
of
show how the array
Trees
to
the
Insert.
right of
a[\\
/]
was alteredby Insert to producea heap. The array is drawn as a complete
binary tree for clarity.
\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

Thedataset that causesthe heap creationmethodusingInsert to behave
the worst way is a set of elementsin ascendingorder.Eachnew element
risesto becomethe new root. Thereare at most 2i~1nodeson level i of
a completebinary tree, 1 < i < |\"log2(n + 1)].Fora nodeon level i the
distanceto the root is i 1. Thus the worst-casetime for heap creation
using Insert is
in

\342\200\224

J2

(i

~ l)2i_1< riog2(n+ l)l2rioS2(\302\273+i)l

= O(nlogn)

1< i<|\"log2(n+l)l
A
inputs

surprisingfact about Insert is that its averagebehavioron n random
is asymptotically faster than its worst case,0(n)ratherthan 0(nlogn).
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(g)

50,70}
Figure2.15Forminga heap from the set {40,80,35,90,45,
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This impliesthat on the averageeachnew value only risesa constantnumber
of levels in the tree.
It is possible
to devisean algorithmthat can performn insertsin O(n)
time rather than 0(nlogn).This reductionis achievedby an algorithm
that regardsany array a[\\ : n] as a complete
binary tree and works from the
leaves up tothe root,level by level. At eachlevel,the left and right subtrees
of any nodeare heaps.Only the value in the root node may violatethe heap

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

property.

Given n elementsin a[l: n], we can createa heap by applying Adjust. It
is easy to see that leafnodesare already heaps. So we can begin by
Adjust for the parentsof leafnodesand then work our way up, level by
level, until the root is reached.The resultant algorithmis Heapify
calling

(Algorithm

2.11).In Figure2.16we observethe actionof Heapify as it

a heap out
Figure

Sincen = 7, the first callto Adjust
2.16(a).

has = 3. In Figure2.16(b)
%

118,151,and 132are rearrangedto form a heap.
is calledwith i = 2 and = 1;this gives the trees in

the three; elements
Subsequently

creates

of the given seven elements.The initial tree is drawn in

Adjust

%

and (d).
Figure2.16(c)

1 AlgorithmHeapify(a,n)

2
3
4
5

// Readjustthe elementsin a[l:n] to form a heap.

{
for := [n/2\\ to 1 step do Adjust(a,i,n);
}
%

Algorithm2.11Creatinga heap out

\342\200\2241

of n arbitrary

elements

For the worst-caseanalysis of Heapify let 2k~l < n < 2k, where k =
[log(n+1)1,and recallthat the levels of the n-nodecompletebinary tree
are numbered1to k. Theworst-case
numberof iterationsfor Adjust is
for a node on level i. Thetotaltimefor Heapify is proportional
to
A;

2>-i(k-%)= y, i2k~l~l<n E j72i ^2n =
j2
1<7<Al<i<fc-l
l<i<fc-l

\302\260(n)

\342\200\224\302\253

(21)

ComparingHeapify with the repeateduse of Insert, we seethat the former
is faster in the worst case,requiring0(n)versus 0{nlog n) operations.
be available beforeheap creation
Heapify requiresthat all the elements
begins.Using Insert, we can add a new elementinto the heap at any time.
Our discussion
on insert,delete,and soon, sofar has beenwith respect
to a maxheap.It shouldbe easy to seethat a paralleldiscussion
couldhave

However,

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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(c)

Figure2.16Action
and 132)
151,

(d)

of Heapify(a,7) on the

data (100,119,
118,171,112,
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beencarriedout with respectto a min heap. Fora min heap it is possible
to deletethe smallestelementin O(logn) timeand alsoto insert an element
in O(logn)
time.
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2.4.2 Heapsort
Thebest-knownexampleof the use of a heap arisesin its applicationto
A conceptuallysimplesorting strategy has beengiven before,in which
sorting.

the maximumvalue is continually removedfrom the remainingunsorted
the fact that n elementscan
elements. A sortingalgorithmthat incorporates

be insertedin

0{n)timeis given in Algorithm 2.12.

1 AlgorithmHeapSort(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

n elements
to be sorted.HeapSort
// a[l:n] contains
t
hem
into
inplace
nondecreasingorder.
rearranges
//
{
Heapify(a,n); // Transform the array into a heap.
the new maximumwith the element
// atInterchange
the end of the array.
//
for i := n to 2
do

step

\342\200\2241

{

10
11
12
}
13 }

a[i]-:=a[l];a[l]:= t;
:=a[i]]
Adjust(a, l,i 1);
t

Algorithm2.12Heapsort
Thoughthe callof Heapify requiresonly 0{n)operations,Adjust possibly
time
requiresO(logn) operationsfor eachinvocation.Thus the worst-case
besides
is 0(?*logn).
Noticethat the storagerequirements,
a[\\ : n], are only
for a few simplevariables.
A numberof otherdatastructurescan alsobe usedto implementa
queue;.Examplesincludethe binomialheap,deap,Fibonacciheap,and
soon. A descriptionof thesecan be found in the bookby E. Horowitz, S.
the performances
of thesedata
Sahni,and D.Mehta. Table2.2summarizes
structures.Many of thesedatastructuressupport the operationsof deleting
and searchingfor arbitrary elements(Red-Black
tree being an example),in
addition to the ones neededfor a priority queue.
priority
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Datastructure

insert

deletemin

O(logn)(wc) O(logn) (wc)
(wc)
O(logn) (wc) O(logn)
Deap
0(logn)(wc) O(logn)(wc)
Leftist tree
O(logn) (wc) O(logn) (wc)
Binomialheap O(logn) (wc) O(logn)(wc)
0(1)(am) O(logn) (am)
Fibonacciheap O(logn)(wc) O(logn) (wc)
O(l)(am) O(logn) (am)
2-3tree
O(logn) (wc) O(logn)
(wc)
Red-Black
tree ^7(logn) (wc) O(logn)(wc)
Min heap
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Min-maxheap

Table2.2Performances
of different data structureswhen realizinga
priority

queue. Here(wc) stands for worst caseand (am) denotesamortized

cost.

EXERCISES
1.Verify for yourself that

algorithm Insert (Algorithm 2.8)uses only a
to insert a randomelementinto a
constant number of comparisons
heap by performingan appropriateexperiment.
2. (a) Equation 2.1makesuse of the fact that the sum Yli^=i con~
verges.Prove this fact.
(b) Useinductionto show that Yl=i2i~l(k i) = 2k k l,k > 1.
%%

-

- -

3.Programand run algorithm HeapSort (Algorithm 2.12)and compare
its time with the time of any of the sorting algorithmsdiscussedin
Chapter1.
4. Designa data structurethat supportsthe following operations:
INSERT and MIN. Theworst-case
run time should be 0(1)for eachof
theseoperations.

5.Noticethat

a binary searchtree can be used to implementa priority

queue.
(a) Presentan algorithm to deletethe largestelementin a binary
searchtree. Your procedureshouldhave complexity
0(h),where
h is the heightof the searchtree. Sinceh is O(logn) on average,
you can performeachof the priority queueoperationsin average
timeO(logn).
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of maxheaps and binary searchtrees
Comparethe performances
as datastructuresfor priority queues.Forthis comparison,
generate random sequences
of insert and deletemaxoperationsand
measurethe total timetaken for eachsequenceby eachof these

datastructures.
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6. Input is a sequenceX of n

such that the
keys with many duplications
numberof distinct keys is d (< n). Presentan 0(nlogd)-timesorting
algorithmfor this input. (For example,if X = 5,6,1,18,
6,4,4,1,
17,the numberof distinct keys in X is six.)
.r>,

2.5 SETSAND DISJOINTSET UNION
2.5.1Introduction
In this sectionwe study the use of forests in the representationof sets.
We shall assumethat the elements
of the setsare the numbers1,2,
n.
Thesenumbersmight,in practice,beindicesinto a symbol tablein which the
namesof the elementsare stored.
We assumethat the sets
beingrepresented
arepairwisedisjoint(that is,if S{and Sj,i j, aretwo sets,then thereis no
elementthat is in both Si and Sj).Forexample,when n = 10,the elements
can be partitionedinto threedisjointsets,,Si = {1,7,8,9},
S2 = {2,5,10},
=
and Sj {3,4,6}.
for these
Figure2.17shows one possible
representation
sets.In this representation,
eachset is representedas a tree. Noticethat for
eachset we have linked the nodesfrom the childrento the parent,ratherthan
our usual methodof linking from the parent to the children.Thereasonfor
this changein linkagebecomes
apparentwhen we discussthe implementation

3,...,

/

of

set operations.

of sets
tree representation
Figure2.17Possible

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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The operationswe wish to performon thesesetsare:
1.Disjointset union.If Si and Sj are two disjoint sets,then their
union Si U Sj = allelements
x suchthat x is in Si or Sj.Thus, ,SiU S2
= {1,7, 8, 9,2,5,10}.
Sincewe have assumedthat allsetsare disjoint,
we can assumethat following the union of Si and Sj, the sets Si and
Sj do not existindependently;that is,they are replacedby Si U Sj in
of sets.
the collection
2. Find(i).Given the elementi, find the set containingi. Thus, 4 is in
set S3,and 9 is in set S\\.

2.5.2 UnionandFind Operations
Let us considerthe union operationfirst. Supposethat we wish to obtain
the union of ,Si and S2 (from Figure2.17).
Sincewe have linked the nodes
from childrento parent,we simply makeone of the treesa subtreeof the
other. S\\ U S2 couldthen have one of the representations
of Figure2.18.

S,uS2

or

S,u5

of Si U S2
representations
Figure2.18Possible
To obtainthe union of two sets,
allthat has to be doneis to set the parent
field of one of the rootsto the otherroot.This can be accomplished
easily
if, with eachset name,we keepa pointerto the rootof the tree representing
that set.If, in addition,eachroot has a pointerto the set name,then to
determinewhich set an elementis currently in, we follow parent links to the
rootof its treeand usethe pointerto the setname.Thedata representation
for
S2, and S3 may then takethe form shown in Figure
In presentingthe union and find algorithms,
we ignorethe set namesand
them. This simplifies
identify setsjust by the rootsof the treesrepresenting

Si,
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set
name

pointer

\342\200\242S':
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S2
S3

for Si,S-2,
and S3
Figure2.19Data representation

the discussion.
The transition to set names is easy. If we determinethat
elementi is in a tree with root j, and j has a pointerto entry k in the
set name table, then the set name is just name[k]. If we wish to unite
sets S, and Sj, then we wish to unite the trees with rootsFindPointer(S'j)
and FindPointer(/Sj).HereFindPointer is a function that takesa set name
and determinesthe root of the tree that representsit. This is done by an
examinationof the [set name,pointer]table.In many applicationsthe set
name is just the elementat the root.Theoperationof Find(i)now becomes:
Determine
the rootof the treecontainingelementi. Thefunction Union(i,j)
requirestwo treeswith rootsi and j bejoined.Also to simplify, assumethat
the set elementsare the numbers1 through n.
Sincethe set elementsare numbered1 throughn, we representthe tree
nodesusing an array p{\\ : n], wheren is the maximumnumberof elements.
Theith elementof this array representsthe treenodethat containselement
i. This array elementgives the parent pointerof the correspondingtree
node.Figure 2.20shows this representationof the sets Si,S2, and S3 of
Noticethat rootnodeshave a parent of
Figure 2.17.
\342\200\2241.

%

p

1

-1

2
5

3

-1

4
3

5

-1

6
3

7

8

9

1 1 1

[10]
5

of Si,S-2,and S3 of Figure2.17
Figure2.20Array representation
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We can now implement
by following the indices,starting at i
Forexample,
until we reacha nodewith parent value
starts at

Find(i)

\342\200\224

6 and then moves to

1.

Find(6)

6'sparent,3. Sincep[3] is negative,we have reached

the root.The operationUnion(i,j)
is equally simple.We passin two trees
a
with roots and j. Adopting the convention that the first tree becomes
subtreeof the second,the statementp[i] :=j; accomplishes
the union.
%
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1 AlgorithmSimpleUnion(i,
j)

2
3
4

{
}

p[i] :=j;

1 AlgorithmSimpleFind(j)
{
while (p[i\\ > 0) do i :=p[i];

2
3

4
5

}

returni;

Algorithm2.13Simplealgorithmsfor union and find
of the union and find operations
gives the descriptions
Algorithm 2.13
discussed.
Although thesetwo algorithmsare very easy to state, their

just

characteristics
are not very good.Forinstance,if we start with
performance
1< i < q), then the
in
a
of
its
own (that is,Si =
elements
e
ach
set
q
initialconfigurationconsistsof a forest with q nodes,and p[i] = 0,1< i < q.
Now let us processthe following sequence
of union-find operations:
{\302\253},

, Union(n l,n)
Union(3,4),
Union(4,5),...
Union(l,2),
Union(2,3),
\342\200\224

Find(l),Find{2),...,
Find{n)
This sequenceresultsin the degeneratetree of Figure2.21.
Sincethe time taken for a union is constant, the n 1 unionscan be
\342\200\224

processedin time0(n).However,eachfind requiresfollowing a sequenceof

parent pointersfrom the elementto be found to the root. Sincethe time
requiredto processa find for an elementat level i of a tree is 0(i),the total
timeneededto processthe n finds is 0(Y%=ii) = 0(n2).
of our union and find algorithmsby
We can improve the performance
To accomplish
the
creation
of
t
rees.
this, we make use
avoiding
degenerate
of a weighting rule for
\342\226\240Union(i,j).
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T

A

0
Figure2.21Degeneratetree
Definition2.5[Weighting rule for Union(i,j)]If the numberof nodesin the
tree with root i is lessthan the numberin the tree with root j, then make

j the parent of i;otherwisemake i the parent of j.

\342\226\241

When we use the weightingrule to performthe sequenceof set unions
given before,we obtain the trees of Figure 2.22.In this figure,the unions
have been modified so that the input parametervalues correspond
to the
rootsof the treesto be combined.
To implementthe weighting rule,we needto know how many nodesthere
are in every tree. To do this easily, we maintain a count field in the root
of every tree. If i is a root node,then count[i]equals the numberof nodes
in that tree. Sinceall nodesother than the rootsof trees have a positive
number in the p field, we can maintainthe count in the p field of the roots

as a negativenumber.

Usingthis convention,we obtain Algorithm 2.14.In this algorithmthe

timerequiredto performa unionhas increasedsomewhatbut is stillbounded
by a constant (that is,it is O(l)).The find algorithmremainsunchanged.
The maximumtimeto performa find is determinedby Lemma2.3.
Lemma 2.3Assume that we start with a forest of trees,eachhaving one
node.Let T be a tree with m nodescreatedas a result of a sequenceof
unionseachperformedusingWeightedUnion. The height of T is no greater
than [log2 m\\

+ 1.

Proof:The lemmais clearly true for
trees with

i

nodes,i < m

\342\200\224

1. We

m

=

1. Assume it

show that

it

is true for all
is also true for i = m.
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r>

(2
initial
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Union(l,2)

Union(l,3)

Union(l,4)

Union(l,n)

Figure2.22Treesobtainedusingthe weightingrule

1 AlgorithmWeightedUnion (i,j)
i and j, i
the
j, using
II Unionsetswith roots
=
=

2
3
4
5
6

II weightingrule.p[i]
{
+ p\\j];
temp:=p[i]
if
then

7

8
9

10
12
13
14 }

11

(p[i\\

/

\342\200\224count[i]

and p\\j]

\342\200\224count[j].

> p\\j])

{ // i has fewer nodes.
j; P[j] temp;
P[i]
}
else
{ // j has fewer or equal nodes.
P[j] *! p[i] temp;
}
\342\226\240=

\342\226\240=

\342\226\240=

\342\226\240=

Algorithm2.14Unionalgorithmwith weightingrule
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Let T be a tree with m nodescreatedby WeightedUnion. Considerthe
last union operationperformed,Union(k,j).
Let a be the numberof nodes
in tree j, and m
a the number in k. Without lossof generalitywe can
assume1 < a < y. Then the height of T is eitherthe sameas that of k
or is one morethan that of j. If the former is the case,the height of T is
< [\\o\\x,2(m a)\\ + 1< [log-2rnJ + 1- However, if the latter is the case,the
heightof T is < |_log2a\\+2< [log2 f J + 2 < [log2 m\\ + 1.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241
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Example2.4shows that the bound of Lemma2.3is achievablefor some

sequeliceof unions.

Example2.4Considerthe behaviorof WeightedUnion on the
following
=
sequenceof unionsstarting from the initial configurationp[i] =
<
1
i
<8=n:
-1,
\342\200\224count[i]

Union(l,2),Union(3,4),
Union(7,8),
Union(5,6),
1,3),Union(b,7), Union(1,5)
Thetreesof Figure2.23are obtained.
As is evident,the heightof eachtree
with in nodesis [log2 mj + 1.
FromLemma2.3,it follows that the timeto processa find is O(logm)if
thereare m elementsin a tree. If an intermixedsequence
unionand
the timebecomes0(u+ flogu),as no
/ find operationsis to be processed,
\302\243/mon(

\342\226\241

ofu\342\200\2241

tree has morethan u nodesin
to initializethe n-treeforest.

it. Of course,we need 0(n)additionaltime

This timethe modification
Surprisingly,further improvement is possible.
is madein the find algorithmusingthe collapsingrule.

Definition2.6 [Collapsingrule]:If j is a nodeon the path from i to itsroot
and p\\i] / root[i],
then set p[j]to root[i].
\342\226\241

rule.
incorporatesthe collapsing
CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15)

Example2.5Considerthe treecreatedby WeightedUnion on the sequence

of unionsof

Example2.4.Now processthe following eight finds:

Find(8),Find(8),...,
Find(8)
If SimpleFindis used,eachFind(8)
requiresgoingup threeparent link fields
for a totalof 24 moves toprocessalleightfinds. When CollapsingFindis used,
the first Find(8)requiresgoingup threelinks and then resettingtwo links.

Note that even though only two parent links needto be reset,CollapsingFind
resetthree (the parent of 5 is resetto 1).Eachof the remainingseven
finds requiresgoing up only one link field. The total cost is now only 13
will

moves.

\342\226\241
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[-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1]
T) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (T
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(a)Initial height-1trees

[-2]

[-2]

[-2]

J)

(4)

(6J

T

[-2]

and (7,8)
(b) Height-2treesfollowing Union(\\,2),
(3,4),(5,6),

(c) Height-3treesfollowing Union(l,3)and (5,7)

(d) Height-4treefollowing Union(l,5)

Figure2.23Treesachievingworst-casebound
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1 AlgorithmCollapsingFind(i)

2
3
4
5
6

of the tree containingelementi. Usethe
// Find the root
r
ule
// collapsing to collapseall nodesfrom i to the root.

{

r :=i;
while (p[r] > 0) do r :=p[r];// Find the root.
while (i r) do // Collapse
nodesfrom i to root r.

/
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7

{
s :=p[i\\;
}
returnr;

8
9

10
11
12 }

p[i] :=r;

%

:= s;

Algorithm2.15Find algorithmwith collapsingrule
In the algorithmsWeightedUnion and CollapsingFind,use of the
rule roughly doublesthe timefor an individual find. However,it reduces
timeover a sequenceof finds. Theworst-case
the worst-case
of
complexity
a sequenceof unionsand finds usingWeightedUnion and
processing
is statedin Lemma2.4.This lemmamakesuse of a function a(p,q)
that is relatedto a functionalinverse of Ackermann'sfunction A(i,j).These
collapsing

CollapsingFind

functions are defined as follows:

A(l,j)= 2i
forj>l
fori>2
A(i,l)==A{i-1,2)
A(i,j) A(i - l,A(i,j- 1)) for i,j > 2
P
> log2g},p > q > 1
a(p,q)= min-0> l\\A(z, |_-J)

The function

A(i,j)is a very

rapidly growing function. Consequently,

a grows very slowly as p and q are increased.In fact,

since^4(3,1)= 16,
=
<
>
for
216
a
nd
3
<
Since
65,536 p q.
g
a(Pi<])
^4(4,1)is a very large
number and in our applicationq is the numbern of set elementsand p is
n + / (/ is the numberof finds),a(p,q) < 4 for all practicalpurposes.
Lemrna 2.4 [Tarjan and Van Leeuwen] Assume that we start with a forest
trees,eachhaving one node.Let T(f,u)be the maximumtimerequired
processany intermixedsequenceof / finds and u unions. Assume that

of
to
u

> \\. Then
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+ fa(f + n,n)]
ki[n + fa{f+ n,n)]<T{f,u)<k2[n
for somepositiveconstantsk\\ and k2.

Q

The requirementthat u > ^ in Lemma2.4is really not significant,as
< ^, someelementsare involved in no union operation.These
elementsremainin singletonsetsthroughout the sequenceof union and
as find operations
find operations
and can beeliminated
from consideration,
that involve thesecan be done in O(l)timeeach.Even though the function
a(f,u) is a very slowlygrowing function,the complexityof our solutionto
the set representation
problemis not linearin the number of unions and
finds. The spacerequirements
are one nodefor eachelement.
In the exercises,we explorealternativesto the weight rule and the
the timeboundsof Lemma2.4.
collapsing rule that preserve
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when u

EXERCISES
1.Supposewe start with n sets,eachcontaininga distinct element.
(a) Show that if u unionsare performed,then no set containsmore
than u + 1elements.
(b) Show that at most n 1 unions can be performedbeforethe
numberof setsbecomes1.
unionsare performed,then at least
(c) Show that if fewer than
one set with a singleelementin it remains.
then at leastmax{n 2u,0}
(d) Show that if u unionsare performed,
singletonsetsremain.
2. Experimentallycomparethe performanceof SimpleUnionand Simwith WeightedUnion (Algorithm 2.14)and
pleFind (Algorithm2.13)
Forthis, generatea randomsequence
CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15).
of union and find operations.
\342\200\224

\\^~\\

\342\200\224

3. (a) Presentan algorithm HeightUnion that uses the height rule for

unionoperationsinsteadof the weightingrule.Thisrule is defined
below:

Definition2.7 [Height rule]
that of

If the height of tree i is lessthan
tree j, then make j the parent of i; otherwisemake the

parent of j.

%

\342\226\241

Your algorithmmust run in O(l)time and shouldmaintainthe
heightof eachtreeas a negativenumberin the p field of the root.
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(b) Show that the height bound of Lemma2.3appliesto trees
constructed usingthe height rule.
of unionsthat start with n
(c) Give an exampleof a sequence
setsand createtreeswhose heightsequal the upper bounds
given in Lemma2.3.Assume that eachunion is performed
using
the heightrule.
with the algorithmsWeightedUnion (Algorithm 2.14)
(d) Experiment
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singleton

and HeightUnion to determine
which producesbetterresultswhen
used in conjunctionwith CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15).

(a)

an algorithmSplittingFindthat uses path splitting, defined
below,for the find operationsinsteadof path collapsing.
Write

Definition2.8 [Path splitting] The parent pointerin eachnode
(exceptthe root and its child) on the path from i to the root is
grandparent.
changedto point to the node's
\342\226\241

Note that when path splittingis used,a singlepassfrom i to the
root suffices. R. Tarjan and J. Van Leeuwenhave shown that
Lemma2.4holdswhen path splittingis used in conjunctionwith

eitherthe weight or the height rule for unions.
with CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15)
and SplittingFind
(b) Experiment
to determine
which producesbetterresultswhen used in
conjunction

with WeightedUnion

(Algorithm 2.14).

(a) Designan algorithmHalvingFind that uses path halving, defined
below,for the find operationsinsteadof path collapsing.

Definition2.9 [Path halving] In path halving, the parent pointer
of every othernode (exceptthe root and its child) on the path
from i to the root is changedto point to the nodesgrandparent.
\342\226\241

Note that path halving, like path splitting (Exercise4), can be
with a singlepassfrom i to the root.However, in
implemented
path halving, only half as many pointersare changedas in path
Tarjan and Van Leeuwenhave shown that Lemma2.4
splitting.
holds when path halving is used in conjunctionwith eitherthe

or the heightrule for unions.
with CollapsingFind
and HalvingFind to determine
which
(b) Experiment
in
used
b
etterresults
when
with
produces
conjunction
weight

WeightedUnion

(Algorithm2.14).
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2.6 GRAPHS
2.6.1 Introduction
The first recordedevidenceof the use of graphs datesback to 1736,when
LeonhardEulerusedthem to solve the now classical
Konigsbergbridge
In the town of Konigsberg(now Kaliningrad)the river Pregel(Pregolya) flows around the island Kneiphofand then divides into two. There
are,therefore,four land areasthat have this river on their borders(see
Theseland areasareinterconnected
by seven bridges,labeleda
2.24(a)).
to g. The land areasthemselvesarelabeledA to D. TheKonigsbergbridge
problemis to determinewhether,starting at one land area, it is possible
to walk acrossall the bridgesexactlyoncein returning to the starting land
area. One possible
walk: Starting from land areaB, walk acrossbridgea to
island A, take bridgee to area D, take bridgeg to C, take bridged to A,
take bridgeb to Z?, and takebridge/ to D.
This walk doesnot go acrossall bridgesexactlyonce,nor doesit return
to the starting land areaB. Euleransweredthe Konigsbergbridgeproblem
in the negative: The people
of Konigsbergcannot walk acrosseachbridge
exactlyonceand return to the starting point.He solved the problemby
the land areasas verticesand the bridgesas edgesin a graph
representing
(actually a multigraph)as in Figure2.24(b).His solution is elegant and
appliesto all graphs. Defining the degreeof a vertex to be the numberof
edgesincidentto it,Eulershowedthat thereis a walk starting at any vertex,
goingthrough eachedgeexactlyonceand terminatingat the start vertex if
and only if the degreeof eachvertex is even. A walk that doesthis is called
Eulerian.Thereis no Eulerianwalk for the Konigsbergbridgeproblem,as
all four verticesare of odddegree.
Since this first application,graphs have been used in a wide variety of
Someof these applicationsare the analysis of electric
applications.
shortest
circuits, finding
routes,projectplanning, identificationof chemical
compounds,statisticalmechanics,genetics,cybernetics,linguistics,social
sciences,and soon.Indeed,it might well be said that of all mathematical
structures,graphs are the most widely used.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

problem.

Figure

2.6.2 Definitions
graph G consistsof two sets V and E. Theset V is a finite, nonempty
set of vertices.Theset E is a set of pairsof vertices;thesepairsarecalled
edges.ThenotationsV(G) and E{G)representthe setsof verticesand edges,
respectively, of graph G. We alsowrite G = (V, E) to representa graph.In
an undirectedgraph the pair of verticesrepresenting
any edgeis unordered.
Thus, the pairs(u,v) and (v, u) representthe sameedge.In a directedgraph
eachedgeis representedby a directedpair (u,v); u is the tail and v the
A
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Figure2.24Sectionof the river Pregelin Konigsbergand Euler'sgraph
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head of the edge.Therefore,(v, u) and (u,v) representtwo different edges.
Figure2.25shows threegraphs:G\\, G2,and G3.ThegraphsG\\ and G2 are
undirected;G3 is directed.

(a)G,

(b)G2

(c)G3

Figure2.25Threesamplegraphs
Theset representations
of thesegraphs are
V{GX) = {1,2,3,4}
E{GX)= {(1,2),
(1,4),(2,3),(2,4),(3,4)}
(1,3),
=
= {(1,2),
V{G2) {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}
E(G2)
(1,3),
(2,4),(2,5),(3,6),(3,7)}
= {(1,2),(2,1),(2,3)}
V(G3)= {1,2,3}
\302\243(G3)

Noticethat the edgesof a directedgraph are drawn with an arrow from the
tail to the head.The graph G2 is a tree;the graphs G\\ and G3 are not.
Sincewe define the edgesand verticesof a graph as sets,we imposethe
on graphs:
following restrictions
1.A graph may not have an edgefrom a vertexv back to itself.That is,
edgesof the form (v, v) and (v,v) are not legal.Suchedgesare known
If we permitself-edges,
as self-edges
or self-loops.
we obtain a data
r
eferred
to
as
a
with
An
object
graph
self-edges. exampleis shown in
Figure 2.26(a).

2. A

of the sameedge.If we
graph may not have multipleoccurrences
removethis restriction,we obtain a data objectreferredto as a multi-

(seeFigure2.26(b)).
Thenumberof distinct unorderedpairs(u, v)
graph

'.

/

a graph with
n verticesis n^n2~
This is the maximumnumberof edgesin any n-vertex,
undirectedgraph.An n-vertex,undirectedgraph with exactly
edges
is the completegraph
is saidto be complete.
Thegraph G\\ of Figure2.25(a)
with u

v in

^\\\342\200\224-
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(a) Graph with a self edge

(b) Multigraph

Figure2.26Examplesof graphlikestructures
on four vertices,whereasG2 and G3 are not completegraphs.In the caseof
a directedgraph on n vertices,the maximumnumberof edgesis n{n 1).
If (u,v) is an edgein E(G),then we say verticesu and v are adjacentand
edge(u, v) is incidenton verticesu and v. The verticesadjacentto vertex2
in G2 are 4, 5, and 1.The edgesincidenton vertex 3 in G2 are (1,3),
(3,6),
and (3,7).If (u,v) is a directededge,then vertex u is adjacentto v, and v
is adjacentfrom u. The edge(u,v) is incidentto u and v. In G3,the edges
incidentto vertex 2 are (1,2),
(2,1),and (2,3).
A subgraph of G is a graph G' such that V(G') C V(G) and E(G')C
E{G).Figure2.27shows someof the subgraphsof G\\ and G3.
A path from vertex u to vertex v in graph G is a sequence
of vertices
such
in
that
are
u,ii,i,2, ,ik,v,
{u,ii),{11,12),{ik> v)
edges E{G).If
G' is directed,then the path consistsof the edges{u,ii),
{11,12),
in E{G').
The length of a path is the numberof edgeson it. A simplepath
is a path in which all verticesexceptpossibly the first and last are distinct.
A path such as (1,2),
(2,4),(4,3),is alsowritten as 1,2,4, 3.Paths 1,2,4,
3 and 1,2, 4, 2 of G\\ are both of length 3. The first is a simplepath; the
secondis not.The path 1,2, 3 is a simpledirectedpath in G3,but 1,2,3,
2 is not a path in G3,as the edge(3,2)is not in E{G%).
A cycle is a simplepath in which the first and last verticesare the same.
Thepath 1,2,3, 1is a cycle in Gi and 1,2, 1is a cycle in G3.For directed
graphs we normally add the prefix \"directed\"to the termscycle and path.
In an undirected
iff
graph G,two verticesu and v aresaidto be connected
thereis a path in G from u tov (sinceG is undirected,this meanstheremust
alsobe a path from v to u). An undirectedgraph is saidto be connectediff
for every pairof distinct verticesu and v in V{G),thereis a path from u to
v in G. Graphs Gi and G2 are connected,
whereasG4 of Figure2.28is not.
\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(a) Someof the

(i)

(ii)
(b) Someof the

subgraphs

of G

|

(iii)
subgraphs

of G3

Figure2.27Somesubgraphs
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connectedcomponent(or simply a component)H of an undirectedgraph
is a maximal
connectedsubgraph. By \"maximal,\" we mean that G contains
no othersubgraphthat is both connectedand properly containsH. G4 has
two components,
H\\ and H2 (seeFigure 2.28).
A
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H\\

(1

Figure2.28A graph with

two

connectedcomponents

A treeis a connected
has no cycles)graph.A directedgraph
acyclic (i.e.,
G is said to be strongly connectediff for every pair of distinct verticesu
and v in V(G), there is a directedpath from u to v and also from v to
u. The graph G3 (repeatedin Figure 2.29(a))
is not strongly connected,
as there is no path from vertex 3 to 2. A strongly connectedcomponent
is a maximalsubgraphthat is strongly connected.The graph G3 has two
components(seeFigure2.29(b)).
strongly connected
The degreeof a vertex is the number of edgesincidentto that vertex.
The degreeof vertex 1 in G\\ is 3. If G is a directedgraph, we define the
of a vertex v to be the number of edgesfor which v is the head.
in-degrce
The out-degreeis defined to be the numberof edgesfor which v is the tail.
Vertex2 of G3 has in-degree1,out-degree
2,and degree3.If di is the degree
of vertex i in a graph G with n verticesand e edges,then the number of
edgesis

5> /2
In the remainder
of this chapter,we refer to a directedgraph as a digraph.
When we use the termgraph, we assumethat it is an undirected
graph.
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(
(a)

(b)

Figure2.29A graph and itsstrongly connectedcomponents

2.6.3 GraphRepresentations
for graphs are possible,
we study only the
Although severalrepresentations
threemost commonly used:adjacencymatrices,adjacencylists,and

multilists. Onceagain, the choiceof a particularrepresentation
dependson the applicationwe have in mind and the functions we expectto
performon the graph.

adjacency

Adjacency Matrix
Let G = (V,E) be a graph with n vertices,n > 1. The adjacencymatrix
n x n array, say a, with the property that a[i,
of G is a two-dimensional
j]
= 1 iff the edge(i,j)((i,j)for a directedgraph) is in E(G).Theelement
a[hJ] = 0 if there is no such edgein G. The adjacencymatricesfor the
The adjacencymatrixfor
graphs Gi,G3, and G4 are shown in Figure 2.30.
an undirectedgraph is symmetric,as the edge(i,j)is in E(G)iff the edge
(j,i) is alsoin E(G).Theadjacencymatrixfor a directedgraph may not be
symmetric (as is the casefor G3).The spaceneededto representa graph
usingits adjacencymatrixis n2 bits.About half this spacecan be saved in
the caseof an undirectedgraph by storingonly the upperor lower triangle
of the matrix.
Fromthe adjacencymatrix,we can readily determinewhether there is
an edgeconnectingany two verticesi and j. For an undirectedgraph the
degreeof any vertex i is its row sum:
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12 4 5 6
o o o o
10 0 10 0 0 0
10 0 10 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 10 10
0 0 0 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 10

\"o

12 4
0
10 11

111
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1

(a)G,

7 8

o~

1

3

110
1110

i

3
i

1 2 3
1 0 1 0
2 1 0 1
3 0 0 0

(b)G3

1

(c)G4

Figure2.30Adjacency matrices

i=i
Fora directedgraph the row sum is the out-degree,and the columnsum is
the in-degree.
Supposewe want to answer a nontrivial questionabout graphs, such as
How many edgesare there in G1 or Is G connected?Adjacency matrices
requireat least n2 time, as n2 n entriesof the matrix(diagonalentries
are zero) have to be examined.When graphs are sparse(i.e.,
most of the
termsin the adjacencymatrixare zero),we would expectthat the former
questioncouldbe answeredin significantly lesstime,say 0(e+ n), wheree
is the numberof edgesin G, and e < ~. Such a speedupis madepossible
in which only the edgesthat are in G are
throughthe use of a representation
for graphs,adjacency
explicitlystored.This leadsto the next representation
\342\200\224

lists.

Adjacency Lists
n rows of the adjacencymatrixare
representedas n linked lists.Thereis one list for eachvertex in G. The
nodesin list i representthe verticesthat are adjacentfrom vertex i. Each
node has at leasttwo fields:vertexand link.The vertexfield containsthe
indicesof the verticesadjacentto vertex i. The adjacencylistsfor Gi, G3,

In this representation
of graphs, the
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head nodes

vertex link

4
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Figure2.31Adjacency lists
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and G'4 are shown in Figure2.31.
Noticethat the verticesin eachlist are
not requiredto be ordered.Eachlist has a head node.The head nodesare
sequential,and soprovide easy random accessto the adjacencylist for any

particularvertex.
Foran undirectedgraph with n verticesand e edges,this representation
requiresn head nodesand 2e list nodes.Each list nodehas two fields.In
termsof the numberof bitsof storageneeded,this countshouldbe multiplied
as it takes
by log n for the head nodesand logn + loge for the list nodes,
a
bitsto
number
of
value
m.
can
represent
Often, you
sequentially
O(logm)
pack the nodeson the adjacencylists,and thereby eliminatethe use of
pointers.In this case,an array node [1: n + 2e + 1]can be used.The

node[i]gives the starting point of the list for vertex i, 1 < i < n, and
node[n+ 1]is set to n + 2e + 2. The verticesadjacentfrom vertex i are
storedin node[i],...
,node[i+ 1] 1,1 < i < n. Figure2.32shows the
for the graph G4 of Figure2.28.
sequentialrepresentation
\342\200\224

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

10 12 14 16 18 19 21 23

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
24 3

2 4

1

1

4 2

3

18

19 20 21 22

6 7

5

6

8

23

7

of graph G4:
Figure2.32Sequentialrepresentation
:
n
2e
+
+
1]
node[\\

Array

The degreeof any vertex in an undirectedgraph can be determinedby
just countingthe numberof nodesin its adjacencylist.So,the numberof
edgesin G can be determinedin 0(n+ e) time.
Fora digraph,the numberof list nodesis only e. Theout-degreeof any
vertexcan bedeterminedby countingthe numberof nodeson its adjacency
list.Hence,the total numberof edgesin G can be determinedin 0(n+ e)
time.Determining
the in-degree
of a vertexis a littlemorecomplex.If there
is a needto accessrepeatedlyall verticesadjacentto another vertex,then
it may be worth the effort to keepanother set of listsin additionto the
adjacencylists.This set of lists,calledinverseadjacency lists, containsone
list for eachvertex.Eachlist containsa nodefor eachvertex adjacentto the
vertex it represents(seeFigure2.33).
One can alsoadopta simplerversion of the list structurein which each
nodehas four fields and representsone edge.Thenodestructureis
tail head columnlink
I

I

for head row link for
I

tail

Figure2.34shows the resultingstructurefor the graph G3 of Figure2.25(c).
The head nodesarestoredsequentially.
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[1]

~~

^\"
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[2]
[3]

~~

2

0

1

0

\">

0

Figure2.33Inverseadjacencylistsfor G3 of Figure2.25(c)

headnodes
(shown twice)

3

1
\\

1 0
3

'

2 3 0 0

0

for G3 of Figure2.25(c)
Figure2.34Orthogonallist representation
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Adjacency Multilists
In the adjacency-list
of an undirectedgraph, eachedge(u,v)
representation
is represented
o
ne
two
on
the list for u and the otheron the list
by
entries,
for v. In someapplications
it is necessaryto beableto determine
the second
for
a
and
mark
as
beenexamined.
that
particularedge
entry
edge having
Thiscan be accomplished
easily if the adjacencylistsare maintained as
multilists(i.e.,
listsin which nodescan be sharedamongseverallists).For
eachedgethere is exactlyone node,but this nodeis in two lists(i.e.,
the
adjacencylistsfor eachof the two nodesto which it is incident). The new
nodestructureis
m

vertex! vertex*! list! Iist2

wherem is a one-bitmark field that can be used to indicatewhetherthe edge
has beenexamined.The storagerequirements
are the sameas for normal
of
f
or
mark
bit m. Figure2.35shows
the
addition
the
lists,
except
adjacency
the adjacencymultilistsfor G\\ of Figure 2.25(a).
head nodes

The lists are

Nl

1

2

N2 N4

edge(1,2)

N2

1

3

N3 N4

edge(1,3)

N3

1

4

N4

2

3

N5

2

4

0

N6

edge(2,4)

N6

3

4

0

0

edge(3,4)

vertex 1
vertex 2.
vertex 3

Nl h>N2h>N3
Nl h>N4h>N5

vertex

4:

Figure2.35Adjacency multilistsfor G\\

0

N5

edge(1,4)

N5 N6

edge(2,3)

N2 h> N4 h> N6
N3 h> N5 h> N6

of

Figure2.25(a)
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Weighted Edges
In many applications,
the edgesof a graph have weights assignedto them.
Theseweights may representthe distancefrom onevertexto another or the
costof goingfrom one vertex to an adjacentvertex.In theseapplications,
the adjacencymatrixentriesa[i,j]keepthis informationtoo.When
listsare used,the weight information can be kept in the list nodesby
includingan additionalfield, weight. A graph with weightededgesis called
a network.
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adjacency

EXERCISES
1.Doesthe multigraphof Figure2.36have an Eulerianwalk? If so,find
one.

Figure2.36A multigraph
2. Forthe digraph of Figure2.37obtain
of eachvertex
(a) the in-degreeand out-degree
its
representation
(b) adjacency-matrix
its
representation
(c) adjacency-list
(d) its adjacency-multilist
representation
its
connected
components
(e) strongly

3.Devisea suitablerepresentationfor graphssothat

they can be stored
on disk.Write an algorithmthat readsin such a graph and createsits
adjacencymatrix.Write another algorithmthat createsthe adjacency
listsfrom the disk input.
4. Draw the completeundirectedgraphs on one, two, three, four, and
five vertices.Prove that the numberof edgesin an n-vertex complete
i
graph is
\342\200\242

n(n\342\200\224l)

-^-2\342\200\224\342\200\242
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Figure2.37A digraph

5. Is the directedgraph of Figure2.38strongly connected?List all the
simplepaths.

Figure2.38A directedgraph
and adjacency-multilist
6. Obtain the adjacency-matrix,
adjacency-list,
of the graph of Figure 2.38.
representations
7. Showthat the sum of the degreesof the verticesof an undirectedgraph

is twice the numberof edges.

8. Proveor disprove:
If G(V,E) is a finite directedgraph suchthat the out-degree
of eachvertex is at leastone,then there is a directedcycle

inG.

9. (a) Let

G be a connected,undirectedgraph on n vertices. Show
that G must have at least n
1 edgesand that all connected,
\342\200\224

undirectedgraphs with n

\342\200\224

1edgesare trees.
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(b) What is the minimumnumber of edgesin a strongly connected
digraphwith n vertices?What form dosuch digraphshave?
10.For an undirectedgraph G with n vertices,prove that the following
are equivalent:

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

(a) G is a tree.
but
(b) G is connected,

if any

edgeis removed,the resultinggraph is

not connected.
(c) For any two distinctverticesu G V(G) and v G V(G), there is
exactlyone simplepath from u to v.
(d) G containsno cycles and has n 1 edges.
\342\200\224

11.Write

an algorithmto input the number of verticesin an undirected
graph and its edgesone by one and to set up the linked adjacency-list
of the graph. You may assumethat no edgeis input
representation
twice. What is the run time of your procedureas a function of the
numberof verticesand the numberof edges?

12.Do the precedingexercisebut now set up the multilist representation.

13.Let G be an

undirected,connectedgraph with

odddegree.Show that

at

leastone vertex of

G containsno Eulerianwalk.

2.7 REFERENCES AND READINGS
of datastructuresand their efficient
wide-rangingexamination
can befound in the following:
Fundamentalsof DataStructuresin C++,by E.Horowitz, S.Sahni,and D.

A

implementation

Mehta, ComputerSciencePress,1995.

DataStructuresand Algorithms 1:Sortingand Searching,by K.Mehlhorn,
1984.
Springer-Verlag,
Introductionto Algorithms: A Creative Approach, by U. Manber,AddisonWesley,

1989.
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Proofof Lemma2.4can be found in \"Worst-caseanalysis of set union
no.
algorithms,\"by R. Tarjan and J. Van Leeuwen,Journalof the ACM'31;
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245-281.
(1984):
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Chapter 3

DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER
3.1 GENERALMETHOD
a function to computeon n inputs the divide-and-conquer
strategy
suggestssplitting the inputs into k distinctsubsets,1< k < n, yielding k
must be solved, and then a methodmust
Thesesubproblems
subproblems.
be found to combinesubsolutionsinto a solutionof the whole. If the subproblemsare stillrelatively large,then the divide-and-conquer
strategy can
be
O
ften
the
from
a
divide-andsubproblems
possibly reapplied.
resulting
conquerdesignare of the sametype as the originalproblem.For thosecases
the reapplication
of the divide-and-conquer
principleis naturally expressed
of the same
by a recursivealgorithm.Now smallerand smallersubproblems
kind fire generateduntil eventually subproblems
that aresmallenoughto be
solved without splittingare produced.
To be moreprecise,supposewe considerthe divide-and-conquer
strategy
when it splits
the input into two subproblems
of the samekind as the original
problem. This splitting is typical of many of the problemswe examine
here. We can write a controlabstractionthat mirrorsthe way an algorithm
basedon divide-and-conquerwill look.By a controlabstractionwe mean
Given

a procedurewhose flow of controlis clearbut whose primary operations
are specified
whose precisemeaningsare left undefined.
by otherprocedures
DAndC (Algorithm

3.1)is initially invoked as DAndC(P),where P is the

problemto be solved.

function that determines
whetherthe input
Small(P)is a Boolean-valued
sizeis smallenoughthat the answer can be computedwithout splitting.
If
this is so,the function S is invoked. Otherwisethe problemP is divided
into smallersubproblems.Thesesubproblems
Pi,P2, ,Pk are solved by
recursiveapplications
of DAndC.Combineis a function that determines
the
solutionto P usingthe solutionsto the k subproblems.
If the sizeof P is n
and the sizesof the k subproblems
are ni,ri2,
respectively, then the
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,njt,
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1 AlgorithmDAndC(P)

{

2
3
4
5
6

if Small(P)thenreturnS(P);

else
{
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7

8
9

10 }

}

P2,...,

divide P into smallerinstancesPi,
Pk, k > 1;
Apply DAndC to eachof thesesubproblems;
..,DAndC(Pfc));
returnCombine(DAndC(Pi),DAndC(P2)r

Algorithm3.1Controlabstractionfor divide-and-conquer
computingtimeof DAndC is describedby the recurrencerelation
{n>

T(\342\200\236\\

_~ I 9(n)

n

small

+ ---+ T(nk) + f(n) otherwise
[ T(m)+T(n2)

^^.
(

whereT(n) is the timefor DAndC on any input of sizen and g(n) is the time
to computethe answer directly for smallinputs. The function f(n) is the
timefor dividing P and combiningthe solutionsto subproblems.
Fordivideof the sametype
and-conquer-based
algorithmsthat producesubproblems
as the originalproblem,it is very natural to first describesuch algorithms
usingrecursion.
Thecomplexity
of many divide-and-conquer
algorithmsis given by
of the form
recurrences

T(n) =

{ aT(n/b) + f(n)

n

>1

where a and b are known constants.We assumethat

(3>2)

T(l)is known and n

is a power of b (i.e.,
n = bk).
One of the methodsfor solving any such recurrencerelationis calledthe
substitution method. This methodrepeatedlymakessubstitution for each
occurrence
of the function T in the right-handsideuntil all suchoccurrences
disappear.
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3.1Considerthe casein
Example
=
and f(n)

n. We have

which a = 2 and 6 =

2. Let T(l)
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T{n) = 2T(n/2)+ n
= 2[2T(n/4)+ n/2] + n
= 4T(n/4) + 2n
= 4[2T(n/8)
+ n/4] + 2n
= 8T(n/8)+ 3n
In general,we seethat T(n) = 2lT(n/2l)
+ in,for any log2 n > i > 1. In
=
to the
particular,then, T(n) 2log2\"T(n/2log2\")
+nlog2n,corresponding
choiceof i = log2 n. Thus,T(n) = nT(l)+ n log2 n = n log2 n + In.
\342\226\241

it

Beginningwith the recurrence(3.2) and using the substitution method,
can be shown that
T(n) = nlog\302\273a[T(l) + u(n)]

whereu(n) =

Ej=ih(b>) and h{n) = /(n)/nlog\"a.Table3.1tabulatesthe

asymptotic value of u(n) for various values of h(n). This tableallows one to
one
easily obtain the asymptotic value of T(n) for many of the recurrences
encounterswhen analyzing divide-and-conquer
algorithms.Let us consider

someexamplesusingthis table.

h(n)

Q{nr),r

<0

u(n)

0(1)

i>0 6((logn)2+i/(i
+ l))
6((logn)z),
0(nr),r > 0
0(/i(n))
Table3.1t/(n) values for various h(n) values
Example3.2Look at the following recurrencewhen n
T(n)

T(l)

T(n/2)+ c

n
n

is a power of 2:

=l

>1
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we seethat a = 1,6 = 2,and f(n) = c. So, logb(a)=
(3.2),
= c = c(logn)0= 0((logn)\302\260). FromTable3.1,we
/(n)/nlo^a
= 6(logn).
obtain u{n) = 6(logn).
+ 6(logn)]
So,T(n) =
Example3.3Next considerthe casein which a = 2, 6 = 2, and f(n) = en.
with
Comparing

0 and h{n) =

\342\226\241

nl\302\260s>>a[c

Forthis recurrence,
log^a = 1and h(n) = f(ri)/n= c = 0((logn)\302\260). Hence,
=
and
u(n) G(logn)
T(n) = n[T(l)+ G(logn)]= G(nlogn).
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Example3.4As anotherexample,considerthe recurrenceT(n) = 7T(n/2)+
18n2,n > 2 and a power of 2. We obtain a = 7, 6 = 2, and /(n) = 18n2.
= 0(rf),
So, log6a= log27ss 2.81and /i(n) = 18n2/nlog27= 18n2\"loS27
=
=
wherer 2 log2 7 < 0. So,t/(n) 0(1).The expression
for T(n) is
+ 0(l)]
T(n) =
\342\200\224

n'\302\260S27[T(l)

= 6(nloS27)
as T(l)is assumedto be a constant.

\342\226\241

Example3.5As a final example,considerthe recurrenceT(n) = 9T(n/3)+
we obtain a = 9, 6 = 3,
4n6, n > 3 and a power of 3.Comparingwith (3.2),

and /(n) = 4n6. So, log6a= 2 and h(n) = 4n6/n2 = 4n4 = Q(n4). From

Table3.1,we seethat u(n) = Q(h(n)) = 6(n4).So,
T(n) = n2[T(l)+6(n4)]
= 9(n6)
as T(l)can be assumedconstant.

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Solvethe recurrencerelation(3.2)for the following choicesof a, 6, and
f(n) (c being a constant):

(a) a = 1,6 = 2, and /(n) = en
(b) a = 5, 6 = 4, and /(n) = en2
(c) a = 28,6 = 3,and /(n) = en3

2. Solve the following recurrencerelationsusingthe substitutionmethod:
(a)
(b)

All

threerecurrences
of Exercise1.

1[n)~ T{^i)+cn>4
\\
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~4
I 1
n>4
+
logn
JW~| 2T(v^)

(\302\2530

H

T(n)
(\302\2531)
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T(n) \"

{ 2T(v^) +

^

n
n

<4
>4

3.2 BINARY SEARCH
< n, bea list of elementsthat aresortedin nondecreasing
order.
Considerthe problemof determiningwhethera given elementx is presentin
the list.If x is present,we are to determinea value j such that a.j = x. If a:
is not in the list,then j is to be set to zero.Let P = (n,a,i,...,
at, x) denote
an arbitrary instanceof this searchproblem(n is the numberof elementsin
the list,
d( is the list of elements,and x is the elementsearchedfor).
can be used to solve this problem.Let Small(P)be
Divide-and-conquer
true if n = 1.In this case,S(P)will take the value i if x = af, otherwiseit
will take the value 0. Then g(l) = 0(1).If P has morethan one element,it
can be divided (orreduced)into a new subproblem
as follows. Pickan index
the
and
x
with
Therearethree
compare
q (in
range [i,C])
possibilities:
aq.
(1) x aq: In this casethe problemP is immediately solved. (2) x < aq:
In this casex has to be searchedfor only in the sublist a2, aj+i,...
,a9_i.
There;fore,P reducesto (q i,a,i,..
(3) x > aq: In this casethe
,aq-i,x).
sublisl.to be searchedis a9+i,...
, ag. P reducesto (I q, a9+i,...,
ae,x).
In this example,any given problemP gets divided (reduced)into one
new subproblem.This division takes only 6(1)time. After a
with a9, the instanceremainingto be solved (if any) can be solved
schemeagain. If q is always chosensuch
by using this divide-and-conquer
that aq is the middleelement(that is,q =
+ l)/2\\), then the
searchalgorithmis known as binary search. Note that the answer to
the new subproblemis also the answer to the original problemP; there
is no need for any combining. Algorithm 3.2describesthis binary search
and x. It is initially invoked
method,whereBinSrchhas four inputs a[
as BinSrch(a,l,n,x).
Let a,,1< i

a,i,...,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\240

\342\200\224

comparison

\\_{n

resulting

],\302\253',/,

A nonrecursiveversion of BinSrchis given in Algorithm 3.3.BinSearch
has three inputs a,n,and x. The while loopcontinuesprocessing
as long
as therearemoreelementsleft to check.At the conclusionof the procedure
0 is returned if x is not present,or j is returned,such that a\\j] = x.
Is BinSearchan algorithm? We must be sure that all of the operations
such as comparisons
betweenx and a[mid\\ are well defined.The relational
out
the
operatorscarry
comparisons
amongelementsof a correctlyif these
defined.DoesBinSearchterminate?We observe
operatorsare appropriately
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1 AlgorithmBinSrch(a,i,l,x)
array a[i : /] of elementsin nondecreasing
// Given an
1<
I, determinewhetherx is present,and
order,
// if returni <such
that x = a[j];
elsereturn 0.
so,
j
//

2
3
4
5
6

{
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7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 }

then // If Small(P)
if (x = a[i\\) thenreturni;
elsereturn0;
}
else
{ // ReduceP into a smallersubproblem.
mid:=[(i+ l)/2\\;
if (x = a[mid])thenreturnmid;
elseif (x < a[mid\\) then
mid 1,x);
return
elsereturnBinSrch(a,mid
+ 1,1,x);
}
if (/

{

=

\302\253)

\342\200\224

BinSrch(a,\302\253',

Algorithm3.2Recursivebinary search
1 AlgorithmBinSearch(a,n,x)
in nondecreasing
a[l:n] ofwelements
// Given nan>arraydetermine
hetherx is present,and
0,
// order,
// if so,return j such that x = a[j];elsereturn 0.
{
low := 1;high := n;
7
while (/ou;< /wg/i) do
8
{
9
mid := [(low+ high)/2j;
if (x < a[mid])thenhigh :=
10
1;
11
elseif (a; > a[mic(|)thenlow :=mid+ 1;
12
elsereturnmid;
13
}
14
return0;
15 }
2
3
4
5
6

mid\342\200\224

Algorithm3.3Iterativebinary search
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that low and high are integervariablessuchthat eachtimethroughthe loop
eitherx is found or low is increasedby at leastone or high is decreasedby
of integersapproachingeachother
at leastone.Thus we have two sequences
and eventually low becomesgreaterthan high and causesterminationin a
finite number of stepsif x is not present.
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Example3.6Let us selectthe 14entries
0,7, 9, 23,54, 82,101,
112,125,131,142,151
-15,-6,
placethem in a[l: 14],and simulatethe stepsthat BinSearchgoesthrough
as it searchesfor different values of x. Only the variableslow, high, and
mid needto be tracedas we simulatethe algorithm.We try the following
values for x: 151, and 9 for two successfulsearchesand oneunsuccessful
search.Table3.2shows the tracesof BinSearchon thesethreeinputs.
\342\200\22414,

\342\226\241

].r>i

low
1

8
12
14

high

14

14
14
14

x=

mid

7

-14

11
13

14
found
x

=9

low

1
1
4

low

1
1
1
2
2

high

14

6
2
2
1

mid
7

3
1
2

not found

mid
7

high

14

6
6

3
5

found

Table3.2Threeexamplesof binary searchon 14elements
give us a little moreconfidenceabout Algorithm
no
means
but
prove that it is correct.Proofsof algorithmsare
3.3, they by
useful
because
the correctnessof the algorithmfor all
establish
very
they
possible
inputs, whereastesting gives much lessin the way of guarantees.
Unfortunately, algorithmproving is a very difficult processand the complete

Theseexamplesmay

proofof an algorithmcan be many timeslongerthan the algorithmitself.
We

contentourselveswith an informal

\"proof\"

of BinSearch.

Theorem3.1Algorithm BinSearch(a,n,x)works correctly.
Proof:We assumethat allstatementswork as expectedand that

such as x > a[mid]are appropriatelycarriedout. Initially low = 1,
high n, n > 0, and a[l]< a[2] < < a[n].If n = 0, the while loopis

comparisons

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240-
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enteredand 0 is returned.Otherwisewe observethat eachtimethrough
the loopthe possible
elementsto be checkedfor equality with x are a[low],
+
a[low 1], -, a[mid], a[high].If x = a[mid],then the algorithm
terminates successfully. Otherwisethe range is narrowed by eitherincreasing
low to mid + 1 or decreasinghigh to mid 1. Clearly this narrowingof
the range doesnot affect the outcomeof the search.If low becomesgreater
than high, then x is not presentand hencethe loopis exited.
not

...,

\342\200\224
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Noticethat to fully test binary search,we neednot concernourselveswith
the values of a[l: n].By varying x sufficiently, we can observeall possible
of BinSearchwithout devisingdifferent values for a.
computationsequences
To test all successfulsearches,x must takeon the n values in a. To test all
unsuccessfulsearches,x need only take on n + 1 different values.Thus the
of testing BinSearchis 2n + 1 for eachn.
complexity
Now let'sanalyze the executionprofile of BinSearch.The two relevant
of this profile are the frequency countsand spacerequiredfor
characteristics
the algorithm.For BinSearch,storageis requiredfor the n elementsof the
As for the
array plus the variableslow, high,mid, and x, or n + 4 locations.
thereare
three
to
consider:
t
he
time,
possibilities
best,average,and worst

cases.

Supposewe begin by determiningthe time for BinSearchon the
data set. We observethat the only operationsin the algorithm are
and somearithmeticand data movements.We concentrateon
comparisons
betweenx and the elementsin a[ ], recognizingthat the
comparisons
count
of all otheroperationsis of the sameorderas that for these
frequency
betweenx and elementsof a[ ] are referredto
comparisons.Comparisons
as elementcomparisons.
We assumethat only one comparison
is neededto
determinewhich of the three possibilities
of the if statementholds.The
numberof elementcomparisons
neededto find eachof the 14elementsis
previous

Elements:

Comparisons:

42434143

[1] [2]
-15
-6
3

[3]
0

[4]
7

[5]

9

[6]
23

[7]

54

[8]

82

[10]
[12] [13] [14]
[9]
112 [11]
125 131 142 151
101
4

2

4

3

4

elementrequiresmorethan 4 comparisons
to be found. The average
is obtainedby summingthe comparisons
neededto find all 14itemsand
3.21,comparisonsper
dividing by 14;this yields 45/14,or approximately
No

successfulsearchon the average.Thereare 15possible
ways that an
searchmay terminatedependingon the value of x. If x < a[l],the
that x is not present.
to determine
algorithmrequires3 elementcomparisons
Forallthe remainingpossibilities,
BinSearchrequires4 elementcomparisons.
Thus the averagenumberof elementcomparisons
for an unsuccessfulsearch
unsuccessful

is (3

+ 14* 4)/15= 59/15 3.93.
\302\253

The analysis just done appliesto any sortedsequencecontaining14
elements. But the result we would preferis a formula for n elements.A good
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derive such a formula plus a betterway to understandthe algorithm
is to considerthe sequence
of values for mid that are producedby BinSearch
for all possible
values of x. Thesevalues are nicely describedusinga binary
decisiontree in which the value in eachnodeis the value of mid. For
14,then Figure3.1containsa binary decisiontree that traces
example, if n,
the way in which thesevalues are producedby BinSearch.
way to
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Figure3.1Binary decisiontree for binary search,n = 14
Thefirst comparison
is x with a[7].If x < a[7],then the next comparison
is with
is with a[ll].
similarly, if x > a[7], then the next comparison
Each path through the tree representsa sequenceof comparisons
in the
If
will
searchmethod.
x
is
then
the
end
at
one
binary
present,
algorithm
of the circularnodesthat liststhe index into the array wherex was found.
If x is not present,the algorithmwill terminateat one of the squarenodes.
and squarenodesarereferredto as
Circularnodesarecalledinternalnodes,
\302\253,[3];

externalnodes.

Theorem3.2If n is in the range[2fc~',2fc),then BinSearchmakesat most k
elementcomparisons
for a successfulsearchand either 1or comparisons
for an unsuccessfulsearch.(In otherwords the timefor a successfulsearch
is O(logn) and for an unsuccessfulsearchis 9(logn)).
\342\200\224

\302\243;

A;

Proof:Considerthe binary decisiontree describingthe actionof BinSearch
on n elements.All successfulsearchesend at a circularnodewhereasall
unsuccessfulsearchesend at a square node.If 2fc_1 < n < 2fc, then all
circulaxnodesare at levels 1,
k whereasall square nodesare at levels

2,...,
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and k + 1 (note that the root is at level 1). The number of element
neededto terminateat a circularnodeon level i is i whereas
comparisons
the numberof elementcomparisons
neededto terminateat a squarenodeat
level i is only i 1.The theoremfollows.
Theorem3.2statesthe worst-case
timefor binary search.To determine
the averagebehavior,we needto lookmorecloselyat the binary decisiontree
in the algorithm.
and equateits sizeto the numberof elementcomparisons
Thedistanceof a nodefrom the root is one lessthan its level.The internal
path length I is the sum of the distancesof all internal nodesfrom the root.
Analogously, the externalpath length E is the sum of the distancesof all
externalnodesfrom the root.It is easy to show by inductionthat for any
E and / arerelatedby the formula
binary tree with n internal nodes,
k

\342\200\224
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E = I + 2n

It turns out that there is a simplerelationshipbetweenE,I, and the
in binary search.Let As(n) be the average
averagenumberof comparisons
in a successfulsearch,and Au(n) the averagenumber
numberof comparisons
of comparisons
in an unsuccessful
search.Thenumberof comparisons
needed
to find an elementrepresentedby an internal nodeis one morethan the
distanceof this nodefrom the root.Hence,
As(n) =

1+I/n

The numberof comparisons
on any path from the root to an externalnode
is equalto the distancebetweenthe rootand the externalnode.Sinceevery
binary tree with n internal nodeshas n + 1 externalnodes,it follows that
Au(n) = E/(n+ 1)

Usingthesethreeformulas for

E,As(n),and Au(n), we find
As(n) = (1+ 1/n)Au(n)-l

that

we seethat As(n) and Au(n) are directly related.The
value of As(n) (and hence Au(n)) is achievedby an algorithm

Promthis formula
minimum

whosebinary decisiontree has minimum externaland internalpath length.
This minimum is achievedby the binary treeall of whoseexternalnodesare
on adjacentlevels,and this is precisely
the tree that is producedby binary
search.From Theorem3.2it follows that E is proportionalto n logn.Using
this in the precedingformulas, we concludethat As(n) and Au(n) are both
proportionalto log n. Thus we concludethat the average-and worst-case
for binary searchare the sameto within a constant
numbersof comparisons
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factor. The best-case
analysis is easy. For a successfulsearchonly one
elementcomparisonis needed. For an unsuccessfulsearch,Theorem3.2
areneededin the best case.
statesthat [logn\\ elementcomparisons
we
are
now
able
to
describethe computingtime
Inconclusion
completely
of binary searchby giving formulas that describethe best,average, and
worst cases:
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searches unsuccessful
successful
searches
6(logn)

6(1), e(logn), G(logn)
worst
best, average,

best,average,worst

Can we expectanothersearchingalgorithmto be significantlybetterthan
binary searchin the worst case? This question is pursued rigorously in
Chapter10. But we can anticipatethe answer here, which is no. The
methodfor proving such an assertionis to view the binary decisiontree as
a generalmodelfor any searchingalgorithmthat dependson comparisons
of entireelements.Viewed in this way, we observethat the longestpath to
discover any elementis minimizedby binary search,and soany alternative
algorithmis no better from this point of view.
Beforewe end this section,there is an interestingvariation of binary
searchthat makesonly one comparisonper iterationof the while loop.
This variation appearsas Algorithm 3.4.Thecorrectness
proofof this
variation

is left as an exercise.

as
BinSearchwill sometimesmaketwice as many elementcomparisons
BinSearchl(for example,when x > a[n\\). However, for successfulsearches
than BinSearch
BinSearchlmay make(logn)/2moreelementcomparisons
=
x
The
of
i
s left as an
when
BinSearchl
analysis
(for example,
a[mid\\).
times
exercise.It shouldbe easy to seethat the best-,
average-,and worst-case
for both successfuland unsuccessfulsearches.
for BinSearchlare 0(logn)
The first two rows in
Thesetwo algorithmswere run on a Sparc10/30.
Table3.3representthe averagetimefor a successfulsearch.The secondset
of two rows give the averagetimesfor all possible
unsuccessfulsearches.For
both successfuland unsuccessfulsearchesBinSearchldid marginally better
than BinSearch.

EXERCISES
1.Run the recursiveand iterativeversions of binary searchand compare
the times. For appropriatesizesof n, have eachalgorithmfind every
clementin the set.Then try all n + 1possible
unsuccessfulsearches.
2. Proveby inductionthe relationshipE = / + 2n for a binary tree with
internalnodes.The variables E and / are the externaland internal
path length, respectively.
\342\226\240n,
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1 AlgorithmBinSearchl(a,
n,a?)

as BinSearchexceptn > 0
// Samespecifications
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2
3
4
5
6

{

:= 1;high := n + 1;
// high is one morethan possible.
while (low < (high 1)) do
{
mid := [(low+ high)/2};
if (x < a[mid])thenhigh mid;
// Only one comparisonin the loop.
elselow :=mid; // x > a[mid]
low

\342\200\224

7

8
9

:\342\200\224

10
11
12
13
14
15

|

}
thenreturnlow; // x is present.
elsereturn0; // x is not present.
if (x = a[low\\)

Algorithm3.4Binary searchusingone comparisonper cycle

sizes 5,00010,00015,00020,00025,00030,000
successfulsearches
BinSearch 51.30 67.95 67.72 73.85 76.77 73.40
BinSearch1 47.68 53.92 61.98 67.46 68.95 71.11
unsuccessfulsearches
BinSearch 50.40 66.36 76.78 79.54 78.20 81.15

Array

BinSearch1

41.93 52.65 63.33 66.86 69.22 72.26

Table3.3Computingtimesfor two

microseconds

timesare in
binary searchalgorithms;
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3. In an infinite

array, the first n cellscontain integersin sortedorder
and the rest of the cellsare filled with oo.Presentan algorithmthat
takesx as input and finds the position
of x in the array in 0(logn)

time. You are not

given the value of n.
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4. ] )evisea \"binary\" searchalgorithmthat splitsthe set not into two sets
of (almost)equal sizesbut into two sets,
one of which is twicethe size
of the other. How doesthis algorithmcomparewith binary search?
5. Devise a ternary searchalgorithmthat first teststhe elementat
n/3 for equality with somevalue x, and then checksthe element
at 2n/3and eitherdiscoversx or reducesthe set sizeto one-thirdthe
sizeof the original.Comparethis with binary search.
position

6. (a) Prove that BinSearchlworks correctly.
(b)

Verify that

the following algorithmsegmentfunctions correctly

of binary search.Discussits
accordingto the specifications
computing

time.

low := 1;high := n;

repeat{

mid := [(low+ high)/2\\;

if (x > a[mid])thenlow := mid;
elsehigh :=mid;
} until((low+ 1) = high)

3.3

FINDING THE MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM

Let us consideranother simpleproblemthat can be solved by the divideand-conquertechnique.The problemis to find the maximumand minimum
itemsin a set of n elements.Algorithm 3.5is a straightforward algorithm

this.
accomplish
of this algorithm,we onceagain
In analyzing the time complexity
The justificationfor this
concentrate on the number of elementcomparisons.
is thai, the frequency count for otheroperationsin this algorithmis of the
sameorderas that for elementcomparisons.More importantly, when the
elementsin a[l: n] are polynomials,vectors,very largenumbers,or strings
is much higher than the
of characters,the cost of an elementcomparison
cost of the other operations.
Hencethe time is determinedmainly by the
totalcostof the elementcomparisons.
in the best,
StraightMaxMinrequires2(n 1) elementcomparisons
and worst cases.An immediateimprovement is possible
by realizing
to

\342\200\224

average,
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AlgorithmStraightMaxMin(a,n,max,rain)
II Set max to the maximumand min to the minimum
{
max := min := a[l];
for i := 2 to n do
{
if (a[i]> max) thenmax := a[i];
if (a[i) < min) thenmin :=a[i];

of

a[l:n].

Algorithm3.5Straightforward maximumand minimum
that the comparison
a[i] < min is necessaryonly when a[i]
Hencewe can replacethe contentsof the for loopby
if

(a[i\\

elseif

> max is false.

> max) thenmax :=a[i\\;
(a[i\\ < min) thenmin := a[i\\;

Now the best caseoccurswhen the elementsare in increasingorder.
is n 1.The worst caseoccurswhen
The number of elementcomparisons
the elementsare in decreasingorder. In this casethe number of element
is 2(n 1).The averagenumberof elementcomparisons
is less
comparisons
than 2(n 1).On the average,a[i] is greaterthan max half the time,and
is 3n/2 1.
sothe averagenumberof comparisons
A divide-and-conquer
algorithmfor this problemwould proceedas
follows: Let P = (n,
a[j])denotean arbitrary instanceof the problem.
Heren is the number of elementsin the list
a[j]and we are
in finding the maximumand minimum of this list.Let Small(P)/be
true when n < 2. In this case,the maximumand minimum are a[i] if n = 1.
If n = 2, the problemcan be solved by makingone comparison.
If the list has morethan two elements,P has to be dividedinto smaller
instances.For example,we might divide P into the two instancesPi =
and P2 = (n [n/2\\,a[[n/2\\+
,a[n]).
(|n/2j,a[l],...,a[|n/2J])
we can solve them by
divided
P
two smallersubproblems,
into
having
algorithm.How can we
recursively invoking the samedivide-and-conquer
combinethe solutionsfor Pi and P2 to obtain a solutionfor P? If MAX(P)
and MIN(P) are the maximumand minimum of the elementsin P, then
MAX(P) is the largerof MAX(Pj) and MAX(P2). Also, MIN(P) is the
smallerof MIN(Pi)and MIN(P2).
\342\200\224
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\342\200\224

\342\200\224

a[i],...,

a[i],...,

interested

-

After
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MaxMin
Algorithm 3.6resultsfrom applying the strategy just described.
is a recursivealgorithmthat finds the maximumand minimum of the set

1),...,

The situation of set sizesone (i = j)
elements{a(i),
a(i +
a(j)}.
=
and two (i j 1) are handled separately.Forsetscontainingmorethan
the midpointis determined(just as in binary search)and two
two elements,
are generated.When the maximaand minima of these
new subproblems
are
subproblems determined,the two maximaare comparedand the two
minimaare comparedto achievethe solutionfor the entireset.
of
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1 Algorithm
j,max,rain)
array. Parametersi and j are integers,
// a[l:n] is a global
The effect is to set max and min to the
//l<\302\253<i<n.
MaxMin(\302\253,

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// largestand smallestvalues in a[i :j],respectively.
{
if (i = j) thenmax := min := a[i];
// Small(P)
elseif (i = j 1) then // Another caseof Small(P)
\342\200\224

{

10
11
12
13
14

{
m,ax := a[j];
rain := a[{\\;
}
else
{
max := a[i];
min := a[j];
}
}
else
{ //HP is not small,divide P into subproblems.
whereto split the set.
// Find
mid:=[(i+ j)/2\\;

IT)

Hi

17

18

1!)
20

21

// Solve the subproblems.

22

MaxMin(i,mid,max,min);

2,3

24

//

25
2(i

27

}

28

2!)

if (a[i] < a[j])then

MaxMin(rmd+l,j,rnaxl,minl);
Combinethe solutions.

if (max< maxl) thenmax := maxl;
if (min > mini)thenmin := mini;

\\

Algorithm3.6Recursively finding the maximumand minimum
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The procedureis initially invoked by the statement

MaxMin(l,n,x,y)
Supposewe simulateMaxMin on the following nine elements:
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a: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
22 13 -5 -8 15 60

[7] [8] [9]

17 31 47

goodway of keepingtrackof recursivecallsis to build a tree by addinga
nodeeachtimea new call is made.For this algorithmeachnodehas four
itemsof information:i,j, max, and rain. On the array a[ ] above,the tree
A

of Figure 3.2is produced.

1,9,60,-8

Figure3.2Treesof recursivecallsof MaxMin
ExaminingFigure3.2,we seethat the rootnodecontains1 and 9 as the
to the initial callto MaxMin.This execution
values of i and j corresponding
producestwo new callsto MaxMin,wherei and j have the values 1,5 and
6,9, respectively,and thus split the set into two subsetsof approximately
the samesize. From the tree we can immediately see that the maximum
depth of recursionis four (includingthe first call).Thecirclednumbersin
the upper left cornerof eachnoderepresentthe ordersin which max and

min are assignedvalues.
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Now what is the numberof elementcomparisons
neededfor MaxMin?If
T(n) representsthis number,then the resultingrecurrencerelationis

+2
T{\\n/2])+T{\\n/2])

f
T{n) = { 1
{0
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When n is a power of two, n

n>2
n

=2

71=1
= 2k for somepositive integerk, then

T{n) = 2T(n/2)+ 2

= 2(2T(n/4)+2)+2
= 4T(n/4) +4 + 2

(3.3)

= 2fc-1T(2)
+ E1<l<fc-i22
= 2k-{+ 2fc-2= 3n/2-2
Note that 3n/2 2 is the best-,average-,and worst-case
numberof
comparisons when n is a power of two.
for the straightforward method,
Comparedwith the 2n 2 comparisons
this is a saving of 25% in comparisons.
It can be shown that no algorithm
basedon comparisons
uses lessthan 3n/2 2 comparisons.
So in this sense
algorithm MaxMin is optimal(seeChapter10for moredetails).But does
this imply that MaxMin is better in practice? Not necessarily.In terms
of storage,MaxMin is worse than the straightforward algorithmbecauseit
and mini.Given n elements,
requiresstackspacefor i,j, max,min,maxl,
therewill be [log2 + 1levels of recursionand we needto save seven values
for eachrecursivecall (don'tforget the return addressis alsoneeded).
Lei. us see what the count is when elementcomparisons
have the same
cost as comparisons
betweeni and j. Let C(n) be this number. First, we
observethat lines6 and 7 in Algorithm 3.6can be replacedwith
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\302\253J

if (i

>j-l){ // Small(P)

to achievethe sameeffect. Hence,a singlecomparison
betweeni and
1
is adequateto implementthe modified if statement.Assuming n = 2k for
somepositive integerk, we get

j

C7(n)

=

{f^2)+

3

nnl\\
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Solvingthis equation,we obtain
C(n) =

2C(n/2)+ 3

= 4C(n/4) + 6 + 3

1C(2)+ 3 ES\"
+ 3*2fc-1-3
5n/2-3
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2k
2k

(3.4)

The comparative
figure for StraightMaxMinis 3(n 1) (includingthe
needed
to
comparison
implementthe for loop).This is largerthan 5n/2 3.
MaxMin
will be slower than StraightMaxMinbecauseof the
Despitethis,
overheadof stackingi,j,max,
and min for the recursion.
makes
3.6
several
points.If comparisons
Algorithm
amongthe elements
of a[ ] are much morecostly than comparisons
of integervariables,then the
techniquehas yielded a moreefficient (actually an
divide-and-conquer
O
n
algorithm. the otherhand, if this assumptionis not true, the
Thusthe divide-and-conquer
technique yields a less-efficientalgorithm.
strategy
is seento be only a guide to better algorithmdesignwhich may not always
succeed.Also we see that it is sometimesnecessaryto work out the
constants
associatedwith the computingtime bound for an algorithm.Both
MaxMin and StraightMaxMinare 0(n),sothe use of asymptotic notation is
not enough of a discriminator
in this situation. Finally, see the exercises
for another way to find the maximumand minimum using only 3n/2 2
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

optimal)

\342\200\224

comparisons.

Note:In the designof any

divide-and-conquer
algorithm,typically, it is a
straightforward task to define Small(P)and S(P).So,from now on, we only
discusshow todivide any given problemP and how to combinethe solutions
to

subproblems.

EXERCISES
1.TranslatealgorithmMaxMin into a computationallyequivalent
procedure

that uses no

recursion.

2. Testyour iterative version of MaxMin
StraightMaxMin.

Count all comparisons.

derived above against

3.Thereis an iterativealgorithmfor finding the maximumand minimum

which, though not a divide-and-conquer-based
algorithm,is
moreefficient than MaxMin. It works by comparingconsecutive
probably

pairsof elementsand then comparingthe largerone with the current
maximumand the smalleronewith the current minimum.Write out
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the algorithmcompletely
and analyze the number of

requires.

it
comparisons

4. In Algorithm 3.6,what happensif lines7 to 17are dropped?Doesthe
resultantfunction

correctly?

stillcomputethe maximumand minimum elements
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3.4 MERGE SORT
another exampleof divide-and-conquer,
we investigatea sorting
that has the niceproperty that in the worst caseits complexity
is
This
is
called
We
assume
that
sort.
algorithm
merge
0(nlogn).
throughout
the elementsare to be sortedin nondecreasing
order. Given a sequenceof
n elements(alsocalledkeys)
,a[n],the generalidea is to imagine
them split into two sets
,a[|_n/2J]and a[|_n/2j+
,a[n].Each
set is individually sorted,and the resultingsortedsequences
are mergedto
producea singlesortedsequenceof n elements.Thus we have another ideal
exampleof the divide-and-conquer
strategy in which the splittingis into two
s
ets
and
the
equal-sized
combiningoperationis the mergingof two sorted
As

algorithm

a[l],...
a[l],...

1],...

setsinto one.

MergeSort(Algorithm3.7) describesthis processvery succinctlyusing
recursionand a function Merge (Algorithm 3.8)which mergestwo sorted
sets.BeforeexecutingMergeSort,the n elementsshouldbe placedin a[\\ : n].
Then MergeSort(l,n)causesthe keys to be rearrangedinto nondecreasing
orderin a.

Example3.7Considerthe array oftenelementsa[l: 10]= (310,285,179,
652,351,423,861,254, 450,520).Algorithm MergeSortbeginsby splitting

two subarrays eachof sizefive (a[l: 5] and a[6: 10]).
Theelements
then split into two subarrays of sizethree (a[l: 3]) and two
a[l: : 5] are
: 3] are split into subarrays of sizetwo
(a[4 5]).Then the itemsin
: 2] are split a final
(a[l: 2]) and one (a[3 : 3]).The two values in

a[ ] into

in

a[\\

a[\\

time into one-element
subarrays, and now the mergingbegins. Note that
no movement of data has yet taken place. A recordof the subarrays is
implicitly maintainedby the recursivemechanism.Pictoriallythe file can
now be viewedas

(310| 285| 179| 652,351| 423,861,254, 450,520)
whereverticalbarsindicatethe boundariesof subarrays. Elementsa[l]and

a[2] are mergedto yield

(285,310| 179| 652,351| 423,861,254, 450,520)
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1 AlgorithmMergeSort(Zou>,high)

2
3
4
5
6

is a globalarray to be sorted.
// a[low : high]
is true if thereis only oneelement
// Small(P)
// to sort.In this casethe list is already sorted.
*
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8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

if (low < high) then

{

7

P into subproblems.
// Divide
Find
to split the set.
// midwhere
:= [(low+ high)/2\\;
// Solve the subproblems.

//
}

}

//If therearemorethan one element

MergeSort(low,mid);
+ I,high);
MergeSort(mid
Combinethe solutions.
mid,high);
Merge(low,

Algorithm3.7Mergesort
Then a[3] is mergedwith

a[l: 2] and

(179,285,310| 652,351| 423,861,254, 450,520)
is produced.Next,elementsa[4] and a[5] are merged:

(179,285,310| 351,652| 423,861,254, 450,520)
and then a[l:3] and a[4 : 5]:

(179,285,310,351,652| 423,861,254, 450,520)
At this point the algorithmhas returnedto the first invocationof MergeSort
and is about to processthe secondrecursivecall. Repeatedrecursivecalls
are invoked producingthe following subarrays:

(179,285,310,351,652| 423 | 861| 254 | 450,520)
Elementsa[6] and a[7] are merged.Then a[8] is mergedwith a[6: 7]:
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1 AlgorithmMerge(low,mid,high)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

: high is a globalarray containingtwo sorted
II a[low
subsets
II is to in a low :two
mid] and in a[mid+ 1 : high]. The goal
setsinto a singleset residing
these
merge
II in
:
is
high].
II a[low
b[ ] an auxiliary globalarray.
{
h :=low; i := low; j := mid+ 1;
<

10
1L
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26

27
28
29
30

31 }

while ((h mid) and (j < high)) do

{

if (a[h]

<a\\j])then

{
b[i] := a[h];h :=h + 1;
}
else
{
j :=j + l;
b[i] -=a[j];
}
i :=i + 1;
}
if (h > mid) then
for k :=j to high do
{
b[i] :=a[k];i := i + 1;
}
else
for k := h to mid do
{
b[i] := a[k];i := i + 1;
}
for k := low to high do a[k] := b[k];

Algorithm3.8Mergingtwo sortedsubarrays usingauxiliary storage
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(179,285,310,351,652| 254, 423,861| 450,520)

a[10]are merged,and then a[Q : 8] and a[9: 10]:
(179,285,310,351,652| 254, 423,450,520,861)

Next a[9]and

this point thereare two sortedsubarrays and the final mergeproduces
the fully sortedresult
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At

423,450,520,652,861)
(179,254, 285,310,351,

Figure3.3Treeof callsof MergeSort(l,
10)
Figure3.3is a treethat representsthe sequenceof recursivecallsthat are
producedby MergeSortwhen it is appliedtoten elements.Thepair of values
in eachnodeare the values of the parameterslow and high. Noticehow
the splitting continuesuntil sets containinga singleelementare produced.
the callsto procedureMergeby MergeSort.
Figure3.4is a tree representing
For example,the node containing 1,2, and 3 representsthe mergingof

a[l: 2] with a[3].

\342\226\241

|

If the timefor the mergingoperationis proportional
to n, then the
timefor mergesort is describedby the recurrencerelation

computing

1

rpi(nj
\\

_

\\

a

2T(n/2)+ en

n
n

= l,aaconstant
> 1,c a constant
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When n is

a power of

substitutions:

149
2, n

= 2k, we can solve this equation by successive
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+ cn/2) + en
T{n) = 2(2T(n/4)
= 4T(n/4) + 2cn
= 4(2T(n/8)+ en/4) + 2cn
= 2kT(l)+ kcn
= an + en logn

It is easy to seethat

if 2k

Therefore
< n < 2k+1,then T{n) < T(2k+1).
T(n) = 0(nlogn)

Figure3.4Treeof callsof Merge
nature of
Though Algorithm 3.7 nicely capturesthe divide-and-conquer
that can and shouldbe
mergesort,thereremainseveralinefficiencies
We presenttheserefinementsin an attemptto producea versionof
mergesort that is goodenoughto execute.Despitetheseimprovementsthe
algorithm'scomplexityremains0(nlogn).We see in Chapter10that no
of entirekeys can do better.
sortingalgorithmbasedon comparisons
One complaintwe might raise concerningmergesort is its use of 2n
locations.
Theadditionaln locationswere neededbecausewe couldn't
two sortedsetsin place.But despitethe use of this spacethe
reasonably merge
eliminated.
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algorithmmust stillwork hard and copy the resultplacedinto b[low : high]
backinto a[low : high] on eachcallof Merge.An alternativeto this copying
is to associatea new field of information with eachkey. (The elementsin
a[ ] are calledkeys.) This field is used to link the keys and any associated

togetherin a sortedlist (keys and relatedinformation arecalled
records).Then the mergingof the sortedlistsproceedsby changingthe link
values, and no recordsneedbe moved at all.A field that containsonly a link
will generallybe smallerthan an entirerecord,solessspacewill be used.
Along with the originalarray a[ ],we define an auxiliary array link[l: n]
Theseintegersare interpretedas
that containsintegersin the range [0,n].
pointersto elementsof a[ ]. A list is a sequenceof pointersendingwith a
zero. Below is one set of values for link that containstwo lists:Q and R.
The integer Q = 2 denotesthe start of one list and R = 5 the start of the
other.
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information

link: [1]
6

13

[2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]
7
0
4
0
8

Thetwo listsare Q = (2, 4, 1,6) and R = (5, 3,7, 8).Interpretingtheselists
as describing
sortedsubsetsof a[\\ : 8],we concludethat a[2] < a[4] < a[l]

< a[6] and a[5] < a[S\\ < a[7] < a[$\\.

Another complaint
we couldraiseabout MergeSort
is the stackspacethat
sort
is necessitated
the
use
of
recursion.
S
ince
by
merge splitseachset into
two approximately
t
he
maximum
subsets,
equal-sized
depth of the stackis
for
seems
indicated
to
n.
The
need
stack
by the topproportional log
space
down mannerin which this algorithmwas devised.Theneedfor stackspace
can beeliminatedif we build an algorithmthat works bottom-up;see the

exercisesfor details.
even
As can be seenfrom function MergeSortand the previousexample,
setsof sizetwo will causetwo recursivecallsto be made.For smallsetsizes
mostof the time will be spent processingthe recursioninsteadof sorting.
This situation can be improved by not allowing the recursionto go to the
controlabstraction,we are
lowest level.In termsof the divide-and-conquer
suggestingthat when Small is true for mergesort,morework shouldbe done
than simply returning with no action. We use a secondsortingalgorithm
sets.
that works well on small-sized
fast on arrays of lessthan, say, 16
Insertionsort works exceedingly
elements, though for largen its computingtime is 0(n2).Its basicideafor
sortingthe itemsin a[\\ : n] is as follows:
for j :=2 to n do {
in the sortedset a[l:j
placea[j]in its correctposition

}
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Thoughall the elementsin

a[j],for smallvalues of n
details.

a[l:j
the

\342\200\224

1] may have tobe moved to

accommodate

algorithmworks well. Algorithm

3.9has the

AlgorithmlnsertionSort(a,
n)

order,n > 1.
// Sort the array a[l:n] into nondecreasing
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{

for j

{

:\342\200\224

//

2

to n do

:j 1]is already
- sorted.
\342\200\224

a[\\

i :=j 1;
item :=a[j];
while ((i > 1) and (item< a[i])) do

{
i
a[i+ 1]:=a[i];
}
a[i+ 1]:=item;

:\342\200\224

i

\342\200\224

1;

Algorithm3.9Insertionsort
The statementswithin the while loopcan be executedzero up to a
timeof this
maximumof j times.Sincej goesfrom 2 to n, the worst-case
procedureis boundedby

Y,

j = n(n + l)/2-l= 6(n2)

2<j<n

Itsbest-case
computingtimeis 0(n)underthe assumptionthat the body of
the while loopis never entered.This will be true when the data is already
in sortedorder.
We are now ready to presentthe revisedversion of mergesort with the

inclusionof insertionsort and the links. Function MergeSortl(Algorithm
placingthe keys of the recordsto be sortedin
A
a[\\ : n] and setting link[l: n] to zero. Then one says MergeSortl(l,n).
in
to
a
list
of
indices
o
f
sortedorder
is
that
the
elements
pointer
give
a[ ]
returned.Insertionsort is used whenever the numberof itemsto be sorted
is lessthan 16.The version of insertionsort as given by Algorithm 3.9needs
to be alteredsothat it sortsa[low : high] into a linked list.Callthe altered
version InsertionSortl.The revised mergingfunction, Mergel,is given in

3.10)is initially invoked by

Algorithm 3.11.
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1 AlgorithmMergeSortlftow,
high)

order
array a[low : high] is sortedin nondecreasing
// The global
array link[low: high]. The values in link
// usingthe aauxiliary
represent list of the indiceslow throughhigh giving a[ ] in
// sortedorder.
pointerto the beginningof the list is returned.
//

2
3
4
5
6

A

{
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7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16 }

-

if {{high low) < 15) then

returnlnsertionSortl(a,
link,low, high);
else
{
mid := [{low+ high)/2\\;
q := MergeSortl(Zou>,
mid);
r := MergeSortl(mid+
l,high);
returnMergel{q,r);
}

Algorithm3.10Mergesort usinglinks
Example3.8As an aid to understandingthis new versionof mergesort,
supposewe simulatethe algorithmas it sortsthe eight-element
sequence(50,
10,25,30,15,70,35,55).We ignorethe fact that lessthan 16elementswould
normally be sortedusing InsertionSort.The link array is initializedto zero.
Table3.4shows how the link array changesafter eachcall of MergeSortl

completes.On eachrow the value of p points to the list in link that was
createdby the last completionof Mergel.To the right are the subsetsof
sortedelementsthat are representedby theselists.Forexample,in the last
row p = 2 which beginsthe list of links 2, 5, 3,4, 7, 1,8,and 6;this implies
a[2]

< a[5] < a[3] < a[4] < a[7] < a[l]< a[8] < a[6].

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Why is it necessaryto have the auxiliary array b[low : high]in function

Merge? Give an examplethat showswhy in-placemergingis inefficient.

2. Theworst-casetimeof procedureMergeSortis 0{nlogn).What is its
time?Can we say that the timefor MergeSortis O(nlogn)?
best-case

3.A

sorting methodis said to be stableif at the end of the method,
identicalelementsoccurin the sameorderas in the originalunsorted

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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1 AlgorithmMergel(g,
r)

2
3
4
5
6
7

11q and r are pointersto listscontainedin the globalarray
// link[0: n].link[0]is introducedonly for convenienceand need
not be initialized.The listspointedat by q and r are merged
// and
// a pointerto the beginningof the mergedlist is returned.

{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
ir,
l(i

17

18

1!)
20
2L
22
23
24 >

i

:=q; j :=r; k :=0;

// Thenew list starts at link[0].
while ((i jt 0) and (j 0)) do
{ // While both listsare nonempty do
\302\243

if

(a[i\\

<a\\j])then

{ // Find the smallerkey.
link[k] i; k :=i; i := link[i];
// Add a new key to the list.
:\342\200\224

}
else
{
Unk[k] :=j; k j; j := link[j];
}
} =
if (i 0) thenlink[k]:=j;
elselink[k]:=i;
returnlink[Q]\\
:\342\200\224

Algorithm3.11Merginglinked listsof sortedelements
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a:

link:

rp
122
343
232
565
787
575
252
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q

(0)
0

(1)
50

(3)
25
0

(4)
30
0

(5)
15
0

(6)
70
0

(7)

0

(2)
10
0

35
0

(8)
55
0

2
3
2
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
8

1
1
3
3
3
3
5

0
4
4
4
4
4
4

0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
6
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
8
8
1

0
0
0
0
0
6
6

7

5
2

7

3

7

(10,50)
(10,50),(25,30)
(10,25, 30, 50)
(10,25, 30,50),(15,70)
(10,25,30, 50),(15,70), (35,55)
(10,25,30,50) (15,35, 55, 70)
(10,15,25,30,35,50,55,70)

25,30,15,
70,35,55)
a[l: 8] = (50,10,

MergeSortlappliedto

Table3.4Exampleof link array changes

set.Ismergesorta stablesorting method?
4. Supposea[l : m] and 6[1: n] both contain sortedelementsin nondecreasingorder. Write an algorithm that mergestheseitemsinto
c[l : m + ri\\. Your algorithmshould be shorterthan Algorithm 3.8
(Merge)sinceyou can now placea largevalue in a[m+ 1]and b[n + 1].
5. Given a file of n recordsthat arepartially sortedas x\\ < X2 < < xm
and xm+i < < xn, is it possible
to sort the entirefile in time0(n)
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

usingonly a smallfixed amount of additionalstorage?
6. Another way to sorta file of n recordsis to scanthe file, merge
pairsof sizeone,then mergepairsof sizetwo, and soon.Write
an algorithmthat carriesout this process.
Show how your algorithm
works on the data set (100,
300,150,450,250,350,200,400,500).
7. A version of insertionsort is used by Algorithm 3.10
to sort small
subarrays. However, its parametersand intent are slightly different
from the procedureInsertionSortof Algorithm 3.9.Write a versionof
insertionsort that will work as Algorithm 3.10
expects.
consecutive

suchthat
8. The sequences
X\\, X2,.. Xg, aresortedsequences

Ya=i \\Xi|

n. Show how to mergethese sequencesin time0(nlogI).
\342\226\240,

:

\302\243

3.5 QUICKSORT
The divide-and-conquer
approachcan be usedto arrive at an efficient sorting
methoddifferent from mergesort.In mergesort,the file a[\\ : n] was divided
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at its midpoint into subarrays which were independentlysortedand later
merged.In quicksort,the division into two subarrays is madesothat the
sortedsubarrays do not need to be mergedlater. This is accomplished
by
rearrangingthe elementsin
n] such that a[i] < a[j]for all i between1
and m and all betweenm + 1 and n for somem, 1< m < n. Thus, the
No merge
elementsin
m] and a[rn + 1 n] can be independentlysorted.
is needed.The rearrangement
of the elementsis accomplished
by picking
someelementof a[ say t = a[s],and then reorderingthe otherelements
sothat allelementsappearingbeforet in
n] are lessthan or equal to
t and all elementsappearingafter t are greaterthan or equal to t. This

a[l:
:

j
a[l:
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],

a[l:

rearrangingis referredto as partitioning.
FunctionPartition of Algorithm 3.12
(dueto C.A. R. Hoare)accomplishes
an in-placepartitioningof the elementsof a[m : p 1].It is assumedthat
= n,
If m = 1
a\\p] > a[m] and that a[m] is the partitioningelement.
then
+ 1]must be defined and must be greaterthan or equal to all
elementsin a[l: n]. The assumptionthat a[m] is the partitionelementis
merely for convenience;otherchoicesfor the partitioningelementthan the
first itemin the set are better in practice.The function Interchange^,i,j)
\342\200\224

andp\342\200\2241

\302\253[h

exchanges
a[i]with

a[j].

Example3.9As an exampleof how Partition works, considerthe following

1,10).

array of nine elements.Thefunction is initially invokedas Partition(a,
The ends of the horizontalline indicatethoseelementswhich were
to producethe next row. The element = 65 is the partitioning
interchanged
elementand it is eventually (in the sixth row) determinedto be the fifth
smallestelementof the set.Noticethat the remainingelementsare unsorted
but partitionedabout a[5] = 65.

a[l]

\342\226\241

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
65

70

75

80

85

60

55 50

45

65

45

75

80

85

60

55

50

70

65

45

50

80

85

60

55

75

70

65

45

50

55

85

60

80

75

70

65

45

50

55

60

85

80

75

70

60

45

50

55

65

85

80

75

70

(10)
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo

i

2

p

9

3

8

4

7

5

6

6

5

Using Hoare'sclever methodof partitioning a set of elementsabout a
chosen element,we can directly devise a divide-and-conquermethodfor
completelysorting n elements.Following a call to the function Partition,
are produced.All elementsin Si are lessthan or equal
two sets Si and
\302\2432
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1 AlgorithmPartition(a,m,j9)
,a\\p
// Within a[m],a[m+

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

re
1],... 1]the elements= aa[m],
// rearranged such a manner
in

\342\200\224

{

a\\p]

v

:= a[m];i :=m; j :=p;

repeat
{
repeat
+ l;
until(a[i]> v);
repeat j :=j 1;
until(a[7] < u);
if (i < j) then lnterchange(a,
i,j);
} until(i > j);
a[7] := v; returnj;
a[m] :=a[j];
\302\253:=\302\253

17

20

that if initially t

after completion
a[q] = t for someq betweenm
// then
<
for
m < k < g, and a[k] > t
and p 1,a[k] t
// for
= oo.
returned.
k
is
Set
// q < < p. q

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19

\342\200\224

}

1 AlgorithmInterchange^,i,j)

2
3
4
5
6

// Exchangea[i]with
{
}

a\\j],

:=a[i];
a[i]:=a\\j];
a[j]:=p;

p

Algorithm3.12Partitionthe array a[m:p 1]about a[m]
\342\200\224
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52.HenceSi and 52 can be sortedindependently.Each
set is sortedby reusingthe function Partition. Algorithm 3.13
describesthe
to the elementsin

completeprocess.
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1 AlgorithmQuickSort(p,
q)

2
3
4
5
6

// Sortsthe :elements
alp],...,
a[q] which residein the global
to
order;a[n + 1]is considered
a[l n] into ascending
// arraydefined
>
and
be
all
:
must
elements
i
n
the
//be
a[l n].
*

8
9

10
11
12
Hi
14
ir,

i\302\253

if (p < q) then

{

7

//If therearemorethan one element

P into two subproblems.
// divide
j := Partition(a,p,
q + 1);
of the partitioningelement.
j is the position
//
// Solve the subproblems.

j
QuickSort(j9,

}

}

//

\342\200\224

1);

QuickSort(j+ l,q);
Thereis no need for combiningsolutions.

Algorithm3.13Sortingby partitioning
In analyzing QuickSort,we countonly the numberof elementcomparisons
C(n).It is easy to seethat the frequency count of otheroperationsis of the
the n elementsto
sameorderas C(n).We make the following assumptions:
be sortedare distinct,and the input distributionis such that the partition
elementv = a[m] in the callto Partition(a,m,p)
has an equal probability of
being the ith smallestelement,1< i < p m, in a[m:p 1].
value Cw(n) of C(n).The numberof
First, let us obtain the worst-case
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

in eachcall of Partition is at most p m + 1. Let r
elementcomparisons
be the total numberof elementsin all the callsto Partition at any level of
recursion.At level one only one call,Partition(a,l,n+ l),is madeand r = n;
at level two at most two callsaremadeand r = n 1;and soon.At each
level of recursion,
aremadeby Partition. At each
0(r)elementcomparisons
level,r is at leastone lessthan the r at the previouslevel as the partitioning
elementsof the previouslevel areeliminated.HenceCw(n) is the sum on r
as r varies from 2 to n, or 0(n?).Exercise7 examinesinput data on which
QuickSortuses Q.(n2)comparisons.
The averagevalue CA{n) of C(n) is much lessthan Cw(n). Underthe
madeearlier,the partitioningelementv hasan equalprobability
assumptions
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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<i

:

Hencethe
of being the ith-smallest
element,1 < p m, in a[m p
and
1
to
be
sortedare
two subarrays remaining
a[m j]
a[j+ p 1]with
<
we
obtain
the recurrence
From
this
m
<
p.
probability l/(p m),
\342\200\224

:

j

\342\200\224

CA(n) = n

+ 1+

\342\200\224

1].
:

\342\200\224

- Y, [CA{k-1))+ CA(n - k)]

(3.5)

ni<k<n

Thenumberof elementcomparisons
requiredby Partition on its first call
+ 1.Notethat CA(0) = CA(1)= 0. Multiplying both sidesof (3.5)by
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is n

n, we obtain

nCA(n) = n{n + 1) + 2[CA{0)+ CA(1)+

Replacingn
(n

by n

\342\200\224

(3.6)

1in (3.6)gives

- l)CA(n- 1) = n{n - 1)+ 2[CA{0)+

Subtractingthis from
nCA(n)

-

+ CA{n 1)]

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

-

+ CA(n 2)]

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

we get
(3.6),

- (n - l)CA(n- 1)

= 2n + 2CA(n-l)

or
CA(n)/(n + l) =

CA(n-l)/n+ 2/(n+ l)

Repeatedlyusing this equationto substitute for CA(n
we get
CA(n)

n+1

=

CA(n-2)
n 1
CA\\n-Z)
\342\200\224

n-2

\342\200\224

1),CA(n

\342\200\224

2),...,

,2,2
n+1

n

,
\"\342\200\242\"

n-1 ,
2^

2

\"r n

,
\"\342\200\242\"

2_

n+1

(3.7)
2

+z2^3<fc<n+l
fc

2E3<Kn+l
fc

Since

r^r

E ' k '\"
h
3<k<n
k<n+l
'\"

(

= loge(n+ l)-loge2
-rfa;
^~

3.7) yields
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= 0(nlogn)
+ 2)-loge2]
l)[loge(n

timeis 0(n2),
Even thoughthe worst-case
the averagetimeis only 0(nlog n).
Let us now lookat the stackspaceneededby the recursion.In the worst case

the maximumdepth of recursionmay be n 1.This happens,for example,
when the partitionelementon eachcallto Partition is the smallestvalue in
a[m: ;> 1].The amount of stackspaceneededcan be reducedto O(logn)
by using an iterative version of quicksortin which the smallerof the two
subarrays a\\p :j 1]and a[j+ 1 : q] is always sortedfirst. Also, the second
recursivecall can be replacedby someassignmentstatementsand a jump
to the beginningof the algorithm.With thesechanges,QuickSorttakesthe
\342\200\224
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\342\200\224

3.14.

form of Algorithm
We can now verify that the maximumstackspaceneededis O(logn).
Let
S(n) be the maximumstackspaceneeded.Then it follows that

+ S(l(n-l)/2j)

s(n)<{2

\342\200\236>1

which is lessthan 2 log n.

As remarked
in Section
3.4,InsertionSortis exceedinglyfast for n lessthan
about 10.HenceInsertionSortcan be used to speedup QuickSort2whenever
for selectionof the
explorevarious possibilities
q p < 16.Theexercises
partition element.
\342\200\224

3.5.1PerformanceMeasurement
In
QuickSortand MergeSortwere evaluatedon a SUN workstation10/30.
both casesthe recursiveversionswere used.For QuickSortthe Partition
was alteredto carry out the medianof threerule (i.e.the partitioning
elementwas the medianof a[m],
1]).Eachdata
1)/2J]and
set consistedof random integersin the range (0, 1000).
Tables3.5and 3.6
recordthe actualcomputingtimesin milliseconds.Table3.5displays the
averagecomputingtimes.For eachn, 50 randomdatasetswere used.Table
3.6shows the worst-casecomputingtimesfor the 50 data sets.
Scanningthe tables,we immediately see that QuickSort is faster than
MergeSortfor all values. Even though both algorithmsrequire0(nlogn)
timeon the average,QuickSortusually performswell in practice.The
function

a[[(m+p\342\200\224

exercises

a\\p\342\200\224

discussotherteststhat would make useful comparisons.

3.5.2 RandomizedSortingAlgorithms
ThoughalgorithmQuickSorthas an averagetimeof 0(nlogn) on n elements,
its worst-case
timeis 0(n2).On the otherhand it doesnot makeuse of any
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1 AlgorithmQuickSort2(p,
q)

2
3
4
5
6

II Sortsthe elementsin :q].
{
II stackis a stackof size21og(n).
a\\p

repeat
{
while (p < q) do
{
j :=Partition (a,p,q+ 1);
if (O'-P)< (<?-J))
then
{

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

7

8
9

10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

11

22
23
24

Add(j + 1); Add j + 1 to stoc/c.
Add(g); q :=j 1; Add q to stacfc

//

\342\200\224

}
else
{

//

p to stacfc.
-//1);Add
p :=j + 1;// Add j - 1 to stac/c

Add(p);
Add(j

}

}
} // Sort the smallersubfile.
if stackis empty thenreturn;
Delete(g);Delete(p);
// Deleteq and p from stack.
until
(false);
}

Algorithm3.14Iterativeversion of QuickSort
additionalmemory as doesMergeSort.A possible
input on which QuickSort
displays worst-casebehavior is one in which the elementsare already in
sortedorder. In this casethe partitionwill be such that therewill be only
one elementin one part and the rest of the elementswill fall in the other
of any divide-and-conquer
part. The performance
algorithmwill be goodif
the resultant subproblems
areas evenly sizedas possible.
Can QuickSortbe
modified sothat it performswell on every input? The answer is yes. Is the
techniqueof usingthe medianof the threeelementsalp],a[[(q+p)/2\\],and

to construct inputs for which
a[q] the solution?Unfortunately it is possible
even this methodwill take Q,(n2) time,as is exploredin the exercises.
The solutionis the use of a randomizer.While sortingthe array a\\p q],
insteadof pickinga[m],pick a randomelement(from amonga\\p\\,
,a[q])

...:

as the partitionelement.The resultant randomized
algorithm(RQuickSort)
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1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
MergeSort 72.8 167.2 275.1 378.5 500.6
QuickSort 36.6 85.1 138.9 205.7j 269.0
n
6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
MergeSort 607.6 723.4 811.5949.2 1073.6
QuickSort 339.4 411.0487.7 556.3 645.2
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n

Table3.5Average computingtimesfor two sortingalgorithmson random

inputs

n

MergeSort
QuickSort
n

MergeSort
QuickSort

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
105.7206.4 335.2 422.1 589.9
41.6 97.1 158.6244.9 397.8
6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
691.3 794.8 889.5 1067.21167.6
383.8J497.3 569.9 616.2 738.1

Table3.6Worst-casecomputingtimesfor two sortingalgorithmson
random

inputs
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works on any input and runs in an expected0(nlogn) time, where the
outcomesfor the randomizer
expectationis over the spaceof all possible
(rather than the spaceof all possible
inputs). The codefor RQuickSortis
Note that this is a Las Vegas algorithmsinceit
given in Algorithm 3.15.
will always output the correctanswer.Every callto the randomizer
Random

takesa certainamount of time. If thereare only a very few elementsto
sort,the timetaken by the randomizermay be comparableto the restof the
computation.For this reason,we invoke the randomizeronly if (q p) > 5.
But 5 is not a magicnumber;in the machineemployed, this seemsto give
the bestresults.In generalthis numbershouldbe determinedempirically.
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\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmRQuickSort(p,q)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// Sortsthe :elements
a\\p],...,
a[q] which residein the global
into
to
ascendingorder.a[n + 1]is considered
// array
n]
>
i
n
be
dennedand
must
be
all
the
elements
:
a[l n].
//
a[\\

{

then
((q-p)>5)then

if (p < q)

{

if

Interchange^,Random() mod(q p + 1) + p,p);
\342\200\224

10
j := Partition(a,p,g+ 1);
of the partitioningelement.
// j is the position
12
RQuickSort(p,j-1);
13
RQuickSort(j+ l,g);
14
}
15 }

11

Algorithm3.15Randomizedquick sort algorithm
The proofof the fact that RQuickSorthas an expected0(nlogn) time
is the sameas the proofof the averagetimeof QuickSort.Let A(n) be the
averagetimeof RQuickSorton any input of n elements.Then the numberof
or
elementsin the secondpart will be
,n
1,allwith an equal
probability of ^ (in the probability spaceof outcomesfor the randomizer).
Thus the recurrencerelationfor A(n) will be

0,1,2,...

n\342\200\224

\342\200\2242,

A(n) =

-Y

(A(k-l)+ A(n-k))+n+ l

l<k<n

This is the sameas Equation3.4,and henceits solutionis 0(nlogn).
RQuickSortand QuickSort (without employing the median of three
workstation.Table3.7displays
elements rule) were evaluatedon a SUN 10/30
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the timesfor the two algorithmsin milliseconds
averagedover 100runs. For
eachn, the input consideredwas the sequenceof numbers
,n. As
we can seefrom the table,RQuickSortperformsmuch betterthan QuickSort.
Notethat the timesshown in this table for QuickSortare much morethan
the corresponding
entriesin Tables3.5and 3.6.Thereasonis that Quickon inputs that are already in sortedorder.
Sort makes@(n2) comparisons
is very good.
However,on random inputs its averageperformance
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1,2,...

n

QuickSort
RQuickSort

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
195.5759.2 1728 3165 4829
9.4 21.0 30.5 41.6 52.8

Table3.7Comparisonof QuickSort and
i, 1< i < n; timesare in milliseconds.

RQuickSorton the input a[i] =

The performance
of RQuickSortcan be improved in various ways. For
examjile,we could pick a smallnumber (say 11)of the elementsin the
array a[ randomly and use the medianof theseelementsas the partition
element.Theserandomly chosenelementsform a random sampleof the
array elements.We would expectthat the medianof the samplewould also
be an approximate
medianof the array and henceresult in an approximately
}

even partitioningof the array.
An even moregeneralized
version of the above randomsamplingtechnique
is shown in Algorithm
Herewe choosea randomsampleS of s elements
(wherets is a function of n) from the input sequenceX and sort them using
is be the
HeapSort,MergeSort,or any othersortingalgorithm.Let
sortedsample.We partitionX into s + 1 parts usingthe sortedsampleas

3.16.

\302\243i,\302\2432,..

partition keys. In particularX\\ = {x G X\\x

3,...
+1

< l\\};X{ = {x G

\342\226\240,

X\\\302\243i^\\

<x <

for i = 2,
After having partitioned
, s;and Xs+i = {x G X\\x >
X into s
parts,we sorteachpart recursively. For a properchoiceof s,the
number of comparisons
madein this algorithmis only nlogn+ o(nlogn).
Note the constant 1 beforer?,logn.We seein Chapter10that this number
is very closeto the information theoreticlower bound for sorting.

4},

Chooses =

.

\"

\302\243s}.

= 0(^~-)time
. The samplecan besortedin O(slogs)

and comparisons
if we use HeapSortor MergeSort.If we store the sorted
sample(dementsin an array, say b[ ], for eachx G X, we can determine
which part X\\ it belongsto in < logncomparisons
using binary searchon
In the
b[ ]. Thus the partitioningprocesstakesnlogn+ 0(n)comparisons.
exercisesyou are askedto show that with high probability the cardinality
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1 AlgorithmRSort(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Sort the elementsa[l:n].
{

7
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8

}

Randomly samples elementsfrom a[ ];

Sort this sample;
Partitionthe input usingthe sortedsampleas partitionkeys;
Sort eachpart separately;

Algorithm3.16A randomizedalgorithmfor sorting
each Xi is no morethan O(^logn)= 0(log3n).Using HeapSortor
MergeSortto sorteachof the X^s (without employing recursionon any of
them), the total costof sortingthe X^s is

of

|^|}1=10(1^1)

ma*:{log
SJ20(\\Xl\\log\\Xl\\)=
1<j<s+1
1=1
.\342\200\224f

\302\243
.\342\200\224,

Sinceeach|Xj| is 0(log3n),
the costof sortingthe s+lpartsis 0(nloglogn) =
madein this randomized
o(n logn). In summary, the numberof comparisons
sortingalgorithmis n logn+ o(n logn).

EXERCISES
1.Show how QuickSortsortsthe following sequencesof keys: 1,1,1,1,
1,1,1 and 5, 5, 8,3,4, 3,2.
2. QuickSortis not a stablesortingalgorithm.However,if the key in a[i]
is changedto a[i]* n + i 1,then the new keys are all distinct.
After
\342\200\224

sorting, which transformationwill restorethe keys to their original
values?

3. In the function

3.12,

discussthe meritsor
Partition, Algorithm
of alteringthe statementif (i < j) to if (i <
Simulateboth
algorithmson the data set (5, 4, 3,2, 5, 8, 9) to seethe difference in
demerits

how

j).

they work.

4. FunctionQuickSortusesthe output of function Partition, which returns
the position
wherethe partitionelementis placed.If equal keys are
present,then two elementscan be properly placedinsteadof one.Show
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how you might changePartition
of this situation.

sothat

QuickSortcan take advantage

5. In additionto Partition, thereare many otherways to partitiona set.
Considermodifying Partition sothat i is incremented
while a[i] < v
insteadof a[i] < v. Rewrite Partition making all of the necessary
changesto it and then comparethe new version with the original.
6. Comparethe sorting methodsMergeSortland QuickSort2(Algorithm
3.10and 3.14,respectively).Devisedata setsthat compareboth the
timesfor thesetwo algorithms.
average-and worst-case
7. (a) On which input data doesthe algorithm QuickSort exhibitits
worst-case
behavior?

(b) Answer part (a) for the casein which the partitioningelementis
selectedaccordingto the medianof threerule.

8. With

MergeSortwe includedinsertionsorting to eliminatethe
for smallmerges.Howwould you usethis techniquetoimprove
QuickSort?

bookkeeping

9. Take the iterative versions of MergeSortand

QuickSortand compare

them for the same-size
data setsas used in Section3.5.1.

10.Let, S be a sampleof s elementsfrom X.

If X is partitionedinto
.s + 1 parts as in Algorithm 3.16,
show that the sizeof eachpart is

f)(Mogn).

3.6 SELECTION
The Partition algorithmof Section3.5can alsobe used to obtainan efficient
solutionfor the selectionproblem.In this problem,we are given n elements
: n] and are requiredto determinethe fcth-smallest element. If the
a[\\
at a\\j], then j 1elements
arelessthan
partitioningelementv is positioned
or equal to a[j]and n j elementsare greaterthan or equal to a[j].Hence
if
< j, then the fcth-smallest elementis in a[l : j 1];if = j, then
is
a[j] the fcth-smallestelement;and if k > j, then the fcth-smallestelement
is the (k j)th-smallestelementin a\\j + 1 : n]. The resultingalgorithm
is function Selectl
This function placesthe fcth-smallest
(Algorithm 3.17).
elementinto position
and
the remainingelementsso that
partitions
a[k]
< n.
<
>
1<
i
and
k
i
<
<
k,
a[i] a[k],
a[i] a[k],
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

A;

A;

\342\200\224

Example3.10Let us simulateSelectlas it operateson the samearray
used to test Partition

in

Section3.5.Thearray has the nine elements65,70,
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1 AlgorithmSelectl(a,
n, k)
the fcth-smallestelementin a[l: n] and placesit
// inSelects
of a[ ]. The remainingelementsare
// the A;th position
such that a[m] < a[k] for 1< m < k, and
// rearranged
// a[m] > a[k] for k < m < n.
{
7
low := 1;up := n + 1;
8
a[n + 1]:= oo;// a[n + 1]is set to infinity.
9
repeat
10
11 { // Eachtimethe loopis entered,
12
//:=1< low < k <up<n+ 1.
13
j Partition(a,low,up)',
14
// j is such that a\\j] is the jth-smallestvalue in a[ ].
15
if (k = j) thenreturn;
16
elseif (k < j) thenup :=j; // j is the new upperlimit.
17
elselow :=j + 1;// j + 1 is the new lower limit.
18
until
(false);
}
19 }
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2
3
4
5
6

Algorithm3.17Findingthe fcth-smallestelement
a[10]= oo.If k = 5, then the first callof
Partition will be sufficient since65 is placedinto a[5].Instead,assumethat
we are lookingfor the seventh-smallestelementof a, that is,k = 7. The
next invocationof Partition is Partition(6,10).
75, 80,85,60,55,50,and 45, with

a:

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
65

85

80

75

70

65

70

80

75

85

(10)
+oo
+oo

This lastcallof Partition has uncoveredthe ninth-smallestelementof a. The
next invocationis Partition(6,9).

a:

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
65

70

80

75

85

65

70

80

75

85

(10)
+oo
+oo

This time, the sixthelementhas beenfound. Sincek ^
Partition is made,Partition(7,9).
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a:

167
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

(10)

65

70

80

75

85 +oo

65

70

75

80

85 +oo

Now 80 is the partitionvalue and is correctly
placedat a[8].However,Selectl
has stillnot found the seventh-smallestelement.It needsone morecallto
Partition, whichis Partition(7,
8).This performsonly an interchangebetween
D
a[7] and a[8] and returns, having found the correctvalue.

In analyzing Selectl,
we make the sameassumptionsthat were madefor

Quicksort:

1.The n elementsare distinct.
2. The input distributionis such that the partitionelementcan be the
rth-smallestelementof a[m:p 1]with an equal probability for each
i, 1 < i < p m.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

call to Partition,
requires0(p rn) time. On eachsuccessive
eitherm increasesby at leastone or j decreasesby at leastone. Initially
m =
and j = n + 1. Hence,at most n callsto Partition can be made.
Thus, the worst-case
complexity of Selectlis 0(n2).Thetimeis f2(n2),for
example,when the input a[l: n] is such that the partitioningelementon
the itli callto Partition is the ith-smallestelementand k = n. In this case,
m increases
by one following eachcallto Partition and j remainsunchanged.
Hence,n callsare madefor a total costof 0(YHTi) = 0(n2).The average
is,however, only 0(n).Beforeproving this fact,
computingtimeof Selectl
we specify moreprecisely
what we mean by the averagetime.
Let Tkx(n) be the averagetimeto find the fcth-smallestelementin a[l: n].
This averageis taken over all n!different permutations
of n distinctelements.
Partition

\342\200\224

I

Now define Ta(ti) and R(n) as follows:
TA(n)

=

-

\302\243

T\\{n)

\\<k<n

and

R(n) = max
{TkA{n)}
k

It is easy to seethat T/i(n) <
T/i(n) is the averagecomputingtimeof Selectl.
=
are
now
to
show
that
We
ready
T/i(n) 0(n).
R(n).

Theorem3.3The averagecomputingtimeTa(ti) of Selectlis 0(n).
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Proof:On the first callto

Partition, the partitioningelementv is the ith< i < n (this follows from the
assumption on the input distribution).Thetimerequired
by Partition and the
if statementin Selectl
is 0{n).Hence,thereis a constantc,c > 0,suchthat

smallestelementwith probability

^,1

- 1)],n>2
R(n - i) + V R(i - 1)}

< cn+]-[Y,TkA-l{n-i)+

TkA{n)

l<i<fe

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

TkA(i

\302\243

k<i<n

So,R(n) < en+-max { V

l<i<k

1

R(n)

k<i<n

^ R(i) + ^i?(i)}, >

n\342\200\224\\

< cn + -max{

n\342\200\224\\

n

2

(3.8)

k

n\342\200\224fe+1

assumethat c is chosensuch that R(l)
that
n,
R(n) < 4cn.
We

< c and show, by inductionon

InductionBase:Forn = 2,(3.8)gives

< 2c+ -max{R(1),R(1)}
< 2.5c< 4cn
InductionHypothesis:
Assume R(n) < Acn for all n, 2 < n < m.
R(n)

InductionStep:Forn = m, (3.8)gives
i?(m) <cm-\\

1

[

max <

^

TO

^ i?(i)

TO\342\200\2241

\342\200\2241

R(i) +

k

^m\342\200\224fc+1

Sincewe know that R(n) is a nondecreasing
function of n, it follows that
TO\342\200\2241

TO\342\200\2241

JJ(i)+\302\243J2(0
k
TO-fe+1
\302\243

if A: = y when m is even and
is maximized
if m is even,we obtain

fi(m)

<

cm-\\

A;

=

^^ when m is odd.Thus,

2TO-1
m

^2 R(i)

to/2
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< cm

-\\

If m

< 4cm
is odd,R(m) < cm+

O

m

TO\342\200\2241

> i
m/2

-E
TO

\342\200\2241

R(i)

(to+1)/2

< cm 8c
m
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-\\

<

^

TO\342\200\2241

>

(to+1)/2

4cm

SinceTa(ii) < R(n), it follows that T/i(n) < 4cn, and soTj\\(n) is 0(n).

\342\226\241

The spaceneededby Selectl
is 0(1).
is a randomized
version of QuickSortin which the partition
Algorithm 3.15
elementis chosenfrom the array elementsrandomly with equal probability.
and the partitionelementcan
Thesametechniquecan be appliedto Selectl
be chosento be a random array element.The resulting randomizedLas
Vegas algorithm (callit RSelect)has an expectedtime of 0(n)(wherethe
expectationis over the spaceof randomizeroutputs) on any input. The
proofof this expectedtimeis the sameas in Theorem3.3.

3.6.1 A Worst-CaseOptimalAlgorithm
By choosingthe partitioningelementv morecarefully, we can obtain a

complexity0(n). To obtain such an
algorithmwith worst-case
v must be chosenso that at leastsomefraction of the elements
is smallerthan v and at leastsome(other) fraction of elementsis greater
than v. Such a selectionof v can be madeusing the median of medians
(mm) rule. In this rule the n elementsare divided into \\n/r\\ groupsof r
elementseach(for somer,r > 1).The remainingn r \\n/r\\ elementsare
not used.Themedianmi of eachof these \\n/r\\ groupsis found. Then, the
medianmm of the m^'s, 1 < i < [n/r\\, is found. The medianmm is used
as the partitioningelement.Figure3.5illustratesthe m,'sand mm when
n = 35 and r = 7. The five groups of elementsare Bi,1 < i < 5. The
order
seven elementsin eachgroup have beenarrangedinto nondecreasing
down the column.The middleelementsare the m^'s. The columnshave
beenarrangedin nondecreasingorderof rrij. Hence,the m; corresponding
to column3 is mm.
Sincethe medianof r elementsis the [Y/2]th-smallest
element,it follows
(seeFigure3.5)that at least [Ln/rJ /2] of the rrij'sarelessthan or equalto
mm and at least [n/r\\ \\[n/r\\ /2]+ 1> TLn/rJ /2] of the m^'s are greater
than or equal to mm. Hence,at least [r/2][[n/rJ/2] elementsarelessthan
selection

algorithm,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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nondecreasingorder
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elements< mm

medians

-^i

mm

i

i

elements> mm
By

B2 B3 B4 B5

Figure3.5Themedianof medianswhen r = 7, n = 35
or equal to (or greaterthan or equal to) mm. When r = 5, this quantity is
least1.5\\n/h\\. Thus, if we use the medianof mediansrule with r = 5 to
selectv = mm,we areassuredthat at least1.5[n/5\\elementswill be greater
than or equalto v. This in turn impliesthat at most n
[n/5\\ < Jn +1.2
elementsarelessthan v. Also, at most .In+ 1.2elementsare greaterthan
v. Thus, the medianof mediansrule satisfies our earlierrequirement
on v.
The algorithmto selectthe fcth-smallestelementusesthe medianof
a partitioningelement.This elementis computedby
medians rule to determine
a recursiveapplicationof the selectionalgorithm.A high-leveldescription
Select2
of the new selectionalgorithmappearsas Select2(Algorithm 3.18).
can now be analyzed for any given r. First,let us considerthe casein which
r = 5 and allelementsin a[ ] are distinct.Let T(n) be the worst-case
time
=
4
of
when
low
n.
Lines
to
9
and
Select2
invoked
with
+1
up
requirement
11to 12requireat most 0(n)time (note that sincer = 5 is fixed, eachm[i]
(lines8 and 9) can be found in 0(1)time). Thetimefor line 10is T(n/5).
Let S and R, respectively,denotethe elementsa[low :j 1]and a[j+1: up].
are at most .In+ 1.2,which is no morethan 3n/4
We seethat l^l and
for n > 24.So, the timefor lines 13to 16is at most T(3n/4) when n > 24.
Hence,for n > 24, we obtain
at

\342\200\2241.5

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\\R\\
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1 AlgorithmSelect2(a,
k, low, up)

2
3
4
5
6

// Find the
{
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\342\200\224

smallestin a[low : up].

low +

1;

thensort a[low : up] and return the k-th element;
Divide a[low : up] into n/r subsetsof sizer each;

Ignoreexcesselements;
Let rn[i], 1< i < (n/r) be the set of mediansof

7

the above n/r subsets.

:=Select2(m,\\{n/r)/2],l,n/r);
Partitiona[low :up] usingv as the partitionelement;

10
11
12

v

j;

v is at position
low
+ 1)) thenreturnv;
(j
elseif (k < (j low + 1)) then

Assume that
if (k

115

14

17

:=up

if (n < r)

8
9

15
16

n

A;-tli

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

-

returnSelect2(a,k, low,j 1);
elsereturnSelect2(a,k (j low + l),j+ I,up);
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

}

\342\200\224

Algorithm3.18Selectionpseudocode
using the medianof mediansrule
T(n) < T(n/5)+ T(3n/4) + en

(3.9)

wherec. is chosensufficiently largethat
T(n) < en for n < 24

jiroofby induction easily establishesthat T(n) < 20cnfor n > 1.
Algorithm Select2with r = 5 is a lineartime algorithmfor the selection
problemon distinct elements!Theexercisesexamineothervalues of r that
alsoyield this behavior.Let us now seewhat happenswhen the elementsof
In this case,following a use of Partition (line 11),
the
a[ ] are not all distinct.
sizeof S or R may bemorethan .In+ 1.2as someelementsequalto v may
appearin both S and R. One way to handlethe situation is to partitiona[ ]
into threesets U,S,and R, such that U containsallelementsequal to v, S
has all elementssmallerthan v, and R has the remainder.Lines 11to 16
become:
A

U, S, and R, as above.
>
thenreturn
k, low, low +
Select2(a,
(\\S\\
k)
elseif ((\\S\\ + \\U\\) > k) thenreturnv;

Partitiona[ ] into

if

elsereturnSelect2(a,k

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\\S\\

\342\200\224

\\S\\

\\U\\,low+\\S\\

1);

+ \\U\\,up);
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done,the recurrence(3.9) is stillvalid as \\S\\ and \\R\\ are <
.In+ 1.2.Hence,the new Select2will be of linearcomplexityeven when

When this is

elementsare not distinct.
Another way

tohandlethe caseof nondistinctelementsis tousea different

r. To seewhy a different r is needed,let us analyze Select2with r = 5 and
nondistinctelements.Considerthe casewhen .7n+1.2
elementsarelessthan

and the remainingelementsare equal to v. An examinationof Partition
revealsthat at most half the remainingelementsmay be in S.We can verify
that this is the worst case.
Hence,\\S\\ < .In+1.2+
1.2)/2= .85n+ .6.
<
Similarly, \\R\\ .85n+ .6.Since,the total number of elementsinvolved in
the two recursivecalls(in lines 10and 15or 16) is now 1.05n
+ .6> n, the
=
r
o
f
Select2
is
not
If
we
then
at
least
2.5[n/9\\
9,
complexity
try
0(n).
elementswill be less than or equal to v and at least this many will be
greaterthan or equal to v. Hence,the sizeof S and R will be at most
n
2.5Ln/9J + 1/2(2.5
+ 1.25< 63n/72
Ln/9j) = n 1.25[n/9\\ < 31/36n
for n > 90.Hence,we obtain the recurrence
v
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(.3n\342\200\224

-

-

' < { T(n/9)+ T(63n/72)+ cin

Tin)
*\342\226\240

\342\200\224

\\

c\\n

n
n

> 90
< 90

whereci is a suitableconstant.An inductiveargumentshows that T(n) <
72cin,n > 1.Othersuitablevalues of r areobtainedin the exercises.
As far as the additionalspaceneededby Select2is concerned,
we see
that spaceis neededfor the recursionstack. The recursivecall from line
15or 16is easily eliminatedas this call is the last statementexecutedin
Select2.Hence,stackspaceis neededonly for the recursionfrom line 10.
The maximumdepth of recursionis log n. The recursionstackshould be
capableof handling this depth.In addition to this stack space,spaceis

neededonly

for

somesimplevariables.

3.6.2 Implementation
of Select2
Beforeattemptingto write a pseudocode
algorithmimplementingSelect2,
we needto decidehow the medianof a set of sizer is to be found and where
we are goingto storethe \\n/r\\ mediansof lines 8 and 9. Since,we expect
to be using a smallr (say r = 5 or 9), an efficient way to find the median
of r elementsis to sort them using lnsertionSort(a,2,
j). This algorithmis
a modificationof Algorithm 3.9to sort a[i : j]. The medianis now the
middleelementin a[i : j}.A convenientplaceto storethesemediansis at
the front of the array. Thus, if we are finding the fcth-smallest elementin
low : up], then the elementscan be rearrangedsothat the mediansare
low],a[low+ l],a[low+2],and soon.This makesit easy to implementline
10asa selectionon consecutiveelementsof a[]. FunctionSelect2(Algorithm
3.19)resultsfrom the above discussionand the replacementof the recursive
callsof lines 15and 16by equivalent codeto restartthe algorithm.
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1 AlgorithmSelect2(a,
k, low, up)

2
3
4
5
6

that a[i] is the A;th-smallest elementin
// Return: i such
r
is
// a[low up]; a globalvariable as describedin the text.

{

n

7

if

8
9

{

10
11
12
13
U
15
10
17
18
19
20
21

low + 1;// Number of elements
(n < r) then

'.=up

\342\200\224

low,up);
lnsertionSort(a,

returnlow + k 1;
}
for :=1to [n/r\\ do
{
\342\200\224

%

lnsertionSort(a,low + (i 1) * r, low + i * r I);
in the front part of a[low : up].
// Collectmedians
Interchange^,low + i 1,
/ow+ (i 1) *r + [r/2] 1);
\342\200\224

-

}

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

-

j :=Select2(a,\\[n/r\\/2], low, low + [n/r\\ - 1);// mm
Interchange^,low, j);
/ow, up+l);
j := Partition(a,
if (fe = (j low + 1)) thenreturnj;
elseif (k < (j /ou; + 1)) thenup :=j 1;

22
23
24
25
20

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

27
28
29
30

repeat
{

}

\342\200\224

else
{
k:=k- (j - /ow + 1);/ow :=j + 1;
}
} until(false);

Algorithm3.19Algorithm Select2
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alternativeto moving the mediansto the front of the array a[low :
in the Interchangestatementwithin the for loop) is to deletethis
(as
up]
statementand use the fact that the mediansarelocatedat low + (i \\)r +
|Y/2] 1,1< i < |_n/r_|. Hence,Select2,Partition, and InsertionSortneed to
be rewrittentowork on arrays for which the interelement
distanceis b, b > 1.
At the start of the algorithm,all elements
area distanceof one apart, i.e.,
a[l],
a[2], , a[n].On the first callof Select2we wish to use only elements
that are r apart starting with a[|Y/2]].
At the next level of recursion,
the
elementswill be r2 apart and soon. This ideais developedfurther in the
exercises.We refer to arrays with an interelement
distanceof b as b-spaced
An

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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...

arrays.
Algorithms Selectl(Algorithm 3.17)and Select2(Algorithm 3.19)were
and run on a SUN Sparcstation10/30.
Table3.8summarizes
implemented
the experimental
resultsobtained.Timesshown are in milliseconds.
These
were
on
in
the
and
tested
random
integers
algorithms
range [0, 1000] the
execution
were
times
500
input sets)
computed.Selectl
average
(over
on
Select2
random
But
if
the
input is already sorted(or
outperforms
inputs.
be
Select2
can
to
be
nearly sorted),
superiorto Selectl.
expected

n

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000

Selectl 7.42 23.50 30.44 39.24 52.36
Select2 49.54 104.02174.54 233.56288.64
n
6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 10,000

Selectl 70.88 83.14 95.00 101.32111.92
Select2 341.34414.06476.98 532.30604.40
Table3.8Comparisonof Selectland Select2on randominputs

EXERCISES
1.RewriteSelect2,Partition, and InsertionSortusing6-spacedarrays.
2. (a) Assume that Select2is to beused only when all elementsin a are
distinct.Which of the following values of r guarantee0(n)worstr = 3,5,7,9,
and 11?Prove your answers.
caseperformance:
(b) Do you expectthe computingtime of Select2to increaseor
decreaseif a larger(but stilleligible)choicefor r is made?Why?
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3. Do Exercise2

for the case in which a is not restrictedto distinct
and 15in part (a).
elements.Let r = 7, 9,11,13,

4. Section3.6describesan alternativeway to handlethe situation when
a[ is not restrictedto distinct elements.Usingthe partitioning
element v, a[ ] is divided into threesubsets.
Write algorithms
to Selectl
and Select2using this idea.Usingyour new version of
}
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corresponding

Select2show that the worst-casecomputingtime is 0(n)even when
r = 5.

5. Determineoptimalr values for worst-caseand averageperformances
of function

Select2.

6. |Shamos]Let x[l : n] and y[l : n]

contain two setsof integers,each
sortedin nondecreasingorder. Write an algorithmthat finds the
median of the 2n combined
elements.What is the time complexityof
Use
your algorithm?(Hint:
binary search.)
7. jet S be a (not necessarily
sorted) sequenceof n keys. A key k in S
is said to be an approximate
median of S if \\{k' G
k' < k}\\ > j
and \\{k' G S : k' > k}\\ >
Devisean 0(n)timealgorithmto find
all the approximate
mediansof S.

5:

I

j.

8. Input are a sequenceS of n distinct keys, not necessarilyin sorted
order,and two integersmi and mi (1< mi,m2< n). For any x in
S, we define the rank of x in S to be |{A; G S : k < x}\\. Show how
to output all the keys of S whose ranks fall in the interval [mi,m2]in

0{n)time.

quantiles of an n-elementsetare the k 1elementsfrom the
set that divide the sortedset into k equal-sized
sets.Give an 0(nlogk)
timealgorithmto list the A;th quantilesof a set.

9. The A;th

\342\200\224

10.Input

is a (not necessarily
kn of n
sorted) sequenceS = k\\, A,-2,...,
collection
of
numbers
of the
numbers.Consider
t
he
C
n2
arbitrary
form mm{ki,kj},
for 1 < i,j < n. Presentan 0(n)-time
and 0(n)-

spacealgorithmto

find

the medianof C.

11.Given two vectorsX = (x\\,...,xn) and Y = (yi,...
,yn), X < Y if
thereexistsan i,1< i < n, suchthat Xj = yj for 1< j < i and < yt.
Xi

(jivenm vectorseachof sizen, write an algorithmthat determines
the
minimum vector.Analyze the timecomplexity
of your algorithm.

12.Presentan 0(1)time Monte Carloalgorithmto
an array of n numbers.

probability > -k

find

the median of

The answer output should be correctwith
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Input is an array a[ ] of n numbers.Presentan O(logn) timeMonte
Carloalgorithmto output any memberof a[ ] that is greaterthan or
equal to the median.The answer shouldbe correctwith high
Providea probability analysis.
Given a set Jofn numbers,how will you find an elementof X whose
rank in X is at most jt^t, using a Monte Carloalgorithm? Your
algorithm shouldrun in time 0(f(n)logn). Prove that the output
will be correctwith high probability.
In additionto Selectl
and Select2,we can think of at least two more

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

probability.

selectionalgorithms.The first of these is very straightforward and
The timecomplexity
appearsas Algorithm 3.20(Algorithm Select3).
of Select3is

0{nmin {k,n

\342\200\224

k

+

1})

Hence,it is very fast for values of k closeto 1orcloseto n. In the worst
is 0(n2).Itsaveragecomplexity
is also0(n2).
case,its complexity
Another selectionalgorithmproceedsby first sorting the n elements
into nondecreasing
orderand then pickingout the kth element.A
sort can be avoided by using a minheap.Now, only k elements
needto be removedfrom the heap.Thetimeto set up the heapis 0{n).
An additional
The total
0(klogn)timeis neededto make k deletions.
complexityis 0(n+ klogn).This basicalgorithmcan be improved
further by usinga maxheapwhen k > n/2 and deletingn k + 1
elements. The complexity is now 0(n+ log n min {k,n k + l}).Callthe
resultingalgorithmSelect4.Now that we have four plausibleselection
algorithms,we would like to know which is best.On the basisof the
we can make the
asymptotic analyses of the four selectionalgorithms,
on the relative
statements
a
bout
our
following qualitative
expectations
of
the
four
performance
algorithms.
Becauseof the overheadinvolved in Selectl,
Select2,and Select4
and the relativesimplicity of Select3,Select3will be fastest both
on the averageand in the worst casefor smallvalues of n. It
will alsobe fastest for largen and very smallor very largek, for
example,k = 1,2, n, or n 1.
Forlargervalues of n, Selectl
will have the best behavioron the
complete

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\242

\342\200\224

\342\200\242

average.

\342\200\242

as worst-case
behavioris concerned,
Select2will out-perform
the otherswhen n is suitably large.However,therewill probably
be a range of n for which Select4will be faster than both SeIect2and Select3.
We expectthis becauseof the relatively large
As far
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1 AlgorithmSelect3(a,n,
ft)

II Rearrangea[ ] such that

2
3
4
5
6

{

(ft

[A;]

is the ft-th smallest.

< [n/2\\) then

for i :=1to ft do

{

7
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if

a

:=i; rain :=a[i];
for j := i + 1to n do
q

8
9

if

10
1L
12
13
14

{
}

Interchange^,q,

If,

l(i

18
19
20

i);

}
else
for i := n to step do
{
g := i; max := o[i];
for j := (i 1) to 1 step do
if [a[j]
> max) then
{
q:=j; max :=a[j};
}
Interchange^,g, i);
}
ft

17

\342\200\2241

\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

2L
22
23
24
2,r\302\273

2(i

[a[j]< vain) then
q :=j; rmn := a[j'];

}

Algorithm3.20Straightforwardselectionalgorithm
the constant term in
overheadin Select2(i.e.,
\342\200\242

0(n)is relatively

large).
it is desirableto obtain
As a resultof the above assertions,
performances.
composite algorithmsfor good
averageand worst-case
The compositealgorithmfor goodworst-caseperformancewill
have the form of function Select2but will includethe following
after the first if statement.
if (n < ci)thenreturnSelect3(a,m, p, ft);
elseif (n < C2) thenreturnSelect4(a,m, p, ft);

Sincethe overheadsin Selectland Select4are about the same,the
constantsassociatedwith the averagecomputingtimeswill be about
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the same. Hence,Selectl
may always be better than Select4or there
for n < C3.
may be a smallC3 such that Select4is better than Selectl
In any case,we expectthereis a c^,c^> 0, such that Select3is faster
on the averagefor n < c\\.
than Selectl
To verify the preceding
statementsand determineci,C2,C3,
and C4, it
is necessaryto programthe four algorithmsin someprogramming
and run the four corresponding
language
programson a computer.Once
the programshave been written, test data are neededto determine
averageand worst-casecomputingtimes. So,let us now say
about the data neededto obtain computingtimesfrom which
Sincewe would alsolike information
<Hi 1< < 4, can be determined.
regardingthe averageand worst-case
computingtimesof the resulting
compositealgorithms,we need test data for this too. We limit our
testing to the caseof distinctelements.
To obtain worst-case
we change the
computingtimesfor Selectl,
algorithm slightly. This changewill not affect its worst-case
computing
time but will enableus to use a rather simpledata set to determine
this timefor various values of n. We dispensewith the random
rule for Partition and insteaduse a[m] as the partitioningelement.
It is easy to see that the worst-casetime is obtainedwith a[i] = i,
1 < i < n, and k = n. As far as the averagetime for any given n
something

\302\253

selection

is concerned,
it is not easy to arrive at onedata set and a k that
this time. On the otherhand, trying out all n! different input
n for eachof theseis not a feasible
permutationsand k = 1,
way
exhibits

2,...,

to the averagecomputingtime
approximation
can be obtainedby trying out a few (say ten) random permutations
of the numbers1,
, n and for eachof theseusing a few (say five)
random values of k. The averageof the timesobtainedcan be used
as an approximation
to the averagecomputingtime. Of course,using
morepermutationsand morek values resultsin a better
and k values we can use is
However,the numberof permutations
limitedby the amount of computational
resources(in termsof time)
to find the average.An

2,...

approximation.

we have available.

For Select2,the averagetime can be obtainedin the sameway as for
Forthe worst-case
Selectl.
timewe can eithertry to figure out an input
permutationfor which the numberof elementslessthan the medianof
and then use k = 1.A simpler
mediansis always as largeas possible
find
is
to
to the worst-case
time. This
approach
justan approximation
can be done by taking the max of the computingtimesfor all the
testsused to obtain the averagecomputingtime.Sincethe computing
timesfor Select2vary with r, it is first necessaryto determinean r
that yields optimumbehavior. Note that the r's for optimumaverage
and worst-case
behaviorsmay be different.
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|.

can verify that the worst-case
data for Select3are a[i]= n + 1 i,
The computingtimefor Select3is relatively
affects only the
insensitiveto the input permutation.This permutation
number of timesthe secondif statementof Algorithm 3.20is executed.
On the average,this will be done about half the time. This can be
achievedby using a[i] = n + 1 i, 1 < i < n/2,and a[i] = n + 1,
n/2 < i < n. The k value neededto obtain the averagecomputing
We

for

1< i < n, and k =

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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time is readily seento

be n/4.

and
(a) What test data would you use to determineworst-case

timesfor Select4?
and average
(b) Usethe ideasabove to obtain a tableof worst-case
timesfor Selectl,
Select2,Select3,and Select4.
average

16.ProgramSelectland Select3.Determinewhen algorithmSelectl
becomes better than

Select3on the averageand alsowhen Select2better
Select3for worst-case
performance.
17. [Project]Programthe algorithmsof Exercise4 as well as Select3and
Select4.Carry out a completetest alongthe linesdiscussedin Exercise
15.Write a detailedreporttogetherwith graphsexplainingthe data
Write the final
sets,test strategies,and determinationof ci,...,C4.
compositealgorithmsand give tablesof computingtimesfor these
algorithms.
than

3.7 STRASSEN'SMATRIX MULTIPLICATION
Let A and B be two n x n matrices.The productmatrixC = AB is alsoan
x n matrixwhose i,jthelementis formed by taking the elementsin the
ith row of A and the jth columnof B and multiplying them to get
n

C(i,j)= Y, A(i,k)B(k,j)
l<k<n

(3.10)

for all i and between 1 and n. To compute
using this formula,
we need n multiplications.As the matrix C has n2 elements,the time
for the resultingmatrixmultiplication
algorithm,which we refer to as the

j

C(i,j)

conventionalmethodis 6(n3).
The divide-and-conquerstrategy suggestsanother way to computethe
productof two n x n matrices.For simplicity we assumethat n is a power
of 2, that is,that thereexistsa nonnegativeintegerk such that n = 2k. In
case?i is not a power of two, then enoughrows and columnsof zeroscan be
addedto both A and B so that the resultingdimensionsarea power of two
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Imaginethat A and B areeach
(seethe exercisesfor moreon this subject).
eachsubmatrixhaving dimensions
partitionedinto four squaresubmatrices,
Then the productAB can be computedby using the above formula
for the productof 2 x 2 matrices:if AB is

^x|.

\"

Bn Bu

An
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A12
A21 A22

then

Cn C12

B21 B22

C11=

C21 C22

^4n-Bii + A12B21

+ A12B22
C12 = A11B12
+ A22B21
C21 = A21B11

= A21B12+ A22B22

C22

(3.11)

(3.12)

= 2, then formulas (3.11)
and (3.12)
are computedusing a
for
elements
o
f
A
and
B.
Theseelementsare typically
the
operation
numbers.For
n
the
elements
of C can be computed
>
point
2,
floating
and additionoperationsappliedto matricesof
using matrix multiplication
sizen/2x n/2.Sincen is a power of 2,thesematrixproductscan be
computedby the samealgorithmwe are usingfor the nxn case.This
submatricesuntil n
algorithmwill continueapplying itselfto smaller-sized
becomessuitably small(n = 2) sothat the productis computeddirectly.
To computeAB using (3.12),
we need to performeight multiplications
of n/2 x n/2 matricesand four additionsof n/2 x n/2 matrices.Sincetwo
n/2x n/2matricescan beaddedin timeen2 for someconstantc, the overall
computingtimeT(n) of the resultingdivide-and-conquer
algorithmis given
by the recurrence
If n

multiplication

recursively

-

T(
1[n) ~ J
\\

\\

b

8T(n/2)+ cn2

U-2
n

>2

whereb and c areconstants.
This recurrencecan be solved in the sameway as earlierrecurrences
to
obtain T{n) = 0(n3).Henceno improvement over the conventionalmethod
has beenmade.Sincematrixmultiplications
aremoreexpensive
than matrix
we can attempttoreformulatethe equations
additions(0(n3)versus 0(n2)),

for Cij so as to have fewer multiplications
and possibly moreadditions.
Strassen
has
discovered
a
to
Volker
way
computethe Cjj'sof (3.12)
using
o
rsubtractions.
His methodinvolves
7
and
18
additions
only multiplications
first computingthe seven n/2 x n/2 matricesP, Q, R, S, T, U, and V as
As
Then the C^'sare computedusing the formulas in (3.14).
(3.13).
can be seen,P, Q, R, S, T, [/, and V can be computedusing 7 matrix
in

and 10matrixadditionsor subtractions.The Cjj'srequire
multiplications
an additional8 additionsor subtractions.
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p

= (An + A22)(Bn+ B22
Q = {A2i + A22)BU
= An(Bv2-B22)
S = A22{B2i-Bii)
=

R
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T

U =

(Axl

V

(Av2

=

(3.13)

+ Al2)B22

(A2i-An)(Bn+B12
A22)(B2l+B22

di

= P+S-T+V
=
R+T
CV2
=
C2i
Q+ S
=
C22
P+R-Q+U

(3.14)

The resultingrecurrencerelationfor T(n) is

T^ = {lT(n/2)+ani
wherea and b areconstants.Working

with

ill

^

this formula, we get

T(n) = an2[l+ 7/4 + (7/4)2+---+ (7/4)fc-1]+7fcT(l)
< m2(7/4)10^ + 7log2\", c a constant
\302\273

\342\200\224

=

cnlo824+log27-log24

7

nlog2

0(nlo^7)\302\2530(n2'81)

EXERCISES
1.Verify by hand that
for

_j_

and
Equations3.13

Cn,C12,
C21,and C22-

3.14yield the correctvalues

nxn matricesusing0(nx)
Determinethe precisenumberof multiplications,
additions,
and array elementaccesses.
3. If k is a nonnegativeconstant,then prove that the recurrence
2. Write

an algorithmthat multipliestwo

operations.

3T(n/2)+ kn

n

>1

has the following solution(for n a power of 2):
3

T(n) = 3knl0^

- 2kn

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure3.6Convexhull: an example
(1) obtain the verticesof the convexhull (theseverticesare alsocalled
points), and (2) obtain the verticesof the convexhull in someorder

extreme

for example).
(clockwise,
Hereis a simplealgorithmfor obtaining the extremepoints of a given
set S of points in the plane. To checkwhether a particularpoint p S
is extreme,lookat eachpossible
tripletof points and seewhetherp liesin
the triangle formed by thesethreepoints.If p liesin any such triangle,it
is not extreme;otherwiseit is. Testing whether p liesin a given triangle
can be done in 0(1)time (using the methodsdescribedin Section3.8.1).
Sincethereare 0(n3)possible
triangles,it takes0(n3)time to determine
whethera given point is an extremepoint or not.Sincethereare n points,
this algorithmruns in a total of 0(n ) time.
\302\243

we can solve both versionsof the convexhull
Usingdivide-and-conquer,
0(nlogn)time.We developthreealgorithmsfor the convexhull
in this section.
The first has a worst-casetimeof 0(n2)whereasits
time is 0(nlogn).This algorithmhas a divide-and-conquerstructure
similarto that of QuickSort.The secondhas a worst-casetimecomplexity
The third algorithm
of 0(nlogn)
and is not basedon divide-and-conquer.
of 0(nlogn)
in
is basedon divide-and-conquer
and has a timecomplexity
the worst case.Beforegiving further details,we digressto discusssome
methodsthat are used in the convexhull algorithms.
primitive geometric

problemin
average

3.8.1SomeGeometricPrimitives
Let A be an n x n matrixwhoseelementsare {a^},1 < i, j < n. The ijth
minorof A, denotedas Aij, is defined to be the submatrixof A obtained
by deletingthe ith row and j'th column.The determinantof A, denoted
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det(A), is given
,

.(A\\
det(A)

185

by

- j an
an det(Aii) _ ai2 det(A12)+
\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

+

(-1)\"\"1
det(i4ln)

n
n

=1

>1

Considerthe directedline segment(j>\\,P2) from somepoint p\\ = (x\\,y\\)
If 9 = (#3,2/3) is another point, we say q
someotherpoint p2 = (2:2,2/2)if the anglep\\P2q is a left (right) turn. [An
is to the left (right) of (pi,P2)
angle is said to be a left (right) turn if it is lessthan or equal to (greater
than or equal to)
We can checkwhether q is to the left (right) of
hy evaluatingthe determinantof the following matrix:
{PI1P2)
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Xi
2/1

X2
2/2

X3
2/3

1 1 1

If this determinant is positive (negative),then q is to the left (right)
{pi,P'z)-If this determinantis zero,the three points are colinear.This
test can be used,for example,to checkwhethera given point p is within a
of

triangleformed by threepoints,
say P\\,P2,and p% (in clockwise
order).The
point p is within the triangleiff p is to the right of the line segments(pi,/^),
and (p3,Pi)(P2,p:i),

Also, for any threepoints (#i,yi),
(#2,2/2)5 and (#3,2/3),the signedarea
formed by the corresponding
triangle is given by one-halfof the above

determinant.
Let P\\,P2t iPn be the verticesof the convexpolygon Q in clockwise
order. Let p be any other point.It is desiredto checkwhether p lies in
the interiorof Q or outside.
Considera horizontalline h that extendsfrom
00 to 00 and goesthrough p. Thereare two possibilities:
(1) h doesnot
intersectany of the edgesof Q, (2) h intersectssomeof the edgesof Q. If
case(L) is true, then, p is outsideQ. In case(2), therecan be at most two
points of intersection.If h intersectsQ at a singlepoint,it is counted as
two. Count the numberof points of intersections
that are to the left of p.
If this numberis even,then p is externalto Q;otherwiseit is internal to Q.
This methodof checkingwhetherp is interiorto Q takes0(n)time.
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\224

3.8.2 The QuickHull Algorithm
algorithmthat is similarto QuickSortcan be devisedto computethe
convexhull of a set X of n points in the plane. This algorithm,called
QuickHull,first identifies the two points (callthem p\\ and p-i) of X with
the smallestand largestx-coordinate
values.Assume now that thereare no
ties.Later we seehow to handle ties.Both p\\ and P2 are extremepoints
and part of the convexhull. The set X is divided into X\\ and X2 sothat
An
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has all the points to the left of the line segment(pi,P2)
and X2 has all
the points to the right of {p\\,P2)-Both X\\ and X2 includethe two points
pi and p2.Then, the convexhulls of X\\ and X2 (calledthe upper hull and
lower hull, respectively)are computedusinga divide-and-conquer
algorithm
calledHull. The union of thesetwo convexhulls is the overall convexhull.
let p[ and
If thereis morethan one point with the smallestx-coordinate,
p'[be the points from amongthesewith the leastand largesty-coordinates,
the points with the largest
respectively.Similarly define p'2 and p2
incoordinate values. Now X\\ will be all the points to the left of {p'[,p2)
(includingp'[and p2) and X2 will be all the points to the right of (p[,p2)
we assumefor simplicity
(includingp\\ and p'2).In the rest of the discussion
that thereare no ties for p\\ and p2.Appropriatemodificationsare needed
in the event of ties.
We now describehow Hull computes
the convexhull of Xi.We determine
a point of X\\ that belongsto the convexhull of X\\ and use it to partition
the probleminto two independentsubproblems.
Sucha point is obtainedby
the
area
formed
and
for
each
by p\\,p,
p2
p in Xi and pickingthe
computing
one with the largest(absolute)area. Tiesare brokenby pickingthe point p
for which the anglepp\\p2 is maximum.Let p% be that point.
Now Xi is divided into two parts;the first part containsall the points of
X\\ that are to the left of (pi,P3)
(includingp\\ and p%), and the secondpart
containsall the points of Xi that are to the left of (^3,^2)(includingp3 and
p2) (seeFigure 3.7).Therecannot be any point of Xi that is to the left of
both (p\\,P3)and (p3,p2).
Also, all the otherpoints areinteriorpoints and
can be droppedfrom future consideration.The convexhull of eachpart is
computedrecursively,and the two convexhulls are mergedeasily by placing
onenext to the otherin the right order.
If thereare m points in X\\, we can identify the point of division p3 in
time0(m).PartitioningXi into two parts can alsobe done in 0(m)time.
Mergingthe two convexhulls can be done in time 0(1).Let T(m) stand
for the run timeof Hull on a list of m points and let mi and m2 denotethe
sizesof the two resultant parts.Note that mi + m2 < m. The recurrence
relationfor T{m)is T{m)= T{m\\)+T(m2)+ 0(m),which is similarto the
one for the run timeof Quicksort.Theworst-case
run time is thus 0{m2)
on an input of m points.This happens when the partitioningat eachlevel
of recursionis highly uneven.
If the partitioningis nearly even at eachlevel of recursion,then the run
time will equal 0(mlogm) as in the caseof QuickSort.Thus the average
run timeof QuickHull is 0(nlogn), on an input of sizen, under appropriate
assumptionson the input distribution.
X\\
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Figure3.7Identifying a point on the convexhull

187

of Xi

3.8.3 Graham'sScan
S is a set of points in the plane,Graham'sscan algorithmidentifies the
value (tiesarebrokenby picking
point p from S with the lowest y-coordinate
the leftmost among these). It then sorts the points of S accordingto the
angle subtendedby the points and p with the positive x-axis. Figure3.8
gives an example.After having sortedthe points,if we scan through the
sortedlist starting at p, every threesuccessive
points will form a left turn
if all of thesepoints lie on the hull. On the other hand if thereare three
successivepoints,say pi,P2,and P3, that form a right turn, then we can
If

immediately eliminatep2 sinceit cannot lieon the convexhull. Noticethat
it will be an internalpoint because
it lieswithin the triangleformed by p,p\\,
and /;.{.
all the interiorpointsusingthe above procedure.
We can eliminate
from p, we considerthreesuccessive
pointspi,P2,and p% at a time. To
begin with, p\\ = p. If thesepoints form a left turn, we move to the next
point in the list (that is,we set p\\ = P2,and soon). If thesethreepoints
form a right turn, then P2 is deletedsinceit is an interiorpoint.We move
one point behind in the list by setting p\\ equal to its predecessor.This
processof scanningends when we reachthe point p again.
Starting

Example3.11In Figure3.8,the first threepointslookedat arep,1,and 2.
Sincetheseform a left turn, we move to 1,2,and 3. Theseform a right turn
and hence 2 is deleted.Next,the threepoints p,1,and 3 are considered.
Theseform a left turn and hencethe pointeris moved to point 1.The points
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Figure3.8Graham'sscanalgorithmsortsthe points first

1,3,and 4 alsoform a left turn, and the scanproceedsto 3,4,and 5 and
then to 4,5,and 6. Now point 5 gets deleted.The triplets3,4,6;
4,6,7;

and 6,7,8form left turns whereasthe next triplet7,8,9 forms a right turn.
Therefore,8 gets deletedand in the next round 7 alsogetseliminated.The
next threetripletsexaminedare 4,6,9;6,9,10;
and 9,10,
p, all of which are
left turns. The final hull obtainedis p,1,3,4,6,9, and 10,which are points
on the hull in counterclockwise
(ccw)order.
\342\226\241

This scanprocessis given in Algorithm 3.21.
In this algorithmthe set of
points is realizedas a doubly linked list ptslist.FunctionScanruns in 0{n)
timesincefor eachtripletexamined,eitherthe scan moves one nodeahead
or one point gets removed.In the latter case,the scan moves one nodeback.
Also note that for eachtriplet,the test as to whethera left or right turn is
formed can be done in 0(1)time. FunctionArea computesthe signedarea
formed by threepoints.The majorwork in the algorithmis in sorting the
points.Sincesortingtakes0(nlogn) time,the totaltimeof Graham'sscan
algorithmis 0(nlogn).

3.8.4 An 0(nlogn)Divide-and-Conquer
Algorithm
In this sectionwe presenta simpledivide-and-conqueralgorithm,called
DCHull,which alsotakes0(nlog n) time and computesthe convexhull in

order.
clockwise
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point = record{

floatx; floaty;
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point *prev;point *next;

1 AlgorithmScan(list)

2
3
4
5
6

// listis a pointerto the first
{

list.

:=list;*pl:=list;

*p

repeat
{

pi := (pi

7

nodein the input

\342\200\224>

next);

if ((p2 ->next) ^ 0) thenp3 := (p2 ->nezi);
elsereturn; End of the list

8
9

//

10
11
12
13
14

temp:= Area((pl->x), (pi ->y), (p2 ->x),

Hi

{

(p3^x),
next);
form a left turn, move one point ahead;
// If pl,p2,p3
(p2-\342\226\272!/),

(p3-\342\226\272?/));

if (temp > 0.0)thenpi := (pi

\342\200\224>

If not, deletep2 and move back,
//
else

in

(pi next) :=p3;(p3 prev) :=pi;deletep2;
18
pi := (pi prev);
19
}
20
} until(false);
21 }
1 AlgorithmConvexHull(ptslist)

17

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

}

is a pointerto the first itemof the input list.Find
// ptslist
of lowest y-coordinate.
Sort the
the
// point p in ptslist
the
made
with
and
t
o
the x-axis.
p
// points according angle

Scan(ptslist);
Sort(ptslist);
Pr\\ntL\\st(ptslist);

Algorithm3.21Graham'sscan algorithm
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Given a set
points,like that in the caseof QuickHull,the problem
is reducedto finding the upperhull and the lower hull separatelyand then
of the upperand lower hulls
putting them together.Sincethe computations

are very similar,we restrictour discussion
to computingthe upperhull. The
for
divide-and-conquer
algorithm computingthe upperhull partitionsX into
two nearly equal halves. Partitioningis done according
to the x-coordinate
values of pointsusingthe median^-coordinate
as the splitter(seeSection3.6
for a discussion
on medianfinding). Upperhulls are recursively computed
for the two halves. Thesetwo hulls are then mergedby finding the line of
a straight line connectinga point eachfrom the two halves,
tangent (i.e.,
such that all the points of X are on one sideof the line) (seeFigure3.9).

tangent

Hn

Figure3.9Divide and conquerto computethe convex hull
are identified [where p\\ (^2) is the
with
the
least
x-coordinate
point
(largest)
value].This can be done in 0{n)
time. Tiescan be handledin exactlythe samemanneras in QuickHull.So,
To begin with, the points p\\ and

\302\243>2

assumethat thereare no ties. All the points that are to the left of the
line segment(pi,P2)
are separatedfrom thosethat are to the right. This
separationalsocan be done in 0{n)time. Fromhereon, by \"input\" and
\"X\" we mean all the points that are to the left of the line segment(p\\,p2).
Also let \\X\\=N.
Sort the input points accordingto their x-coordinatevalues. Sorting
can be done in 0(NlogN) time. This sorting is done only oncein the
of the upperhull. Let gi,q2,.. qN be the sortedorderof these
computation
\342\226\240,
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points.Now partitionthe input

into two equal halves with qi,q2l
qN/2
and gTv/2+ii Qn/2+2i ,Qn m the secondhalf. The upper
is computedrecursively. Let H\\ and H2 be the upper hulls.
order. We referto
Upperhulls are maintainedas linkedlistsin clockwise\"
the first elementin the list as the leftmost point and the lastelementas the
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in the first half
hull of eachhalf

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

rightmostpoint.
The line of tangent is then found in 0(logN) time. If (u,v) is the line
of tangent, then all the points of Hi that are to the right of u are dropped.
The
Similarly, all the points that are to the left of v in H2 are dropped.
remainingpart of Hi, the line of tangent, and the remainingpart of H2
form the upper hull of the given input set.
If T(N) is the run time of the above recursivealgorithmfor the upper
hull on an input of N points,
then we have
N)
T(N) = 2T(N/2)+ 0(log2
which solvesto T(N) = O(N).Thusthe run timeis dominated
by the initial
sortingstep.
Theonly part of the algorithmthat remainsto be specified
is how to find
the line of tangent (u,v) in 0(log2
N) time.The way to find the tangent is
to start from the middlepoint, callit p, of H\\. Herethe middlepoint refers
to the middleelementof the corresponding
list.Find the tangent of p with
Let
be
the
H2,
tangent. Using(p,q),we can determinewhetheru is
{p,q)
to the left of, equal to,or to the right of p in H\\, A binary searchin this
fashion on the points of H\\ revealsu. Usea similarprocedureto isolatev.

Lemma 3.1Let Hi and H2 be two upper hulls with at most m points
each. If p is any point of Hi, its point q of tangency with H2 can be found
in O(logm)time.

Proof. If q' is any

point in H2l we can checkwhether q' is to the left of,

equal to.or to the right

In Figure3.10,
of q in 0(1)time (seeFigure 3.10).
x and y are the left and right neighborsof q' in H2,respectively.If Ipq'xis
a right, turn and Ipq'yis a left turn, then q is to the right of q' (seecase1of
If Ipq'xand Ipq'yare both right turns, then q' = q (seecase
Figure 3.10).
2 of Figure 3.10);
otherwiseq is to the left of q' (seecase3 of Figure 3.10).
Thus we can performa binary searchon the points of H2 and identify q in
O(logm)time.
\342\226\241

Lemma 3.2If Hi and H2 are two upperhulls with

their commontangent can be computedin

Proof.Let u

mostm points each,
time.
0(logm)
at

Hi and v H2 be such that {u,v) is the line of tangent.
Also let p bean arbitrary point of Hi and let q H2 be such that {p,q) is a
\342\202\254

\342\202\254

\342\202\254
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P

case1

case2

P

Figure3.10Proofof Lemma3.1
tangent of Hi-Given p and g, we can checkin 0(1)timewhetheru is to the
left of, equal to,or to the right of p (seeFigure 3.11).
Herex and y are left
and right neighbors,respectively, of p in H\\. If (j),q) is alsotangential to
Hi,then p = u. If Lxpq is a left turn, then u is to the left of p; otherwiseu
is to the right of p. This suggestsa binary searchfor u. For eachpoint p of
Hi chosen,we have to determinethe tangent from p to H2 and then decide
the relativepositioningof p with respectto u. We can do this computation
in 0(logm
x logm) = O(log2m) time.
In summary, given two upper hulls with y pointseach,the lineof tangent
can be computedin 0(logN) time.
\342\226\241

Theorem3.4A
0(nlogn) time.

convexhull of n points in the plane can be computedin
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y

H,

H,

Figure3.11Proofof Lemma3.2

EXERCISES
1.Write an algorithmin pseudocodethat
it

using suitabledata.

QuickHull and test
implements

2. Codethe divide-and-conqueralgorithmDCHull and test it using
appropriate

data.

3. Run the three algorithmsfor convexhull discussedin this sectionon
various random inputs and

comparetheir performances.

4. Algorithm DCHull can be modified as follows: Insteadof using the
medianas the splitter,
we coulduse a randomly chosenpoint as the
Then
X
is
splitter.
partitionedinto two aroundthis point.Therest of
the function DCHull is the same.Write codefor this modifiedalgorithm
and compareit with DCHull empirically.

5. Let S be a set of n points in the plane.It is given that thereis only a
constant (say c) numberof points on the hull of S. Can you devisea
convexhull algorithmfor S that runs in timeo(nlogn)? Conceiveof
specialalgorithmsfor c = 3 and c = 4 first and then generalize.

3.9 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Algorithm MaxMin (Algorithm 3.6)is due to I. Pohland the quicksort
is due to C.A. R. Haore.Therandomized
algorithm (Algorithm 3.13)
sorting
is due to W. D.Frazerand A. C.McKeller
and
algorithmin Algorithm 3.16
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the selectionalgorithmof Algorithm 3.19
is due to M. Blum,R. Floyd, V.
E.
and
R.
Rivest
R.
Pratt,
Tarjan.

moreon randomized
sortingand selectionsee:
timeboundsfor selection,\"
\"Expected
by R. Floyd and R. Rivest,
For

Communications

of the ACM 18,no.3

165-172.
(1975):

A SamplingApproach
\"Samplesort:

D. Frazerand
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to Minimal StorageTreeSorting,\"by
ACM 17,no. 3 (1970):

C.McKellar,Journalof the

\"Derivation of RandomizedSorting and SelectionAlgorithms,\" by S. RaJ. H. Reif, in ParallelAlgorithm Derivation and Program
Transformation, editedby R. Paige,J. H. Reif, and R. Wachter, Kluwer

jasekaranand

AcademicPublishers,1993,
pp. 187-205.

The matrixmultiplication
algorithmin Section3.7is due to V.Strassen.
moreinformation on the matrixmultiplicationproblemsee\"Matrix
via arithmeticprogressions,\"
and S. Winomultiplication
by D. Coppersmith
For

A complex
grad, Journal of Symbolic Computation 9 (1990):251-280.
0(n2'376)timealgorithmfor multiplying two nx n matricesis given in this
paper.
For moreapplications
of divide-and-conquer
see:
M. I. Shamos,SpringerF.
and
ComputationalGeometry, by
Preparata

Verlag,1985.
An IntroductionThrough RandomizedAlgorithms
ComputationalGeometry:

1994.
by K.Mulmuley,Prentice-Hall,
Introductionto Algorithms: A Creative Approach, by U. Manber,AddisonWesley,

1989.

3.10 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.What

happens to the worst-caserun time of quicksortif we use the
medianof the given keys as the splitterkey? (Assumethat the selection
algorithmof Section3.6is employed to determinethe median).

2. The setsA and B have n elementseachgiven in the form of sorted
arrays. Presentan 0(n)timealgorithmto computeAUB and AC\\B.
3. The setsA and B have m and n elements(respectively)from a linear
order.Thesesetsare not necessarily
sorted.Also assumethat m < n.
time.
Show how to computeAU B and A n B in O(nlogm)
4. Considerthe problemof sorting a sequenceX of n keys where each
eachkey is a bit).One way of sorting
key is eitherzeroor one (i.e.,
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listsLq and L\\. Let X = k\\,k2, ,kn.
each1< i < n do:If kt = 0,then append to Lq. If ki = 1,then
append/cj to Li. After processingall the keys of X in this manner,
X is to start with two empty

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

For

k-h

output the list L0 followed by the list L\\.
Theabove ideaof sortingcan beextendedto the casein which eachkey
is of length morethan one bit.In particular,if the keys are integersin
the range [0, m
then we start with rn empty lists,
Lo,
Lm_i,
one list (or bucket) for eachpossible
value that a key can take. Then
the keys are processed
in a similarfashion.In particular,if a key has
a value then it will be appendedto the ftli list.
Write an algorithmthat employs this ideato sortn keys assumingthat
eachkey is in the range [0, m 1].Show that the run time of your
algorithmis 0(n+ m). This algorithmis known as the bucket sort.

L\\,...,
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5. Considerthe problemof sortingn two-digit integers.Theideaof radix
sort can be employed.We first sort the numbersonly with respectto
their leastsignificant digits (LSDs).Followedby this, we apply a sort
with respectto their secondLSDs. More generally, d-digit numbers
can be sortedin d phases,where in the ith phase (1 < i < d) we
sort the keys only with respectto their ith LSDs.Will this algorithm
always work?

example,let the input be k\\ = 12,k-i = 45, k% = 23,k\\ =
=
thesekeys with respectto their
14,
32,and k(, = 57. After sorting
=
=
we
end
with:
LSDs,
k5
32,k\\ 12,fc3 = 23,k\\ = 14,/c2 = 45,
up
and ke = 57. When we sort the resultant sequencewith respectto
the keys' secondLSDs (i.e.,
the next-mostsignificant digits), we get
= 14,k:i = 23,k5 = 32,k2 45, and k6 = 57, which is the
A:i = 12,
fc4
correctanswer!
= 14,/ci =
Hut note that in the secondphase of the algorithm,
=
=
=
=
is
alsoa
valid
sort
57
with
fej
&
5
k
-2
k^
12, 23, 32, 45,
respect
to the secondLSDs.The result in any phaseof radixsorting can be
forced to becorrectby enforcingthe following conditionon the sorting
algorithmto be used.\"Keys with equal values should remainin the
samerelative order in the output as they were in the input.\" Any
sortingalgorithmthat satisfies this is calleda stable sort.
Note that in the above example,if the algorithm used to sort the
keys in the secondphaseis stable,then the output will be correct.
In summary, radixsort can be employed to sort af-digit numbersin d
phasessuchthat the sortappliedin eachphase (exceptthe first phase)
As an
A,y,

-

k\302\261

is stable.
More generally, radixsort can be used to sort integers of arbitrary

length. As usual, the algorithmwill consistof phasesin eachof which
the keys are sortedonly with respectto certainparts of their keys.
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The parts used in eachphasecould be single bits,single digits,or

moregenerally, bits,for someappropriate
In Exercise4, you showed that n integersin the range [0, m 1] can
be sortedin 0(n+ m) time. Is your algorithmstable? If not, make
As a specialcase,your algorithmcan sort n integersin the
it stable.
range [0,n 1]in 0(n)time. Usethis algorithmtogetherwith the
ideaof radixsorting to develop an algorithmthat can sort n integers
in the range [0, nc 1](for any fixed c) in 0(n)time.
6. Two setsA and B have n elementseach.Assume that eachelementis
an integerin the range [0,n100].
Thesesetsare not necessarily
sorted.
Show how to checkwhether thesetwo setsare disjointin 0(n)time.
\302\243

\302\243.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Your algorithmshoulduse 0{n)space.

S2,...,

7. Input are the setsSi,
and Sg (where < n). Elementsof these
setsare integersin the range [0, nc 1](for somefixed c). Also let
J2i=i = n- The goal is to output Si in sortedorder, then 62
in sortedorder,and so on. Presentan 0(n)time algorithmfor this
\302\243

\342\200\224

\\\302\243>i\\

problem.

8. Input is an array of n numberswhereeachnumberis an integerin the
range [0, N] (for someN

n). Presentan algorithmthat runs in the
worst casein timeO
and checkswhetherall thesen numbers
are distinct.
Your algorithmshoulduse only 0(n)space.
\302\273

9. Let S be a sequenceof n2 integersin the range [l,n].Let R(i) be
the number of i's in the sequence(for i =
n). Given S,we
have to computean approximate
value of R(i) for eachi. If N(i) is an
to R(i),i=
approximation
,n,it should be the casethat (with
>
for
each i and Ya=i N{i) = 0{n2).
high probability) N(i)
R(i)
course
we
can
do
Of
this computationin deterministic0(n2)time.

1,...

1,2,...,

Design a randomizedalgorithm for this problemthat runs in time
0(nlog\302\260^n).
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Chapter 4

THE GREEDY METHOD
4.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
Thegreedy methodis perhapsthe most straightforward designtechniquewe
considerin this text, and what's moreit can be appliedto a wide variety of
problems.Most, thoughnot all,of theseproblemshave n inputs and require
us to obtain a subset that satisfies someconstraints.Any subset that
those constraintsis calleda feasiblesolution.
We needto find a feasible
or minimizesa given objective function. A
solutionthat eithermaximizes
feasiblesolutionthat doesthis is calledan optimal solution. Thereis
an obvious way to determinea feasiblesolutionbut not necessarily
an
optimalsolution.
Tin1 greedy methodsuggeststhat onecan devisean algorithmthat works
in stages,considering
one input at a time. At eachstage,a decisionis made
This is done
regardingwhethera particularinput is in an optimalsolution.
by consideringthe inputs in an orderdetermined
by someselection
If the inclusionof the next input into the partially constructed
optimal
solutionwill result in an infeasiblesolution,then this input is not addedto
the partialsolution.
Otherwise,it is added.Theselectionprocedureitself
is basedon someoptimization
measure.This measuremay be the objective
function. In fact, severaldifferent optimizationmeasuresmay be plausible
for a given problem.Most of these,however, will result in algorithmsthat
This version of the greedy techniqueis called
generatesuboptimalsolutions.
satisfies

usually

procedure.

the subsetparadigm.
the subset paradigmabstractly, but morepreciselythan
We can describe
above, by consideringthe controlabstractionin Algorithm 4.1.
The function Selectselectsan input from a[ ] and removesit. Theselected
input's value is assignedto x. Feasibleis a Boolean-valuedfunction that
determineswhetherx can be includedinto the solutionvector.Thefunction
x with the solutionand updatesthe objectivefunction.The
Union combines

197
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1 AlgorithmGreedy(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

// a[l:n] containsthe n inputs.
<
:= 0;// Initializethe solution.
solution
for i :=1to n do
{

x := Select(a);
if Feas\\b\\e(solution,x) then
:= Union (solution,x);
solution

10
}
11 return
solution;
12 }

Algorithm4.1Greedy methodcontrolabstractionfor the subsetparadigm
function Greedydescribes
the essentialway that a greedy algorithmwill look,
oncea particularproblemis chosenand the functions Select,Feasible,
and
Union are properly implemented.
For problems
that do not callfor the selection
of an optimalsubset,in the
the inputs in someorder.
greedy methodwe make decisions
by considering
Each decisionis madeusingan optimization
criterionthat can be computed
using decisionsalready made. Call this version of the greedy methodthe
orderingparadigm.Sections4.2,4.3,4.4,and 4.5considerproblemsthat fit
the subsetparadigm,and Sections4.6,4.7,and 4.8considerproblemsthat
fit the ordering
paradigm.

EXERCISE
1.Write a controlabstractionfor the orderingparadigm.

4.2 KNAPSACK PROBLEM
Let us try to apply the greedy methodto solve the knapsackproblem.We
and a knapsackor bag. Objecti has a weight wi and the
are given n objects
knapsackhas a capacity m. If a fractionxi, 0 < xi < 1,of objecti is placed
into the knapsack,
then a profit oipiXi is earned.Theobjectiveis to obtain

of the knapsackthat maximizes
the total profit earned. Sincethe
is
we
the
total
to
knapsackcapacity m, require
weight of all chosenobjects
be at most m. Formally, the problemcan be statedas

a filling
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maximize\\]
subjectto
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and 0

(4-1)

Pi'xi

2J WiXi < m

(4.2)

l<i<n

< Xj < 1, 1< i < n

(4.3)

The profits and weights are positivenumbers.
A feasible
solution(or filling) is any set
xn) satisfying (4.2) and
is
a
above.
An
solution
solution
for which (4.1)is
feasible
optimal
(4.3)
maximized.

(xi,...,

4.1Considerthe following instanceof the knapsackproblem:
Example
= (25,24,15),
n = 3,m = 20,(pi,p2,P3)
and (wuw2,w3) = (18,15,10).
Four feasiblesolutionsare:

(Xi,X2,X3)

T,wixi T,Pixi

1. (1/2,1/3,1/4) 16.5 24.25

2. (1,2/15,0)
3. (0, 2/3,1)
4.

(0, 1,1/2)

20
20
20

28.2
31

31.5

Of thesefour feasiblesolutions,solution4 yields the maximumprofit. As
we shallsoon see,this solutionis optimalfor the given probleminstance.
\342\226\241

Lemma 4.1In casethe sum of all the weights is < m, then x^ =
< n is an optimalsolution.

i

1, 1<
\342\226\241

So let us assumethe sum of weights exceedsm. Now all the x^s cannot
be 1.Another observationto make is:

Lemma 4.2All optimalsolutionswill

fill

the knapsackexactly.

\342\226\241

Lemma4.2is true becausewe can always increasethe contributionof
someobjecti by a fractionalamount until the total weight is exactlyrn.
Note that the knapsackproblemcallsfor selectinga subset of the
a subset,
objects and hencefits the subset paradigm.In addition to selecting
the knapsackproblemalsoinvolves the selectionof an x% for eachobject.
Severalsimplegreedy strategiesto obtain feasiblesolutionswhosesums are
First,we can try to fill the knapsackby
identically m suggestthemselves.
with largestprofit. If an object
under consideration
including next the object
doesn't;fit, then a fractionof it is includedto fill the knapsack.Thus each
timean objectis included(exceptpossibly when the last objectis included)
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into the knapsack,we obtain the largestpossible
increasein profit value.
Note that if only a fraction of the last objectis included,then it may be
For example,if
to get a biggerincreaseby usinga different object.
possible
we have two units of spaceleft and two objects
with (pi = 4, Wi = 4) and
(pj = 3,Wj = 2) remaining,then using is better than using half of Let
us use this selectionstrategy on the data of Example
Objectonehas the largestprofit value (p\\ = 25).So it is placedinto the
knapsackfirst. Then x\\ = 1 and a profit of 25 is earned. Only 2 units of
knapsackcapacity areleft. Objecttwo has the next largestprofit (p2 = 24).
fit into the knapsack.
However, = 15and it doesn't
Usingx^ = 2/15fills
the knapsackexactlywith part of object2 and the value of the resulting
solutionis 28.2.This is solution2 and it is readily seento be suboptimal.
Themethodusedto obtainthis solutionis termeda greedy methodbecause
at eachstep(exceptpossibly the last one) we choseto introducethat object
which would increasethe objectivefunction value the most. However, this
Note that even if we change
greedy methoddid not yield an optimalsolution.
the above strategy sothat in the last step the objectivefunction increases
an optimalsolutionis not obtainedfor Example
by as much as possible,
We can formulate at least two other greedy approaches
attemptingto
obtain optimalsolutions.
Fromthe precedingexample,we note that
in orderof nonincreasing
not yield an optimal
objects
profit values does
solutionbecauseeven though the objectivefunction value takeson large
increasesat each step,the numberof stepsis few as the knapsackcapacity is
used up at a rapidrate. So, let us try to be greedy with capacity and use it
in orderof
This requiresus to considerthe objects
up as slowly as possible.
s
olution
3
results.
This too
W{.
weights
nondecreasing
UsingExample
is suboptimal.This time,even though capacity is used slowly,profits aren't
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4.1.

i.

\302\253;2

4.1.

considering

4.1,

comingin rapidly enough.
Thus, our next attemptis an algorithmthat strives to achievea balance
betweenthe rate at which profit increasesand the rate at which capacity is
used.At eachstep we includethat objectwhich has the maximumprofit
are consideredin order
per unit of capacity used.This meansthat objects
of the ratioPi/wi- Solution4 of Example4.1is producedby this strategy. If
the objects
have already beensortedinto nonincreasingorderof Pi/wi,then
to
function GreedyKnapsack(Algorithm 4.2) obtainssolutionscorresponding
this strategy. Note that solutionscorresponding
to the first two strategies
can beobtainedusingthis algorithmif the objects
are initially in the
eachof the
order.Disregardingthe timeto initially sort the objects,
threestrategiesoutlinedabove requiresonly 0(n)time.
We have seenthat when one appliesthe greedy methodto the solution
onecan
of the knapsackproblem,thereare at leastthreedifferent measures
next.These
w
hen
which
t
o
include
to
attempt optimize
object
determining
measuresaretotal profit, capacity used,and the ratioof accumulated
profit
measurehas beenchosen,the greedy
to capacity used.Oncean optimization
appropriate
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2. [0/1Knapsack]Considerthe knapsackproblemdiscussedin this
We add the requirementthat xt = 1 or X{ = 0, 1 < i < n; that
is,an objectis eitherincludedor not includedinto the knapsack.We
section.

wish to solve the problem

n

m.dJX.}pjXi
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l

n

subjecttoY^ uijXi < m
l

and

Xi

= 0 or

1. 1< i < n

One greedy strategy is toconsiderthe objects
in orderof nonincreasing
into the knapsackif it.fits.
Showthat
density Vilwi and add the object
this strategy doesn't
an
s
olution.
necessarilyyield optimal

4.3 TREE VERTEX SPLITTING
Considera directedbinary tree eachedgeof which is labeledwith a real

number (calledits weight). Treeswith edgeweights are calledweighted
trees. A weightedtree can be used,for example,to modela distribution
network in which electricsignalsor commodities
suchas oilaretransmitted.
Nodesin the tree correspondto receivingstationsand edgescorrespondto
lines.It is conceivablethat in the processof transmissionsome
transmission
lossoccurs(drop in voltagein the caseof electricsignalsor dropin pressure
in the caseof oil).Each edgein the tree is labeledwith the lossthat occurs
in traversingthat edge. The network may not be able to toleratelosses
beyond a certainlevel.In placeswherethe lossexceedsthe tolerancelevel,
boosters
have to be placed.
Given a network and a losstolerancelevel,the
Tree Vertex Splitting Problem(TVSP)is to determine
an optimalplacement
of boosters.
It is assumedthat the boosters
can only be placedin the nodes
of the tree.
TheTVSPcan be specifiedmorepreciselyas follows: Let T (V, E,w)
bea weighteddirectedtree,whereV is the vertexset,E is the edgeset,and
w is the weight function for the edges.
In particular,w(i,j)is the weight of
the edge{i,j) E. The weight w(i,j)is undefined for any
^ E. A
sourcevertex is a vertex with in-degreezero,and a sink vertex is a vertex
zero.For any path P in the tree, its delay, d(P),is defined
with out-degree
to be the sum of the weights on that path. The delay of the tree T, d(T), is
the maximumof all the path delays.
Let T/X be the forest that resultswhen eachvertex u in X is split into
two nodesul and
such that all the edges(u.j) E {{j,u) E) are
\342\200\224

\342\202\254

(\302\253',j)

u\302\260

\342\202\254

\342\202\254
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Figure4.1A treebeforeand after splitting the node3
In other words, outbound
replacedby edgesof the form
({j,u1}).
edgesfrom u now leave from and inbound edgesto u now enter at ul.
Figure 4.1shows a treebeforeand after splitting the node3. A nodethat
to a boosterstation.TheTVSPis to identify a set
gets split corresponds
X C V of minimum cardinality for which d(T/X) < 5, for somespecified
tolerancelimit S. Note that the TVSPhas a solutiononly if the maximum
edgeweight is < S. Also note that the TVSP naturally fits the subset
paradigm.
Given a weightedtreeT(V,E,w) and a tolerancelimit 5, any subset X of
V is a feasible
solutionif d(T/X) < S. Given an X, we can computed(T/X)
in 0(|V|)time. A trivial way of solving the TVSPis to computed(T/X)
A better
for eachpossible
subset X of V. But thereare 2>v> such subsets!
algorithmcan be obtainedusingthe greedy method.
For the TVSP,the quantity that is optimized(minimized)is the number
of nodesin X. A greedy approachto solving this problemis to computefor
eachnodeuel^, the maximumdelay d(u) from u to any othernodein its
subtree. If u has a parent v such that d(u) + w(v,u) > 6, then the node
u gets split and d(u) is set to zero. Computation
proceedsfrom the leaves
{u\302\260,j}

u\302\260

toward the root.

In the tree of Figure4.2,let S = 5. For eachof the leafnodes7, 8,5,
9,
and 10the delay is zero.The delay for any nodeis computedonly after the
delays for its childrenhave beendetermined.Let u be any nodeand C(u)
be the set of all childrenof u. Then d(u) is given by
d(u) = max {d(v)+ w(u,v)\\
vEC(u)

Using the above formula, for the tree of Figure4.2,d(A) = 4. Since
d(4) + w(2,4) = 6 > 6, node4 gets split.We set d(4) = 0. Now d{2)can be

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure4.2An exampletree
computedand is equalto 2. Sinced{2)+ w(l,2) exceeds5, node2 gets split
and d{2)is set to zero.Then d(6) is equalto 3. Also, sinced(6)+w(3,
6) > S,
node6 has to be split.Set d(6) to zero.Now d(3) is computedas 3. Finally,
d(l) is computedas 5.
Figure4.3shows the final tree that resultsafter splitting the nodes2,4,
and 6. This algorithmis describedin Algorithm 4.3,which is invoked as
TVS (root,5), root being the root of the tree. The orderin which TVS visits
(i.e.,computesthe delay values of) the nodesof the tree is calledthe post
orderand is studiedagain in Chapter6.

Figure4.3The final tree after splitting the nodes2,4, and 6
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1 AlgorithmTVS(T,<5)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

and output the nodesto be split.
// Determine
// w() is the weightingfunction for the edges.

{

if (T ^ 0) then

{

d[T] :=0;

for eachchildv

{

of

T do

10
tvs(M);
11
d[T] :=max{d[T],
d[v] + w(T,v)};
12
}
if ((T is not the root) and
13
14
> 6)) then
(d[T] +w(parent(T),T)
15
{
16
write (T); d[T] :=0;
17
}
18
}
19 }

Algorithm4.3Thetree vertex splittingalgorithm
Algorithm TVS takesG(n) time,where n is the number of nodesin the
tree. This can be seenas follows: When TVS is calledon any nodeT, only
a constant number of operationsare performed(excludingthe time taken
for the recursivecalls).
Also, TVS is calledonly onceon eachnodeT in the
tree.
Algorithm 4.4is a revisedversionof Algorithm 4.3for the specialcase
of directedbinary trees.
A sequentialrepresentation
of the tree (seeSection
h
as
been
in
The
tree
is
stored
the
employed.
array tree[] with the root
2.2)
at
in
arestored
the
Edgeweights
array weight[].If tree[i]has a tree
the
of
the
from
its parent is storedin weight[i\\.
node, weight
incomingedge
The delay of nodei is storedin d[i\\. The array d[ ] is initializedto zero
at the beginning.Entriesin the arrays tree[ ] and weight[] corresponding
to nonexistentnodeswill be zero. As an example,for the tree of Figure
4.2,tree[ ] will be set to {1,2,3, 0,4,5,6, 0,0,7, 8,0,0,9,10}
starting at cell
1. Also, weight\\ ] will be set to {0,4,2,0,2,1,3,0,0,1,4,0,
0,2,3}at the
beginning,starting from cell1.The algorithmis invokedas TVS(1,S). Now
\302\243ree[l].

we show that TVS (Algorithm 4.3) will always split a minimalnumber of

nodes.
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1 AlgorithmTVS(M)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

and output a minimum cardinality split set.
// Determine
tree
is
The
the sequentialrepresentation.
// Root is at realizedNusing
is
the
//
largestnumbersuch that
a
has
tree
node.
// tree[N]
{
if
^ 0) then// If the tree is not empty
if (2i > N) thend[i] :=0; // i is a leaf.
else
\302\243ree[l].

(\302\243ree[i]

{

TVS(2i,6);

d[i] :=max(d[i],
d[2i] + weight[2i]);
if (2i + 1< N) then

{

}

TVS(2i+ l,<J);

+ 1]+weight[2i+
d[i] :=max(d[i],d[2i

1]);

}
{
write (tree[i\\);d[i] := 0;
}

if ((tree[i\\^ 1) and (d[i] + weight[i]> 5)) then

}

Algorithm4.4TVS for the specialcaseof binary trees

Theorem4.2Algorithm TVS outputs a minimum

that

cardinality set U such

d(T'/[/)< on any tree T, provided no edgeof T has weight > S.
\302\243

Proof:Theproofis by inductionon the numberof nodesin the tree. If the
treehas a singlenode,the theoremis true. Assume the theoremfor alltrees
of size< n. We prove it for treesof sizen + 1also.

Lo;t T be any treeof sizen + 1and let U be the set of nodessplit by TVS.
Also let W be a minimum cardinality set such that d(T/W) < S. We have
to show that \\U\\ < \\W\\. If\\U\\ = 0, this is true. Otherwise,let x be the first
vertex split by TVS.Let Tx be the subtreerootedat x. Let T' be the tree
obtainedfrom T by deletingTx exceptfor x. Note that W has to have at
leastone node,say y, from Tx. Let W = W {y}.If thereis a W* such
that \\W*\\ < \\W'\\ and d(T'/W*) < 6, then sinced{T/{W*+ {a;}))< 6, W is
not a minimum cardinality split set for T. Thus, W' has to be a minimum
cardinality split set such that d(T'/W')< 5.
\342\200\224
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If algorithmTVS is run on treeT',the setof split nodesoutput is U {x}.
SinceT\" has < n nodes,U {x}is a minimum cardinality split set for T\".
This in turn meansthat \\W'\\ >
1.In other words, \\W\\ > \\U\\.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

\\U\\

EXERCISES
1.For the tree of Figure 4.2solve the TVSPwhen (a) 6 = 4 and
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6=

6.

(b)

2. RewriteTVS (Algorithm 4.3) for generaltrees.Make use of pointers.

4.4 JOB SEQUENCINGWITH DEADLINES
are given a set of n jobs.Associatedwith jobi is an integerdeadline
> 0 and a profit pi > 0. Forany jobi the profit pi is earnediff the jobis
completedby its deadline.To completea job,onehas to processthe jobon
a machinefor one unit of time. Only onemachineis available for processing
jobs.A feasiblesolutionfor this problemis a subset J of jobssuchthat each
jobin this subsetcan be completedby its deadline.The value of a feasible
solutionJ is the sum of the profits of the jobsin J, or Y^ieJPi- ^n optimal
We
di

solution is a feasiblesolutionwith maximumvalue. Hereagain, sincethe
probleminvolves the identificationof a subset,it fits the subset paradigm.

= (100,10,15,27)
and (di,c?2,
Example4.2Let n = 4, (pi,p2,P3,P4)
d3,cLi)=

(2,1,2,1).Thefeasiblesolutionsand their values are:

feasible processing
solution sequence value
1. (1,2) 2,1
110

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(1,3) 1,3 or 3, 1
(1,4) 4,1
(2,3) 2,3
(3,4) 4,3
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

1

2
3
4

115
127
25

42

100
10
15
27

Solution3 is optimal.In this solutiononly jobs1 and 4 are processedand
the value is 127.Thesejobsmust be processedin the orderjob4 followed
of job4 beginsat timezeroand that of job1
by job1.Thus the processing
is completed
at time2.
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To formulate a greedy algorithmto obtain an optimalsolution,we must
measureto determinehow the next jobis chosen.
formulate an optimization
As a first attemptwe can choosethe objectivefunction Y^iejPi as our
the next jobto includeis the one
optimization measure.Usingthis measure,
that increases
to
the constraintthat the resulting
the
most,subject
J2tejPi

J is a feasiblesolution.
This requiresus to considerjobsin nonincreasing
orderof the p^s. Let us apply this criterionto the data of Example4.2.We
1is addedto J as it has the largest
beginwith J = 0 and J2?,^jPi = 0=
is
a
and
J
feasible
solution.
Next,job4 is considered.The
profit
{1}
and discarded
solutionJ = {1,4}
is alsofeasible.Next,job3 is considered
2
as J = {1,
is
not
feasible.
is
considered
f
or
inclusioninto
F
inally,
job
3,4}
J. It is discardedas J = {1,2,4}
is not feasible.Hence,we are left with
the solutionJ = {1,4}
with value 127.This is the optimalsolutionfor the
given probleminstance.Theorem4.4proves that the greedy algorithmjust
describedalways obtains an optimalsolutionto this sequencingproblem.
Beforeattemptingthe proof, let us see how we can determinewhether
a given J is a feasiblesolution.
One obvious way is to try out all possible
permutationsof the jobsin J and checkwhetherthe jobsin J can be
processed in any one of thesepermutations
(sequences)without violatingthe
deadlines.For a given permutationa = i\\. i<2,
ik, this is easy to do,
sincethe earliesttimejobiq, 1 < q < k, will be completedis q. If q > diq,
then usinga, at leastjobiq will not be completedby its deadline.However,
if | J\\ = i, this requirescheckingi\\ permutations.Actually, the feasibility
of a set .7 can be determinedby checkingonly one permutationof the jobs
in J. This permutationis any one of the permutations
in which jobsare
orderedin nondecreasing
orderof deadlines.
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J\302\260b

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\2533,

Theorem4.3Let J be a set of k jobsand a = i\\,

\342\226\240,

i-2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

ik

a

permutation

J such that dix < d{2 < < dik. Then J is a feasiblesolutioniff
in the ordera without violatingany deadline.
the jobsin J can be processed
of jobsin

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

can be processedin the ordera without
So,we have only to
violatingany deadline,then J is a feasiblesolution.
show that if J is feasible,then a representsa possible
orderin which the
be
If
is
t
hen
a' = n,?\"2i rk
can
J
thereexists
processed. feasible,
jobs
such that dTq > q, 1< q < k. Assume a' ^ a. Then leta be the leastindex
such that ra ^ ia. Let r\\, = ia. Clearly, b > a. In a' we can interchange
ra and r^. Since dTa > drb, the resulting permutationa\" = si,S2, ,Sk
representsan order in which the jobscan be processedwithout violating
a deadline.Continuingin this way, o' can be transformedinto o without
violatingany deadline.Hence,the theoremis proved.

Proof:Clearly, if the jobsin J

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\241

timesti > 0
Theorem4.3is true even if the jobshave different processing
the
(see exercises).
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Theorem4.4Thegreedy methoddescribedabove always obtainsan
optimal

solutionto the jobsequencingproblem.

Proof:Let (pj,dj),l< i < n, define any

instance of the

jobsequencing
/ be the set of jobsselectedby the greedy method.
Let J
be the set of jobsin an optimalsolution.
We now show that both / and J
have the sameprofit values and so/ is alsooptimal.We can assumeI ^ J
as otherwisewe have nothing to prove. Note that if J C /, then J cannot
be optimal.Also, the case/ C J is ruled out by the greedy method. So,
thereexistjobsa and b such that a E I, a 0 J, b E J, and b 0 /. Let a be
a highest-profitjobsuch that a E I and a 0 J. It follows from the greedy
methodthat pa > pi, for all jobsb that are in J but not in /. To seethis,
note that if pi, > pa, then the greedy methodwould considerjobb beforejob
a and includeit into /.
Siand Sj for / and J respectively.Let
Now, considerfeasibleschedules
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problem.Let

be a jobsuch that i E I and i E J. Let i be scheduledfrom t to t + 1 in
Siand t' to t' + 1 in Sj. If t < t', then we can interchangethe job(if any)
scheduledin [t1,t' + 1]in Siwith i. If no jobis scheduledin [t',t' + 1]in /,
then i is moved to [t1,t' + 1].Theresultingscheduleis alsofeasible.If t' < t,
then a similartransformationcan bemadein Sj. In this way, we can obtain
i

schedulesS'Tand Sj with the property that alljobscommonto / and J are
scheduledat the sametime.Considerthe interval [ta,ta+ 1]in S'Tin which
the joba (defined above) is scheduled.Let b be the job(if any) scheduled
in S'j in this interval. Fromthe choiceof a,pa > pi,. Schedulinga from ta
to ta + 1 in Sj and discarding
jobb gives us a feasibleschedulefor jobset
J' = {b}U {a}.Clearly, J' has a profit value no lessthan that of J and
differs from / in one lessjobthan J does.
By repeatedlyusing the transformationjust described,J can be
into / with no decreasein profit value. So / must be optimal.
A high-leveldescription
of the greedy algorithmjust discussedappears
as Algorithm 4.5.This algorithmconstructsan optimalset J of jobsthat
can be processedby their due times.Theselectedjobscan be processedin
the ordergiven by Theorem4.3.
Now, let us seehow to representthe set J and how to carry out the test
of lines 7 and 8 in Algorithm 4.5.Theorem4.3tells us how to determine
whether all jobsin J U {i}can be completedby their deadlines.We can
avoid sorting the jobsin J eachtime by keepingthe jobsin J orderedby
deadlines.We can use an array d[\\ : n] to storethe deadlinesof the jobs
in the orderof their p-values.Theset J itselfcan be represented
by a onedimensional
array J[l : k] such that J[r],1< r < k are the jobsin J and
< < d[J[k]].
is feasible,we have
To test whether J\\j{i}
d[J[l]]< d[J[2]]
just to insert i into J preservingthe deadlineorderingand then verify that
c^b\"]]<r? 1< r < k + 1.The insertionof i into J is simplified by the use
of a fictitious job0 with d[0] = 0 and J[0]= 0. Note alsothat if jobi is
of jobsJ[q],J[q+ 1],
to be insertedat position
q, then only the positions
J\342\200\224

transformed

\342\226\241

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240
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1

2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmGreedyJob(d,J,n)
// J is a set of jobsthat can be completedby their deadlines.

{
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7

8
9
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10 }

J:={1};

for i := 2 to n do

{

Ju{i}can be completed
their deadlines)thenJ :=J U {i};

if (alljobsin

}

by

Algorithm4.5High-leveldescriptionof jobsequencingalgorithm

...

J[k] are changedafter the insertion.Hence,it is necessaryto verify
thesejobs(and alsojobi) do not violatetheir deadlinesfollowing
the insertion.The algorithmthat resultsfrom this discussionis function
JS (Algorithm 4.6).The algorithmassumesthat the jobsare already sorted
suchthat p\\ > p'2 > > pn- Furtherit assumesthat n > 1and the deadline
d[i] of jobi is at least1.Note that no jobwith d[i] < 1can ever be finished
of
by its deadline.Theorem4.5proves that JS is a correctimplementation
,

only that

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

the greedy strategy.

Theorem4.5FunctionJS is a correctimplementation
of the greedy-based
methoddescribedabove.

Proof:Since d[i] > 1, the jobwith the largestpt

will always be in the
greedy solution.As the jobsare in nonincreasingorder of the p^'s, line
8 in Algorithm 4.6includesthe jobwith largestp%. The for loopof line
10considersthe remainingjobsin the orderrequiredby the greedy method
describedearlier.At alltimes,the setof jobsalready includedin the solution
is maintainedin J. If J[i],1 < < k, is the set already included,then J is
< d[J[i+ 1]],1< i < k. This allows for easy application
such that d[J[i]]
of the feasibility test of Theorem4.3.When jobi is being considered,
the
%

while loopof line 15determineswherein J this jobhas to be inserted.The
1.Let w
use of a fictitious job0 (line 7) allows easy insertioninto position
be such that d[J[u;]]< d[i] and d[J[g]]> d[i],w < q < k. If jobi is included
into J, then jobsJ[q],w < q < k, have to be moved one position
up in J
(line 19).FromTheorem4.3,it follows that such a move retainsfeasibility
of ,/ iff d[J[<7]]7^ q, w < q < k. This conditionis verified in line 15.In
w + 1 iff d[i] > w. This is verified in
addition,i can be insertedat position
line 16(note r = w on exitfrom the while loopif <i[J[g]]7^ q, w < q < k).
Thecorrectness
of JS follows from theseobservations.
\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmJS(d,j,n)
> 1,1< i < n are the deadlines,n > 1.Thejobs
// d[i]
> p[n].J[i]
areordered
that p[\\] > p[2] >
// is the ith such
in
1<
i < k.
the
job
solution,
optimal
//
// Also, at terminationd[J[i]]< d[J[i+ 1]],1 < i < k.
{
7
rf[0] := J[0]:= 0; // Initialize.
8
J[l]:= 1;//Includejob1.
9
fc:=l;
10
for i :=2 to n do
11 {
12
Find
in nonincreasingorderof p[i].
// Considerforjobs
i
check
of
insertion.
13
and
position
feasibility
//
14
r :=k;
15
while ((d[J[r]\\> d[i\\) and (d[J[r]]^ r)) dor :=r 1;
< d[i]) and (d[i\\ > r)) then
if ((d[J[r]]
16
17
{
18
// Inserti into J[ ].
for q := k to (r + 1) step do J[q+ 1]:=J[q];
19
20
J[r + 1]:=i; k := k + 1;
21
}
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2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

-

-1

22
23

24 >

}
returnk;

Algorithm4.6Greedy algorithmfor sequencingunit timejobswith
deadlines

and profits

ForJSthereare two possible
parametersin termsof which its complexity

can be measured.We can use n, the numberof jobs,and s, the numberof
jobsincludedin the solutionJ. Thewhile loopof line 15in Algorithm 4.6is
iteratedat most k times.Eachiterationtakes9(1)time. If the conditional
of line 16is true, then lines 19and 20 are executed.Theselines require
@(k r) time to insert jobi. Hence,the total time for eachiterationof
the for loopof line 10is @(k). This loopis iteratedn 1 times. If s is
the final value of k, that is,s is the number of jobsin the final solution,
then the total timeneededby algorithm JS is @(sn). Sinces < n, the
worst-casetime,as a function of n alone is G(n2). If we considerthe job
set pi = di = n i + 1, 1 < i < n, then algorithmJS takes G(n2) time
to determineJ. Hence,the worst-case
computingtimefor JS is 0(n2).In
addition to the spaceneededfor d, JS needs0(s)amount of spacefor J.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Note that the profit values are not neededby JS.It is sufficient to know that
Pi

>Pi+i,1<i <n.

The computingtime of JS can be reducedfrom 0(n2)to nearly 0(n)
by using the disjointset union and find algorithms(seeSection2.5)and a
different methodto determinethe feasibility of a partialsolution.
If J is a
feasiblesubsetof jobs,then we can determinethe processing
timesfor each
of the jobsusing the rule: if jobi hasn't beenassigneda processing
time,
then assign it to the slot[a l,a],where a is the largestinteger r such
that 1< r < di and the slot[a l,a] is free. This rule simply delays the
of jobi as much as possible.
Consequently,when J is beingbuilt
processing
up jobby job,jobsalready in J do not have to be moved from their assigned
slotsto accommodate
the new job.If for the new jobbeingconsidered
there
is no a as defined above,then it cannot be includedin J. The proofof the
validity of this statementis left as an exercise.
\342\200\224
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4.3Let n = 5,(pi,...
and (di,...,d5)
Example
,p5) = (20,15,10,5,1)
= (2,2,1,3,3).Usingthe above feasibility rule,we have
J

assignedslots
none

0

action
jobconsidered
I
assignto [1,2J
2
assignto [0, 1]

{1}
[1,2]
{1,2}
[0, 1],[1,2]
{1,2}
[0, 1],[1,2]
{1,2,4}[0, 1],[1,2], [2, 3]
The optimalsolutionis J = {1,
2,4}with

cannot fit; reject
assignto [2, 3]

3
4
5

reject

a profit of 40.

profit
0
20
35
35

40
\342\226\241

Since thereare only n jobsand eachjobtakesone unit of time, it is
necessaryonly to considerthe time slots[i l,i], 1 < i < b, such that
b = min {n,max {di}}.
One way to implementthe above schedulingrule is
to partitionthe timeslots[i 1,i],1< i < 6, into sets.We use i to represent
the timeslots[i 1,i].For any sloti, let rii be the largestintegersuch that
we introducea fictitious
rii < i and slotrii is free. To avoid end conditions,
slot
which is always free. Two slotsi and j are in the sameset iff
+ +
rii = nj- Clearly, if i and j, i < j, are in the sameset,then
j
are in the sameset.Associated
with eachset k of slotsis a value f(k). Then
of Section2.5,
f(k) rii for all slotsi in set k. Usingthe set representation
eachset is representedas a tree. The root node identifies the set. The
function / is defined only for root nodes.
Initially, all slotsare free and we
have 6+1sets corresponding
to the 6+1slots[i 1,i],0 < i < b. At this
time
We use p(i) to link slot i into its set tree. With
the conventionsfor the union and find algorithmsof Section2.5,p(i) =
0 < i < 6, initially. If a jobwith deadlined is to be scheduled,
then we need
to find the root of the tree containingthe slot min{n,d}.If this root is j,
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

i,i l,i 2,...,

[\342\200\2241,0]

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

f(i)=i,0<i<b.

\342\200\2241,
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then f(j) is the nearestfree slot,provided /(j) ^ 0. Having usedthis slot,
the set with rootj shouldbecombined
with the set containingslot/(j) 1.
\342\200\224

Example4.4The treesdefined by the p(i)'sfor the first threeiterations
in Example4.3are shown in Figure4.4.
\342\226\241

.,
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trees
J

f

0

1

0

2

3

0 0 0

&

4

&

5

, action
considered
\\,d\\ = 2 select

0

P(0) P(l) P(2) P(3) P(4) P(5)

{1}

f

1

0

0
P(0)

3

Qpd)

\302\256

4
\302\251

P(3) P(4)

5 2,d2= 2

select

0
P(5)

P(2)

{1,2}

f(i)=o

f(3)=3f(4)=4 f(5)=5

0

i3l
\\

P(3)

\302\251

3,^3=1 reject

@

P(4) P(5)

Figure4.4Fast jobscheduling
The fast algorithmappearsas FJS (Algorithm 4.7).Its computingtime
is readily observedto be 0(na(2n,n))
(recallthat a(2n,n) is the inverse
of Ackermann'sfunction defined in Section2.5).It needsan additional2n
words of spacefor and p.

/
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1 AlgorithmFJS(d,n, b,j)
solutionJ[l : k]. It is assumedthat
II Find>an optimal
II p[l] p[2] > > p[n] and that b = min{n,maxj(d[i])}.

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9
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{

// Initially thereare 6+1singlenodetrees.
for i := 0 to b do f[i]:= i;
k := 0; // Initialize.
for i :=1to n do
{ // Usegreedy rule.

10
q := CollapsingFind(min(n,
d[i]));
11
if (/[<?]^ 0) then
12
{
13
k := k + 1;J[k] := i; // Selectjobi.
14
m := CollapsingFind(/[(?] 1);
15
WeightedUnion(m,q);
16
f[q] := f[m]',// q may be new root.
17
}
18
}
19 }
\342\200\224

Algorithm4.7 Fasteralgorithmfor jobsequencing

EXERCISES
1.You aregiven a set of n jobs.Associatedwith eachjobi is a processing

time t{ and a deadlinedi by which it must be completed.A feasible
scheduleis a permutationof the jobssuchthat if the jobsareprocessed
in that order,then eachjobfinishes by itsdeadline.Define a greedy
scheduleto be one in which the jobsare processedin nondecreasing
orderof deadlines.Show that if thereexistsa feasibleschedule,then
all greedy schedulesarefeasible.

2. [Optimalassignment]Assume thereare n workers and n jobs.Let Vij
be the value of assigningworker i to jobj. An assignmentof workers to
to the assignmentof 0 or 1to the variablesXij, 1< i,
jobscorresponds
<
j n. Then xy =1meansworker i is assignedto jobj, and Sy = 0
means that worker i is not assignedto jobj. A valid assignmentis
one in which eachworker is assignedto exactlyone joband exactly
one worker is assignedto any one job.The value of an assignmentis
l^i l^j vijxij-
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example,assumetherearethreeworkers w\\,W2, and w3 and three

jobsji,j'2,and j'3.Let the values of assignmentbe v\\\\ = 11,v\\2 == 5,
^13 = 8, v2\\ = 3, v22 = 7, v23 = 15,^31 = 8, v32 = 12,and v33 9.
Then, a valid assignmentis xu = 1, = li and x3i = 1-Therest of
the Xjj's arezeros.The value of this assignmentis 5 + 15+ 8 = 28.
\302\24323

optimalassignmentis a valid assignmentof maximumvalue. Write
algorithmsfor two different greedy assignmentschemes.One of these
assignsa worker to the bestpossible
job.Theotherassignsto a jobthe
bestpossible
worker.Show that neitherof theseschemesis guaranteed
to yield optimalassignments.
Iseitherschemealways better than the
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An

other?Assume Vij > 0.

3.

(a)

What
7,

is the solution generatedby the function JS when n =

= (3,5,20,18,1,6,30),
and (di,d2,...
(pi,P2,---,P7)
,d7) =

(1,3,4,3,2,1,2)?

(b) Show that Theorem4.3is true even if jobshave different
Associatedwith job
requirements.
profit pi > 0,a time
requirementU > 0,and a deadlinedi >U.
(c) Show that for the situationof part (a), the greedy methodof this
sectiondoesn'tnecessarily
yield an optimalsolution.
processing

iisa

4. (a) For the job sequencingproblemof this section,show that the
subset J representsa feasiblesolution iff the jobsin J can be
processedaccordingto the rule:if jobi in J hasn'tbeenassigned
a processing
time,then assignit to the slot[a 1,a],wherea is
the leastintegerr such that 1< r < di and the slot [a I,a] is
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

free.
(b) Forthe probleminstanceof Exercise3(a) draw the treesand give
the values of /(i),0< i < n, after eachiterationof the for loop
of line 8 of Algorithm 4.7.

4.5 MINIMUM-COSTSPANNINGTREES
Definition4.1Let G = (V, E) be an undirectedconnectedgraph. A
subgraph

t

= (V, E')of G is a spanningtreeof G iff t is a tree.

\342\226\241

Example4.5Figure4.5shows the completegraph on four nodestogether
with threeof its spanningtrees.
\342\226\241

For example,they can be used
Spanningtreeshave many applications.
obtainan independentset of circuitequationsfor an electricnetwork.
First, a spanningtree for the electricnetwork is obtained.Let B be the
set of network edgesnot in the spanningtree. Adding an edgefrom B to

to
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Figure4.5An undirectedgraph and threeof its spanningtrees

the spanning tree createsa cycle. Kirchoff'ssecondlaw is used on each
cycle to obtain a circuitequation. The cycles obtainedin this way are
none of thesecycles can be obtainedby taking a linear
independent(i.e.,
combinationof the remainingcycles)as eachcontainsan edgefrom B that
is not containedin any othercycle.Hence,the circuitequationssoobtained
are alsoindependent.In fact, it can be shown that the cycles obtainedby
introducingthe edgesof B one at a time into the resultingspanningtree
form a cycle basis,and soall othercycles in the graph can be constructed
of the cycles in the basis.
by taking a linearcombination
Another applicationof spanning treesarisesfrom the property that a
spanningtreeis a minimalsubgraphG'of G suchthat V{G')= V(G) and G'
is connected.(A minimalsubgraphis one with the fewest numberof edges.)
Any connected
graph with n verticesmust have at leastn 1edgesand all
connectedgraphs with n 1 edgesare trees. If the nodesof G represent
citiesand the edgesrepresentpossible
communicationlinks connectingtwo
cities,then the minimum numberof links neededto connectthe n citiesis
1.The spanningtreesof G representall feasiblechoices.
n
In practicalsituations,the edgeshave weights assignedto them. These
the length of the link, and
weights may representthe costof construction,
so on.Given such a weightedgraph, one would then wish to selectcitiesto
have minimum total costor minimum total length. In eithercasethe links
selectedhave to form a tree (assumingall weights are positive).If this is not
so,then the selectionof links containsa cycle.Removal of any one of the
links on this cycle resultsin a link selectionof lesscostconnectingall cities.
We are thereforeinterestedin finding a spanningtree of G with minimum
cost.(The cost of a spanningtree is the sum of the costsof the edgesin
that tree.)Figure4.6shows a graph and one of its minimum-costspanning
trees.Sincethe identificationof a minimum-costspanningtree involves the
selectionof a subset of the edges,this problemfits the subsetparadigm.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Figure4.6A graph and its minimum costspanningtree

4.5.1Prim'sAlgorithm
A greedy methodto obtain a minimum-costspanningtree buildsthis tree
edgeby edge.Thenext edgeto includeis chosenaccordingto some
criterion.The simplestsuch criterionis to choosean edgethat results
in a minimum increasein the sum of the costs
of the edgessofar included.
Thereare two possible
ways to interpretthis criterion.In the first, the set
of edgessofar selectedform a tree. Thus, if A is the set of edgesselected
sofar, then A forms a tree. The next edge(u,v) to be includedin A is a
minimum-costedgenot in A with the property that A U {(u,v)}
is alsoa
tree. Exercise2 shows that this selectioncriterionresultsin a minimum-cost
spanningtree. The corresponding
algorithmis known as Prim'salgorithm.
optimization

Example4.6Figure4.7shows the working of Prim'smethodon the graph
of Figure 4.6(a).
The spanningtreeobtainedis shown in Figure4.6(b) and
has a costof 99.
\342\226\241

Having seenhow Prim'smethodworks, let us obtain a pseudocode

a minimum-costspanningtree using this method.The
start with a tree that includesonly a minimum-costedgeof G.
Then, edgesare addedto this tree one by one.The next edge(i,j) to be
addedis suchthat i is a vertexalready includedin the tree,j is a vertexnot
is minimum among all edges
yet included,and the cost of (i,j),cost[i,j],
is
in
vertex
I is not in the tree. To
such
that
vertex
k
the
and
tree
{k,l)
determinethis edge(i,j) efficiently, we associatewith eachvertexj not yet
The value near[j]is a vertex in the tree
includedin the treea value near[j].
is minimum amongallchoicesfor near[j].
such that cost[j,
We
near[j]]
near[j]= 0 for all verticesj that are already in the tree. The next edge
algorithm

to find

algorithm

will

define

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure4.7 Stagesin Prim'salgorithm
to includeis defined by the vertexj such that near[j]^ 0 (j not already in
the tree) and cost[j,
near[j]]is minimum.
In function Prim (Algorithm 4.8),line 9 selectsa minimum-costedge.
Lines 10to 15initializethe variables so as to representa tree comprising
of the spanning
only the edge(k,I). In the for loopof line 16the remainder
as the next
tree is built up edgeby edge.Lines18and 19select(j,near[j])

edgeto include.Lines23 to 25 updatenear[ ].
The timerequiredby algorithmPrim is 0(n2),
wheren is the numberof
verticesin the graph G. To seethis, note that line 9 takes
timeand
line 10takes6(1)time. The for loopof line 12takes0(n)time. Lines 18
and 19and the for loopof line 23 require0(n)time. So,eachiterationof
the for loopof line 16takes0(n)time.Thetotaltimefor the for loopof
line 16is therefore0(n2).Hence,Prim runs in 0(n2)time.
0(|2\302\243|)
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If we storethe nodesnot yet includedin the treeas a red-black
tree (see
Section2.4.2),
lines 18and 19take O(logn) time. Note that a red-black
tree supportsthe following operationsin O(logn) time: insert,delete(an
arbitrary element),find-min, and search(for an arbitrary element).The
for loopof line 23 has to examineonly the nodesadjacentto j. Thus its
overall frequency is
Updatingin lines 24 and 25 alsotakesO(logn)
time (sincean updatecan be done using a deleteand an insertioninto the
red-blacktree).Thus the overall run timeis 0((n+ \\E\\) logn).
The algorithmcan be speededa bit by makingthe observationthat a
minimum-costspanningtreeincludesfor eachvertexv a minimum-costedge
incidentto v. To seethis, supposet is a minimum-costspanningtreefor G =
(V,E). Let v be any vertex in t. Let {v,w) be an edgewith minimumcost
amongall edgesincidentto v. Assume that {v,w) 0 E(t) and cost[v,w]<
cost[v,x]for all edges(v,x) E{t).The inclusionof {v,w) into t creates
a uniquecycle.This cycle must includean edge{v,x), x ^ w. Removing
(v, x) from E{t)U {(v,w)} breaksthis cycle without disconnectingthe graph
is alsoa spanning
Hence,(V,E{t)l){{v,w)}-{{v,x)})
(V,E(t)\\J{{v,w)}).
tree. Sincecost[v,w]< cost[v,x],
this spanningtree has lower costthan t.
This contradictsthe assumptionthat t is a minimum-costspanningtree of
G. So,t includesminimum-costedgesas statedabove.
Fromthis observationit follows that we can start the algorithmwith a
treeconsistingof any arbitrary vertexand no edge.Then edgescan beadded
one by one.The changesneededare to lines 9 to 17. Theselinescan be
replacedby the lines

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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9'

mincost:= 0;

10'
for i 2 to n do near[i]:= 1;
11'
// Vertex1 is initially in t.
12'
near[l]:=0; 13'-16' for i :=1to-n 1do
:\342\200\224

17'

{ // Find n 1edgesfor t.

4.5.2 Kruskal'sAlgorithm
Thereis a secondpossible
interpretationof the optimizationcriteria
in which the edgesof the graph areconsidered
in nondecreasing
mentioned earlier
orderof cost.This interpretationis that the set t of edgessofar selectedfor
the spanningtreebe such that it is possible
to completet into a tree. Thus
t may not be a tree at all stagesin the algorithm.In fact, it will generally
into a tree iff there
only bea forest sincethe set of edgest can be completed
are no cycles in t. We show in Theorem4.6that this interpretationof the
greedy methodalsoresultsin a minimum-costspanningtree.This method
is due to Kruskal.
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1 AlgorithmPrim(E,cost,n,t)
// E is the set of edgesin G. cost[\\: n, 1:n] is the cost

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

is
adjacencymatrixof an n vertex graph such that cost[i,j]
// eithera
real
number
or
oo
if
exists.
no
positive
edge
// minimum
(i,j)
is computedand storedas a set of
//A in the spanning:tree
array i[l n 1,1: 2].(t[i,l],t[i,
// edges
2]) is an edgein
minimum-cost
tree. Thefinal costis returned.
\342\200\224

//the
{

(k,l)be an edgeof minimum costin E;
mincost cost[k,I];
:= k; t[l,2]:=I;
i[l,l]
for i 1to n do // Initializenear.
if (cost[i,l]
< cost[i,k])
thennear[i]:=I;
elsenear[i]:=k;
near[k]:= near[l]:= 0;
for i := 2 to n 1do
{ // Find n 2 additionaledgesfor i.
Let j be an indexsuch that near[j]^ 0 and
cost\\j,near[j]] is minimum;
Let

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

spanning

:\342\200\224

:\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

:=near[j];
t[i,l]:=j;t[i,2]

mincost:= mincost+ co.sifj,
near[j]];

near[j]:= 0;
for k :=1to n do // Updatenear[].
if ((near[k]^ 0) and (cost[k,
near[k]]> cost[k,j]))
thennear[k]:=j;

}

}
returnmincost;

Algorithm4.8Prim'sminimum-costspanningtree algorithm
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We beginwith no edges
Example4.7 Considerthe graph of Figure4.6(a).
selected.
Edge
Figure4.8(a)shows the currentgraph with no edgesselected.
(1,6)is the first edgeconsidered.It is includedin the spanningtree being
built.This yields the graph of Figure4.8(b).Next,the edge(3,4) is selected
The next edgeto be consideredis
and includedin the tree (Figure4.8(c)).
in
inclusion
the
tree
built
doesnot createa cycle,sowe get
Its
(2,7).
being
is
the graph of Figure4.8(d).
Edge(2,3) considerednext and includedin
the tree Figure 4.8(e).
Of the edgesnot yet considered,
(7,4) has the least
cost.It is considerednext. Itsinclusionin the treeresultsin a cycle, sothis
edgeis discarded.Edge(5,4) is the next edgeto be addedto the tree being
built.This resultsin the configurationof Figure4.8(f).The next edgeto be
is the edge(7,5).It is discarded,as its inclusioncreatesa cycle.
considered
and includedin the tree being built.This
Finally, edge(6,5) is considered
t
he
tree.
The
completes spanning
resultingtree (Figure4.6(b)) has cost99.
\342\226\241

Forclarity, Kruskal'smethodis written

out

moreformally

4.9. Initially E is the set of all edgesin G. The only
to

performon this set are (1) determinean edgewith

in Algorithm
functions we wish

minimum

cost (line

4) and (2) deletethis edge(line 5).Both thesefunctions can be performed
efficiently if the edgesin E are maintainedas a sortedsequentiallist.It is
not essentialto sort all the edgessolong as the next edgefor line 4 can be
determinedeasily. If the edgesare maintainedas a minheap,then the next

of the
edgeto considercan beobtainedin 0(log\\E\\) time.Theconstruction
time.
heap itselftakes
To be able to performstep 6 efficiently, the verticesin G should be
groupedtogetherin such a way that one can easily determinewhetherthe
verticesv and w are already connectedby the earlierselectionof edges.If
they are,then the edge(v,w) is to bediscarded.If they are not, then {v,w)
is to beaddedto t. One possible
groupingis to placeallverticesin the same
of t will also
connectedcomponentof t into a set (all connectedcomponents
be trees).Then, two verticesv and w areconnectedin t iff they are in the
sameset.Forexample,when the edge(2,6)is to be considered,
the setsare
in
different
sets
a
nd
2
and
6
are
so
thesesets
V
ertices
{1,2},{3,4,6}, {5}.
The next edgeto be considered
arecombinedto give {1,2,3,4,6}
and {5}.
is (1,4).Sincevertices1and 4 are in the sameset,the edgeis rejected.The
edge(3,5) connectsverticesin different sets and resultsin the final
and the union and find algorithms
tree. Usingthe set representation
of
of Section2.5,we can obtain an efficient (almostlinear) implementation
line 6. The computingtimeis,therefore,determinedby the timefor lines4
and 5, which in the worst caseis
log \\E\\).
of
If the representations
discussedabove are used, then the pseudocode
results.In line 6 an initial heap of edgesis constructed.In
Algorithm 4.10
line 7 eachvertex is assignedto a distinct set (and henceto a distincttree).
Theset t is the set of edgesto be includedin the minimum-costspanning
0(|2\302\243|)

spanning

0(|2\302\243|
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Figure4.8 Stagesin Kruskal'salgorithm
tree and i is the number of edgesin t. The set t can be representedas a
: 2].Edge(u,v) can
sequentiallist usinga two-dimensional
array t[l: n
be addedto t by the assignmentst[i,1]:=u; and t[i,2] :=v;. In the while
loopof line 10,edgesareremovedfrom the heap oneby onein nondecreasing
orderof cost.Line 14determinesthe setscontainingu and v. If j ^ k, then
verticesu and v are in different sets(and so in different trees) and edge
(u,v) is includedinto t. The setscontainingu and v arecombined(line20).
If u = v, the edge(u,v) is discardedas its inclusioninto t would createa
cycle. Line 23 determineswhether a spanningtree was found. It follows
that i ^ n
1 iff the graph G is not connected.One can verify that the
computingtimeis 0(\\E\\ log\\E\\), whereE is the edgeset of G.
\342\200\2241,1

-

Theorem4.6Kruskal'salgorithmgeneratesa minimum-costspanningtree

for every

connectedundirectedgraph G.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

t:=0;
while
{

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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1edges) and

(2\302\243

^ 0)) do

Choosean edge{v,w)from I? of lowest cost;
Delete(v, w) from E;
if {v,w) doesnot createa cycle in thenadd (v,w) to
elsediscard{v,w);
\302\243

7

8

has lessthan n

((\302\243

}

Algorithm4.9Early form
to Kruskal

\302\243;

of minimum-costspanningtree algorithmdue

1 AlgorithmKruska\\(E,cost,
n,t)
// E is the set of edgesin G.G has n vertices.cost[u,v] is the

2
3
4
5
6

(u,v). t is the set of edgesin the minimum-cost
// costof edge
tree.
// spanning Thefinal costis returned.

{

:= 1to n doparent[i]:= 1;
Each vertexis in a different set.
//
i :=0;mincost:=0.0;
while ((i < n 1) and (heapnot empty)) do
{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Constructa heap out of the edgecostsusing Heapify;

for i

7

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Deletea minimum costedge(u,v)
and reheapify usingAdjust;

from the heap

k := Find(w);
then

j :=F\\nd(u);
if (j ^ k)

{

i:=i+ l;

t[i,i\\:=u;t[i,2]:=vi
:=mincost
mincost

Union(j,fc);

+ cost[u,
v];

}
}
if (i n 1) thenwrite (\"Nospanningtree\;
elsereturnmincost;
\342\200\224

y\302\243

}

Algorithm4.10Kruskal'salgorithm
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Proof:Let G be any undirectedconnectedgraph.Let t be the spanningtree
for G generatedby Kruskal'salgorithm.Let t' be a minimum-costspanning
tree for G. We show that both t and t' have the samecost.
Let E(t) and E(t')respectivelybethe edgesin t and t'. If n is the number
of verticesin G, then both t and t' have n 1 edges.
If E(t) = E{t'),
then
t is clearly of minimum cost.If E{t) ^ E(t'),then let q be a minimum-cost
and q 0
edgesuch that q
Clearly, such a g must exist. The
inclusionof q into t' createsa uniquecycle (Exercise5).Let q, e\\. e2,...,
e^
be this unique cycle.At leastone of the ej's,1< i < &, is not in
as
otherwiset would alsocontainthe cycle q, e2, &k- Let e3 be an edge
on this cycle suchthat ej E(t).If ej is of lower costthan q, then Kruskal's
algorithmwill considerej beforeq and includeej into t. To seethis, note
that all edgesin E(t) of costlessthan the costof q arealsoin E(t')and do
> cost(q).
not form a cycle with ey So cost(ej)
t
he
with
reconsider
Now,
graph
edgeset E(t')U {q}.Removal of any
will
on
the
leave behind a tree t\" (Exercise
5).In
cycle q, ei,e-2, e^
edge
delete
have
a
i
f
the
then
the
tree
t\"
will
we
particular,
resulting
edgee7,
is
alsoa
costno morethan the costof t' (as cost(ej)> cost{e)).
t
\"
Hence,
minimum-costtree.
By repeatedlyusing the transformationdescribedabove, tree t' can be
transformedinto the spanningtree t without any increasein cost.Hence,t
\342\200\224

\342\202\254
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is a minimum-costspanningtree.
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4.5.3 An OptimalRandomizedAlgorithm(*)
algorithmfor finding the minimum-costspanningtreeof a given graph
G(V,E) will have to spendfi(|F|+ \\E\\) time in the worst case,sinceit
has to examineeachnode and eachedgeat leastoncebeforedetermining
the correctanswer. A randomizedLas Vegas algorithmthat runs in time
follows: (1) Randomly samplem edgesfrom
0(|V|+ \\E\\) can be devisedasLet
G' be the inducedsubgraph;that is,G'
G (for somesuitablem). (2)
has V as itsnodeset and the samplededgesin its edgeset.The subgraph
G' neednot be connected.Recursively find a minimum-costspanningtree
for eachcomponentof G'. Let F be the resultant minimum-costspanning
forestof G'. (3) UsingF, eliminatecertainedges(calledthe F-heavy edges)
of G that cannot possibly be in a minimum-costspanningtree. Let G\" be
the graph that resultsfrom G after eliminationof the F-heavy edges.(4)
Recursively find a minimum-costspanningtree for G\". This will alsobe a
minimum-costspanningtree for G.
Steps1 to 3 are useful in reducingthe number of edgesin G. The
algorithm can be speededup further if we can reducethe number of nodes
in the input graph as well. Such a nodeelimination
can be effected using
the Boriivka steps.In a Boruvka step,for eachnode,an incidentedgewith
is
minimumweight is chosen.Forexamplein Figure4.9(a),
the edge(1,3)
Any
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chosenfor node1,the edge(6,7) is chosenfor node7, and soon. All the
of the
chosenedgesare shown with thick lines.
The connectedcomponents
inducedgraph are found. In the exampleof Figure 4.9(a),the nodes1,2,
and 3 form one component,the nodes4 and 5 form a secondcomponent,
and the nodes6 and 7 form another component.Replaceeachcomponent
with a singlenode.The componentwith nodes1,2, and 3 is replacedwith
the nodea. The othertwo components
are replacedwith the nodesb and c,
are thrown away. The
respectively.Edgeswithin the individual components
resultant graph is shown in Figure4.9(b).In this graph keeponly an edge
of minimum weight betweenany two nodes.
Deleteany isolatednodes.
Sincean edgeis chosenfor every node,the number of nodesafter one
Boruvka step reducesby a factor of at least two. A minimum-cost
tree for the reducedgraph can be extendedeasily to get a minimumcost spanningtree for the originalgraph. If E' is the set of edgesin the
minimum-costspanningtree of the reducedgraph, we simply includeinto
E' the edgeschosenin the Boruvka stepto obtain the minimum-cost
tree edgesfor the original graph. In the exampleof Figure 4.9,a
minimum-costspanningtreefor (c) will consistof the edges(a,b) and (b,c).
Thus a minimum-costspanningtreefor the graph of (a) will have the edges:
(1,3),
(3,2), (4, 5),(6,7), (3,4),and (2,6).More detailsof the algorithmsare
spanning

spanning

given

below.

Definition4.2Let F bea forest that forms a subgraphof a given weighted
graph G(V, E).If u and v areany two nodesin F, let F(u,v) denotethe path
(if any) connectingu and v in F and let Fcost(u,
v) denotethe maximum
weight of any edgein the path F(u,v).If there is no path betweenu and
v in F, Fcost(u,
v) is taken to be oo. Any edge(x,y) of G is said to be
F-heavy if cost[x,
y) and F-lightotherwise.
y] > Fcost(x,
Note that all the edgesof F are F-light.
Also, any F-heavy edgecannot
belongto a minimum-costspanningtree of G. The proofof this is left as
an exercise.Therandomized
algorithmappliestwo Boruvka stepsto reduce
\342\226\241

the numberof nodesin the input graph.Next,it samplesthe edgesof G and
processesthem to eliminatea constantfraction of them. A minimum-cost
spanningtreefor the resultantreducedgraph is recursively computed.From
A detaileddescription
this tree, a spanningtree for G is obtained.
of the
algorithmappearsas Algorithm 4.11.
Lemma4.3states that Step 4 can be completedin time
+ \\E\\).
The proofof this can be found in the references
at
end
of this
the
supplied

0(|F|

chapter.Step1takes0(|V| + \\E\\) timeand step2 takes0(\\E\\) time.Step6
takes
timeas well. Thetimetaken in all the recursivecallsin steps3
at the
and 5 can be shown tobe 0(|V|+ \\E\\). Fora proof, seethe references
end of the chapter.A crucialfact that is used in the proofis that both the
numberof nodesand the numberof edgesarereducedby a constantfactor,
with high probability, in eachlevel of recursion.
0(|2\302\243|)
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Boruvka step

Lemma 4.3Let G(V,E)be any weightedgraph and let F be a subgraph
a forest.Then, all the F-heavy edgesof G can be identified
in time0(\\V\\ + \\E\\).
of G that forms

\342\226\241

Theorem4.7 A

minimum-weight spanning tree for any given weighted
can
be
computedin time0(|V|+
graph
\342\226\241

|2\302\243|).

EXERCISES
1.Computea minimum

costspanningtree for the graph of Figure4.10
Prim's
using(a)
algorithmand (b) Kruskal'salgorithm.

2. Prove that Prim's methodof
spanningtrees.

this sectiongeneratesminimum-cost
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Step1. Apply two Boriivka steps.At

nodeswill have decreasedby a factor
graph be G(V,E).

at

the end, the numberof

least4. Let the resultant

of G,whereeachedgeof G
Step2. Forma subgraphG'{V',E')
E' with probability \\. Theexpected
numberof edgesin E' is K^-.
Step3. Recursively find a minimum-costspanningforest F for

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

is chosenrandomly to be in

G'.

Step4. Eliminateall the F-heavy edgesfrom G. With

high

probability, at leasta constantfractionof the edgesof G will be
eliminated.Let G\" be the resultant graph.

Step5. Computea minimum-costspanning tree (callit T\

for G\" recursively. The
spanningtree for G.

tree T\"

will

alsobe a minimum-cost

Step6. Returnthe edgesof T\" togetherwith the edgeschosenin
the Boruvka stepsof step 1.Theseare the edgesof a minimumcostspanningtree for G.
Algorithm4.11An optimalrandomizedalgorithm

3.

(a) RewritePrim'salgorithmunder the assumptionthat the graphs
are representedby adjacencylists.
(b) Programand run the above version of Prim'salgorithmagainst
the two on a representative
setof graphs.
Algorithm 4.9.Compare
of
(c) Analyze preciselythe computingtimeand spacerequirements
of
lists.
new
version
Prim's
your
algorithmusingadjacency
4. Programand run Kruskal'salgorithm,describedin Algorithm 4.10.
You will have to modify functions Heapify and Adjust of Chapter2.Use
the sametest data you devisedto test Prim'salgorithmin Exercise3.
if t is a spanningtreefor the undirected
graph G,then
the additionof an edgeq, q E(t) and q E(G),to t createsa

5. (a) Show that

\342\202\254

\302\243

unique cycle.
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Figure4.10Graph for Exercise1
(b) Show that if any of the edgeson this unique cycle is deletedfrom

E(t) U

{q},then the remainingedgesform a spanningtree of G.

6. In Figure4.9,find a minimum-costspanningtreefor the graph of part

(c) and extendthe treeto obtain a minimum costspanningtreefor the
of your answer by applying
graph of part (a). Verify the correctness
eitherPrim'salgorithmor Kruskal'salgorithmon the graph of part
(a).

7. Let G(V,E)be any weighted connectedgraph.
(a) If C is any cycle of G, then show that the heaviest edgeof C
cannot belongto a minimum-costspanningtree of G.
(b) Assume that F is a forest that is a subgraphof G. Show that any
F-heavy edgeof G cannot belong to a minimum-costspanning

tree of G.

the completegraph with n vertices,show that
8. By considering
number

the

of spanningtreesin an n vertexgraph can be greaterthan 2n_1
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2.

4.6 OPTIMAL STORAGEON TAPES
Thereare n programsthat are to be storedon a computertape of length
is a length ^,1 < i < n. Clearly, all
be
on
if
c
an
stored
the
tape and only if the sum of the lengthsof
programs

I. Associatedwith eachprogrami
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the programsis at most I. We assumethat whenever a programis to be
at the front. Hence,
retrievedfrom this tape, the tape is initially positioned
if the programsarestoredin the order/ = ii,i%,...,
in, the timetj needed
to retrieveprogramij is proportionalto J2i<k<j^ik- ^ an programsare
retrievedequally often, then the expectedor mean retrievaltime (MRT) is
the optimalstorageon tape problem,we are required
(Vn) Yj\\<j<n tj- I11
to find a permutationfor the n programsso that when they are stored
on the tape in this order the MRT is minimized.This problemfits the
orderingparadigm.Minimizingthe MRT is equivalent to minimizingd(I) =
z^i<j<nXa<fc<jhk
\342\226\240

Thereare n! =
Example4.8Let n = 3 and (Zi,^2?^3)= (5,10,3).
possible
orderings.Theseorderingsand their respectived values are:

ordering/

d(I)

1,2,3 5 + 5 + 10+ 5 + 10+ 3
1,3,2 5 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 10
2,1,3 10+ 10+ 5 + 10+ 5 + 3
2,3,1 10+ 10+ 3 + 10+ 3 + 5
3,1,2 3 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 10
3,2,1 3 + 3+10+ 3 + 10+ 5

==

=
==
==
==
==

The optimalorderingis 3,1,2.

6

38

31
41

43
29

34
\342\226\241

A greedy approachto buildingthe requiredpermutationwould choose
the next programon the basisof someoptimization
measure.One possible
measurewould be the d value of the permutationconstructedsofar. The
next programto be storedon the tape would be one that minimizesthe
increasein d. If we have already constructedthe permutationii,%2,...
,ir,
then appendingprogramj gives the permutationi\\, i2,. ir,v+i = j- This
increasesthe d value by J2i<k<rhk+ h- SinceJ2i<k<rhk1S fixed and
of j, we trivially observethat the increasein d is minimizedif
independent
the next programchosenis the one with the least length from amongthe
remainingprograms.
The greedy algorithmresulting from the above discussionis sosimple
that we won't botherto write it out.Thegreedy methodsimply requiresus
to storethe programsin nondecreasing
orderof their lengths. This ordering
can be carriedout in O(nlogn)time using an efficient sorting algorithm
(e.g.,heap sort from Chapter2). For the programsof Example4.8,note
that the permutation
that yields an optimalsolutionis the one in which the
programsare in nondecreasingorderof their lengths. Theorem4.8shows
that the MRT is minimizedwhen programsarestoredin this order.
\342\226\240
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Theorem4.8If l\\ < <
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l<i

minimizes
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< ln, then the orderingij = j, 1 < j< n,
11

k

\302\243\302\243<
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over all

possible
permutationsof the ij.

Proof:Let / = ii,i-2,
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Then

in

be any permutationof the indexset

fc=ij=i
If

{1,2,...,
n}.

fc=i

thereexista and b such that a < b and
/' with
if, resultsin a permutation

and

lla

>

Zj

,

then interchangingia

d(l') ^2(n-k+ l)li + (n-a+ l)lib + (n-b+l)lia
k

.kjtb

Subtractingd(I')from

d(I),we obtain
d(I)-d(I')== (n-a+ Wia-lib)+ (n-b+l)(lib-lia)
(b-a)(lia-lib)
> 0

not in nondecreasing
order of the lt7s can
in nondecreasing
have minimum d. It is easy to see that all permutations
order of the Zj's have the samed value. Hence,the orderingdefined by

Hence,no permutationthat is

ij = J, 1< j < n. minimizesthe d value.
m

\342\226\241

The tapestorageproblemcan be extendedto severaltapes.If thereare
then the programsare to be distributedover
> 1 tapes,To,...,Tm_i,

thesetapes.Foreachtape a storagepermutationis to be provided.If L
is the storagepermutationfor the subset of programson tape j, then d(Ij)
is as defined earlier.The total retrievaltime {TD)is
d(Ij).The
is
the
i
n
a
minimize
TD.
to
store
such
as
to
way
objective
programs
of the solution for the one-tapecase is to
The obvious generalization
considerthe programsin nondecreasing
orderof Zj's. Theprogramcurrently
X/0<j<m\342\200\2241
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1 AlgorithmStore(n,m)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

// n is the numberof programsand m the numberof tapes.
{
j 0;// Next tape to storeon
for i :=1to n do
'\342\226\240=

{

8
9

10

11 } }

write (\"appendprogram\",i,
\"to permutation
for tape\",j);
mod
+
m;
j (j 1)
'\342\226\240=

Algorithm4.12Assigning programsto tapes
is placedon the tape that resultsin the minimum increase
being considered
in TD. This tape will be the one with the least amount of tape used so
far. If there is morethan one tape with this property, then the one with
the smallestindexcan be used.If the jobsare initially orderedso that l\\ <
< ln, then the first m programsare assignedto tapes
I2 <
Tm-\\
Tm_i
respectively.The next m programswill be assignedto tapes
respectively.The generalrule is that programi is storedon tape T{ m0<x m.
On any given tape the programsarestoredin nondecreasingorderof their
It assumesthat
lengths. Algorithm 4.12presentsthis rule in pseudocode.
the programsare orderedas above. It has a computingtime of &(n) and
doesnot need to know the programlengths. Theorem4.9proves that the
resultingstoragepatternis optimal.

To,...,
To,...,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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Theorem4.9If

l\\

< I2 <

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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< ln, then Algorithm 4.12generatesan

optimalstoragepatternfor m tapes.

Proof:In any storagepatternfor m tapes,let r, be one greaterthan the

numberof programsfollowing programi on its tape.Thenthe totalretrieval

timeTD is given by

td

n

= Y, nU

In any given storagepattern,for any given n, therecan be at most m
for which r, = j. FromTheorem4.8it follows that TD is minimized
programs
if the m longestprogramshave r, = 1,the next m longestprogramshave
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= 2,and soon.When programsareorderedby length, that is,l\\ <h <
< ln, then this minimizationcriteriais satisfied if r, = \\(n i + l)/m\"|.
Observethat Algorithm 4.12
resultsin a storagepatternwith theser^s.
The proofof Theorem4.9shows that thereare many storagepatterns
i + l)/m]for eachprogrami,
that minimizeTD.If we computer, = \\(n
then solong as all programswith the same arestoredon different tapes
and have rL 1programsfollowing them, TD is the same.If n is a multiple
of m, then thereare at least (m\\)n'm storagepatternsthat minimizeTD.
producesone of these.
Algorithm 4.12
T{

\342\200\224
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EXERCISES
1.Find an optimalplacementfor 13programson threetapesTo,T\\,and
areof lengths12,5,8,32,7,5,18,
26,4,3,11,10,
T2, wherethe programs
and

6.

2. Show that replacingthe codeof Algorithm 4.12by
for i :=1to n do
write (\"appendprogram\",i, \"to permutationfor
tape\",(i 1) modm);
\342\200\224

doesnot

affect the output.

3. Let Pi,P2, Pn bea set of n programsthat areto bestoredon a tape
of length I. ProgramP, requiresOj amount of tape.If J2ai^ U then
can bestoredon the tape.So,assumeJ2 > I.
clearly all the programs
The problemis to selecta maximumsubset Q of the programsfor
storageon the tape. (A maximumsubset is one with the maximum
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240,

a%

numberof programsin it).A greedy algorithmfor this problemwould
build the subset Q by includingprogramsin nondecreasingorderof a\\.
(a) Assume the p areorderedsuch that a\\ < 0,2 < < an. Write
a function for the above strategy. Your function should output
an array ,s[l: n] such that s[i]= 1 if Pi is in Q and s[i]= 0
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

otherwise.

(b) Show that this strategy always finds a maximumsubset Q such
that J2pt^Qai<l(c) Let Q be the subsetobtainedusing the above greedy strategy.
How smallcan the tape utilizationratio (J2pieQai)/l
Se^
(d) Supposethe objectivenow is to determinea subset of programs
the tape utilization ratio. A greedy approach
that maximizes
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would be to considerprogramsin nonincreasingorderof ai. If
thereis enoughspaceleft on the tape for Pj,then it is includedin
Q. Assume the programsareorderedso that a\\ > a<i > > an.
Write a function incorporating
this strategy. What is its timeand
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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spacecomplexity?
(e) Show that the strategy of part (d) doesn'tnecessarilyyield a
subset that maximizes{J2pteQai)l^- How smallcan this ratio
get? Prove your bound.
4. Assume n programsof lengthsh,l2,---,ln
are to be storedon a tape.
If the programsare
Programi is to be retrievedwith frequency
storedin the orderii,i2, ,in,the expected
retrievaltime (ERT) is

/,.

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

j

fc=i

iY,fi

orderof li does
(a) Show that storingthe programsin nondecreasing
not necessarilyminimizethe ERT.
(b) Show that storingthe programsin nonincreasingorderof /j does
not necessarilyminimizethe ERT.
(c) Show that the ERT is minimizedwhen the programsarestored
in nonincreasingorderof fi/l{.
5. Considerthe tape storageproblemof this section.Assume that two
tapes Tl and T2, are available and we wish to distributen given
onto thesetwo tapesin sucha manner
programsof lengthsl\\,l2,...,ln
that the maximumretrievaltimeis minimized.
That is,if A and B are
the setsof programson the tapesTl and T2respectively,then we wish
to chooseA and B suchthat max{ J2ieA h, J2ieBh } 1Sminimized.
A
possible
greedy approachto obtainingA and B would be to start with
A and B initially empty. Then considerthe programs
one at a time.
The programcurrently beingconsidered
is assignedto set A if J2ieA h
= min { YjieA^iiYjieBh }> otherwiseit is assignedto B. Show that
< ln.
this doesnot guaranteeoptimalsolutionseven if l\\ < I2 <
> lnShow that the sameis true if we requirel\\ > I2 >
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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4.7 OPTIMAL MERGE PATTERNS
In Section3.4we saw that two sorted files containingn and m records
respectivelycouldbe mergedtogetherto obtainone sortedfile in time0(n+
m). When morethan two sortedfiles are to be mergedtogether,the merge
can be accomplished
by repeatedlymergingsortedfiles in pairs.Thus, if
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files x\\,X2,x%,and x\\ are to be merged,we could first mergex\\ and a;2
to get a file y\\. Then we could mergeyi and x.3 to get y-i- Finally, we
couldmergey2 and X4 to get the desiredsortedfile. Alternatively, we could

and get y2, and
first mergex\\ and x-i getting y\\, then mergeX3 and
the
file.
Given
n sortedfiles,
and
desired
and
sorted
finally mergey\\
y2
get
thereare many ways in which to pairwisemergethem into a singlesorted
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file. Different pairings requirediffering amounts of computingtime. The
problemwe addressourselvesto now is that of determiningan optimalway
to pairwisemergen sortedfiles. Since
(onerequiringthe fewest comparisons)
this problemcallsfor an orderingamongthe pairsto be merged,it fits the
orderingparadigm.

Example4.9 Thefiles x\\,X2, and x-j arethreesortedfiles of length 30,20,
and 10recordseach.Mergingx\\ and X'i requires50 recordmoves.Merging
the result with 23 requiresanother 60 moves. Thetotal number of record
moves requiredto mergethe threefiles this way is 110.
If, instead,we first
and
then
60
and
30
x^
x\\
X3 (taking
merge
moves)
(taking moves),the total
recordmoves madeis only 90. Hence,the secondmergepattern is faster
than the first.
\342\226\241

A greedy attemptto obtainan optimalmergepatternis easy to formulate.
Since mergingan n-recordfile and an m-recordfile requirespossibly n +
m recordmoves, the obvious choicefor a selectioncriterionis: at each
step mergethe two smallestsizefiles together.Thus, if we have five files
30), our greedy rule would generatethe
(x\\,..., with sizes(20,30,10,5,
and
23 to get z\\ (\\z\\\\ = 15),
mergez\\ and
following mergepattern:mergex\\
=
=
and
to
to
X2
x\\
x5
get Z2 (|^21 35), merge
get 23 (\\z^\\ 60), and merge
Thetotal
of recordmoves is 205.
and
to
the
number
answer
24.
Z2
z;$
get
One can verify that this is an optimalmergepatternfor the given problem
\302\2435)

instance.
The mergepattern such as the one just describedwill be referredto
as a two-way mergepattern (each mergestep involves the mergingof two
files). The two-way mergepatternscan be representedby binary merge
the optimalmerge
shows a binary mergetree representing
trees.Figure4.11
are
drawn as squares
for
five
leaf
nodes
obtained
the
above
files.The
pattern
and representthe given five files.Thesenodesarecalledexternalnodes.The
remainingnodesare drawn as circlesand are calledinternal nodes.Each
internal nodehas exactlytwo children,and it representsthe file obtained
by its two children.The number in each
by mergingthe files represented
the numberof records)of the file represented
nodeis the length (i.e.,
by that

node.

Theexternalnode x\\ is at a distanceof 3 from the root node z\\ (a node
at level i is at a distanceof i 1 from the root).Hence,the recordsof file
X4 are moved three times,onceto get zi, onceagain to get Z2, and finally
one moretimeto get 24. If dt is the distancefrom the root to the external
\342\200\224
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Z]

5
X

4

(Tty

20

30

30

X

*5

X

1

2

10
*3

Figure4.11Binary mergetree representinga mergepattern
nodefor file x\\ and qi, the length of
moves for this binary mergetree is

x\\

is then the total number of record

X^i
i=i
This sum is calledthe weightedexternalpath length of the tree.

to a binary mergetree
optimaltwo-way mergepatterncorresponds
external
The
function Treeof
path
weighted
length.
4.13uses the greedy rule statedearlierto obtain a two-way merge
tree for n files.The algorithmhas as input a list listof n trees.Each node
in a tree has three fields, Ichild,
rchild,and weight. Initially, eachtree in
listhas exactlyone node.This nodeis an externalnodeand has Ichildand
rchildfields zerowhereasweight is the length of one of the n files to be
merged.Duringthe courseof the algorithm,for any tree in listwith root
nodet, t weight is the lengthof the mergedfile it represents(t weight
equalsthe sum of the lengthsof the externalnodesin treet). FunctionTree
uses two functions,Least(list)and \\nsert(list,t). Least(list)finds a tree in
listwhose roothas leastweight and returns a pointerto this tree. This tree
is removed from list.\\nsert(list,
t) insertsthe tree with roott into list.
Theorem 4.10
shows that Tree (Algorithm4.13)generatesan optimaltwo-way
mergetree.
An

with minimum

Algorithm

\342\200\224>
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treenode= record{
treenode* Ichild;
treenode* rchild;

h

integerweight;
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1 AlgorithmTree(n)

2
3
4
5
6

// listis a globallist of n singlenode
// binary treesas describedabove.
{

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

for i :=1to n

\342\200\224

1do

//

pt := new treenode; Geta new tree node.
(pt Ichild) := Least(list); Mergetwo treeswith
(pt rchild) := Least(list); smallestlengths.
(pt weight) := ((pt Ichild) weight)

//
//

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

|

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\200\242

+((p\302\243

~*\342\200\242

rchild)

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\200\242

weight);

lnsert(Zis\302\243,p\302\243);

}
returnLeast(Zisi);// Treeleft in Zisi is the mergetree.

Algorithm4.13Algorithm to generatea two-way mergetree
Example4.10Let us seehow algorithmTreeworkswhen listinitially
six files with lengths (2,3,5,7,9,13).
Figure 4.12shows listat the
end of eachiterationof the for loop.The binary mergetree that resultsat
the end of the algorithmcan be used to determinewhich files are merged.
represents

Mergingis performedon those files which are lowest (have the greatest
depth) in the tree.
\342\226\241

The main for loopin Algorithm 4.13is executedn 1 times. If list
is kept in nondecreasing
orderaccordingto the weight value in the roots,
\342\200\224

then Least(list)requiresonly 0(1)time and \\nsert(list,t) can be done in
0(n)time.Hencethe totaltimetaken is 0(n2).In caselistis represented
as a minheapin which the root value is lessthan or equal to the values of
its children(Section2.4),then Least(list)and lnsert(/isi,
t) can be done in
time.
In
this
case
the
time
for
Tree
is
O(logn)
computing
0(nlogn).Some
be
obtained
of
the
Insert
line
12
with the Least
speedupmay
by combining
of line 9.
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Theorem4.10If listinitially containsn > 1singlenodetreeswith
values

weight

then algorithm Tree generatesan optimaltwo-way
(qi,q2,...,qn),
with

mergetree for n

files

theselengths.

Proof:The proofis by

inductionon n. For n = 1,a tree with no internal
and
this
nodesis returned
tree is clearly optimal.Forthe induction
assumethe algorithmgeneratesan optimaltwo-way mergetree for all
), 1< m < n. We show that the algorithmalsogenerates
optimal treesfor all (qi,q2, qn)- Without loss
of generality, we can assume
< qn and q\\ and q2 are the values of the weight fields
that q\\ < q2 <
of the treesfound by algorithmLeast in lines 8 and 9 during the first
of the for loop.Now, the subtreeT of Figure 4.13
is created.Let T\"
be an optimaltwo-way mergetree for {q\\,q2, ,qn)- Let p be an internal
nodeof maximumdistancefrom the root. If the childrenof p are not qi
and q2, then we can interchangethe presentchildrenwith q\\ and q2
increasingthe weighted externalpath length of T\". Hence,T is alsoa
subtreein an optimalmergetree. If we replaceT in T\" by an externalnode
with weight q\\ + q2, then the resultingtree T\" is an optimalmergetree for
T by the
931 i Qn)- Fromthe inductionhypothesis,after replacing
(<7i +12-,
externalnodewith value q\\ + q2, function Treeproceedsto find an optimal
mergetree for (q\\ + q2,
qn). Hence,Tree generatesan optimalmerge
tree for (q1,q2,...
,qn).
hypothesis,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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iteration
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without

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

53,...,

\342\226\241

The greedy methodto generatemergetreesalsoworks for the caseof kary merging.In this casethe corresponding
mergetree is a A;-ary tree. Since
all internal nodesmust have degreeA;, for certainvalues of n there is no
when k = 3,thereis no A;-ary
A;-ary mergetree. Forexample,
corresponding
=
2
externalnodes.Hence,it is necessaryto introduce
mergetree with n
a certainnumberof dummy externalnodes.Each dummy node is assigned
a qi of zero. This dummy value doesnot affect the weightedexternalpath
length of the resultingA;-ary tree. Exercise2 shows that a A;-ary tree with
all internal nodeshaving degreek existsonly when the numberof external
nodesn satisfies the equality n mod(A; 1) = Hence,at most k 2 dummy
nodeshave to be added.The greedy rule to generateoptimalmergetrees
at eachstep choosek subtreeswith leastlength for merging.Exercise3
proves the optimality of this rule.
\342\200\224

1.

\342\200\224

is:

HuffmanCodes
Another applicationof binary trees with minimalweightedexternalpath
lengthis to obtainan optimalset of codesfor messages
Mn+\\. Each
codeis a binary string that is used for transmissionof the corresponding
message.At the receivingend the code is decodedusing a decodetree.
A decodetree is a binary tree in which externalnodesrepresentmessages.

Mi,...,
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after
iteration
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imtiai

list

m

m m m m m

\302\256_

5)

Figure4.12Treesin

h's\302\243

m m m

[5] (Tj

of Tree for

^[9]

Example4.10
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Figure4.13The simplestbinary mergetree

0/

\\1

o/ \\i
0/
M,

Figure4.14Huffman codes
The binary bitsin the codeword for a messagedeterminethe branching
neededat eachlevel of the decodetree to reachthe correctexternalnode.
For example,if we interpreta zeroas a left branch and a one as a right
tocodes000,001,
branch, then the decodetree of Figure4.14corresponds
1
a
nd
for
and
01,
messagesMi,M2,M3, M4 respectively.Thesecodesare
calledHuffman codes.Thecostof decodinga codeword is proportionalto
the number of bitsin the code.This number is equal to the distanceof
the corresponding
externalnodefrom the root node.If qi is the relative
frequency with which messageMi will be transmitted,then the expected
decodetime is J2i<i<n+i
Qidi, whered{ is the distanceof the externalnode
for message
Mi from the root node.Theexpecteddecodetimeis minimized
by choosingcodewords resulting in a decodetree with minimalweighted
externalpath length! Note that J2i<i<n+i
Qid-i is alsothe expectedlength
of a transmittedmessage.Hencethe codethat minimizesexpecteddecode
timealsominimizesthe expectedlength of a message.
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EXERCISES
1.Find an optimalbinary mergepatternfor ten files whose lengths are
and 11.
28,32,12,5,84,53,91,35,3,
2.

(a) Show that if all internal nodesin a tree have degreek, then the
numbern of externalnodesis such that n mod (k 1) = 1.
(b) Show that for every n suchthat n mod (k 1) = 1,thereexistsa
A;-ary treeT with n externalnodes(in a A;-ary tree all nodeshave
degreeat most k). Also show that all internal nodesof T have
\342\200\224
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degreek.

mod [k 1) = 1,then the greedy rule described
following Theorem4.10
generatesan optimalA;-ary mergetreefor
all (qi,q2,...,qn)(b) Draw the optimalthree-way mergetreeobtainedusing this rule
when {quq2,...,
20,23,25,28).
qn) = (3,7,8,9,15,16,18,
4. Obtain a set of optimalHuffman codesfor the messages(Mi,...,
My)
with relativefrequencies(q-\\,...,
q-?) = (4, 5,7,8,10,12,
20).Draw the
decodetree for this set of codes.
5. Let T bea decodetree. An optimaldecodetree minimizesJ2li^i- For
a given setof g's,let D denoteallthe optimaldecodetrees.For any tree
has shown
Tel?,let L(T) = max{dt}and let SL(T)= dt. Schwartz
that thereexistsa tree T* e D such that L(T*) = minTeD {L{T)j
and SL(T*)= minTeD {SL(T)}.

3. (a) Show that

if n

\342\200\224

\302\243

(a) For

that

= (1,1,2,2,4,4,4,4)
obtain treesTl and T2such
{qi,...,q8)

L(T1)> L(T2).

(b) Usingthe data of a, obtain Tl and T2 e D such that L(Tl) =
> SL(T2).
L(T2) but SL(T1)
if
Show
that
the
subalgorithmLeastused in algorithmTree is such
(c)

caseof a tie it returnsthe treewith leastdepth,then Tree
generatesa tree with the propertiesof T*.
that in

4.8 SINGLE-SOURCESHORTESTPATHS
Graphscan be used to representthe highway structureof a state or country
with verticesrepresenting
sectionsof highway.
citiesand edgesrepresenting
The edgescan then be assignedweights which may be eitherthe distance
betweenthe two citiesconnectedby the edgeor the averagetime to drive
alongthat sectionof highway. A motoristwishing to drive from city A to B
would be interestedin answersto the following questions:
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Path
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1) 1,4
2) 1,4,5
3) 1,4,5,2

Length

10

25
45
45

4) 1,3
(b) Shortestpaths from 1

(a) Graph

Figure4.15Graph and shortestpaths from vertex 1to alldestinations
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

Istherea path from A

to

B1

If thereis morethan one path from A to

B,whichis the shortestpath?

The problemsdefined by these questionsare specialcasesof the path
problemwe study in this section.The length of a path is now defined to
be the sum of the weights of the edgeson that path. The starting vertex
of the path is referredto as the source,and the last vertexthe destination.
The graphs are digraphs to allow for one-way streets.In the problemwe
consider,we are given a directedgraph G = (V,E), a weightingfunction
costfor the edgesof G,and a sourcevertexvq. The problemis to determine
the shortestpaths from vq to all the remainingverticesof G.It is assumed
that all the weights are positive.Theshortestpath betweenvo and some
other node v is an orderingamonga subsetof the edges.
Hencethis problem
fits the orderingparadigm.
Thenumbers
Example4.11Considerthe directedgraphof Figure4.15(a).
on the edgesarethe weights.If node1is the sourcevertex,then the shortest
path from 1 to 2 is 1,4, 5, 2. The length of this path is 10+ 15+ 20 = 45.
Even though thereare threeedgeson this path, it is shorterthan the path
1,2which is of length 50. Thereis no path from 1to 6. Figure4.15(b)
liststhe shortestpaths from node 1to nodes4, 5, 2, and 3, respectively.The
orderof path length.
paths have beenlistedin nondecreasing

\342\226\241

To formulate a greedy-based
algorithmto generatethe shortestpaths,
we must conceiveof a multistagesolution to the problemand also of an

optimizationmeasure.One possibility is to build the shortestpaths one by

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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one. As an optimizationmeasurewe can use the sum of the lengthsof all
eachindividual
paths sofar generated.For this measureto be minimized,
i shortest
be
of
minimum
If
we
have
constructed
must
path
length.
already
this
then
the
next
to
beconstructed
measure,
path
paths,
using
optimization
shouldbe the next shortestminimum lengthpath. The greedy way (and also
a systematicway) to generatethe shortestpaths from vq to the remaining
orderof path length.
verticesis to generatethesepaths in nondecreasing
First, a shortestpath to the nearestvertex is generated.Then a shortest
path to the secondnearestvertex is generated,and soon. For the graph
= 10).The
of Figure4.15(a)
the nearestvertex to vq = 1 is 4 (cost[l,4]
path 1,4is the first path generated.The secondnearestvertex to node 1
is 5 and the distancebetween1 and 5 is 25. The path 1,4,5is the next
path generated.In orderto generatethe shortestpaths in this order,we
need to be ableto determine(1) the next vertex to which a shortestpath
must be generatedand (2) a shortestpath to this vertex.Let S denotethe
set of vertices(includingvq) to which the shortestpaths have already been
generated.For w not in S, let dist[w] be the length of the shortestpath
starting from vo, goingthroughonly those verticesthat are in S, and ending
at w. We observethat:

1.If the next shortestpath is to

vertex u, then the path begins at vq,
ends at u, and goesthroughonly thoseverticesthat are in S.To prove
this, we must show that all the intermediateverticeson the shortest
path to u are in S.Assume thereis a vertexw on this path that is not
in S.Then, the vq to u path alsocontainsa path from vo to w that is
of length lessthan the vq to u path. By assumptionthe shortestpaths
are beinggeneratedin nondecreasingorderof path length, and so the
shorterpath vq to w must already have beengenerated.Hence,there
can be no intermediate
vertex that is not in S.

2. Thedestinationof the next path generatedmust be that of vertex u
which has the minimum distance,dist[u],
amongall verticesnot in S.
This follows from the definition of distand observation1.In casethere
are severalverticesnot in S with the samedist,then any of thesemay
be selected.
3. Having selecteda vertexu as in observation2 and generatedthe

S.

a memberof At this point the
to u path, vertex u becomes
of
the
shortest
paths starting at v0, goingthough verticesonly
length
in S, and ending at a vertex w not in S may decrease;that is,the
value of dist[w] may change. If it doeschange,then it must be due
to a shorterpath starting at vq and goingto u and then to w. The
intermediateverticeson the vq to u path and the u to w path must
all be in
Further,the vo to u path must be the shortestsuch path;
otherwisedist[w] is not defined properly.Also, the u to w path can
be chosensoas not to contain any intermediatevertices.Therefore,
shortest

vo

S.
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(i.e.,
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we can concludethat if dist[w] is to change
decrease),then it is
becauseof a path from vo to u to w, wherethe path from vo to u is
the shortestsuch path and the path from u to w is the edge(u,w).
The length of this path is dist[u]+ cost[u,
w\\.

The above observationslead to a simpleAlgorithm 4.14for the singlesourceshortestpath problem.This algorithm (known as Dijkstra's
the lengthsof the shortestpaths from vq to allother
algorithm) only determines
verticesin G. Thegenerationof the paths requiresa minorextensionto this
algorithmand is left as an exercise.In the function ShortestPaths(Algorithm
numbered1through n. The
4.14)it is assumedthat the n verticesof G are
set S is maintainedas a bit array with S[i]= 0 if vertex i is not in S and
S[i]= 1if it is.It is assumedthat the graph itselfis representedby its cost
adjacencymatrixwith
j]'sbeing the weight of the edge(i,j). The
is set to somelargenumber,oo,in casethe edge{i,j) is not
weight cost[i,j]
in E(G).Fori = j, cost[i,
j] can be set to any nonnegativenumberwithout
the
outcome
of
the
affecting
algorithm.
Fromour earlierdiscussion,
it is easy to seethat the algorithmis correct.
Thetime taken by the algorithmon a graph with n verticesis 0{n2).To
seethis, note that the for loopof line 7 in Algorithm 4.14takes0(n)time.
Thefor loopof line 12is executedn 2 times.Each executionof this loop
requires0{n)time at lines 15and 16to selectthe next vertex and again
at the for loopof line 18to updatedist.So the total timefor this loopis
0{n2).In casea list t of verticescurrently not in s is maintained,then the
number of nodeson this list would at any timebe n num. This would
speedup lines 15and 16and the for loopof line 18,but the asymptotic
time would remain0{n2).This and other variations of the algorithmare
exploredin the exercises.
Any shortestpath algorithm must examineeach edgein the graph at
leastoncesinceany of the edgescould be in a shortestpath. Hence,the
minimum possible
timefor such an algorithmwould be 0(|.E|).
Sincecost
matrices
were
it
takes
used
to
t
he
adjacency
represent graph,
0(n2)time
to
determine
w
hich
are
in
and
so
shortest
G,
just
any
path algorithm
edges
must take
time.Forthis representation
then,
usingthis representation
algorithmShortestPathsis optimalto within a constant factor.If a change
to adjacencylists
is made,the overall frequency of the for loopof line 18can
be broughtdown to 0(|.E|)(sincedistcan changeonly for verticesadjacent
from u). If V S is maintainedas a red-blacktree (seeSection2.4.2),
each
executionof lines 15and 16takes O(logn) time. Note that a red-black
tree supportsthe following operationsin O(logn) time: insert,delete(an
arbitrary element),find-min, and search(for an arbitrary element).Each
updatein line 21takesO(logn) timeas well (sincean updatecan be done
usinga deleteand an insertioninto the red-blacktree). Thusthe overall run
timeis 0((n+ \\E\\) logn).
cos\302\243[i,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

f\302\243(n2)
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1 AlgorithmShortestPaths(u,cost,dist,n)
// dist[j],1< j < n, is set to the length of the shortest

2
3
4
5
6
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7

path from vertex v to vertexj in a digraphG with n
// vertices.
is set to zero.G is represented
by its
// cost dist[v]matrix
// adjacency
cost[l: n, 1: n].

{

8
9

:=cost[v,i];
S[i]:=false;
}
5[u] := true;dist[v] := 0.0;// Put v in 5.
for num := 2 to n 1do
{
// Determinen 1paths from v.
Chooseu from amongthoseverticesnot
in S such that dist[u] is minimum;
5[u] := true;// Put u in S.
efe\302\243[i]

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

for i :=1to n do
{ // InitializeS.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

for (eachw adjacentto u with S[w] = false) do
// Updatedistances.
if

}

}

{dist[w\\

> dist[u]+ cost[u,
w])) then
:=
+
dist[w] dist[u] cost[u,
w];

Algorithm4.14Greedy algorithmto generateshortestpaths
Example4.12Considerthe eight vertex digraph of Figure4.16(a)with
cost adjacencymatrixas in Figure4.16(b).
The values of dist and the
verticesselectedat eachiterationof the for loopof line 12in Algorithm 4.14
for finding all the shortestpaths from Boston
are shown in Figure4.17.To
S
Boston.
contains
In
the
first
iterationof the for loop
only
begin with,
=
for
num
the
u
that
is
not
in
S and whosedist[u] is
2),
city
(that is,
minimum is identified to be New York. New York entersthe set S. Also the
dist[] values of Chicago,Miami, and New Orleansget alteredsincethereare
shorterpaths to thesecitiesvia New York. In the next iterationof the for
loop,the city that entersS is Miami sinceit has the smallestdist[] value
from among all the nodesnot in S. None of the dist[] values are altered.
Thealgorithmcontinuesin a similarfashion and terminateswhen only seven
of the eight verticesare in S. By the definition of dist,the distanceof the
last vertex,in this caseLos Angeles,is correctas the shortestpath from
Bostonto Los Angeles can go through only the remainingsixvertices.
\342\226\241
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Boston

Chicago

J^0JL_---H^

/250

1000

SanFrancisco
;2W^\302\260^3

6^)

New York
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300

v5^_1000

LosAngeles

New Orleans

\342\200\224~-~/7x

Miami

(a) Digraph
1
1

2
3

2

3

0
300 0
100 800

4
5
6

0
1200

4

0
1500
1000

5

6

0

7

8

1700

7

8

250
0 900 1400
0 1000
0

(b) Length-adjacencymatrix

Figure4.16Figuresfor Example4.12
One can easily verify that the edgeson the shortestpaths from a
v to all remainingverticesin a connected
undirectedgraph G form a
spanningtree of G. This spanningtree is calleda shortest-pathspanning
tree. Clearly, this spanningtree may be different for different rootvertices
v. Figure4.18
shows a graph G, its minimum-costspanning tree, and a
shortest-pathspanningtree from vertex 1.
vertex
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Distance
Iteration

s

Initial

-
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1

2
3
4
5
6

Vertex

selected
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(5)
{5,6}

6

{5,6,7)
{5,6,7,4)
15,6,7,4,8)
{5,6,7,4,8,3)
(5,6,7,4,8,3,2)

4
8
3
2

Figure4.17Action

7

LA

SF

[1]

[2]

DEN

[3]

CHI

BOST

[4]

[5]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1500
1250
+oo
+oo
+oo
1250
+oo
+oo
2450 1250
3350 +oo 2450 1250
3350 3250 2450 1250
3350 3250 2450 1250
+oo

+oo

+oo

+oo

+oo

+oo

NY

MIA

[6]

[7]

250
250
250
250
250
250
250

1150
1150
1150
1150
1150
1150

NO

[8]

+oo

+\302\260o

1650

1650
1650
1650
1650
1650

of ShortestPaths

EXERCISES
1.UsealgorithmShortestPathstoobtainin nondecreasingorderthe lengths
of the shortestpaths from vertex 1to all remainingverticesin the
digraph of Figure4.19.

2. Usingthe directedgraph of Figure4.20explainwhy

ShortestPathswill

not work properly.What is the shortestpath betweenverticesv\\ and
Wj ?

3. RewritealgorithmShortestPathsunder the following assumptions:
(a) G is representedby its adjacency lists. The head nodesare
HEAD(l),...,
HEAD(n)and eachlist nodehas threefields:
COST,and LINK.COSTis the lengthof the corresponding
edgeand n the numberof verticesin G.
S,the set of verticesto which the shortest
(b) Insteadof representing
paths have already beenfound, the set T = V(G) S is
usinga linked list.What can you say about the computing
timeof your new algorithmrelativeto that of ShortestPaths?
VERTEX,

\342\200\224

represented

4. Modify algorithmShortestPathsso that it obtainsthe shortestpaths
in additionto the lengthsof thesepaths.What is the computingtime
of your algorithm?
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(a)A Graph

(b) Minimum costspanning tree

(c) Shortestpath spanning treefrom vertex

1.

Figure4.18Graphs and spanningtrees

Figure4.19Directedgraph
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Figure4.20Another directedgraph

4.9 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Thelineartimealgorithmin Section4.3for the treevertexsplittingproblem
can be found in \"Vertex upgradingproblemsfor VLSI,\"by D. Paik,Ph.D.
thesis,Departmentof ComputerScience,University of Minnesota,October
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The two greedy methodsfor obtainingminimum-costspanningtreesare

due to R. C.Primand

J. B.Kruskal,respectively.

time spanningtree algorithmhas beengiven
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by A.
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in this chapterappearsin \"A randomized
linear-timealgorithmfor
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Klein
minimum
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and
R. E.Tarjan,in
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finding
presented

Proceedings

pp.
of the 26th Annual Symposium,on Theory of Computing, 1994,

9-15.Seealso
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\"A randomized
linear-timealgorithmto find minimum
trees,\"by D. R. Karger,P.N. Klein,and R. E. Tarjan,Journalof the

321-328.
(1995):
Proofof Lemma4.3can be found in \"Verification and sensitivity analysis
of minimum spanningtreesin lineartime,\" by B.Dixon,M. Rauch,and R. E.
and in \"A simple
Tarjan,SIAM Journalon ComputinglX (1992):
1184-1192,
minimum spanningtree verification algorithm,\"by V. King, Proceedings
of
the Workshop on Algorithms and Data Structures,1995.
ACM42, no.2

A
appears

very nearly lineartimealgorithmfor minimum-costspanningtrees
in \"Efficient algorithmsfor finding minimum spanningtreesin

and directedgraphs,\"by H. N. Gabow, Z. Galil,T. Spencer,and
R. E.Tarjan,Combinatorica
6 (1986):
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A lineartime algorithmfor minimum-costspanningtreeson a stronger
modelwherethe edgeweights can be manipulatedin their binary form is
given in \"Trans-dichotomous
algorithmsfor minimum spanningtrees and
shortestpaths,\" by M. Fredmanand D.E. Willard, in Proceedings
of the
31stAnnual Symposium on Foundationsof ComputerScience,1990,pp.

719-725.
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Thegreedy methoddeveloped
hereto optimally storeprogramson tapes
was first devisedfor a machineschedulingproblem.In this problemn jobs
have to be scheduled
on m processors.
Jobi takesti amount of time.The
timeat which a jobfinishes is the sum of the jobtimesfor all jobs
and includingjob The averagefinish time corresponds
to the mean
accesstime for programson tapes.The (m\\)n'm schedulesreferredto in

i.

preceding

Theorem4.9are known as SPT(shortestprocessingtime) schedules.The
rule to generateSPTschedules
as well as the rule of Exercise4 (Section4.6)
are due to W. E. Smith.
The greedy algorithmfor generatingoptimalmergetrees is due to D.

Huffman.

Fora given set {q\\,...,
qn} thereare many sets of Huffman codes
thereis one that has minimum
Yl Qidi- Fromamongstthesecodesets
^di and minimum max {di}.An algorithmto obtain this codeset was

minimizing

given by

E.S.Schwartz.

The shortest-pathalgorithmof the text is due to E.W. Dijkstra.
Forplanargraphs,the shortest-pathproblemcan be solved in lineartime
as has beenshown in \"Fastershortest-pathalgorithmsfor planar graphs,\"
by P. Klein,S.Rao, and M. Rauch, in Proceedings
of the ACM Symposium
on Theory of Computing, 1994.

The relationshipbetweengreedy methodsand matroidsis discussedin
Combinatorial
Optimization, by E. Lawler, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

1976.

4.10 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.[Coinchanging]Let An

= {a\\,a,2, an} be a finite set of distinct
coin types (for example,a\\ = 50^/, a,2 = 25^/, a^ = 10^/,and soon.) We
can assumeeachaj is an integerand a\\ > a2 > > an. Each type is
available in unlimitedquantity. Thecoin-changingproblemis to make
up an exactamount C using a minimum total numberof coins.C is
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

an integer> 0.
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if an ^ 1,then thereexistsa finite setof cointypes and
a C for which thereis no solutionto the coin-changingproblem.
(b) Show that thereis always a solutionwhen an = 1.
(c) When an = 1,a greedy solution to the problemmakeschange
by using the coin types in the ordera\\, a-i,
,an. When coin
as many coinsof this type as possible
type at is beingconsidered,
are given. Write an algorithmbasedon this strategy. Show that
this algorithmdoesn't
necessarilygeneratesolutionsthat use the
minimum total numberof coins.
A;\"-2,...,
(d) Show that if An = {A;71-1,
k0}for somek > 1,then the
method
of
greedy
part (c) alwaysyields solutionswith a minimum

(a) Showthat

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

numberof coins.

2. [Setcover] You are given a family S of m sets Si,1< i < m. Denote
the sizeof set A. Let \\Si\\ = jf, that is,Si = {si,S2, ,Sjf}.
by
A subsetT = {Ti,T2,...
,T^} of S is a family of setssuch that for
eachi,1 < i < k, Tj = Sr for somer, 1 < r < m. The subset T is
a cover of S iff LIT, = USi. Thesizeof T, |T|,is the numberof sets
in T. A minimum cover of S is a cover of smallestsize.Consider
the following greedy strategy:build T iteratively, at the kth iteration
T = {Ti,...,
7fc-i})now add to T a set Sj from S that containsthe
\\A\\

\342\226\240
\342\226\240\342\226\240

largestnumberof elementsnot already in T, and stop when UT? = US{.
(a) Assume that USi =
n}and m < n. Usingthe strategy
outlined above, write an algorithm to obtain set covers. How
much timeand spacedoesyour algorithmrequire?
obtain a
necessarily
(b) Show that the greedy strategy above doesn't
minimum set cover.
(c) Supposenow that a minimum cover is defined tobe one for which
^i=i \\Tt\\ is minimum. Doesthe above strategy always find a

{1,2,...,

minimum

cover?

3. [Node cover] Let G = (V, E) be an undirectedgraph.A nodecover of
G is a subsetU of the vertexset V suchthat every edgein E is incident
to at leastone vertex in U. A minimum nodecover is one with the
fewest numberof vertices.Considerthe following greedy algorithmfor

this problem:
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1 AlgorithmCover(V,E)
{
:=0;

2
3
4
5
6
7
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8
9

10 }

C7\"

repeat
{

Let q be a vertex from V of maximumdegree;
Add q to t/; Eliminateq from F;

E := E {(x,y) such that x = q ov y = q}',
until
(E = 0); // t/ is the nodecover.
}
\342\200\224

Doesthis algorithmalways generatea minimum nodecover?
4. [Traveling salesperson]
Let G be a directedgraph with n vertices.Let
length(u,v) be the lengthof the edge{u,v). A path starting at a given
vertex vq7 goingthrough every othervertex exactly once,and finally
returningto v0 is calleda tour. The length of a tour is the sum of the
lengthsof the edgeson the path defining the tour. We areconcerned
with finding a tour of minimum length. A greedy way to construct
such a tour is:let (P,v) representthe path sofar constructed;
it starts
at vo and ends at v. Initially P is empty and v = vq, if allverticesin G
are on P, then includethe edge{v,vq) and stop;otherwiseincludean
edge(v,w) of minimum lengthamongall edgesfrom v to a vertex w
not on P. Show that this greedy methoddoesn't
necessarily
generate
a minimum-lengthtour.

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Chapter 5

DYNAMIC
PROGRAMMING
5.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
Dynamic programmingis an algorithmdesign methodthat can be used
when the solutionto a problemcan be viewedas the result of a sequence
of
In earlierchapterswe saw many problemsthat can be viewed this
decisions.
way.

Herearesomeexamples:

Example5.1[Knapsack]The solution to the knapsackproblem(Section
We have to
4.2) can be viewed as the result of a sequenceof decisions.
decidethe values of Xj, 1< i < n. First we make a decisionon x\\, then on
of decisions
maximizes
the
X2, then on X3, and soon.An optimalsequence
<
also
f
unction
m
and
satisfies
the
constraints
objective
(It
Yl,wixi
0 < Xi < 1.)
Y^V%X%-

\342\226\241

Example5.2[Optimal mergepatterns] This problemwas discussedin

4.7. An optimalmergepattern tells us which pair of files should be
mergedat eachstep.As a decisionsequence,the problemcallsfor us to
decide which pairof files shouldbe merged
first, which pairsecond,which pair
An
and
soon.
o
f
third,
optimalsequence decisionsis a least-costsequence.
Section

\342\226\241

Example5.3[Shortestpath] One way

to find a shortestpath from vertex
vertexj in a directedgraph G is to decidewhich vertexshouldbe the
secondvertex,which the third, which the fourth, and soon, until vertexj
of decisions
is reached.An optimalsequence
is one that resultsin a path of
leastlength.
i to

\342\226\241
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Forsomeof the problemsthat may be viewed in this way, an optimal
sequenceof decisionscan be found by makingthe decisionsone at a time
and never makingan erroneous
decision.
This is true for allproblems
solvable
it is not possible
to make
by the greedy method.Formany otherproblems,
stepwisedecisions(basedonly on localinformation)in such a manner that
the sequenceof decisions
madeis optimal.
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Example5.4 [Shortestpath] Supposewe wish to find a shortestpath from

vertexi to vertexj. Let Ai be the verticesadjacentfrom vertexi. Which of
the verticesin Ai shouldbe the secondvertexon the path? Thereis no way
to makea decisionat this timeand guaranteethat future decisionsleading
to an optimalsequencecan be made.If on the otherhand we wish to find
a shortestpath from vertex i to allotherverticesin G, then at eachstep,a
correctdecisioncan be made(seeSection4.8).
\342\226\241

One way to solve problemsfor which it is not possible
to make a sequence
of stepwisedecisions
to
an
d
ecision
leading
optimal
sequenceis to try all
possible

decisionsequences.We couldenumeratealldecisionsequences
and then

pick out the best.But the timeand spacerequirements
may be prohibitive.
Dynamic programmingoften drastically reducesthe amountof enumeration
that cannot possibly
by avoiding the enumerationof somedecision
sequences
be optimal. In dynamic programmingan optimalsequenceof decisionsis
obtainedby makingexplicitappealto the principleof optimality.

Definition5.1[Principleof optimality] The principleof optimality states
optimalsequenceof decisionshas the property that whatever the
initial state and decisionare, the remainingdecisionsmust constitutean
optimaldecisionsequencewith regardto the state resultingfrom the first
that an

decision.

\342\226\241

Thus, the essentialdifference betweenthe greedy methodand dynamic
programmingis that in the greedy methodonly one decisionsequenceis
ever generated.In dynamic programming,many decisionsequences
may be
cannot
generated.However,sequencescontainingsuboptimalsubsequences
be optimal(if the principleof optimality holds) and sowill not (as far as

be generated.
possible)
Example5.5[Shortestpath] Considerthe shortest-pathproblemof

i?,...,

5.3.Assume that i,ii,
i/.,jis a shortestpath from i to j. Starting
the initial vertex i, a decisionhas beenmadeto go to vertex
this decision,the problemstate is dennedby vertex and we need
to find a path from to j. It is clearthat the sequence
ik,jmust
constitutea shortest to j path. If not, let r\\, r2, rq, j be a shortest
to j path. Then i,ii,n,
rq, j is an i to j path that is shorterthan the
the principleof optimality appliesfor this
Therefore
path i, i2, -,ik,jExample

with

i\\.

i?,...,
i\\

Following

i\\

i\\,

i\\

i\\

i\\,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

i\\,

problem.
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Example5.6[0/1knapsack]The 0/1knapsackproblemis similarto the
knapsackproblemof Section4.2exceptthat the Xj's arerestrictedto have
a value

of

either0 or

1.UsingKNAP(Z, j,y)

to

representthe problem

maximize
\302\243kj<jPi%i
subjectto Y,i<i<jwixi < V
Xj = 0 or 1,I < i < j

(5-1)

the knapsackproblemis KNAP(1,n,m).Let yi,V2, ,yn be an optimal
sequenceof 0/1values for xi,x2, ,xn, respectively. If y\\ = 0, then
an optimalsequence
for the problemKNAP(2,
y2, ?/3,
yn must constitute
an optimalsequencefor
is
n, m). If it doesnot, then yi,y2,---,yn
If y\\ = 1,then y2,...,yn
must be an optimalsequence
KNAP(1,n,m).
for the problemKNAP(2,n,m w\\). If it isn't,then there is another 0/1
such that Y.2<i<nwiz% < m wi and Y,2<i<nPizi>
sequencez2, z3,...,zn
is a sequencefor (5.1)
Y^2<i<nPiVi- Hence,the sequenceyi,Z2,zs,...,zn
with greatervalue. Again the principle
of optimality applies.
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\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

n\302\260t

-

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Let So be the initialproblemstate.Assume that n decisions
di, 1< i < n,
have to be made. Let D\\ =
decision
r2l
r3} be the set of possible
values for d\\. Let Si be the problemstate following the choiceof decision
of decisions
with respectto the
fii 1< i < j- Let Fj be an optimalsequence
state
when
the
o
f
S{.Then,
problem
principle optimality holds,an optimal
w
ith
o
f
t
decisions
sequence
respect o So is the bestof the decisionsequences

{n,

rllYil

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

1< i < j.

Example5.7[Shortest Let Ai be the set of verticesadjacentto vertex
i. Foreachvertex k G Ai,path]let F^ be a shortestpath from k to j. Then, a
shortesti to j path is the shortestof the paths {i,Tk\\kG Ai}.
Example5.8[0/1knapsack]Let gj(y) be the value of an optimalsolution
to KNAP(j + l,n,y).Clearly, go(m)is the value of an optimalsolutionto
= {0,1}).
The possible
decisionsfor are 0 and 1
KNAP(1,n,m).
From
of
it follows that
\342\226\241

x\\

the principle optimality

{D\\

-

g0(m)= max {ffi(m), gi(m wi) +pi}

(5.2)
D

While the principleof optimality has beenstated only with respectto
the initial state and decision,it can be appliedequally well to intermediate
statesand decisions.
The next two examplesshow how this can be done.

Example5.9[Shortestpath] Let k be an intermediatevertexon a shortest
k and k,pi, j
i to j path i,i\\,i2, ,h,pi,p2,-,j- The paths i,i\\,...,
must, respectively,beshortesti to k and k to j paths.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\241
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be an optimalsolutionto
Example5.10[0/1knapsack]Let yi,?/2,
,yn
KNAP(1,n, m). Then, for eachj, 1 < j < n, 2/1,...,
2/j, and yj+Xl...
must be optimalsolutionsto the problemsKNAP(l,j,
^Z\\<i<jwiyi) and
KNAP(j+ 1,n, m J2i<i<j
wiVi) respectively.Thisobservationallowsus to
\342\226\240..,yn

\342\200\224

generalize(5.2) to

-

^(2/) = max {gi+i(y), gi+]_(y wi+l) + pl+l}

(5.3)
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The recursiveapplicationof the optimality principleresultsin a
equation of type

recurrence

(5.3).Dynamic programmingalgorithmssolve this

recurrenceto obtaina solutionto the given probleminstance.The
(5.3)can be solved using the knowledgegn{y) = 0 for all y > 0 and
2/ < 0. Fromgn(y), onecan obtain gn~i(y)using(5.3) with
9n(y) =
1.Then, usinggn-i(y)i
i =n
one can obtain gn_2(y).Repeatingin this
way, one can determine
g\\(y) and finally go(m)using(5.3) with i = 0.
recurrence

~\302\260\302\260

f\302\260r

\342\200\224

Example5.11[0/1knapsack] Considerthe case in which n = 3, W\\ =
= 4, pi = 1,^2= 2,p3= 5, and m = 6. We have to compute
2,W2 =
The
of g0(6)= max {#1(6),
value
go(6).
g\\(4) + 1}.
=
In turn, 51(6) max {52(6),
g2(3)+ 2}.But#2(6) = max {53(6),
53(2)+
=
=
5} max {0,5} 5. Also, ff2(3) = max {#,(3),53(3 4) + 5} =
= 0. Thus, 51(6)
= max {5,2}
= 5.
max {0,
3,\302\253;3

-

\342\200\22400}

Similarly, gx(4)= max {52(4),

-

3) + 2}.But #2(4) = max {g3(4),
=
=
= max {53(1),
max
of g2{l)
5.
The
value
53(4-4)
+5}
53(1{0,5}
= 5.
4) + 5} = max {0,-00}= 0. Thus, gx (4) = max {5,0}
Therefore,go(6)= max {5,5 + 1}= 6.
\302\2432(4

\342\226\241

Example5.12[Shortestpath] Let P~ be the set of verticesadjacentto
j (that is,k G Pj iff (k,j)G E(G)).Foreachk G Pj,let T^ bea shortest
i to path. The principleof optimality holds and a shortesti to j path is
vertex

fc

the shortestof the paths {F^,j\\k G Pj}.
To obtain this formulation,we startedat vertexj and lookedat the last
decisionmade.The last decisionwas to use one of the edges{k,j),k G Pj.
In a sense,we are lookingbackward on the i to j path.
\342\226\241

Example5.13[0/1knapsack]Lookingbackward on the sequenceof
decisions

we seethat
xi,X2,---,xn,

-

fj(y) = max {/j_i(2/),
fj-i(y wj) + pj}
wherefj(y) is the value of an optimalsolutionto KNAP(1,j,y).
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Thevalue of an optimalsolutiontoKNAP(1,n, m) is fn(m). Equation5.4
can be solved by beginningwith /o(y) = 0 for all y, y > 0,and /o(y) = oo,
for all y, y < 0. Fromthis, /i, /2,
/n can be successivelyobtained.
\342\200\224

\342\226\241

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

The solutionmethodoutlined in Examples5.12
and 5.13
may indicate
lookat all possible
decisionsequences
to obtain an optimal
decisionsequenceusing dynamic programming.This is not the case.
Because of the use of the principle
of optimality, decision
sequences
containing
are
that
subsequences
suboptimalare not considered.Although the total
numberof different decisionsequences
is exponential
in the numberof
d
thereare
choices
f
or
each
of
the
n
decisions
to bemadethen there
(if
decisionsequences),
are dn possible
dynamic programmingalgorithmsoften
have a polynomial complexity.
Another importantfeatureof the dynamic programmingapproachis that
are retainedsoas to avoid recomputing
optimalsolutionsto subproblems
their values. The use of thesetabulatedvalues makesit natural to recast
the recursiveequationsinto an iterative algorithm.Most of the dynamic
programmingalgorithmsin this chapterare expressedin this way.
The remainingsectionsof this chapterapply dynamic programmingto a
shouldhelpyou understandthe method
variety of problems.Theseexamples
betterand alsorealizethe advantageof dynamic programmingover explicitly
enumeratingalldecisionsequences.
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that one has to

decisions

EXERCISES
1.The principleof optimality doesnot

hold for every problemwhose

solutioncan be viewed as the result of a sequenceof decisions.
Find
two problemsfor which the principledoesnot hold.Explainwhy the

principledoesnot hold for theseproblems.
2. Forthe graph of Figure5.1,find the shortestpath betweenthe nodes
1 and 2. Usethe recurrencerelationsderived in Examples5.10and

5.13.

5.2 MULTISTAGEGRAPHS
multistagegraph G = (V, E) is a directedgraph in which the verticesare
partitionedinto k > 2 disjointsets Vi, 1< i < k. In addition,if {u,v) is an
edgein E, then u G Vi and v G Vi+\\ for somei,1< i < k. Thesets V\\ and
are such that |Vi|= \\V^\\ = 1.Let s and t, respectively, be the verticesin
and t the sink. Let c(i,j)be the cost
V\\ and Vfc. The vertex s is the source,
of edge(i,j).Thecostof a path from s to t is the sum of the costsof the
edgeson the path. The multistagegraph problem is to find a minimum-cost
A

Vfc

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure5.1Graph for Exercise2 (Section5.1)
s to t. Each set Vi defines a stagein the graph. Becauseof the
constraintson E, every path from s to t starts in stage 1,goesto stage2,
then to stage3, then to stage4, and soon, and eventually terminatesin
stagek. Figure5.2shows a five-stagegraph.A minimum-costs to t path is
indicatedby the brokenedges.
can be formulatedas multistagegraph problems.We give
Many problems
only one example.Considera resourceallocationproblemin which n units
of resourceare to be allocatedto r projects.
If j, 0 < j < n, units of the
resourceare allocatedto projecti, then the resultingnet profit is N(i,j).
Theproblemis to allocatethe resourceto the r projects
in such a way as to
maximizetotal net profit. This problemcan be formulated as an r + 1stage
graph problemas follows. Stagei, 1< i < r, representsprojecti. Thereare
n +1verticesV(i,j),0 < j < n, associated
with stagei, 2 < i < r. Stages1
and r + 1eachhave one vertex,V(l, 0) = s and V(r+ 1,n) = t, respectively.
VertexV(i,j),2 < i < r, representsthe state in which a total of j units
1. The edgesin G
of resourcehave beenallocatedto projects
,i
<
1<
are of the form (V(i,j),
f
or
all
I
and
i < r. The edge
+
V(i 1,1)}
j
+ 1,0))J ^ ') is assigneda weight or cost of N(i,l j) and
{V(i,j),V(i
to allocatingI j units of resourceto projecti, 1< i < r. In
corresponds
addition,G has edgesof the type (V(r,j),
V(r + l,n)).Each such edgeis
Theresultinggraph for a threeassigneda weight of maxo<p<n_j{iV(r,p)}.
n
with
=\"4
is
in
shown
projectproblem
Figure5.3.It shouldbe easy to see
that an optimalallocationof resourcesis defined by a maximumcost s to
t path. This is easily convertedinto a minimum-costproblemby changing
the sign of all the edgecosts.
path from

1,2,...
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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V,

V2

259
V3

V4

V5

Figure5.2Five-stagegraph
dynamic programmingformulation for a A;-stagegraph problemis
by first noticing that every s to t path is the result of a sequence
of k 2 decisions.
The ith decisioninvolves determiningwhich vertex in
Vi+i, 1< i < k 2,is to be on the path- It is easy to seethat the principle
of optimality holds.
Let p(i,j)be a minimum-costpath from vertexj in Vi
to vertex t. Let cost(i,j)
be the costof this path. Then, usingthe forward
A

obtained

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

approach,we obtain

cost(i,j)=

min

{c(j,l)+ cost(i+ 1,1)}

(5-5)

Since,cost(k l,j) = c(j,t)if (j,t) 22 and cost(k l,j) = oo if
by first computingcost(k 2, j)
(5.5)may be solved for cost(l,s)
for all j G Vfc_2, then
3,j) for all j 6 Vfc_3, and soon, and finally
cost(l,s).Trying this out on the graph of Figure5.2,we obtain
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\302\243

\342\200\224

{j,t)\302\243E,

cost(k\342\200\224

cosi(3,6)=
=
cosi(3,7)=
=

min

coai(4,10)}
{6+ cost(4,9),5+

7
min

+ cosi(4,10)}
{4+ co5i(4,9),3

5

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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V(2,4)

V(3,4)

X = max{A?(3,0),N(3,l)}
Y= max{iV(3,0),iV(3,l),iV(3,2)}

to a three-project
problem
Figure5.3Four-stagegraph corresponding

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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cosi(3,8)=
=
cost{2,2)
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7
min
7

6),2 + cosi(3,
{4+ cosi(3,
7), 1+cosi(3,8)}
=
cosi(2,3)= 9
= 18
= 15
+ coat(2,4),
+ coat(2,3),3
cost(l,l)= min {9+ cost(2,2),7
cos\302\243(2,4)
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cos\302\243(2,5)

2+

= 16

cosi(2,5)}

Note that in the calculationof

we have reusedthe values of
cost(2,2),
and
and
so
avoided
their recomputation.A
6),cost(3,
7),
minimum cost s to t path has a cost of 16.This path can be determined
easily if we recordthe decisionmadeat eachstate (vertex). Let d(i,j)be
the value of I (whereI is a node) that minimizesc(j,l)+ cost(i+ 1,1)
(see
ForFigure5.2we obtain
Equation5.5).
cos\302\243(3,8)

cos\302\243(3,

d(3,6) ==== 10; d(3,7) === 10; d(3,8) == 10;
7;
d(2,3) 6; d(2,4) 8; d(2,5)
rf(2,2)
==
=

d(l,l)

2

Let the minimum-costpath be s =

It is easy to see
1,=V2, i>3, Vk-\\,t.
= d(l,l)= 2,w3 = d(2.d(l,l))
=
and
v4
7,
d(3,d(2,d(l,l)))=
=
10.
d(3,7)
Beforewritingan algorithmto solve (5.5)for a generalfc-stage graph, let
us imposean orderingon the verticesin V. This orderingmakesit easier
to write the algorithm.We requirethat the n verticesin V are indexed1
through n. Indicesare assignedin orderof stages.First,s is assignedindex
1,then verticesin V2 are assignedindices,then verticesfrom V3, and soon.
Vertext has indexn. Hence,indicesassignedto verticesin V^+i are bigger
than thoseassignedto verticesin Vj (seeFigure5.2).As a result of this
1.
indexingscheme,costand d can be computedin the order 1,n
The first subscriptin cost,p, and d only identifies the stagenumberand is
is FGraph
omittedin the algorithm.Theresultingalgorithm,in pseudocode,
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

that v2

\342\200\224

n\342\200\224

2,...,

(Algorithm 5.1).
The complexityanalysis of the function FGraph is fairly straightforward.
If G is represented
then r in line 9 of Algorithm 5.1
by its adjacencylists,
to the degreeof vertexj. Hence,if G has
can be found in timeproportional
of line 7 is @(\\V\\ + \\E\\). Thetime
\\E\\ edges,then the timefor the for loop
for the for loopof line 16is @(k). Hence,the totaltimeis Q(\\V\\ + \\E\\). In
addition to the spaceneededfor the input, spaceis neededfor cost[],d[],
and p[ ].
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1 AlgorithmFGraph(Gr,k,n,p)
The input is a fc-stage graph G = (V, E) with n vertices
// indexed
in orderof stages.
E is a set of edgesand c[i,j]
//

2
3
4
5
6

// is the costof (i,j)-p[l:k] is a minimum-costpath.
{

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

7

cost[n]:= 0.0;
for j := n 1to 1 step do
{ // Computecost[j].
Let r be a vertexsuch that (j,r) is an edge
of G and c[?,r] + cost[r]is minimum;
\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

:=c[j,r]+ cost[r\\\\
cost{j]

}

d|j]:=r;

// Find a minimum-costpath.

}

:= 1;p[k] :=n;
p[l]
for j :=2 to k - 1do p[j]:=d[p|>'- 1]];

to the forward
corresponding
Algorithm5.1Multistagegraph pseudocode

approach

The multistagegraph problemcan alsobe solved using the backward
approach.Let bp(i,j)be a minimum-costpath from vertex s to a vertexj
in V{. Let boost(i,j)
be the costof bp(i,j).Fromthe backward approachwe
obtain

= min {bcost(i1,1)
bcost(i,j)
+c(l,j)}
\342\200\224

(5.6)

= oo if
= c(l,j) if (l,j) G and bcoat(2,j)
Sincebcost(2,j)
can be computedusing (5.6) by first computingfrcosi for i = 3,
bcost(i,j)
=
then for i 4, and soon.Forthe graph of Figure5.2,we obtain
\302\243

bcost(3,6)=

min

(l,j)\302\243\302\243,

+ c(2,6),bcost(2,3)
+ c(3,6)}
{bcost(2,2)

= min {9+ 4,7+ 2}
= 9
6cosi(3,7)= 11
= 10
6cosi(3,8)
6cosi(4,9)= 15
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= 14
bcost(4,10)
= 16
6coat(4,11)
= 16
6co^(5,12)
The corresponding
to obtain a minimum-cost
algorithm,in pseudocode,
t path is BGraph (Algorithm 5.2).The first subscripton bcost,p, and
d areomittedfor the samereasonsas before.This algorithmhas the same
complexity as FGraph provided G is now represented
by its inverse adjacency
lists(i.e.,
for eachvertexv we have a list of verticesw suchthat (w, v) G E).
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s

\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmBGraph(G,k, n,p)

2
3
4
5
6

// Samefunction
{

7

8
9

as FGraph

:=0.0;
bcost[l]
for j := 2 to n do
{ // Computebcost[j],

Let r be such that (r,j)is an edgeof
G and bcost[r]+ c[r,j]is minimum;
bcost\\j]:= bcost[r]+c[r,j];

10
d\\j] := r;
11 }
12
a minimum-costpath.
// Find
:
=
13
1;p[k] := n;
p[l]
14
for j := 1to 2 do p[j]:=d[p[;+ 1]];
15 }
A;

-

to
corresponding
Algorithm5.2Multistagegraph pseudocode

backward

approach

It shouldbe easy to seethat both FGraph and BGraph work correctlyeven

a moregeneralized
version of multistagegraphs.In this generalization,
the graph is permittedto have edges(u,v) such that u G Vi,v G Vj, and
on

Kj.

Note:In the pseudocodes
is set to oo for
FGraph and BGraph, boost(i,j)
E.
When
these
one
any (i,j)0
pseudocodes, coulduse the
programming

maximumallowablefloating point numberfor oo.If the weight of any such
edgeis addedto someother costs,a floating point overflow might occur.
Careshouldbe taken to avoid such overflows.
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EXERCISES
1.Find a minimum-costpath from s to

t in

the multistagegraph of
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Figure5-4. Do this first using the forward approachand then using
the backward approach.

Figure5.4Multistagegraph for Exercise1

2. Refine Algorithm 5.1into a program.Assume that G is represented
of your codeusingsuitable
Testthe correctness
by its adjacencylists.
graphs.
3. ProgramAlgorithm 5.1.Assume that G is an array G[l : e, 1 : 3].
Each edge(i,j),i < j, of G is storedin G[q], for someq and G[q, 1]=
i, G[q,2]= j, and <G[q,3] = costof edge(i,j)-Assume that G[q,1]<
G[q + 1,1]for 1 q < e, where e is the number of edgesin the
of your function using suitable
multistagegraph.Testthe correctness
multistagegraphs.What is the timecomplexity of your function?

4. ProgramAlgorithm 5.2for the multistagegraph problemusing the
backward approach.Assume that the graph is representedusing
inverse adjacencylists.
Testits correctness.What is its complexity?

5. Do Exercise4 usingthe graph representationof Exercise3. This time,
for 1< q < e.
however, assumethat G[q,2] < G[q + 1,2]
6-

Extendthe discussion
of this sectionto directedacyclicgraphs(dags).
vertices
t
he
o
f
a dag are numberedsothat all edgeshave the
Suppose
form {i,j),
i < j- What changes,if any, needto bemadeto Algorithm

5.1to find

the length of the longestpath from vertex 1 to vertexn?
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7. [W. Miller] Show that BGraphl computesshortestpaths for directed
acyclic graphs represented
by adjacencylists(insteadof inverse
lists as in BGraph).
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adjacency

1 AlgorithmBGraphl(G,
n)
{
:=0.0;
bcost[l]
for j := 2 to n do bcost{j]:= oo;
for j :=1to n 1do

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

7

8

}

for eachr such that (j,r)is an edgeof G do
+ c\\j,r]);
bcost[r]:=mm(bcost[r],bcost[j]

Note:Thereis a possibility of a floating point overflow in this function.
In such casesthe programshouldbe suitably modified.

5.3

ALL-PAIRSSHORTESTPATHS

Let G =

(V, E) be a directedgraph with n vertices. Let costbe a cost
= 0, 1 < i < n. Then cost(i,j)
adjacencymatrixfor G such that cost(i,i)
= oo if
of
if
is the length (or cost) edge{i,j) (i,j)G E(G) and cost(i,j)
and
is
i 7^ j
(i,j)0 E(G).The all-pairsshortest-pathproblem to determine
a matrixA such that A(i,j)is the length of a shortestpath from i to j.
The matrixA can be obtainedby solving n single-source
problemsusing
the algorithmShortestPathsof Section4.8.Since eachapplicationof this
procedurerequires0{n2)time,the matrixA can beobtainedin 0(n3)time.
We obtain an alternate0(nA) solutionto this problemusing the principle
of optimality. Our alternatesolutionrequiresa weaker restrictionon edge
coststhan requiredby ShortestPaths.Rather than requirecost(i,j)> 0,
for every edge (i,j),we only requirethat G have no cycles with negative
length. Note that if we allow G to containa cycle of negativelength, then
the shortestpath betweenany two verticeson this cycle has length
Let us examinea shortesti to j path in G, i ^ j. This path originates
at vertexi and goesthroughsomeintermediate
vertices(possibly none) and
terminatesat vertex j. We can assumethat this path contains no cycles
for if thereis a cycle,then this can be deletedwithout increasingthe path
vertex on this
length (no cycle has negativelength). If k is an intermediate
shortestpath, then the subpathsfrom i to k and from k to j must beshortest
paths from i to k and k to j, respectively.Otherwise,the i to j path is not
of minimum length. So,the principleof optimality holds.
This alertsus to
the prospectof usingdynamic programming.
If k is the intermediate
vertex
with highestindex,then the i to k path is a shortesti to k path in G going
through no vertex with indexgreaterthan k 1.Similarly the k to j path
is a shortestk to j path in G goingthrough no vertexof indexgreaterthan
\342\200\224oo.

\342\200\224
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1. We can regardthe constructionof a shortesti to j path as first
requiringa decisionas to which is the highest indexedintermediatevertex
k. Oncethis decisionhas beenmade,we needto find two shortestpaths,
one from i to k and the otherfrom k to j. Neitherof thesemay gothrougha
vertex with indexgreaterthan k 1.UsingAk(i, j) to representthe length
of a shortestpath from i to j goingthrough no vertexof indexgreaterthan
k, we obtain
k

\342\200\224
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min {Ak~\\i,k) + Ak~\\k,j)},cost(i,
A(i,j)= min {l<k<n
j)}

=

1 < i < n, 1 < j < n.
cost{i,j),

(5.7)

can obtain
a recurrencefor Ak(i,j) using an argumentsimilarto that used before.A
shortestpath from to j goingthrough no vertex higherthan k eithergoes
throughvertexk or it doesnot.If it does,Ak(i,j) = Ak~1(i,k) + Ak~l (k,j).
If it does
vertexhas indexgreaterthan
Hence
not; then no intermediate
=
w
e
Ak{i,j) Ak~1(i,j).
Combining, get
Clearly,

A\302\260(i,j)

We

%

k\342\200\2241.

{Ak-\\i,j),Ak~l{i,k)+ Ak-\\k,j)},k>\\

Ak(i,j) = mm

(5.8)

Thefollowing exampleshows that (5.8)is not true for graphswith cycles of
negativelength.

Example5.14Figure5.5shows a digraphtogetherwith its matrixA0. For
this graph A2(l,3) minjA^l, 3), A1 {1,2)
+ Al{2,3)}= 2.Insteadwe see
= -00.The length of the path
that A2(l,3)
7^

1,2,1,2,1,2,...,1,2,3
can bemadearbitrarily small.This is sobecauseof the presenceof the cycle
121which has a length of
\342\200\2241.

\342\226\241

Recurrence(5.8) can be solved for An by first computingA1, then A2,
then A3, and soon.Sincethereis no vertex in G with indexgreaterthan n,
A(i,j)= An(i,j).FunctionAllPaths computesAn(i,j).The computation
is done inplaceso the superscripton A is not needed. The reasonthis
computationcan be carriedout in-placeis that Ak(i,k) = Ak~l{i,k)and
Hence,when Ak is formed,the kth columnand row do
Ak(k,j) = Ak~1(k,j).
in line 11of Algorithm
not change.Consequently,when Ak(i, j) is computed
=
=
=
5.3,A{i,k) Ak~l(i,k) Ak{i,k)and A{kJ) Ak~1{k,j)= Ak{k,j).So,
the old values on which the new values are baseddo not changeon this
iteration.
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-2

0 1
-2 0
oo oo

oo
1

0

Figure5.5Graph with negativecycle

0 Algorithm
A, n)
1 // cost[l: n, 1: n] is the costadjacencymatrixof a graph with
2 // n vertices;A[i, j] is the costof a shortestpath from vertex
= 0.0,for 1< i < n.
3 // i to vertexj. cost[i,i]
4 {
5
for i := 1to n do
6
for j := 1to n do
7
^[^ j] :=cost[i,j];
// Copy into A.
8
for /c := 1to n do
9
for i :=1 to n do
10
for j :=1to n do
11
A[i,j]:=mm(A[i,j],A[i,k]+A[k,j]);
12 }
AIIPaths(cos\302\243,

cos\302\243

Algorithm5.3Functionto computelengthsof shortestpaths
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Example5.15The graph of Figure 5.6(a) has the cost matrix of

5.6(b).The initial A matrix,

Figure

A^l\\

A^2\\

plus its values after 3 iterations
and A^ are given in Figure5.6.
A(\302\260\\

\342\226\241

1 2 3
1 0 4 11
2 6 0 2
3 3
0
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A0

OO

(a)Exampledigraph

A1

1

2
3

(C)A1

(b)A\302\260

1 2 3
1 0 4 6
2 6 0 2
3 3 7 0

A2

(d)A2

1 2 3
0 4 11
6 0 2
3 7 0

A3

1

2

3

1

0

4

6

2

5

0

2

3

3

7

0

(e)A3

Figure5.6Directedgraph and associatedmatrices
Let M = max {cost(i,j)\\(i,j)
6 E(G)}.It is easy to seethat An(ij) <
1)M.Fromthe working of AllPaths, it is clearthat if (i,j) E(G)
and i ^ j, then we can initializecost(i,j)to any number greaterthan
(n \\)M (rather than the maximumallowablefloating point number). If,
at termination,
A(i,j)> (n 1)M,then thereis no directedpath from i to
j in G.Even for this choiceof oo,careshouldbe taken to avoid any floating
point overflows.
Thetimeneededby AllPaths (Algorithm 5.3)is especiallyeasy to
becausethe loopingis independentof the data in the matrixA. Line
11is iteratedn3 times,and sothe time for AllPaths is @(n3). An exercise

(n

-

\302\243

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

determine

examinesthe extensions
neededtoobtainthe i to j paths with theselengths.
Somespeedupcan beobtainedby noticingthat the innermostfor loopneed
be executedonly when A(i,k) and A(k,j) are not equal to oo.
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EXERCISES
1. (a) Doesthe recurrence(5.8)hold for the graph of Figure5.7?Why?

Figure5.7Graph for Exercise1
doesEquation5.8not hold for graphswith cyclesof negative
length?
2. Modify the function AllPaths so that a shortestpath is output for each
of the
pairof vertices(i, j). What are the timeand spacecomplexities
new algorithm?
3. Let A be the adjacencymatrixof a directedgraph G. Define the
transitiveclosureA+ of A to be a matrixwith the property A+ (i,j)= 1
iff G has a directedpath, containingat leastone edge,from vertex i
to vertexj. A+(i, j) 0 otherwise.The reflexive transitiveclosureA*
is a matrixwith the property A*(i,j)= 1 iff G has a path, containing
(b)

Why

\342\200\224

zeroor moreedges,from
(a) Obtain A+ and

A*

i to

j. A*(i,j)= 0 otherwise.

for the directedgraph of Figure

5.8.

Figure5.8Graph for Exercise3
(b) Let Ak(i, j) = 1iff thereis a path with zeroor moreedgesfrom i
to j goingthrough no vertex of indexgreaterthan k. Define A0
in termsof the adjacencymatrixA.
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1

(c) Obtain a recurrencebetweenAk and Ak similarto (5.8).Use
the logicaloperatorsor and and ratherthan min and +.
(d) Write an algorithm,using the recurrenceof part (c), to find A*.
Your algorithmcan use only 0(n2)space.
What is its time
complexity?

A+ = A x A*, wherematrixmultiplicationis defined
as A+(i,j)= Vl=1(A{i,k)
A A*(k,j)).The operationV is the
o
r
a
nd
the
HenceA+
logical operation, A
logicalandoperation.
be
from
A*.
computed
may
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(e) Show that

5.4 SINGLE-SOURCESHORTESTPATHS:
GENERALWEIGHTS

the single-source
We now consider
shortestpath problemdiscussed
in

Section

4.8when someorall of the edgesof the directedgraph G may have negative
length. ShortestPaths(Algorithm 4.14)doesnot necessarily
give the correct
resultson such graphs. To see this, considerthe graph of Figure5.9.Let
v = 1 be the sourcevertex.Referringback to Algorithm 4.14,
sincen = 3,
the loopof lines 12to 22 is iteratedjust once. Also u = 3 in lines 15and
16,and sono changesare madeto dist[]. The algorithmterminateswith
= 5. The shortestpath from 1 to 3 is 1,2,3.This
dist[2]= 7 and
path has length 2,which is lessthan the computedvalue of
cfo\302\243[3]

gKs\302\243[3].

Figure5.9Directedgraph with a negative-lengthedge
When negative edgelengths are permitted,we requirethat the graph
have no cycles of negativelength. This is necessaryto ensure that shortest
For example,
in the graph of Figure
paths consistof a finite numberof edges.
The
the length of the shortestpath from vertex 1 to vertex 3 is
length of the path

5.5,

\342\200\224oo.

1,2,1,2,1,2,---,1,2,3

can be madearbitrarily smallas was shown in Example5.14.
When there are no cycles of negativelength, there is a shortestpath
betweenany two verticesof an n-vertexgraph that has at most n 1edges
\342\200\224
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it. To seethis, note that

a path that has morethan n 1 edgesmust
repeatat leastone vertex and hencemust contain a cycle.Eliminationof
the cycles from the path resultsin another path with the samesourceand
destination.This path is cycle-free
and has a length that is no morethan
that of the originalpath, as the length of the eliminated
cycles was at least
zero. We can use this observationon the maximumnumberof edgeson a
shortestpath to obtainan algorithmto determinea shortestpath
cycle-free
from a sourcevertex to all remainingverticesin the graph. As in the case
of ShortestPaths(Algorithm4.14),
we computeonly the length, dist[u],
of
the shortestpath from the sourcevertex v to u. An exerciseexaminesthe
extensionneededto constructthe shortestpaths.
Let disr[u]be the length of a shortestpath from the sourcevertex v
to vertex u under the constraintthat the shortestpath containsat most I
= cost[v,u],
1< u < n. As noted earlier,when there
edges.Then, distl[u]
are no cycles of negativelength, we can limit our searchfor shortestpaths
to paths with at most n
1 edges.Hence,distn~l[u] is the length of an
unrestrictedshortestpath from v to u.
Our goal then is to computedistn~1[u]for all u. This can be done
using the dynamic programmingmethodology.First, we makethe following
observations:
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on

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1.If the shortestpath from v to u with
morethan k

\342\200\224

at most k, k

1edges,then distk[u] distk~l[u\\.

> 1,edgeshas no

\342\200\224

2. If the shortestpath from

v

to u with at most k, k

> 1,edgeshas

edges,then it is madeup of a shortestpath from v to some
vertex j followed by the edge{j,u).The path from v to j has k 1
All verticesi such that the edge
edges,and its length is distk~l[j].
in
is
the
f
or j. Sincewe areinterestedin a
arecandidates
graph
(i,u)
shortestpath, the i that minimizesdistk~1[i]+ cost[i,
u] is the correct
exactlyk

\342\200\224

value for

j.

Theseobservationsresult in the following recurrencefor dist:
min {distk~l[i\\+
distk[u] = min {distk~1[u],
i

This recurrence
can be used to computedistk from

n

\342\200\224

1.

cost[i,u]}}

3,...

for k 2,
dist1'-1,
\342\200\224

,

Example5.16Figure5.10gives a seven-vertexgraph, togetherwith the
,6.Thesearrays were computedusing the equation
arrays distk,k =
just given. For instance,distk[l]= 0 for all k since1 is the sourcenode.
= 6, dist1
Also, dist1^]
[3] = 5, and distx[A] = 5, sincethereare edgesfrom

1,...
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1 to thesenodes.Thedistancedistl\\\\ is oo for the nodes5,6,and 7 since
thereare no edgesto thesefrom 1.
+ cost[i,
[2],mhij distl[i]
dist2[2]== min {dist1
2]}
min {6,0
+ 6,5 2,5+ oo,oo + oo,oo + oo,oo + oo}= 3
\342\200\224

Herethe terms0 + 6,5 2, 5 + oo,oo + oo,oo + oo,and oo + oo correspond
choiceof i = 1,3,4,5,6,and 7, respectively.Therest of the entriesare
computedin an analogousmanner.
\342\200\224

to a
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disf*[1..7]
k

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0 6 5 5

2
3
4
5
6

0
0
0
0
0

(a) A directedgraph

3 3
1 3
1 3
1 3
1 3

5
5
5
5
5

\302\260\302\260

5
2
0
0
0

OO

4
4
4
4
4

OO

OO

7

5
3
3

(b)distk

Figure5.10Shortestpaths with negativeedgelengths
exerciseshows that if we use the samememory locationdist[u] for
,n
1,then the final value of dist[u] is stilldistn~l[u\\.
distk[u],k =
this
fact
and
the
recurrencefor distshown above, we arrive at the
Using
of Algorithm 5.4 to computethe length of the shortestpath
pseudocode
from vertex v to eachothervertex of the graph. This algorithmis referred
to as the Bellmanand Fordalgorithm.
Each iterationof the for loopof lines 7 to 12takes0(n2)time if
matricesare used and O(e) time if adjacencylistsare used.Heree
is Ofa3) when
is the numberof edgesin the graph.The overall complexity
adjacencymatricesare used and 0(ne)when adjacencylistsare used.The
of the shortest-pathalgorithmcan be reducedby
observedcomplexity
that if none of the distvalues changeon one iterationof the for loop
of lines 7 to 12,then none will change on successive
iterations. So,this
loopcan be rewritten to terminateeitherafter n 1 iterationsor after the
An

1,...
\342\200\224

adjacency

noting

\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmBe\\\\manFord(v, cost,dist,n)
shortest
// Single-source/all-destinations
// paths with negativeedgecosts
{
for i :=1to n do // Initializedist.
dist[i]:=cost[v,
for k := 2 to n 1do
7
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2
3
4
5
6

-

8
9

\342\200\242/,'];

and u has
for eachu such that
at leastone incomingedgedo
for each(i,u) in the graph do
\302\253/\302\273

10
11
12
13 }

if dist[u] > dist[i]
then
+ cost[i,u]

+ cost[i,u];
dist[u]:= dist[i]

Algorithm5.4Bellmanand Fordalgorithmto computeshortestpaths
iterationin which no distvalues are changed,whichever occursfirst.
Another possibility is to maintain a queue of verticesi whose distvalues
changedon the previousiterationof the for loop.Theseare the only values

first

for i that need to be considered
in line 10during the next iteration.When
a queueof thesevalues is maintained,we can rewritethe loopof lines 7 to
12sothat on eachiteration,a vertex i is removed from the queue,and the
distvalues of all verticesadjacentfrom i are updatedas in lines and 12.
Verticeswhosedistvahies decreaseas a result of this areaddedto the end
of the queue unless they are already on
The loopterminateswhen the
of
queue becomesempty. Thesetwo strategiesto improve the performance
in the exercises.
Otherstrategiesfor improving
BellmanFord areconsidered

11

it.

arediscussedin References
and Readings.
performance

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Find the shortestpaths from node1 to every othernodein the graph
of Figure5.11
usingthe Bellmanand Fordalgorithm.
2. Provethe correctnessof BellmanFord (Algorithm 5.4).Note that

this
of the
algorithmdoesnot faithfully implementthe computation
for distk.In fact, for k < n 1,the distvalues following iteration
k of the for loop
of lines 7 to 12may not be distk.
recurrence

\342\200\224

3.Transform BellmanFord into a program.Assume that
represented

graphsare
usingadjacencylistsin which eachnodehas an additionalfield
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Figure5.11Graph for Exercise1
calledcostthat gives the length of the edgerepresentedby that node.
As a result of this, there is no costadjacencymatrix.Generatesome
test graphs and test the correctness
of your program.

4. Rewritethe algorithm BellmanFord sothat the loopof lines 7 to 12
terminateseitherafter n 1 iterationsor after the first iterationin
which no distvalues are changed,whichever occursfirst.
5. Rewrite BellmanFord by replacingthe loopof lines 7 to 12with code
that uses a queueof verticesthat may potentially result in a reduction
of otherdistvertices.This queueinitially containsall verticesthat are
\342\200\224

iterationof the
adjacentfrom the sourcevertex v. On eachsuccessive
new loop,a vertex i is removed from the queue (unlessthe queue is
empty), and the distvalues to verticesadjacentfrom i are updatedas
in lines 11and 12of Algorithm 5.4.When the distvalue of a vertex
is reducedbecauseof this, it is addedto the queueunlessit is already
on the queue.
(a) Prove that the new algorithmproducesthe sameresultsas the
originalone.
of the new algorithmis no morethan
(b) Show that the complexity
that of the originalone.

6. Comparethe run-time performanceof the Bellmanand Ford

of the preceding
two exercises
and that of Algorithm 5.4.For
of
this, generatetest graphsthat will exposethe relativeperformances
the threealgorithms.
algorithms
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7. Modify algorithmBellmanFord sothat it obtainsthe shortestpaths, in
additionto the lengthsof thesepaths.What is the computingtimeof
your algorithm?
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5.5

OPTIMAL BINARYSEARCHTREES (*)
for

( do )

('while)

( int )

(

if

\")

(while

(a)

Figure5.12Two possible
binary searchtrees
Given a fixed set of identifiers,we wish to createa binary searchtree
(seeSection2.3)organization.We may expectdifferent binary searchtrees
The
for the sameidentifier set to have different performance
characteristics.
in the worst case,requiresfour comparisons
to find
tree of Figure5.12(a),
an identifier,whereasthe tree of Figure5.12(b)
requiresonly three. On the
respectively.For
averagethe two treesneed 12/5and 11/5comparisons,
3,and 4 comparisons,
example,in the caseof tree (a), it takes1,2,2,
to find the identifiers for, do.while,int,and if. Thus the average
is 1+2+2+3+4_ j^ This calculationassumesthat
numberof comparisons
eachidentifieris searchedfor with equalprobability and that no unsuccessful
searches(i.e.,
searchesfor identifiers not in the tree) aremade.
In a generalsituation, we can expectdifferent identifiers to be searched
respectively,

for with different frequencies(or probabilities).
In addition,we can expect
unsuccessfulsearchesalso to be made. Let us assumethat the given set
of identifiers is
,an}with ai < 02 < < an. Let p(i) be the
which
we
with
searchfor Oj. Let q(i) be the probability that
probability
the identifier x being searchedfor is such that Oj < x < ai+i,0 < i < n
and an+\\ = +00).Then, X^o<i<n?(*)^s the probability of
(assumeoq =

{01,02,...

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\22400
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= 1-Given this
an unsuccessfulsearch.Clearly, Yl,i<i<nP{^)+ So<i<n
</(*)
for {a\\,
data,we wish to constructan optimalbinary searclTtree
an}.
First, of course,we must be preciseabout what we mean by an optimal

02,...,

binary searchtree.

In obtaininga costfunction for binary searchtrees,it is useful to add a
fictitious nodein placeof every empty subtreein the searchtree. Suchnodes,
calledexternalnodes,are drawn squarein Figure5.13.
All othernodesare
internal nodes.If a binary searchtree representsn identifiers,then there

be exactlyn internal nodesand n + 1 (fictitious)externalnodes.Every
internal noderepresentsa point where a successfulsearchmay terminate.
Every externalnoderepresentsa point wherean unsuccessfulsearchmay
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will

terminate.

(a)

Figure5.13Binary searchtreesof Figure5.12with externalnodesadded
If a successfulsearchterminatesat an internal nodeat level I,then I
of the while loopof Algorithm 2.5areneeded.Hence,the expected
costcontributionfrom the internal nodefor aj is p(i) * level (aj).
Unsuccessfulsearchesterminatewith t = 0
at an externalnode) in
algorithmISearch(Algorithm 2.5).The identifiers not in the binary search
tree can be partitionedinto n + 1 equivalenceclassesEi,0< i < n. The
classEq containsall identifiers x such that x < a\\. TheclassEi contains
all identifiers x such that aj < x < aj+i,1< i < n. TheclassEn contains
all identifiers x, x > an. It is easy to seethat for all identifiers in the same
classEi,the searchterminatesat the sameexternalnode.Foridentifiers in
different Ei the searchterminatesat different externalnodes.
If the failure
iterations

(i.e.,
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node for Ei is at level Z, then only I 1 iterationsof the while loopare
made.Hence,the costcontributionof this node is q(i) * (level(Ei) 1).
The precedingdiscussion
leadsto the following formula for the expected
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

costof a binary searchtree:
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-

J2 p(i) * level{a,i)+ Y^ q{i)* {level(Ei) 1)
l<i<n
0<i<n
We definean optimalbinary searchtreefor the identifier set {a\\,
to be a binary searchtree for which (5.9) is minimum.

(5.9)

02,...
,an}

Example5.17The possible
binary searchtreesfor the identifier set (ai,
=
are
With equal probabilities
if,
while)
02^3)
given if Figure 5.14.
(do,
=
=
for
all
we
have
i,
p(i) q(i) 1/7
cost(treea) = 15/7 cost(treeb) = 13/7
c) = 15/7 cost(treed) = 15/7
cosi(tree
e) = 15/7
cost(tiee
As expected,tree b is optimal. With p(l) = .5,p(2) =
q(0) = .15,
q(l) = .1,q(2) = .05and g(3) = .05we have

cost(treea) = 2.65 cost(treeb)
1.5 cost(treed)

cost(tveec) =
e) =
co.s\302\243(tree

1.6

==
==

.1,p(3) = .05,

1.9

2.05

For instance,cost(treea) can be computedas follows. The contribution
from successfulsearches
is 3 * 0.5+
+0.05 1.75and the contribution
from unsuccessfulsearchesis 3 *
+ 3 * + 2 * 0.05+ 0.05= 0.90.All
the othercostscan alsobecalculatedin a similarmanner.Treec is optimal
with this assignmentof p'sand

2*0.1
0.15 0.1
g's.

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

To apply dynamic programmingto the problemof obtainingan optimal
of such a tree as the
binary searchtree, we need to view the construction
result of a sequenceof decisionsand then observethat the principleof optimality holdswhen appliedto the problemstate resultingfrom a decision.
A possible
approachto this would be to makea decisionas to which of the
should
be assignedto the rootnodeof the tree. If we choosea^, then
aj's
it is clearthat the internal nodesfor a\\,
afc_i as well as the external
nodesfor the classesEq, Ei
E^-iwill liein the left subtreeI of the root.

,...,

a?,...,

level(aj)+

^ q(i)

The remainingnodeswill be in the right subtreer. Define

cost(l)=

^ p(i)
Ki<k

*

0<i<k

*

(level(\302\243j)

- 1)
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while
if

^

if

do

\342\226\241

(while

)

do

\342\226\241

(b)

(a)

do
while

(c)

(e)

(d)

binary searchtrees for the
Figure5.14Possible

identifier set

while}
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and

cost(r)= ^2 P(0* level(aj)+ J^ q(i) * (level(-Ej) 1)
\342\200\224

k<i<n

k<i<n
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In both casesthe level is measuredby regardingthe root of the respective
subtreeto be at level 1.

(

ak

)

I

r

Figure5.15An optimalbinary searchtree with root a^
Usingw(i,j)to representthe sum q(i) + X];=i+i(9(0
+p(0)>we obtain
the following as the expectedcostof the searchtree (Figure5.15):

-

+ cost(r)+ w(0,k 1) + w(k,n)
p(k) + cost(l)
(5.10)
If the tree is optimal,then (5.10)
must be minimum. Hence,cost(l)
must be minimum over allbinary searchtreescontaininga\\,
a,k-iand
Eq,E\\, Eie_i. Similarly cost(r)must be minimum. If we use c(i,j)to
representthe costof an optimalbinary searchtreetij containingaj+i,...
,a,j
and E{,...,Ej,
then for the tree to be optimal,we must have cost(I) =
c(0,k 1) and cost(r)= c(k,n).In addition,k must be chosensuch that

02,...,

...,

\342\200\224

-1)

+ c(k,n) + w(0,k
p(k) + c(0,k
is minimum.Hence,for c(0,n) we obtain

- 1) + w(k,n)

k- 1) +c(k,n)+ p(k) +w(0,k-l) + w(k,n)} (5.11)
min {c(0,
c(0,n)=l<fe<n
We

can generalize(5.11)
to obtain for any

c(i,j) =

i<k<j{c(i,
min

k

\342\200\224

c(i,j)

1) +c(k,j)+ p(k) + w(i, k

\342\200\224

1) + w(k,j)}
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mm {c(i,k1) +c(kj)}+w(i,j)
(5.12)
c(i,j) = i<k<]
can be solved for c(0,n)
Equation5.12
by first computingall c(i,j)such
that j i = 1 (note c(i,i)= 0 and w(i,i) = q(i), 0 < i < n). Next we
can computeall c(i,j)such that j i = 2, then all c(i,j)with j i = 3,
and so on.If during this computationwe recordthe root r(i,j)of eachtree
from theser(i,j).
Uj, then an optimalbinary searchtree can be constructed
Note that r(i,j)is the value of k that minimizes(5.12).
= (do,if, int, while).Let
5.18Let n = 4 and (01,02,03,04)
Example
=
=
:
:
and
Thep'sand g'shave been
p(l 4) (3,3,1,1) g(0 4) (2,3,1,1,1).
=0
for
convenience.
we
have
16
multipliedby
Initially,
w(i,i)= q(i),c(i,i)
and r(i,i)= 0,0 < i < 4. UsingEquation5.12
and the observationw(i,j)=
\342\200\224
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\342\200\224

\342\200\224

P(j)+ <l(j)+ w(i,j 1),we get
u>(0,l) =

c(0,l) =
r(0,l) =
iu(l,2)=
c(l,2) =
r(0,2) =
u;(2,3) =
c(2,3) =
r(2,3) =
u;(3,4) =
c(3,4) =
r(3,4) =

=8
p(l)+q{l)+w(0,0)

io(0,l)+min{c(0,0)+c(l,l)}
1

= 7
p(2) + <7(2)+ti>(l,l)
u;(l,2) + min {c(l,1) + c(2,2)}
2

= 3
p(3)+g(3)+u;(2,2)
+ c(3,3)}
w(2,3) + min {c(2,2)
3

= 3
p(4)+<7(4)+ti>(3,3)
+ min {c(3,
3) + c(4,4)}
io(3,4)
4

+ 1) and

+ 1),0 < < 4, we can again use Equation

io(i,
5.12to compute
w(i,i+ 2), c(i,i+ 2), and r(i,i+ 2), 0 < i < 3. This process
can be repeateduntil io(0,4),
c(0,4),and r(0,4)are obtained.The table
of Figure5.16
shows the resultsof this computation.Theboxin row i and
columnj shows the values of w(j, j +i), c(j,j+i) and r(j,j+i) respectively.
the
Knowing

i

\302\253

c(i,\302\253

The computationis carriedout by row from row 0 to row 4. From table
we see that c(0,4)= 32 is the minimum cost of a binary searchtree for
Theroot of tree is 0-2- Hence,the left subtreeis and
(01,02,03,04).
the right subtree^4- Tree has root a\\ and subtrees and t\\\\. Tree
and its right subtree
has root 03;its left subtreeis
Thus, with the
a
data in the tableit is possible
to reconstruct Figure5.17shows
\302\24304

\302\24301

\302\24300

\302\24301

\302\24322

\302\24324

\302\24334.

\302\243q4-
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12

0

4
w00 = 2 wu =3 W22 = 1 w33 = 1 w44 = 1
coo =0 cu = 0 c22 =0 c33=0 c44 = 0
=0 r22 =0 r33 =0 r44 = 0
roo =0
Woi = 8 w12 =7 w23 =3 w34 =3
c01 = 8 c12 =7 C23 =3 c34 = 3
= 1 r12 =2 ^23 =3 r34=4
'\"01
3
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r\342\200\236

= 12W|3 = 9 w24 =5
c02 = 19 C,3 = 12 c24 = 8
r02 = 1 '\"13=2 r24 = 3

w02

= 14 W14 = 11
=
c03 25 c14= 19
^03 = 2 r14= 2

w03

= 16
=
c04 32
ro4 = 2

W04

Figure5.16Computationof c(0,4),
w(0,4),and r(0,4)

Figure5.17Optimalsearchtree for Example5.18
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The above exampleillustrateshow Equation 5.12
can be used to
the c'sand r's and alsohow to reconstructton knowing the r's.Let us
examinethe complexity
of this procedureto evaluatethe c'sand r's. The
evaluationproceduredescribedin the above examplerequiresus to compute
for (j i) =
,n in that order. When j i = m, thereare
c(i,j)
n
m + 1 c(i,
j)'sto compute.The computationof eachof thesec(i,j)'s
requiresus tofind the minimum of m quantities(seeEquation5.12).
Hence,
eachsuch c(i,j)can be computedin time 0(m). The total time for all
c(i,j)'swith j i = m is therefore0(nm m2).Thetotaltimeto evaluate
all the
is therefore
and
determine

1,2,...

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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\342\200\224

\342\200\224

r(\302\253,j)'s

c(\302\253,j)'s

-

Y^ {nm m2) =
l<m<n

0(n3)

can dobetterthan this usinga resultdue to D.E.Knuth whichshows
5.12can be found by limitingthe searchto
the range r(i,j 1) < k < r(i +
In this casethe computingtime
becomes0(n2)(seethe exercises).Thefunction OBST(Algorithm 5.5)uses
this result to obtain the values of w(i,j),r(i,j),and c(i,j),0 < i < j < n,
in 0(n2)time.Thetree ton can be constructed
from the values of r(i,j)in
time.The
for
this
is
left
as
an
exercise.
algorithm
0(n)
We

that the optimalk in Equation
\342\200\224

l,j).

EXERCISES
1.Usefunction OBST(Algorithm 5.5) to computew(i,j),r(i,j),and
= (cout,
identifier set (01,02,03,04)
c(i,j),0 < i < j < 4, for the
float,if, while) with p(l)= 1/20,p(2) = 1/5,p=(3) = 1/10,
p(4) =
=
=
=
and
1/20,q{0) 1/5,g(l) 1/10,q{2) 1/5,g(3) 1/20, g(4) =
1/20.Usingthe

2.

r(\302\253,j)'s,

constructthe optimalbinary searchtree.

(a) Show that the computingtimeof function OBST(Algorithm 5.5)
is 0(n2).

(b) Write an algorithmto constructthe optimalbinary searchtree
given the rootsr(i,j),0< i < j < n. Show that this can bedone
in

timeO(n).

3. Sinceoften only the approximatevalues of the p'sand g'sareknown, it

is perhapsjust as meaningfulto find a binary searchtreethat is nearly
optimal. That is,its cost,Equation 5.9,is almostminimalfor the
given p'sand g's.This exerciseexploresan 0(nlogn) algorithmthat
resultsin nearly optimalbinary searchtrees.Thesearchtreeheuristic
we use is
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1 AlgorithmOBST(p,q,n)
n distinctidentifiers a\\ < a,2 <
< an and probabilities
// Given1<
<
<
<
i
i
and
this
0
n,
n,
algorithm
computes
// p[i],
q[i],
for
identifiers
cost
o
f
searchtrees
the
b
inary
optimal
c[i,j]
//
t^
,
,
also
the
root
of
It
,
computes
r
[i,
ai+i,,
j
],
//
tij.
cij.
w[i,j] is the weight of tij.
//
7
{
8
for i := 0 to n 1do
9
{
10
// Initialize,
11
:=0.0;
w[i,i]:=q[i];r[i,i]:=0;c[i,i]
12
one
node
t
rees
with
// Optimal
13
+ l]+p[i+ l]i
w[i,i+ i\\:=q[i]+q[i
14
:=i
+
+
l;
r[i,i l]
15
+ l] :=q[i] + q[i + 1]+ p[i + 1];
16
}
:=0.0;
17
io[n,n] := q[n];r[n,n\\ := 0;c[n,n]
18
for m :=2 to n do // Find optimaltreeswith m nodes.
for i :=0 to n m do
19
20
{
21
j :=i + m;
22
:=io[i,j 1]+ p[j]+ q\\j]\\
2
3
4
5
6

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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\342\200\224

c[\302\273,\302\273

\342\200\224

-

w;[\302\253',j]

Solve 5.12
usingKnuth's result.
k := Find(c,r, i,j);

//

23

24

in the range r[i,j 1]< I
// A value+ of I that
minimizes I
+

25

\342\200\224

26

\342\200\224

27
28
29
30

1,j]
c[i, 1]
+c[i,k- 1]+c[k,j]-,
c[i,j]:=w[i,j]
r[i,j]:=fc;
//<?'[\302\253

}

write

(c[0,n],
w[0,n],r[0,n]);

31 }
1 AlgorithmFind(c, j)
2 ^
3
min :=oo;
4
for m :=r[i,j 1]to r[i+ 1,j] do
if (c[i,m 1]+c[m,
5
j]) < mm then
6
{
mm :=c[i,m 1]+c[m,,7'];I :=m;
7
8
}
9
returnI;
10 }
r,\302\253,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Algorithm5.5Findinga minimum-costbinary searchtree
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Choosethe root

such that \\w(0, k 1) w(k,n)\\ is as
smallas possible.
Repeat this procedureto find the left and
right subtreesof the root.
k

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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(a) Using this heuristic,obtain the resulting binary searchtree for
the data of Exercise1.What is its cost?
(b) Write an algorithmimplementingthe above heuristic.Your
algorithm shouldhave timecomplexity
0(nlogn).

5.6 STRING EDITING
We
%i,

are given

two strings X

=

and Y = 2/1,2/2,
x\\,X2,...,xn

-,2/m,

\342\200\242\342\200\242

where

1< i < n, and yj, 1< j< m, are membersof a finite set of symbols

known as the alphabet. We want to transform X into Y using a sequence
of edit operationson X. The permissible
edit operationsare insert,delete,
and change(a symbol of X into another),and thereis a costassociatedwith
of operations
is the sum of the costs
performingeach.Thecostof a sequence
of the individual operationsin the sequence.The problemof string editing
is to identify a minimum-costsequence
of editoperations
that will transform
X into Y.
Let D(xi)be the costof deletingthe symbol X{ from X, I(yj) be the cost
of insertingthe symbol yj into X, and C(xi,yj)
be the costof changingthe
of
X
into
symbol X{
yj.

= a,a,b,a,b
5.19Considerthe sequencesX =
Example
and Y = 2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4= b,a,b,b.
Let the costassociatedwith eachinsertion
and deletionbe 1 (for any symbol).Also let the costof changingany symbol
to any other symbol be 2. One possible
way of transformingX into Y is
deleteeachXj, 1< i < 5, and insert eachyj, 1 < j' < 4. Thetotal cost of
this edit sequenceis 9. Another possible
edit sequenceis deletex\\ and X2
xi,X2,X3,x\302\261,x\302\247

and insert 2/4 at the end of string X. Thetotalcostis only

3.

\342\226\241

A solutionto the stringeditingproblem
consistsof a sequence
of decisions,
one for eachedit operation.
Let be a minimum-costedit sequencefor
transformingX into Y. The first operation,O, in is delete,insert,or
change.If =
{O}and X' is the result of applying O on X, then
shouldbe a minimum-costedit sequencethat transformsX' into Y. Thus
the principleof optimality holdsfor this problem.A dynamic programming
to be
solutionfor this problemcan be obtainedas follows. Define cost(i,j)
the minimum cost of any edit sequencefor transformingxi,X2,
Xj into
\302\243

\302\243

\342\200\224

\302\243'

\302\243'

\302\243

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

< i < n and 0 < j < m). Computecost(i,j)for eachi
2/1,2/2, , 2/j
and j. Then cost(n,
m) is the costof an optimaledit sequence.
=
=
= 0, sincethe two sequencesare identical(and
For i j 0, cost(i,j)
=
of
empty). Also, if j 0 and i > 0,we can transform X into Y by a sequence
\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(for 0
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= cost(i
deletes.
Thus, cost(i,0)

\342\200\2241,0)

we get cost(0,
j)

+D(xi).Similarly,if i = 0 and j > 0,

/ 0 and j / 0,

= cost(0,
j 1) + I(yj).If i
\342\200\224

can be transformedinto

1.Transform x\\, X2,

yi,y2,---,Vj one of threeways:
in

x\\,X2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

x\\

edit
a>j-i into j/i, j/2>
J/j usinga minimum-cost
a
nd
then
delete
The
cost
is
x\\.
sequence
corresponding
cost(i 1,j) +
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

5

\342\200\242,

\342\200\224

D(xi).
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2. Transform x\\,X2,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242,

\302\243j_i

into yi, j/2,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242,

J/j-iusing a minimum-cost
to j/j. The associated

edit sequenceand then changethe symbol x\\
costis cost(i
1) + C(xi,yj).
\342\200\224

l,j

3. Transform x\\,X2,

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

X{

into j/i, y2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

yj-i usinga minimum-costedit

to a costof cost(i,j
sequenceand then insert yj. This corresponds
\342\200\224

1)+

/(%\342\226\240)\342\200\242

The minimum cost of

,Xi
any edit sequencethat transformsx\\,X2,
and
i
0
is
the
minimum
of
the
above
three
>
>
j
0)
(for
yj
costs,accordingto the principleof optimality. Therefore,we arrive at the
equationfor cost(i,j):
following recurrence

into yi, y2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

i=j=0
+ D(xi) j = 0, i > 0
cost(i
1,0)
cost(i,j) cost(0,j-l)
(5.13)
+ I(yj) i = 0, j>0
i
0
> 0, j >
cost'(i,j)
= min { cost(i l,j)+ D(xi),
wherecost'(i,j)
cost(i l,j 1) + C(xi,yj),
+ I(yj) }
cost(i,j-l)
We have to compute
values of i and j (0 < i < n
cost(i,
j) for all possibles
and 0 < j < m). Thereare (n + l)(m + 1) suchvalues.Thesevalues can be
0

- \342\200\224

to a
computedin the form of a table,M, whereeachrow of M corresponds
to a specificvalue
particularvalue of i and eachcolumnof M corresponds
of j. M(i,j)storesthe value cost(i,j).Thezerothrow can be computed
first sinceit corresponds
to performinga seriesof insertions.Likewise the
zerothcolumncan alsobe computed.After this, one could computethe
entriesof M in row-majororder,starting from the first row. Rows should
be processedin the order
,n. Entriesin any row are computedin
of
columnnumber.
order
increasing
Theentriesof M can alsobe computedin column-major
order,starting
from the first column.Lookingat Equation5.13,
we seethat eachentry of
M takesonly 0(1)time to compute.Thereforethe whole algorithmtakes
is the final answer we areinterestedin.
0(mn)time. The value cost(n,m)
all
the
entries
of
M, a minimum edit sequencecan be
Having computed

1,2,...
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obtainedby a simplebackward tracefrom cost(n,
m). This backward trace
is enabledby recordingwhich of the threeoptions
for i > 0,j' > 0 yielded
the minimum costfor eachi and j.
X=
Example5.20Considerthe string editingproblemof Example5.19.
a,a, b, a, b and Y = 6, a, b, b. Eachinsertionand deletionhas a unit costand
a changecosts2 units. Forthe casesi = 0,j > 1,and j = 0,i > 1,cost(i,j)
Let us computethe rest of the entries
can be computedfirst (Figure5.18).
in row-major
order.The next entry to be computedis cost(l,
1).

cost(l,l)==

min
min

+ D(xi),cost(0,
0) + I(yi)}
0) + C(xi,yi),cost(l,
{cost(0,1)
=2
{2,2,2}

Next is computedcost(l,2).

cost{\\,2)=
=

min
min

+ C{xuy2),cost{l,
2) + D(xi),cosf(0,1)
1) + I{y2)}
{cosi(0,
=

{3,1,3}1

Therest of the entriesare computedsimilarly. Figure 5.18
displays the
= 3. One possible
whole table. The value cosi(5,4)
minimum-costedit
minimum
sequenceis deletex\\, deletex2, and insert j/4. Another possible
D
costedit sequenceis changex\\ to y2 and delete
\302\2434.

l~* 0

12

3

4

2

1

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

0-01234
!
1

2-23234
3-3
\342\200\224

4-4

4

5-54323
3

Figure5.18Costtablefor Example5.20
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EXERCISES
1.Let X = a,a,b,a,a,b,a,b,a,a
and Y

=

Find a
b,a,b,a,a,b,a,b.
minimum-costedit sequencethat transformsX into Y.
2. Presenta pseudocodealgorithm that implementsthe string editing
in this section.
algorithmdiscussed
Programit and test its correctness
suitable
data.
using
3. Modify the above programnot only to computecost(n,
m) but alsoto
of
output a minimum-costeditsequence.What is the timecomplexity

program?
of X is dennedto be any
4. Given a sequenceX of symbols, a subsequence
=
i
f
X
X.
of
For
example,
x\\, X2,
X2,
contiguousportion
X and Y,
and #1,0:2,2:3
are subsequences
of X. Given two sequences
that
presentan algorithmthat will identify the longestsubsequence
is commonto both X and Y. This problemis known as the longest
commonsubsequenceproblem.What is the time complexity
of your
your

\302\2433,

\302\2434,

\302\2435,

\302\2433

algorithm?

5.7 0/1KNAPSACK
The terminology and notation used in this sectionis the sameas that in
Section5.1.A solutionto the knapsackproblemcan beobtainedby making
a sequenceof decisions
on the variables x\\, X2,
xn. A decisionon variable
Xi involves determiningwhich of the values 0 or 1is to be assignedto it. Let
us assumethat decisionson the x% are madein the orderxn,xn-i,...
,x\\.
states:the
Following a decisionon xn, we may be in one of two possible
capacity remainingin the knapsackis m and no profit has accruedor the
capacity remainingis m wn and a profit of pn has accrued.It is clearthat
the remainingdecisions
X\\ must be optimalwith respectto the
state
on xn. Otherwise,xn,...
from
the
decision
,X\\ will
problem
resulting
not be optimal.Hence,the principleof optimality holds.
Let fj(y) be the value of an optimalsolutionto KNAP(1,j,y). Sincethe
principleof optimality holds,we obtain
\342\226\240

\342\226\240.,

\342\200\224

xn\342\200\224\\,...,

-

wn) + pn}
fn(m) = max
Forarbitrary fi(y), i > 0,Equation5.14generalizes
to
{/\342\200\236-i(m),/\342\200\236_i(m

/i(y)=max{fl-i(y)Ji-\\(y-wi)+pl}

(5.14)

(5.15)

can be solvedfor fn(m) by beginningwith the knowledgefo(y)
Equation5.15
= 0 for all y and fi(y) = 00,y < 0. Then /1,
fn can be successively
computedusing (5.15).
\342\200\224

/2,...,
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needto computefi(y) for integery, 0 <
y < 0, thesefunction values neednot be
y
each
from /$_i in 0(m)time,
Since
computedexplicitly.
fi can be computed
it takes@(mn)timeto computefn. When the w^s arerealnumbers,fi(y) is
neededfor realnumbersy such that 0 < y < m. So,/j cannot be explicitly
computedfor all y in this range.Even when the ioj'sare integer,the explicit
@(mn)computationof fn may not be the most efficient computation.So,
we explorean alternativemethodfor both cases.
Noticethat fi(y) is an ascendingstep function; i.e.,thereare a finite
number of y's, 0 = yx < y2 <
< yk, such that fi(y{) < fi(y2) < <
fi(yk); fi(y) = -oo,y < yv, fi(y) = f(yk), y > Vk\\ and My) = U(yj),
< y < Uj+i- So,we needto computeonly fi(yj), 1 < j < k. We use the
Vj
< j < k} to representfi(y). Each memberof
orderedset Sl= {(/(yj),yj)|l
Slis a pair(P,W), whereP = /.-(yy)and W = yr Noticethat = {(0,0)}.
We can computeSl+1
from Sl by first computing
When the

ioj'sare

we

integer,
< m. Sincefi(y) = oo for

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

5\302\260

-

-

= {(P,W)\\(P Pi,W Wi) S?}
(5.16)
can be computedby mergingthe pairsin S1and S\\ together.
Now, Sl+1
Note that if Sl+1
containstwo pairs(Pj,Wj) and (Pk,Wk) with the property
that Pj < Pfc and Wj > W^, then the pair (Pj,Wj) can bediscarded
because
this
are
of (5.15).
o
r
rules
such
as
one
also
known
as
Discarding purging
dominancerules. Dominatedtuplesget purged. In the above, (Pk,Wk)
dominates(Pj,Wj).
Interestingly,the strategy we have comeup with can alsobe derived by
attemptingto solve the knapsackproblemvia a systematicexaminationof
the up to
for x\\,X2,
,xn. Let Sl representthe possible
possibilities
for xx,...
statesresultingfrom the 21 decisionsequences
,X{. A staterefers
to a pair (Pj,Wj),Wj being the total weight of objects
included in the
obtain
and
the
To
profit.
Sl+1,we note
knapsack
corresponding
Pj being
that the possibilities
for Xi+\\ are xi+\\ = 0 or Xj+i = 1.When X{+\\ = 0,the
resultingstatesare the sameas for Sl.When Xi+\\ = 1,the resultingstates
areobtainedby adding(pi+i,Wi+i)to eachstate in Sl.Callthe set of these
can
additionalstatesS\\. The S\\ is the sameas in Equation5.16.
Now, Sl+1
be computedby mergingthe statesin Sl and S\\ together.
Considerthe knapsackinstancen = 3,(w\\,W2,w^)= (2,3,4),
Example5.21
=
and m = 6. Forthesedata we have
(PiiP2,Pa) (1,2,5),
= {(0,0)};5?={(1,2)}
51 = {(0,0),(1,2)};511={(2,3),(3,5)}
52 = {(0,0),
(1,2),
(2,3),(3,5)};
5? ={(5,4),
(6,6),(7,7),(8,9)}
53 = {(0,0),
(1,2),
(2,3),(5,4),(6,6),(7,7),(8,9)}
S\\

2\342\204\242

\342\202\254

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

S\302\260
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Note that the pair (3, 5) has beeneliminatedfrom S3 as a result of the
purgingrule statedabove.
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\342\226\241

When generatingthe S^'s,we can alsopurgeall pairs(P,W) with W > m
as these pairs determinethe value of fn(%) only for x > m. Sincethe
knapsackcapacity is m, we arenot interestedin the behaviorof fn for x > m.
When all pairs (Pj,Wj) with Wj > m are purged from the Sl,s,
fn(m) is
given by the P value of the last pair in Sn (note that the Sl,sare ordered
sets).Note alsothat by computingSn, we can find the solutionsto all the

knapsackproblemsKNAP(1,n, x), 0 < x < m, and not justKNAP(1,n, m).
Since,we want only a solutionto KNAP(1,n,m),we can dispensewith the
computationof Sn.Thelast pairin Sn is eitherthe last one in S12^1or it is
(Pj +pn,Wj + wn), where(Pj,Wj) S\"\"\"1 such that Wj +wn<rn and Wj
\342\202\254

is maximum.

If (PI,Wl) is the last tuple in Sn, a set of 0/1values for the x^s such
that Y^Pi'xi = PI and J2wixi = Wl can be determinedby carrying out
If
a searchthrough the
We can set xn = 0 if (P1,W1)
E
(PI,Wl) 0 Sn~l,then (PI pn, Wl wn) e S\"\"-1 and we can set xn =
This leavesus to determinehow either(PI,Wl) or (PI pn, Wl wn) was

Sls.

-

Sn^.

-

\342\200\224

1.

\342\200\224

obtainedin Sn~~l.This can be donerecursively.

Example5.22With

m = 6,the value of /s(6)is given by the tuple (6, 6)
S3 (Example5.21).
The tuple (6, 6) 0 S'2,and sowe must set = 1.
The pair (6, 6) camefrom the pair (6 ^3,6 w^) = (1,2).Hence(1,2)
e S2. Since (1,2)e 51,we can set x-i = 0. Since(1,2) 0 we obtain
#1=1.Hencean optimalsolutionis (xi,X2,X3)= (1,0,1).
in

\302\2433

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

S\302\260,

\342\226\241

We can sum up allwe have saidsofar in the form of an informal algorithm
of the algorithm, we
DKP (Algorithm 5.6).To evaluate the complexity
needto specify how the sets Sl and S\\ are to be represented;provide an
algorithm to mergeS1 and S\\; and specify an algorithm that will trace
and determinea set of 0/1values for
x\\.
through

xn,...,

Sl
S\"\"-1,...,

all the pairs(P,W). The P values
We canuse an array pair[] to represent
Sn~l
arestoredin pair[].pand the W values in pair[].w.Sets
can be storedadjacentto eachother. This requiresthe use of pointersb[i],
0 < i < n, where b[i] is the locationof the first elementin Sl,0 < i < n,
and b[n] is one morethan the locationof the last elementin S12\"1.
S\302\260,

Example5.23Usingthe representationabove,the sets
Example5.21appearas

S\302\260,S},

Sl,...,
and S2 of
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1 AlgorithmDKP(p,w,n,m)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

{

{(0,0)};
:=
1to n 1do
{
S*\"1:={(P,W)\\(P- Pi,W - Wi) GS*-1
and W < m};
Sl:= MergePurge(5i-1,S,j-1);
}
(PX,Ifl) :=lastpair in S*1\"1;
W' + wn) whereW is the largestW in
(PF,WT) := (P'
5\302\260:=

for i

\342\200\224

10
11
such that W + wn < m;
any pair in S12\"1
12 II Tracebackfor xn,xn-i,...
,x\\.
13 if (PX > PY) thenxn :=0;
14 CloC
15 TraceBackFor(a;\342\200\236_i,...,xi);
16 }
+p\342\200\236,

\342\200\242\342\200\224

\342\200\242I'Tl

J-5

Algorithm5.6Informalknapsackalgorithm

pa\302\253r[

pa\302\253r[

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

0

1

0

1

2

3

0

0

2

0

2

3

5

t

t

6[0]

6[1]

t

t

6[2]

6[3]

\342\226\241

Themergingand purgingof Sl~~land S\\~~l can becarriedout at the same
timethat S\\~ is generated.Sincethe pairsin Sl~l are in increasingorder
of P and W, the pairsfor Sl are generatedin this order. If the next pair
then we can mergeinto S1 all pairsfrom
generatedfor S\\~~ is (PQ,WQ),
with W value < WQ. The purgingrule can be used to decidewhether
S1\"1
any pairsget purged.Hence,no additionalspaceis neededin which to store

si_i.

Sl,s

are
DKnap (Algorithm 5.7) generatesSl from Sl~~l in this way. The
the
the
in
of
to
42
of
5.7.
At
start
for
lines
7
loop
Algorithm
generated
of eachiterationt = b[i 1]and h is the indexof the last pair in S1\"1.
The variable k points to the next tuple in S1\"1
that has to be mergedinto
In line 10,the function Largest determinesthe largestq, t < q < h,
\342\200\224

Sl.
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for which pair[q].w+ w[i] < m. This can be doneby performinga binary
search. The codefor this function is left as an exercise. Since u is set
such that for all Wj,h > > u, Wj + Wi > m, the pairs for S\\~ are
(P(j)+Pi,W(j) + Wi), 1< j' < u. The for loopof lines to 33 generates

j

11

thesepairs.Each timea pair (pp,ww)is generated,all pairs(P,W) in S1\"1
< ww not yet purgedor mergedinto Sl are mergedinto S1.Note
that none of thesemay be purged.Lines21to 25 handlethe casewhen the
next pair in S1^1has a W value equal to ww. In this casethe pair with
lesserP value getspurged.In casepp > P(next 1),then the pair (pp,ww)
getspurged.Otherwise,(pp,ww) is addedto Sl.Thewhile loopof lines31
that can be purged at this time.
and 32 purges all unmergedpairsin S1\"1
of
the
into
S{,theremay be pairsremaining
Finally, following
merging SPf1
in Sl~l to be mergedinto Sl. This is taken care of in the while loopof
lines 35 to 39. Notethat becauseof lines 31and 32,none of thesepairs
can be purged.FunctionTraceBack
the if statement
(line 43) implements
and trace-backstepof the function DKP (Algorithm 5.6).This is left as an
exercise.
If \\Sl\\ is the number of pairs in S\\ then the array pair should have a
minimum dimensionof d =
to predict
l^l- Sinceit is not possible
d
the exactspaceneeded,it is necessaryto test for next > eachtimenext
is incremented.
SinceeachS\\ i > 0,is obtainedby mergingS1\"1
and S\\~
< |<S'i_1|,
In the worst caseno pairs
and l-Si\"1!
it follows that \\Sl\\ < 2|S'l~1|.
with W

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\200\224

X^o<\302\253<n-i

will

get purgedand

Y^

\\Sl\\

0<K\302\273-1

=

2l

Y
0<i<n-l

= 2n

-1

The timeneededto generateSz from S*~~l is
Hence,the time
neededto computeall the S^'s, 0 < i < n, is
IS1^1)).Since\\Sl\\ < 2\\
the timeneededto computeall the S^'s is 0(2n).If the pfs are integers,
then eachpair(P,W) in Sl has an integerP and P < ^2i<j<iPjSimilarly,
if the lOj's are integers,eachW is an integer and W < m. In any Sl the
pairshave distinctW values and alsodistinctP values.Hence,
\302\251(IS\"1\"1!).

6(\302\243

when the pj'sare integersand

IS*|< 1+ min {

^ Wj,m}
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PW

= record{floatp; float

w;

}

1 Algorithm DKnap(p,w,x,n,to)
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2
3
4
5
6

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

// pair[}is an array:=of PWs.:=
1;pair[l].p pair[l].w 0.0;//
end of
1;
t:=l;h:=
//2; StartNextandfree
:=
next
:=
spot pair[]
//
b[l]
for i := 1to n 1do
S\\
{ //kGenerate
:=t;
6[0]:=

in

\342\200\224

:=Largest(pair,w, t, h, i,to);
j := t to u do
{ // Generate
S\\~l and merge.
+ p[i]; ww :=pair[j].w
+ w[i];
pp :=pair[j].p
(pp,ww)is the next element in 5J_1.
//
while ((k < h) and (pair[k].w< ww)) do
{
:=pair[k].p;
pair
pairnext].w:=pair[k].w,
next :=next+ 1;k := k + 1;

u

for

14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

\342\226\240[next].p

}
{

if ((fc < h) and (pair[k].w= ww)) then

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

k:=k+l;

\342\200\224

pair[next].p pp; pair[next].w:= ww;
next :=next+ 1;

}
while

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41

if pp < pair[k].p
then pp := pair[k].p;

}
if pp > pair[next l].p
then
{
:=

31

42
43
44 >

S\302\260

S\302\260

< h) and
<
dok:=k+ 1; (pair[k].p pair[next l].p))

}

// Merge
while <

((k

in

\342\200\224

remaining terms from
h)

Sl~l

\342\226\240

do
{
:=pair[k].p;
pair[next].w:= pair[k].w;
pair[next].p
next :=next+ 1;k :=k + 1;
}
Initialize for Si+l.
//
t :=h + 1;h :=next 1;b[i + 1] :=next;
(k

\342\200\224

}

w, pair,x,to, n);
TraceBack(p,

Algorithm 5.7 Algorithm

0/1knapsackproblem
www.konkurcomputer.ir
for
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when the wj's are integers.When both the py's and Wj's are integers,the
time and spacecomplexityof DKnap (excludingthe time for TraceBack)
^n this bound Y^\\<i<nPi can be replaced
is 0(min{2n,
nEi<i<nft)nm})'
and
by
CPi,---,Pn) m by gcd (wuw2, wn,m) (seethe
soas
Theexercises
indicatehow TraceBack
exercises).
may be implemented
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\243i<i<\342\200\236Wgcd

\342\226\240,
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to have a spacecomplexity0(1)and a timecomplexity0(n2).
Although the above analysis may seemto indicatethat DKnap requires
toomuch computationalresourceto be practicalfor largen, in practice

many instancesof this problemcan be solved in a reasonableamount of
time. This happensbecauseusually, all the p'sand io'sare integersand m
The purgingrule is effective in purgingmost of the
is much smallerthan
otherwise
remainin the Sl,s.
would
pairsthat
Algorithm DKnap can be speededup by the use of heuristics.Let L
be an estimateon the value of an optimalsolutionsuch that fn(m) > L.
Let PLEFT(i)= Y,i<j<nPj-If ^ containsa tuple (P,W) such that P +
PLEFT(i)< L, then (P,W) can be purged from S\\ To see this, observe
that (P,W) can contributeat best the pair (P+ Y.i<j<nPji
W + Y.i<j<nw)
= p + PLEFT(i)< L, it follows that'this
to S?~l.SinceP + Ei<j<nPj
pair cannot leadto a pair with value at leastL and socannot determinean
A simpleway to estimateL such that L < fn(m) is to
optimalsolution.
considerthe last pair (P,W) in S\\ Then, P < fn{m).A betterestimateis
obtainedby addingsomeof the remainingobjects
to (P,W). Example5.24
illustratesthis.Heuristicsfor the knapsackproblemarediscussedin greater
detailin the chapteron branch-and-bound.
Theexercisesexplorea divideto
so
and-conquerapproach speedup DKnap that the worst casetime is
2\342\204\242.

0{2nl'2).
Example5.24Considerthe
following instanceof the knapsackproblem:
= {wi,W2,wz,w\302\261,W5,w&) = (100,50, 20,10,7,
n = 6,(pi,P2,P3,P4,P5,Pe)
in the order
3), and m = 165.Attempting to fill the knapsackusingobjects
we
in
and
see
that
and
fit
and
6
1,2,3, 4, 5, 6,
objects1,2, 4,
yield a profit
as
of 163and a capacity utilizationof 163.
We can thus beginwith L = 163

a value with the property L < fn(m). Sincepi = wi, every pair (P,W) Sl,
0 < i < 6 has P = W. Hence,eachpair can be replacedby the singletonP
or W. PLEFT(O)= 190,PLEFT(l)= 90,PLEFT(2)= 40, PLEFT(3)=
20,PLEFT(4)= 10,PLEFT(5)= 3,and PLEFT(6)= 0.Eliminatingfrom
eachSl any singletonP such that P+ PLEFT(i)< L, we obtain
\342\202\254

,S0 =

{0};5? = {100}
S{= {100};
S{ = {150}
S2 = {150};
S2 =
<f>

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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S3 = {150};
5? ={160}
=
SA
{160};Sf =
S5 = {160}
<f>

The singleton0 is deletedfrom S1as 0 + PLEFT(1)<
163.Theset Sf
=
doesnot containthe singleton150+ 20 170asm < 170.S3 doesnot
containthe 100or the 120as eachis lessthan L PLEFT(3).And so on.
Thevalue /g(165)
can bedeterminedfrom S5.In this example,the value of
L did not change. In general,L will changeif a betterestimateis obtained
as a result of the computationof someS1.If the heuristicwasn't used,then
the computationwould have proceededas

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\200\224

S\302\260

51
52
53
54

55

=
=
=
=
=
=

{0}
{0,100}

{0,50,100,150}
{0,20,50,70,100,120,150}
{0,10,20,30,50,60,70,80,100,110,120,130,150

{0,7,10,17,20,27,30,37,50,57,60,67,70,77,80,87

107,110,117,120,127,130,137,150,157,160}

can
/e(165)
(P6,we) (3, 3).

The value

now

be determinedfrom S5, using the knowledge
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Generatethe setsSl,0 < i < 4 (Equation5.16),
when (w\\,W2, w^,Wi) =
=
and
(10,15,6,9) (pi,p2,P3,P4)(2,5,8,1).
2. Write a function Largest(pair,
w, t, h, i,m) that uses binary searchto
<

determinethe largestq, t < q < h, such that pair[q].w+ w[i] m.
an optimalsolutionx\\, X2,
to determine
3. Write a function TraceBack
xn to the knapsackproblem.Assume that Sl,0 < i < n, have already
been computedas in function DKnap. Knowing b(i) and b(i + 1),
you can use a binary searchto determinewhether (P',W') Sl.
of your algorithmshouldbe no morethan
Hence,the timecomplexity
\342\226\240

\342\226\240.,

\302\243

=0(n2).
0(nmaxi{log|5i|})

4. Give an exampleof a set of knapsackinstancesfor which \\Sl\\ = 2l,
0< i < n. Your set shouldincludeone instancefor eachn.

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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(a) Show that if the pj'sare integers,then the sizeof eachSl,\\Sl\\, in
the knapsackproblemis no morethan 1+Xa<i<j
Pj/gcd(pi,P2,
pn), where gcd(p\\,p2, ,pn) is the greatestcommondivisor of
the pi's.
(b) Show that when the w/s are integer,then |S*|< 14- mm{Y,l<j<i
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

,wn,m).
Wj,m}/gcd(wi,w2,...
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6.

approachcoupledwith the set
(a) Usinga divide-and-conquer
approachof the text, show how to obtain an 0(2n'2)
algorithm for the 0/1knapsackproblem.
(b) Developan algorithmthat uses this approachto solve the 0/1
knapsackproblem.
of this approach
(c) Comparethe run timeand storagerequirements
generation

thoseof Algorithm 5.7.Usesuitabletest data.
7. Considerthe integerknapsackproblemobtainedby replacingthe 0/1
constraint in (5.2)by xj > 0 and integer. Generalizefi(x) to this
problemin the obvious way.
relation
(a) Obtainthe dynamic programmingrecurrence
with

corresponding

to (5.15).

(b) Showhow to transform this probleminto a 0/1knapsackproblem.
(Hint: Introducenew 0/1variablesfor eachX{. If 0 < X{ < 2J,
then introducej variables,one for eachbit in the binary
representation

Of Xi.)

5.8 RELIABILITYDESIGN
In this sectionwe lookat an exampleof how to use dynamic programming
function. The
to solve a problemwith a multiplicativeoptimization
of severaldevicesconnectedin
is to designa system that is composed
Let i\\ be the reliability of deviceD{ (that is,n is the
series(Figure5.19).
probability that devicei will function properly).Then, the reliability of the
entiresystem is Ilrj. Even if the individual devicesare very reliable(the
the reliability of the system may not be very
rj'sare very closeto one),
=
i
f
n
10
and r{ = .99,1 < i < 10,then Un = .904.
good.Forexample,
i
t
is
to
desirable
Hence,
duplicatedevices.Multiple copiesof the same
in parallel(Figure5.20)
device type areconnected
throughthe use of switching
circuits.The switchingcircuitsdeterminewhich devicesin any given group
are functioningproperly.They then make use of one such deviceat each
problem

stage.
If stage containsmi copiesof deviceDi,then the probability that all
rrii have a malfunction is (1 ri)mi.Hencethe reliability of stagei becomes
%

\342\200\224
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Dx

D2

3\302\273

\342\200\224=\302\273

\302\243>3

Figure5.19n devicesZ?,, 1< < n, connectedin series
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%

stage 2

stage 1

stage 3

stage n

D3

Di

D2
D2

Dx
Dx

\302\2733

\302\243>3

^3

Figure5.20Multiple devicesconnectedin parallelin eachstage
1 (1 ri)mi. Thus, if T{ = .99and mi = 2, the stagereliability becomes
.9999.In any practicalsituation, the stage reliability is a little lessthan
1 (1 ri)mi becausethe switchingcircuitsthemselvesare not fully reliable.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Also, failuresof copiesof the samedevicemay not be fully independent
if failure is due to designdefect).Let us assumethat the reliability of stage
i is given by a function
that <pi(m,i)
(It is quite conceivable
The reliability of the system of
may decreaseafter a certainvalue of

(e.g.,

0j(mj),1 < n.

m,.)

stagesis Ui<i<n(pi(mi).
Our problemis to use deviceduplicationto maximizereliability. This
maximization
is to be carriedout under a costconstraint. Let c, be the
cost of eachunit of device and let c be the maximumallowablecost of
the system being designed.We wish to solve the following maximization
problem:
%

maximizeX\\.\\<i<n
subjectto

y~\"

Ciirii

4>i{mi)

<c

\\<i<n

mi

> 1and integer,1< i < n

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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A dynamic programmingsolutioncan beobtainedin a mannersimilarto
that used for the knapsackproblem.Since,we can assumeeachCj > 0,each
rrii

must be in the range 1< rrii

(c + Ci -^c?)/c*

Ui

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

< Ui, where

1.

follows from the observationthat rrij > An optimal
of decisions,
one decision
is the result of a sequence
for eachmt. Let ft(x) representthe maximumvalue of fli<j<,<p(rrij) subject
< x and 1< rnj < uji 1< J < Then, the
to the constraintsJ2i<j<icjrnj
maderequiresone to
value of an optimalsoTuFionis /n(c).The last decision
choosemn from 2,
, un}. Oncea value for mn has beenchosen,the
must be such as to usethe remainingfunds c cnmn in
remainingdecisions
an optimalway. The principalof optimality holdsand

The upper bound Ui
solutionrri\\,

rnn
rri2,...,

*\342\200\242

{1,

3,...

\342\200\224

fn(c)= max {(pn{mn)fn-i(c-cnmn)}
to
Forany fi{x),i > 1,this equationgeneralizes

(5.18)

max {(pi{mt)fi-i(x-Ciirii)}
fi{x)=\\<rrii<Ui

(5.19)

l<m\342\200\236<un

c

1for all x, 0 < x < Hence,(5.19)can be solved using
an approachsimilarto that used for the knapsackproblem.Let Sl consist
of tuples of the form (/,x), where = fi(x).Thereis at most one tuple for
eachdifferent x that resultsfrom a sequenceof decisionson rri\\,m2,
mn.
Clearly, fo{x)=

/

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

Thedominance
rule {f\\,x\\) dominates(/2,#2)iff/i > f'2 and x\\ < X2 holds
for this problemtoo.Hence,dominatedtuplescan be discardedfrom Sl.
\342\226\240,

Example5.25We are to designa three stagesystem with devicetypes
Z?i,Z?2,and D%. The costsare $30,$15,and $20 respectively.The costof
the system is to be no morethan $105.
The reliability of eachdevicetype is
.9,.8and .5 respectively.We assumethat if stage has rrii devicesof type
in parallel,then ^(rn,) = 1 (1 r,)m\\ In termsof the notationusedearlier,
= .5,u\\ =2,U2= 3,
c\\ = 30,C2 = 15,C3 = 20,c = 105,
r\\ = .9,r^ = .8,r%
%

\342\200\224

%

\342\200\224

and t/3 = 3.
We use Sl to representthe set of all undominatedtuples (/,x) that
for mi,m2, ,rri{.Hence,
may result from the various decisionsequences
we canobtain eachSlfrom S*~l
f(x) = fi{x).Beginningwith = {(1,0)},
values for rrii and combiningthe resultingtuples
by trying out all possible
together.UsingS1a to representall tuplesobtainablefrom Sl~l by choosing
rrii = j, we obtain S{ = {(.9,
30)}and S% = {(.9,30),(.99,60)}.Theset
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

S\302\260
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S2 = {(.72,45),
(.792,75)};S2={(.864,
60)}.Note that the tuple (.9504,
90)
which comesfrom (.99,60) has beeneliminatedfrom S2 as this leaves only
$10.This is not enoughto allow m3 = 1.Theset S$ = {(.8928,75)}.
= {(.72,45),
Combining, we get S2
(.864,
60),(.8928,
75)}as the tuple (.792,75)is
=
dominatedby (.864,
Theset
60).
80),(.4464,
95)},
65),(.432,
Sf {(.36,
= {(.54,
= {(.63,105)}.
and
Combining,we get S3 =
85),(.648,100)},
(.432,80), (.54,85), (.648,100)}.
{(.36,65),
Thebest designhas a reliability of .648and a costof 100.Tracingback
we determinethat mj = l,m2= 2,and m^ = 2.
through the Sl,s,

5|
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\342\226\241

the caseof the knapsackproblem,a completedynamic programming
algorithmfor the reliability problemwill use heuristicsto reducethe sizeof
the Sl,s.There is no need to retain any tuple (/,x) in S1 with x value
greaterthat c Y^i<j<ncj as such a tuple will not leave adequatefunds
to completethe system. In addition,we can devise a simpleheuristicto
a tuple (f,x)in Sl.
determinethe best reliability obtainableby completing
If this is lessthan a heuristicallydeterminedlower bound on the optimal
system reliability, then (/,x) can be eliminatedfrom Sl.
As in

\342\200\224

EXERCISE
1. (a) Presentan algorithm similarto DKnap to
(5.19).

solve the recurrence

of your algorithm?
(b) What are the timeand spacerequirements
Test
the
of
correctness
your algorithmusing suitabletest data.
(c)

5.9 THE TRAVELINGSALESPERSON
PROBLEM

seenhow to apply dynamic programmingto a subsetselection
(0/1knapsack).Now we turn our attention to a permutationproblem.
Note that permutationproblemsusually are much harderto solve than
problemsas thereare n! different permutationsof n objectswhereas
thereare only different subsetsof n objects(n! > 2n). Let G = (V,E)
bea directedgraph with edgecostsqj. Thevariable qj is defined suchthat
Cij > 0 for all i and j and Cy = co if (i,j)0 E. Let \\V\\ = n and assume
n > 1. A tour of G is a directedsimplecycle that includesevery vertex in
V. Thecostof a tour is the sum of the costof the edgeson the tour. The
problem is to find a tour of minimum cost.
traveling salesperson
The travelingsalesperson
problemfinds applicationin a variety of
situations.
Supposewe have to routea postalvan to pick up mail from mail
We have
problem

subset

2\342\204\242
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boxeslocatedat n different sites.An n + 1 vertex graph can be used to
representthe situation.Onevertexrepresentsthe postoffice from which the
postalvan starts and to which it must return. Edge (i,j)is assigneda cost
equalto the distancefrom sitei tositej. Theroutetaken by the postalvan
is a tour, and we areinterestedin finding a tour of minimum length.
As a secondexample,supposewe wish to use a robot arm to tighten
the nuts on somepieceof machinery on an assembly line. The arm will
start from its initial position
(which is over the first nut to be tightened),
of
move
to
each
the
successively
remainingnuts, and return to the initial
The
of
is
the
arm
clearly a tour on a graph in which vertices
position. path
t
he
nuts.
A
minimum-cost
tour will minimizethe timeneededfor
represent
the arm to completeits task (note that only the total arm movement time
is variable;the nut tighteningtimeis independentof the tour).
Our final exampleis from a productionenvironmentin which several
commodities are manufacturedon the sameset of machines.
The manufacture
i
n
n
different
In
each
are
commodities
proceeds cycles.
productioncycle,
produced.When the machinesare changedfrom productionof commodity
to commodity j, a changeover cost c%j is incurred.It is desiredto find a
This sequenceshould
sequencein which to manufacturethesecommodities.
minimizethe sum of changeover costs(the remainingproductioncostsare
sequenceindependent).Sincethe manufactureproceedscyclically,it is
to includethe costof starting the next cycle.This is just the change
necessary
over costfrom the last to the first commodity. Hence,this problemcan be
regardedas a traveling salesperson
problemon an n vertexgraph with edge
costCjj'sbeing the changeovercostfrom commodity i to commodity j.
In the following discussionwe shall, without lossof generality, regard
a tour to be a simplepath that starts and ends at vertex 1. Every tour
consistsof an edge(l,k)for somek V {1}and a path from vertex k to
vertex 1. The path from vertex k to vertex 1 goesthrough eachvertex in
V
k}exactlyonce.It is easy to seethat if the tour is optimal,then the
{1,
from
k to 1 must be a shortestk to 1 path goingthrough allvertices
path
in V
Hence,the principleof optimality holds.Let g(i,S)be the
{l,k}.
of
a
shortest
length
path starting at vertex i, goingthrough all verticesin
S, and terminatingat vertex 1.The function g(l,V {1})is the length of
an optimalsalesperson
tour. Fromthe principalof optimality it follows that
%

\342\200\224

\302\243

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

min
+ V - {1,k})}
0(1,V-{!})=
2<k<n{clk g(k,

we obtain (for
Generalizing(5.20),

%

0 S)

(5.20)

-

g(i,S) = minted+ g(j,S {j})}

(5.21)

if we know g(k, V
Equation5.20can be solved for g(l,V {1})
{1,k})
for allchoicesof k. The g values can be obtainedby using (5.21).
Clearly,
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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to obtaing(i,S) for all S
g(i,4>) = cji,1< i < n. Hence,we can use (5.21)
of size1.Then we can obtain g(i,S)for S with |,S*| = 2, and soon.When
1,the values of i and S for which g(i,S) is neededare such that
\\S\\ < n
1,10 S,and i 0 5.
\342\200\224

i\302\261

The edge
Example5.26Considerthe directedgraph of Figure5.21(a).
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lengthsare given

by

matrixc of Figure 5.21(b).

0 10 15 20
5 0 9 10
6 13 0 12
8 8 9 0
(a)

(b)

Figure5.21Directedgraph and edgelength matrixc
Thus g(2,(p) = c2i = 5, #(3,0)= c31 = 6, and
we obtain
(5.21),

g(4,</>)

=

c4X

=

8. Using

ff(2,{3})== c23+ff(3,0)= 15 ff(2,{4})== 18
ff(3,{2})= 18
ff(3,{4})= 20
ff(4,{2}) 13
ff(4,{3}) 15
Next,we computeg(i,S) with =2, i^ 1,10 5 and i 0 S.
\\S\\

#(2,{3,4})==
#(3,{2,4})
=
ff(4,{2,3})

Finally, from
<7(1,

min
min
min

= 25
{c23+ff(3,{4}),C24+ff(4,{3})}
= 25
{c32+ff(2,{4}),C34+ff(4,{2})}
= 23
{c42+ ff(2,{3}),c43+ff(3,{2})}

(5.20)we obtain

{2,3,4}) =
=
=

min
min

+ #(2,{3,4}),
c14+ 0(4,{2,3})}
c13+ </(3, {2,4}),
{c12

{35,40,43}

35
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An optimaltour of the graph of Figure5.21(a)
has length 35. A tour
of this length can be constructedif we retainwith eachg(i,S) the value of
that minimizesthe right-hand side of (5.21).
Let
be this value.
=
2.
the
from
1
Thus
tour
starts
and
Then,
goesto 2. The
tour
can
beobtained
from
S
o
remaining
g(2,{3,4}). J(2,{3,4}) = 4. Thus
the next edgeis (2,4).The remainingtour is for g(4, {3}).So J(4,{3})=
The optimaltour is 2,4, 3,

j

3.
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J(i,S)

J(l,{2,3,4})

1.

1,

\342\226\241

Let N be the numberof g(i,,S)'sthat have to be computedbefore(5.20)
can be used to computeg(l,V {1}).
Foreachvalue of thereare n 1
choicesfor i. The numberof distinct setsS of sizek not including1 and i
/n-2\\
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\\S\\

is

k

\342\200\242

Hence

n\342\200\2242

=
JV=f>-l)(V)
/ (n-l)2nfc=0
1\342\200\224n

V

and (5.21)
algorithmthat proceedsto find an optimaltour by using(5.20)
=
timeas
with
the
o
f
require0(n22\")
computation g(i,S)
|,S| k requires
1 comparisons
when solving (5.21).
This is better than enumeratingall
n! different tours to find the bestone. The mostseriousdrawback of this
dynamic programmingsolution is the spaceneeded,0{n2n).This is too
An

will
k
\342\200\224

largeeven for modestvalues of n.

EXERCISE
1. (a) Obtain a datarepresentationfor the values g(i,S) of the traveling
should allow for easy
salespersonproblem.Your representation
accessto the value of g(i,S),given i and S. (i) How much space
doesyour representationneedfor an n vertex graph? (ii) How
much timeis neededto retrieveor updatethe value of g(i,S)l
of (a), develop an algorithm
(b) Usingthe representation
to the dynamic programmingsolutionof the traveling
corresponding

salesperson

problem.

of your algorithmusingsuitabletest data.
(c) Test the correctness

5.10 FLOW SHOP SCHEDULING
of severaldistinct
Often the processing
of a jobrequiresthe performance
tasks. Computerprogramsrun in a multiprogrammingenvironmentare
the jobis queuedfor output
input and then executed.
Followingthe execution,
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and the output eventually printed. In a generalflow shop we may have

n

jobseachrequiringm tasksTu,T2i,...
,Tmi,1 < < n, to be performed.
Task Tji is to be performed
on processor
Py, 1< j < m . The timerequired
to complete
A
f
or
task Tji is tji. schedule the n jobsis an assignmentof tasks
to timeintervals on the processors.
Task Tji must be assignedto processor
No
more
than
one task assignedto it in any time
have
Pj. processormay
interval. Additionally, for any jobi the processing
of task Tji,j > 1,cannot
%
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be starteduntil task Tj^\\^ has beencompleted.

Example5.27Two jobshave

to

J

=

Jbe scheduledon three processors,The

task timesare given by the matrix

2 0
3 3
5 2

Two possible
schedulesfor the jobsare shown in Figure5.22,

time

\342\226\241

12

10

0
r\342\200\236

Pi

T2i

7*22

T22

r3i

7*32

(a)
time

0

2

3

5

11

6

r,i
7*22

Tu
T31

T32

(b)

schedulesfor Example5.27
Figure5.22Two possible
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of a task
nonpreemptivescheduleis a schedulein which the processing
terminateduntil the task is complete.A schedule
be true is calledpreemptive.The scheduleof
is a preemptive
shows a nonpreemptive
schedule.Figure5.22(b)
5.22(a)
schedule.The finish time fi(S)of jobi is the timeat which alltasksof job
i have been completed
in scheduleS. In Figure5.22(a),
fi(S) = 10and
A

on any processoris not
for which this need not
Figure

f2(S) =

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

F(S)of

12.In Figure5.22(b),
/j(5)=
a scheduleS is given by

11and f2(S) = 5,

The finish time

max
F(S)=\\<i<n

{/,-(\302\243)}

The mean flow

time MFT(S')is defined to

MFT(S)=

(5.22)

be

- J2 MS)

(5-23)

\\<i<n

optimalfinish time (OFT) schedulefor a given set of jobsis a nonpreemptivescheduleS for which F(S)is minimum over all nonpreemptive
schedulesS. A preemptiveoptimalfinish time (POFT)schedule,optimal
mean finish time schedule(OMFT),and preemptiveoptimalmean finish
(POMFT)scheduleare defined in the obvious way.
for
Although the generalproblemof obtainingOFTand POFTschedules
m > 2 and of obtaining OMFTschedules
is computationallydifficult (see
Chapter11),
dynamic programmingleadsto an efficient algorithmtoobtain
OFTschedulesfor the casem = 2. In this sectionwe considerthis special
An

case.

For convenience,we shall use a{ to representtu, and 6j to represent
t2i- For the two-processor
case,one can readily verify that nothing is to
be gainedby usingdifferent processing
orderson the two processors(this is
not true for m > 2), Hence,a scheduleis completely
specifiedby providing
a permutationof the jobs.Jobswill be executedon eachprocessorin this
order.Each task will be startedat the earliestpossible
time.Theschedule
of Figure5,23is completely
specifiedby the permutation(5, 1,3, 2, 4).
We make the simplifying assumptionthat a? ^ 0, 1 < i < n. Note that if
jobswith ai = 0 are allowed,then an optimalschedulecan be constructed
by first finding an optimalpermutationfor all jobswith ai ^ 0 and then
adding all jobswith a^ =0 (in any order) in front of this permutation(see
the exercises).
It is easy to seethat an optimalpermutation(schedule)has the property
that given the first jobin the permutation,the remainingpermutationis
optimalwith respectto the state the two processorsare in following the
of the first job.Let g\\,
bea permutationprefixdefining
completion
a schedulefor jobsT\\, T2,...,
let f\\ and f2 be the times
T^. Forthis schedule
at which the processing
is
of jobsTi,T2,...
on processors
Pi
,Tk completed

a2,...,
<7fc
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a]

a5

a2

a-s

b5

bx

a$

b,

b2

b4
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Figure5.23A schedule
and P2 respectively.Let t = fa f\\- Thestate of the processors
following
the sequenceof decisions
characterized
T\\,
T^ is completely
by t. Let
of
an
be
the
the
subset
of
schedule
f
or
optimal
g(S,t)
length
jobsS under
the assumptionthat processor2 is not available until timet. The length of
an optimalschedulefor the jobset {1,
n} is #({1, ,n},0).
Sincethe principleof optimality holds,
we obtain

J2,...,
\342\200\224

2,..., 2,...

min {a,+ g({l,
2,
g({l,2, , n},0) = \\<i<n
\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

n}

- {i},

(5.24)

&,-)}

to (5.25)for arbitrary S and t. This
Equation 5,24generalizes
requiresthat g((p,t) =
0}and that aj ^ 0, 1< < n.

generalization

%

max{\302\243,

g(S,t) = min

-

- a,-,0})}

+ g(S {i}, + max{i

{a2-

ft,-

(5.25)

Thetermmax {t

aj,0}comesinto (5.25)as task T21=cannot start until
is
not
available
until timet). Hence/2
bi +max{a,i,t}
(P2
max{a,,t}
=
We
can
an
solve
for
<H
h +max{\302\243 aj,0}.
g(S,t)using approachsimilar
to that used to solve (5.21).
it
turns
out that (5.25)can be solved
However,
and
a
rule
to
an
simple
very
algebraically
generate optimalscheduleobtained.
Considerany scheduleR for a subset of jobsS, Assume that P2 is not
available until time t. Let i and j be the first two jobsin this schedule.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224/1

\342\200\224

Then, from (5,25)we obtain

-

+max {t-ai,0})
ai + g(S {i},bt
g(S,t) =
+ max {b{+ max {t
g(S,t) = ai + aj + g(S {i,j},bj
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Equation5.26can be simplified usingthe following result:

=
+ max {bi + max {t a2, 0} a,-, 0}
= bj
bj + br a,j + max {max{t di,0},
a,j bi}
= bj
+ bi (ij + max {t a,,Oj 6j,0}
iy = ^ + bi a,j a,i + max aj + a, 6j, a^}
tij

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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{\302\243,

If jobs and
%

j are interchangedin R, then the finish timeg'(S,t)is
#'(SU) =

wheretji =

bj

Comparingg(S,t)and

In orderfor

{\302\243,

aj

(5.28)to

\342\200\224

di

\342\200\224

di

+ max a, + aj bj,dj}
\342\200\224

{\302\243,

g'(S,t),we see that

+ aj ij,aj}< max
\342\200\224

{\302\243,

if

aj

(5.28)below holds, then
+ aj 6j,aj}

(5.28)

\342\200\224

hold for all values of t, we need

max {di+ aj
or

-

+ a,j+g(S {i,j},tji)

+ bi aj

g(S,t)<g'(S,t).
max

ai

+ aj + max

\342\200\224

ij,aj}< max {aj+ a,j ~ bj,a,j}

{\342\200\224bi,

\342\200\224dj}

< di+dj + max

{\342\200\224bj,\342\200\224di}

or min {ij,aj}>min
(5.29)
{bj,di}
From (5.29)we can concludethat thereexistsan optimalschedulein
which for every pair (i,j)of adjacentjobs,min{ij,
dj}> min{ij,aj}.
Exercise 4 shows that all schedules
with this property have the samelength.
holds for every
Hence,it suffices to generateany schedulefor which (5.29)
of
W
e
canobtain
a
schedule
w
ith
this
pair adjacentjobs.
property by making
the following observationsfrom (5.29).If min{ai,ct2,...,
an, &i, 62,
bn}
is aj,then jobi shouldbe the first jobin an optimalschedule.If min{ai,02,
an,bi,b2,...
,bn}is bj, then jobj shouldbe the last jobin an optimal
schedule.This enablesus to make a decisionas to the positioningof one
of the n jobs.Equation 5.29can now be used on the remainingn 1jobs
to correctlyposition
anotherjob,and so on. The schedulingrule resulting
from (5.29)
is therefore:

...,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\200\224
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order.
1.Sort all the Oj's and 6j'sinto nondecreasing
in this order.If the nextnumberin the sequence
Considerthis sequence

2,

schedulejobj at the leftmost
is cij and jobj hasn'tyet beenscheduled,
available spot.If the next number is bj and jobj hasn't yet been
scheduled,schedulejobj at the rightmost available spot.If j has
go to the next numberin the sequence.
already beenscheduled,
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Note that the above rule alsocorrectlypositions
jobswith Oj =

thesejobsneednot be considered
separately.

0. Hence,

= (3, 4, 8,10),and (&i,&2)&3>&4)=
Example5.28Let n = 4, (01,02,03,04)
61,03,
63,04,64)
(6, 2, 9, 15).The sortedsequenceof a'sand 6'sis (62^1,02,
= (2,3, 4, 6,8,9, 10,15).Let 01,0-2,0-3,
and 04 be the optimalschedule.
Sincethe smallestnumberis 62, we set 04 = 2. The next numberis a\\ and
we set o\\ = a\\. The next smallestnumber is 02- Job2 has already been
scheduled.The next number is 61.Job1 has already beenscheduled.The
next is 03 and we set 03,This leaves 03 free and job4 unscheduled.Thus,
o3 = 4.
\342\226\241

to run in timeO(nlogn)
The schedulingrule above can be implemented
,n,0)for the
(seeexercises).Solving(5.24)and (5.25)directly for
optimalschedulewill take $7(2\") timeas therearethesemany different S\"s
will be computed.
for which g{S,t)

g(l,2,...

EXERCISES
Two machinesA
1.N jobsare to be processed.

and B are available.If
of processing
timeare
o
n
machine
units
is
then
Oj
A,
job processed
time
onmachineB,then 62-units of processing
needed.If it is processed
of the jobsand the machines,
areneeded.Becauseof the peculiarities
that en > 62- for some while a,j < bj for some
it is quite possible
j'; j jL i. Obtain a dynamic programmingformulation to determine
the minimum timeneededtoprocessallthe jobs.Note that jobscannot
be split betweenmachines.Indicatehow you would go about solving
Do this on an exampleof your choice.
relationobtained.
the recurrence
Also indicatehow you would determinean optimalassignmentof jobs
%

%

to

2,

machines.

for processing
onone machine.Associated
N jobshave tobescheduled
time
Thevariable ti is the processing
with jobi is a 3-tuple(pi,ti,di).
neededto completejobi, If jobi is completedby its deadlined,,then
a profit pi is earned.If not, then nothing is earned.PromSection4,4
we know that J is a subset of jobsthat can all be completed
by their
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deadlinesiff the jobsin J can be processedin nondecreasing
orderof
deadlineswithout violatingany deadline.Assume c4 < dj+i,1< < n.
Let fi(x) be the maximumprofit that can be earnedfrom a subset J
of jobswhen n = i. Herefn{dn)is the value of an optimalselection
of
jobsJ. Let fo(x) = 0. Show that for x < t{,
fi(x) = max {/j_!(x),
fi-i(x U) + pi}
%
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3. Let / be any instanceof the two-processor
flow shop problem.
(a) Show that the length of every POFTschedulefor / is the same
as the length of every OFTschedulefor I. Hence,the algorithm

Section5,10alsogeneratesa POFTschedule.
(b) Show that thereexistsan OFTschedulefor / in which jobsare
processedin the sameorderon both processors,
(c) Show that thereexistsan OFTschedulefor / defined by some
permutationa of the jobs(seepart (b)) such that all jobswith
a, = 0 areat the front of this permutation.Further,show that the
orderin which thesejobsappearat the front of the permutation
is not important.
4. Let / be any instanceof the two-processor
flow shop problem.Let
be a permutationdefining an OFTschedulefor /.
a = o\\02
(a) Use (5.29)to argue that there exists an OFT a such that
> min {bj,at}for every i and j such that i = a^
min {bi,aj)
and j = CTfc+i (that is,i and j are adjacent).
(b) Fora a satisfying the conditionsof part (a), show that min{6j,
aj}>
of

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

ct\342\200\236

o^ and j ar,k < r.
to it'ssatisfying the
(c) Show that all schedulescorresponding
conditions of part (a) have the samefinish time. (Hint: use part (b)
to transform one of two different schedulessatisfying (a) into the
for every
mm{bj,a,}

i

and j such that i

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

otherwithout increasingthe finish time.)

5.11REFERENCES AND READINGS
Two classicreferences
on dynamic programmingare:
Introductionto Dynamic Programming,by G.Nemhauser,John Wiley and

Sons, 1966.

AppliedDynamic Programmingby R. E.Bellmanand S.E.Dreyfus,
University Press,1962.

Princeton
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1982.
SeealsoDynamic Programming,by E.V. Denardo,Prentice-Hall,
The dynamic programmingformulation for the shortest-pathsproblem
was given by R. Floyd.
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Bellmanand Ford'salgorithmfor the single-source
shortest-pathproblem
(with generaledgeweights) can be found in Dynamic Programmingby R. E.
Bellman,PrincetonUniversity Press,1957.
of optimalbinary searchtreesusingdynamic
The construction
is describedin The Art of Programming:
Sorting and Searching,Vol.
3,by D.E.Knuth, Addison Wesley, 1973.
The string editingalgorithmdiscussedin this chapteris in \"The stringto-stringcorrectionproblem,\"by R. A. Wagner and M. J. Fischer,Journal
programming

of the

no.1 (1974):
168-173.
ACM21,

The set generationapproachto solving the 0/1knapsackproblemwas
formulatedby G.Nemhauserand Z. Ullman,and E.Horowitzand S.Sahni.

Exercise6 in Section5.7is due to E.Horowitz and S.Sahni.
problem

The dynamic programmingformulation for the travelingsalesperson
was given by M. Heldand R. Karp.

Thedynamic programmingsolutionto the matrixproductchainproblem
(Exercises1 and 2 in Additional Exercises)is due toS.Godbole.

5.12 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.[Matrix productchains] Let A, B, and C be threematricessuch that

A x B. Let the dimensionsof A, B, and C respectivelybe m x
n,n x p, and m x p. Fromthe definition of matrixmultiplication,

C=

C(i,j)= J2Ad,k)B(k,j)
k=\\

(a) Write an algorithmto computeC directly using the above
Show that the number of multiplications
neededby your
formula.
is
mnp.
algorithm
x Mr be a chain of matrixproducts.This
(b) Let M\\ x M2 x
chainmay be evaluatedin severaldifferent ways. Two possibilities
x Mr and (Mx x (M2 x
are
((Mi x M2) x M3) x M4) x
x (Mr_i x Mr)
The cost of any computationof M\\ x
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242)

(\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242).
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x Mr is the number of multiplications
used.Consider
M2 x
the caser = 4 and matricesMi through M4 with dimensions
x 1,and lx 100respectively.What is the
100x 1,1x 100,100
cost of eachof the five ways to computeM\\ x M2 x M3 x M4
? Show that the optimalway has a costof 10,200
and the worst
Assume that all matrixproductsare
way has a costof 1,020,000.
computedusingthe algorithmof part (a).
(c) Let My denotethe matrixproductM, x Mj+i x x Mj.Thus,
Ma = Mj, 1< i < r. S = Pi,P2, Pr~\\ is a product sequence
computingM\\r iff eachproductPk is of the form Mi3 x Mj+ii9,
where My- and Mj+itQ have been computedeither by an
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

productP[,I< k, or representan input matrixMu- Note
x Mj+ij = Mj9. Also note that every valid
of M\\r using only pairwise matrix productsat each
computation
step is defined by a productsequence.Two productsequences
S\\ = Pi,P2,
Pr-1and S2 = U\\, U2, Ur-\\ are different if
Pi 7^ Uj for somei. Show that the number of different product
if (r 1)!
sequences
many of
(d) Although thereare (r 1)!different product, sequences,
theseare essentially the samein the sensethat the samepairs
of matricesare multiplied.For example,the sequencesSi =
(Mi x M2),(M3 x M4), (M12x M34) and S2 = (M3 x M4), (Mi x
x M34) are different under the definition of part (c).
M2),(Mi2
However,the samepairsof matricesare multipliedin both S\\ and
S2.Show that if we consideronly thoseproductsequencesthat
differ from eachother in at least one matrixproduct,then the
is equal to the numberof different
numberof different sequences
1nodes.
trees
r
binary
having exactly
(e) Show that the numberof different binary treeswith n nodesis
earlier

that Mtj

\342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\200\242,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1 (2n\\
n + 1y n J
2. [Matrix productchains] In the precedingexerciseit was established
that the numberof different ways to evaluatea matrixproductchain
is very largeeven when r is relatively small(say 10or 20).In this
exercisewe shalldevelopan 0{r^)algorithmto find an optimalproduct
sequence(that is,one of minimum cost).Let D(i),0< i < r, represent
the dimensionsof the matrices;that is,Mj has D(i~ 1) rows and D(i)
columns.Let C(i,j)be the costof computingM{j using an optimal
productsequencefor Mij. Observethat C(i,i)= 0,1< i < r, and
that C(i,i + 1) = D(i l)D(i)D(i
+ 1),1< i < r.

-
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(a) Obtain a recurrencerelationfor C(i,j),j> i. This recurrence
relationwill be similarto Equation5.14.
relationof part (a) for
(b) Write an algorithmto solve the recurrence
Y
our
should
be
of
complexity 0(r3).
C(l,r). algorithm
in
What
are
the
needed
changes
(c)
algorithmof part (b) to
an optimalproductsequence.Write an algorithmto
such a sequence.Show that the overall complexity of your
algorithmremains0(r3).
(d) Work through your algorithm (by hand) for the productchain
of part (b) of the previous exercise. What are the values of
C(i,j),1 < i < r and j > i? What is an optimalway to compute
determine
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determine

M14?

Thereare two warehousesW\\ and W2 from which suppliesare to be
shippedto destinationsD{,1 < i < n. Let di be the demand at D{
and let r, be the inventory at Wj. Assume r\\ + r^ = X!di- Let Cjj(xy)
be the costof shippingX{j units from warehouseWi to destinationDj.
The warehouseproblemis to find nonnegativeintegersXij, 1< i < 2
and 1< j < n, such that x\\j + X2j = dj, 1< j < n, and J2ij cij(xij)IS
minimized.Let gi(x) be the costincurredwhen W\\ has an inventory
of x and suppliesare sent to Dj,l< j < i, in an optimalmanner (the
inventory at W2 is Y^\\<j<i dj x).The costof an optimalsolutionto
the warehouseproblemis gn{f\\).
(a) Usethe optimality principleto obtain a recurrencerelationfor
9i(x)and obtainan optimal
(b) Write an algorithmto solve this recurrence
sequenceof values for x^, 1< i < 2,1< j < n.
Given a warehousewith a storagecapacity of B units and an initial
stockof v units, let y, be the quantity soldin eachmonth, i,1< i < n.
Let Pi be the per-unit sellingpricein month i, and Xj the quantity
purchasedin month i. The buying priceis q per unit. At the end of
eachmonth, the stockin hand must be no morethan B. That is,
\342\200\224

v

+ J2 (X* ~ Vi) ^ -B' l ^ J

-

n

\\<i<j

The amount soldin each month cannot be morethan the stockat
the end of the previousmonth (new stockarrives only at the end of a
month). That is,
Vi

<v +

Y^

(XJ

~ %')'

l<i<n
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Also, we requireX{ and yi to be nonnegativeintegers.The total profit
derived is

-

n
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Pn

= ^{PjVj CjXj)

i=i

The problemis to determineXj and yj such that Pn is maximized.
Let fi{vi) representthe maximumprofit that can beearnedin months
i + 1,i +
units of stockat the end of month
n, starting with
i. Then fo(v) is the maximumvalue of Pn.

2,...,

Wj

(a) Obtain the dynamic programmingrecurrencefor fi(vi) in terms
of

/i+i(\302\253j).

is
(b)
(c) Solve part (a) analytically to obtain the formula
What

/\342\200\236(Wi)?

fi(vi) = a%Xi + biVi
for

someconstantsa% and 6j.

(d) Show that an optimalPn is obtainedby usingthe following
strategy:

i. pt > ci

6j+i > c^ then yi = V{ and x\\ = B.
B. If 6j+i < q, then y, = Vj and Xj = 0.
ii.c% > pi
A. If bi+\\ > ci, then j/j = 0 and Xi = B ~ viB. If 6j+i < p^ then yj = wj and a;j = 0.
C If Pi < 6j+i < Ci, then j/j = 0 and Xj = 0.
(e) Usethe pi and cj in Figure 5.24and obtain an optimaldecision
sequencefrom part (d).
A. If

i

Pi
ct

12
88234325
3

6

3

4

5

6

7

8

7

1

4

5

1

3

Figure5.24pj and cj for Exercise4
Assume the warehousecapacity to be 100and the initial stockto

be 60.
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(f)

Frompart (d) concludethat an optimalset of values for %i and y%
will always leadto the following policy:Do no buying or selling
for the first k months (k may be zero) and then oscillatebetween
a full and an empty warehousefor the remainingmonths.

n programsare to be storedon two tapes. Let lj be
the length of tape neededto store the ith program. Assume that
J2h < where L is the length of each tape. A programcan be
storedon eitherof the two tapes.If S\\ is the set of programson tape
1,then the worst-caseaccesstime for a programis proportionalto
hi JligSi
h}- An optimalassignmentof programsto tapes
max{Eies1
minimizesthe worst-case
accesstimes.Formulatea dynamic
accesstimeof an optimal
approachto determinethe worst-case
assignment.Write an algorithmto determinethis time. What is the
complexity of your algorithm?
6. Redo Exercise5 makingthe assumptionthat programswill be stored
on tape 2 using a different tape density than that used on tape 1. If
li is the tape length neededby programi when storedon tape 1,then
ah is the tape length neededon tape 2.

5. Assume that
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\302\243,

programming

7. Let L be an array of n distinct integers.Give an efficient algorithmto
of entriesin L. For
find the length of a longestincreasing
subsequence
a longestincreasing
example,if the entriesare 11,17,
5,8,6,4,7,12,3,
is 5,6, 7,12.
What is the run timeof your algorithm?
subsequence

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Chapter 6

BASICTRAVERSAL AND
SEARCH TECHNIQUES
The techniquestobediscussed
in this chapteraredivided into two categories.
The first categoryincludestechniquesapplicableonly to binary trees.As
described,thesetechniquesinvolve examiningevery nodein the given data
objectinstance.Hence,thesetechniquesarereferredto as traversalmethods.
The secondcategoryincludestechniquesapplicable
to graphs(and hencealso
to trees and binary trees).
Thesemay not examineall verticesand soare
referredto only as searchmethods. During a traversal or searchthe fields
of a node may be used severaltimes. It may be necessaryto distinguish
certainusesof the fields of a node.Duringtheseuses,the nodeis saidto be
visited. Visitinga node may involve printing out its data field, evaluating
the operationspecified
by the nodein the caseof a binary tree representing
an expression,
a
setting mark bit to one or zero,and so on. Sincewe are
and searchesof treesand graphsindependentlyof their
t
raversals
describing
we
use
the
term \"visited\" ratherthan the term for the specific
application,
function performed
on the nodeat this time.

6.1 TECHNIQUESFOR BINARY TREES
The solutionto many problemsinvolves the manipulationof binary trees,
trees,or graphs.Often this manipulationrequiresus to determinea vertex
(node)or a subset of verticesin the given data objectthat satisfies a given
property. Forexample,we may wish tofind all verticesin a binary tree with
a data value lessthan x or we may wish to find allverticesin a given graph
G that can be reachedfrom another given vertex v. The determination
of this subsetof verticessatisfying a given property can be carriedout by
systematically examiningthe verticesof the given data object.This often
takesthe form of a searchin the data object.When the searchnecessarily

313
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treenode= record

{
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}

Type data; // Type is the data type of data,
treenode*lchild;
treenode*rchild;

1 AlgorithmInOrder(i)
is a binary tree.Each nodeof t has
// tthreefields:
//
Ichild,data, and rchild.

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

if

{

8
9

10

11 } }

t^ 0 then
In0rder(i Ichild);
->\342\226\240

Visit(i);

In0rder(i rchild);
->\342\226\240

Algorithm6.1Recursiveformulation

of

inordertraversal

involves the examination
of every vertex in the

calleda traversal.

objectbeing searched,it

is

We have already seenan exampleof a problemwhosesolutionrequireda
searchof a binary tree. In Section5.5we presentedan algorithmto search
a binary searchtree for an identifier x. This algorithmis not a traversal
algorithmas it doesnot examineevery vertexin the searchtree. Sometimes,
we may wish to traversea binary searchtree (e.g.,
when we wish to list out
allthe identifiers in the tree).Algorithms for this arestudiedin this chapter.
Thereare many operationsthat we want to performon binary trees. One
that arisesfrequently is traversinga tree, or visiting eachnodein the tree
exactlyonce.A traversal producesa linearorderfor the information in a
tree. This linearordermay be familiar and useful.When traversinga binary
tree, we want to treat eachnodeand its subtreesin the samefashion. If
we let L, D, and R stand for moving left, printing the data, and moving
combinations
of traversal:
right when at a node,then therearesix possible
LDR, LRD, DLR, DRL, RDL, and RLD. If we adoptthe conventionthat
we traverseleft beforeright, then only threetraversalsremain:LDR, LRD,
and DLR. To thesewe assign the namesinorder,postorder,and preorder.
Recursivefunctions for thesethree traversalsare given in Algorithms 6.1

and 6.2.
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1 AlgorithmPreOrder(i)
is a binary tree. Eachnodeof t has
// tthreefields:
Ichild,data, and rchild.
//

2
3
4
5
6

{

{

7
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if t ^ o

8
9

then

Visit(i);

PreOrder(i Ichild);
PreOrder(i rchild);
->\342\200\242

->\342\226\240

10

11 }

}

1 AlgorithmPostOrder(i)
is a binary tree. Eachnodeof has
// tthreefields:
Ichild,data, and rchild.
//

2
3
4
5
6

\302\243

{

7

if

{

PostOrder(i Ichild);
->\342\226\240

8
9

10

t^ 0 then
PostOrder(\302\243

11 } }

Visit(i);

\342\200\224>\342\226\240

rchild);

Algorithm6.2Preorderand postordertraversals
Figure 6.1shows a binary tree and Figure 6.2traceshow InOrderworks
on it. This traceassumesthat visiting a noderequiresonly the printing
of its data field. The output resultingfrom this traversalis FDHGIBEAC.
of Algorithm
With Visit(i) replacedby a printingstatement,the application
and
6.2to the binary treeof Figure6.1resultsin the outputs ABDFGHIEC
FHIGDEBCA,
respectively.

Theorem6.1LetT(n) and S(n) respectivelyrepresentthe timeand space
neededby
n

any one of the traversal algorithmswhen the input
visit a node are

> 0 nodes.If the time and spaceneededto

T(n) = 0(n)and S(n) = 0(n).

tree t has

0(1),then

Proof:Each traversalcan be regardedas a walk through the binary tree.
Duringthis walk, eachnodeis reachedthreetimes:oncefrom its parent (or
as the startnodein casethe nodeis the root),onceon returningfrom its left

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure6.1A

binary tree

callof

value

main

A

InOrder in root

1

2
3
4
4
3
4
5
5
4
5
5
2
3
3

1

2
2

action

B
D
F

G
H

I
E
C
\342\200\224

print
print

('F')
('D')

print
print

('H')
('G')

print (T)
print ('B')
print ('E')
print ('A')
print

('C')

Figure6.2Inordertraversalof the binary tree of Figure 6.1
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subtree,and onceon returningfrom its right subtree.In eachof thesethree
timesa constant amount of work is done. So, the total time taken by the
traversalis O(n). The only additionalspaceneededis that for the recursion
stack.If t has depth d, then this spaceis 0(d).Foran n-nodebinary tree,
d <n and so S(n)

\342\200\224

0(n).

\342\226\241
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EXERCISES
Unlessotherwisestated, all binary treesare representedusing nodeswith
threefields:Ichild,
data, and rchild.
Give an algorithmto count the numberof

t. What

is itscomputingtime?

leafnodesin a binary tree

Write an algorithmSwapTree(i)
that takesa binary tree and swaps the
left and right childrenof every node.An exampleis given in Figure
Useone of the threetraversalmethodsdiscussedin Section

6.1.

(K)

6.3.

(G)
SwapTree(t)

Figure6.3Swappingleft and right children
3. Use one of the three traversal methodsdiscussedin Section6.1to

obtain an algorithmEquiv(i,u)that determineswhether the binary
treest and u are equivalent.Two binary treest and u are equivalent
if and only if they are structurally equivalent and if the data in the
nodesof t and u are the same.
corresponding

4. Show the following:
of a binary tree uniquely define
(a) Inorderand postordersequences
the binary tree.
of a binary tree uniquely define
(b) Inorderand preordersequences
the binary tree.

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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of a binary treedo not uniquely
(c) Preorderand postordersequences
define the binary tree.
5. In the proofof Theorem6.1,
show, usinginduction,that T(n) < C2n+
c\\ (whereC2 is a constant > 2c\\).
6. Write a function to constructthe binary tree with a given inorder
sequence/ and a given postordersequenceP. What is the complexity
of your function?
7. DoExercise6 for a given inorderand preordersequence.
8. Write a nonrecursivealgorithmfor the preordertraversalof a binary
tree t. Your algorithmmay use a stack.What are the timeand space
of your algorithm?
requirements

9. Do Exercise8 for postorderas well as inordertraversals.

10.[Triple-order
traversal] A triple-ordertraversal of a binary tree t is
defined recursively by Algorithm 6.3.A very simplenonrecursive
for such a traversalis given in Algorithm 6.4.In this algorithm
algorithm

p, q, and r point respectivelyto the presentnode,previously visited
node,and next nodeto visit. The algorithmassumesthat t ^ 0 and
that an empty subtreeof nodep is represented
by a link to p rather
than a zero. Prove that Algorithm 6.4is correct.(Hint: Threelinks,

Ichild,
rchild,and one from itsparent,areassociatedwith eachnode
s. Each time s is visited, the links are rotatedcounterclockwise,
and
soafter threevisits they arerestoredto the originalconfigurationand

the algorithmbacksup the tree.)
11.[Level-order
traversalof a binary tree t all
traversal] In a level-order
nodeson level i are visited beforeany nodeon level i' + 1 is visited.
Within a level,nodesare visited left to right. In level-order
the nodes
of the tree of Figure6.1are visited in the orderABCDEFGHI.
Write
an algorithmLevel(t) to traversethe binary tree t in level order.How
much timeand spaceareneededby your algorithm?

6.2 TECHNIQUESFOR GRAPHS
fundamentalproblemconcerninggraphs is the reachability problem.In
its simplestform it requiresus to determinewhether thereexistsa path in
the given graph G = (V, E) such that this path starts at vertex v and ends
at vertexu. A moregeneralform is to determinefor a given starting vertex
v E V allvertices
u suchthat thereis a path from v to u. This latterproblem
can be solved by starting at vertexv and systematically searchingthe graph
G for verticesthat can be reachedfrom v. We describetwo searchmethods
A

for

this.
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1 AlgorithmTriple(i)

2
3
4
5
6

{

if t

{

/ 0 then
Visit(t);
Triple^
Visit(i);

\342\200\224>

7

8
9

Triple(t
Visit

10

11 }

}

\342\200\224>

(t);

Ichild);
rchild);

Algorithm6.3Triple-ordertraversalfor Exercise10

1 AlgorithmTrip(i);
// It is assumedthat Ichildand rchildfields are > 0.

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

P

{

11 }

t;g:=-l;do
-1)

Visit(p);

r := (p

8
9

10

=

w hile(p ^

(p

\342\200\224>

Ichild);(p Ichild) := (p
rchild) := q; q :=p;p := r;
\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

rchild);

\\

Algorithm6.4A nonrecursivealgorithmfor the triple-ordertraversalfor

Exercise10
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6.2.1BreadthFirst SearchandTraversal
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In breadthfirst searchwe start at a vertex v and mark it as having been
reached(visited). The vertex v is at this timesaid to be unexplored.A
vertex is saidto have beenexploredby an algorithmwhen the algorithmhas
visited all verticesadjacentfrom it. All unvisited verticesadjacentfrom v
are visited next.Theseare new unexplored
vertices.Vertexv has now been
explored.Thenewly visited verticeshaven't beenexploredand are put onto
the end of a list of unexplored
vertices.Thefirst vertexon this list is the next
to be explored.Exploration
vertexis left.The
continuesuntil no unexplored
list of unexplored
verticesoperatesas a queueand can be representedusing
any of the standardqueuerepresentations
(seeSection2.1).BFS (Algorithm

the detailsof the search.It makesuse of the
6.5)describes,in pseudocode,
queuerepresentation
given

in

Section2.1(Algorithm2.3).

Example6.1Let us try out the algorithmon the undirectedgraph of
6.4(a).If the graph is representedby its adjacencylistsas in Figure
6.4(c),then the verticesget visited in the order 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. A
breadthfirst searchof the directedgraph of Figure6.4(b)starting at vertex
1 resultsin only the vertices1,2, and 3 being visited.Vertex4 cannot be
Figure

reachedfrom

1.

\342\226\241

Theorem6.2Algorithm BFSvisits allverticesreachablefrom v.
Proof:Let G = (V, E) be a graph (directedor undirected)and let v V.
\302\243

prove the theoremby inductionon the length of the shortestpath from
v to every reachable
vertex w EV. The length (i.e.,
numberof edges)of the
shortestpath from v to a reachablevertexw is denotedby d(v, w).

We

BasisStep.Clearly, allverticesw with d(v, w) < 1get visited.
InductionHypothesis.
Assume that all verticesw with d(v,w) < r get
visited.

InductionStep.We now show that allverticesw with d(v, w) = r + 1also
get visited.
Let wbeavertex in V such that d(v, w) = r + 1.Let u be a vertex that

immediately precedesw on a shortestv to w path. Then d(v,u) = r and so
u gets visited by BFS.We can assume
and r > 1.Hence,immediately
beforeu gets visited,it is placedon the queueq of unexplored
vertices.The
algorithmdoesn'tterminateuntil q becomesempty. Hence,u is removed
from q at sometimeand all unvisited verticesadjacentfrom it get visited in
the for loopof line 11of Algorithm 6.5.Hence,w gets visited.
\302\253/\302\253

\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmBFS(w)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

first searchof G is carriedout beginning
//Aat breadth
= 1if i has
vertex v. For
node

i, visited[i]
any
//
beenvisited.The graph G and array visited[]
// already
// are global;visited[] is initializedto zero.
{
u := v; // q is a queueof unexplored
vertices.
:=
visited[v]

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1;

repeat
{
for allverticesw adjacentfrom u do
{
if (visited[w] = 0) then
{

//

}

}

w is unexplored.
Add w to q;
:=
1;
visited[w]

if q is empty thenreturn; No unexplored
vertex.
from q;
Get first unexplored
vertex.

Deleteu

}until(false);

//

//

\\

for breadthfirst search
Algorithm6.5Pseudocode

Theorem6.3Let T(n,e) and S(n,e) be the maximumtimeand maximum

additionalspacetaken by algorithm BFS on any graph G with n vertices
and e edges.T(n,e)= 9(n+ e) and S(n,e)= 9(n) if G is represented
by its adjacencylists.If G is represented
by its adjacencymatrix,then
=
=
and
T(n,e) 6(n2) S(n,e) 0(n).

Proof:Verticesget addedto the queueonly in line 15of Algorithm 6.5.A
vertexw can get ontothe queueonly if visited[w] = 0. Immediately
following
w's additionto the queue,visited[w] is set to 1 (line 16).Hence,eachvertex

can get ontothe queueat most once.Vertexv never gets ontothe queueand
soat most n 1additionsaremade.Thequeuespaceneededis at most n 1.
The remainingvariablestake 0(1)space.Hence,S(n,e) = 0(n).If G is an
tothe remainingn 1vertices,then all n 1
n-vertexgraph with v connected
verticesadjacentfrom v are on the queue at the sametime. Furthermore,
Q(n) spaceis neededfor the array visited.HenceS(n,e)= 9(n). This
result is independentof whetheradjacencymatricesor listsare used.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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(b) Directed
graph

(a)Undirectedgraph G
head nodes

[1]

-

0

-,

[2]
[3]

-,

i

-, /|

-,

i

-

[6]

-,
-,
>

[7]

-, T.

-,
-,
>

[8]

-^

-,

[4]

[5]

0
0
3

A

3

0

6
8
8
8

^

8

-,

^

0

-~,

7

o-

-,

6

0
0
0
0

(c)Adjacencylist for G

Figure6.4Examplegraphsand adjacencylists
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1 AlgorithmBFT(G,n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Breadthfirst
{
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7

8

}

traversalof G

for i := 1to n do // Mark all verticesunvisited.
visited[i]:= 0;
for i :=1to n do
if (visited[i]= 0) thenBFS(i);

Algorithm6.6Breadthfirst graph traversal
If adjacencylistsare used,then all verticesadjacentfrom u can be
in time d(u), whered(u) is the degreeof u if G is undirectedand
d(u) is the out-degreeof u if G is directed.Hence,when vertex u is being
explored,the time for the for loopof line of Algorithm 6.5is Q(d(u)).
Since eachvertex in G can be exploredat most once,the total time for
the repeatloopof line 9 is 0(^2 d(u)) = 0(e).Then visited[i]has to be
initializedto 0, 1< i < n. This takes0(n)time. Thetotal time is
0(n+ e). If adjacencymatricesare used,then it takes0(n)time to
determineall verticesadjacentfrom u and the timebecomes0(n2).If G
is a graph such that all verticesare reachablefrom v, then all verticesget
exploredand the time is at least 0(n+ e) and 0(n2)respectively.Hence,
determined

11

therefore

T(n,e)= 0(n+ e) when adjacencylistsareused,and T(n,e)= 0(n2)when

adjacencymatricesare used.
If BFSis usedon a connected
undirectedgraph G,then allverticesin G
then
visited
the
is
and
traversed.
get
graph
However,if G is not connected,
at leastonevertexof G is not visited.A complete
traversalof the graph can
be madeby repeatedlycallingBFS eachtimewith a new unvisited starting
vertex.The resultingtraversalalgorithmis known as breadthfirst traversal
(BFT) (seeAlgorithm 6.6).The proofof Theorem6.3can be used for BFT
tooto show that the time and additionalspacerequiredby BFT on an nvertexe-edgegraph are 0(n+ e) and 0(n)respectivelyif adjacencylistsare
used.If adjacencymatricesare used,then the boundsare 0(n2)and
respectively.
\342\226\241

\302\251(n)

6.2.2 DepthFirst SearchandTraversal
A depth first searchof a graph differs from a breadthfirst searchin that the
explorationof a vertexv is suspendedas soonas a new vertexis reached.At
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1 AlgorithmDFS(w)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

8
9

an undirected(directed)graph G = (V,E) with
// nGiven
and an array visited[] initially set
// vertices
this
zero, algorithmvisits allvertices
//to
from v. G and visited[] are global.
reachable
//

{

visited[v] := 1;

for eachvertex w adjacentfrom v do
{
if (visited[w] = 0) thenDFS(u;);

10
11 }
12 }

Algorithm6.7Depthfirst searchof a graph
this timethe explorationof the new vertex u begins.When this new vertex
has beenexplored,the explorationof v continues.The searchterminates
when all reachedverticeshave beenfully explored.This searchprocessis

bestdescribedrecursively as in Algorithm 6.7.

Example6.2A depth first searchof the graph of Figure6.4(a)starting at
vertex 1and usingthe adjacencylistsof Figure6.4(c)
resultsin the vertices
in
order
visited
the
7.
1,
being
2, 4, 8, 5, 6, 3,
\342\226\241

Onecan easily prove that DFSvisits all verticesreachablefrom vertex v.
S(n,e) representthe maximumtimeand maximumadditional
taken
space
by DFS for an n-vertex e-edgegraph, then S(n,e) =
and T(n,e)= 9(n + e) if adjacencylistsare used and T(n,e)= 9(n2)if
adjacencymatricesare used (seethe exercises).
A depth first traversal of a graph is carriedout by repeatedlycalling
DFS,with a new unvisited starting vertexeachtime.Thealgorithmfor this
(DFT)differs from BFT only in that the callto BFS(i)is replacedby a call
to DFS(i).Theexercises
containsomeproblemsthat are solved bestby BFS
If T(n,e) and

\302\251(n)

and othersthat are solved best by DFS.Latersectionsof this chapteralso
discussgraph problemssolved best by DFS.
BFS and DFS are two fundamentally different searchmethods.In BFS a
nodeis fully exploredbeforethe explorationof any othernodebegins.The
next nodeto exploreis the first unexplored
noderemaining.The exercises
examinea searchtechnique(D-search)that differs from BFS only in that
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the next nodeto exploreis the most recently reachedunexplored
node.In
DFS the explorationof a nodeis suspendedas soon as a new unexplored
nodeis reached.Theexplorationof this new nodeis immediately begun.
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EXERCISES
1.Devisean algorithmusingthe ideaof BFS to find

a shortest(directed)
a
Prove
that
vertex
v.
your algorithmfinds
cycle containing given
of your
a shortestcycle. What are the time and spacerequirements

algorithm?
2. Show that DFSvisits allverticesin G reachablefrom v.

3. Prove that

the bounds of Theorem6.3hold for DFS.

4. It is easy to see that

for any graph G, both DFS and BFS will take
almostthe sameamount of time. However, the spacerequirements
may be considerablydifferent.

(a) Give an exampleof an n-vertexgraph for which the depth of
vertexv is n 1whereas
recursion of DFS starting from a particular
the queueof BFShas at most onevertexat any given timeif BFS
is startedfrom the samevertex v.
(b) Give an exampleof an n-vertexgraph for which the queueof BFS
has n 1 verticesat one timewhereasthe depth of recursionof
DFS is at most one. Both searchesare started from the same
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

vertex.

5. Another way to searcha graph is D-search.This methoddiffers from
BFS in that the next vertex to exploreis the vertex most recently
addedto the list of unexploredvertices.Hence,this list operatesas a
stackratherthan a queue.
(a) Write an algorithmfor D-search.
(b) Showthat D-searchstarting from vertexv visits allvertices
reachable

from v.

of your algorithm?
(c) What are the timeand spacerequirements

6.3

CONNECTED COMPONENTSAND
SPANNINGTREES

If G is a

on the

connectedundirectedgraph, then allverticesof G will get visited
call to BFS (Algorithm 6.5).If G is not connected,then at

first

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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leasttwo callsto BFS will be needed.Hence,BFS can be used to determine
all newly visited verticeson a callto
whetherG is connected.Furthermore,
BFS from BFT representthe verticesin a connected
componentof G. Hence
of a graph can be obtainedusing BFT.Forthis,
the connectedcomponents
BFS can be modified sothat all newly visited verticesare put onto a list.
Then the subgraphformed by the verticeson this list make up a connected
component.Hence,if adjacencylistsare used,a breadthfirst traversalwill
in 9(n+ e) time.
obtain the connectedcomponents
BFT can alsobe used to obtain the reflexive transitiveclosurematrixof
an undirectedgraph G. If A* is this matrix,then A*(i,j)= 1 iff either
i = j or i ^ j and i and j are in the sameconnected
component.We can
set up in Q(n + e) time an array connecsuch that connec[i]is the index
of the connectedcomponentcontainingvertex i, 1 < i < n. Hence,we
can determinewhether A*(i,j),i ^ J, is 1 or 0 by simply seeingwhether
The reflexive transitive closurematrixof an
connec[i]= connec[j].
with
and e edgescan thereforebe computedin
G
n
vertices
graph
t
ime
and
0(n2)
G(n) spaceusingeitheradjacencylistsormatrices(the space
count doesnot includethe spaceneededfor A* itself).
As a final applicationof breadthfirst search,considerthe problemof
obtaininga spanningtree for an undirectedgraph G. The graph G has a
the existence
spanningtreeiff G is connected.Hence,BFS easily determines
of a spanningtree. Furthermore,
considerthe set of edges(u,w) used in the
for loopof line 11of algorithm BFS to reachunvisited verticesw. These
edgesarecalledforward edges.Let t denotethe set of theseforward edges.
then tisa spanningtreeof G. Forthe graph
We claimthat if G is connected,
of Figure6.4(a) the set of edgest will be all edgesin G except(5,8), (6,8),
and (7,8) (seeFigure6.5(b)).
Spanningtreesobtainedusinga breadthfirst
searcharecalledbreadth first spanningtrees.
undirected

(a)DFS(l)spanningtree

(b) BFS(l)spanningtree

Figure6.5DFSand BFSspanningtreesfor the graph of Figure6.4(a)
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Theorem6.4Modify algorithmBFS by addingon the statementst := 0;
and t := t U {(u,w)};
to lines 8 and 16,respectively. Call the resulting
algorithm BFS*.If BFS*is calledsothat v is any vertex in a connected
undirectedgraph G, then on termination,the edgesin t form a spanning
tree of G.

Proof:We

have already seenthat if G is a connected
graph on n vertices,
then all n verticeswill get visited.Also, eachof these,exceptthe start vertex
v, will get onto the queueonce(line 15).
Hence,t will containexactlyn 1
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edges.All theseedgesare distinct.Then 1edgesin t will thereforedefine
an undirectedgraph on n vertices.This graph will be connectedsinceit
containsa path from the start vertex v to every othervertex (and sothere
is a path betweeneachtwo vertices).A simpleproofby inductionshows
that every connected
graph on n verticeswith exactlyn 1edgesis a tree.
Hencet is a spanningtree of G.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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As in the case of BFT,the connectedcomponents
of a graph can be
obtainedusing DFT.Similarly, the reflexive transitive closurematrixof an
undirectedgraphcan be found usingDFT.If DFS (Algorithm 6.7)is modified
by adding t := 0; and t := t U {(v,w)}',to line 7 and the if statementof
line 10,respectively, then when DFS terminates,the edgesin t define a
spanningtree for the undirectedgraph G if G is connected.A spanning
tree obtainedin this manner is calleda depth first spanningtree. For the
graph of Figure6.4(a)the spanningtreeobtainedwill includeall edgesin G
exceptfor (2,5),(8,7),and (1,3)(seeFigure6.5(a)).
Hence,DFS and BFS
are equally powerful for the searchproblemsdiscussedso far.

EXERCISES
1.Show that for any undirectedgraph G = (V, E),a callto BFS(w)with
v

\342\202\254

V

resultsin visiting all the verticesin the connectedcomponent

containingv.
2. Rewrite BFS and BFT so that all the connectedcomponentsof the
undirectedgraph G get printed out.Assume that G is input in
adjacency

list form.

3. Prove that if G is a connectedundirectedgraph with n verticesand
1edges,then G is a tree.
n
4. Presenta D-search-based
algorithmthat producesa spanningtree for
\342\200\224

undirectedconnectedgraph.
(a) Theradiusof a treeis its depth.Showthat the forward edgesused
in BFS(w)define a spanning tree with root v having minimum
radius among all spanning trees, for the undirectedconnected
graph G having root v.

an

5.
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(b) Usingthe result of part (a), write an algorithmto find a minimumradius spanningtreefor G. What are the timeand space
of your algorithm?
6. The diameterof a treeis the maximumdistancebetweenany two
Let d be the diameterof a minimum-diameter
vertices.
spanningtree for
the
radius
G.
Let
r
of a minimuman undirectedconnectedgraph
be
radius spanningtree for G.
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requirements

-

(a) Show that 2r 1 < d < 2r.
spanningtree
(b) Write an algorithmto find a minimum-diameter
for G. (Hint: Use breadth-first searchfollowed by somelocal

modification.)

(c) Provethat your algorithmis correct.
of your algorithm?
(d) What are the timeand spacerequirements
7. A bipartite graph G = [V, E) is an undirectedgraph whosevertices
can be partitionedinto two disjoint sets V\\ and V2 = V V\\ with
the propertiesthat no two verticesin V\\ are adjacentin G and no
two verticesin V2 are adjacentin G. The graph G of Figure 6.4(a)
and
is bipartite.A possible
partitioning of V is V\\ = {1,4,5,6,7}
is
w
hether
G
to
a
an
determine
Write
V2
algorithm
graph
{2,3,8}.
If G is bipartite,your algorithmshouldobtain a partitioning
bipartite.
of the verticesinto two disjointsetsV\\ and V2 satisfying the properties
above. Show that if G is representedby its adjacencylists,then this
algorithmcan be madeto work in time 0(n+ e),wheren = \\V\\ and
\342\200\224
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e= \\E\\.

8. Write

an algorithmto find the reflexive transitive closurematrixA*
a directedgraph G. Show that if G has n verticesand e edgesand
is representedby its adjacencylists,then this can be done in time
9(n2+ ne).How much spacedoesyour algorithmtakein additionto
that neededfor G and A*? (Hint: UseeitherBFS or DFS.)
9. Input is an undirectedconnectedgraph G(V,E) eachone of whose
edgeshas the sameweight w (w beinga realnumber). Give an 0(\\E\\)
time algorithmto find a minimum-costspanningtree for G. What is
the weight of this tree?
10.Given are a directedgraph G(V,E) and a node v V. Write an
efficient algorithmto decidewhether there is a directedpath from v
run timeof
to every othernodein the graph. What is the worst-case
of

\342\202\254

your algorithm?

11.Designan algorithmto decidewhethera given undirectedgraphG(V,E)

containsa cycle of length4. Therunningtimeof the algorithmshould
beO(\\V\\3).
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12.Let G(V, E) be a binary tree with n nodes.Thedistancebetweentwo
verticesin G is the length of the path connectingthesetwo vertices.
Theproblemis to constructannxnmatrixwhose ijthentry is the

distance betweenvi and Vj. Designan 0(n2)timealgorithmto construct
such a matrix. Assume that the tree is given in the adjacency-list

representation.
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13.Presentan 0(|V|)timealgorithmto checkwhethera given undirected
graph G(V,E) is a tree. The graph G is given
adjacencylist.

in

the form of an

6.4 BICONNECTEDCOMPONENTSAND DFS
In this section,by \"graph\" we always mean an undirectedgraph. A vertex
v in a connected
graph G is an articulationpoint if and only if the deletion
of vertex v togetherwith all edgesincidentto v disconnects
the graph into
two

or morenonempty components.

Example6.3In the connectedgraph of Figure6.6(a)vertex 2 is an
point as the deletionof vertex 2 and edges(1,2),
(2,3),(2,5), (2,7),
and (2,8)leaves behind two disconnected
nonempty components(Figure
6.6(b)).Graph G of Figure 6.6(a)has only two other articulationpoints:
vertex 5 and vertex 3. Note that if any of the remainingverticesis deleted
articulation

from

G, then exactlyone componentremains.

\342\226\241

if and only if it containsno articulation
A graph G is biconnected
points.
The graph of Figure 6.6(a)is not biconnected.The graph of Figure 6.7is
biconnected.The presenceof articulationpoints in a connectedgraph can
if G represents
a
be an undesirable
featurein many cases.
For example,
network with the verticesrepresenting
communicationstations
communication
and the edgescommunicationlines,then the failure of a communication
station i that is an articulation
point would result in the lossof communication
to points other than i too. On the other hand, if G has no articulation
betweenevery
point, then if any stationi fails, we can stillcommunicate
two stationsnot includingstationi.
In this sectionwe developan efficient algorithmto test whether a
For the caseof graphsthat arenot biconnected,
connected graph is biconnected.
this algorithmwill identify all the articulationpoints.Onceit has been
determined that a connected
it may be desirable
graph G is not biconnected,
to determinea set of edgeswhoseinclusionmakesthe graph biconnected.
Determiningsuch a set of edgesis facilitatedif we know the maximal
of G that arebiconnected.G' = (V',E')is a maximalbiconnected
subgraphs
subgraphof G if and only if G has no biconnected
subgraphG\" = (V\", E\
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(a) Graph G

(b) Result of deletingvertex 2

Figure6.6An examplegraph
such that V C V\" and E' c E\". A maximalbiconnected
subgraph is a
biconnectedcomponent.
The graph of Figure 6.7has only one biconnectedcomponent(i.e.,
the
entiregraph). The biconnectedcomponentsof the graph of Figure 6.6(a)
are shown in Figure6.8.

Figure6.7A biconnectedgraph
It is relatively easy to show that
can have
Lemma 6.1Two biconnected
components
commonand this vertex is an articulationpoint.

Hence,no edgecan be in

two different

at most one vertex in
\342\226\241

biconnectedcomponents(as this

would requiretwo commonvertices).The graph G can be transformedinto
a biconnected
graph by using the edgeadditionschemeof Algorithm 6.8.
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Sinceevery biconnected
componentof a connectedgraph G containsat
leasttwo vertices(unlessG itselfhas only one vertex),it follows that the

of line 5

Wj

exists.

Example6.4Using the above schemeto transformthe graph of Figure
and (10,9)
6.6(a)into a biconnectedgraph requiresus to add edges(4,10)
to the
to the articulationpoint 3), edge(1,5)(corresponding
(corresponding
to point 5).
articulationpoint 2), and edge(6,7) (corresponding
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of graph of Figure 6.6(a)
components
Figure6.8Biconnected

Note that oncethe edges(vj,Vj+i) of line 6 (Algorithm6.8)are added,
vertex a is no longer an articulationpoint.Hencefollowing the addition

1 for eacharticulationpoint a do

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

}

B\\, B'2,
-B/c be the biconnected
components
containingvertex a;
Let Vi, Vi a, be a vertex in Bi, 1 < i < k;
Add to G the edges(wi,^+i), 1< i < k;

Let

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

j\302\243

Algorithm6.8Schemeto constructa biconnectedgraph
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G has no articulation
to all articulationpoints,
edgescorresponding
is
and
so
I
f
biconnected.
G
has
articulation
points
p
points and b biconnectedcomponents,then the schemeof Algorithm 6.8introducesexactly
b p new edgesinto G. One can show that this schememay use more
than the minimum numberof edgesneededto make G biconnected
(seethe
exercises).
Now, let us attackthe problemof identifying the articulationpoints and
of a connectedgraph G with n > 2 vertices.The
biconnectedcomponents
a depthfirst spanningtree of G.
problemis efficiently solved by considering
a
nd
a
shows
first
Figure6.9(a) (b)
depth
spanningtree of the graph of
In
each
is
number
there
a
outsideeachvertex.These
Figure 6.6(a).
figure
numberscorrespondto the orderin which a depth first searchvisits these
verticesand arereferredto as the depth first numbers (dfns) of the vertex.
Thus, dfn[l]= 1,dfn[4] = 2, dfn[6] = 8, and soon. In Figure6.9(b)solid
edgesform the depth first spanningtree. Theseedgesarecalledtreeedges.
all the remainingedges)arecalledback edges.
Brokenedges(i.e.,
of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure6.9A depthfirst spanningtree of the graph of Figure6.6(a)
Depthfirst spanningtreeshave a property that is very useful in identifying
articulationpoints and biconnected
components
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Lemma 6.2If (it, v) is any edgein G,then relativeto the depth first
treet, eitheru is an ancestorof v or v is an ancestorof it. So,thereare
no crossedgesrelativeto a depth first spanningtree ((it,v) is a crossedge
relativeto t if and only if u is not an ancestorof v and v is not an ancestor
spanning

of it).
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Proof:To see this, assumethat

(it, v)

\342\202\254

E(G)and

(it, v)

is a crossedge.

Then (it, v) cannot be a tree edgeas otherwiseu is the parent of v or vice
versa. So,(it,v) must be a backedge. Without lossof generality, we can
assumedfn[u] < dfn[v]. Sincevertexu is visited first, itsexploration
cannot
be completeuntil vertex v is visited. Fromthe definition of depth first
search,it follows that it is an ancestorof all the verticesvisited until it is
completely
explored.Henceit is an ancestorof v in t and (it, v) cannot be a

crossedge.
We

\342\226\241

make the following observation

Lemma 6.3Therootnodeof a depth first spanningtree is an articulation
if it is any othervertex,
point iff it has at leasttwo children.Furthermore,
then it is not an articulationpoint iff from every child w of it it is possible
of w and
to reachan ancestorof u usingonly a path madeup of descendents
a backedge.
Note that if this cannot be done for somechild w of u, then the deletionof
vertex it leaves behind at leasttwo nonempty components(onecontaining
the root and the other containingvertex w). This observationleadsto a
simplerule to identify articulationpoints.For eachvertex it, define L[u] as
\342\226\241

follows:
L[u]

\342\200\224

min

{dfn[u\\, min {L[w} w is a child of it},min {dfn[w}
(u,w) is a back edge}}
\\

\\

It shouldbe clearthat L[u] is the lowest depthfirst numberthat can be
reachedfrom it using a path of descendents
followed by at most one back
edge.From the precedingdiscussionit follows that if u is not the root,then
it is an articulation
point iff it has a child w such that L[w] > dfn[u].

6.5Forthe spanningtree of Figure6.9(b)the L values are L[l:
Example
Vertex3 is an articulationpoint as child 10
10]= {1,1,1,1,6,8,6,6,5,4}.
= 4 and d/n[3] = 3. Vertex2 is an articulationpoint as child 5
has
has L[5] = 6 and dfn[2] = 6. The only otherarticulationpoint is vertex 5;
\302\243[10]

child 6 has L[6] = 8 and dfn[5\\ = 7.

O

L[u] can be easily computedif the verticesof the depth first spanning
tree are visited in postorder.
Thus, to determinethe articulationpoints,
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is necessaryto performa depth first searchof the graph G and visit the
nodesin the resultingdepth first spanningtreein postorder.
It is possible
to
doboth thesefunctions in parallel.Pseudocode
Art (Algorithm 6.9)carries
out a depth first searchof G. During this searcheachnewly visited vertex
gets assignedits depthfirst number. At the sametime,L[i] is computedfor
eachvertex in the tree. This algorithmassumesthat the connectedgraph
G and the arrays dfn and L are global.
In addition,it is assumedthat the
variable num is alsoglobal.
It is clearfrom the algorithmthat when vertex
u has been exploredand a return madefrom the function, then L[u] has
beencorrectlycomputed.Note that in the elseclauseof line 15,if w ^ v,
then either(u,w) is a backedgeor dfn[w] > dfn[u] > L[u\\. In eithercase,
L[u] is correctlyupdated.The initial call to Art is Art(l,0).Note dfn is
initializedto zerobeforeinvoking Art.
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it

1 AlgorithmArt(it,

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

dfn[u]

11

17

:=num,',

L[u] := num,', num := num + 1;

for eachvertex w adjacentfrom
{
if (dfn[w] = 0) then

8
9

10
12
13
14
15
16

v)

for depth first search,v is its parent if any
// uin isthea start vertex
first
depth
spanningtree. It is assumedthat the global
//
is
initialized
to zeroand that the globalvariable
array dfn
// num
is
initialized
t
o
1.
n is the numberof verticesin G.
//

{

}

}

Art(w,u); //

w

u

do

is unvisited.

L[u] := mm(L[u],L[w]);
}
elseif (w ^ v) thenL[u] := mm(L[u],dfn[w]);

to computedfn and L
Algorithm6.9Pseudocode

OnceL[l: n] has beencomputed,the articulationpointscan be identified
0(e)time. SinceArt has a complexity 0(n+ e),wheree is the numberof
edgesin G,the articulationpoints of G can bedeterminedin 0(n+ e) time.
of
Now, what needsto be done to determinethe biconnected
components
Gl If following the callto Art (line12) L[w] > dfn[u],then we know that u
of whetheru is not the
is eitherthe rootor an articulationpoint.Regardless
rootor is the rootand has oneormorechildren,the edge(u, w) togetherwith
in
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all edges(both tree and back) encounteredduring this call to Art (except
edgesin other biconnectedcomponentscontainedin subtreew) forms
a biconnected
component.A formal proofof this statementappearsin the
of
6.5.The modified algorithmappearsas Algorithm 6.10.
Theorem
proof
for
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1
2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmBiComp(u,v)

vertex for depthfirst search,v is its parent if
II u is ina start
the
first
tree. It is assumedthat the

depth
spanning
// any
array dfn is initially zeroand that the globalvariable
// global
// num is initializedto 1.n is the numberof verticesin G.

7

8
9

9.1
9.2
10

11
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9
11.10
12
13
14
15
16

dfn[u]

:=num', L[u] :=num', num := num + 1;
u do
((w
w) and (dfn[w] < dfn[u]))then
add (u, w) to the topof a stacks;

for eachvertex w adjacentfrom

{

if

y^

if (dfn[w] = 0) then

{

if (L[w] > dfn[u]) then

{

write (\"Newbicomponent\;

repeat
{

Deletean edgefrom the topof stacks;
Let this edgebe (a;,y)',
write (x, y);
} until(((x,y) = (u,w)) or ((x,y) = (w,u)));

}.
B\\Comp(w,u)',I/ w is unvisited.
L[u]

}
elseif

:=min(L[it],

(w

L[\302\253;]);

^

v)

thenL[u] := mm(L[u],dfn[w])',

17

to determinebicomponents
Algorithm6.10Pseudocode
Onecan verify that the computingtimeof Algorithm 6.10
remains0(n+
theorem
of
The
establishes
the
correctness
the
e). following
algorithm.Note
that when G has only one vertex,it has no edgessothe algorithmgenerates
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no

output.In this caseG doeshave a biconnectedcomponent,namely its

singlevertex.This casecanbe handledseparately.
Theorem6.5Algorithm 6.10correctlygeneratesthe biconnected
of the connected
graph G when G has at leasttwo vertices.

components

Proof:This can be shown by inductionon the numberof biconnected

in G. Clearly, for allbiconnected
graphs G,the root u of the depth
spanningtree has only one childw. Furthermore,w is the only
for which L[w] > dfn[u] in line 11.1
of Algorithm 6.10.By the time
has beenexplored,all edgesin G have beenoutput as one biconnected

components
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first
vertex

w

component.
Now assumethe algorithmworks correctly
for all connected
graphsG with
at most m biconnected
components.We show that it alsoworks correctly
for all connected
components.Let G beany
graphswith m + 1biconnected
such graph. Considerthe first time that L[w] > dfn[u] in line 11.1.At
this time no edgeshave beenoutput and soall edgesin G incidentto the
descendents
of w are on the stackand are above the edge(u,w). Sincenone
of the descendents
of u is an articulation
point and u is,it follows that the set
of edgesabove (u, w) on the stackforms a biconnected
componenttogether
with the edge(u,w). Oncetheseedgeshave beendeletedfrom the stack

and output, the algorithmbehavesessentially as it would on the graph G',
obtainedby deletingfrom G the biconnected
componentjust output.The
behaviorof the algorithmon G differs from that on G' only in that during
the completion
of the exploration
of vertex u, someedges(u,r) such that
(u,r) is in the component
just output may be considered.However,for all
such edges,dfn[r] ^ 0 and dfn[r] > dfn[u] > L[u].Hence,theseedgesonly
result in a vacuous iterationof the for loopof line 8 and do not materially
affect the algorithm.
Onecan easily establishthat G'has at leasttwo vertices.Sincein addition
G' has exactlym biconnectedcomponents,it follows from the induction
are correctlygenerated.
hypothesis that the remainingcomponents
It should be noted that the algorithm describedabove will work with
any spanning tree relative to which the given graph has no crossedges.
Unfortunately, graphscan have crossedgesrelativeto breadthfirst spanning
trees.Hence,algorithmArt cannot be adaptedto BFS.
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.For the graphsof Figure6.10identify the articulationpoints and draw
the biconnected
components.

2. Show that
be in

if

undirectedgraph, then no edgeof G can
G is a connected

two different

biconnected
components.
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(a)

Figure6.10Graphsfor Exercise1
3. Let

Gi =

(Vi,Ei),l< i < k, be the biconnectedcomponentsof a

connectedgraph G. Show that

(a) If t^ j, then ViflVj containsat most one vertex.
(b) Vertexv is an articulationpoint of G iff {v}= Vi fl
and j, i ^ j.
%

Vj

for

somei

4. Show that the schemeof Algorithm 6.8may use morethan the
minimum

numberof edgesneededto make G biconnected.

5. Let G be a connectedundirectedgraph. Write

an algorithmto find
number of edgesthat have to be addedto G so that
G becomesbiconnected.Your algorithmshould output such a set of
of your algorithm?
edges.What are the timeand spacerequirements
the

minimum

6. Show that

if t is a breadthfirst spanningtree for an undirected
graph G, then G may have crossedgesrelativeto t.
7. Provethat a nonrootvertexu is an articulationpoint iff L[w] > dfn[u]
for somechild w of u.
connected

8. Prove that

in

if eitherv = w or dfn[w]
BiComp(Algorithm 6.10)

>

dfn[u], then edge(u,w) is eitheralready on the stackof edgesor has
beenoutput as part of a biconnected
component.

9. Let G(V,E) be any connectedundirectedgraph. A bridge of G is
defined to be an edgeof G which when removed from G, will makeit
Presentan 0(|-E|)
timealgorithmto find all the bridges
disconnected.
of G.

10.Let S(V,T)be any DFStree for a given connectedundirectedgraph
G(V,E). Prove that a leaf of can not be an articulationpoint of G.
5\"
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11.Proveor disprove:\"An

if and
undirectedgraph G(V,E) is biconnected
eachpair of distinctverticesv and w in V thereare two
distinctpaths from v to w that have no verticesin commonexceptv

only if for

and

to.\"
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6.5 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Severalapplicationsof depth first searchto graph problemsare given
\"Depthfirst searchand lineargraphalgorithms,\"by R. Tarjan,SIAM
Journal

on Computing

in

1,no.2 (1972):146-160.

is due to
The 0{n+ e) depthfirst algorithmfor biconnected
components
R. Tarjanand appearsin the precedingpaper. This paperalsocontainsan
0(n+ e) algorithmto find the strongly connectedcomponentsof a directed

graph.

An 0(n+ e) algorithmto find a smallestset of edgesthat, when added
a graph G,producesa biconnected
graph has beengiven by A. Rosenthal
and A. Goldner.

to

Foran extensivecoverageon graph algorithmssee:
Data Structures and Network Algorithms, by R. E. Tarjan,Societyfor
Industrial and Applied Mathematics,
1983.
A.
Algorithmic Graph Theory, by
Gibbons,CambridgeUniversity Press,

1985.

Algorithmic Graph Theory and

Press,1980.

PerfectGraphs, by M. Golumbic,Academic
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Chapter 7

BACKTRACKING
7.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
In the searchfor fundamentalprinciplesof algorithmdesign,backtracking
representsone of the most generaltechniques.Many problemswhich deal
with searchingfor a set of solutionsor which ask for an optimalsolution
can be solvedusingthe backtracking
formulation.
satisfying someconstraints
The name backtrackwas first coinedby D. H. Lehmerin the 1950s.
Early
workers who studiedthe processwereR. J. Walker, who gave an algorithmic
accountof it in 1960,
and S.Golomband L.Baumertwho presenteda very

generaldescriptionof it as well as a variety of applications.
In many applicationsof the backtrackmethod,the desiredsolution is
as an n-tuple
expressible
,xn),wherethe %i fire chosenfrom some
finite set Sj. Often the problemto be solved callsfor finding one vector
that maximizes
or satisfies)a criterionfunctionP(x\\, %n)(or minimizes
Sometimes
it seeksall vectorsthat satisfy P. Forexample,
sortingthe array
of integers in a[l: n] is a problemwhosesolution is expressible
by an ne
lement.
where
is
the
index
in
of
ith
smallest
The
criterion
a
the
x\\
tuple,
functionP is the inequality a[xj\\ < a[xi+\\]for 1< i < n. Theset Sj is finite

(xi,...

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

and includesthe integers1 through n. Thoughsorting is not usually one of
of a familiar problem
the problemssolved by backtracking,
it is one example
In this chapterwe study a
whosesolutioncan be formulated as an n-tuple.

collectionof problemswhosesolutionsarebest done using backtracking.
mn nSupposeml is the sizeof set Si.Then thereare m = m\\m2
are
the
P.
The
that
candidates
f
or
function
brute
tuples
possible
satisfying
evaluateeachone with
forceapproach would be to form all thesen-tuples,
P, and save thosewhich yield the optimum.Thebacktrackalgorithmhas
as its virtue the ability to yield the sameanswer with far fewer than m
trials.Its basicideais to build up the solutionvectorone componentat a
called
timeand to use modifiedcriterionfunctions Pi{x\\,...
,xi)(sometimes
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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boundingfunctions)to test whetherthe vectorbeingformed has any chance
of success.
The majoradvantageof this methodis this:if it is realizedthat
the partialvector (x\\,X2, ,x{)can in no way leadto an optimalsolution,
then mj+i mn possible
test vectorscan be ignoredentirely.
of
the
Many
problemswe solve using backtrackingrequirethat all the
solutionssatisfy a complexset of constraints.For any problemthese
constraints can be divided into two categories:
explicitand implicit.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240\342\226\240
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Definition7.1Explicitconstraintsare rulesthat restricteachX{
on values only from a given set.

to take
\342\226\241

Commonexamplesof explicitconstraintsare
ot Si = {allnonnegativereal numbers}
X{ > 0
=
1
or
ov Si = {0,1}
0
xt
<
<
or Si = {a : li < a < ut}
h
ut
%i
Theexplicitconstraintsdependon the particularinstance/ of the problem
beingsolved.All tuplesthat satisfy the explicitconstraintsdefine a possible
solutionspacefor /.

Definition7.2 The implicitconstraintsare rulesthat determinewhich of
the tuples in the solution spaceof I satisfy the criterionfunction. Thus
implicitconstraintsdescribethe way in which the Xi must relateto each

other.

D

Example7.1[8-queens]A classiccombinatorialproblemis to placeeight
queenson an 8 x 8 chessboardsothat no two \"attack,\" that is,sothat no
two of them are on the samerow, column,or diagonal.Let us numberthe
rows and columnsof the chessboard1 through 8 (Figure 7.1).The queens
canalsobe numbered1through 8. Sinceeachqueenmust be on a different
row, we can without lossof generalityassumequeen i is to be placedon

row i. All solutionsto the 8-queensproblemcan thereforebe represented
as 8-tuples(x\\,...
,xs),whereX{ is the columnon which queeni is placed.
The explicitconstraintsusingthis formulation are Si = {1,2,3,4,
5,6,7, 8},
1< i < 8. Thereforethe solutionspaceconsistsof 88 8-tuples.
The implicit
all
constraintsfor this problemare that no two x^s can be the same(i.e.,
queensmust be on different columns)and no two queenscan be on the same
diagonal.The first of thesetwo constraintsimpliesthat all solutionsare
permutationsof the 8-tuple(1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).This realizationreduces
the sizeof the solutionspacefrom 88 tuplesto 8!tuples.We seelaterhow to
as an 8-tuple,
formulatethe secondconstraintin termsof the x\\. Expressed
the solutionin Figure7.1is (4, 6,8,2,7, 1,3,5).
\342\226\241
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column
3 4 5

12

\342\226\272

6

7

8

Q

Q
Q
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Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Figure7.1Onesolutionto the 8-queensproblem
Example7.2 [Sum of subsets] Given positivenumbersWi, 1< i < n, and
m, this problemcallsfor finding all subsetsof the w^ whose sums are m.
= (11,13,24, 7), and m = 31,then
For example,if n = 4, (tui, 102,103,104)
the desiredsubsetsare (11,13,7) and (24, 7). Rather than representthe

solutionvector by the w% which sum to m, we could representthe solution
vectorby giving the indicesof theseWj. Now the two solutionsaredescribed
by the vectors (1,2, 4) and (3, 4). In general,all solutionsare A;-tuples
37/c), 1< k < n, and different solutionsmay have different-sized
tuples.The explicitconstraintsrequireX{ {j j is an integer and 1 <
j < n}.The implicitconstraintsrequirethat no two be the sameand that
the sum of the corresponding
iuj's be m. Sincewe wish to avoid generating
same
instances
o
f
the
subset
multiple
(e.g.,(1,2,4) and (1,4, 2) representthe
samesubset),
another implicitconstraintthat is imposedis that xi < rcj+i,
(a;i,\302\2432,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\202\254

\\

1< i < k.

In anotherformulation of the sum of subsetsproblem,eachsolutionsubset

1< i < n.
is represented
suchthat x% {0,1},
by an n-tuple(rci,
Then x\\ = 0 if Wi is not chosenand x\\ = 1 if Wj is chosen.The solutions
to the above instanceare (1,1,0, 1) and (0, 0, 1,1). This formulation
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\2432,

\342\202\254

\342\226\240,xn)

expressesall solutionsusing a fixed-sized
tuple. Thus we concludethat
theremay be severalways to formulate a problemsothat all solutionsare
tuples that satisfy someconstraints.One can verify that for both of the
above formulations,the solutionspaceconsistsof 2\" distincttuples.
\342\226\241
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algorithmsdetermineproblemsolutionsby systematically
Backtracking
searchingthe solutionspacefor the given probleminstance.This searchis
facilitatedby using a tree organizationfor the solutionspace.Fora given
solutionspacemany tree organizationsmay be possible.
The next two
a solutioninto a tree.
examples examinesomeof the ways to organize
of the 8Example7.3 [n-queens]The n-queensproblemis a generalization
queensproblemof Example7.1.Now n queensare to be placedon an n x n
chessboard
sothat no two attack;that is,no two queensareonthe samerow,

the solutionspace
column,or diagonal.Generalizingour earlierdiscussion,
consistsof all n!permutationsof the n-tuple
, n). Figure7.2shows
a possible
tree organizationfor the casen = 4. A tree such as this is called
a permutationtree. The edgesare labeledby possible
values of X{. Edges
from level 1 to level 2 nodesspecify the values for x\\. Thus, the leftmost
subtreecontainsall solutionswith x\\ = 1;its leftmost subtreecontainsall
solutionswith x\\ = 1and x<i = 2,and soon.Edgesfrom level i to level i + 1
arelabeledwith the values of x\\. The solutionspaceis defined by all paths
from the rootnodeto a leaf node.Thereare 4! = 24 leafnodesin the tree

(1,2,...

of

Figure7.2.

\342\226\241

\302\256\302\251\302\256\302\251\302\251\302\251@\302\251

Figure7.2 Treeorganizationof the 4-queenssolution space.Nodesare
numberedas in depth first search.
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Example7.4 [Sum of subsets] In Example7.2we gave two possible
of the solutionspacefor the sum of subsetsproblem.Figures7.3and
7.4 show a possible
tree organizationfor eachof theseformulationsfor the
casen = 4. The tree of Figure 7.3 correspondsto the variable tuple size
formulation.Theedgesarelabeledsuch that an edgefrom a level i nodeto
a level i + 1noderepresents
a value for x^. At eachnode,the solutionspace
is partitionedinto subsolutionspaces.
The solutionspaceis defined by all
in
node
the tree,sinceany such path
from
the
rootnode
to
paths
any
to a subset satisfying the explicitconstraints.Thepossible
paths are
from
to
the
the
root
to
path
empty
() (this corresponds
itself), (1),(1,2),
(1,2,3),
(1,2,3,4),
(1,2,4),
(1,3,4),
(2), (2,3),and so on. Thus, the
subtreedefines all subsetscontainingw\\, the next subtreedefines all
subsetscontainingW2 but not wi, and so on.
formulations
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corresponds

leftmost

The tree of Figure7.4 correspondsto the fixed tuple sizeformulation.
Edgesfrom level i nodesto level i + 1 nodesare labeledwith the value of
Xi, which is eitherzeroor one.All paths from the root to a leafnodedefine
the solutionspace.The left subtreeof the rootdefines allsubsetscontaining
w\\, the right subtreedefines all subsetsnot containingw\\, and soon.Now

thereare 2 leafnodeswhich represent16possible
tuples.

\342\226\241

solutionspaceorganizationfor the sum of subsets
Figure7.3 A possible

problem.Nodesare numberedas in breadth-firstsearch.

this point it is useful to developsometerminology regarding tree
organizationsof solutionspaces.Each nodein this tree defines a problem
At
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state. All paths from the root to othernodesdefine the state spaceof the
problem.Solutionstatesare thoseproblemstatess for which the path from
the rootto s definesa tuple in the solutionspace.In the treeof Figure7.3all
nodesare solutionstateswhereasin the treeof Figure7.4only leaf nodesare
solutionstates.
Answer statesare thosesolutionstatess for which the path
from the rootto s defines a tuple that is a memberof the set of solutions(i.e.,
it satisfies the implicitconstraints)of the problem.Thetreeorganizationof
the solutionspaceis referredto as the state spacetree.

Figure7.4 Another possible
organizationfor the sum of subsetsproblems.
Nodesare numberedas in D-search.

At each internal node in the spacetree of Examples7.3 and 7.4 the
Forexample,
solutionspaceis partitionedinto disjointsub-solutionspaces.
at node 1 of Figure7.2 the solutionspaceis partitionedinto four disjoint
sets.Subtrees2, 18,34, and 50 respectivelyrepresentall elementsof the
solutionspacewith x\\ = 1,2, 3, and 4. At node2 the sub-solutionspacewith
x\\ = 1 is further partitionedinto threedisjoint sets.Subtree3 represents
all solutionspaceelementswith x\\ = 1 and x<i = 2. For all the state space
treeswe study in this chapter,the solutionspaceis partitionedinto disjoint
sub-solutionspacesat eachinternal node.It should be noted that this is

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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on a state spacetree. The only requirement
not a requirement
is that every
elementof the solutionspacebe represented
by at leastone nodein the state
spacetree.
The state spacetree organizationsdescribedin Example7.4 are called
static trees. This terminology follows from the observationthat the tree
organizationsare independentof the probleminstancebeing solved. For
someproblemsit is advantageousto use different tree organizationsfor
different
probleminstances.In this casethe tree organizationis determined
dynamically as the solutionspaceis beingsearched.Treeorganizationsthat
are probleminstancedependentare calleddynamic trees. As an example,
considerthe fixed tuple sizeformulation for the sum of subsetsproblem
(Example
7.4).Usinga dynamic tree organization,one probleminstancewith
n = 4 can be solved by meansof the organizationgiven in Figure7.4.
Another problem
instancewith n = 4 can be solved by meansof a treein which
at level 1 the partitioningcorresponds
to X2 = 1 and X2 = 0. At level 2
the partitioningcould correspondto x\\ = 1 and x\\ = 0, at level 3 it could
correspondto X;$ = 1and x% 0, and soon.We seemoreof dynamic trees
in Sections7.6and 8.3.
Oncea state spacetreehas beenconceivedof for any problem,this
can be solved by systematically generatingthe problemstates,
and finally determiningwhich
determining which of theseare solution states,
solution states are answer states.Thereare two fundamentally different
ways to generatethe problemstates.Both of these begin with the root
nodeand generateother nodes.A nodewhich has beengeneratedand all
of whosechildren have not yet been generatedis calleda live node. The
live nodewhosechildrenare currently being generatedis calledthe E-node
(nodebeing expanded).A dead node is a generatednodewhich is not to
be expandedfurther or all of whosechildrenhave beengenerated.In both
methodsof generatingproblemstates,
we have a list of live nodes.In the
first of thesetwo methodsas soonas a new child C of the current E-node
Then R will become
R is generated,this childwill becomethe new E-node.
when
the
the E-node
subtree
C
has
been
again
fully explored.This
of the problemstates.
to a depth first generation
In the secondstate
In both
t
he
-E-node
remains
the
.E-node
u
ntil
it is dead.
generationmethod,
are
used
to
kill
live
nodes
without
methods,boundingfunctions
generating
all their children.This is donecarefully enoughthat at the conclusionof the
at leastone answer nodeis always generatedorall answer nodesare
process
Depthfirst node
generatedif the problemrequiresus to find all solutions.
generationwith boundingfunctions is calledbacktracking. Stategeneration
methodsin which the E-noderemainsthe E-nodeuntil it is deadlead to
branch-and-bound
methods.The branch-and-boundtechniqueis discussed
in Chapter8.
Thenodesof Figure7.2have beennumberedin the orderthey would be
The nodesin Figures7.3and
generatedin a depth first generationprocess.
\342\200\224

problem

corresponds
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7.4 have beennumberedaccordingto

E-noderemainsthe E-nodeuntil

it

two generation
methodsin which the
is dead.In Figure7.3eachnew nodeis
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placedinto a queue.When all the childrenof the current-E-nodehave been
generated,the next nodeat the front of the queuebecomesthe new .E-node.
In Figure 7.4 new nodesare placedinto a stackinsteadof a queue.Current
terminologyis not uniform in referringto thesetwo alternatives.Typically
the queuemethodis calledbreadthfirst generationand the stackmethodis
calledD-search(depth search).
works on the 4-queens
Example7.5 [4-queens]Let us seehow backtracking
problemof Example7.3.As a boundingfunction,we usethe obvious criteria
that if {x\\,X2, Xi) is the path to the current E-node,
then all children
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

nodeswith parent-child
labelings are suchthat (x\\,...,
a?j+i)represents
a chessboard
configurationin which no two queensare attacking.We start
with the root node as the only live node.This becomesthe E-node
and
the path is (). We generateone child. Let us assumethat the childrenare
generatedin ascendingorder.Thus, nodenumber2 of Figure7.2is generated
and the path is now (1).This corresponds
to placingqueen 1 on column
1. Node2 becomesthe E-node.Node3 is generatedand immediately
killed.The next node generatedis node8 and the path becomes(1,3).
Node8 becomesthe E-node.However, it gets killedas all its children
representboard configurationsthat cannot lead to an answer node.We
backtrackto node2 and generateanother child, node13.The path is now
(1,4). Figure7.5shows the boardconfigurationsas backtrackingproceeds.
Figure7.5shows graphicallythe stepsthat the backtracking
algorithmgoes
through as it tries to find a solution.The dotsindicateplacementsof a
queen which were tried and rejectedbecauseanother queen was attacking.
In Figure7.5(b) the secondqueen is placedon columns1 and 2 and finally
settleson column3. In Figure7.5(c)the algorithmtries all four columns
now takes
and is unable to placethe next queenon a square.Backtracking
place. In Figure7.5(d) the secondqueen is moved to the next possible
column,column4 and the third queenis placedon column2. The boardsin
Figure7.5 (e), (f), (g), and (h) show the remainingstepsthat the algorithm
goesthrough until a solutionis found.
Figure7.6 shows the part of the tree of Figure 7.2 that is generated.
Nodesare numberedin the orderin which they are generated.A nodethat
gets killedas a result of the boundingfunction has a B under it. Contrast
this tree with Figure7.2which contains31nodes.
\342\226\240,

Xi+\302\261

\342\226\241

With this examplecompleted,we are now ready to presenta precise
formulation of the backtracking
We continueto treat backtracking
process.
in a generalway. We assumethat all answer nodesare to be found and not
just one. Let (x\\,X2, Xi) be a path from the rootto a nodein a statespace
tree. Let T(x\\,X2, xi) be the set of all possible
values for Xi+\\ such that
is
also
a
to
state.
a
path
problem
T(x\302\261,X2,
,xn) = 0.
(x\\,X2, ,Xi+i)
\342\226\240

\342\226\240.,

\342\200\242
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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(a)

(b)

1

1

(c)

(d)

1

2

1

2

2

3

3

4

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure7.5 Exampleof a backtracksolutionto the 4-queensproblem

x* = l

xA=3

Figure7.6 Portionof the treeof Figure7.2that

is generatedduring

backtracking
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as predicates)
assumethe existenceof boundingfunction
(expressed
such that if Bi+i(x\\,X2, , #i+i) is false for a path
#j+i) from
the root node to a problemstate, then the path cannot be extendedto
i + 1of the solution
reachan answer node.Thus the candidatesfor position
vector (x\\,...
those
values
are
which
are
generatedby T and satisfy
,xn)
a
of the backtracking
7.1
recursive
formulation
presents
Bi+\\. Algorithm
to
in
this
It
is
natural
describe
backtracking
way sinceit is
technique.
essentiallya postordertraversalof a tree (seeSection6.1).This recursive
versionis initially invoked by
We

\302\243?*+i
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(x\302\261,X2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

Backtrack(l);

1 AlgorithmBacktrack(/c)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

schemadescribesthe backtracking
processusing
// This
first k 1 values
// xrecursion.On entering,ofthe
the solutionvector
, x[k 1]
I/ x 1],x[2],...
have been
and n are
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

II
{

assigned.x[ ]

n]

global.

T(x[l],
...,x[k1]) do
(Bk{x[l],x[2],...,
x[k])+ 0) then

for (eachx[k]

\342\202\254

{

if

10
{
11
if (a;[l],a;[2],...
,x[k]is a path to an answer node)
12
then write (x[l : k]);
if {k < n) thenBacktrack(fe+ 1);
13
14
}
15
}
16 >

Algorithm7.1Recursivebacktrackingalgorithm
The solutionvector (x\\,...,
xn), is treatedas a globalarray x[l: ri\\. All
the possible
of the tuple that satisfy Bk are
elementsfor the kth position
and
o
ne
to
the
current vector {x\\,...
adjoined
,xk_\\).
generated, by one,
Each timexk is attached,a checkis madeto determinewhether a solution
has beenfound. Then the algorithmis recursively invoked. When the for
loopof line 7 is exited,no morevalues for xk existand the current copy of
Backtrackends.Thelast unresolvedcallnow resumes,namely, the one that
continuesto examinethe remainingelementsassumingonly k 2 values
\342\200\224

have

beenset.
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Note that this algorithmcausesall solutionsto be printed and assumes
If only a singlesolution
that tuples of various sizesmay make up a solution.
is desired,then a flag can be addedas a parameterto indicatethe first
occurrenceof success.
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1 AlgorithmIBacktrack(n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

schemadescribesthe backtracking
process.
// This
All
solutions
generatedin x[l: n] and printed
// as soonas arearedetermined.
they
//

{

fc:=l;

while

{

(jfc

/ 0) do

if (there remainsan untried x[k]

\342\202\254

T(a;[l],
x[2],...,

10
x[k 1]) and f?fc(a;[l],...
,x[k])is true) then
11
{
12
if (x[l],...
,x[k]is a path to an answer node)
thenwrite (x[l : k]);
13
14
k := k + 1;// Consider
the next set.
15
}
16
elsek := k 1;// Backtrackto the previousset.
17
}
18 }
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Algorithm7.2 Generaliterativebacktrackingmethod
iterativeversion of Algorithm 7.1appearsin Algorithm 7.2.Note that
values that can be placedas the first
yield the set of all possible
T()
componentx\\ of the solutionvector.The componentx\\ will take on those
values for which the boundingfunction B\\{xi)is true. Also note how the
elementsaregeneratedin a depth first manner.Thevariable k is continually
incremented
and a solutionvectoris grown until eithera solutionis found or
the algorithmmust
no untried value of Xf. remains.When k is decremented,
that have
resumethe generationof possible
elementsfor the kih position
not yet beentried. Therefore
one must develop a procedurethat generates
thesevalues in someorder. If only one solutionis desired,replacingwrite
(x[l : k]); with {write(x[l : k]); return;}suffices.
The efficiency of both the backtrackingalgorithmswe'vejust seen
depends very much on four factors:(1) the time to generatethe next Xf., (2)
the number of Xf. satisfying the explicitconstraints,(3) the time for the
and (4) the numberof Xf. satisfying the B^. Boundboundingfunctions
An

will

\302\243?\302\243,
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1 AlgorithmP\\ace(k,i)

2
3
4
5
6

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

7

trueif a queencan be placedin kth row and
// Returns
therwiseit returns false.x[ ] is a
// ith column.Owhose
first (k 1) values have beenset.
// globalarray
value of r.
the
absolute
returns
// Abs(r)
\342\200\224

{

for j :=1to k 1do
if ((x[j]= i) II Two in the samecolumn
or {Abs(x[j} i) = Abs(j k)))
// or in the samediagonal
\342\200\224

-

8
9

10
11
thenreturnfalse;
12
returntrue;
13 }

-

Algorithm7.4 Can a new queenbe placed?

1 AlgorithmNQueens(/c,n)
procedureprints all
// Usingbacktracking,othis
f
n
placements queenson an n x n
// possible
chessboard
sothat they are nonattacking.
//
for i := 1to n do

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

\"t

{

if

{

Place(/c,i)then

10
x[k]:= i;
if (k = n) thenwrite (x[l : n]);
11
12
elseNQueens(A;+l,n);
13
}
14
}
15 >

Algorithm7.5 All solutionsto the n-queensproblem
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this point we might wonder how effective function NQueensis over the
brute forceapproach.For an 8 x 8 chessboard
thereare ( g ) possible
ways to
4.4 billion8-tuplesto examine.However,by
place8 pieces,or approximately
of queenson distinct rowsand columns,we require
allowingonly placements
the examination
of at most 8!,or only 40,320
8-tuples.
We can use Estimate to estimatethe numberof nodesthat will be
by NQueens.Note that the assumptionsthat are neededfor Estimate
do hold for NQueens. The boundingfunction is static.No changeis made
At

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

generated

to the function as the searchproceeds.
In addition,all nodeson the same
level of the state spacetree have the samedegree.In Figure 7.8we seefive
chessboards
that were createdusing Estimate.
As required,the placement
of eachqueen on the chessboard
was chosen
randomly. With eachchoicewe kept trackof the numberof columnsa queen

8x8

could legitimatelybe placedon. Thesenumbers are listedin the vector
beneatheachchessboard.The number following the vector representsthe
The average
value that function Estimate would producefrom thesesizes.
of thesefive trialsis 1625.
The total numberof nodesin the 8-queensstate
spacetree is
7

l + EN=o(8-0]=69,281
j=0

So the estimatednumber of unboundednodesis only about 2.34%of the
total number of nodesin the 8-queensstate spacetree. (Seethe exercises
for moreideasabout the efficiency of NQueens.)

EXERCISES
1.Algorithm NQueenscan be mademoreefficient by redefiningthe
function

Place(/c,i)sothat

it

eitherreturns the next legitimatecolumnon

which to placethe kth. queenor an illegalvalue.Rewriteboth functions
(Algorithms 7.4 and 7.5) so they implementthis alternatestrategy.

2. For the n-queensproblemwe observethat somesolutionsare simply
or rotationsof others.For example,when n = 4, the two
reflections
solutionsgiven in Figure7.9are equivalent under reflection.
Observethat for finding inequivalent solutionsthe algorithmneedonly

set x[l]= 2,3,...,\\n/2].

(a) Modify NQueenssothat only inequivalentsolutionsarecomputed.
(b) Run the n-queensprogramdevisedabove for n = 8, 9, and 10.
Tabulatethe number of solutionsyour programfinds for each
value of

n.
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l

1
2

2

3

3

4

4
5

5
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6

1649
(8,5,4,3,2)=

= 769
(8,5,3,1,2,1)

IT

1

2

2

3

3

4

4
5

5

6
7

= 1401
(8,6,4,2,1,1,1)

1977
(8,6,4,3,2)=

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

= 2329
(8,5,3,2,2,1,1,1)

Figure7.8 Five walks through the 8-queensproblemplus estimatesof the
treesize
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1

2

2

3

3
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4

4

Figure7.9 Equivalent solutionsto the 4-queensproblem
3. Given an n x n chessboard,a knight

is placedon an arbitrary square
with coordinates(x^y). The problem is to determinen2 1 knight
moves such that every square of the board is visited onceif such a
Presentan algorithmto solve this problem.
sequenceof moves exists.
\342\200\224

7.3 SUM OF SUBSETS
ive numbers (usually calledweights)
Supposewe are given n distinct posit
and we desireto find all combinationsof thesenumberswhose sums arem.
This is calledthe sum of subsetsproblerjiExamples7.2and 7.4 showed how
we couldformulate this problemusingeitherfixed- or variable-sized
tuples.
We considera backtracking
solutionusing the fixed tuple sizestrategy. In
this casethe elementXi of the solutionvectoris eitherone orzerodepending
on whetherthe weight Wi is includedoi not.
The childrenof any nodein Figure 7.4 are easily generated.Fora node
at level i the left child corresponds
to
1and the right to X{ = 0.
A simplechoicefor the boundingfunctiions is Bk{xi,...
,Xk) = true iff
m
i=\\

i=fcfl

cannot lead to an answer node if this conditionis not
Clearly xi,...,Xk
satisfied.The boundingfunctions can b strengthenedif we assumethe twj's
are initially in nondecreasing
order. In this casex\\,...,Xk
cannot lead to
an answer nodeif

Ywixi + wk+i > rn
j=i

The boundingfunctions we use aretheiefore
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= true
Bk(xi,...,Xk)

n

k
iff

i=l

i=fc+l

k

and VJ li'jiCj + Wfc+i

j=i

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

]P wt > m

y\302\2432wiXi+

< rn

(7-1)

Sinceour algorithmwill not make use of Bn, we need not be concernedby
the appearanceof wn+\\ in this function. Although we have now specified
all
that is neededto directly use eitherof the backtracking
schemas,a simpler
algorithmresultsif we tailoreitherof theseschemasto the problemat hand.
This simplificationresultsfrom the realizationthat if a^ = 1,then
n

k

^2 wixi + X! wi > m
i=1
i=k+l

For simplicity we

refine the recursiveschema.The resultingalgorithm is
SumOfSub(Algorithm 7.6).
Algorithm SumOfSubavoids computingEj=iwixi and Y^i-k+iwi eacn
timeby keepingthesevalues in variabless and r respectively.The algorithm
assumesw\\ < m and Ya=i wi ^ m- Theinitialcallis SumOfSub(0,1,
Ef=i wi)
It is interestingto note that the algorithmdoesnot explicitlyuse the test
k > n to terminatethe recursion.This test is not neededas on entry to the

/

/

algorithm,s m and s + r > m. Hence,r 0 and sok can be no greater
than n. Also note that in the elseif statement(line 11),
sinces + Wf. < m
and s + r > m, it follows that r
and
hence
k
+ 1 < n. Observe
Wf.
also that if s + Wk = m (line 9), then Xk+i, -,xn must be zero. These
zerosare omittedfrom the output of line 9. In line 11we do not test for

/

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

Etiwtxi + ELfc+i

Wi

> m, as we already know s + r >m and x^ = 1.

tree
Example7.6 Figure7.10shows the portionof the state space
by function SumOfSubwhile working on the instancen = 6, m = 30,
generated

and w[\\

: 6] = {5,10,12,13,15,18}.
The rectangularnodeslist the values

s,k, and r on eachof the callsto SumOfSub. Circularnodesrepresent
points at which subsetswith sums m are printed out. At nodes^4,5, and
C the output is respectively(1,1,0,0, 1),(1,0, 1,1),and (0, 0, 1,0,0,
7.10containsonly 23 rectangularnodes.
1).Note that the tree of Figure
=
The full state spacetree for n 6 contains26 1 = 63 nodesfrom which
callscouldbe made(this count excludesthe 64 leaf nodesas no callneedbe

of

\342\200\224

madefrom a leaf).
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1 AlgorithmSumOfSub(s,/c,r)
values of x\\j],
// Find allsubsetsof w[l :n] that sum to m. The
=
// 1< J < have already beendetermined,s YjjZ\\ w\\j\\ * x[j]

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

2
3
4
5
6

&>

r = Y7j=k
The
are in nondecreasing
order.
// and
<
>
It
is
m
assumed
that
and
m//
w[l]
Yl?=i
{
7
Generateleft child.Note:s + w[k] < m sinceBk-\\ is true.
//
8
x[k] := 1;
if (s + w[k] rn) thenwrite (x[\\ : k]); // Subsetfound
9
10
Thereis no recursivecallhereas w[j] > 0, 1< j < n.
11 else//if + + + <
w\\j]-

\302\253;[?']'s

w[^\\

\342\200\224

-

(s w[k] w[k 1] m)
thenSumOfSub(s+
/c + 1,
12
r w[k});
childand
Generate
evaluate
13
B^.
right
//
if ((s + r w[k] > m) and (s +
14
+ 1]< m)) then
15
{
16
a;[fc] :=0;
17
+ l,r-\302\253;[
SumOfSub(s,fc
18
}
19 }
\302\253;[\302\243;],

\342\200\224

t\302\253[/c

Algorithm7.6 Recursivebacktrackingalgorithmfor sum of subsets
problem

EXERCISES
1.Prove that the sizeof the set of allsubsetsof n elementsis 2\".
2. Let w = {5,7,10,12,15,18,20}
and m 35.Find all possible
subsets
\342\200\224

of w that sum to rn. Do this using SumOfSub. Draw the portionof
the state spacetree that is generated.

= 35,run SumOfSubon the data (a) w = {5,7,10,12,15,18,20},
=
and (c) w = {15,7,20,5,18,10,12}.
(b) w {20,18,15,12,10,7,5},
Are thereany discernible
differencesin the computingtimes?

3. With

m

4. Write a backtrackingalgorithmfor the sum of subsetsproblemusing
the state spacetree corresponding
to the variable tuple size
formulation.

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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x^=l

Figure7.10Portionof state spacetreegeneratedby

SumOfSub

7.4 GRAPH COLORING
Let G be a graph and m be a given positiveinteger.We want to discover
whetherthe nodesof G can be coloredin such a way that no two adjacent
nodeshave the samecoloryet only m colorsare used.This is termedthe
againin Chapter11.Note
m-colorabilitydecision
problemand it is discussed
that if d is the degreeof the given graph, then it can be coloredwith d + 1
colors.The m-colorabilityoptimizationproblemasksfor the smallestinteger
This integeris referredto as the
m for which the graph G can be colored.
can
chromaticnumber of the graph. Forexample,the graph of Figure7.11
be coloredwith threecolors1,2,and 3.The colorof eachnodeis indicated
next to it.It canalsobeseenthat threecolorsareneededto colorthis graph
and hencethis graph'schromaticnumberis 3.
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Figure7.11An examplegraph and itscoloring
graph is said to be planar iff it can be drawn in a plane in such a
that no two edgescrosseachother. A famous specialcaseof the mdecisionproblemis the 4-colorproblemfor planar graphs.This
colorability
asks
the following question:given any map, can the regionsbe
problem
coloredin such a way that no two adjacentregions have the samecolor
yet only four colorsare needed?This turns out to be a problemfor which
graphsarevery useful, becausea map can easily be transformedinto a graph.
Each region of the map becomesa node,and if two regionsare adjacent,
then the corresponding
nodesare joinedby an edge.Figure 7.12shows a
map with five regionsand itscorresponding
graph. This map requiresfour
colors.Formany years it was known that five colorsweresufficient to color
A

way

any

map, but

no map that

requiredmorethan

four

colorshad

ever

been

found. After severalhundredyears, this problemwas solved by a group of
mathematicians
with the help of a computer.They showed that in fact four
colorsare sufficient. In this sectionwe considernot only graphs that are
producedfrom maps but all graphs. We are interestedin determiningall
the different ways in which a given graph can be coloredusing at most m

colors.

Supposewe representa graph by its adjacencymatrixG[\\ : n, 1 : n],
1if (i,j) is an edgeof G,and G[i,j] = 0 otherwise.The colors
are representedby the integers1,
m and the solutionsare given by the
where
is
color
the
of node i. Using the recursive
X{
n-tuple (xi, ,xn),
as
in
the resultingalgorithm
f
ormulation
backtracking
given
Algorithm 7.1,
is mColoring (Algorithm 7.7). The underlying state spacetree used is a
tree of degreem and height n + 1. Eachnodeat level has m children
to the m possible
corresponding
assignmentsto xt, 1 < i < n. Nodesat
whereG[i,j] =

2,...,

\342\226\240..

%
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2
1
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3

Figure7.12A

map and its planargraph representation

level n + 1 are leaf nodes.
Figure7.13shows the state spacetree when n =
3 and m = 3.
Function mColoring is begun by first assigningthe graph to its
adjacency
matrix,setting the array x[ ] to zero,and then invoking the statement

mColoring(l);.
Noticethe similarity betweenthis algorithmand the generalform of the
recursivebacktrackingschemaof Algorithm 7.1.FunctionNextValue
colorsfor x^ after x\\ through Xk_i have
7.8) producesthe possible
beendefined.The main loopof mColoring repeatedlypicksan elementfrom
the set of possibilities,
assignsit to a^, and then callsmColoring recursively.
Forinstance,Figure7.14shows a simplegraphcontainingfour nodes.Below
that is the tree that is generatedby mColoring.Eachpath to a leaf
a coloringusingat mostthreecolors.
Note that only 12solutionsexist
with exactly three colors.
In this tree, after choosingx\\ = 2 and X2 = 1,
choicesfor x% are 2 and 3. After choosingx\\ = 2,X2 = 1,and
the possible
=
values for x\\ are 1 and 3. And soon.
X3
2,possible
An upperboundon the computingtimeof mColoring can be arrivedat by
noticingthat the numberof internalnodesin the statespacetreeis
the
At eachinternal node,0(mn)time is spent by NextValue to determine
childrencorresponding
to legalcolorings.Hencethe total timeis bounded
by E7=oml+1n= Y!i=imln = n(mn+1 2)/(m 1) = 0{nmn).
(Algorithm

represents

m%\342\226\240

Y~HZ\302\247

-

-
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1 AlgorithmmColoring(A;)

algorithmwas formed using the recursivebacktracking
// This
schema.
is represented
by its booleanadjacency
// matrix The: graph
:
1
All
m to the
n, n]. assignmentsof 1,2,...,
// verticesG[l
the
v
ertices
of
such
that
are
adjacent
graph
//
distinctintegersare printed,k is the index
// assigned
// of the next vertex to color.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

8
9

repeat

10
Generateall legalassignmentsfor x[k].
11 {//NextValue(/c);// Assign to x[k]a legal
color.
if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;// No new colorpossible
12
if (k = n) then // At mostm colorshave been
13
14
// used to colorthe n vertices.
write (x[l :n]);
15
16
elsemColoring(A; + 1);
until
17
}
(false);
18 }

of a graph
Algorithm7.7 Findingall m-colorings

xt,

=1

Figure7.13Statespacetreefor mColoring when n =3 and m

\342\200\224

3
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1 AlgorithmNextValue(/c)
// a;[l],...,
x[k 1]have beenassignedintegervalues in

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

verticeshave distinct
// the range [l,m]such that isadjacent
determinedin the range
// integers.A isvalue for x[k]
the next highestnumberedcolor
// [0,m]. x[k] assigned
// while
maintainingdistinctnessfrom the adjacentvertices
// of vertex k. If no such colorexists,then x[k] is 0.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

7

{

8
9

repeat

10
11 { x[k] := (x[k]+ 1) mod (m + 1);// Next highestcolor.
12
if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;// All colorshave beenused.
13
for j :=1to n do
14
{ // Checkif this coloris
15
adjacentcolors.
// distinct from and
if ((G[fc,i]#0)
16
(x[k]= x[j}))
17
If
// vertices
(k,j)is and edgeand if adj.
18
// then have the samecolor.
19
break;
20
} =
21
if (j n + 1) thenreturn;// New colorfound
22
until
}
(false);// Otherwisetry to find another color.
23 }
Algorithm7.8 Generatinga next color

EXERCISE
1.Programand run mColoring (Algorithm 7.7)usingasdata the complete
graphsof sizen = 2,3, 4, 5, 6,and 7. Let the desirednumberof colors
be k = n and k = n/2. Tabulatethe computingtimesfor eachvalue
of n and k.

7.5 HAMILTONIANCYCLES
Let G =

graph with n vertices.A Hamiltoniancycle
(V, E) be a connected
(suggestedby Sir William Hamilton)is a round-trippath along n edgesof
In other
G that visits every vertex onceand returns to its starting position.
words if a Hamiltoniancycle beginsat somevertex v\\ G G and the vertices

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure7.14A 4-nodegraph and all possible
3-colorings
of G

are visited in the orderv\\,

V2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

wn+i?

then the edges(uj, Uj+i) are in

1< * < n, and the m are distinctexceptfor vj and un+i? which areequal.
The graph G\\ of Figure 7.15containsthe Hamiltoniancycle 1,2, 8, 7,
6, 5, 4, 3, 1. The graph G2 of Figure 7.15containsno Hamiltoniancycle.
\342\226\240,

\302\243,

Thereis no known easy way to determinewhethera given graph containsa
Hamiltoniancycle.We now lookat a backtrackingalgorithmthat finds all
the Hamiltoniancycles in a graph.The graph may bedirectedorundirected.
Only distinct cycles are output.
The backtrackingsolutionvector
,xn) is defined sothat X{
represents the ith visited vertex of the proposed
cycle.Now all we needdo is
determinehow to computethe set of possible
verticesfor x^ if
x^-i
have already beenchosen.If k = 1,then x\\ can be any of the n vertices.To
avoid printing the samecycle n times,we requirethat x\\ = \\. If 1< k < n,
then Xk can be any vertex v that is distinct from x\\,X2,
#fc-i and v is
connectedby an edgeto x^-i- The vertexxn can only be the one remaining
vertex and it must beconnectedto both xn-\\ and x\\. We beginby
function NextValue(/c) (Algorithm 7.9),which determines
a possible
next

(xi,...

xi,...,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

presenting
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Gl:

G2:
Figure7.15Two graphs, one containinga Hamiltoniancycle
vertex for the proposed
cycle.
UsingNextValue we can particularizethe recursivebacktrackingschema
to find all Hamiltoniancycles (Algorithm 7.10).
This algorithmis started
by first initializingthe adjacencymatrixG[l: n, 1 : n], then setting x[2:n]
to zeroand x[l]to 1,and then executingHamiltonian(2).
Recallfrom Section5.9the travelingsalesperson
problemwhich askedfor
a tour that has minimum cost.This tour is a Hamiltoniancycle.For the
simplecaseof a graph all of whoseedgecostsare identical,Hamiltonian will
find a minimum-costtour if a tour exists.
If the common
edgecostis c, the
costof a tour is en sincethereare n edgesin a Hamiltoniancycle.

EXERCISES
1.Determinethe orderof magnitudeof the worst-casecomputingtime
for the backtrackingprocedurethat finds all Hamiltoniancycles.

2. Draw the portionof the state spacetree generatedby
for the graph Gl of Figure7.15.

Algorithm 7.10

3. GeneralizeHamiltonian sothat it processesa graph whoseedgeshave
costsassociatedwith them and finds a Hamiltoniancycle with
cost.You can assumethat all edgecostsare positive.
minimum

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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1 AlgorithmNextValue(A:)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

: k 1] is a path of k 1 distinct vertices.If x[fe]= 0, then
// x[l
After execution,
has as yet beenassignedto
// no vertex
is assignedto the next highestnumberedvertex which
// x[k]
not already appearin x[l: k 1] and is connected
by
// does
edgeto x[k 1].Otherwisex[k] =0. If k = n, then
// an
// in additionx[k] is connectedto x[l].
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

x[k\\.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

{

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22 >

repeat
{

x[k] := {x[k\\ + 1) mod(n +

1);// Next vertex.

if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;
if (G[x[k-l],x[k}]
^0) then
{ Istherean edge? if
for :=1to k 1do (x[j]= x[k])thenbreak;
Checkfor distinctness.
if (j = k) then If true, then the vertex is distinct.
if {{k< n) or ((A: = n) and G[x[n],
x[l]]^ 0))

//

j

\342\200\224

//

//

then return;

}
} until(false);

Algorithm7.9 Generatinga next vertex
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1 AlgorithmHamiltonian(A:)
usesthe recursiveformulation of
// This algorithm
find all the Hamiltoniancycles
t
o
// backtracking
a
The
of
graph is storedas an adjacency
graph.
// matrix
1
:
//
G[l n, : n].All cycles beginat node1.

2
3
4
5
6

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

7

8
9

{

10
11
12
13
14 }

repeat
{ // Generatevalues for x[k].
NextValue(A:);// Assign a legalnext value to x[k].
if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;
if (k = n) thenwrite (x[l : n]);
elseHamiltonian(A; + 1);
} until(false);

Algorithm7.10Findingall Hamiltoniancycles

7.6 KNAPSACK PROBLEM
In this sectionwe reconsider
a problemthat was defined and solved by a
dynamic programming
algorithmin Chapter5, the 0/1knapsackoptimization
problem.Given n positiveweights Wi, n positiveprofits pi, and a positive
numberm that is the knapsackcapacity, this problemcallsfor choosinga
subsetof the weights such that
YJ

WiXi

l<i<n

< m and

YJ

piXi

is maximized

(7.2)

\\<i<n

The Xj-'s constitutea zero-one-valued
vector.
The solution spacefor this problemconsistsof the distinct ways to
assign zeroor one values to the xj's.Thus the solutionspaceis the same
as that for the sum of subsetsproblem.Two possible
tree organizationsare
One corresponds
to the fixed tuple sizeformulation (Figure7.4)
possible.
and the otherto the variable tuple sizeformulation (Figure7.3).
algorithmsfor the knapsackproblemcan be arrived at using eitherof
of which is used,boundingfunctions
thesetwo state spacetrees.Regardless
are neededto help kill somelive nodeswithout expandingthem. A good
boundingfunction for this problemis obtainedby using an upper bound
on the value of the bestfeasiblesolutionobtainableby expandingthe given
If this upperbound is not higherthan
live nodeand any of its descendants.
2\342\204\242

Backtracking
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the value of the best solutiondeterminedsofar, then that live nodecan be
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killed.

We continuethe discussion
using the fixed tuple sizeformulation. If at
nodeZ the values of x,;,1< i < k, have already beendetermined,then an
upperbound for Z can beobtainedby relaxingthe requirementXi = 0 or 1
to 0 < Xi < 1for k + 1< i < n and usingthe greedy algorithmof Section4.2
to solve the relaxedproblem.Function Bound(cp,
cw, k) (Algorithm 7.11)
determinesan upper bound on the best solutionobtainableby expanding
any nodeZ at level k + 1 of the state spacetree. The objectweights and
profits are w[i] and p[i].It is assumedthat j9[i]/w[i] > p[i + l]/w[i+ 1],

1< i < n.

1 AlgorithmBound(cp,cw, k)
// cp is the current profit total,cw is the current

2
3
4
5
6

/ / weight total;k is the indexof the last removed
// item;and m is the knapsacksize.
{
b := cp;c := cw;
7
for i := k + 1to n do
8
{
9
c := c + w[i];
if (c < m) thenb := b + p[i];
9
10
elsereturnb+ (1 (c m)/w[i\\)*p[i\\;
11 }
12
returnb;
13 }
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Algorithm7.11A boundingfunction
FromBound it

follows that the bound for

a feasibleleft childof a nodeZ

is the sameas that for Z. Hence,the boundingfunction neednot be used
wheneverthe backtracking
algorithmmakesa move to the left childof a node.
The resultingalgorithmis BKnap (Algorithm 7.12).It was obtainedfrom
the recursivebacktrackingschema.Initially set fp :=
This algorithm
is invoked as
\342\200\2241;.

BKnap(l,0,0);
= fp- In lines8
When fp ^
x[i],1< i < n, is such that S\"=iP[i]a;[i]
18left childrenare generated.In line 20,Bound is used to test whethera
\342\200\2241,

to
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1 AlgorithmBKnap(A;, cp,cw)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

knapsack;n is the numberof weights
II m is: the sizeof the
II and profits.
w[ ] and p[ ] are the weights and profits.
11.fw is the final weight of
IIpWw[i]. > is+ the final+ maximum
profit.x[k] = 0 if w[k]
II knapsack;fp
=
1.
is
not
in
the
else
knapsack; x[k]
II
p\\i

{

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

V\\/w\\i

Generateleft child.
//
< then
if cw +

{

w[k]

(

y[k] :=
if (k < n) thenBKnap(A; +
if ((cp+ p[k] > fp) and (k

1;

{

}

m)

}

1,cp + p[k],cw + w[k]);
= n)) then

fp :=cp + p[k]',fw := cw + w[k];
for j :=ltokdo x[j] :=y[j};

Generateright
// Bound

child.

> fp) then
{
y[k] :=0;if (k < n) thenBKnap(A; + 1,cp, cw);
if ((cp > fp) and (k = n)) then
{
fp cp;fw := cw;
for j := 1to k do x[j] :=y[j];

if(

(cp,cw, k)

\342\226\240=

}

}

}

solutionto the 0/1knapsackproblem
Algorithm7.12Backtracking
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childshouldbe generated.The path y[i], 1 < i < k, is the path to the
currentnode.Thecurrent weight cw J^^i M^M*']and cp =
p[i]y[i]
In lines 13to 17and 23 to 27 the solutionvector is updatedif needbe.
So far, all our backtrackingalgorithmshave worked on a static state
spacetree. We now seehow a dynamic state spacetree can be used for the
knapsackproblem.One methodfor dynamically partitioning the solution
spaceis basedon trying to obtain an optimalsolution using the greedy
algorithmof Section4.2.We first replacethe integerconstraintx^ = 0 or 1
by the constraint0 < xt < 1.This yields the relaxedproblem
right

^2^
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\342\200\224

max 22 Pixi subjectto ^J
l<i<n

Wixi

<m

l<i<n

\342\226\240

(7.3)

0<Xi<l, 1< i < n
If the solutiongeneratedby the greedy methodhas allXj's equalto zeroor
one,then it is alsoan optimalsolutionto the original0/1knapsackproblem.
If this is not the case,then exactlyone Xj will be such that 0 < Xj < We
partitionthe solution spaceof (7.2) into two subspaces.In one Xj = 0
and in the otherXj = Thus the left subtreeof the state spacetree will
correspondto x^ = 0 and the right to Xj = In general,at eachnodeZ
of the state spacetree the greedy algorithmis used to solve (7.3) under the
addedrestrictionscorresponding
to the assignmentsalready madealongthe
path from the root to this node.In casethe solutionis all integer,then an
optimalsolutionfor this nodehas beenfound. If not, then thereis exactly
one Xi such that 0 < xt < The left child of Z corresponds
to Xj = 0,and

1.

1.

1.

1.

the right to xi = 1.
Thejustificationfor this partitioningschemeis that the nonintegerXj is
what prevents the greedy solutionfrom being a feasiblesolutionto the 0/1
knapsackproblem.So,we would expectto reacha feasiblegreedy solution
quickly by forcing this Xj tobe integer.Choosingleft branchesto correspond
to Xi = 0 rather than Xj = 1 is alsojustifiable.Sincethe greedy algorithm

with low index
requiresPj/wj > pj+i/wj+i,we would expectmostobjects
hence
to
in
an
small
and
be
optimalfilling of the
(i.e., j
high density)
When Xi is set to zero,we are not preventingthe greedy algorithm
from using any of the objects
with j < i (unlessXj has already beenset to
zero).On the otherhand, when Xj is set to one,someof the Xj's with j < i
will not be ableto get into the knapsack.Therefore
we expectto arrive at
an optimalsolutionwith Xj = 0. So we wish the backtracking
algorithmto
to Xj = 0.
try this alternativefirst. Hencethe left subtreecorresponds
knapsack.

Example7.7 Let us try

out a backtrackingalgorithmand the above
scheme
on the following data: p = {11,21,31,33,43,53,
partitioning
w = {1,11,21,23,33,43,45,55},
m = 110,
and n = 8. The greedy
55,65},
dynamic
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solutioncorresponding
to the rootnode(i.e.,
Equation(7.3))is x = {1,1,1,
Thetwo subtreesof the rootcorrespond
Itsvalue is 164.88.
1,1,21/45,0,0}.
= 1,respectively(Figure7.16).The greedy solutionat
to X6 = 0 and
=
The solution
Its value is 164.66.
node 2 is x
21/45,0}.
is
spaceat node2 is partitionedusingxj = 0 and xj = 1.The next E-node
The partitioningnow is with xg
node3. The solutionherehas xg = 21/55.
= 0 and xg = 1.The solutionat node4 is all integersothereis no needto
expandthis nodefurther. Thebest solutionfound so far has value 139and
Thegreedy solutionfor
x=
0,0}.Node5 is the nextItsE-node.
value is 159.56.
The
this nodeis x = {1,1,1,22/23,0,0,0,1}.
is now with X4 = 0 and = 1.Thegreedy solutionat node6 has value
and X5 = 2/3.Next,node7 becomesthe E-node.
The solutionhere
156.66
is {1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1}.
Itsvalue is 128.Node7 is not expandedas the greedy
solutionhereis all integer.At node8 the greedy solutionhas value 157.71
and X3 = 4/7. The solutionat node9 is all integerand has value 140.The
Itsvalue is 150.The next
greedy solutionat node10is {1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1}.
and X3 = 20/21.
The partitioningis now
E-nodeis 11.Its value is 159.52
on X3 = 0 and X3 = 1. Theremainderof the backtracking
processon this
an
exercise.
instance
is
left
as
knapsack

{1,1,1,1,1,0,
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x\302\247

{1,1,1,1,1,0,

\302\2434

partitioning

\342\226\241

Experimentalwork due to E. Horowitz and S. Sahni, cited in the
indicatesthat backtrackingalgorithmsfor the knapsackproblem
generallywork in lesstime when using a statictree than when using a
dynamic tree. The dynamic partitioning schemeis, however, useful in the
solutionof integer linear programs.The generalinteger linearprogramis
mathematicallystatedin (7.4).
references,

minimize Yli<j<n cj xj

subjectto

\302\243i<j<n

chj

Xj

< b{, 1 < i < m

(7.4)

x'jSare nonnegativeintegers
If the integerconstraints
on the xj'sin (7.4)arereplacedby the constraint

Xi

> 0,then we obtain a linearprogramwhose optimalsolutionhas a value

leastas largeas the value of an optimalsolutionto (7.4).Linearprograms
If the solution
can be solved usingthe simplexmethods(seethe references).
is not all integer,then a nonintegerx2 is chosento partitionthe solution
space.Let us assumethat the value of x\\ in the optimalsolution to the
to any nodeZ in the state spaceis v and v is
linearprogramcorresponding
to Xj < [v\\ whereasthe right
not an integer.The left childof Z corresponds
. Sincethe resultingstate
childof Z correspond
to Xi >
spacetree has a
on
the
root
to a nodeZ
that
the
from
infinite
path
depth
potentially
(note
at

\\v~\\
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the solutionspacecan be partitionedon one x% many timesas eachx% can
have as value any nonnegativeinteger),it is almostalways searchedusinga
branch-and-boundmethod(seeChapter8).

x*=0

Figure7.16Part of the dynamic statespacetreegeneratedin Example7.7

EXERCISES
1. (a) Presenta backtrackingalgorithmfor solving the knapsack

problemusingthe variable tuple sizeformulation.
Draw
the
portionof the state spacetree your algorithmwill
(b)
of Example7.7.
generate when solving the knapsackinstance
optimization

2. Completethe state spacetree of Figure 7.16.
3. Give a backtrackingalgorithm for the knapsackproblemusing the
in this section.
dynamic state spacetreediscussed
4. [Programmingproject](a) Programthe algorithmsof Exercises1and
3. Run thesetwo programsand BKnap usingthe following data: p =
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w = {1,11,21,23,33,43,45,55},
m =
53,55,65},
{11,21,31,33,43,
and n 8. Which algorithmdo you expectto performbest?
110,
\342\200\224
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(b) Now programthe dynamic programmingalgorithmof Section5.7
at the end of
for the knapsackproblem.Usethe heuristicssuggested

Section5.7.Obtain computingtimesand comparethis programwith
the backtracking
programs.
5. (a) Obtain a knapsackinstancefor which morenodesare generated
by the backtrackingalgorithmusinga dynamic tree than using a
statictree.
(b) Obtain a knapsackinstancefor which morenodesare generated
by the backtrackingalgorithmusing a static tree than using a
dynamic tree.
algorithmswith the following
(c) Strengthenthe backtracking

Build an array minw[ ] with the property that minw[i]
is the indexof the objectthat has least weight among objects
at which decisions
for
n. Now any
i,i+
x^-\\
have beenmadeand at which the unutilizedknapsackcapacity is
heuristic:

1,...,

lessthan

i<;[mmi<;[\302\253]]

\302\243?-node

x\\,...,

can beterminatedprovidedthe profit earned

sofar.
up to this nodeis no morethan the maximumdetermined

Incorporatethis into your programsof Exercise4(a).Rerun the
new programson the samedata setsand see what (if any)
improvements result.

7.7 REFERENCES AND READINGS
An early modernaccount of backtrackingwas given by R. J. Walker. The
techniquefor estimatingthe efficiency of a backtrackprogramwas first
for
proposed by M. Hall and D.E.Knuth and the dynamic partitioningscheme
the 0/1knapsackproblemwas proposed
and R. Hegerich.
by H. Greenberg
resultsshowingstatictreestobe superiorfor this problemcan
Experimental
be found in \"Computingpartitionswith applicationsto the knapsack
by E. Horowitz and S. Sahni, Journalof the ACM 21,no. 2 (1974):
problem,\"

277-292.

Data presentedin the above paper shows that the divide-and-conquer
dynamic programmingalgorithm for the knapsackproblemis superiorto
BKnap.

Fora proofof the four-color
theoremseeEvery PlanarMap is Four
K.I.
American
MathematicalSociety, Providence,RI,
Colorable,
Appel,
by

1989.
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discussion
of the simplexmethodfor solving linearprogramsmay be

found in:

LinearProgramming:
An Introductionwith Applications,by A. Sultan,
Press,1993.
LinearOptimization and Extensions,
1995.
by M. Padberg,Springer-Verlag,

Academic
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7.8 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.Supposeyou aregiven n menand n womenand two nxn arrays P and
of man i for woman j and Q(i,j)
Q such that P(i,j)is the preference

is the preference
of woman i for man j. Given an algorithmthat finds
a pairingof men and women such that the sum of the productof the
is maximized.
preferences
2. Let A(l : n, 1 : n) be an n x n matrix.The determinantof A is the

number

det(A) =

'''
s(2) an,s(n)
^sgn(s)aM(i)a2

s(l),...,

2,...

wherethe sum is taken over allpermutations
s(n) of {1, ,
s
and
is
1
or
t
o
whether
is
an even or odd
according
n}
sgn(s) +
is
T
he
of
A
defined
as
permutation. permanent
\342\200\2241

per(A) = Y, Oi,s(i)02)S(2)

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

oB,s(\342\200\236)

The determinantcan be computedas a by-product of Gaussian
elimination requiring0(n3)operations,
but no polynomial timealgorithm
is known for computingpermanents.Write an algorithmthat
the permanentof a matrixby generatingthe elementsof s using
Analyze the timeof your algorithm.
backtracking.
computes

3. Let

: n, 1 : n)

be a zero-or one-valued,two-dimensional
a
maze.
A one meansa blocked
path whereasa
represents
zerostands for an openposition.
You are to developan algorithmthat
MAZE(n, n).
beginsat MAZE(1,1) and triesto find a path to position
Onceagainbacktrackingis necessaryhere.Seeif you can analyze the
timecomplexity
of your algorithm.
4. The assignmentproblemis usually statedthis way: Thereare n people
to be assignedto n jobs.Thecostof assigningthe ith personto the
jthjobis cost(i,j).You areto developan algorithmthat assignsevery
jobto a personand at the sametimeminimizesthe total costof the
assignment.
MAZE(1

array that
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5. This problemis calledthe postagestampproblem.Envision a country
that issuesn different denominationsof stampsbut allows no more
than m stampson a singleletter. Forgiven values of m and n, write
an algorithmthat computesthe greatestconsecutiverange of postage
setsof denominationsthat
values, from one on up, and all possible
realizethat range.For example,for n = 4 and m = 5, the stampswith
values (1,4, 12,21)allow the postagevalues 1 through 71.Are there
any othersetsof four denominationsthat have the samerange?

6. Hereis a gamecalledHi-Q.Thirty-two piecesare arrangedon a board
as shown in Figure 7.17.Only the centerposition
is unoccupied.A
is
allowed
of its neighbors
to
move
over
one
piece only
by jumping
into an empty space.Diagonaljumps are not permitted. When a
pieceis jumped,it is removed from the board.Write an algorithm
that determinesa seriesof jumpssothat all the piecesexceptoneare
eventually removedand that final pieceends up at the centerposition.
7. Imaginea set of 12plane figures each composedof five equal-size
squares. Each figure differs in shapefrom the others,but together
they can be arrangedto makedifferent-sizedrectangles.In Figure7.18
thereis a pictureof 12pentominoes
to createa 6 x 10
that arejoined
rectangle.Write an algorithmthat finds all possible
ways to placethe
sothat a 6 x 10rectangleis formed.
pentominoes
ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZl

ZZl
ZZl

CZZI

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZ

ZZl

O

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZ

ZZl

ZZl

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

Figure7.17A Hi-Qboardin

ZZl

ZZ]
ZZl
ZZl

ZZl
ZZl

ZZ

its initial state

8. Supposea set of electriccomponentssuch as transistorsare to be
placedon a circuitboard.We are given a connectionmatrixCONN,
where CONN(i,j)
between
equalsthe numberof connections
component

i

and componentj and a matrix DIST,where DIST(r,s) is
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1

2

3

4

5

6
8

7

11
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9

10

Figure7.18A

12

pentominoconfiguration

r and position
the distancebetweenposition
s on the circuitboard.
The wiring of the boardconsistsof placingeachof n components
at
somelocation.The cost of a wiring is the sum of the productsof
wherecomponenti is placedat locationr
CONN(i,j)* DIST(r,s),
and component
j is placedat locations. Composean algorithmthat
finds an assignmentof componentsto locationsthat minimizesthe
totalcostof the wiring.
9. Supposetherearen jobsto beexecutedbut only k processorsthat can
work in parallel.Thetimerequiredby jobi is U. Write an algorithm
that determines
which jobsare to be run on which processors
and the
orderin which they should be run sothat the finish time of the last

jobis minimized.

10.Two graphs G(V,E)and H(A,B)are calledisomorphicif there is a

the
one-to-one
onto correspondence
of the verticesthat preserves
More formally if / is a function from V to A and
relationships.
(v,w) is an edgein E, then (f(v),f(w)) is an edgein H. Figure 7.19
shows two directedgraphsthat are isomorphic
underthe mappingthat
1,2, 3,4,and 5 and go to a, b, c,d, and e. A brute forcealgorithmto
would try out all n! possible
test two graphs for isomorphism
A
correspondences and then test to seewhetheradjacencywas preserved.
can
do
some
better
than
this
backtrackingalgorithm
by applying
pruningto the resultant state spacetree. Firstof all we know that
for a correspondence
toexistbetweentwo vertices,they must have the
samedegree.So we can selectat an early stageverticesof degreek for
which the secondgraph has the fewest numberof verticesof degreek.
This exercisecallsfor devisingan isomorphism
algorithmthat is based
on backtracking
and makesuse of theseideas.
adjacency

obvious
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Figure7.19Two isomorphicgraphs (Exercise10)

11.A

graph is calledcompleteif all its verticesare connectedto all the
otherverticesin the graph.A maximalcompletesubgraphof a graph is
calleda clique.By \"maximal\" we meanthat this subgraphis contained
within no othersubgraphthat is alsocomplete.A cliqueof sizek has
(J subcliquesof sizei, 1 < i < k. This impliesthat any algorithmthat
looksfor a maximalcliquemust be carefulto generateeachsubclique
the fewest numberof timespossible.
One way to generatethe cliqueis
to extenda cliqueof sizem to sizem + 1and to continuethis process
vertices.But this strategy generatesthe same
by trying out allpossible
this
can
be avoided as follows. Given a cliqueX,
cliquemany times;
nodev is the first nodethat is addedto producea cliqueof
suppose
sizeone greater.After the backtracking
processexaminesall possible
cliquesthat are producedfrom X and v, then no vertex adjacentto v
needbe addedto X and examined.Let X and Y be cliquesand let
X be properly containedin Y. If all cliquescontainingX and vertex
v have beengenerated,
then all cliqueswith Y and v can be ignored.
Write a backtracking
algorithmthat generatesthe maximalcliquesof
an undirectedgraph and makesuse of theselast rulesfor pruningthe
state spacetree.
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Chapter 8

BRANCH-AND-BOUND
8.1 THE METHOD
This chaptermakesextensiveuse of terminology defined in Section7.1.The
readeris urgedto review this sectionbeforeproceeding.
Theterm branch-and-boundrefersto all state spacesearchmethodsin
which all childrenof the E-node
are generatedbeforeany other live node
can becomethe E-node.We have already seen(in Section7.1)two graph
searchstrategies,BFS and D-search,in which the explorationof a new
nodecannot begin until the nodecurrently beingexploredis fully explored.
Both of these generalizeto branch-and-boundstrategies. In branch-andbound terminology, a BFS-likestate spacesearchwill becalledFIFO(First
In FirstOut) searchas the list of live nodesis a first-in-first-out list (or
state spacesearchwill be calledLIFO (Last In
queue). A D-search-like
FirstOut) searchas the list of live nodesis a last-in-first-outlist (or stack).
As in the caseof backtracking,
boundingfunctions are used to help avoid
the generationof subtreesthat donot containan answer node.

Example8.1[4-queens]Let us see how a FIFO branch-and-bound

would searchthe state spacetree (Figure7.2) for the 4-queens
Initially, thereis only one live node,node1.This representsthe case
in which no queen has beenplacedon the chessboard.This nodebecomes
the E-node.It is expandedand itschildren,nodes2, 18,34, and 50, are
generated.Thesenodesrepresenta chessboardwith queen 1 in row 1 and
algorithm
problem.

columns1,2, 3,and 4 respectively.Theonly live nodesnow arenodes2, 18,
34, and 50.If the nodesare generatedin this order,then the next i?-node
is node 2. It is expandedand nodes3, 8, and 13are generated.Node 3
is immediately killedusing the boundingfunction of Example7.5.Nodes
8 and 13are addedto the queue of live nodes.Node 18becomesthe next
E-node.Nodes19,24, and 29 are generated.Nodes19and 24 arekilledas
a result of the boundingfunctions. Node29 is addedto the queue of live
379
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nodes.The E-nodeis node34.Figure8.1shows the portionof the tree of

Figure7.2 that is generatedby a FIFObranch-and-boundsearch.Nodes
arekilledas a result of the boundingfunctionshave a \"B\" under them.
Numbersinsidethe nodescorrespondto the numbersin Figure 7.2.
outsidethe nodesgive the orderin which the nodesare generatedby
At the timethe answer node,node31,
FIFObranch-and-bound.
is reached,
of Figures
the only live nodesremainingarenodes38 and 54. A comparison
7.6and 8.1indicatesthat backtrackingis a superiorsearchmethodfor this
problem.
that
Numbers
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<5i
node

answer

Figure8.1Portionof 4-queensstatespacetreegeneratedby FIFObranchand-bound

8.1.1LeastCost (LC) Search
In both LIFOand FIFObranch-and-boundthe selectionrule for the next
E-nodeis ratherrigid and in a senseblind.Theselectionrule for the next

E-nodedoesnot give any preferenceto a nodethat has a very goodchance
of gettingthe searchto an answer nodequickly. Thus, in Example when
node30is generated,it shouldhave becomeobvious to the searchalgorithm
that this nodewill leadto an answernodein one move. However,the rigid
FIFOrule first requiresthe expansionof alllive nodesgeneratedbeforenode
30 was expanded.

8.1,
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The searchfor an answer nodecan often be speededby using an
The next E-node
is selected
\"intelligent\" rankingfunction c(-) for live nodes.
on the basisof this rankingfunction. If in the 4-queensexamplewe use a
rankingfunction that assignsnode30 a betterrank than allotherlive nodes,
then node30 will becomethe E-node
following node29.The remaininglive
as the expansion
of node30 resultsin the
nodeswill never becomeE-nodes
generationof an answernode(node31).
The idealway to assign ranks would be on the basisof the additional
effort (or cost) neededto reachan answer nodefrom the live
computational
node.For any nodex, this cost could be (1) the number of nodesin the
subtreex that need to be generatedbeforean answer node is generated
or, moresimply, (2) the number of levels the nearestanswer node (in the
subtreex) is from x. Usingcostmeasure2, the costof the root of the tree
of Figure8.1is 4 (node31is four levels from node1).Thecostsof nodes18
and 34, 29 and 35,and 30 and 38 are respectively3, 2, and 1.The costsof
all remainingnodeson levels 2, 3,and 4 are respectivelygreaterthan 3, 2,
the E-nodes
and 1.Usingthesecostsas a basisto selectthe next
are nodes1,18,29,and 30 (in that order). The only othernodesto get
generatedare nodes2, 34, 50, 19,24, 32,and 31.It shouldbe easy to see
that if costmeasure1 is used,then the searchwould always generatethe
minimum number of nodesevery branch-and-boundtype algorithm must
generate.If costmeasure2 is used,then the only nodesto become
are the nodeson the path from the root to the nearestanswer node.The
difficulty with using eitherof theseidealcost functions is that computing
the costof a nodeusually involves a searchof the subtreex for an answer
node.Hence,by the time the cost of a nodeis determined,that subtree
has beensearchedand thereis no need to explorex again.Forthis reason,
searchalgorithmsusually rank nodesonly on the basisof an estimateg()
of their cost.
Let g(x) be an estimateof the additionaleffort neededto reachan answer
nodefrom x. Node x is assigneda rank using a function c(-) such that
c(x) = f(h(x)) + g(x), where h(x) is the cost of reachingx from the root
is any nondecreasing
function.At first, we may doubt the usefulness
and
other than f(h(x)) = 0 for all h(x). We can justify such
of using an
an
on the groundsthat the effort already expendedin reachingthe live
nodescannot be reducedand all we are concernedwith now is minimizing
the additionaleffort we spendto find an answer node.Hence,the effort
already expendedneednot be considered.
= 0 usually biasesthe searchalgorithmto make deepprobes
Using
into the searchtree. To seethis, note that we would normally expectg(y) <
then
g(x) for y, a childof x. Hence,following x, y will becomethe E-node,
next one of j/'sgrandchildrenwill
one of y's childrenwill becomethe E-node,
becomethe E-node,
and soon.Nodesin subtreesotherthan the subtreex
will not get generateduntil the subtreex is fully searched.This would not
\302\2437-node,

\302\243?-nodes

/(\342\226\240)

/(\342\226\240)

/(\342\226\240)

/(\342\200\242)
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be a causefor concernif g(x) were the true costof x. Then, we would not
wish to explorethe remainingsubtreesin any case(as x is guaranteedto get
us to an answernodequickerthan any otherexistinglive node).However,
that for two
g(x) is only an estimateof the true cost.So,it is quite possible
nodesw and z, g{w) < g(z) and z is much closerto an answernodethan
w. It is thereforedesirablenot to overbias the searchalgorithmin favor of
^ 0, we can forcethe searchalgorithmto favor
deepprobes.By using
a nodez closeto the root over a nodew which is many levelsbelow z. This
would reducethe possibility of deepand fruitlesssearchesinto the tree.
A searchstrategy that usesa costfunction c(x) = f(h(x))+g(x)
to select
the next E-no&ewould always choosefor its next E-no&ea live nodewith
leastc(-).Hence,such a searchstrategy is calledan LC-search(LeastCost
that BFSand D-searchare specialcases
search).It is interestingto note
of LC-search.If we use g(x) = 0 and f(h(x)) = level of nodex, then a
LC-searchgeneratesnodesby levels.This is essentiallythe sameas a BFS.
If f(h(x)) = 0 and g(x) > g(y) whenever y is a child of x, then the search
is essentially a D-search.An LC-search
coupledwith boundingfunctions is
calledan LC branch-and-boundsearch.
In discussingLC-searches,
we sometimes
make reference
to a costfunction
c(-) defined as follows: if x is an answernode,then c(x) is the cost (level,
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computational
difficulty, etc.)of reachingx from the root of the state space
tree. If x is not an answer node, then c(x) = 00 providing the subtree
x containsno answernode;otherwisec(x) equalsthe cost of a minimumcost answer nodein the subtreex. It should be easy to seethat c(-) with
to c(-).Fromnow on c(x) is referredto
f(h(x)) = h(x) is an approximation
as the costof x.

8.1.2The 15-puzzle:
An Example
The 15-puzzle
(invented by Sam Loyd in 1878)consistsof 15numberedtiles
on a squareframe with a capacity of 16tiles (Figure 8.2).We are given
an initial arrangementof the tiles,and the objectiveis to transform this
arrangementinto the goal arrangementof Figure8.2(b)through a series
of legalmoves. The only legalmoves are ones in which a tile adjacentto
the empty spot(ES) is moved to ES.Thus from the initial arrangement
of Figure 8.2(a),
four moves are possible.
We can move any one of the
tilesnumbered2, 3, 5, or 6 to the empty spot.Followingthis move, other
moves can be made. Each move createsa new arrangementof the tiles.
arecalledthe statesof the puzzle.The initialand goal
Thesearrangements
arecalledthe initial and goalstates.A state is reachablefrom
arrangements
the initial state iff there is a sequenceof legalmoves from the initial state
to this state.The state spaceof an initial state consistsof all states that
can bereachedfrom the initial state.Themost straightforward way to solve
the puzzlewould be to searchthe state spacefor the goal state and usethe
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path from the initial state to the goal state as the answer. It is easy to see
different arrangements
of the tileson
that thereare 16!(16! 20.9x 1012)
the frame.Of theseonly one-halfarereachablefrom any given initial state.
Indeed,the state spacefor the problemis very large.Beforeattemptingto
searchthis statespacefor the goalstate,it would be worthwhileto determine
whetherthe goal state is reachablefrom the initial state.Thereis a very
1to 16.Position
i
simpleway to do this.Let us numberthe frame positions
in
of
is the frame position
tile
i
the
numbered
containing
goalarrangement
Position16is the empty spot.Let position(i)
be the position
Figure8.2(b).
will
number in the initial state of the tile numberedi. Then positioned)
of the empty spot.
denotethe position
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(a) An

arrangement

(b) Goalarrangement

(c)

arrangements
Figure8.2 15-puzzle
For any state let less(i)be the number of tilesj such that j < i and
Forthe state of Figure8.2(a)we have, for
> position(i).
position(j)
=
= 6. Let x =1 if in the initial
=
less(l) 0, less(4) 1,and less(12)
of Figure 8.2(c)
and
state the empty spotis at one of the shadedpositions
x = 0 if it is at one of the remainingpositions.
Then, we have the following
theorem:
example,

Theorem8.1The goal state of Figure 8.2(b)is reachablefrom the initial
state iff Ya=i less(i)
+ x is even.
Proof:Left as an exercise.
\342\226\241

Theorem8.1can be used to determinewhetherthe goal state is in the
state spaceof the initial state.If it is,then we can proceedto determinea
sequenceof moves leadingto the goal state.To carry out this search,the
state spacecan be organizedinto a tree. The childrenof eachnodex in
this tree representthe statesreachablefrom state x by one legalmove. It
is convenient to think of a move as involving a move of the empty space
ratherthan a move of a tile.The empty space,on eachmove, moves either
up, right, down, or left. Figure8.3shows the first three levels of the state
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spacetreeof the 15-puzzle
beginningwith the initialstate shown in the root.
Parts of levels 4 and 5 of the treearealsoshown.Thetree has beenpruned
a little.No node p has a child state that is the same as p 's parent. The
subtreeeliminatedin this way is already presentin the tree and has root
parent(p).As can be seen,thereis an answer nodeat level 4.

Edgesare labeledaccordingto the direction
in which the empty spacemoves

Figure8.3Part of the state spacetree for the 15-puzzle
A depth first state spacetree generationwill result in the subtreeof
Figure8.4when the next moves are attemptedin the order:move the empty
spaceup, right, down, and left. Successiveboardconfigurationsrevealthat
eachmove gets us farther from the goal rather than closer.The searchof
the state spacetree is blind.It will take the leftmost path from the root
regardlessof the starting configuration.As a result,an answernodemay
never be found (unlessthe leftmost path ends in such a node).In a FIFO
searchof the tree of Figure8.3,the nodeswill be generatedin the order
numbered.A breadthfirst searchwill always find a goal nodenearestto the
root.However,such a searchis alsoblind in the sensethat no matterwhat
the initial configuration,the algorithmattemptsto make the samesequence
of moves.A FIFOsearchalways generatesthe state spacetree by levels.
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Figure8.4First ten stepsin a depthfirst search
What we would like,is a more\"intelligent\"
out an answer nodeand adaptsthe path it

searchmethod,one that seeks
takesthrough the state space
tree to the specificprobleminstancebeing solved. We can associatea cost
c(x) with eachnodex in the state spacetree. Thecostc(x) is the length of
a path from the root to a nearestgoalnode(if any) in the subtreewith root
x. Thus, in Figure 8.3,c(l)= c(4) = c(10)= c(23)= 3. When such a cost
function is available, a very efficient searchcan becarriedout.We beginwith
the root as the E-node
and generatea child nodewith c()-valuethe same
as the root.Thus childrennodes2, 3, and 5 areeliminatedand only node
4 becomesa live node.This becomes
the next _E-node.Itsfirst child,node
10,has c(10)= c(4) = 3. The remainingchildrenare not generated.Node
4 diesand node10becomesthe E-no&e.In generatingnode10'schildren,
node22 is killedimmediately as c(22) > 3. Node23 is generatednext. It
is a goal nodeand the searchterminates.In this searchstrategy, the only
nodesto become-E-nodesarenodeson the path from the root to a nearest
goal node.Unfortunately, this is an impractical
strategy as it is not possible
to easily computethe function c(-) specified
above.
We can arrive at an easy to computeestimatec(x) of c(x). We can write
c(x) = f(x) + g(x), wheref(x) is the length of the path from the root to
nodex and g(x) is an estimateof the length of a shortestpath from to a
choicefor g(x) is
goal nodein the subtreewith rootx. One possible
\302\243

g(x) = numberof nonblank tilesnot

in

their goal position

i

Clearly, at leastg(x) moves have to be madeto transform state to a
goal state.More than g(x) moves may be neededto achievethis.To see
this, examinethe problemstate of Figure 8.5.Thereg(x) = 1 as only tile 7
is not in its final spot(the count for g(x) excludes
the blank tile).However,
the numberof moves neededto reachthe goalstate is many morethan g(x).
So c(x) is a lowerbound on the value of c(x).
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An LC-search
of Figure 8.3usingc(x) will begin by using node1 as the
E-node.All its childrenare generated.Node1 diesand leaves behindthe
live nodes2,3,4, and 5. Thenext nodeto becomethe E-node
is a live node
with leastc(x). Then c(2) = 1+4,c(3) = 1+4,c(4) = 1+2, and c(5) = 1+4.
Node4 becomesthe E-node.Its childrenare generated.The live nodesat
this timeare 2, 3, 5, 10,11,and 12.So c(10)= 2 + 1,c(ll)=2 + 3, and
c(12)=2 + 3.The live nodewith leastc is node10.This becomesthe next
E-node.Nodes22 and 23 are generatednext. Node 23 is determinedto be
a goal nodeand the searchterminates.In this caseLC-searchwas almost
as efficient as using the exactfunction c().It should be noted that with a
suitablechoicefor c(),an LC-searchwill be far moreselectivethan any of
the othersearchmethodswe have discussed.

1

2

5

6

3

4
8

10 1112
13 14 15 7
9

Figure8.5Problemstate

8.1.3ControlAbstractionsfor LC-Search
Let t be a state spacetree and c() a costfunction for the nodesin t. If is a
nodein t, then c(x) is the minimum costof any answer nodein the subtree
with root x. Thus, c(t) is the cost of a minimum-costanswer node in t.
As remarkedearlier,it is usually not possible
to find an easily computable
function c() as defined above.Instead,a heuristicc that estimatesc() is used.
This heuristicshould be easy to computeand generallyhas the property
that if x is eitheran answer nodeor a leaf node,then c(x) = c(x).LCSearch
(Algorithm 8.1)uses c to find an answer node.The algorithm uses two
functions Least()and Add(x) to deleteand adda live nodefrom or to the
list of live nodes,respectively.Least()finds a live nodewith leastc().This
nodeis deletedfrom the list of live nodesand returned. Add(x) adds the
new live nodex to the list of live nodes.The list of live nodeswill usually
be implemented
as a min-heap(Section2.4).Algorithm LCSearchoutputs
the path from the answer nodeit finds to the rootnodet. This is easy to
do if with eachnodex that becomeslive, we associatea field parent which
gives the parent of nodex. When an answer nodeg is found, the path from
\302\243
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t can be determined
of parent values starting
by following a sequence
from the currentE-no&e(which is the parent of g) and endingat nodet.

g to

= record{
listnode
listnode* next, * parent;floatcost;
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}

1 AlgorithmLCSearch(t)

2
3
4
5
6

// Searcht for an answer node.
{

repeat
{
for eachchildx of E do
{
if x is an answer nodethenoutput the path
from x to t and return;

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

if *t is an answer nodethenoutput *t and return;
E := t; II E-node.
Initializethe list of live nodesto be empty;

Add

(a;);// x is a new live node.

parent) := E; // Pointerfor path toroot.
}
if thereare no morelive nodesthen
(x

}

\342\200\224>

{
write (\"Noanswer node\;")return;
}
E := LeastQ;
} until(false);

Algorithm8.1LC-search
The correctnessof algorithmLCSearchis easy to establish.
Variable E
the
of
the
to
the
current
E-node.
definition
LC-search,
always points
By
of
Line
initializes
t
he
list
live
nodes.
rootnodeis the first E-node
6
(line5).
At any timeduringthe execution
of LCSearch,this list containsall live nodes
exceptthe E-node.Thus, initially this list should be empty (line 6). The
for loopof line 9 examinesall the childrenof the jS'-node.If one of the
childrenis an answer node,then the algorithmoutputs the path from x to t
a live
and terminates.If a childof E is not an answer node,then it becomes
node.It is addedto the list of live nodes(line13)and its parent field set to
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E (line 14).When all the childrenof E have beengenerated,E becomesa
deadnodeand line 16is reached.This happensonly if none of E'schildren
is an answer node.So,the searchmust continuefurther. If thereare no live
nodesleft, then the entirestate spacetree has beensearchedand no answer
nodesfound. The algorithmterminatesin line 18.Otherwise,LeastQ, by
and the searchcontinuesfrom
definition,correctlychoosesthe next E-node
here.
it is clearthat LCSearchterminatesonly
From the preceding
discussion,
when eitheran answer nodeis found or the entirestate spacetree has been
generatedand searched.Thus, terminationis guaranteedonly for finite state
can alsobe guaranteedfor infinite state spacetrees
spacetrees.Termination
that have at leastone answer nodeprovided a \"proper\" choicefor the cost
function c() is made. This is the case,for example,when c(x) > c(y) for
every pair of nodesx and y such that the level numberof x is \"sufficiently\"
higherthan that of y. For infinite state spacetrees with no answer nodes,
LCSearchwill not terminate.Thus, it is advisableto restrictthe searchto
find answer nodeswith a costno morethan a given bound C.
One should note the similarity betweenalgorithm LCSearchand

for a breadthfirst searchand D-searchof a state spacetree. If the
as a queue with LeastQ and Add (a;) being
list of live nodesis implemented
an
to
delete
element
f
rom
and add an elementto the queue,then
algorithms
LCSearchwill be transformedto a FIFOsearchschema.If the list of live
nodesis implemented
as a stackwith Least()and Add(a;) beingalgorithms
todeleteand add elementsto the stack,then LCSearchwill carry out a LIFO
algorithms

searchof the state spacetree. Thus, the algorithmsfor LC,FIFO,and LIFO
searchare essentially the same.Theonly differenceis in the implementation
of the list of live nodes.
This is to be expectedas the threesearchmethods
differ only in the selectionrule used to obtain the next .E-node.

8.1.4 Bounding
A branch-and-boundmethodsearchesa state spacetree using any search
mechanismin which all the childrenof the E-nodeare generatedbefore
another nodebecomesthe E-node.
We assumethat eachanswer nodex has
a costc(x) associatedwith it and that a minimum-costanswer nodeis to be
found. Threecommonsearchstrategiesare FIFO,
LIFO,and LC.(Another
i
s
discussed
i
n
the
h
euristic
method,
search,
exercises.)A costfunctionc(-)
suchthat c(x) < c(x) is usedto provide lower boundson solutionsobtainable
from any nodex. If upper is an upperboundon the costof a minimum-cost
solution,then all live nodesx with c(x) > upper may be killedas all answer
nodesreachablefrom x have costc(x) > c(x) > upper.Thestarting value
for upper can be obtainedby someheuristicor can be set to oo.Clearly, so
longas the initial value for upper is no lessthan the costof a minimum-cost
answer node,the above rulesto kill live nodeswill not result in the killingof
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a live node that can reacha minimum-costanswer node.Each timea new
answer nodeis found, the value of uppercan be updated.
Let us see how theseideascan be used to arrive at branch-and-bound
problems.In this sectionwe dealdirectly only
algorithmsfor optimization
with minimizationproblems.A maximization
problemis easily convertedto
a minimizationproblemby changingthe sign of the objectivefunction. We
needto be ableto formulate the searchfor an optimalsolutionas a search
for a least-costanswer nodein a state spacetree. To do this, it is necessary
to define the cost function c(-) such that c(x) is minimum for all nodes
The easiestway to do this is to use the
representingan optimalsolution.
feasiblesolutions,
objectivefunction itselffor c(-).For nodesrepresenting
For nodes
c(x) is the value of the objectivefunction for that feasiblesolution.
infeasiblesolutions,
representing
partial
c(x) = oo.Fornodesrepresenting
solutions,c(x) is the costof the minimum-costnodein the subtreewith root
x. Sincec(x) is in generalas hard to computeas the originaloptimization
problemis to solve, the branch-and-boundalgorithmwill use an estimate
c(x) such that c(x) < c(x) for all x. In generalthen, the c(-) function used
in a branch-and-boundsolutionto optimization
functions will estimatethe
objectivefunction value and not the computationaldifficulty of reaching
an answer node.In addition,to be consistentwith the terminology used
in connection
a feasiblesolution
with the 15-puzzle,
any node representing
(a solution node) will be an answer node.However, only minimum-cost
answer nodeswill correspondto an optimalsolution.
Thus, answer nodes
and solutionnodesare indistinguishable.
As an exampleoptimization
problem,considerthe jobsequencingwith
deadlinesproblemintroducedin Section4.4. We generalizethis problem
to allow jobswith different processing
times. We are given n jobsand one
Each jobi has associatedwith it a threetuple (pi,di,ti).
Job
processor.
time.If itsprocessing
is not completed
requirest{ units of processing
by the
deadlined,;, then a penalty pi is incurred.Theobjectiveis to selecta subset
J of the n jobssuch that alljobsin J can be completedby their deadlines.
Hence,a penalty can be incurredonly on thosejobsnot in J. The subset
J shouldbe such that the penalty incurredis minimum amongall possible
subsetsJ. Sucha J is optimal.
Considerthe following instance:n = 4, (pi,d\\,ti) = (5,1,1),
(p2,c?2, =
=
=
and
The
(10,3,2),
{p3,d3,t3)(6, 2, 1), {p4,d4,t4) (3, 1,1). solution
for
instanceconsistsof all possible
subsetsof the jobindexset
this
space
can
The
solution
be
space
organizedinto a tree by means of
{1,2,3,4}.
eitherof the two formulations used for the sum of subsetsproblem
7.2).Figure8.6correspondsto the variable tuple sizeformulation while
to the fixed tuple sizeformulation.In both figures
Figure8.7 corresponds
In Figure8.6all nonsquarenodes
squarenodesrepresentinfeasiblesubsets.
are answer nodes.Node 9 representsan optimalsolutionand is the only
minimum-costanswer node.For this nodeJ = {2,3}and the penalty (cost)
%

\302\2432)
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is 8. In Figure8.7 only nonsquareleafnodesare answer nodes.Node25
representsthe optimalsolutionand is alsoa minimum-costanswer node.
This nodecorresponds
to J = {2,3}and a penalty of 8. The costsof the
answer nodesof Figure8.7are given below the nodes.
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to variable tuple sizeformulation
Figure8.6Statespacetreecorresponding

can define a cost function c() for the state spaceformulationsof
Figures8.6and 8.7.For any circularnodex, c(x) is the minimum penalty
toany nodein the subtreewith rootx. Thevalue of c(x) = oo
corresponding
for a squarenode.In the treeof Figure8.6,c(3) = 8,c(2) = 9, and c(l)= 8.
In the treeof Figure8.7,c(l)= 8,c(2) = 9,c(5) = 13,and c(6) = 8. Clearly,
to an optimalselectionJ.
c(l)is the penalty corresponding
A bound c(x) such that c(x) < c(x) for all x is easy to obtain.Let Sx
be the subset of jobsselectedfor J at nodex. If m = max {i\\i 6 5X},then
c(^) = Ekm Pi is an estimatefor c(x) with the property c(x) < c(x).For
eachcircularnodea; in Figures8.6and 8.7,the value of c(x) is the number
outsidenodex. For a square node,c(x) = oo.For example,in Figure 8.6
for node6, 56 = {1,2}
and hence m = 2. Also, ^2 i<2 pi = 0. Fornode
7, 57 = {1,
3}and m = 3. Therefore,^2 i<2 pi = P2 = 10-And so on. In
iiS? of
to the omission
Figure8.7,node12corresponds
job1and hencea penalty
of 5; node13corresponds
tothe omissionof jobs1and 3 and hencea penalty
and soon.
of 11;
A simpleupperbound u{x) on the costof a minimum-costanswer node
in the subtreex is u(x) = Z^s,,.
Pi- Note that u(x) is the costof the solution
to nodex.
Sx corresponding
We
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to fixed tuple sizeformulation
Figure8.7Statespacetree corresponding

8.1.5FIFO Branch-and-Bound
FIFObranch-and-boundalgorithmfor the jobsequencingproblemcan
begin with upper = oo (or upper = J2\\<i<n'Pi)as an uPPerbound on the
costof a minimum-costanswer node.SFarting with node1 as the E-no&e
and using the variable tuple sizeformulation of Figure 8.6,nodes2,3, 4,
and 5 are generated(in that order).Then u(2) = 19,u(3) = 14,u(4) = 18,
and u(5) = 21.For example,node 2 correspondsto the inclusionof job
1. Thus u{2) is obtainedby summingthe penaltiesof all the otherjobs.
The variable upperis updatedto 14when node3 is generated.Sincec(4)
and c(5) are greaterthan upper, nodes4 and 5 get killed(or bounded).
Only nodes2 and 3 remainalive. Node 2 becomesthe next E-node.Its
children,nodes6, 7, and 8 are generated.Then u(6) = 9 and so upper is
updatedto 9. Thecost c(7) = 10> upper and node7 gets killed.Node 8
is infeasibleand soit is killed. Next,node 3 becomesthe
Nodes
9 and 10are now generated.Then u(9) = 8 and soupper becomes8. The
costc(10)= 11> upper,and this nodeis killed.Thenext .E-nodeis node6.
Both its childrenare infeasible.Node 9'sonly child is alsoinfeasible.The
minimum-costanswer nodeis node 9.It has a costof 8.
When implementinga FIFObranch-and-boundalgorithm,it is not
economical to kill live nodeswith c(x) > upper eachtime upper is updated.
This is sobecauselive nodesare in the queue in the orderin which they
were generated.Hence,nodeswith c(x) > upper are distributedin some
A

\302\243?-node.
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in the queue. Instead,
live nodeswith c(x) > upper can be
killedwhen they are about to become-E-nodes.
Fromhereon we shall refer to the FIFO-based
branch-and-bound
algorithm with an appropriate
and
as
FIFOBB.
c(.) u(.)

random way
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8.1.6LC Branch-and-Bound
An LC branch-and-boundsearchof the tree of Figure8.6will begin with
upper = oo and node 1 as the first E-node.When node 1 is expanded,
nodes2,3,4, and 5 are generatedin that order.As in the caseof FIFOBB,
upper is updatedto 14when node3 is generatedand nodes4 and 5 arekilled
as c(4) > upper and c(5) > upper. Node 2 is the next E-node
as c(2) = 0
and c(3) = 5. Nodes6, 7, and 8 are generatedand upperis updatedto 9
when node6 is generated.So,node7 is killedas c(7) = 10> upper.Node8
is infeasibleand so killed.Theonly live nodesnow arenodes3 and 6. Node 6
as c(6) = 0 < c(3).Both its childrenareinfeasible.
is the next E-node
Node
the next E-node.
3 becomes
When node9 is generated,upper is updatedto
= 11is killedon generation.Node 9
8 as u(9) = 8. So,node10with c(10)
becomesthe next E-node.
Itsonly childis infeasible.No live nodesremain.
Thesearchterminateswith node9 representingthe minimum-costanswer

node.

Fromhereon we refer to the LC(LIFO)-based
branch-and-bound
with an appropriatec(.)and u(.) as LCBB(LIFOBB).

algorithm

EXERCISES
1.ProveTheorem8.1.
2. Presentan algorithm schemaFifoBB for a FIFObranch-and-bound
searchfor a least-cost
answer node.

3. Give an algorithmschemaLcBBfor a LC branch-and-boundsearchfor
a least-costanswer node.
4. Write an algorithm schemaLifoBB,for a LIFO branch-and-bound
searchfor a least-costanswer node.
5. Draw the portionof the statespacetreegeneratedby FIFOBB,
LCBB,
and LIFOBB
for the jobsequencingwith deadlinesinstancen = 5,
= (6, 3, 4, 8, 5), fa, t2,...,t5)
= (2, 1,2, 1,1),and
(pi,P2,...,P5)
=
What
is
the
...,d$)
4,
2,
penalty
corresponding
1,
(3,
4).
(d\\,d,2,
to an optimalsolution?Usea variable tuple sizeformulation and c(-)
and u(-) as in Section8.1.
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6. Write a branch-and-boundalgorithmfor the jobsequencingwith

problem.Usethe fixed tuple sizeformulation.
7. (a) Write a branch-and-boundalgorithmfor the jobsequencingwith
rule (seeSection5.7).Your
deadlinesproblemusinga dominance
algorithm should work with a fixed tuple sizeformulation and
shouldgeneratenodesby levels.Nodeson eachlevel should be
rule.
kept in an orderpermittingeasy use of your dominance
(b) Convert your algorithminto a programand, usingrandomly
generated problem
instances,determinethe worth of the dominance
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deadlines

rule as well as the boundingfunctions.To do this, you will have
to run four versions of your program:ProgA- bounding
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

and dominance
rulesare removed,ProgB- dominance
rule
is removed,ProgC- boundingfunction is removed,and ProgDrulesareincluded.Determine
boundingfunctions and dominance
computingtimefigures as well as the numberof nodesgenerated.
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

functions

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

8.2 0/1KNAPSACK PROBLEM
To use the branch-and-boundtechniqueto solve any problem,it is first
of a statespacetreefor the problem.We have already seen
necessary to conceive
two possible
statespacetreeorganizationsfor the knapsackproblem(Section
7.6).Still,we cannot directly apply the techniquesof Section sincethese
whereasthe knapsack
were discussed
with respectto minimizationproblems
problemis a maximization
problem.This difficulty is easily overcomeby
Clearly,
replacingthe objectivefunction Yl,Pixi by the function

8.1

\342\200\224Y^V^i-

iff
This modifiedknapsack
YpiXi is maximized
YlpiXi is minimized.
is statedas (8.1).
\342\200\224

problem

n

minimize /yPjXj
\342\200\224

i=i

n

subjectto S^WiXi < m

(8.1)

i=i
= 0 or 1, 1< i < n
We continuethe discussion
assuminga fixed tuple sizeformulation for the
is easily extendedto the variable tuple size
solutionspace.The discussion
an
formulation.Every leafnodein the state spacetree representing
Xj:

assignment

for which Yl>i<i<nwixi< w is an answer (or solution)node.All other

leafnodesare infeasfble. For a minimum-costanswer nodeto correspond
to any optimalsolution,we needto define c(x) =
every
\342\200\224^2\\<.i<nPixi

f\302\260r
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answer nodex. The cost c(x) = oo for infeasibleleafnodes.For nonleaf
nodes,c(x) is recursively defined to be min {c(lchild(x)),
c(rchild(x))}.
We now needtwo functions c(x) and u(x) such that c(x) < c(x) < u(x)
for every nodex. Thecostc(-) and u(-) satisfying this requirement
may be
obtainedas follows. Let be a nodeat level j, 1 < j < n + 1. At nodex
assignmentshave already beenmadeto 1< i < j. Thecostof these
Pixiand we maY useu(x) =
assignments is Xa<i<jVixi- So,c(x) < J2i<i<j
=
If
^Ki<:PiXi. q ^i<i<iPixi-> then an improvedupperboundfunction
in
WiXi, j
u{x) is u(x) = UBound(q,'}2l<i<j
l,m),whereUBoundis defined
~
8.2.
A
s
for
it
is
clear
that
q, ^i<i<iwixi,j 1) <
Algorithm
c(x),
c(x),whereBound is as given in Algorithm 7.11.
\302\243

\302\243j,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Bound(\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmUBound(cp,cw, k, m)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

m have the samemeaningsas in
// cp,cw,k,and
7.11.
// Algorithm
w[i] and p[i] are respectively
the
and
of the ith object.
profit
// weight

{

:=cp;c :=cw,
:=k + 1to n do
I
if (c + w[i] < m) then
{
c := c + w[i];b := b p[i];

b

for

%

10
12
}
13
}
14
return6;
15 }

11

\342\200\224

Algorithm8.2Functionu(-) for knapsackproblem

8.2.1 LC Branch-and-Bound
Solution
8.2 [LCBB]Considerthe knapsackinstancen = 4, (pi,P2)P3,P4)
Example
= (10,10,12,18),(wi,W2,W3,W4) = (2, 4, 6,9), and m = 15.Let us trace
the workingof an LC branch-and-boundsearchusingc(-) and u(-) as defined
previously. We continueto use the fixed tuple sizeformulation.Thesearch
For this node,node1of Figure8.8,we
beginswith the root as the i?-node.
have c(l)= -38and u(l) = -32.
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Uppernumber = c
Lowernumber = u

Figure8.8LC branch-and-boundtree for Example8.2
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Thecomputation
of u(l) and c(l)is doneas follows. Theboundu(l) has a
from left to right
UBoundscansthroughthe objects
UBound(0,0,0,15).
into the knapsackuntil the first object
starting from j; it addstheseobjects
that doesn't
fit is encountered.
At this time,the negationof the total profit
of all the objects
in the knapsackplus cw is returned.In FunctionUBound,
c and b start with a value of zero. For i = 1,2,and 3, c gets incremented
by 2,4,and 6,respectively.The variable b alsogets decremented
by 10,10,
and 12,respectively.When i = 4, the test (c + w[i] < m) fails and hence
the value returnedis
FunctionBound is similarto UBound,exceptthat
it alsoconsiders
a fractionof the first objectthat doesn'tfit the knapsack.
For example,in computingc(l),the first objectthat doesn'tfit is 4 whose
weight is 9. The total weight of the objects
1,2, and 3 is 12.So,=Bound
* 18
considersa fraction of the object4 and hencereturns
Sincenode1is not a solutionnode,LCBBsetsans = 0 and upper = 32
is
(ans being a variable to storeintermediateanswer nodes).The
=
and
2
its
two
n
odes
and
T
he
cost
expanded
3, generated.
children,
c(2)
and u(3) =
Both nodesare put onto
38,c(3) =
u(2) =
the list of live nodes.
Node2 is the next i?-node.
It is expandedand nodes
4 and 5 generated.Bothnodesget addedto the list of live nodes.Node
4 is the live nodewith leastc value and becomesthe next E-node.
Nodes
6 and 7 are generated.Assuming node6 is generatedfirst, it is addedto
the list of live nodes.Next,node7 joinsthis list and upper is updatedto
The next i?-node
will be one of nodes6 and 7. Let us assumeit is
node 7. Its two childrenare nodes8 and 9. Node8 is a solution node.
Then upper is updatedto
and node8 is put onto the live nodeslist.
Node9 has c(9) > upper and is killedimmediately.Nodes6 and 8 are
two live nodeswith leastc. Regardless
of which becomesthe next E-node,
c(E) > upper and the searchterminateswith node8 the answer node.At
this time,the value
togetherwith the path 8, 7, 4, 2, 1 is printedout
and the algorithm terminates.Fromthe path one cannot figure out the
assignmentof values to the x^s such that Y^Vixi = upper.Hence,a proper
of LCBB
has to keepadditionalinformationfrom which the
implementation
values of the x^s can beextracted.One way is to associatewith eachnodea
one bit field, tag.The sequence
of tag bitsfrom the answer nodeto the root
the
values.
we
have
x%
Thus,
give
tag{2) = tag(4) = tag(<o) = tag(8) = 1
and tag(3) = tag(5) = tag(7) = tag(9) = 0. The tag sequencefor the path
8, 7, 4, 2, 1 is 1 0 11 and so X4 = 1,x% = 0,X2 = 1,and x\\ = 1.
value

|
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\342\200\22432.

\342\200\224

\342\200\22432

|

\342\200\22438.

\342\200\224

\302\243?-node

\342\200\224

\342\200\22427.

\342\200\22432,

\342\200\22432,

\342\200\22438.

\342\200\22438

\342\200\22438

\342\226\241

To use LCBBto solve the knapsackproblem,we needto specify (1) the
structureof nodesin the statespacetreebeingsearched,(2) how to generate
the childrenof a given node,(3) how to recognize
a solutionnode,and (4)
a representation
of the list of live nodesand a mechanism
for adding a node
into the list as well as identifying the least-costnode.The nodestructure
neededdependson which of the two formulationsfor the state spacetree is
being used.Let us continuewith a fixed sizetuple formulation.Each node
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x that is generatedand put onto the list of live nodesmust have a parent
field.In addition,as noted in Example8.2,eachnodeshouldhave a one bit
to an
tag field. This field is neededto output the Xi values corresponding
s
olution.
To
x
's
to
know
level
of
node
we
need
the
optimal
generate children,
x in the state spacetree. Forthis we shalluse a field level.The left childof
= 1and the right childby setting xieve^x\\ = 0.
x is chosenby setting:c;ej,e;(x)
To determinethe feasibility of the left child, we needto know the amount
of knapsackspaceavailable at node x. This can be determinedeitherby
following the path from nodex to the root or by explicitlyretaining this
value in the node.Say we chooseto retainthis value in a field cu (capacity
unused). The evaluationof c(x) and u(x) requiresknowledgeof the profit
to nodex. This can be
Pixiearnedby the filling corresponding
^2i<i<level(x)
computedby following the path from x to the root.Alternatively, this value
canbe explicitlyretainedin a field pe.Finally, in orderto determinethe live
nodewith leastc value or to insert nodesproperly into the list of live nodes,
we needto know c(x). Again, we have a choice.The value c(x) may be
storedexplicitlyin a field ub or may be computedwhen needed.Assuming
all information is kept explicitly, we neednodeswith sixfields each:parent,
level,tag, cu, pe,and ub.
Usingthis six-fieldnode structure,the childrenof any live nodex can be
easily determined.The left child y is feasibleiff cu(x) > wieveiixy In this
case,parent(y) = x, level(y)= level(x)+ 1,cu(y) = cu(x)
pe(y)
= pe(x)+ Pievei(x),tag(y) = 1,and ub(y) = ub(x). The right childcan be
too.Node is a
generatedsimilarly. Solutionnodesare easily recognized
solutionnode iff level(x) = n + 1.
of the list
We are now left with the task of specifying the representation
of live nodes.The functions we wish to performon this list are (1) test if
the list is empty, (2) add nodes,and (3) deletea nodewith least ub. We
have seena data structurethat allows us to perform thesethree functions
then function (1) can be
efficiently: a min-heap.If thereare m live nodes,
carriedout in 0(1)time,whereasfunctions (2) and (3) requireonly 0(logm)
time.
\342\200\224wievei^,

\302\243

8.2.2 FIFO Branch-and-Bound
Solution
Example8.3Now, let us trace through the FIFOBBalgorithmusing the

sameknapsackinstanceas in Example8.2.Initially the root node,node1

and the queueof live nodesis empty. Sincethis
of Figure8.9,is the i?-node
is not a solutionnode,upper is initializedto u(l) =
We assumethe childrenof a node are generatedleft to right. Nodes2
and 3 are generatedand addedto the queue (in that order). The value of
Its children,
upper remainsunchanged.Node 2 becomesthe next i?-node.
nodes4 and 5, are generatedand addedto the queue. Node 3, the next
\342\200\22432.
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10

11

12

13

upper number = c
lower number = u

Figure8.9FIFObranch-and-boundtree for Example8.3
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_E-node, is expanded.Its childrennodesare generated.Node6 gets added
to the queue. Node7 is immediately killedas c(7) > upper. Node4 is
expandednext.Nodes8 and 9 are generatedand addedto the queue.Then
Nodes5 and 6 are the next two nodes
upper is updatedto u(9) =
to become_E-nodes.Neither is expandedas for each,c() > upper. Node8
\342\200\22438.

is the next I?-node.
Nodes10and 11are generated.Node 10is infeasible
and so killed.Node11has c(ll)> upper and sois alsokilled.Node9 is
expandednext. When node 12is generated,upper and ans are updatedto
and 12respectively.Node12joinsthe queue of live nodes.Node 13
is killedbeforeit can get onto the queue of live nodesas c(13)> upper.
The only remaininglive nodeis node12.It has no childrenand the search
terminates.The value of upper and the path from node12to the root is
output.As in the caseof Example8.2,additionalinformation is neededto
determinethe x\\ values on this path.
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\342\226\241

we may be temptedto discardFIFOBBin favor of LCBBin
Our intuitionleadsus to believethat LCBB
will examine
knapsack.
solving
fewer nodesin its quest for an optimalsolution.
However,we shouldkeepin
mind that insertionsinto and deletionsform a heap are far moreexpensive
(proportionalto the logarithm of the heap size) than the corresponding
operationson a queue (0(1)).Consequently, the work donefor eachEnodeis morein LCBBthan in FIFOBB.
UnlessLCBBusesfar fewer E-nodes
than FIFOBB,
FIFOBB
will outperform
(in termsof realcomputation
time)
At first

LCBB.

We have now seen four different approachesto solving the knapsack
If we
LCBB,and FIFOBB.
problem:dynamic programming,backtracking,
comparethe dynamic programmingalgorithmDKnap (Algorithm 5.7) and
we seethat thereis a correspondence
betweengeneratingthe S^'s
FIFOBB,
and generatingnodesby levels.S^' containsall pairs(P,W) corresponding
to nodeson level i +1,0 < i < n. Hence,both algorithmsgeneratethe state
spacetree by levels.The dynamic programmingalgorithm,however, keeps
the nodeson eachlevel orderedby their profit earned(P) and capacity used
we
(W) values. No two tuples have the sameP or W value. In FIFOBB
may have many nodeson the samelevel with the sameP or W value. It
is not easy to implementthe dominancerule of Section5.7 into FIFOBB
as nodeson a level are not orderedby their P or W values. However, the
boundingrules can easily be incorporatedinto DKnap. Toward the end of
Section5.7we discussedsomesimpleheuristicsto determinewhethera pair
S^ should be killed. Theseheuristicsare readily seento be
(P, W)
boundingfunctions of the type discussedhere. Let the algorithm
from the inclusionof the boundingfunctions into DKnap be DKnapl.
as it usesthe dominance
rule
DKnapl is expectedto be superiorto FIFOBB
in additionto the boundingfunctions. In addition,the overheadincurred
eachtimea nodeis generatedis less.
\342\202\254.

resulting
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determinewhich of the knapsackalgorithmsis best,it is necessary
programthem and obtain real computingtimesfor different data sets.
rule is
Sincethe effectivenessof the boundingfunctions and the dominance
data
w
e
in
a
wide
variation
the
dependent, expect
highly
computingtime
for different probleminstanceshaving the samenumberof objects
n. To get
times,it is necessaryto generatemany probleminstancesfor
representative
a fixed n and obtain computingtimesfor theseinstances.The generation
of thesedata setsand the problemof conductingthe testsis discussed
in a
The resultsof sometests
programmingprojectat the end of this section.
can be found in the references
to this chapter.
Beforeclosingour discussion
of the knapsackproblem,we briefly discuss
a very effective heuristicto reducea knapsackinstancewith largen to an
equivalent one with smallern. This heuristic,Reduce,uses someof the
ideasdeveloped
for the branch-and-boundalgorithm.It classifies
the objects
{1, n} into one of threecategories71,72,and 73.71is a set of objects
for which Xi must be 1 in every optimalsolution.
72 is a set for which x^
must be 0. 73 is
71
72.
Once
and 73 have been
,n} the reduced 71, 72,instance
we
need
to
solve
determined,
knapsack
only
To
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to

2,...,

{1,2,...

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

maximizeVJ pixi
subjectto

^
iei3

wixi < m

X{

~~

X] WiXi

ien

(^)

= 0 or 1

Fromthe solutionto (8.2) an optimalsolutionto the originalknapsack
instance is obtainedby setting xi = 1 if i G 71 and xi = 0 if i G 72.
FunctionReduce(Algorithm 8.3)makesuse of two functions Ubband Lbb.
Thebound Ubb(71,72) is an upperboundonthe value of an optimalsolution
to the given knapsackinstancewith addedconstraints
X{ = 1if i G 71and xi
= 0 if i G 72.Thebound Lbb(71,72) is a lower boundunderthe constraints
of 71 and 72. Algorithm Reduceneedsno further explanation.It shouldbe
clearthat 71 and 72 are such that from an optimalsolutionto (8.2),
we can
obtain
an
the
s
olution
to
easily
optimal
originalknapsackproblem.
The timecomplexity
of Reduceis 0(n2).Because
the reductionprocedure
is very much like the heuristicsused in DKnapl and the knapsackalgorithms
of this chapter,the use of Reducedoesnot decreasethe overall computing
time by as much as may be expectedby the reductionin the number of
objects.Thesealgorithmsdodynamically what Reducedoes.Theexercises
explorethe value of Reducefurther.
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1 AlgorithmReduce(p,w,n,m,
11,12)
are as describedin the discussion.
// Variables
// p[i\\/w\\i] > p[i + l]/w[i+ 1],1< i < n.
{
71 :=72 := 0;
g:=Lbb(0,0);
7
k := largestj such that w[l] +
+ w[j] < m;
8
for i := 1to k do
9
{
if (Ubb(0,{i})< q) then71 := 71U {i};
10
11
elseif (Lbb(0, > q) thenq := Lbb(0,{i});
12
}
13
for i :=k + 1to n do
14
{
if (Ubb({i},
15
0) < g) then72 :=72 U {i};
16
elseif (\\-bb{{i},
0);
0) > q) theng :=Lbb({i},
17
}
18 }

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

{\302\273})

for knapsackproblem
Algorithm8.3Reductionpseudocode
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EXERCISES
1.Work out Example8.2usingthe variable tuple sizeformulation.
2. Work out Example8.3usingthe variable tuple sizeformulation.
3. Draw the portionof the state spacetree generatedby LCBBfor the

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

following knapsackinstances:

= (10,15,6, 8,
{pi,P2,---,P5)
=
12.
(4, 6, 3, 4, 2), and m

...,

=

(a)

n

= 5,

(b)

n

= 5, (pi,P2,P3,P4,Pb)
= {wi,w2,w3,w4,w5)= (4, 4, 5, 8, 9)

and m =

4),

(u>i,

w2,

w5)

15.

4. Do Exercise3 using LCBBon a dynamic state spacetree (seeSection
7.6).Usethe fixed tuple sizeformulation.
5. Write a LCBBalgorithm for the knapsackproblemusing the ideas
given in Example8.2.
6. Write a LCBBalgorithm for the knapsackproblemusing the fixed
tuple sizeformulation and the dynamic state spacetreeof Section7.6.
7. [Programmingproject]Programthe algorithmsDKnap (Algorithm 5.7),
LCBBfor knapsack,and Bknap (Algorithm7.12).
DKnapl (page399),
Comparetheseprogramsempiricallyusing randomly generateddata
as below:

and m = Xa wi/2pi [1,100],
(a) RandomWi and pi,W{ [1,100],
and m = 2 max {u>i}.
G [1,100],
(b) Randomu>i andpt,u>i [l,100],pj
=
pi Wi + 10,and m = Xa Wi/2.
(c) RandomWi, W{ [1,100],
(d) Sameas (c) exceptm = 2 max {wi}.
u>i = pi + 10,and m = J2iwi/2.
(e) Randompi,pi G [1,100],
(f) Sameas (e) exceptm = 2 max {u>i}.
Foreachn,
Obtain computingtimesfor n = 5,10,
20,
from eachof the above data sets.
generate (say) ten probleminstances
Reportaverageand worst-case
computingtimesfor eachof the above
data sets.Fromthesetimescan you say anything about the expected
behaviorof thesealgorithms?
with^j = ioj, 1< i < n, m = ^2tOj/2,
Now, generateprobleminstances
and Yl WiXi ^ m for any 0, 1assignmenttothe x^s. Obtain computing
timesfor your four programsfor n = 10,20,and 30.Now study the
in data sets(a) through (f).
effect of changingthe range to [1,1000]
In sets(c) to (f) replacepi = u>i +10by pi = u>i +100and w^ = Pi +10
\342\202\254

\342\202\254

\302\243

\342\202\254

30,40,....

by Wi=pi + 100.
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8. [Programmingproject]
(a) Programthe reductionheuristicReduceof Section8.2.Generate
severalprobleminstancesfrom the data sets of Exercise7 and
determinethe sizeof the reducedprobleminstances.Usen =
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100,200,500,and 1000.

(b) ProgramDKnap and the backtrackingalgorithm Bknap for the
knapsackproblem.Comparethe effectivenessof Reduceby
instances(as in Exercise7). Obtain average
running severalproblem
and worst-casecomputingtimesfor DKnap and Bknap for the
generatedprobleminstancesand alsofor the reducedinstances.
To the times for the reducedprobleminstances,add the time
requiredby Reduce. What conclusioncan you draw from your

experiments?

8.3

TRAVELINGSALESPERSON(*)

0(n22\")dynamic programmingalgorithmfor the travelingsalesperson
at in Section5.9.We now investigatebranch-andbound algorithmsfor this problem. Although the worst-casecomplexity
of thesealgorithmswill not be any better than 0(n22\,")
the use of good
boundingfunctions will enablethesebranch-and-boundalgorithmsto solve
someprobleminstancesin much lesstime than requiredby the dynamic
programmingalgorithm.
Let G = (V, E) be a directedgraph defining an instanceof the traveling
problem.Let Cy equalthe costof edge(i,j),Cij = oo if (i,j) 0 E,
salesperson
let
and
|V| = n. Without lossof generality, we can assumethat every tour
startsand endsat vertex1.So,the solutionspaceS is given by S = {1,n, 1|vr
= (n 1)!.Thesizeof S can be
is a permutationof (2,
, n)}.Then
reducedby restrictingS sothat
in-i,1) S iff (ij,ij+\\)G E,
0 < j < n 1,and i$ = in = 1.S can be organizedinto a state spacetree
shows
similarto that for the n-queensproblem(seeFigure7.2).Figure8.10
the tree organizationfor the caseof a completegraph with |V| = 4. Each
leafnodeL is a solutionnodeand representsthe tour defined by the path
from the rootto L. Node 14represents
the tour Iq = 1,i\\ = 3,%2 = 4, i3 = 2,
=
and 14 1.
to searchthe travelingsalesperson
To use LCBB
statespacetree,we need
to define a costfunction c(-) and two otherfunctions c(-) and u(-) such that
c(r) < c(r) < u(r) for all nodesr. The cost c(-) is such that the solution
to a shortesttour in G. One choicefor c(-) is
nodewith leastc(-)corresponds
An

problemwas arrived

3,... (l,H,i2,...,
\342\200\224

\\S\\

\302\243

\342\200\224

/
^

a\\

_

j
\\

length of tour defined by the path from the root to A, if A is a leaf
costof a minimum-costleafin the subtreeA, if A is not a leaf
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\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

8.10State spacetree for
Figure
=
= =
n

4 and i$

i^

I

\302\251

\302\251

\302\256

the travelingsalespersonproblemwith

A simplec(-) such that c(A) < c(A) for all A is obtainedby definingc(A)
tobe the lengthof the path defined at nodeA. Forexample,the path defined
= 1,2,4.It consistsof the edges(1,2)
at node6 of Figure8.10
is
and (2,4).A better c(-) can be obtainedby using the reducedcostmatrix
to G. A row (column)is said to be reducediff it containsat
corresponding
io,H,\302\2532

leastone zeroand allremainingentriesarenon-negative.A matrixis reduced
iff every row and columnis reduced.As an example
of how to reducethe
costmatrixof a given graph G, considerthe matrixof Figure8.11(a).
This
to
a
with
five
vertices.Since
tour
on
this
corresponds graph
every
graph
includesexactlyoneedge(i,j)with i = k, 1 < k < 5, and exactlyone edge
(i,j)with j = k, 1< k < 5, subtracting a constant t from every entry in
one columnor one row of the costmatrixreducesthe length of every tour
by exactlyt. A minimum-costtour remainsa minimum-costtour following
this subtractionoperation.
If t is chosento be the minimum entry in row i
(columnj),then subtractingit from allentriesin row i (columnj) introduces
a zerointo row i (columnj). Repeatingthis as often as needed,the cost
matrixcan be reduced.The total amount subtractedfrom the columnsand
rows is a lower boundon the lengthof a minimum-costtour and can be used
as the c value for the root of the state spacetree.Subtracting10,2,2,3,4,

1,and 3 from rows 1,2, 3,4, and 5 and columns1and 3 respectivelyof the

matrixof Figure8.11(a)
The
yields the reducedmatrixof Figure 8.11(b).
total amount subtractedis 25.Hence,all tours in the originalgraph have a
length at least25.
We can associatea reducedcostmatrixwith every nodein the traveling
state spacetree. Let A be the reducedcostmatrixfor nodeR.
salesperson
to including
Let S bea child of R such that the treeedge(i?,S) corresponds

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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edge(i,j)in the tour. If S is not a leaf, then the reducedcostmatrixfor
S may be obtainedas follows: (1) Changeall entriesin row i and column
any moreedgesleaving vertex i or
j of A to oo. This prevents the use of This
preventsthe use of edge(j,1).
enteringvertexj. (2) Set A(j, 1) to oo.
in
all
and
the
columns
resultingmatrixexceptfor rows and
(3) Reduce rows
columnscontainingonly oo.Let the resultingmatrixbe B. Steps(1) and
(2) are valid as no tour in the subtrees can containedgesof the type (i, k)
or (k,j)or (j,1) (exceptfor edge(i,j)).If r is the total amount subtracted
in step (3) then c(S) = c(R) +A(i,j)+r. Forleafnodes,c(-) = c() is easily
computedas eachleaf defines a uniquetour. Forthe upperbound function
u, we can use u(R) = oo for allnodesR.
00 20 30 10
15 00 16 4
3 5 00 2
19 6 18 00
16 4 7 16
(a) Cost matrix

11

\"

-I

2
4
3
00

L

10 17 0
12 00 11 2
0 3 00 0
15 3 12 00
ii 0 0 12

00

(b) Reducedcost
matrix

L = 25

Figure8.11An example
Let us now trace the progressof the LCBBalgorithmon the problem
instanceof Figure 8.11(a).
We use c and u as above. The initial reduced
matrixis that of Figure 8.11(b)
and upper = oo.The portionof the state
spacetree that getsgeneratedis shown in Figure 8.12.Starting with the
rootnodeas the _E-node, nodes2,3, 4, and 5 are generated(in that order).
Thereducedmatricescorresponding
to thesenodesareshown in Figure8.13.
Thematrixof Figure8.13(b)
is obtainedfrom that of 8.11(b)
by (1) setting
allentriesin row 1 and column3 to oo,(2) setting the elementat position
(3, 1) to oo,and (3)reducingcolumn1by subtractingby 11.Thec for node
in the reducedmatrix) + 11
3 is therefore25 + 17 (the costof edge(1,3)
= 53.Thematricesand c value for nodes2, 4, and 5 areobtainedsimilarly.
The value of upper is unchangedand node4 becomesthe next _E-node.Its
children6, 7, and 8 are generated.The live nodesat this timearenodes2,
3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Node 6 has leastc value and becomesthe next _E-node.
Nodes9 and 10are generated.Node 10is the next _E-node. The solution
node,node11,is generated.Thetour length for this nodeis c(ll)= 28 and
node5, c(5) = 31> upper.
upper is updatedto 28.For the next i?-node,
1
as
the shortestlength tour.
Hence,LCBBterminateswith 1,4, 2,5, 3,
An exerciseexamines
considerations
for the LCBB
the implementation
algorithm.A different LCBBalgorithmcan be arrived at by considering
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Numbersoutsidethe node are c values

Figure8.12Statespacetree generatedby procedureLCBB
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a different tree organizationfor the solution space.This organizationis
reachedby regardinga tour as a collectionof n edges.If G = (V, E) has e
edges,then every tour containsexactlyn of the e edges.However,for each
h 1< i < n> thereis exactlyone edgeof the form (i,j)and one of the form
organizationfor the state spaceis a binary
(k,i) in every tour. A possible
treein which a left branchrepresentsthe inclusionof a particularedgewhile
the right branch representsthe exclusionof that edge. Figure 8.14(b)
and
t
he
first
two
levels
of
two
trees
for
the
state
possible space
(c) represents
threevertex graph of Figure8.14(a).
As is true of all problems,
many state
for a given problemformulation. Different trees
spacetreesare possible
differ in the orderin which decisions
aremade.Thus, in Figure 8.14(c)
we
first decidethe fate of edge(1,2).Rather than use a staticstate spacetree,
we now considera dynamic state spacetree (seeSection7.1).This is also
a binary tree. However, the orderin which edgesare considereddepends
on the particularprobleminstancebeingsolved.We computec in the same
way as we did usingthe earlierstate spacetree formulation.
00 00 00
00 00
0 00 00
15 00 12
00 0

11

11

(a) Path

00 00
2 0
0 2
00 0
12 00

1,2;node 2

00 00 00 00 00
10 00 9 0 00
0 3 00 0 00
12 0 9 00 00
00 0 0 12 00

(d) Path

1,5;node 5

00 00 OO 00 00
1 00 0 00 00
0 3 oo oo oo
00 00 00 00 00
oo 0 0 oo oo
(g) Path

node 8
1,4,5;

\"

\"

00 00
1 00
00 3
4 3
0 0

00 00 00
00 2 0
00 0 2
00 00 0
00 12 00

00 00 00 00 00
12 00
00 0
0 3 00 00 2
00 3 12 00 0
0 0 00 00

(b) Path

1,3;node 3

(c) Path

1,4;node 4

00 00 00 00
00
00 0
00 00 00 2
00 00 00 00
00 0 00 00

00 00
1 00
00 1
00 00
0 0

00
00
00
00
oo

00
00
0
00

11

11

(e) Path

node 6
1,4,2;

00
00
00
00
0

00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

(h) Path

00
00
00
00
00

00
00
0
00
00

node 9
1,4,2,3;

11

11

(f) Path

00
00
0
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

(i) Path

Figure8.13Reducedcost matrices correspondingto nodesin

00 00
00 0
00 0
00 00
oo oo

node 7
1,4,3;
00
00
00
00
0

00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

node 10
1,4,2,5;

Figure 8.12

As an exampleof how LCBBwould work on the dynamic binary tree
Sincea total of 25
formulation,considerthe costmatrixof Figure8.11(a).
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<1,2>

(a)Graph
(b) Part of a state spacetree

exclude

<1,2>

exclude

include

<3,1>

<2,3>

(c)Part of a state spacetree

Figure8.14An example
needsto be subtractedform the rows and columnsof this matrixto obtain
the reducedmatrixof Figure8.11(b),
all tours have a length at least 25.
This fact is representedby the root of the state spacetree of Figure 8.15.
Now, we must decidewhich edgeto use to partitionthe solutionspaceinto
If edge(i,j)is used,then the left subtreeof the root represents
two subsets.
all tours includingedge(i,j)and the right subtreerepresentsall tours that
donot includeedge(i,j).If an optimaltour is includedin the left subtree,
If all optimaltours lie in the
then only n 1 edgesremainto be selected.
right subtree,then we have stillto selectn edges.Sincethe left subtree
selectsfewer edges,it shouldbe easierto find an optimalsolutionin it than
to find one in the right subtree. Consequently, we would like to chooseas
the partitioningedgean edge(i,j)that has the highestprobability of being
\342\200\224
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exclude
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<3,1>

include

<1,4>/

Figure8.15Statespacetree for Figure 8.11(a)
in an optimaltour. Severalheuristicsfor determiningsuch an edgecan be
formulated.A selectionrule that is commonly usedis selectthat edgewhich
resultsin a right subtreethat has highestc value. The logicbehindthis is
that we soonhave right subtrees(perhapsat lower levels)for which the c
value is higherthan the length of an optimaltour. Another possibility is to
choosean edgesuch that the differencein the c values for the left and right
subtreesis maximum.Otherselectionrules arealsopossible.
is used with the first of the two selectionrules statedabove
When LCBB
and the costmatrixof Figure8.11(a),
the tree of Figure8.15
is generated.
At the root node,we have to determinean edge (i,j)that will maximize
the c value of the right subtree. If we selectan edge (i,j)whose cost in
is positive,then the c value of the right
the reducedmatrix(Figure8.11(b))
subtreewill remain25.This is soas the reducedmatrixfor the right subtree
will have B(i,j)= oo and all otherentrieswill be identicalto those in
HenceB will bereducedand c cannot increase.So, we must
Figure8.11(b).
choosean edgewith reducedcost0. If we choose(1,4),then 5(1,4)= oo
and we needto subtract1 from row 1 to obtain a reducedmatrix. In this
casec will be 26.If (3,1)is selected,then 11needsto be subtractedfrom
column1to obtain the reducedmatrixfor the right subtree. So,c will be
36.If A is the reducedcost, matrixfor nodeR, then the selectionof edge
(i,j)(A(i,j)= 0) as the next partitioningedgewill increasethe c of the
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' 00 10 oo
00 00 11

0 11
2 0
00 00 00 00 00
00 3 12 oo 0
00 0 0 12 00

' 00 10 17
1 00 11
.

00
4
0

(a) Node2
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\"

00 10 oo 0 1 1
00 00 0 2 0
00 00 00 00 00
00 3 1 00 0
00 0 oo 12 00

(d) Node 5

0
2
3 oo 0
3 12 oo
0 0 12

11 ' 00

00 00 oo
00 00 00
00 0 00
00 00 00

0
2
0
00

00
00
00
0
00

00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

0 00
2 0
00 00
00 0
00 00

\"

(c) Node4

(b) Node3
00
00
00
00
00

7 oo

00
0
00
00
00

\"

.

00 0 00 00 00
00 00 oo 0 0
00 00 00 00 00
00 0 00 00 0
00 00 00 00 00

(e) Node6

(f)

Node7

Figure8.16Reducedcostmatricesfor Figure8.15
subtreeby A = mmie^:j{A(i,
j)}as this much needs
k)}+ min^lA(k,
be subtractedfrom row i and columnj to introducea zerointo both.
Foredges(1,4),
(2,5), (3,1)(3,4),
(4, 5),(5,2), and (5,3), A = 1,2, 11,0,3,
3, and 11respectively.So, eitherof the edges(3,1)or (5,3)can be used.
Let us assumethat LCBBselectsedge(3,1).
The c(2) (Figure8.15)
can be
computedin a mannersimilarto that for the state spacetreeof Figure8.12.
In the corresponding
reducedcostmatrixallentriesin row 3 and column1
will be oo.Moreoverthe entry (1,3)
will alsobe oo as inclusionof this edge
to nodes2 and 3
will result in a cycle.The reducedmatricescorresponding
are given in Figure8.16(a)
and (b). Thec values for nodes2 and 3 (as well
as for allothernodes)appearoutsidethe respectivenodes.
Node 2 is the next E-node.
Foredges(1,4),
(2,5), (4, 5),(5,2), and (5,3),
A = 3, 2,3, 3, and 11respectively.Edge(5,3) is selectedand nodes4 and 5
reducedmatricesare given in Figure8.16(c)
generated.The corresponding
and (d). Then c(4) becomes28 as we needto subtract3 from column 2
to reducethis column.Note that entry (1,5) has beenset to oo in
This is necessaryas the inclusionof edge(1,5) to the collection
8.16(c).
(5,3)}will result in a cycle. In addition,entriesin column 3 and
{(3,1),
row 5 areset to oo.Node4 is the next -E-node.The A values
to edges(1,4),
(2,5),and (4,2) are 9,2,and 0 respectively.Edge(1,4)
is selectedand nodes6 and 7 generated.The edgeselectionat node 6 is
This corresponds
to the path 5, 3, 1,4. So,entry (4,
(5,3), (1,4)}.
{(3,1),
set
to
in
In
oo Figure 8.16(e). generalif edge(i,j)is selected,then the
5) is
entriesin row i and columnj areset to oo in the left subtree.In addition,
one moreentry needsto be set to oo. This is an entry whose inclusionin
right

to

Figure

corresponding
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the set of edgeswould createa cycle (Exercise4 examineshow to
this). The next _E-node is node6. At this timethreeof the five edges
have already been selected.
The remainingtwo may be selecteddirectly.
The only possibility is {(4,2),(2,5)}.This gives the path 5, 3,1,4,2,
5 with
28.
is
to
28.
So
Node
is
the
next
_E-node.
Now
3
upper updated
length
LCBBterminatesas c(3) = 36 > upper.
In the precedingexample,LCBBwas modified slightly to handle nodes
closeto a solutionnodedifferently from other nodes.Node6 is only two
levels from a solutionnode.Rather than evaluatec at the childrenof 6 and
then obtain their grandchildren,we just obtainedan optimalsolutionfor
that subtreeby a completesearchwith no bounding. We could have done
somethingsimilarwhen generatingthe tree of Figure8.12.Sincenode6
is only two levels from the leafnodes,
we can simply skip computingc for
the childrenand grandchildrenof 6,generateall of them,and pick the best.
This works out to be quite efficient as it is easierto generatea subtreewith
a smallnumberof nodesand evaluateall the solutionnodesin it than it is
to computec for one of the childrenof 6. This latter statementis true of
of branch-and-bound.
Branch-and-boundis usedon large
many applications
subtrees.Oncea smallsubtreeis reached(say one with 4 or 6 nodesin it),
then that subtreeis fully evaluatedwithout usingthe boundingfunctions.
We have now seenseveralbranch-and-boundstrategiesfor the traveling
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determine

to determineanalytically which of
salespersonproblem.It is not possible
theseis the best.Theexercisesdescribecomputerexperiments
that
the relativeperformance
of the strategiessuggested.
empirically
determine

EXERCISES
1.Considerthe travelingsalespersoninstancedefined by the costmatrix
oo 7 3 12 8
3 oo 6 14 9
5 8 oo 6 18
9 3 5 oo
18 14 9 8 oo

11

(a) Obtain the reducedcostmatrix
(b) Usinga statespacetree formulation similarto that of Figure8.10
and c as describedin Section8.3,obtain the portionof the state

spacetree that will be generatedby LCBB.Labeleachnodeby
its c value. Write out the reducedmatricescorresponding
to each
of thesenodes.
(c) Do part (b) using the reducedmatrixmethodand the dynamic
state spacetree approachdiscussedin Section8.3.
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2. Do Exercise1usingthe following travelingsalespersoncostmatrix:

11

10
oo
8 oo 7
8 4 oo
10 5
6 9 5
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11

9 6
3 4
4 8
oo 5
5 oo

for a LCBB
3. (a) Describean efficient implementation
traveling

algorithmusingthe reducedcostmatrixapproachand (i)
a dynamic state spacetreeand (ii) a statictreeas in Figure8.10.
will generate
(b) Are thereany probleminstancesfor which the LCBB
fewer nodesusinga statictree than usinga dynamic tree? Prove
salesperson

your answer.

4. Considerthe LCBBtravelingsalespersonalgorithmdescribedusing
the dynamic state spacetree formulation.Let A and B be nodes.Let
B be a child of A.

If the edge(A, B) representsthe inclusionof edge
in the reducedmatrixfor B allentriesin row i
the
then
tour,
(i,j)
and columnj areset to oo.In addition,one moreentry is set tooo.
Obtain an efficient way to determinethis entry.
in

5. [Programmingproject]Write computerprogramsfor the following
algorithms:
traveling salesperson
(a) The dynamic programmingalgorithmof Chapter5
(b) A backtrackingalgorithmusingthe statictreeformulation of
Section

8.3

(c) A backtrackingalgorithmusing the dynamic tree formulationof

Section8.3

to (b)
(d) LCBBalgorithmcorresponding
to (c)
(e) A LCBBalgorithmcorresponding
A

Designdata sets to be used to comparethe efficiency of the above

algorithms.Randomly generateprobleminstancesfrom thesedata

setsand obtain computingtimesfor your programs.What conclusions
can you draw from your computingtimes?

8.4 EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS
of
Onecan poseseveralquestionsconcerningthe performance
characteristics
branch-and-boundalgorithmsthat find least-costanswer nodes.We might
ask questionssuch as:
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1.Doesthe use of a better starting value for upper always decreasethe
numberof nodesgenerated?

2. Isit possible
to decreasethe numberof nodesgeneratedby expanding
somenodeswith c() > upper?

3. Doesthe use of a betterc always result in a decreasein (or at leastnot
an increasein) the numberof nodesgenerated?(A
is better than
<
<
iff
for
allnodes
c\\
x.)
c\\{x) c-2(x) c(x)
4. Doesthe use of dominancerelationsever result in the generationof

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\302\2432

morenodesthan would otherwisebe generated?

In this sectionwe answer thesequestions.Although the answers to most
of the questionsexaminedagreewith our intuition, the answers to others
are contrary to intuition. However,even in casesin which the answer does
not agreewith intuition,we can expectthe performance
of the algorithmto
generally agreewith the intuitive expectations.All the following theorems
assumethat the branch-and-boundalgorithm is to find a minimum-cost
solutionnode.Consequently,c(x) = costof minimum-costsolutionnodein

subtreex.

Theorem8.2Let t be a state spacetree. The numberof nodesof t

by FIFO,LIFO,and LC branch-and-boundalgorithmscannot be
decreasedby the expansionof any nodex with c(x) > upper,whereupper
is the current upperbound on the costof a minimum-costsolutionnodein
the tree t.

generated

Proof:Thetheoremfollows from the observationthat

the value of upper
cannot be decreasedby expandingx (as c(x) > upper). Hence,such an
expansioncannot affect the operationof the algorithmon the remainderof
the tree.
\342\226\241

Theorem8.3Let U\\ and U2, U\\ < U2, be two initial upperboundson the
costof a minimum-costsolutionnodein the state spacetree t. Then FIFO,
LIFO,and LC branch-and-boundalgorithmsbeginningwith U\\ will generate
no morenodesthan they would if they startedwith U2 as the initial upper
bound.

Proof:Left as an exercise.
Theorem8.4The use of a betterc function

\342\226\241

in

conjunctionwith FIFOand

LIFObranch-and-boundalgorithmsdoesnot increasethe numberof nodes
generated.
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Proof:Left as an exercise.

\342\226\241

Theorem8.5If a betterc function

is used in a LC branch-and-bound
the numberof nodesgeneratedmay increase.

algorithm,

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Proof:Considerthe state spacetree of Figure8.17.All leaf nodesare
solutionnodes.The value outsideeachleafis its cost.Fromthesevalues it
follows that c(l)= c(3) = 3 and c(2) = 4. Outsideeachof nodes1,2, and 3

is a pair of numbers(?).Clearly, &2 is a better function than c.\\. However,
=
if C2 is used,node2 can becomethe _E-node beforenode3,as
In this caseall nine nodesof the tree will get generated.When c\\ is used,
nodes4, 5, and 6 are not generated.
\302\2432(3).

\302\2432(2)

\342\226\241

Figure8.17Exampletree for Theorem8.5
let us lookat the effect of dominancerelations.Formally, a
relationD is given by a set of tuples,D = {(h,12), m),
If (i,j) -D, then nodei is saidto dominatenodej. By this we mean that
subtreei contains a solution nodewith cost no morethan the cost of a
minimum-costsolutionnodein subtreej. Dominatednodescan be killed
without expansion.
Sinceevery nodedominatesitself, (i,i) G D for all i and D. The
(i,i) shouldnot result in the killingof nodei. In addition,it is quite
for D to contain tuples (^1,^2),
possible
(*3, u),
h)- In this
case,the transitivity of D impliesthat eachnodeik dominatesall nodes
n- Careshould be taken to leave at leastone of the ij'salive.
3
*V' I
A dominance
relationD2 is said to be strongerthan another dominance
relationD\\ iff D\\ C T>2- In the following theorems/ denotesthe identity
< i < n).
relation{(i,i)|l
Now,

dominance

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(\302\2533,

(\302\2535,

\302\2536)?

\342\202\254.

relation

(\302\2532,23),

\342\200\224

...,{in,

\342\200\224
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Theorem8.6The number of nodesgeneratedduring a FIFOor LIFO
branch-and-boundsearchfor a least-costsolutionnodemay increasewhen

a strongerdominance
relationis used.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Proof:Considerthe statespacetreeof Figure8.18.
Theonly solutionnodes

are leaf nodes.Theircost is written outsidethe node.For the remaining
nodesthe number outsideeachnode is its c value. The two dominance
relationsto use are D\\ = I and D2 = I U {(5,
2),(5,8)}. Clearly, D2 is
strongerthan D\\ and fewer nodesare generatedusing D\\ rather than D2.

a

Figure8.18Exampletree for Theorem8.6

Theorem8.7Let

relations. Let D2 be
D\\ and D2 be two dominance
and
than
such that {i,j) D2,i^ j, impliesc(i) < c(j).
D\\
stronger
An LC branch-and-bound
usingD\\ generatesat leastas many nodesas one
using D2.
\302\243

Proof:Left as an exercise.

\342\226\241

Theorem8.8If the conditionc(i) < c(j)in Theorem8.7is removed then
an LC branch-and-boundusing the relationD\\
than one usingD2.

may

generatefewer nodes

Proof:Left as an exercise.
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EXERCISES
1.ProveTheorem8.3.
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2. Prove Theorem8.4.
3.ProveTheorem8.7.
4. ProveTheorem8.8.
5. [Heuristicsearch]Heuristicsearchis a generalization
of FIFO,LIFO,
and LC searches.A heuristicfunction h(-) is used to evaluateall live
nodes.The next E-nodeis the live nodewith least h(-). Discuss
the advantagesof using a heuristicfunction h(-) different from c(-)
in the searchfor a least-costanswer node.Consider
the knapsackand
a
s
two
problems
travelingsalesperson
exampleproblems.Also consider
other
Forthese
wish.
problemsyou
any
problemsdevisereasonable
functions h(-) (different from
Obtain probleminstanceson which
heuristicsearchperformsbetter than LC-search.
\302\243(\342\200\242)).
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Chapter 9

ALGEBRAIC PROBLEMS
9.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
shift our attention away from the problemswe've dealt
previously to concentrateon methodsfor dealingwith numbersand
polynomials.Though computershave the ability already built-in to
manipulate
integersand reals,they are not directly equippedto manipulate
such as polynomials.One must
symbolic mathematical
expressions
a way to representthem and then write proceduresthat perform the
A system that allows for the manipulationof
desiredoperations.
expressions
(usually includingarbitrary precisionintegers,polynomials,
and rationalfunctions)is calleda mathematical
symbol manipulation
system.
Thesesystems have beenfruitfully used to solve a variety of scientific
problemsfor many years. The techniqueswe study herehave often led to
efficient ways to implementthe operations
offered by thesesystems.
The first designtechniquewe presentis calledalgebraictransformation.
Assume we have an input that is a memberof set Si and a function
/(/) that describeswhat must be computed.Usually the output /(/) is

In this chapterwe
with

determine

mathematical

/

alsoa memberof S\\. Though a methodmay exist for computing/(/)
using operationson elementsin Si,this methodmay be inefficient. The
algebraictransformationtechniquesuggeststhat we alter the input into
another form to producea memberof set S^- The set S2 containsexactly
for them.
the sameelementsas Siexceptit assumesa different representation
would
we
into
form?
Because
it
transformthe
another
input
Why
may be
easierto computethe function / for elementsof S2 than for elementsof S\\.
Oncethe answerin S2 is computed,an inversetransformation is performed
to yield the result in set Si.

Example9.1Let Si be the set of integersrepresentedusing decimal

and S2 the set of integersusing binary notation.Given two integers
set Si,plus any arithmeticoperationsto carry out on thesenumbers,

notation,

from

417
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today'scomputerscan transform the numbersinto elementsof set S2,
the operations,and transformthe result back into decimalform.The
algorithmsfor transformingthe numbersare familiar to most students of
computerscience.To go from elementsof set Si to set S2, repeateddivision
by 2 is used,and from set S2 to set S\\, repeatedmultiplicationis used.The
value of binary representation
is the simplificationthat resultsin the internal
of
a
circuitry
computer.
perform

\342\226\241
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Example9.2Let S\\ bethe setof n-degreepolynomials (n > 0) with integer
coefficientsrepresented
by a list of theircoefficients;
e.g.,

A(x) = anxn +

+ a\\x + a^

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

The set S2 consistsof exactlythe sameset of polynomials but is
by theirvalues at 2n + 1 points;that is,the 2n + 1pairs(xi, A(xi)),
1< i < 2n + 1,would representthe polynomial A. (At this stagewe won't
but for now you can considerthem
worry about what the values of
consecutiveintegers.)The function / to be computedis the one that
determines the productof two polynomials A(x) and B(x),assumingthe set
Si representationto start with. Rather than forming the productdirectly
using the conventionalmethod(which requires0(n2)operations,where n
is the degreeof A and B and any possible
growth in the sizeof the
is ignored),we couldtransformthe two polynomials into elements
coefficients
of the set S^- We do this by evaluating A(x) and B(x) at 2n + 1 points.
Theproductcan now be computedsimply, by multiplying the corresponding
of A(x)B(x) in set S2 is given by the
points together.The representation
1<
<
i
2n
+
tuples (xj, A(xi)B(xi)),
1,and requiresonly 0(n)operations
to compute.We can determinethe productof A(x)B(x) in coefficient form
by finding the polynomial that interpolates
(or satisfies)these2n + 1points.
It is easy to show that thereis a uniquepolynomial of degree< 2n that goes
represented

through 2n + 1points.

Figure9.1describesthesetransformationsin a graphicalform indicating
the two paths one can take to reachthe coefficient productdomain,either
directly by conventionalmultiplicationor indirectly by algebraic
The transformationin one directionis effected by evaluationwhereas
the inverse transformationis accomplished
by interpolation.The value of
the schemerests entirely on whether thesetransformationscan be carried
transformation.

out efficiently.

For instance,if A(x) = 3x2+ 4x + 1 and B{x)= x1 + 2x + 5, these
can be representedby the pairs (0,1),
(1,8),(2,21),(3,40),and (4,65)and
and
(3,20), (4,29),respectively.Then A{x)B{x)in S2
(0,5),(1,8),(2,13),
takesthe form (0,5), (1,64),(2,273),(3,800),and (4,1885).
\342\226\241

The world of algebraicalgorithmsis sobroadthat we only attempt to
a few of the interestingtopics.In Section9.2we discussthe question

cover
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conventional
multiplication
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S

i

:coefficients

product

evaluation

:

interpolation
V

S2 points

point product

pairwise
multiplication

Figure9.1Transformationtechniquefor polynomial products
of polynomial evaluationat one or morepoints and the inverse operation
of polynomial interpolation
at n points.
Then in Section9.3we discussthe

sameproblemsas in Section9.2but this time assumingthe n points are
nth rootsof unity. This is shown to be equivalent to computingthe Fourier
transform.We alsoshow how the divide-and-conquer
strategy leadsto the
fast Fouriertransform algorithm.In Section9.4we shift our attention to
of modulararithmetic.Modular
integerproblems,in this casethe processes
arithmeticcan be viewedasa transformationschemethat is useful for
Moreover we seethat
up largeprecisioninteger arithmeticoperations.
transformationinto and out of modularform is a specialcaseof evaluation
and interpolation.Thus thereis an algebraicunity to Sections9.2,9.3,and
9.4.Finally, in Section9.5we presentasymptotically efficient algorithmsfor
n-point evaluationand interpolation.
speeding

EXERCISES
1.Devisean algorithmthat

acceptsa numberin decimaland produces
the equivalent numberin binary.
2. Devisean algorithmthat performsthe inverse transformationof
Exercise

1.
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3. Show the tuples that would result by representingthe polynomials
5x2+3x+10and 7x+4at the values x = 0,1,2,
3,4,5, and 6.What set
of tuplesis sufficient torepresentthe productof thesetwo polynomials?
4. If A(x) = anxn + + a\\x + a0,then the derivative of A(x), A'(x) =
nanxn~l + + a\\. Devisean algorithmthat producesthe value of a
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

the number
polynomial and its derivative at a point x = v. Determine
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of

requiredarithmeticoperations.

9.2 EVALUATIONAND INTERPOLATION
In this sectionwe examinethe operationson polynomials of evaluationand

searchfor efficient algorithms,we seeexamplesof
designstrategy calledalgebraicsimplification.When appliedto
problems,algebraicsimplificationrefersto the processof reexpressing
formulas sothat the requirednumber of operationsto
computational
theseformulas is minimized.One issuewe ignorehereis the numerical
stability of the resulting algorithms.Though this is often an important
it is toofar from our purposes.
consideration,
A univariatepolynomial is generallywritten as
interpolation.As

we

another
algebraic

compute

A(x) = anxn + an_\\xn~l+

+ a\\x + ao

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

wherex is an indeterminate
and the a\\ may be integers,floating point
or moregenerallyelementsof a commutativering or a field.If an ^ 0,
then n is calledthe degreeof A.
When considering
the representation
of a polynomial by its coefficients,
thereare at least two alternatives.The first callsfor storing the degree
numbers,

followed by

degree+ 1coefficients:

(n,a\342\200\236,a\342\200\236_i,...,ai,a0)

This is termedthe dense representation
becauseit explicitlystoresall
coefficientswhetheror not they arezero.We observethat for a polynomial
is wasteful sinceit requires1002
such as x1000+ 1 the denserepresentation

locationsalthoughthereare only two nonzeroterms.
Thesecondrepresentation
callsfor storing only eachnonzerocoefficient
and its corresponding
exponent;for example,if all the a{ are nonzero,then
the polynomial is storedas
(n,a\342\200\236,n-l,a\342\200\236_i,...

,l,ai,0,a0).

This is termedthe sparserepresentation
becausethe storagedependsdirectly
on the numberof nonzerotermsand not on the degree.Fora polynomial
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1 AlgorithmStraightEval(A,n, v)
{
r := 1;s := ao;
for i :=1to n do
{
r := r * v;
s :=s + di * r;
7
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2
3
4
5
6
8
9

10 }

}
returns;

Algorithm9.1Straightforward evaluation
degreen, all of whosecoefficientsare nonzero,this second
requiresroughly twice the storageof the first. However, that is the
worst case.
Forhigh-degreepolynomials with few nonzeroterms,the second
is many timesbetter than the first.
representation
Secondarilywe note that the termsof a polynomial will often be linked
togetherrather than sequentially stored.However,we will avoid this
that we can accessthe ith
complication in the following algorithmsand assume
of

representation

aj.

coefficient by writing
Supposewe are given the polynomial A(x) = anxn+ + ao and we wish
to evaluateit at a point v, that is,computeA(v). The straightforward or
right-to-leftmethodaddsa\\v to ao and a,2V2 to this sum and continuesas
The analysis of this algorithmis quite simple:
describedin Algorithm
2n multiplications,
n additions,
and 2n + 2 assignmentsaremade(excluding
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

9.1.

the for loop).

An improvement to this procedure
was devisedby IsaacNewton in 1711.
to evaluatethe
Thesameimprovement was used by W. G. Hornerin 1819
coefficientsof A(x + c). The methodcameto be known as Horner'srule.
They rewrotethe polynomial as

A(x) =

{{anx+ an-i)x+

\342\200\242\342\200\242

(\342\200\242

a\342\200\236_2)x

H

h

a\\)x+ a0

This is our first and perhapsmost famous exampleof algebraic
The function for evaluationthat is basedon this formula is given
simplification.

Algorithm 9.2.

in

n additions,and n + 1
Horner'srule requiresn multiplications,
the
for
Thus
we
see that it is an improvement
loop).
(excluding
over the straightforward methodby a factor of 2. In fact in Chapter10
assignments
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1 AlgorithmHorner(A,n,v)

2
o
4
5
6

{
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\\\342\200\224

}

Q>n*i

:=n 1to 0 step
{
s :=s * v + a;;
}
returns;
for i

7

8
9

S

\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

do

Algorithm9.2Horner'srule
we

seethat Horner'srule yields the optimalway

polynomial.

to evaluatean nth-degree

Now suppose
we consider
of a polynomial, A(x) =
the sparserepresentation
w
herethe
0
and
> e\\ > 0. The
+ a\\xei,
amiCm +
ai ^
em > em_i >
when
to this sparse
straightforward algorithm(Algorithm
generalized
is
in
case, given Algorithm
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

9.3.

9.1),

1 AlgorithmSStraightEval(A,m,v)

2
3
4
5
6

straightforward evaluation.
// mSparse
// is numberof nonzeroterms.
{
s:=0;
i :=1
m

7

8
9

10

11 }

for

to do

{
s := s + (ii * Power(v, e*);
}
returns;

Algorithm9.3Sparseevaluation
Power(v,e)returns ve. Assuming that ve is computedby repeated
and
with v, this operationrequirese 1 multiplications
\342\200\224

multiplication

m additions,and
9.3requiresem + em_i + + e\\ multiplications,
can
1
This
is
inefficient
and
+ assignments.
easily be improved
horribly

Algorithm

m

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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1 AlgorithmNStraightEval(A, m,v)
{
s := eo := 0;t := 1;
for i :=1to m do
{
r := Power(7j,ej e;_i);
:=t *r;
7
8
s := s + aj * i;
9
}
10
returns;

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224
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f

Algorithm9.4Evaluating a

exponentform
by

polynomial represented in coefficient-

an algorithmbasedon computing

Algorithm

ve\\ve2-elvel,ve3-e2ve2,...
9.4requireseTO + tn multiplications,
3th + 3 assignments,tn

additions,and m subtractions.
A moreclever schemeis to generalize
Horner'sstrategy

in

the revised

formula

A{x)=

+ am-x)xe\342\204\242-x-em-2 +
a2K2~ei+ ax)xei
{{amxem-em^
The function of Algorithm 9.5is basedon this formula. The number of
requiredis
multiplications
h (ei
e0 1) + m = em
(em em_i 1)
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240+

{\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\226\240

-

-

H

- -

which is the degreeof A. In additionthereare m additions,m subtractions,
and m + 2 assignments.Thus we see that Horner'srule is easily adapted
to eitherthe sparseor the densepolynomial modeland in both casesthe
numberof operationsis boundedand linearin the degree.With a littlemore
work onecan find an even better method,assuminga sparserepresentation,
for a hint.)
which requiresonly m+log2em multiplications.
(Seethe exercises
Given n points (xj,j/j), the interpolationproblemis to find the coefficients

degree< n 1that goesthrough thesen
the
answer
to this problemwas given by Lagrange:
points.Mathematically

of the uniquepolynomial A(x) of

\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmSHorner(A,m,t;)
{
s :=e0 :=0;
for i :=m to 1 step do
{
s :=(s + a,i) * Power(*u, e; e;_i);

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\2241
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7

8
9

}

-

}
returns;

Algorithm9.5Horner'srule for a sparserepresentation

w l<i<n
e
=

\\

ni/j

(x

\\
\342\200\224

(Xj

Xj)
Xj)

vl<j'<n

(9.1)

Vi

J

To verify that A(x) doessatisfy the n points, we observethat

/
A{xi)

\\

n

j

(Xj

Xj

\\Xi

Xj)

Vi

= Vi

(9.2)

J

sinceevery other term becomeszero. The numerator of eachterm is a
productof n 1factorsand hencethe degreeof A is < n 1.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

and (2,21).UsingEquation
Example9.3Considerthe input (0,1),
(1,10),

9.1,we get

-

(*-l)(*-2)c(x-0)(x-2)in(x-0)(x-l)21
(orry(o_2)0+(1^0)(T^2)iU+(2-0)(2-l)Zi
= |(x2-3x
+ 2)-10(x2-2x)
+ f (x2-x)

A(t) ~

A\\x)

=
We

I

3x2 + 2x+ 5

can verify that A(0) = 5, A(l) = 10,and A(2) = 21.

\342\226\241

We now give an algorithm(Algorithm 9.6)that producesthe coefficients
of A{x)usingEquation
We needto performsomeadditionand mul-

9.1.
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tiplicationof polynomials.So we assumethat the operators+,*, /, and
have beenoverloadedto take polynomials as operands.

1 AlgorithmLagrange(X,Y, n, A)
arrays containing
II nX and Y areone-dimensional
1< i < n. A is a
II points (xj,yj),
II polynomial that interpolatesthesepoints.

2
3
4
5
6

{

// poly is a polynomial.

A:= 0;
for i := 1to n do
{
poly := 1;denom:= 1;
for j :~1to n do
if (i ^ j) then
{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

-

poly :=poly * {x X[j]);
II x X[j] is a degreeone polynomial in
\342\200\224

denom:= denom* (X[i] X\\j]);

x.

\342\200\224

A

}

}

}

:= A+

(poly * Y[i\\ldenom);

Algorithm9.6Lagrangeinterpolation
An analysis of the computingtime of Lagrange is instructive. The if
statementis executedn2 times. The time to computeeachnew value of
denomis one subtractionand one multiplication,
but the executionof * (as
constant
timeper call.Sincethe
to
m
ore
than
applied polynomials)requires
of * is proportional
to
of
x
is
the
time
one
execution
for
one,
degree
X\\j]
the degreeof poly, which is at most j 1 on the jth iteration.
Thereforethe totalcostof the polynomial multiplicationstep is
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Eii-'i-

E
l<i<nl<j<n

\302\243

\\<i<n

(^-\302\273)
7
V

= n2(n + l)/2-n2
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Thus

0/\"1) = 0(n3)

\302\243

\302\243

l<i<nl<j<n

(9.3)

Thisresult is discouragingbecauseit is sohigh. Perhapswe shouldsearch
a bettermethod.Supposewe already have an interpolatingpolynomial
A(x) such that A(xi) = yi for 1 < i < n and we want to add just one
morepoint (in+i, Vn+i)- How would we computethis new interpolating
polynomial given the fact that A(x) was already available?If we couldsolve
this problemefficiently, then we could apply our solutionn timesto get an
n-point interpolatingpolynomial.
Let Gj-i(x)interpolatej 1 points (xk, yk), 1 < k < j, so that
Gj-i(xk)= yk. Also let -Dj_i(x) = (x x\\) (x Xj-i).Then we can
computeGj(x) by the formula
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for

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

We

but

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

Gj{x)= [y3

- Gi^ixj)]^^-+ Gj-^x)

Gj{xk)= [Vj

- Gj^ixj)]^-1^]
+ G^(xk)

(9.4)

observethat

Dj-i(xk)= 0 for 1< k < j. So
Gj{xk)= Gj-i(xk)= yk

Also we observethat

Gj{xj) =
=
=

to-Gj-tixfl^^^+ Gj-iixj)
+ Gj-i{xj)
Vj-Gj-i{xj)
Vj

and (2,21).Here
Example9.4 Consideragain the
input (0,5), (1,10),
=
=
=
G\\{x) 5 and D\\{x) (x
G2(x)=

[y2

\342\200\224

x\\)

x.

- G1(x2)}^\\+ Gi(x)= (10- 5)^ + 5 = 5x+ 5
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Also, D2(x)= (x

\342\200\224

x\\){x

= {x 0)(x 1) = x2

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\302\2432)

\342\200\224
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\342\200\224

x. Finally,

- G2{x3)}^\\+ G2{x)
\"2+ 2x+ 5
+ (5a; + 5) = 3x2
[21-

G3(x) =

[y3

X2
, Ob

.

\342\200\242*-\342\200\242./\342\226\240_

_

\\

\342\226\241
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15]\342\200\224\342\200\224-

Having verified that this formula is correct,we presentan algorithm
9.7) for computingthe interpolatingpolynomial that is basedon

(Algorithm

of Horner's
Equation 9.4.Noticethat from the equation,two applications
rule are required,one for evaluatingGj-i(x)at Xj and the otherfor

Dj-i(x)at

evaluating

Xj.

1 AlgorithmInterpolate^,Y,n,G)
:n] and Y[l :n] are the
// nAssumeofn > 2. X[lThe
points.
pairs
uniqueinterpolating
//
// polynomial of degree< n is returnedin G.

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

{

D is a polynomial.
//
:=
G Y[l];// G beginsas a constant.
D := x X[l];// D is a linearpolynomial.
for :=2 to n do
\342\200\224

j

10
11 { denom:= Horner(.D,j l,X[j]);// EvaluateD at X\\j].
:=Horner(6',
12
j 2,X[j]);// Evaluate G at X[y].
G :=G + (D * (Y[j] num)/denom);
13
D :=D * (x X[j});
14
15
}
16 }
n\302\253m

-

-- -

Algorithm9.7 Newtonian interpolation
On the jth iterationD has degreej
the invocationsof Horner require

\342\200\224

I and G has degreej 2. Therefore
\342\200\224

= n2-4n+ 3
J2 (i - l+J-2)= n(n-l)-3(n-1)
l<j<n-l

(9.5)

in total.Theterm (Y\\j]
multiplications
num)/denomin Algorithm 9.7is
and
a constant.Multiplying this constant by D requiresj multiplications
\342\200\224
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Theadditionwith G
X[j] requiresj multiplications.
Thus the remainingstepsrequire
requireszeromultiplications.
multiplying D by x

\342\200\224

(2j)=n(n-l)

(9.6)

l<j<n-l
\302\243

operations,sothe entirealgorithmInterpolaterequires0(n2)operations.
In conclusionwe observethat for a densepolynomial of degreen,
can be accomplished
using 0(n)operationsor, for a sparsepolynomial
with m nonzerotermsand degreen, evaluationcan be done using at most
Also, given n points,we can producethe
0(m+ n) = 0{n)operations.
in
interpolatingpolynomial 0(n2)time. In Chapter10we discussthe
of the optimality of Horner'srule for evaluation. Section9.5presents
an even fasterway to performthe interpolationof n pointsas well as the
evaluationof a polynomial at n points.
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evaluation

question

EXERCISES
1.Devisea divide-and-conqueralgorithmto evaluatea polynomial at

a

point.Analyze carefully the time for your algorithm.How doesit
compareto Horner'srule?

2. Presentalgorithmsfor overloadingthe operators+ and * in
of

the case

polynomials.

3. Assume that polynomials such as A(x) = anxn + + ao are
usingthe denseform.Presentan algorithmthat overloadsthe
operators+ and = to performthe instructionr = s + t;,wherer, s,
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

represented

and t are arbitrary polynomials.

4. Usingthe sameassumptionsas for Exercise3,write an algorithmto
performr = s * t\\.
5. Let A(x) = anxn + + ao,p = n/2 and q = \\n/2]. Then a variation
of Horner'srule statesthat
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

A(x) =

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(\342\200\242

+ (i2P--2)x2 )x2+ a0
+ a,2q-'i)x2 )x2+ a\\)x
{a2q-\\x2

{a,2pX2
\342\200\242\342\200\242

+((\342\200\242

H

H

Show how to use this formula to evaluateA(x) at x = v and x =

\342\200\224v.

6. Given the polynomial A(x) in Exercise5 devise an algorithm that
computesthe coefficientsof polynomial A(x + c) for someconstant c.
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7. Supposethe polynomial A(x) has realcoefficientsbut we wish to
A at the complex
numberx = u + iv, u and v beingreal. Develop
an algorithmto do this.
8. Supposethe polynomial A(x) = amxem + +a\\xei,whereai ^ 0 and
> ei > 0, is representedusingthe sparseform.Write
em > em-l>
a function PAdd(r,s,t) that computesthe sum of two suchpolynomials
r and s and storesthe result in t.
evaluate

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

9. Using the same assumptions as

in

Exercise8, write a

function

computesthe productof the polynomials r and s
and placesthe result in t. What is the computingtimeof your
PMult(r, s,t) that

function?

10.Determinethe polynomial of smallestdegreethat interpolatesthe
points (0,1),(1,2), and (2, 3).

11.Given n points (xi, yj), 1< i < n, devisean algorithmthat

computes

both the interpolatingpolynomial A(x) and its derivative at the same
time. How efficient is your algorithm?
12.Provethat the polynomial of degree< n that interpolatesn + 1points
is unique.
13.The binary methodfor exponentiationuses the binary expansionof
the exponentn to determinewhen to squarethe temporary result and
when to multiply it by x. Sincethereare [lognj+ 1bitsin n, the
algorithmrequiresO(logn) operations;this algorithmis an orderof
magnitudefaster than iteration.The methodappearsas Algorithm
1.20.Show how to use the binary methodto evaluatea sparse

timem + log em.
14.Supposeyou are given the real and imaginary parts of two complex
numbers.Show that the realand imaginary partsof theirproductcan
be computedusingonly threemultiplications.
15. (a) Show that the polynomials ax + b and ex + d can be multiplied
usingonly threescalarmultiplications.
(b) Employ the above algorithmto devisea divide-and-conquer
algorithm to multiply two given nth degreepolynomials in time
polynomial

in

9(nl0S23).

16.TheFibonaccisequenceis dennedas /o = 0, f\\ = 1,and

fn-2 n>2.Give an O(logn) algorithmto compute
f\302\260r

/\342\200\236.

fn-l
Jn

1
1 1

0
\342\200\224

/\342\200\236

= jn-\\ +
(Hint:

fn-2
fn-l
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9.3

THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM

If one is ableto devisean algorithmthat is an orderof magnitudefaster than
When the
any previousmethod,that is a worthy accomplishment.
is for a processthat has many applications,
then that accomplishment
improvement

and practitioners.This is the case
has a significant impacton researchers
Fouriertransform.No algorithmimprovement has had a greater
impactin the recentpast than this one. TheFouriertransformis used by
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of the fast

electricalengineers
in a variety of ways includingspeechtransmission,
coding
and
theory,
imageprocessing.But beforethis fast algorithmwas developed,
the use of this transformwas considered
impractical.
TheFouriertransform of a continuousfunction a(t) is given by
dt
a{t)t2m!t
/oo
-oo

(9.7)

whereasthe inverse transformof A(f) is
a{t) =

1

fOO

2i J

QOA{f)e~2nift

(9'8)

df

Thei in the above two equationsstands for the squarerootof
The
The variable t is often regarded
constant e is the baseof the natural logarithm.
as time, and / is taken to mean frequency. Then the Fouriertransform is
interpretedas taking a function of timeinto a function of frequency.
to this continuousFouriertransformis the discreteFourier
Corresponding
transform which handlessamplepointsof a(t),namely, uq,
a^-i.The
discreteFouriertransformis dennedby
\342\200\2241.

ai,...,

Aj

Y, ake2^k/N, 0<j<N~l

=

(9.9)

0<fc<iV-l

and the inverse is
ak

= lJ

E Aje-W/N, 0<k<N-l

0<j<N-l

(9.10)

In the discretecasea set of N samplepointsis given and a resultingset of
N points is produced.
An important fact to observeis the closeconnection
betweenthe discreteFouriertransformand polynomial evaluation. If we
imaginethe polynomial

~2
a(x) = a^v-ix ~l+aN-2X +

+ a\\x +

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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then the FourierelementAj is the value of a(x) at x = ioJ', wherew = e2m'N.
Similarly for the inverse Fouriertransform if we imaginethe polynomial with
the Fouriercoefficients

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

A(x) = AN^xN~l + AN-2xN~2+

+ Axx + A0

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

then each a^ is the value of A(x)/N at x = (w~1)k,where w = e27ri/N.
Thus, the discreteFouriertransform corresponds
exactlyto the evaluation
of a polynomial at N points:
.
w\302\260,wl,...,w
Fromthe precedingsectionwe know that we can evaluatean iVth-degree
We apply Horner'srule
polynomial at N points using 0(N2)operations.
oncefor eachpoint.The fast Fouriertransform (abbreviatedFFT)is an
algorithmfor computingtheseN values usingonly 0(NlogN) operations.
This algorithmwas popularized
by J. M. Cooley and J. W. Tukey in 1965,
and the longhistory of this methodwas tracedby J. M. Cooley,P.A. Lewis
and P. D. Welch.
A hint that the Fouriertransform can becomputed
fasterthan by Horner's
rule comesfrom observingthat the evaluationpoints are not arbitrary but
are in fact very special.
They are the N powers wJ for 0 < j < N 1,where
=
e2nt'N. The point w is a primitive iVth root of unity in the complex
w
\342\200\224

plane.

Definition9.1An elementw
Nth. root of unity

in

if

a commutativering is calleda primitive

1.w ^ 1
2. wN = 1
3-

-

wjp = 0, 1< j < N 1
Eo<P<iv-i

\342\226\241

= i.
+ i sin{n/2)
Example9.5Let N = 4. Then, w = e7\"/2 = cos(tt/2)
=
=
=
=
1.
l + ij + i2j + i3j 0.
wJP
Thus, w ^ 1,and w4 i4
Also,
\342\226\241

\302\2430<P<3

We now presenttwo simplepropertiesof iVth rootsfrom which we can
seehow the FFTalgorithmcan easily be understood.

Theorem9.1Let N = 2n and supposewisaprimitive iVth rootof unity.

Then -vp = wJ+n.

Proof:Here{w^+n)2=

{wj)2{wn)2= {w^)2{w2n)= {w^)2sincewn = 1.
that w> ^ vji+n, so we can conclude
that

Sincethe w^ are distinct,we know
wJ+n = -WJ.
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Theorem9.2Let N = 2n and w a primitive iVth root of unity.
is a primitive nth root of unity.

Then w2

Proof:SincewN = w2n = 1,(w2)n = 1;this impliesw2 is an nth root of

j<

1sinceotherwise
unity. In additionwe observethat (w2)3 ^ 1for 1<
we would have wk = 1 for 1< k < 2n = N which would contradictthe fact
that w is a primitive Nth rootof unity. Therefore
w2 is a primitive nth root
of unity.
n\342\200\224
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Fromthis theoremwe can concludethat if w3\\ 0 < j < N 1,are
the primitive iVth rootsof unity and N = 2n, then w2j, 0 < j < n 1,are
primitive nth rootsof unity. Usingthesetwo theorems,we are ready toshow
how to derive a divide-and-conquer
algorithmfor the Fouriertransform.The
of
is
the
complexity
algorithm 0(NlogN), an orderof magnitudefasterthan
the 0(N2)of the conventionalalgorithmwhich uses polynomial evaluation.
Again let ajv-i, &o be the coefficientsto be transformedand let a(x) =
ajsi-ixN~l+ + a\\x + clq. We breaka(x) into two parts, one of which
containseven-numberedexponentsand the otherodd-numbered
exponents.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

a(x) = ((lN-lXN~l+ dN-3XN~3+ + CL\\x)
+ (aN_2xN~2 + a<ix2 + a0)
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

H

Letting y = x2,we can rewritea{x)as a sum of two polynomials.

a{x) = {aN-iyn~l+ aN-3yn~2

+ ax)x
+ {aN_2yn~1+ aN-4yn~2 + + a0)
= c{y)x+ b{y)
H

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

Recallthat the values of the Fouriertransformare a(ioJ'),0 < j < N 1.
Thereforethe values of a(x) at the points up, 0 < j < n 1,are now
as
expressible
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

a{w^) = c{w2:')w:j
+b(w2:>)

a{wj+n) = -c{w2j)wJ+b{w2j)

Thesetwo formulas are computationallyvaluable in that they revealhow
takea problemof sizeN and transformit into two identicalproblemsof
sizen = N/2.Thesesubproblems
are the evaluationof b(y) and c(y), each
of degreen
1,at the points (w2)3, 0 < j < n 1,and thesepoints are
to

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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and we can
primitive nth roots.This is an exampleof divide-and-conquer,
the
the
of points
number
as
as
divide-and-conquer
strategy again long
apply
remainseven. This leadsus to always chooseN as a power of 2, N = 2m,
for then we can continueto carry out the splitting procedureuntil a trivial
problemis reached,namely, evaluatinga constant polynomial.
FFT (Algorithm 9.8)combines
alltheseideasinto a recursiveversionof
the fast Fouriertransformalgorithm.Denserepresentation
for polynomials
is assumed. We overload the operators+,
*, and = with regardto

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\200\224,

complexnumbers.

1 AlgorithmFFT(iV, a(x), w, A)
= apf-ix 1 + + ao, and w is a
II N = 2m, a(x)
II primitive iVth root of unity. A[0 :N 1]is set to
// the values a(wJ), 0 < j < N 1.

2
3
4
5
6

=

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

{

7

8
9

c are polynomials.
// b and and
B,C,
wp are complexarrays.
//
if N = 1then
:=

else
{

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

n

a0;

A[0]

:= N/2;

b(x) :=aAf_2x\"_1+
c(x) := ajv_ix\"_1+
FFT(n, b{x), w2, B)-,
FFT(n, c{x),w2, C);

+ a^x + ao;
+ a^x + a\\\\

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

wp[\342\200\224l]

for j

{

:= l/w;

:=0 to n 1do
\342\200\224

wp[j] := w * wp[j

\342\200\224

1];

:=B\\j] - wp[j] * C\\j];

A\\j]:=B\\j]+wp\\j]*C\\j]>,

22
23

24

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

}

}

}

A[j + n]

Algorithm9.8Recursivefast Fouriertransform
Now let us derive the computingtimeof FFT.Let T(N) be the timefor
the algorithmappliedto N inputs. Then we have
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T{N)= 2T{N/2)+ DN
where D is a constant and DN is a bound on the time neededto form
b(x), c(x), and A. SinceT(l) = d, where d is anotherconstant, we can
repeatedlysimplify this recurrencerelationto get

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

+ D2m
T(2m) = 2T{2m~l)
= Dm2m+ T{l)2m
= DN log2 N + dN
= 0(Nlog2N)
Supposewe return briefly

to the problemconsidered
at the beginningof

this chapter,the multiplication
of polynomials.The transformation
calls
and
for
technique
B(x)at 2N + 1 points (whereN is the
evaluatingA(x)
the
of
A
and
degree
B),computing 2N + 1 productsA(xi)B(xi),and then

finding the
interpolating

productA(x)B(x) in coefficient form by computingthe
polynomial that satisfiesthesepoints.In Section9.2we saw that
evaluationand interpolationrequired0(N2)operations,so that

iV-point
no asymptotic improvement is gainedby using this transformationover the
conventionalmultiplication
algorithm.However,in this sectionwe have seen
that if the points are chosento be the N = 2m distinct powers of a
iVth root of unity,
then evaluationand interpolation
can be done using
at most 0(NlogN) operations.
Thereforeby using the fast Fourier
polynomialsin 0(NlogN)
algorithm,we can multiply two iV-degree
primitive

transform

operations.
Thedivide-and-conquer
strategy plus somesimplepropertiesof primitive
Nth rootsof unity leadsto a very nice conceptualframework for

the FFT.Theabove analysis shows that asymptotically it is better
than the directmethodby an orderof magnitude.Howeverthe version we
have produceduses auxiliary spacefor b, c,B, and C.We needto study this
algorithmmoreclosely to eliminatethis overhead.
understanding

Example9.6 Considerthe casein which a(x) = a3x3+ a,2X2 + a\\x +
Let us walk through the executionof Algorithm 9.8on this input. Here
N = 4, n = 2, and w = i. The polynomials b and c are constructedas
b(x) = a2x+ ao and c(x) = a3x + a\\. Function FFT is invoked on b(x)
and c(x) to get B[0]= ao + 0,2, B[l]= ao + a2w2', C[0]= a\\ + 03,and
a\302\256.

C[l]= ai +a3w2.

In the for loop,the array A[ ] is modified.When j = 0, wp[0] = 1.
+ a3 and A[2] = B[0] C[0]=
Thus, A[0] = B[0]+ C[0]= a0+al+a2

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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w6

\342\200\224

=

a\\

\342\200\224

=

ao
When

CJ3

-1).
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+ ai'u;2 + a2^4 + (I3W6 (sincew2 = l,w4 = 1,
j = 1,wp[l] = w. Then A[l] = B[l]+ wC[l]
\342\200\224

= a,o+a,2W2+w(ai+a,3W2)= ao+a\\w+a2W2+asw3and A[3] = B[l] wC[l]
= ao+a,2W2\342\200\224w{a\\+azw2)
=
= ao+a\\w3+a,2W6+azw9
(sincew2 = l,w4 = 1,and w6 =
\342\200\224

ao\342\200\224a\\w+a2W2\342\200\224a^w3

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

\342\200\2241).
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9.3.1An In-placeVersionof the FFT
Recallthat

if we view

the elementsof the vector (ao,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242,

ojv-i)to be

as coefficientsof a polynomial a(x), then the Fouriertransform is
the sameas computinga{w3)for 0 < j < N. This transformationis also
equivalent to computingthe remainderwhen a(x) is divided by the linear
polynomial x w3, for if q{x) and c are the quotient and remaindersuch
transformed

\342\200\224

that

a{x)= (x w3)q{x)+ c
\342\200\224

then a{wJ) = 0 * q{x)+ c = c. We could divide a(x) by theseN linear
Insteadwe make
polynomials,but that would require0(N'2)operations.
use of the principlecalledbalancingand computetheseremainders
with the
help of a processthat is structuredlike a binary tree.
Considerthe productof the linearfactors(x
wl) {x w7) =
All the intermediate
termscanceland leave only the exponents
x%
If we selectout from this product
eight and zerowith nonzerocoefficients.
the even- and odd-degree
a
similar
terms,
phenomenonoccurs:(x
(x
=
and
(x wl)(x w3) (x w5)(x w7) =
w2)(x wA){x w6) (x4
(x4 w4). Continuingin a similarfashion, we see in Figure9.2that the
selectedproductshave only two nonzeroterms and we can continuethis
splittinguntil only linearfactorsare present.
of a(x) by eight linear
Now supposewe want to computethe remainders
factors(x w\302\260),...,(x w7). We beginby computingthe remainderof a(x)
divided by the productd{x)=
(x w7). lia(x)= q(x)d(x)+r(x),
=
<
<
0
since
then a(wJ) r{w3), j 7,
d(wJ) = 0 and the degreeof r(x) is less
than the degreeof d(x) which equals8. Now we divide r(x) by x4
and
obtain s(x),and by x4 w4 and obtain t(x).Then a(10?)= r(w^) = s(wi)
for j = 0,2,4,and 6 and a(wJ) = r(wJ) = t(wJ) for j = 1,3,5,
and 7 and
o
f
t
4.
we
x2
s
and
areless
than
Next
divide
and
x2 w4
degrees
s(x) by
and obtain remaindersu(x) and v(x), where a(wJ) = u(wJ) for j = 0 and
4 and a(wJ) = v(wJ) for j = 2 and 6. Noticehow eachdivisor has only
two nonzerotermsand so the division processwill be fast. Continuingin
with the eight values a(x) mod(x wl) for
this way, we eventually conclude
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

w\302\260)(x

\342\200\224

w\302\260.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

w\302\260)

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

w\302\260)

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

(x\342\200\224w\302\260)

\342\200\224

w\302\260

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

w\302\260

j =0,1,...,7.

\342\200\224
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\\<i<m

c2m~i+1= Y c2m = c2mm = 0{NlogN)
l<i<m
l<j'<2i_1

Y

Example9.7 Now supposewe simulatethe algorithmas it works on the
particularcaseN = 4. We assumeas inputs the symbolic quantitiesa[l]=
ao> a[2] = 0,1,
a[3] = a,2, and a[4] = 03.Initially m = 2 and iV = 4. After
the first for loopis completed,
the array containsthe elementspermutedas
ao,a[2] = 02,a[3] = ai,and a[4] = 03.The main for loopis executed
a[l]
for i = 1 and i = 2. After the i = 1 pass is completed,
the array contains
=
=
=
=
and
+
+
a^,
a[l] ao 0(2) a[2] ao a2, a[3]
a[4] ai a.3.At this
=
1and in this casew2 = 1
point we observethat in generalthat wNl2
and the complexnumber expressedas the 2-tuplecos7r+ i sin-zr) is equal
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

a,\\

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

=
to w. At the end of the algorithmthe final values in the array a are
=
=
ao + ai + a2 + a3,a[2] clq + wcli +w2a,2+ w3a,3,a[3] ao + w2ai + a2 + ^2a3,
and a[4] = ao + ufia\\ + w2a,2+ wa^.

a[l]

\342\226\241

9.3.2 SomeRemainingPoints
Up to now we have beentreatingthe value w as e2vilN. This is a complex
number (it has an imaginary part) and its value cannot be represented
in the
Thusthe arithmeticoperationsperformed
exactly in a digitalcomputer.
Fouriertransformalgorithmwere assumedto be operationson complex
and this impliesthey are approximations
to the actualvalues. When
the inputs to be transformedare readingsfrom a continuoussignal,
of w do not causeany significant lossin accuracy.However,there
areoccasionswhen we would preferan exactresult,for instance,when we
are usingthe FFTfor polynomial multiplicationin a mathematical
symbol
to circumventthe needfor approximate,
manipulationsystem.It is possible
numbers,

approximations

complexarithmeticby working in a finite field.
Let p be chosensuch that it is a primethat is lessthan your computer's
word sizeand such that the integers0,1, ,p 1 contain a primitive nth
root of unity. By doing all the arithmeticof the fast Fouriertransform
modulop, all the resultsare singleprecision.By choosingp to be a prime,
1form a field and allarithmeticoperationsincluding
the integers
division canbeperformed.If all values duringthe computation
arebounded
=
the
exact
answer
is
mod
then
formed
sincex
p xii0<x<p.
by p 1,
However, if one or morevalues exceedp 1,the exactanswer can stillbe
producedby repeatingthe transform usingseveraldifferent primesfollowed
Theoremas describedin the next section.So
by the ChineseRemainder
the questionthat remainsis,given an N, can one find a sufficient number
of primesof a certainsizethat contain iVth roots?Fromfinite field theory
p 1}containsa primitive iVth root if and only if N divides p 1.
\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

0,1,...
,p\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

{0,1,...,
\342\200\224
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Therefore,to transform a sequenceof sizeN = 2m, primesof the form
p = 2ek + 1,where m < e, must be found. Callsuch a number a Fourier
prime.J. Lipsonhas shown that therearemorethan x/{2e~lIn x) Fourier
primeslessthan x with exponente, and hencetherearemorethan enough
for any reasonable
application.Forexample,if the word sizeis 32 bits,let
x = 231 and e = 20.Then thereare approximately
182primesof the form
2?k + l, where/ > 20.Any of theseFourierprimeswould suffice to compute
the FFTof a sequenceof at most 220. Seethe exercises
for moredetails.

EXERCISES
1.A polynomial of degreen > 0 has n derivatives, eachone obtainedby
taking the derivative of the previousone.Devisean algorithmthat
producesthe values of a polynomial and its n derivatives.

2. Show the result of

(a0,...,a7).

applying the Fouriertransform to the sequence

For
3. TheFouriertransform can be generalized
to k dimensions.
example,

n

\342\200\224

the two-dimensionaltransform takesthe matrixa(0 : n
1) and yields the transformedmatrix

MhJ)=

E

E

\342\200\224

(9.11)

ak,iw-(ik+Mn

0<fc<ra-10<Z<7i-l

for an

is

1,0:

nxnmatrixwith elementsin GF(p).Theinversetransformation
\302\253frJ)

=

-2
E E A(k,l)w~(ik+Mn
n 0<Kn-10<Kn-l

Define the two-dimensionalconvolutionC(i,j)=
derive an efficient algorithmfor computingit.

(9.12)

A(i,j)B(i,j)and

4. Presentan 0(n)time algorithm to computethe coefficients of the
polynomial (1+ x)n. How much time is neededif you use the FFT
algorithmto solve this problem?

5. An
A[i

nxn Toeplitz matrixis a matrixA with the property that
l,j 1],2 < i,j < n. Give an 0(nlogn)algorithmto
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

a Toeplitzmatrixwith an arbitrary

(nxl)columnvector.

A[i, j] =

multiply
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9.4 MODULARARITHMETIC
Another exampleof a useful set of transformationsis modulararithmetic.
Modulararithmeticis useful in one contextbecauseit allows the
of the way addition,subtraction,and multiplication
are performed.
Thisreformulationis one that exploitsparallelism
whereasthe normal
for doing arithmeticare serial. The growth of specialcomputersthat
make it desirableto performparallelcomputation
make modulararithmetic
attractive.A seconduse of modulararithmeticis with systems that allow
symbolic mathematical
computation.Thesesoftware packagesusually
provide
t
hat
operations permitarbitrarily largeintegersand rationalnumbers
as operands.Modulararithmetichas beenfound to yield efficient algorithms
for the manipulationof largenumbers.Finally thereis an intrinsicinterest
in finite field arithmetic(the integers
,p 1,wherep is a primeform
a field) by number theoristsand electricalengineersspecializing
in
communications and codingtheory. In this sectionwe study this subjectfrom
a computerscientist's
point of view, namely, the developmentof efficient
reformulation
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methods

0,1,...
\342\200\224

algorithmsfor the requiredoperations.

The mod operatoris defined as

|

x mody = x
x mod0 = x

\342\200\224

if y

y [x/y\\ ,

^0

Note that
to fixed point integer division which is commonly
corresponds
found on most current-daycomputers.
We denotethe set of integers
wherep is a prime,by
GF(p) (the Galoisfield with p elements),named after the mathematician
E. Galoiswho studiedand characterizedthe propertiesof thesefields.Also
we assumethat p is a singleprecision
numberfor the computeryou plan to
executeon. It is,in fact, true that the set GF(p) forms a field under the
and division,
following definitions of addition,subtraction,multiplication,
where a, 6 GF(p)

,p 1},
{0,1,...
\342\200\224

:

\302\243

(a + 6) modp
(a

\342\200\224

b)

modp

-{
-{

a +b
a+b p
a b
a b +p

if

a + 6 <p

if

a

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

ifa + 6>p
\342\200\224

if

6>0
6 <0

a

\342\200\224

(ab) modp r such that r is the remainderwhen the productab is divided
by p; ab = qp + r, where0 < r < p.
\342\200\224

(a/6) modp =

divided by

(a6-1)modp = r, the unique remainderwhen ab~l is

p; ab~l = qp + r, 0 < r < p.
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Thefactorb is the multiplicative inverseof b in GF(p).Forevery element
b in GF(p) exceptzero,thereexistsa unique elementcalledb~l such that
bb~l modp = 1.
Now what arethe computingtimesof theseoperations?We have assumed
that p is a singleprecision
integer;this impliesthat all a, b G GF(p) arealso
singleprecisionintegers.Thetimefor addition,subtraction,and
modp, given the formulas above,is easily seento be 0(1).But before
we can determinethe time for division, we must developan algorithmto
computethe multiplicativeinverse of an elementb GF(p).
By definition we know that to find x = ft-1,theremust existan integer
if p = 7,
k, 0 < k < p, such that bx = kp + 1.Forexample,
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multiplication

\302\243

12
1212

b:
b'1: 1
k: 0

3 4 5 6 (element)
4 5 2 3 6 (inverse)
5

algorithmfor computingthe inverse of b in GF(p) is provided by
Euclid's
algorithmfor the computationof greatestcommondivisors
(gcds). Given two nonnegativeintegersa and b, Euclid's
algorithmcomputes
theirgcd.Theessentialstepthat guaranteesthe validity of his method
of showing that the greatestcommondivisor of a and b (a > b > 0) is
equal to a if b is zeroand is equal to the greatestcommondivisor of b and
the remainderof a divided by b if b is nonzero.
An

generalizing

consists

Example9.8
=2
= gcd(8,
gcd(22,8)
6) gcd(6,2) = gcd(2,0)

-

and

= gcd(13,8)
= gcd(8,5)
= gcd(5,3)
gcd(21,13)
= gcd(3,2)=gcd(2,l)=gcd(l,0)=l
\342\226\241

this processas a recursivefunction gives Algorithm 9.10.
Expressing
Euclid's
to computetwo moreintegers
Using
algorithm,it is alsopossible
x and y such that ax + by = gcd(a,6). Letting a be a primep and b 6
GF(p),the gcd(p,b) = 1 (sincethe only divisors of a primeare itselfand
reducesto finding integersx and y such
one), and Euclid'sgeneralization
that px+ by
1.This impliesthat y is the multiplicativeinverse of b modp.
A close
examination
of ExEuclid (Algorithm 9.11)
shows that Euclid's
gcd
algorithmis carriedout by the stepsq := \\_c/d};, e := c d*q;,c d;,and
d := e;.The only otherstepsare the updatingsof x and y as the algorithm
To analyze the timefor ExEuclid,we needto know the numberof
proceeds.
divisions Euclid's
algorithmmay require.This was answeredin the worst
caseby G. Lamein 1845.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

:\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmGCD(a,b)
// Assume a > b > 0.

2
3
4
5
6

{

}

if b ^ 0 thenreturnGCD(6,a mod6);
elsereturna;

Algorithm9.10Algorithm to computethe gcd of two numbers

1 AlgorithmExEuclid(6,p)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

is in GF(p),p being a prime.ExEuclid is a function
// bwhoseresult
is the integerx such that bx + kp = 1.
//

{

c :=p; d :=b; x :=0;y
while (d ^ 1) do

{

:= 1;

q:=[c/d};

e :=c d*q;
10
w :=x y * q;
11
c :=d; d :=e;a; :=y; y :=w;
12
}
13
if y < 0 theny :=y + p;
14
returny;
15 >
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Algorithm9.11ExtendedEuclideanalgorithm
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Theorem9.3[G. Lame, 1845]Forn > 1,leta and b be integersa > b > 0,
such that Euclid's
algorithmappliedto a and b requiresn division steps.
Then n < 51og]06.
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\342\226\241

Thus the while loopis executedno morethan O(log10p)
times, and
this is the computingtimefor the extendedEuclideanalgorithmand hence
for modulardivision. By modular arithmeticwe mean the operationsof
and division modulop as previously
addition,subtraction,multiplication,
defined.
Now let'ssee how we can use modulararithmeticas a transformation
techniqueto help us work with integers.We beginby lookingat how we can
representintegersusing a set of moduli,then how we performarithmetic
on this representation,
and finally how we can producethe properinteger

result.

Let a and b be integers and supposethat a is representedby the rtuple (ai, ar), wherea^ = a modpi,and b is represented
by
br),
where = b modpj. Thepi are typically singleprecisionprimes.This is
calleda mixedradixrepresentationwhich contrastswith the conventional

(&i,...,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

b%

representationof integersusing a single radix such as 10(decimal)or 2
(binary). The rulesfor addition,subtraction,and multiplicationusing a
mixedradixrepresentation
are as follows:
ar) + (&i,...,
(ai,...,
br)

pi,...,
(ar + modpr)
p1,...,
(arbr) modpr)

((ai + &i) mod
=
(ai,...,ar)(6i,...,6r)
((ai&i)mod
\342\200\224

Example9.9Forexample,let the modulibe p\\ =
and supposewe start with the integers10and 15.

br)

3, p2

=

5, and

p%

=

7

10 = (10mod3,10mod5,10mod 7) = (1,0,3)
15 = (15mod3, 15mod5,15mod7) = (0,0,1)
Then

10+ 15 = (25 mod3,25mod5,25mod7) = (1,0,4)
= (1+ 0 mod3,0+ 0 mod5,3+ 1mod7) = (1,0,4)
Also

15-10=

(5

mod3, 5 mod5,5 mod7) = (2,0,5)
mod7) =
mod3,0-0mod

5,1-3
(2,0,5)
www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Also

mod5,150
mod7) = (0,0,3)
10*15= (150mod3,150
= (1*0mod3,0*0mod 5,3*1
mod 7) = (0,0,3)
\342\226\241

performedsomedesiredsequenceof arithmeticoperations
these
we are left with somer-tuple
using
r-tuples,
cr).We now need
someway of transformingback from modularform with the assurancethat
the resultingintegeris the correctone.The ability to do this is guaranteed
by the following theoremwhich was first proven in full generalityby L.Euler

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

After we have

in

(ci,...,

1734.

Theorem9.4 [ChineseRemainder Theorem]

be positive
Let p\\,...,pr
are pairwiserelatively prime(no two integershave a common
be integers.Then, there is
factor). Let p = p\\---prand let b,a\\,...,ar
one
the
a
that
satisfies
conditions
exactly integer
integers

that

b

< a < b +p

and a = a,i modpi for

1< i < r

Proof:Let x be another integer,different from a, such that a = x modpi
1< i < r. Then a is a multipleof pi for alli. Sincethe pi arepairwise

for

\342\200\224a;

p.

relatively prime, follows that a x is a multipleof Thus, therecan be
only one solutionthat satisfies theserelations.We show how to construct
this value in a moment.
it

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

pictorialview of thesetransformationswhen appliedto integer
is given in Figure9.3.Insteadof usingconventionalmultiplication,
multiplication
which requires0((loga)2)
operations(a = max(a,&)), we choosea set of
and
primes
computem = a modpi,bi= b mod pi, and then
Ci = a,ibi modpi. Theseare all singleprecision
operationsand sothey
Ther must be sufficiently largeso that ab < p\\ -pr.The
require 0(r)steps.
to loga and hencethe precision
of ab is no more
precisionof a is proportional
than 2 log a = O(loga).
Thus r = O(loga)
and the timefor transformation
into modularform and computingthe r productsis O(loga).
Thereforethe
value of this methodrestson how fast we can performthe inverse
by the ChineseRemainder
Algorithm.
Supposewe considerhow to computethe value in the ChineseRemainder
Theoremfor only two moduli:Given a modp and b mod q, we wish to
determinethe uniquec such that c modp = a and c modq = b. The value
for c that satisfies thesetwo constraintsis easily seento be
c = (b a)sp+ a
A

pi,...,pr

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

transformation

\342\200\224

where s is the multiplicativereciprocalof p mod q; that

ps modq = 1.To show that this is correct,we note that

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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conventional
multiplication

integers

integer
products

ChineseRemainder
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division

Algorithm

integers
mod p

products
mod p

mod p
multiplication

Figure9.3Integermultiplicationby modp transformations
((b a)sp+ a) modp a
a)sphas p as a factor.Secondly
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

sincethe term (b
((b

\342\200\224

a)sp+ a) modq =

\342\200\224

=
=
=

(b
(b
(b
b

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

a)spmodq + a modq
a) modq + a modq
a + a) modq

OneStepCRA(Algorithm 9.12)uses ExEuclid and arithmeticmodulop to
The computingtimeis
computethe formula we have just described.
the
call
to
ExEuclid
which
requiresO(logq)operations.
by
The simplestway to use this procedureto implementthe Chinese
1 timesin the following
Remainder Theoremfor r moduli is to apply it r
ai mod Pi, 1< i < r, we let OneStepCRA
way. Given a set of congruences
be calledr 1timeswith the following set of values for the parameters.
dominated

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Firsttime
Secondtime
Third time
(r

\342\200\224

l)sttime

P

Pi

b

q

output

d2 P2 Ci
aj, P3 c2

C2

P1P2
P1P2P3

cr_2

PiP2---Pr~io,r

\302\2534

P\\

C3

pr cr_i
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1 AlgorithmOneStepCRA(a,p, b, q)
11a and b are in GF(p),gcd(p,q)= 1.This function

2
3
4
5
6

// returns a c such that
{

:=a modg; p6 :=p modq; s := ExEuclid(p6,q)\\
t) * s) modq; if (u < 0) thenif :=u + q',
t :=u * p + a; returnt;
t

u:=((b

7
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8

c modp = a and c modq = b.

}

\342\200\224

Algorithm9.12One-stepChineseRemainderAlgorithm
The final result cr_i is an integersuch that cr_i mod pi = ai for 1< i < r
and cr_i < pi -pr.Thetotal computingtimeis 0(rlogq) = 0(r2).
Example9.10
Supposewe wish to take4, 6,and 8 and compute4 + 8*6
= 52.Let p\\ = 7, and p2 = 11.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

= (4 mod7,4 mod11)
= (4,4)
= (6 mod7,6 mod11)
= (6,6)
= (8 mod7,8 mod11)
= (1,8)
8*6 = (6*1mod7,8*6mod11) = (6,4)
4 + 8*6 = (4 + 6 mod7,4 + 4 mod 11) = (3,8)
So,we must convert the =2-tuple(3, 8) back to integer notation. Using
OneStepCRAwith a = 3, b 8,p= 7, and q = 11,we get
t
a modq = 3 mod 11= 3
=
pb p modq = 7 mod11= 7
s = ExEuclid(p6,q) = 8; k = 5
u = ((b-t)s) mod q = {8-3)8 mod11= 40 mod 11= 7
return(u*p+a) = 7*7 + 3 = 52
4
6
8

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

In conclusionwe review the computingtimesfor modulararithmetic.If

a,bG GF(p),wherep is singleprecision,then
operation

computingtime

Oil)
0(1)
0{\\ogp)
a/b
c:=(ci,...,cr)
0{rlogc)
Cj = c mod pj
c:=(ci,...,cr)
0(r2)

~a+~b
ab
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EXERCISES
1.Given the finite field A = {0,1,...
,p 1},one of theseelementsx is
\342\200\224

x,x2,...

of A.
suchthat
, xp~2 areequal toall the nonzeroelements
The elementx is calleda primitive element.If a; is a primitive element
and n divides p 1,then a^P-1)/71is a primitive nth root of unity. To
find such a value x, we use the fact that x(p \"q ^ 1 for eachprime
factorq of p 1.Usethis fact to write an algorithmthat, when given
a, b, and e, finds the a largestFourierprimelessthan or equal to b
= 231,and
of the form 2-^fc + 1 with f > e. Forexample,if a = 10,6
=
e 20,the answer is:
x\302\260,

\342\200\224
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p

/

213070643324
211497779320
211392921725
209924915321
2095054849 21
208876339323
2077229057

20
207093760120

204786892920

203528601720

leastprimitiv<
3
3
5
3

11
5
3
6

13
10

2. [Dime,Hellman,Rivest, Shamir,Adelman] Somepeople
areconnected

a computernetwork.They needa mechanismwith which they can
send messages
to one another that can't be decodedby a third party
in addition can prove any particularmessageto have
and
(security)
beensent by a given person(a signature). In short eachpersonneeds
an encodingmechanismE and a decodingmechanismD such that
D(E(M)) = M for any messageM. A signature feature is possible
if the senderA first decodesher or his messageand sends it and it
is encodedby the receiverusing A's encodingschemeE (E(D(M))
M).The E for all usersis publishedin a publicdirectory.Thescheme
to implementD and E proposed
by Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman
relieson the difficulty of factoringversus the simplicity of determining
severallarge(100
digit)primes.Usingmodulararithmetic,seewhether
can
an encodingfunction that is invertible but only if
construct
you
the factors of a numberare known.
to

\342\200\224
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9.5 EVEN FASTEREVALUATION
AND INTERPOLATION

In this sectionwe study four problems:

1.Proman n-precisionintegercomputeits residuesmodulon single

primes.
2. Froman n-degreepolynomial computeits values at n points.
3. Fromn singleprecisionresiduescomputethe uniquen-precision
integer
that is congruentto the residues.
4. Fromn points computethe uniqueinterpolatingpolynomial through
thosepoints.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

precision

saw in Sections9.2and 9.4that the classicalmethodsfor problems
4 take 0(n2)operations.
Herewe show how to use the fast Fourier
transform to speedup all four problems. In particularwe derive
1and 2 whosetimesare 0(n(logn)2)
and for problems
algorithms for problems
Thesealgorithmsrely on the fast
3 and 4 whose timesare 0(n(logn)3).
Fouriertransform as it is used to performn-precisioninteger
We

1 to

This algorithm,developed
in timeO(nlognloglogn).
by H. Schonhage
and V. Strassen,is the fastest known way to multiply. Becausethis
algorithm is complex
to describeand already appearsin severalplaces(see,e.g.,
D.E. Knuth citedin Referencesand Readingsat the end of this chapter),
we simply assumeits existencehere. Moreover to simplify things
we assumethat for n-precision
somewhat,
integersand for n-degreepolynomials
the time to add or subtractis 0(n)and the time to multiply or divide is
0(nlogn).In addition we assumethat an extendedgcd algorithmis
for integersor polynomials whosecomputingtimes
(seeAlgorithm 9.11)
multiplication

available

are 0(n(logn)2).
Now considerthe binary tree as shown in Figure9.4.As we go down the
tree, the level numbersincrease,while the root of the tree is at the topat
level 1.The ith level has 2l~lnodesand a tree with m levels has a total of
2m
1nodes.We are interestedin computingdifferent functions at every
is an algorithmfor moving up
nodeof such a binary tree. Algorithm 9.13
the tree.
Subsequentlywe areconcernedabout the costof the operation*, which
is denotedby C(*).Given the value of C(*) on the ith level (callit Cj(*))
and Algorithm 9.13,
the totaltimeneededto computeevery nodein a tree
\342\200\224

is

V-'Cii*)

Ki<m-1
\302\243
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level
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1

?41

Figure9.4A

?42

?43

t44

?45

f46

?47

?48

binary tree

1 AlgorithmMoveUpATree(t, n)
2 II n = 2m_1 values arestoredin i[l: m, 1 :n] in locations
3 // i[m,1: n].The algorithmcausesthe nodesof a binary tree
4 // to be visited sothat at eachnodean abstractbinary operation
5 // denotedby * is performed.
The resultingvalues arestored
6 //in the array as indicatedin Figure 9.4.
7
{
for i := rn 1to 1 step do
8
9
{
10
p
i;
11
for j := 1to 2*-1do
12
{
13
t[i,j]:=t[i+l,i
*t[i+ l,p+ l]
14
+ 2;
p:=p
15
16
\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

\342\226\240=

17

Algorithm9.13Moving up a tree
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Similarly Algorithm 9.14is an algorithmthat computeselementsas we
go down the tree. We now proceedto the specificproblems.

1 AlgorithmMoveDownATree(s,t, m)
is given. Also, s[l: m, 1: n] is given
II n = 2m~l and
i[l,1]tree
of values.The algorithmproduces
a
binary
// containing
in the array t[l: m, 1: n] at the
elements
a
nd
stores
them
//
that correspond
to the nodesof the binary tree
// positions
Figure9.4.
//in
7
{
8
for :=2 to m do
9
{
10
p:=l;
11
for j := 1to 2i~l step2 do
12
{
~ s[hJ]*Ai i,p];
13
hi]
14
i,j + 1] :=s[i,j+ 1] *t[i hp\\;
15
:=p+l;
16
17
18

2
3
4
5
6

Algorithm9.14Moving down a tree

Problem1Let u be an n-precisionintegerand pi,...
,pn be singleprecision
=
wish
the
n
residues
u
We
to
mod that give the
U{
primes.
compute
mixedradixrepresentation
for u. We considerthe binary tree in Figure9.5.
p%

Starting from the leaves of the tree, we move up the tree, computingthe
productsindicatedat eachnodeof the tree.
If n = 2m_1,then productson the ith level have precision2m-*,1 <
i < m. Usingour fast integermultiplicationalgorithm,we can computethe
elementsgoingup the tree. ThereforeCj(*) is 2m~l~1(m i 1) and the
totaltimeto completethe tree is
\342\200\224

Ei

i 1
\342\200\224

\342\200\242>i\342\200\224lorn-

<i<m\342\200\2241

(m

\342\200\224

i

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1)

(9.14)

=
2\"I-2((m~1)2(m-2)) 0(n(logn)2)
u modpi,we reversedirectionand
Now to computethe n residuesUi
and the
proceedto computefunctions down the tree. Sinceu is n-precision
=

\342\200\224
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PlP4

P\\P2

P5P6

Pi Pi

Figure9.5Binary tree with moduli
primesareallnearthe maximumsizeof a singleprecisionnumber,we first
= ub. Then the algorithmcontinuesby computing
computeu modp\\\342\226\240-pn

\302\2532,i

=

ub

modp\\

pn/2 and ^2,2

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

=

ub

modpn/2+i

'Pn

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

Then we compute
^3,2 = u2,i modpn/A+i

=
modpi
= \"2,2 modpn/2+lpn/4,P3n/4,
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\2533,l

u3,4 = \"2,2 mod

\302\2532,l

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\2533,3

and

soon down the tree until

we have

Pn/2

\342\226\240\342\200\242
\342\226\240

pn

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

p3\342\200\236/4+i

...

Um,l=Ui,Umt2=U2,

,

Um^m-1)= Un

A nodeon level i is computed
usingthe previously computedproductof
node.The
primesat that position
plus the elementUj^-\\ at the descendant
computationrequiresa division operationsoCj(*) is 2m~l+l(m i + 1) and
the totaltimefor problem1 is
\342\200\224

+ l)
Ei<1<m2,\"12m-1+\\m-i

2m(m2-^f^)= 0(n(logn)2)
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(x-x,)--(x-x8)
\342\226\240

(x-x,) (x-x4)

(x-x5) (x-x8)
\342\200\242\342\226\240
\342\200\242
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\342\200\242\342\226\240
\342\200\242

(x-X\\)(x-x2)

(x-x3)(x-x4)

(x-x5)(x-x6)

(x-x7)(x-xs)

(x-Xi) (x-x2) (x-x3) (x-x4) (x-x5) (x-x6) (x-x-j) (x-xs)

Figure9.6A

binary tree with linearmoduli

Problem2 Let P{x)be an n-degreepolynomial and x\\,...,xn be n

single

precisionpoints.We wish to computethe n values P{x{),1 < i < n. We
can use the binary tree in Figure9.6to performthis computation.
First, we move up the tree and computethe productsindicatedat each
nodeof the tree. If n = 2m_1,the productson the ith level have degree
2m~%. Usingfast polynomial multiplication,
we computethe elementsgoing
up the tree. ThereforeCj(*) is 2m~t~l(m i 1) and the total time to
completethe tree is
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Ei<i<m-i2,'-12'\"-i-1(m-i-l)
=

2\342\204\242-2

= 0(n(logn)2)
(^-1}2(m-2))

(9.16)

Now to computethe n values P(xi),we reversedirectionand proceedto
computefunctions down the tree. If D(x) = (x x\\)
(x xn), then we
can divide P(x) by D(x) and obtain the quotientand remainder
\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

P{x)= D{x)Q{x)+ Rn{x)
wherethe degreeof
follows that

i?n is lessthan the degreeof D. By substitution it
P(xi) = Rn{xi),

\\<i<n
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The algorithmwould continueby dividing Rn(x) by the first n/2 factorsof
D(x) and then by the secondn/2 factors.Callingthesepolynomials D\\(x)
and D2{x),we get the quotientsand remainders
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Rn{x) = DtWQ^x) + Ri2{x)
+ R22{x)
Rn{x) = D2{x)Q2{x)
By the sameargumentwe seethat

=
P{Xi)
v i;

(\\

^\\

R22{Xi),

Eventually we arrive at constants

l

.

;
(9.17)

%^nJ2
+ 1<i <n
n/2

v

=
i?m;i,...,
Rm 2(m-i),whereP(x{) Rmti
and division of

1< i < n. Sincethe timefor multiplication
polynomials
is the same,Cj(*) is 2m~J(m i) and the total for problem2 is

for

\342\200\224

=

2\342\204\242-1

(m2

=^\302\26111)

= 0(n(logn)2)

Problem3 Given n residuesU{ of n

(9.18)

singleprecisionprimespi,we wish to
the unique n-precision
integeru such that u mod pi Ui, 1< i < n.
It follows from the ChineseRemainderTheorem,Theorem9.4,that this
integerexistsand is unique. Forthis problem,as for problem1,we assume
the binary tree in Figure9.5has already beencomputed.What we needto
do is go up the treeand at eachnodecomputea new integerthat is congruent
to the productof the integersat the childrennodes.For example,at the
first level let U{ um^ 1< i < n = 2m~l.Then for i odd,we computefrom
= um^ modpt
mod pi+\\ the uniqueinteger
um,i modpi and
and itm-i,i=
modpi+\\. Thus um-ijliesin the range [0, PiPi+i).
Repeatingthis processup the tree, we eventually producethe integeru in
the interval [0, p\\ pn). So we needto developan algorithmthat proceeds
from level i to i 1. But we already have such an algorithm,the one-step
ChineseRemainderAlgorithm OneStepCRA.Thetimefor this algorithmwas
shown to bedominatedby the timefor ExEuclid.Usingour assumptionthat
ExEuclid can be done in 0(n(logn)2)
operations,wheren is the maximum
o
f
the
this
is
also
t
hen
the timefor OneStepCRA.Note the
moduli,
precision
difference betweenits use in this sectionand in Section9.4.In Section9.4
only one of the moduliwas growing.
We now apply this one-stepalgorithmto an algorithmthat proceeds
up
the tree of Figure9.5.The totaltimefor problem3 is seento be
find

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\302\253m)!+i

\302\253m_i,i

\302\253m,i+i

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224
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Ekk\342\204\242-!^^-1^-.-!)2
(9.19)

=

= 0(n(logn)3)
2\342\204\242-2Ei<i<m-i(m-i-l)2
Problem4 Given n values yi,...,ynat n = 2m^1 points (x\\,...
,xn),
we wish to computethe unique interpolatingpolynomial P(x) of degree
< n 1suchthat P(xi) = y%. Forthis problem,as for problem2, we assume
that the binary tree in Figure9.6has already beencomputed.Again we
needan algorithmthat goesup the tree and at eachnodecomputesa new
interpolatingpolynomial from its two children.Forexample,at level m we
computepolynomials Rmi(x),...
,Rmn(x) such that Rmi(xi)~ yi, 1< i <
n. Then at level m 1 we computePm_i;i,...,-Rm_i)7l/2
such that, for
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\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1< i < n/2,

Rm~l,i{X2i-l) = 2/2J-1

Rm-l,i{x2i)=

V2i

and so on, until Rn{x) = P{x). Thereforewe need an algorithm that
combinestwo interpolatingpolynomials to give a third that interpolates
at both sets of points.This requiresa generalization,
of
Algorithm 9.15,
algorithmInterpolate,Algorithm 9.7.In this algorithm,the operators+,
*, and mod have been overloadedto take polynomial operands. Also,
Ql{x)= {x-xi)(x -x2)---{xxk/2)and Q2{x)= {x-xk/2+i) {x xk)
= 1. Balancedlnterpreturns a polynomial A such that
with gcd(Ql,Q2)
A(xi) = Ul{xi)for 1< i < k/2 and A(xt) = U2(xi)for k/2 + 1< i < k.
The degreeof A is < k 1.
We note that lines 5, 7, and 8 of Algorithm 9.15
imply that thereexist
\342\200\224,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

-

\342\200\224

and C3such that
quotientsC1,C2,

= Q2 * CI+ PI, deg(Pl)< deg(Q2) (a)
< deg(Q2) (b)
Ql = Q2*C2+ P2, deg(P2)
P4* P2+ C3* Q2 = 1,
deg(P4)< deg{Q2) (c)
U\\

P4 is the multiplicativeinverse of P2modQ2.Therefore
A

= U1+ {U2-P1)*P4*QI

A

= U1+ {U2+ Q2*C1-U1){{1-C3*Q2)/P2)*Q1
(ii)
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1 AlgorithmBalancedlnterp(C/l,U2, Ql,Q2, k)
Ul,U2,Ql,and Q2 areall polynomials in a;. Ul interpolates
// the
// first k/2 points and U2 interpolatesthe next k/2 points.
{
PI :=Ul modQ2;
11a modb computesthe poly, reminderof a(x)/b(x).
P2:= Ql modQ2;
7
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2
3
4
5
6

P3:=ExEudid(P2,Q2);

8
9

// The extendedEuclideanalg. for polynomials.

10
P4 :=P3modQ2;
11 returnUl+ {U2 PI)*P4*Q1;
12 }

-

Algorithm9.15Balancedinterpolation
using (a) and (c). By (i), A(xi) = Ul(xi)for 1 < i < k/2 sinceQl(:r)
evaluatedat thosepoints is zero.By (ii), it is easy to seethat A(x) = U2(x)
at points xk/2+i, ,xh.
Now lines 5 and 7 take O(klogk)
To computethe
operations.
inverse of P2,we use the extendedgcd algorithmfor polynomials
multiplicative
which takes0(k(logk)2)
The timefor line 10is no morethan
operations.
so
the
totaltime
for
one-stepinterpolationis 0(k(logk)2).
O(klogk)
this
Applying
one-stepalgorithmas we proceedup the tree gives a total
for
time
problem4 of
computing
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

^2

2i-12m-i-1
{m-i-if = 0(n(logn)3)

l<i<m-l

(9.20)

Theexercisesshow how one can further reducethe timefor problems3
and 4 usingpreconditioning.

EXERCISES
1.Investigatethe problemof evaluatingan nth-degreepolynomial a(x)
1.Note that a{21)requiresno
at the n points 2*, 0 < i <
n\342\200\224

multiplications,

only n

additionsand n shifts.
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2. Given the n points (2l,Vi), 0 < i < n 1,whereyi is an integer,design
an algorithm that producesthe unique interpolatingpolynomial of
degree< n. Try to minimizethe numberof multiplications.
\342\200\224
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3. In Section9.5the timefor the n-valueChineseRemainderAlgorithm

and n-point interpolation
is shown to be 0(n(logn)3).
However, it is
to
whose
are
modified
possibleget
complexities 0(n(logn)2)
algorithms
if we allow certainvalues to be computedin advancewithout cost.
Assuming the moduli and the points are so known, what should be
of thesetwo problems?
computedin advance to lower the complexity
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Chapter 10

LOWER BOUND THEORY
In the previousnine chapterswe surveyed a broadrange of problemsand
their algorithmic
solution.
Our main task for eachproblemwas to obtain a
correctand efficient solution.
If two algorithmsfor solving the sameproblem
were discoveredand their timesdiffered by an orderof magnitude,then the
one with the smallerorder was generallyregardedas superior. But still
we are left with the question:is therea faster method?The purposeof
this chapteris to exposeyou to sometechniquesthat have been used to
The way this
establishthat a given algorithmis the most efficient possible.
is done is by discoveringa function g(n) that is a lower boundon the time
that any algorithm must take to solve the given problem.If we have an
algorithmwhosecomputingtime is the sameorderas g(n), then we know
that asymptotically we can do no better.
Recallfrom Chapterone that there is a mathematicalnotation for
If /(n) is the timefor somealgorithm,then we write
expressing lower bounds.
=
to
mean
that g(n) is a lower bound for /(n). Formally this
/(n) Q(g(n))
if
can
be
written
thereexistpositiveconstantsc and no such that
equation
>
for
all
n
>
no. In addition to developinglower bounds to
|/(n)| c|<?(n)|
within a constantfactor,we arealsoconcerned
with determiningmoreexact
boundswhenever this is possible.
Derivinggoodlower boundsis often moredifficult than devisingefficient
algorithms.Perhapsthis is becausea lower bound statesa fact about all
possible
algorithmsfor solving a problem.Usually we cannotenumerateand
allthese
analyze
algorithms,so lower boundproofs are often hard to obtain.
to easily observethat a lower
However,for many problemsit is possible
bound identicalto n exists,where n is the number of inputs (or possibly
outputs) to the problem. For example,considerall algorithmsthat find
the maximumof an unorderedset of n integers.Clearly every integermust
be examinedat leastonce,soU(n) is a lower bound for any algorithmthat
solvesthis problem.Or,supposewe wish to find an algorithmthat efficiently
457
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multipliestwo n x n matrices.Then 0(n2) is a lower bound on any such
algorithmsincethereare 2n2 inputs that must beexaminedand n2 outputs
that must be computed.Boundssuch as theseare often referredto as trivial
lower bounds becausethey are soeasy to obtain.We know how to find the
maximumof n elementsby an algorithmthat uses only n 1 comparisons
sothere is no gap betweenthe upper and lower bounds for this problem.
But for matrixmultiplication
the best-knownalgorithmrequires0(n2+<:)
and
so
is no reasonto believethat a bettermethod
there
>
operations(e 0),
cannot be found.1
In Section10.1
we presentthe computational
modelcalledcomparison
trees.Theseare useful for determininglower boundsfor sorting and
we examinea techniquefor establishinglower
problems.In Section10.2
bounds calledan oracleand study a closely relatedmethodcalledan
adversary argument.Derivinglower bounds with the techniqueof reductions
is introducedin Section10.3.In Section10.4we study somearguments
that have beenused to find lower bounds for the arithmeticand algebraic
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searching

problemsdiscussedin Chapter9.

10.1COMPARISONTREES
In this sectionwe study the use of comparison
treesfor derivinglower bounds
on problemsthat are collectively calledsorting and searching.We seehow
thesetreesareespecially
useful for modelingthe way in which a largenumber
of sortingand searchingalgorithmswork. By appealingto someelementary
facts about trees,the lower bounds are obtained.
Supposethat we are given a set S of distinct values on which an ordering
relation< holds.The sortingproblem callsfor determininga permutation
of the integers1to n, say p(l)to p(n), such that the n distinct values from
S storedin A[l : n] satisfy A[p(l)] < A[p(2)] < < A\\p{n)}. The ordered
searchingproblem asks whether a given elementx G S occurswithin the
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

< A[n}. If x is in
A[l : n] that are orderedsothat A[l] <
:
we
i
1
then
are
to
determine
a
n
between
and
n
such
that A[i] = x.
A[l n],
The mergingproblem assumesthat two orderedsetsof distinct inputs from
S are given in A[l : m] and B[l : n] such that A[l] < < A[m] and
B[l]< < B[n];thesem + n values are to be rearrangedinto an array
C[l: m + n] sothat C[l]< < C[m+ n). Forall theseproblemswe
elementsin

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242

\342\226\240\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

to thosewhich work solely
restrictthe classof algorithmswe are considering
betweenelements.No arithmeticinvolving elements
by makingcomparisons
is permitted,thoughit is possible
for the algorithmto move elements
around.
Thesealgorithmsare referredto as comparison-based
algorithms.We rule
out algorithmssuch as radixsort that decompose
the values into subparts.

1SeeChapter 3 for

more details.
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10.1.1
OrderedSearching
In obtainingthe lower boundfor the orderedsearchingproblem,we consider
between
only thosecomparison-based
algorithmsin which every comparison
two elementsof S is of the type \"comparex and A[i].\" The progressof
any searchingalgorithmthat satisfies this restrictioncan be described
by a
path in a binary tree. Eachinternalnodein this treerepresentsa comparison
betweenx and an A[i], Therearethreepossible
outcomesof this comparison:
x < A[i], x = A[i], or x > A[i\\. We can assumethat if x = A[i], the
algorithmterminates.The left branch is taken if x < A[i], and the right
branch is taken if x > A[i], If the algorithmterminatesfollowing a left or
betweenx and an elementof
right branch (but beforeanother comparison
=
then
no
i
has
been
found
such
that
x
-A[]),
A[i] and the algorithmmust
declarethe searchunsuccessful.
shows two comparison
trees, one modelinga linearsearch
Figure10.1
algorithmand the othera binary search(seeAlgorithm 3.2).It shouldbe
treefor any searchalgorithmmust containat
easy toseethat the comparison
leastn internal nodescorresponding
to the n different values of i for which
x = A[i] and at least one externalnodecorresponding
to an unsuccessful

search.

Theorem10.1Let A[\\ : n], n > 1,contain n

sothat

<

< A[n\\.

distinct elements,ordered

Let FIND(n) be the minimum number of
i
n
worst
the
case,by any comparison-based
comparisons needed,
algorithmto
>
x
:
Then
w
hether
G
+
recognize
A[l n].
FIND(n) [log(n 1)].
A[l]

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

Proof:Considerall possible
comparisontrees that modelalgorithmsto
distanceof the longestpath from the root to a leaf in such a tree.There

solve the searchingproblem.The value of FIND(n)is boundedbelow by the

must be n internal nodesin all thesetreescorresponding
to the n possible
of x in A. If all internal nodesof a binary treeare at
successfuloccurrences
levels lessthan or equal to k, then thereare at most 2fc 1 internal nodes.
Thus n < 2k 1 and FIND(n)= k > [log(n+ 1)].

-

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

FromTheorem10.1
and Theorem3.2we can conclude
that binary search
is an optimalworst-case
for
the
algorithm solving
searchingproblem.

10.1.2Sorting
let'sconsiderthe sorting problem.We

can describeany sorting
that satisfies the restrictions
of the comparison
treemodelby a binary
tree. Considerthe casein which the n numbersA[l n] to be sortedare
distinct.Now, any comparisonbetweenA[i] and A[j] must result in one
of two possibilities:
eitherA[i] < A[j] or A[i] > A[j]. So, the comparison
Now

algorithm

:

tree is a binary tree in which eachinternal nodeis labeledby the pair i
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(x:A(n ))
Failure

Failure

(xA<j^J>J
) (x:AlL^J+o)'\"(x:A(n))
(Taq7)-.-(x.A(L^J-I)
Failure

Failure

Failure

[Failure|

Foili\302\253'\302\253|

|Foilure|

|Failure|

Failure

treesfor two searchingalgorithms
Figure10.1Comparison
which representsthe comparison
of A[i] with A[j]. If A[i] is lessthan A[j],
then the algorithmproceedsdown the left branch of the tree; otherwiseit
proceedsdown the right branch.Theexternalnodesrepresenttermination

algorithm.Associatedwith every path from the root to an external
nodeis a uniquepermutation.To seethat this permutationis unique,note
that the algorithmswe allow are only permittedto move data and make
Thedata movement on any path from the root to an external
comparisons.
nodeis the sameno matter what the initial input values are. As thereare
n! different possible
permutationsof n items,and any one of thesemight
legitimatelybe the only correctanswer for the sorting problemon a given
tree must have at leastn!externalnodes.
instance,the comparison
a
shows
10.2
comparisontree for sorting threeitems. The first
Figure
i
s
:
comparison A[l] A[2]. If A[l] is lessthan A[2], then the nextcomparison

of the
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is A[2] with .A[3]. If A[2] is lessthan A[3], then the left branch leadsto an
externalnodecontaining1,2, 3. This impliesthat the originalsetwas already
sortedfor A[l] < A[2] < A[3]. The otherfive externalnodescorrespondto
the otherpossible
orderingsthat couldyield a sortedset.

Figure10.2A comparisontree for sorting threeitems
= 13,and A[3] = 18.At the root of the
Example10.1Let A[l] = 21,A[2]
21
tree (in Figure 10.2), and 13are compared,and as a result,
comparison
the computation
proceedsto the right subtree.Now, 13and 18arecompared
and the computation
proceedsto the left subtree.Then A[l] and A[3] are
and
the
compared
computationproceedsto the right subtreeto yield the

permutationA[2], A[3],A[1}.

\342\226\241

We considerthe worst casefor all comparison-based
sorting algorithms.
Let T(n) be the minimum numberof comparisons
that are sufficient to sort
n itemsin the worst case.Usingour knowledgeof binary treesonceagain,if
all internalnodesare at levels lessthan k, then thereare at most 2 external

nodes(one morethan the number of internal nodes).Therefore,if
k = T{n)
n\\

<

2T\342\204\242

SinceT(n) is an integer,we get the lower bound
T{n) > Tlogn!]
By Stirling'sapproximation
(seeExercise7)

it

follows that
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n

1

0
Tlogn!]
BISORT(n) 0

2

1
1

3
3
3

4
5
5

5
7

8

6

7

8

9

10 13 16 19
11 14 17 21

10 11 12 13
22
25

26
29

29
33

33

37
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Table10.1Boundsfor minimum comparison
sorting
= nlogn-n/ln2 + (1/2)
[logn!]
logn + 0(1)
whereIn 2 refersto the natural logarithmof 2 whereaslogn is the logarithm
to the base 2 of n. This formula shows that T(n) is of the ordernlogn.
Hencewe say that any comparison-based
sorting algorithm needs f2(nlogn)
time.(Thisboundcan be shown to hold even when operationsmorecomplex
are allowed, for example,operationssuch as addition,
than comparisons
subtraction,and in somecasesarbitrary analytic functions.)
How closedo the known sortingmethodsget tothis lower bound of T(n)?
Considerthe bottom-upversion of mergesort which first ordersconsecutive
until
pairsof elementsand then mergesadjacentgroups of size
the entiresortedset is produced.The worst-casenumber of comparisons
requiredby this algorithmis boundedby

2,4,8,...

- 1) < nlogn- 0{n)
(n/2i){21
J2
l<i<fc

(10.1)

Thus we know at leastone algorithmthat requiresslightly lessthan nlogn
Istherestilla bettermethod?
comparisons.
Thesortingstrategy calledbinary insertionsortingworks in the following
way. The next unsorted itemis chosenand a binary search(seeAlgorithm
3.2)is performedon the sortedset to determinewhere to placethis new
item. Then the sorteditemsare moved to make roomfor the new value.
This algorithm requires0(n2)data movements to sort the entireset but
far fewer comparisons.Let BISORT(n)be the number of comparisons
it
T
hen
results
of
3.2
the
Section
requires.
by
BISORT(n)= Yl

l<fc<n

riog2*l

(10-2)

which is equal to

n[logn]-2^nT+1
Now supposewe compareBISORT(n)with the theoreticallower bound.
we observethat for n =
This is done in Table10.1.
ScanningTable10.1,
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2, 3, and 4, the values are the samesobinary insertionis optimal.But
for n = 5, there is a difference of one and so we are left with the question
of whether 7 or 8 is the minimum numberof comparisons
in the worst case
neededto sort five items.This questionhas beenansweredby L. Ford,Jr.,
and S.Johnson,who presenteda sortingalgorithmthat requireseven fewer
than the binary insertionmethod.In fact their methodrequires
comparisons
for 1< n < and 20 < n <
exactlyT(n) comparisons
To see how the Ford-Johnson
methodworks, we considerthe sorting of
17itemsthat originally residein SORTED[\\ 17].We beginby comparing

1,

21.
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11

:

...

: SORTED[4],
consecutivepairsSORTED[l]
: SOBTED[2],
SORTED[3]
: SORTED[16]
and placing the largeritemsinto the
, SORTED[15\\
array HIGHand the smalleritemsinto the array LOW. The itemLOW[9]
Then we sort the array HIGHusingthis algorithm
getsSORTED[17].
in
recursively
nonincreasingorder,sothat HIGH[l]has the largestelement.
Permutethe array LOW alsoaccordingto this permutation.When this is
< HIGH[2] < HIGH[8}.
done,we have LOW[l] < HIGH[1]
Though
remain
unsorted,we do know that LOW[i] <
LOW[2] through LOW[9]
HIGH[i]for 2 < i < 8. Now insertingLOW[2] into the sortedset
and at the sametimecausesthe insertionof
requirestwo comparisons
<\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

possibly

for a totalof five. A
LOW[3] to possibly requirethreemorecomparisons
approachis to insert first LOW [3] amongthe itemsLOW[l],HIGH[1],
and HIGH[2]
usingbinary insertionand then insertLOW[2].Eachinsertion
and the mergedelementsarestoredback into
requiresonly two comparisons
the array SORTED.This gives us the new relationships
<
SORTED[l]
better

...

< HIGH[5]
< HIGH[G}
< < SORTED[6]
< HIGH[4]
SORTED[2]
for 4 < i < 8. Eleven
and LOW[i] < HIGH[i\\,
< HIGH[7]< HIGH[8]

itemsare now sortedand sixremainto be merged.If we insert LOW[4]
followed
may be neededrespectively.
by LOW[5],threeand four comparisons
Onceagain it is moreeconomical
to first insert LOW [5] and then LOW[4];
eachinsertionrequiresat most three comparisons.This gives us the new
situation SORTED[l]
<
and
< HIGH[8]

LOW[i]

< HIGH[6]< HIGH[7
< SORTED[10]
< HIGH\\i]for 6 < i < 8. Inserting LOW[7

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

and then inserting LOW [8] requiresfive
requiresonly four comparisons,
if
However
we
insert
comparisons.
LOW[9] and then LOW[8],LOW[7],and
We do the
then
eachitem
at
requires most four comparisons.
LOW[6],
sortedset
insertions in the orderLOW[9] to LOW[6] and get the completely
of 17items.
A count of the total numberof comparisons
neededto sortthe 17itemsis
: 8] using
8 to compareSORTED[i\\: SORTED[i
+ 1],16to sort HIGH[1
4
and
LOW
6
insertion
to
insert
merge
recursively,
LOW[3]
[2], to insert
and
to
and
16to
insert
LOW[9] LOW[6] a total of 50.
LOW[5]
LOW[4],
The value of [logn!]
for n = 17is 49, and so mergeinsertionrequiresonly
one morecomparison
than the theoreticallower bound.

-
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In general,mergeinsertioncan besummarized
as follows: Let the items
of SORTED[i]
tobesortedbe SORTED[\\: n].Make pairwisecomparisons
and SORTED[i
+ 1];placethe largeritemsinto an array HIGHand the
smalleritemsinto array LOW. If n is odd,then the last itemof SORTED
is appendedto LOW. Now apply mergeinsertionto the elementsof HIGH.
PermuteLOW usingthe samepermutation.Thenwe know that HIGH[1]
<
and LOW[i] < HIGH\\i]for 1 < i <
HIGH[2]< < HIGH[[n/2\\]
[n/2\\. Now we insertthe itemsof LOW into the HIGHarray usingbinary
insertion.However,the orderin which we insertthe LOWs is important.We
want to selectthe maximumnumberof itemsin LOW sothat the number
of comparisons
requiredto insert eachone into the already sortedlist is a
constant j. As we have seenfrom our example,the insertionproceedsin
the orderLOW{tj), LOW{tj 1), , LOW{tj-i
+ 1),wherethe tj are
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...

-

a set of increasingintegers. In fact tj has the form tj = 2J
and
in the exercises
it is shown that this recurrence
relationcan be solved to
Thus itemsare insertedin the
give the formula tj = (2J+1+
orderLOW[S\\,LOW[2];LOW[5],LOW[% LOW[11],
LOW[10],LOW[9],
\342\200\224

\302\243/-i,

(\342\200\224l)J')/3.

LOW[8],LOW[7],LOW[6];and soon.
It can be shown that the timefor this algorithmis
3k
L
l<fc<n log2T
For n

(10.3)

= 1to 21,the values of this sum are

0,1,3,5,7,10,13,16,19,
22,26,30,34,38,42,46,50,54,58,62,66
we see that mergeinsertionis truly
Comparingthesevalues with [logn!],
optimalfor 1< n < 11and n = 20,21.

10.1.3Selection
Fromour previousdiscussionit should be clearthat any comparisontree
that modelscomparison-based
algorithmsfor finding the maximumof n
elementshas at least 2n_1externalnodessinceeachpath from the root to
an externalnodemust containat leastn 1 internalnodes.
This impliesat
leastn 1 comparisons
for otherwiseat leasttwo of the input itemsnever
losea comparisonand the largestis not yet found.
Now supposewe let Lfc(n) denotea lower bound for the number of
comparisons
necessaryfor a comparison-based
algorithmto determinethe
largest,secondlargest, , A;th largestout of n elements,in the worst case.
tree must containenough
L\\{n)= n 1as previously. Sincethe comparison
externalnodesto allow for any possible
permutationof the input, it follows
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

...

immediately that Ljt(n) > [logn(n

\342\200\224

1)

(n

\342\200\242
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

k

+ 1)].
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Theorem10.2Lk(n) > n k+ [logn(n 1)
and n, where 1< k < n.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

(n

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

k

\342\200\224

+ 2)] for all integers

k

Proof:As beforeinternal nodesof the comparisontree contain integersof
betweenthe input itemsA[i] and A[j].
the form i :j that imply a comparison
If A[i] < A[j], then the algorithmproceeds
down the left branch;otherwiseit
inputs
proceedsdown the right branch.Now considerthe set of all possible
and placeinputs into the sameequivalenceclassif their k 1largestvalues
Therewill be
equivalence
appearin the samepositions.
1)
. Now consider
the externalnodes
classeswhich we denoteby Ei, i = 1,
for the set of inputs in the equivalenceclassEi (for somei). The external
nodesof the entiretree are alsopartitionedinto classescalledXi. Forall
of the largest, , k lst-largest
externalnodesin X; the positions
elements
areidentical.If we examinethe subtreeof the originalcomparison
treethat
aremadeon the
defines the classXi, then we observethat all comparisons
of the n
k + 1 smallestelements;in essencewe are trying to
position
determinethe &th-largestelement.Thereforethis subtreecan be viewed as
a comparison
tree for finding the largestof n k + 1elementsand it has at
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2,...

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(n\342\200\224k+2)

n(n\342\200\224

...

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

least2n~k externalnodes.
Hencethe originaltreecontainsat least
nodesand the theoremfollows.

n(n\342\200\224

1)

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(n\342\200\224k+2)2n~k

external
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Draw the comparisontree for sortingfour elements.
2. Draw the comparisontree for sorting four elementsthat
by

the binary insertionmethod.

3. When

is produced

equality betweenkeys is permitted,thereare 13possible
when sorting threeelements.What are they?

permutations

4. When

can have one of three
keys are allowedtobe equal,a comparison
results:A[i] < A[j], A[i] = A[j], or A[i] > A[j}. Sortingalgorithms
can thereforebe representedby extendedternary comparison
trees.
when equality
Draw an extendedternary treefor sortingthreeelements
is allowed.

neededto sort n
5. Let TE(n)be the minimum numberof comparisons
itemsand to determineall equalitiesbetweenthem. It is clearthat
TE(n)> T(n) sincethe n itemscouldbe distinct.Showthat TE(n) =

T(n).

6. Find a comparisontree for sorting sixelementsthat
nodeson levels 10and

11.

has all external
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7. Stirling'sapproximation
is n!~ \\/27rn(n/e)nel^l2n\\Show how this
= nlogn\342\200\224n/(ln2) +
is
used
to
demonstrate
that [logn!]
approximation

(1/2)logn+0(1).

8. Provethat
correct.

the closedform for BISORT(n)= n

-

[logn]

9. Show that log(n!)is approximately
equal to n logn

2flo\302\253nl

+1is
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n loge + 0(1)by
the
fact
that
the
and
k
is
monotonic
boundedbelow
function
using
log
by

\342\200\224

Jk-i^ogxdx.

10.Showthat

the sum 2fc-2fc-1
+2fc-2+ ---+

(-l)fc2\302\260

= (2fc+1+ (-l)fc)/3.

11.A

partial ordering is a binary relation,denotedby <, such that
x < y and y < z, x < z and if x < y and y < x, x = y. A
total orderingis a partialordering
such that for all x and y, eitherx < y
or y < x. How can a directedgraphbe usedto modela partialordering
or a total ordering?
if

12.Let A[\\ : n] and B[\\ : n] eachcontainn unorderedelements.Showthat

if comparisons
betweenpairsof elementsof A or B are not allowed,
then Q(n2)operationsare requiredto test whetherthe elementsof A
areidentical(thoughpossibly a permutation)of the elementsof B.
13.In the derivationof the Ford-Johnsonsortingalgorithm,the sequence
tj must be determined.Explainwhy tj + tj^i = 2K Then show how
to derive the formula tj = (2>+1+
(\342\200\224l)J)/3.

10.2 ORACLESAND

ADVERSARYARGUMENTS

Oneof the prooftechniquesthat is useful for obtaininglower boundsconsists
of makinguse of an oracle.The most famous oraclein history was called

the Delphicoracle,locatedin Delphi,Greece.This oraclecan stillbe found,
situatedin the sideof a hill embeddedin somerocks.In oldentimespeople
would approachthe oracleand ask it a question.After someperiodof time
elapsed,the oraclewould reply and a caretakerwould interpretthe oracle's
answer.
A similarphenomenontakesplacewhen we use an oracleto establisha
lower bound.Given somemodelof computationsuch as comparison
trees,
the oracletellsus the outcomeof eachcomparison.To derive a goodlower
bound, the oracletries its best to causethe algorithmto work as hard as
this by choosingas the outcomeof the next test,the result
it can. It does
the final answer.And
that causesthe most work tobe requiredto determine
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lower bound for the
keepingtrackof the work that is done,a worst-case
can
be
derived.
problem
by

10.2.1Merging

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

:

B[l:

Now we considerthe mergingproblem.Given the setsA[\\ m] and
n],
wherethe itemsin A and the itemsin B are sorted,we investigatelower
boundsfor algorithmsthat mergethesetwo setsto give a singlesortedset.
As was the case for sorting, we assumethat all the m + n elementsare
distinct and that A[l] < A[2] <
< A[m] and B[l]< B[2]
< B[n).
It is possible
that after thesetwo setsare merged,the n elementsof B can
be interleavedwithin A in every possible
way. Elementary combinatorics
can mergetogether
tellsus that thereare (mr^n) ways that the .A'sand
while preservingthe orderingwithin A and B. Forexample,if m = 3,n = 2,
A[l] = x,A[2]= y,A[3] = z, B[l]= u, and B[2]= v, thereare (3+2) =
10ways in which A and B can merge:u,v,x,y,z;u,x,v,y,z;u,x,y,v,z;
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

<\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

S's

u,x,y,z,v;x,ri,v,y,z;x,u,y,v,z;x,u,y,z,v;x,y,u,v,z;x,y,u,z,v;and
x,y,z,u,v.

Thus if we use comparison
trees as our modelfor mergingalgorithms,
then therewill be (m+n) externalnodes,
and thereforeat least

are requiredby
comparisons

any comparison-based
mergingalgorithm.The
conventionalmergingalgorithmthat was given in Section3.4(Algorithm
If we let MERGE(m,n) be the minimum
3.8)takesm + 1comparisons.
numberof comparisons
neededtomergem itemswith n items,then we have
the inequality
n\342\200\224

-

< MERGE(m,n) < m + n 1
Theexercisesshow that theseupperand lower boundscan get arbitrarily
apart as m gets much smallerthan n. This should not be a surprise
becausethe conventionalalgorithmis designedto work best when m and n
are approximately
equal.In the extremecasewhen m = 1,we observethat
neededto
binary insertionwould requirethe fewest numberof comparisons
mergeA[l] into
,B[n].
When rn and n are equal,the lower bound given by the comparison
tree
modelis toolow and the numberof comparisons
for the conventionalmerging
algorithmcan be shown to be optimal.
Theorem10.3MERGE(m,m)= 2m 1,for m > 1.
far

B[l],...

-
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Proof:Considerany algorithm that mergesthe two setsA[l] < <
< B[m].We already have an algorithmthat requires
A[m] and B[l]<
>
\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

2m 1 comparisons.If we can show that MERGE(m,m) 2m 1,then
the theoremfollows. Considerany comparison-based
algorithmfor solving
the mergingproblemand an instancefor which the final result is B[l]<
< B[m] < A[m], that is,for which the 5's
A[l] < B[2]< A[2] <
and .A's alternate. Any mergingalgorithmmust make eachof the 2m 1
comparisons
B[l]: A[l], A[l] : B[2],B[2]: A[2], ,B[m]: A[m] while
of type
mergingthe given inputs. To see this, supposethat a comparison
B[i]: A[i] is not madefor somei. Then the algorithmcannot distinguish
betweenthe previousorderingand the one in which
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

...
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\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

B[l]< A[l] <

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

-

< A[i 1]< A[i] < B[i\\ < B[i+ 1]<

\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

< B[m]< A[m]

So the algorithmwill not necessarilymergethe A's and S'sproperly.If
a comparison
of type A[i] : B[i+ 1]is not made,then the algorithmwill
not be able to distinguishbetweenthe casesin which B[i\\ < A[l] < B[2]

<

A[i

and
which B[l]< A[l] < B[2]< A[2] <
<
- 1]< <B[m]<< A[m]
<
<
<
<
<
So
+
+
any
B[i 1] A[i]
1]
B[m]
in

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

A[i

B[i\\

algorithmmust make all 2m
The theoremfollows.

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

\342\200\224

A[m\\.

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

1 comparisonsto producethis final result.
\342\226\241

10.2.2 Largestand SecondLargest
the problemof
For anotherexamplethat we can solve usingoracles,consider
the
of
of n. What is
a
nd
the
second
e
lements
o
ut
a
set
finding
largest
largest
a lower bound on the numberof comparisons
requiredby any algorithmthat
has already provided us with an
finds thesetwo quantities? Theorem10.2
answer usingcomparison
trees.An algorithmthat makesn 1comparisons
tofind the largestand then
to find the secondlargestgives an immediate
upperbound of 2n 3. So a largegap stillremains.
This problemwas originally stated in termsof a tennis tournament in
which the values arecalledplayers and the largestvalue is interpretedas the
\342\200\224

n\342\200\2242

\342\200\224

shows a sample
winner,and the secondlargestas the runner-up.Figure10.3
tournament amongeight players.The winner of eachmatch (which is the
largerof the two values being compared)is promotedup the tree until the
final round, which in this case,determines
McMahon as the winner. Now,
who are the candidatesfor secondplace?The runner-upmust be someone
who lost to McMahon but who did not loseto anyone else.In Figure 10.3
candidates
that meansthat eitherGuttag,Rosen,or Francezarethe possible

secondplace.
leadsus to another algorithmfor determiningthe runner-up
Figure10.3
oncethe winner of a tournamenthas beenfound. The players who have lost
to the winner play a secondtournamentto determinethe runner-up. This
secondtournamentneedonly be replayed alongthe path that the winner,in
for
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McMahon
McMahon
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Rosen
Rosen

Guttag

McMahon

Daks

Guttag

Cline McMahon Francez Guttag

Daks

Taylor

Lynch

Figure10.3A tennistournament
this caseMcMahon, followed as he rosethroughthe tree. For a tournament
with n players, thereare [logn]levels,and henceonly [logn] 1comparisons
are requiredfor this secondtournament.This new algorithm,which was
first suggestedby J. Schreierin 1932,
requiresa total of n 2 + [logn]
Thereforewe have an identicalagreementbetweenthe known
comparisons.
upperand lower boundsfor this problem.
Now we show how the samelower boundcan be derived usingan oracle.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Theorem10.4Any comparison-based
algorithmthat computesthe largest
and secondlargestof a set of n unorderedelementsrequiresn 2 + [logn]
\342\200\224

comparisons.

Proof:Assume that a tournamenthas beenplayed and the largestelement
and the second-largest
elementobtainedby somemethod.Sincewe cannot

determinethe second-largest
elementwithout having determinedthe largest
1comparisons
w
e
see
that
at
least
are necessary.Thereforeall
element,
we needto show is that there is always somesequence
that
of comparisons
forcesthe secondlargestto be found in [logn] 1additionalcomparisons.
Supposethat the winner of the tournamenthas played x matches.Then
there are x peoplewho are candidatesfor the runner-up position.The
runner-uphas lost only once,to the winner,and the otherx 1 candidates
must have lost to one other person.Thereforewe producean oraclethat
decidesthe resultsof matchesin such a way that the winner plays [logn]
otherpeople.
In a match betweena and b the oracledeclaresa the winner if a is
previously undefeatedand b has lost at leastonceor if both a and b are
n\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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undefeatedbut a has won morematchesthan b. In any other casethe oracle
can decidearbitrarily as long as it remainsconsistent.
Now, considera tournamentin which the outcomeof eachmatch is
determined by the above oracle. Imaginedrawing a directedgraph with n
verticescorresponding
to one
to this tournament.Eachvertex corresponds
of the n players. Draw a directededgefrom vertex b to a, b ^ a, if and only
if eitherplayer a has defeatedb or a has defeatedanother player who has
defeatedb. It is easy to see by inductionthat any player who has played
and won only x matchescan have at most 2X~1 edgespointinginto her or
his corresponding
node.Sincefor the overall winner theremust be an edge
from eachof the remainingn 1 vertices,it follows that the winner must
\342\200\224

have played at

least [logn]matches.

\342\226\241

10.2.3State SpaceMethod
Another techniquefor establishinglower bounds that is relatedto oracles
is the state spacedescriptionmethod. Often it is possible
to describeany
algorithmfor solving a given problemby a set of n-tuples.A state space
is a set of rulesthat show the possible
states (n-tuples)that an
description
can
from
a
assume
state
and
a
Oncethe
algorithm
given
singlecomparison.
state transitionsare given, it is possible
to derive lower bounds by arguing

that the finish state cannot be reachedusing any fewer transitions. As
an exampleof the state spacedescriptionmethod,we considera problem
originally denned and solved in Section
given n distinct items,find
the maximumand the minimum.Recallthat the divide-and-conquer-based
solutionrequired[~3n/2] 2 comparisons.
We would like to show that this

3.3:

\342\200\224

algorithmis indeedoptimal.

Theorem10.5Any
elements

of

algorithmthat computesthe largestand smallest
a set of n unorderedelementsrequires[~3n/2] 2 comparisons.
\342\200\224

Proof:Thetechniquewe usetoestablisha lowerboundis to definean oracle

a state table.We considerthe state of a comparison-based
algorithmas
being describedby a 4-tuple(a,b, c,d), wherea is the numberof itemsthat
have never been compared,b is the number of itemsthat have won but
never lost,c is the numberof itemsthat have lost but never won, and d is
the numberof itemsthat have both won and lost.Originally the algorithm
is in state (n,0,0,0)
and concludeswith (0,1,1,
n
2). Then, after each
t
he
can
make
b,
tuple
c,
o
nly
comparison
(a, d)
progress if it assumesone of
the five possible
statesshown in Figure10.4.
To get the state (0,1,1, from the state (n, 0,0,0),[3n/2]
areneeded.To seethis, observethat the quickest way to get the a
to zerorequiresn/2 state changesyielding the tuple (0,n/2,n/2,0).
component
Next the b and c components
are reduced;this requiresan additionaln 2
by

\342\200\224

\342\200\2242

n\342\200\2242)

comparisons

\342\200\224

state changes.
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a > 2 //Two itemsfrom a
//arecompared.
(a 1,6, c + 1,d) or (a 1,6 + 1,c,d) if a > 1 //An itemfrom a
or (a 1,b, c,d + 1)
//is comparedwith
(a 2, b + 1,c + 1,d)

if

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

6-l,c,d+l)
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(a,6, c

\342\200\224

//onefrom b or c.

> 2 //Two itemsfrom 6
//arecompared.
if c > 2 //Two itemsfrom c
if 6

(a,

1,d + 1)

//arecompared.

Figure10.4Statesfor max-minproblem

10.2.4 Selection
end this sectionby derivinganother lower boundon the selection
We originally studiedthis problem
in Chapter3 wherewe presented
solutions.
One of the algorithmspresentedtherehas a worst-case
of 0(n)no matterwhat value is being selected.
Thereforewe know
complexity
that asymptotically any selection
time. Let SELfc(n)
algorithmrequires
be the minimum numberof comparisons
neededfor finding the A;th element
of an unordered
set of sizen. We have already seenthat for k = 1,SELi(n) =
1
In the following paragraphs
n
and, for k = 2,SEL^n) = n 2 + [logn].
we presenta statetablethat showsthat
log2(k-i) SELfc(n).
We continueto use the terminology that refers to an elementof the set as
a player and to a comparison
betweentwo players as a match that must be
won by one of the players. A procedure
for selecting
the A;th-largest element
is referredto as a tournamentthat finds the &th-best player.
To derive this lower bound on the selectionproblem,an oracleis
constructed in the form of a statetransitiontablethat will causeany comparisonbasedalgorithmtomake at leastn k+(k 1) log 2(k-\\:) comparisons.
The
tuple sizefor statesin this caseis two, (it was four for the max-minproblem),
of a tuple,say (Map,Set),are Map, a mappingfrom
and the components
the integers
of the input.
,n onto itself, and Set,an orderedsubset
The initial state is the identity mapping(that is,Map(i) = 1,1< i < n)
and the empty set.Intuitively, at any given time,the players in Setare the
top players (from among all).In particular,the ith player that entersSet
is the
to
player. Candidatesfor enteringSetare chosenaccording
their Map values. At any timeperiodt the oracleis assumedto be given
two unorderedelementsfrom the input, say a and b, and the oracleacts as
We

problem.

several

\302\251(n)

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

n\342\200\224k+(k\342\200\2241)

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1,2,...

\302\253th-best

follows:
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1.If a and b are both in Setat

timet, then a wins iff a > b. The tuple
remains
(Map,Set)
unchanged.
2. If a is in Setand b is not in Set,then a wins and the tuple (Map,Set)
remainsunchanged.
3.If a and b are both not in Setand if Map(a) > Map(b) at time t,
then a wins. If Map(a) = Map(b), then it doesn'tmatter who wins
as long as no inconsistencywith any previousdecisionis made. In
eithercase,if Map(a) + Map(b) > n/(k 1) at time t, then Map is
unchangedand the winner is insertedinto Setas a new member.If
Map(a)+Map(b) < n/(k 1),Setstays the sameand we set Map(the
0 at timet + 1 and Map(thewinner):= Map(a) + Map(b) at
loser):=
timet + 1and, for all itemsw,w ^ a,w ^ b, Map(w) stays the same.
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\342\200\224

Lemma 10.1Usingthe oraclejustdefined, the k 1bestplayers will
played at least (k 1) log^\".n matcheswhen the tournament is
\342\200\224

have

\342\200\224

completed.

Proof:At time t

the number of matcheswon by any player x is greater
than or equal to [logMap(x)~\\. The elementsin Set are orderedso that
< Xj. Now for all w in the input J2W Map(w) = n. Let W = {y : y is
x\\ <
in
not Setbut Map(y) > 0}.Sincefor allw in the input Map(w) < n/(k l),
it follows that the sizeof Setplus the sizeof W is greaterthan
However,
sincethe elementsy in W can only be lessthan someX{ in Set,if the sizeof
Setis lessthan k 1at the end of the tournament,then any player in Setor
1bestplayers.This is a contradiction,
W is a candidateto be one of the k
soit follows that at the end of the tournament \\Set\\ > k 1.
Let x be any elementof Set.If it has enteredSetby defeatingy, it can
only be becauseMap(x)+ Map(y) > n/(k 1) and Map(x) > Map(y).
This in turn means that Map(x) > 2(k-i\\ implying that x has played at
least log 2(k-i\\ matches.This is true for every memberof Setand \\Set\\ >
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

k\342\200\2241.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

(k-l).

We

D

to establishthe main theorem.
are now in a position

Theorem10.6[Hayfil] The function
SELfc(n) >

SELk(n)satisfies

n-k+ (k-l) log2(fc-l)

Proof:Accordingto Lemma10.1,
the
least (k

\342\200\224

1) log 2(k-i} matches.Any

best players have played at
player who is not amongthe k best
k\342\200\2241
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players has lost at leastone match against a player who is not among the
1best.Thus thereare n k additionalmatchesthat were not included
k
in the count of the matchesplayed by the k
1 top players.The theorem
follows.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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EXERCISES
1.Let rn = an. Then by Stirling'sapproximationlog
a) log (1+ a) a loga] ^ logn+ 0(1).Show that

(\302\260\"^n)

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

differencebetweenthis formula and m

2. Let F(n)be the minimum
neededto insert B[l]into
Prove by inductionthat

= n[(l+

as a
0, the
+ n 1gets arbitrarily large.
\342\200\224>\342\226\240

\342\200\224

numberof comparisons,
in the worst case,
the orderedset A[l] < A[2] <
< A[n).
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

F(n)> [logn+ 1].

3. A searchprogramis a finite sequenceof instructionsof threetypes: (1)
if (f(x) r 0) gotoLI;elsegotoL2;,wherer is either<, >,or = and
x is a vector;(2) accept;and (3) reject.Thesum of subsetsproblem
asks for a subset I of the integers1,
n for the inputs w\\,...,
wn

2,...,

such that J2iei(wi)= b, where b is a given number.Considersearch
programsfor which the function / is restrictedso that it can only make
of the form
comparisons
Z>\302\253)

iei

=b

(10.4)

Usingthe adversary techniqueD. Dobkinand R. Lipton have shown
that f2(2n) such operationsare requiredto solve the sum of subsets
problem
wn, b). Seeif you can derive their proof.

(ioi,...,

4. [W. Miller]
(a) Let (TV, R) denotethe reflexive transitive closureof a directed
graph (TV, E). Thus (u,v) is an edgein R if thereis a path from
u to v using zeroor moreedgesin E. Show that R is a partial
orderon N iff (TV, E) is acyclic.
(b) Provethat (TV, E U (it, v)) is acyclic iff (N,E) is acyclic and there
is no path from v to u using edgesin E.
(c) Prove that if (TV, E) is acyclic and u and v are distinct elements
of TV, then (N,EU{u,v)) or (N,E\\J{v,u))) is acyclic.
(d) Show that it is natural to think of an oracleas constructingan
acyclic digraph on the set N of players.Interpret(b) and (c) as
rules governinghow the oraclemay resolvematches.
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10.3 LOWER BOUNDS

THROUGH REDUCTIONS

Herewe discussa very importanttechniquethat can be used to derive lower

bounds.This technique callsfor reducingthe given problemto another

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

problemfor which a lower bound is already known.

Definition10.1Let Pi and P2 be any two problems.We say Pi reducesto
P2 (alsowritten Pi oc P2) in timeT{n)if an instanceof Pi can be converted
into an instanceof P2 and a solutionfor Pi can be obtainedfrom a solution
for P2 in time < i~(n).
\342\226\241

Example10.2Let Pi be the problemof selection(discussedin Section
3.6)and P2 be the problemof sorting. Let the input have n numbers.If
the numbersare sorted,
elementof the
say in an array A[ ],the
\302\253th-smallest

input can be obtainedas A[i]. Thus Pi reducesto P2 in

0(1)time.

\342\226\241

Example10.3Let 5i and 52 be two setswith m elementseach. The
problemPi is to checkwhetherthe two setsare disjoint,that is,whether
Sifl 52 = 0. P2 is the sortingproblem.We can show that Pi oc P2 in 0(m)
timeas follows.
Let Si = {ki,k2,...,
The instanceof
km} and 52 = {^1,^2,
P2 to be createdhas n = 2m and the sequenceof keys to be sorted is
X = (ki,l),(k2,l),...
,(km,l),(ii,2),(i2,2),... In other words,
eachkey in X is a tuple and the sorting has to be done in lexicographic
order. The conversionof Pi to P2 takes 0{m)time, sinceit involves the
creationof 2m tuples.
Now we have to show that a solutionto Pi is obtainable
from the solution
to P2 in 0(m)time. Let X' be X in sortedorder. OnceX' has been
computed,what remainsto be doneis to sequentially gothoughthe elements
of X' from left to right and checkwhetherthereare two successive
elements
=
and
x
such
that
If
thereare
no
then
such
elements, Si and
y.
(x,1)
(y, 2)
otherwisethey are not.
52 are disjoint;
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

,\302\243m}-

,(\302\243m,2).

\342\226\241

Note: If Pi reducesto P2 in T(n) time and if T{n) is a lower bound on
the solutiontimeof Pi, then, clearly, T(n) r{n) is a lower bound on the
solutiontimeof P2.In Example10.3,
we can infer that P2 has a lower bound
\342\200\224

0(n),whereT(n) is a lower bound for the solutionof Pi on two
setswith m = n/2 elementseach. In Chapter11we revisit the notion of
of T(n)

\342\200\224

reductionin the contextof AfV-h&vd problems.
Now we presentseveralexamples
to illustratethe above techniqueof
reduction in derivinglower bounds.
Thefirst problemis that of computingthe
convexhull of pointsin the plane(seeSection3.8)and the secondproblem
is Pi of Example10.3.
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10.3.1Findingthe ConvexHull
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Given n points in the plane,recallthat the convex hull problemis to identify
the verticesof the hull in someorder(clockwise
or counterclockwise).
We
now show that any algorithmfor this problemtakesfi(nlogn)
time. If we
call the convexhull problemP<i and the problemof sorting Pi, then this
lower bound is obtainedby showing that P\\ reducesto P<i in 0(n)time.
Sincesortingof n points needsfi(nlogn)
time (seeSection10.1),
the result

readily follows.
Let P\\ be the problemof sortingthe sequence
of numbersK = k\\, A,-2,...,
kn. P2 takesas input points in the plane. We convert the n numbersinto

the n points (&i, k\\),
k%),
(kn, k\\). Constructionof thesepointstakes
time.These
lie
on
the
points
parabolay = x2.
0(n)
Theconvex hull of thesepoints has all the n points as verticesand
to their ^-coordinatevalues (that is,
they areorderedaccording
=
If
X
values).
?%),..., isXthewithoutput (in counterclockwise
for
in
we
can
the leastx-coordinate
order) P2,
identify the point of
) is this point, the sortedorderof K is the x-coordinates
0(n)time.If
of points in X starting from
and moving counterclockwise.
Thus
determining the output for Pi alsotakes0(n)time.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

(\302\243,'2,

\342\226\240,

moreover

k%

(\302\2431,

\302\243'(),

(\302\2432,

(\302\243n,

\302\243n)

\302\243'

(\302\243',

\302\243'

Example10.4Considerthe problemof sortingthe numbers2, 3,1,and 4.

(1,1),
10.5.

and (4,16).
The convexhull
The four points createdare (2,4),
(3,9),
of thesepoints is shown in Figure
All the four points areon the hull. A
counterclockwise
orderingof the hull is (3,9), (4,16), and (2,4),from
which the sortedorderof the points can be retrieved.

(1,1),

\342\226\241

Thereforewe arrive

at the following

lemma.

Lemma 10.2Computingthe convexhull
needsfi(nlogn)time.

of n given points in the plane
\342\226\241

10.3.2DisjointSetsProblem
In Example10.3we showed a reductionfrom the problemPi of deciding
whether two given setsare disjointto the problemP2 of sorting.This
reduction canthen be used to derive a lower bound on the solutiontimeof P2,
makinguse of any known lower boundsfor the solutionof Pi.But the only
lower bound we have proved so far is for P2 and not for Pi. Now we would
like to derive a lower bound for Pi.

Lemma 10.3Any algorithmfor solvingPi,when the setsareof sizen each,
needsfi(nlogn)time.
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Figure10.5Sortingnumbersusing the convex hull reduction

Proof:We show that

P2 oc Pi in 0(n)time. Let K = k\\,
kn be any
xn be
sequenceof n numbersthat we want to sort.Also let X = x\\,X2,
the sortedorderof the sequenceK. To constructan instanceof Pi,we let

fc2,...,
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

Si = {(fci,0), (k2,0),...,
1),(fc2,1), (kn, 1)}(kn,0)}and S2 = {(fc1}
for each 1<
Any algorithmfor Pi must compare(xj,1) with (xj+i,0)
z <n
1. If not, we can replace(x{,1) in 52 with (xj_|_i,0) and force the
algorithmto output an incorrectanswer. Replacing(xj,1) with (xj+i,0)
doesnot in any way alter the outcomesof othercomparisons
madeby the
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\302\253,

\342\200\224

algorithm.
Our claimis that the above comparisons
are sufficient to sort K. The
sortedorderof K can beobtainedby constructinga graph G(V,E) as follows:
V = {k\\,
kn}and thereis a directededgefrom ki to kj if the algorithm
for Pi has determinedthat ki < kj (for any 1 < i,j < n). This graph
is constructiblein 0(n + T(n)) time, where T(n) is the run time of the
algorithm for Pi. To obtain the elementsof K in sortedorder,find the
smallestelementx\\ in 0{n)time.Find the smallestamongall the neighbors
of x\\ in G; this will be x2. Then find the smallestamongall the neighbors
of X2 in G; this will be X3. And soon. The total time spent is clearly

fo,...,

0(n+ \\V\\ + \\E\\) =0{n+ T{n)).
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10.3.3On-lineMedianFinding
In this problem,at every timestepwe are given a new key. We are required
to computethe medianof all the given keys beforethe next key is given. So,
if n

keys are given in all, we have to computen medians.

Example10.5Let

n = 7. Say the first key input is 7. We output the
this we are given the secondkey, say 15.The median
is either7 or 15.Say the next 5 keys input are 3,17,8,11,
and 5, in this
or 11,and
order. The corresponding
mediansoutput will be 7,7 or 15,8,8
8, respectively.
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median as 7.

After

\342\226\241

Lemma 10.4The on-line median finding problem(call it P2) requires
fi(nlogn)timefor its solution,wheren is the total numberof keys input.

Proof:The lemmais proved by reducingPi to P2,whereP\\

is the problem
sorting. Let Pi be the problemof sorting the sequenceof keys K =
The instance of P2 should be such that each key of K is
ki,k2,---,kn.
an on-linemedian.Also, the smallestkey of K shouldbe output beforethe
second-smallest
key, which in turn shouldbe output beforethe third smallest
the sequence
key, and soon.Suchan instanceof P2 is createdby extending
of

K with

\342\200\224

00s and 00s as follows:
\342\200\224

OO,

\342\200\224OO,

...,

\342\200\224OO,

k\\, &2,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

>

km

... , OOOO

OO,OO,OO,OO,

That is,the input consistsof n 00sfollowed by K and then 2n 00s.This
instanceof P2 can be generatedin 0(n)time. The solutionto P2 consists
of An medians.Note that when the first 00 is input, the medianof all given
keys is the smallestkey of K. Also, when the third 00 is input, the medianis
the second-largest
key of K. And soon.In other words the sortedorderof
K is nothingbut the In+ 1stmedian,the In+ 3rdmedian, the An 1st
medianoutput by any algorithmfor P2.Therefore,Pi can be solved given
a solutionto P2,and hencePi reducesto P2 in 0(n)time.
If S(n) is the timeneededto sort n keys and M(m) is the solutiontime
of P2 on a total of rn keys, then the above reductionshows that S(n) <
M(An) + 0(n). But we know that S(n) > en logn for someconstant c.
Therefore,M(An) > en logn 0{n).That is,M(n) > c\\ logf 0(f);this
impliesthat M(n) = fi(nlogn).
\342\200\224

...,

-

\342\200\224

-

\342\226\241

10.3.4MultiplyingTriangularMatrices
x n matrixA whose elementsare {fly}, 1 < i,j < n, is said to be
upper triangularif a^ = 0 whenever i > j. It is said to be lower triangularif
ciij = 0 for i < j. A matrixthat is eitheruppertriangularor lower triangular
is saidtobe triangular.
An n
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areinterestedin derivinglower bounds for the problemof
two triangular matrices.We restrictour discussion
to lower triangular
matrices.But the resultsto be derived hold for upper triangular matrices
also.Let A and B be two n x n lower triangular matrices.If M(n) is the
timeneededto multiply two n x n full matrices(callthis problemPi) and
Mt(n) is the timeneededto multiply two lower triangularmatrices(callthis
problemP2), then clearly M(n) > Mt(n). More interestingly, it turns out
that Mt(n) = f2(M(n)); that is,the problemof multiplying two triangular
matricesis asymptotically no easierthan multiplying two full matricesof
We
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multiplying

the samedimensions.

Lemma 10.5Mt(n) = fi(M(n)).

Proof:We

show that Pi reducesto P2 in 0{n2)time. Notethat M(n) =
sincethereare
2n2 elementsin the input and n2 in the output.Let
fi(n2)
the two matricesto be multipliedbe A and B and of sizen x n each.The
instanceof P2 to be createdis the following:
A'

OOO
OOO
O

O

OOO
BOO
OOO

B'

A

HereO stands for the zeromatrix,that is,an n x n matrixall of whose
entriesarezeros.Both A' and B' are of size3n x 3n each.Multiplying the
two matrices,we get

A'B'=

'OOO
OOO
AB O O

Thus the productAB is easily obtainablefrom the productA'B'.
Pi reducesto P2 in 0(n2)time. This reductionimpliesthat M(n) <
this in turn meansMt(n) >
0(n2).SinceM(n) =
Mt(3n)+ 0{n2);
= fi(M(n)). Hence,Mt{n)= fi(M(n)).
n(n2),
Problem

M(\302\247)

-

\342\226\241

M(\302\247)

Note that the above lemmaalsoimpliesthat Mt{n)= Q(M(n)).

10.3.5Invertinga Lower TriangularMatrix
A be an n x n matrix.Also, let I be the n x n identity matrix,that is,
1< k < n, and whoseevery otherelement
the matrixfor which i^k =
is zero. The elementsa^k of any matrixA arecalledthe diagonalelements
of A. Every elementof I is zeroexceptfor the diagonalelementswhich are
all ones.If thereexistsan n x n matrixB such that AB = I, then we say
B is the inverseof A and A is said to be invertible. The inverse of A is

Let

f\302\260r

1\302\273
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alsodenotedas A 1.Not every matrixis invertible.Forexample,the zero
matrixhas no inverse.
In this sectionwe concentrate
on obtaininga lower boundon the inversion
timeof a lower triangularmatrix.It can be shown that a triangular matrix
is invertibleif and only if all itsdiagonalelementsarenonzero.Let Pi be the
problemof multiplying two full matricesand P2 be the problemof inverting
a lower triangular matrix. Let M(n) and It(n) be the corresponding
time
We show that M(n) = Q(It(n)).
complexities.
Lemma 10.6M(n) = 0(It(n)).

Proof:Theclaimis that Pi reducesto

0(n2)time,from which the
constructthe following lower triangular matrixin 0(n2)time:

lemmafollows.Let A and B be the two n
We

C

P2 in

xn full matricesto be multiplied.

IOO
BIO
I
O

A

wherethe O'sand 7'sare n x n zeromatricesand identity matrices,
C is a 3n x 3n matrix.The inverse of C is

respectively.

I

C~

-B

AB

0 0
I 0

-A I

where
refersto A with all the elementsnegated.Herealsowe seethat
the productAB is obtainableeasily from the inverse of C. Thus we get
M(n) < It(3n) + 0(n2),and henceM(n) = 0(It(n)).
\342\200\224A

\342\226\241

Lemma 10.7It(n) = 0(M(n)).

Proof:Lot A be the nxn lower triangularmatrixto be inverted.Partition
A

into four

submatricesof size

eachas follows:

An

O

A21 A22

Both An and A22 are lower triangular matricesand A21 could possibly be
a full matrix.The inverse of A can be verified to be
~A22 -A21.A11

A22
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The above equationsuggestsa divide-and-conqueralgorithmfor inverting
A. To invert A which is of sizen x n, it suffices to invert two lower
matrices(An and A22) of size x eachand performtwo matrix
multiplications
(i.e.,compute
D=A^2 (A2iA^l )) and negatea matrix (D).
2
triangular

D can be negatedin
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*j- time. The run time of such a divide-and-conquer
algorithmsatisfies the following recurrencerelation:

Usingrepeatedsubstitution,we get

+ 0(n2)
/((n)<2MQ+22M^)+...
SinceM(n) = f2(n2),the above simplifiesto

= 0(M(n)).D
It{n) = 0(M(n)+n2)
Lemmas10.6
and 10.7togetherimply that It(n) = 6(M(n)).

10.3.6Computingthe TransitiveClosure
Let G be a directedgraph whose adjacencymatrixis A. Recallthat the
reflexive transitive closure(or simply the transitive closure)of G, denoted
A*, is a matrixsuch that A*(i,j)= 1 if and only if thereis a directedpath
of length zeroor morefrom nodei to nodej in G. In this sectionwe wish
to computelower boundson the computingtimeof A* given A.

In the following discussion
we assumethat all the diagonalelementsof A
arezeros.Thereis an interestingrelationshipbetweenthe different powers
of A and A* capturedin the following lemma

Lemma 10.8Let A be the adjacencymatrixof a given directedgraph G.
Then, Ak(i:j)= 1 if and only if there is a path from nodei to nodej of
length exactlyequal to k, for any 0 < k < n. Herethe matrixproductsare
to booleanor and scalar
interpretedas follows: Scalaradditioncorresponds
to booleanand.
multiplicationcorresponds

Proof:We

prove the lemmaby inductionon k. When k = 0, A0 is the
and the lemmaholds,sincethereis a path of lengthzerofrom
matrix
identity
node
to
itself.
When k = 1,the lemmais alsotrue, sinceA(i,j)= 1
every
if and only if there is an edgefrom i to j. Assume that the lemmais true
for all path lengthsup to k 1,k > 1.We prove it for a path length of k.
\342\200\224
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j,

If there is a path of length k from nodei to node this path consists
of an edgefrom nodei to someother nodeq and then a path from q to
of length k
In otherwords, usingthe inductionhypothesis, thereexists
If there is such a g, then
a q such that A(i,q) = 1 and A^ (g,j) =
\342\200\224

1.

j

1.

Afc(z, j) = (A* Ak~l)(i,j)is surely 1.
Conversely, if Ak(i,j) = 1,then sinceAk = A * Ak~l, thereexistsa g
such that A(i,q) = 1 and Ak~1(q,j)= 1. This meansthat thereis a path
from nodei to nodej of length fc.
If thereis a path at all from nodei to nodej in G,the shortestsuchpath
will be of length < (n 1),n being the numberof nodesin G.
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\342\226\241

\342\200\224

Lemma 10.9A*

I + A + A2 + ---+ An~l.

\342\226\241

Lemma10.9gives another algorithmfor computingA*. (We saw searchbasedalgorithmsin Section6.3.)Let T{n) be the timeneededto compute
the transitiveclosureof an n-nodegraph.
Lemma 10.10
M(n) < T(3n) + 0(n2),and henceM(n) = 0(T(n)).

Proof:If A

and B are the given n x n matricesto be multiplied,
form the
x
in
3n
3n
matrix
C
time:
following
0(n2)

C=

O A O
O O B

OOO

C2 is given by
O O AB
C2
Also, Ck = O for k

OOO
OOO

> 3. Therefore,usingLemma10.9,

c* = i + c + c2+

+ cn-1 I+C+ C2

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

I

A

O I
O O

AB

B

I

Given C*,it is easy to obtain the productAB.

Lemma 10.11
T(n) = 0(M(n)).
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Proof:The proofis analogousto that

and
graph under consideration

partitionedinto

four

||

Let G(V,E)be the
of Lemma10.7.
its adjacencymatrix. The matrixA is

submatricesof size x each:
A
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A

=

A21 A22

Recallthat row i of A corresponds
to edgesgoingout of nodei. Let V\\ be
the set of nodescorresponding
to rows
of A and V2 be the set of
nodescorresponding
to the rest of the rows.
The entry A^i(i,j) = 1 if and only if there is a path from nodei G Vi
to nodej G Vi all of whose intermediate
nodesarealsofrom Vi. A similar

1,2,...,^

property holds for A22.
Let D = A12A21 and let u and v G Vi. Then, D(u,v) = 1 if and only
if thereexistsa w G V2 such that (u, w) and (w, v) are in E. A similar
statementholds for A21A12.
Let the transitiveclosureof G be given by
A*

=

Cn C12
C21 C22

Our goal is to derive a divide-and-conqueralgorithm for computingA*.
and C22 from
Therefore,we shouldfind a way of computingCn,Ci2,C2i,
A*n

and

A*22.

First we considerthe computationof Cn. Note that Cn corresponds
to paths from i to j, where i and j are in Vi. Of coursethe intermediate
nodesin such paths could as well be from V2. Any such path from i to j
can have severalsegments,whereeachsegmentstarts from a node,say uq,
from Vi, goesto wq G V2 through an edge,goesto xq of V2 through a path
of arbitrary length, and goesto yq G Vi through an edge(seeFigure10.6).
to An + A^A^^i- Sincetherecouldbe an
Any such segmentcorresponds
number
of
such
arbitrary
segments,we get
Cn = {An + Ai2A*22A2i)*

|

Usingsimilarreasoning,the rest of A* can alsobe determined:Cyi =
CnAi2A22, C21= ^22-^21Cii)and C22 = A\\2 + A22A2iCnAi2A22.
Thusthe above divide-and-conquer
algorithmfor computingA* performs
each (A22 and (An +
two transitive closureson matricesof size f x
and two matrixadditionson ma^12^22^21)*),sixmatrixmultiplications,
S each.Thereforewe get

T(n)<2Tg)+6M(|)+0(n2
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V

V,

path in
Figure10.6A possible

C\\\\

Repeatedsubstitutionyields

T(n)< 6M(|j+12Mf-]+24M/n+

+ 0(n2)

But, M(n) > n2, and henceM(n/2) < 4M(n). Usingthis fact, we seethat
O
T(n) = 0(M(n)+ n2) = 0(M(n)).

Lemmas10.10
and

10.11
show that

T(n) = 9(M(n)).

EXERCISES
1.In Section3.8we

stated two variants of the convexhull problem.
Lemma10.2proves a lower bound for one version of the problem.
In the otherversion,we are only supposedto find the verticesof the
in any order).Will Lemma10.2
hull (not necessarily
hold even for this
version?

2. If M(n) is the timeneededto multiply two nxn matrices,and S(n) is

the timeneededto squarean nxnmatrix,show that M(ri) = Q(S(n))
(i.e.,show that multiplying and squaringmatriceshave essentially the

samedifficulty).

3. Considerthe disjointsetsproblemof Exercise10.3.
Say the elements
5] as well as thoseof 52 are integersfrom the range [0,nc] for some
= IS2I = n. Will the lower bound of Lemma
constant c, where
10.3stillhold? If yes, why? If not, presentan algorithmwith o(nlogn)

of

|5i|

time.
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4. In the disjointsetsproblem,if \\S\\\\ = m

10.3stillbe valid?

Proveyour answer.

and IS^I=

O(l),will Lemma

5.The distinctelementsproblemis totakeas input n numbersand decide
no numberis repeated).
Show
whetherthesenumbersaredistinct(i.e.,
that any algorithmfor the solutionof the
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needsfi(nlogn)time.

distinctelementsproblem

10.4 TECHNIQUESFOR

ALGEBRAICPROBLEMS (*)

In this sectionwe examinetwo methods,substitutionand linear
for derivinglower boundson arithmeticand algebraic
problems.The
algebraicproblemswe considerhereare operationson integers,
and rationalfunctions. Solutionsto theseproblemswere presentedin
Chapter9. In addition we also includematrixmultiplicationand related
independence,

polynomials,

operationswhich were discussedin Chapter3.
The modelof computationwe use is calleda straight-lineprogram.It is
calledthis becausethereare no branchinginstructionsallowed. This
for n inputs, then a set of
implies that if we know a way of solving a problem
straight-lineprograms,one eachfor solvinga different sizen, can be given.
The only statementin a straight-lineprogramis the assignmentwhich has
the form S :=p opg;.HereS,p,and q are variables of boundedsizeand op
is typically one of the arithmeticoperations:
addition,subtraction,
or division.Moreoverp and q areeitherconstants,input variables,or
variablesthat have already appearedon the left of an assignmentstatement.
Forexample,one possible
straight-lineprogramthat computesthe value of
a degree-twopolynomial a2X2+ a\\x + ao has the form
multiplication,

:=
:=
vl
:=
vl
ans :=
vl

a2 * x;
vl

+ a\\;

vl * x;
vl

+ ao;

of a straight-lineprogram,we assumethat each
To determine
the complexity
instructiontakesone unit of timeand requiresone unit of space.Then the
time complexity
of a straight-line
programis its numberof assignmentsor
its length. A morerealisticassumptiontakesinto accountthe fact that an
integer n requires[lognj+ 1bitsto representit. But in this sectionwe
assumethat all operandsaresmallenoughto occupy a fixed-sized
register,

and hencethe unit-costassumptionis appropriate.
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needto considerthe classof constantswe intend to allow.This
s
ome
requires
elementarydefinitions from algebra.
Now we

Definition10.2A ring is an algebraicstructurecontaininga set of
S and two binary operationsdenotedby + and *. Foreacha, 6 G
St a + b arid a * b arealsoin S. Also the following propertieshold:
(a + b) + c = a+ (b + c) and
(a * b) * c = a * (b * c)
(associativity)
a +b = b +a
(commutativity)
(a + b) * c = a* c + b*c and
a* (b + c) = a *b+ a *c
(distributivity)
a +0 = 0 +a = a
(additiveidentity, 0 G S)
a * 1 = 1* a = a
(multiplicativeidentity, 1 G S)
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elements

Foreacha G 5, there is an additive inverse denotedby
such that
=
a+
+ = 0. If multiplicationis alsocommutative,then the
ring is calledcommutative.
\342\200\224a

\302\253

(\342\200\224a)

(\342\200\224a)

\342\226\241

Definition10.3A field is a commutativering such that for eachelement
a E S (other than 0), there is a multiplicativeinverse denotedby a-1G S
that satisfies the equationa * a-1= 1.
\342\226\241

Example10.6The realnumbersform a field underthe regularoperations
of additionand multiplication.
numbers.However,
Similarly for the complex
the integerswith operations+ and * do not form a field sinceonly plus or
minus one has a multiplicativeinverse. Another field is the set of integers
moduloa primeas discussedin Chapter9. It forms a finite field consisting

,p 1}.
{0,1,...

of the integers

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Definition10.4An indeterminateover an algebraicsystem 5 is a
that doesnot occurin S. The extensionof S by the indeterminates
x\\,...,xn is the smallestcommutativering that containsall combinations
of S and the indeterminates.
of the elements
Suchan extensionis denotedby
symbol

S[x\\,...,
xn]. When an extensionis madeto a field that allows for quotients
of
of elementsof S and
then
is denoted
combinations

by

S(xi,...,xn).

indeterminates,

that

n

The elementsin an extensionS[x\\,...,
xn] can be viewedas polynomials
the variablesx^ with coefficientsfrom the set S. Theelementsin an
extension S(x\\,
,xn) shouldbe viewedas rationalfunctions of the variables
are independentin
Xi with coefficientsthat are from S. The indeterminates
the sensethat no one can be expressedby the others,and hence two such
polynomials or rationalfunctions are equal only if one can be transformed
into the otherusingthe laws of the ring or field.
in

\342\226\240\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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Thefield of constantscan makean importantdifferencein the complexity
of the algorithmsfor someproblems.For example,if we wish to examine
programsfor computingx2 + y2, wherethe field is the reals,then two
are required.Howeverif the field is the complexnumbers,then
multiplications
only one complexmultiplicationis needed,namely (x + iy)(x iy).
\342\200\224

Theorem10.7Every algorithmfor computingthe value of a generalnth-
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degreepolynomial that uses only +,

\342\200\224,

and

*

requiresn additionsor

subtractions.

Proof:Any

straight-lineprogramthat computesthe value of anxn+ +ao
can be transformedinto a programto computean + + ao given somefield
of constants F and a vector A =
ao) of indeterminates.This new
programis producedby insertingthe statements := 1;at the beginning
and then replacingevery occurrence
of x by s. We now prove by induction
that an +
n
+ ao requires additionsor subtractions.Forn = 1,we need
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

(an,...,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

to computea\\ + ao as an elementin F[a\\,ao].If we disallow additions
or subtractions,then by the definition of extensiononly productsof the
Thus a\\ + ao
aj multipliedby constants from the field can be produced.
one
Now
we
have
a
sum
or difference
addition.
computed
requires
suppose
of at least two terms,where eachterm is possibly a productof elements
from the vector A and possibly a field element.Without lossof generality
assumethat an appearsin one of theseterms. If we substitutezerofor an,
then this eliminatesthe need for this first additionor subtractionsinceone
of the argumentsis zero. We are now computingan-\\ +
+ ao which by
the inductionhypothesesrequiresn 1additionsor subtractions.Thus the
theoremfollows.
The basicideaof this proofis the substitutionargument.Usingthe same
theoremthat shows
technique,onecan derive a not much morecomplicated
or divisions.
that Horner'srule is optimalwith respectto multiplications
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Definition10.5SupposeF and G are two fields such that F is contained
in G and we are computingin G(a\\,...
,an).The operation/ op g, where
*
is
or
is
said
to
be
if
one
of the following holds:(1) g G F,
inactive
op
/,
F
and
the
is
or (3) / G G and g G G.
G
operation
multiplication,
(2) /
\342\226\241

Any multiplicationor division that is not inactiveis calledactive. So,for
example,operationssuch as x * x or 15* a$ are inactivewhereasoperations
such as x * en or a\\ * 02 or 15/ajareactive.

Definition10.6Let A = (ao,...
,pu(A) is linearly
,an). Then pi(A),...
does
set
of
constants
i
f
there
not
nontrivial
exista
cn
independent
c\\,...,
such that ^CiPi = a constant.
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Thepolynomial P(A,x) can be thought of as a generalpolynomial in the
sensethat it is a function not only of x but alsoof the inputs A. We can write
P(A,x) as ^2{pi(A)xl)+ r(x), whereu of the Pi are linearly independent.

Theorem10.8[Borodin,Munro] If u active * or / are requiredto compute
P(A,x),then n active * or / are requiredto evaluatea generalnth-degree
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polynomial.

Proof:Theproofproceedsby inductionon u. Supposeu = 1.If thereis no
active * or /, then it is only possible
to form Pi(A) + r(x) for somei. Now
suppose(pi{A)+ r'l (x)) * {pj{A)+ ^(a;)) is the first active multiplicationin
a straight-lineprogramthat computesP(A,x).Without lossof generality

assumethat Pj{A) ^ a constant. Then, in the straight-lineprogramlet
Pj(A) + 7-2(2;)be replacedby a constant d suchthat no illegaldivision by
zerois caused.This can always be done for if pj is a linearcombinationof
constantsCj timesaj and sincetheremust exista j : Cj ^ 0,then by setting

^

a.j =

c%a%

-d

+ r2{x)

(10.5)

(pj(A) + r-2{x))= d. Now considerP(A,x),wherethe
beenmade.The polynomial P can be rewritten in the
has
aj

it follows that
substitution

form

of

Y^

Pl(x)xl+r'(x)

(10.6)

0<\302\253<n

we can remove one active
Thereforeby makingthe one replacement,
or
and
division
we
are
now
multiplication
computinga new expression.If it can
be shown that thereare u \\ linearly independentpj,then by the induction
hypothesis thereare at leastu 1 remainingactive * or / and the theorem
follows. Proofof this can be found in the exercises.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Corollary10.1Horner'srule is an optimalalgorithmwith respectto the
numberof multiplications
and divisions necessaryto evaluatea polynomial.

Proof:Fromthe previoustheorem,the result in
substitution u

\342\200\224

the exercisesthat under

1 linearly independentcombinationsremain,and the fact

Horner'srule requiresonly

the corollary follows.
multiplications,
Another methodof prooffor deriving lower boundsfor algebraic
problems
is to considertheseproblemsin a matrixsetting.Returningto polynomial
evaluation,we can expressthis problemin the following way: computethe
1x (n + 1) by (n + 1) x 1matrixproduct
that

n
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a0
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1xx*

(10.7)

X

which is the productof two vectors.
The productof (a +
Another problemis complexnumbermultiplication.
=
in
of matricesas
bd
can
be
terms
ac
written
+
+
+
(be ad)i
ib)(c id)
\342\200\224

a

ac

\342\200\224b

\342\200\224

bd

;io.8)

be + ad

a

b

In moregeneraltermswe wish to considerproblemsthat can be formulated
as the productof a matrixtimesa vector:

an,

a\\r

Xl

;io.9)
xr.

flmli

...F[x\\,...,

Definition10.7Let F be a field

and x\\,...,xn
be indeterminates.Let
spaceof vectorswith
,xn] stand for the m-dimensional
from
spaceof
xn] and Fm stand for the m-dimensional
with components
from F. A setof vectorsv\\,
from
Vk
Fm[x\\,...,
xn]
is linearly independentmodulo Fm if for
,Uk in F the sum X^=i(uiui)
= 0 in Fm impliesthe ui areallzero.If the vi are not linearly independent,
then they arecalledlinearly dependentmoduloFm. The row rank of a
A moduloFr is the number of linearly independentrows moduloFr.
The column rank is the numberof linearly independentcolumns.

Fm[xi,
components

vectors

m,...

\342\226\240..,

matrix

\342\226\241

We now

state the main theoremof this section.

Theorem10.9Let A be an r x s matrixwith elementsfrom

sion field F[x\\, ..,xn]and

indeterminates.

y

=

the extena
columnvector
containings
[yi,...,ys]

1.If the row rank of A is v, then any computationof Ay
v

active multiplications.

2. If the columnrank of A
leastw

active

requiresat least

of Ay requiresat
is w, then any computation

multiplications.
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3. If A containsa submatrixB of sizev x w such that for any vectors
p Fv and q Fw, pTBq F iff p = 0 or q = 0,then any computation
of Ay requiresv + w 1 multiplications.
\342\202\254

\342\202\254

\342\202\254

\342\200\224

Proof:Fora proofof part (1) seethe paperby S.Winograd.Fora proofof
parts (2) and (3) seethe papersby C.Fiduccia.Also seeA. V. Alio, J. E.
Hopcroftand J. D.Ullman.
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Example10.7Reconsiderthe problemof multiplying two 2x2 matrices
'e
a b
ae + bg af + bh
ce+ dg cf + dh
c d
g h

f

which by definition seeminglyrequireseightmultiplications.
We can rephrase
this computationin termsof a matrix-vector
productas shown in Figure
10.7.The first 2x2 matrix,say A, has beenexpandedas the 4x4 matrix
A

O

O

A

This matrixis then decomposed
into a sum of seven matrices,eachof size
4x4. Both the row rank and the columnrank of eachmatrixis one and
henceby Theorem10.9we seethat seven multiplications
are necessary.
\342\226\241

Given two complexnumbersa + ib and c + id,the product
Example10.8
=
+
+
(a ib)(c id) ac bd + i(ad+ be) can be describedby the matrix-vector
\342\200\224

computation

a
b

~b

a

c

ac

d

\342\200\224

bd

(10.10)

bc + cd

which seemingly requires4 multiplications,
but it can alsobe written as

a+b
0

0

+ -bb

c
d

fl0.ll)

Therow and columnrank of the first matrixis two whereasthe row and
arenecessary.
rank of the secondmatrixis 1.Thus threemultiplications
The productcan be computedas:
column

1.a(d

\342\200\224

c)

2. (a + b)c
3.b{c+ d)
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a 6
c d

0 0 1
0 0

a b
c d

0 0
0 0
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0
0
0

+

h

V

6 0
-6-6
0
0
0 0

+

0

( a-b0 00

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0 0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

c

c

0
0
0 0
0 0

b+d

0 0
0 0
a +6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

f

b

+

e
9

+

-c -c +

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
a +c 0
0 0

0

c d
\342\200\224

0

-c+ d
0 0
0 0
a+c 0
0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0
0
0 0 0

b+d + b + c 0
0
-b-c 0

0

-b-c
b

\\

+c
0

)

e

9
f
h

Figure10.7Multiplying two 2x2 matrices
Then (2)

- (3) = ac-bdand (1) + (2) = ad + be.

\342\226\241

Example10.9Equation10.7phrasesthe evaluationof an nth-degree
in termsof a matrix-vector
product.The matrixhas n linearly
polynomial

independent

columnsmodulothe constantfield F, and thus by Theorem10.9,
n

are necessary.
multiplications

\342\226\241

In this sectionwe've already seenthat any algorithmthat evaluatesa

or divisions and n
generalnth-degreepolynomial requiresn multiplications
additionsor subtractions.This assertionwas basedon the assumptionthat
the input into any algorithmwas both the value of x plus the coefficients
of the polynomial.We might take another view and considerhow well we
can do if the coefficientsof the polynomial are known in advanceand
of thesecoefficientscan be computedwithout costbeforeevaluation
begins.This processof computingfunctions of the coefficientsis referredto
functions

as preconditioning.
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the generalfourth-degreepolynomial
Supposewe begin by considering
A(x) = CJ4X4 + a$ar+a2x2+ a\\x + a^x0 and the scheme

:= (x + c0)x+ a;

y

A{x):= {{y+ x + c2)y + c3)c4;
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and five additionsarerequiredif we can determine
Only threemultiplications
the values of the c, in termsof the a,. ExpandingA(x) in termsof x and
the Cj, we get

A(x) = C4X4

+ (2c0C4+ C4)x3+ (cq + 2ci+ c0c4 + c2Ci)x2
+ (2c0CiC4+ + C0C2C4)x+ (c^C4+ C1C2C4+ C3C4)
C\\C,\\

and equatingthe above coefficientswith the aj,we get
c4 = a4;
c0 = (a3/a4
6 = a2/a4 -c0(c0
+ 1)
ci = ai/a4 cQb;
c2 = b

-

-

2c\302\261;

- l)/2

C3 =

a0/a4

- ci(ci+ c2)

Example10.10Applying the above methodto the polynomial A(x)
+ 3x3 2x2 +2x + 1yields the straight-lineprogram

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224xA

q:=x-2',
y:=r-2;
s := +
r := q * x;
y

x;

:= s + 4;
:= t * y;
:=
u + 3;
v
1* u;
:=
p
t
u

\342\200\224

which evaluatesto A(x) in just threemultiplications.

\342\226\241

In fact it can be shown that for any polynomial A(x) of degreen > 3,
thereexistrealnumbersc,di,and e,for 0 < i < [n/2] 1 = m such that
and n additionsby the
j4(x) can be evaluatedin [n/2\\ + 2 multiplications
following scheme:
\342\200\224

:= x + c; w :=y * y\\
z := (an *y + do) *y + eo {neven); z := an * y + eo (n odd);
2 := z * (w di) + ti\\ for i =
m;
answer:= z',

y

\342\200\224

1,2,...,
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a schemethat reducesthe numberof required
about
multiplications
one-half,it is natural to ask how closewe have cometo
by
the optimal.The lower bound we are about to presentfollows from the fact
that any straight-lineprogramcan be put into a normal form involving a
limitednumberof constants.We restrictour argumentshereto programs
without division,leaving the extensionto interestedreaders.
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Now that we have

For any straight line programwith k
Lemma 10.12[Motzkin 1954]
variable
and
a
multiplications
x, thereexistsan equivalent program
singleinput
at
most
2k
constants.
using

Proof:Let Sj, 0 < i < k, denotethe result of the ith multiplication.We
can rewritethe programas
so x;
si := Li * Rf, for 1< i
\342\200\242\342\200\242=

A(x) := Lk+i;

<k

whereeachLi and Ri is a certainsum of a constant (which may accumulate
other constants from the originalprogram) and an earlierSj (an Sj may
appearseveraltimesin this sum). The first product = (c\\ + m\\x)(c2+
m,2x) can be replacedby s\\ = mx(x + c), where m = m\\m2 and c =
m\\C2 + TO2C1,
provided that laterconstantsare suitably altered.
\302\253i

\342\226\241

Lemma 10.13[Belaga1958]
Forany straight-line
programwith k additionsubtractionsand a singleinput variable x, thereexistsan equivalent program
usingat most k + 1 constants.

Proof:Let Sj, 0 < i < k, be the result of the kth addition-subtraction.
As
in

the previousproof, we can rewritethe programas
so :=x;
Si := Ci * pi + di * qi; 1 < i

A(x) := cfc+i *Pk+i',

<k

1,2,...,

whereeachpi and g2 is a productof earliersj. For k =
replaceSi
=
references
to Si
+
Si
simultaneously
subsequent
by
replacing
(cid~[l)pi qi
by

diSi.

\342\226\241

Theorem10.10[Motzkin, Belaga]A
degree

n

randomly selectedpolynomial of
eitherwith lessthan \\{n + 1)
has probability zeroof beingcomputable

or with lessthan n addition-subtractions.
/2]multiplications-divisions
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Proofsketch:If a given straight-lineprogramwith the singleinput

x has only a few operations,then we can assumethat it has at most
constants.Each timetheseconstantsare set,they determinea set of
coefficients of the polynomial computed
by the last operationof the program,
Given A(x) of degreen, the probability is zerothat the program'sn or fewer
constantscan be adjustedto align the computedpolynomial with all n + 1
of the given polynomial coefficients.
A formal proofhererelieson showing
that the subset of (n + l)-dimensional
spacethat can be sorepresentedhas
Lebesquemeasurezero,It follows (becausethe set of straight-lineprograms
if we identify programs
is enumerable
differing only in their constants)that
the constants of any such short programcan be set soas to evaluatethe
polynomial with only zeroprobability,
variable
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n

\342\226\241

The above theoremshows that the preconditioningmethodpreviously
comesvery closeto being optimal,but someroomfor improvement

given

remains.

EXERCISES
1.Let A be an n x n symmetric matrixA(i,j)= A(j,i)for 1< i,j < n.
Show that if p is the numberof nonzeroentriesof A(i,j),i
< j, then
n

are sufficient to computeAx.
+ p multiplications

2. Show how an n x n matrixcan bemultipliedby two nxl vectorsusing
(3n2 + 5n)/2 multiplications.

...as),

3. [Borodin,Munro] This exercisecompletesthe proofof Theorem10.9,
Let pi(ai

of
u

\342\200\224

o>s) be u

linearly independentfunctions
Then show that thereare at least
1 linearly independentpt = pi,where is replacedby p.

Let
a,\\,...,as.

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

a\\

,pu(\302\260i

= p(a,2

\342\226\240\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242as).

a-\\

4. [W. Miller] Show that the inner productof two n-vectorscan be

of the vector
if separatepreconditioning
computed in [n/2]
multiplications
elementsis not counted.

5. Considerthe problemof determininga lower bound for the problem
x n matrixA by an n x 1 vector. Show how
to reexpressthis problemusinga different matrixformulation sothat
Theorem10.9can be appliedand yield the lower bound of mn
of multiplying an m

multiplications.

6. Write

an exponentiation
procedurewhich computesxn usingthe loworderto the high-orderbits of n.
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Chapter 11
A/\"P-HARD AND

A/\"P-COMPLETE

PROBLEMS

11.1BASICCONCEPTS
In this chapterwe areconcerned
with the distinctionbetweenproblems
that
can be solved by a polynomial time algorithmand problemsfor which no
polynomial timealgorithmis known. It is an unexplainedphenomenonthat
for many of the problemswe know and study, the bestalgorithmsfor their
solutionshave computingtimesthat clusterinto two groups.The first group
consistsof problemswhose solution timesare bounded by polynomials of
smalldegree.Exampleswe have seenin this bookincludeorderedsearching,
which is O(logn),
polynomial evaluationwhich is 0(n),sorting which is
and
0(nlogn), stringediting which is 0(mn).
The secondgroup is madeup of problemswhose best-knownalgorithms
are nonpolynomial.Exampleswe have seenincludethe traveling salesperson
and the knapsackproblemsfor which the best algorithmsgiven in this text
have complexities
respectively.In the quest to develop
0(n22n) and 0(2n'2)
no one has beenableto develop a polynomial time
efficient algorithms,
in the secondgroup.This is very important because
algorithm for any problem
whose
algorithms
computingtimesare greaterthan polynomial (typically
the timeis exponential)very quickly requiresuch vast amountsof time to
executethat even moderate-size
problemscannot be solved (seeSection1.3

moredetails).
The theory of ./V'P-completeness
which we presentheredoesnot provide a
methodof obtainingpolynomial timealgorithmsfor problemsin the second
group. Nor doesit say that algorithmsof this complexitydo not exist.
Instead,what we do is show that many of the problemsfor which thereare
for

495
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no known polynomial timealgorithmsare computationallyrelated.In fact,
we establishtwo classesof problems.Theseare given the namesA/T'-hard
and AfV-complete.A problemthat is A/T'-completehas the property that
it can be solved in polynomial time if and only if all other A/T'-complete
problemscan alsobe solved in polynomial time. If an A/T'-hard problem
can be solved in polynomial time, then all A/T'-completeproblemscan be
solved in polynomial time. All A/T'-completeproblemsare AfV-hard, but
someAfV-havd problemsare not known to be A/T'-complete.
Although onecan define many distinct problemclasseshaving the
stated above for the A/'P-hardand A/T'-complete
classes,the classes
we study arerelatedto nondeterministic
computations
(to be defined later).
The relationship
of theseclassesto nondeterministic
computations
together
leadsto the intuitive (though
with the apparent power of nondeterminism
as yet unproved)conclusionthat no A/T'-completeor AfV-hard problemis
properties

polynomially solvable.

We see that the classof A/T'-hard problems(and the subclassof HVcompleteproblems)is very richas it containsmany interestingproblemsfrom
of
a wide variety of disciplines.
First, we formalize the precedingdiscussion

the classes.

11.1.1
Nondeterministic
Algorithms
Up to now the notionof algorithmthat we have beenusinghas the property
that the result of every operationis uniquely defined.Algorithms with this

algorithms.Such algorithmsagreewith
property are termeddeterministic
the way programsareexecutedon a computer.In a theoreticalframeworkwe

can remove this restrictionon the outcomeof every operation.
We can allow
algorithmsto contain operationswhoseoutcomesare not uniquely defined
The machineexecuting
but are limitedto specifiedsetsof possibilities.
such operationsis allowed to chooseany one of theseoutcomessubjectto
a terminationconditionto be defined later. This leadsto the conceptof a
nondeterministic
algorithm.To specify such algorithms,we introducethree
new functions:

1.Choice(S')arbitrarily choosesone of the elementsof set 5*.
2. Failure() signalsan unsuccessfulcompletion.

3. Success()signalsa successfulcompletion.
couldresult in x being
The assignmentstatementx := Choice(l,n)
any one of the integersin the range [1,
n].Thereis no rule specifying
how this choiceis to bemade.The Failure() and Success()signalsare usedto
define a computation
of the algorithm.Thesestatementscannot be used to
that leadsto a successful
effect a return.Whenever thereis a set of choices
assigned
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then one such set of choicesis always madeand the algorithm
completion,
terminatessuccessfully.A nondeterministic
algorithm terminates
if and only if there existsno set of choicesleading to a successsignal.
The computingtimesfor Choice,Success,
and Failure are taken to be 0(1).
A machinecapableof executing
a nondeterministic
algorithmin this way
is calleda nondeterministic
machines
machine.Although nondeterministic
(as defined here) do not existin practice,we seethat they provide strong
intuitive reasonsto conclude
that certainproblems
cannot be solved by fast
deterministic
algorithms.
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unsuccessfully

11.1

Considerthe problemof searchingfor an elementx in a
set of elementsA[\\ : ?t], n > 1.We are requiredto determinean index
j such that A[j] = x or j = 0 if x is not in A. A nondeterministic
algorithm

Example

given

for this is Algorithm

11.1.

1 j := Choice(l,n);
if A[j] = x then{write(j);Success();}

2
3

write (0); FailureQ;

11.1
Nondeterministic
search

Algorithm

Fromthe way a nondeterministic
computationis defined, it follows that
the number0 can be output if and only if thereis no j such that A[j] = x.
is of nondeterministic
Algorithm 11.1
complexity 0(1).Note that sinceA is
not ordered,every deterministic
searchalgorithmis of complexity
Q(n).
\342\226\241

Example11.2[Sorting] Let A[i], 1< i < n, be an unsortedarray of
integers.Thenondeterministic
algorithmNSort(.A,n) (Algorithm 11.2)
sortsthe numbersinto nondecreasingorderand then outputs them in this
order. An auxiliary array B[\\ : n] is used for convenience.Line 4
B to zerothough any value different from all the A[i] will do. In the
for loopof lines 5 to 10,eachA[i] is assignedto a position
in B. Line 7
Line
d
etermines
t
his
8
ascertains
that B[j]
nondeterministically
position.
has not already beenused.Thus, the orderof the numbersin B is some
permutationof the initialorderin A. Thefor loopof lines11and 12verifies
positive

initializes

B is sortedin nondecreasingorder.A successfulcompletion
is achieved
and only if the numbersare output in nondecreasing
order.Sincethereis
always a set of choicesat line 7 for such an output order,algorithmNSort
is a sorting algorithm.Itscomplexity
is 0(n).Recallthat alldeterministic
sortingalgorithmsmust have a complexity
Q(nlog7i).
that
if

\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmNSort(^4,n)

2
3
4
5
6

II Sort n positiveintegers.

{
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7

for i :=1to n do B[i]:= 0; // InitializeB[].
for i :=1to n do

{

10
12
13
14
15 }

11

j := Choice(l,n);
if

8
9

}

B[j]^0thenFailure();

B\\j]:=A[i\\;

for i := 1to n
if

- 1do //

Verify

order.

B[i]> B[i+ 1]thenFailure();

write (B[l:n]);
SuccessQ;

Algorithm11.2Nondeterministic
sorting
A deterministic
interpretationof a nondeterministic
algorithm can be
madeby allowing unboundedparallelismin computation.In theory, each
timea choiceis to be made,the algorithm makesseveralcopiesof itself.
One copy is madefor eachof the possible
choices.Thus, many copiesare
executingat the sametime.Thefirst copy to reacha successfulcompletion
terminatesall other computations.If a copy reachesa failure completion,
then only that copy of the algorithmterminates.Although this
may enableone to better understandnondeterministic
algorithms,it is
machinedoesnot make any
importantto rememberthat a nondeterministic
copiesof an algorithmevery timea choiceis to bemade.Instead,it has the
ability to selecta \"correct\"elementfrom the set of allowablechoices(if such
an elementexists)every timea choiceis to be made. A correctelementis
defined relative to a shortestsequenceof choicesthat leadsto a successful
termination.In casethereis no sequenceof choicesleadingto a successful
termination,we assumethat the algorithmterminatesin one unit of time
with output \"unsuccessfulcomputation.\"Whenever successfultermination
is possible,
a nondeterministic
machinemakesa sequenceof choicesthat is
a shortestsequenceleadingto a successfultermination.Since,the machine
we are defining is fictitious,it is not necessaryfor us to concernourselves
with how the machinecan make a correctchoiceat eachstep.
interpretation

Definition
11.1
for which the answer is eitherzeroor one is
Any problem

calleda decisionproblem.An algorithmfor a decisionproblemis termed
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a decisionalgorithm. Any problemthat involves the identificationof an
optimal(eitherminimum or maximum)value of a given cost function is
known as an optimization problem.An optimization algorithm is used to
solve an optimization
problem.
\342\226\241

It is possible
to constructnondeterministic
algorithmsfor which many
different choicesequences
leadto successfulcompletions.Algorithm NSort
of Example
is onesuch algorithm.If the numbersA[i] are not distinct,
then many different permutationswill result in a sortedsequence.If NSort
werewritten to output the permutationused ratherthan the .A[i]'sin sorted
order,then its output would not be uniquely defined.We concernourselves
only with thosenondeterministic
algorithmsthat generateuniqueoutputs.
In particularwe consideronly nondeterministic
decisionalgorithms.A
successful
completionis madeif and only if the output is A 0 is output if
and only if thereis no sequence
of choices
leadingto a successfulcompletion.
The output statementis implicitin the signalsSuccessand Failure. No
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11.2

1.

are permittedin a decisionalgorithm.Clearly, our
explicit output statements
earlierdefinition of a nondeterministic
computationimpliesthat the output
from a decisionalgorithmis uniquely defined by the input parametersand
algorithmspecification.
Although the ideaof a decisionalgorithmmay appearvery restrictiveat
this time,many optimization
problemscan be recastinto decisionproblems
with the property that the decision
problemcan be solved in polynomial time
if and only if the corresponding
optimizationproblemcan. In other cases,
we can at leastmake the statementthat if the decisionproblemcannot be
solved in polynomial time,then the optimization
problemcannot either.

11.3[Maximum
Example
=

subgraphof a graph
clique] A maximalcomplete
(V,E) is a clique.The sizeof the cliqueis the numberof verticesin it.
The max cliqueproblem is an optimization
problemthat has to determine
the sizeof a largestcliquein G. The corresponding
decisionproblemis to
determinewhether G has a cliqueof sizeat least k for somegiven k. Let
decisionalgorithmfor the cliquedecision
DCIique(G,
k) be a deterministic
If
the
number
of
in G is n, the sizeof a max cliquein
vertices
problem.
of DCIique.DCIiqueis used
G can be found by makingseveralapplications
until the output from DCIiqueis 1.If
oncefor eachk, k = n, 7i 1,n
the timecomplexity
of DCIiqueis /(n),then the sizeof a maxcliquecan be
found in time < n f{n).Also, if the sizeof a maxcliquecan be determined
in timeg(n), then the decision
problemcan be solved in timeg{n).Hence,
the maxcliqueproblemcan be solved in polynomial timeif and only if the
cliquedecisionproblemcan be solved in polynomial time.
G

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

2,...,

\342\226\241

Example11.4[0/1knapsack]The knapsackdecisionproblemis to
whetherthereis a 0/1assignmentof values to x,,1< i < n, such that
Y-,Vixi > r and ^2 WiXi < m. The r is a given number.The p^s and w^s are
determine
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nonnegativenumbers.If the knapsackdecisionproblemcannot be solved in
deterministic
problemcannoteither.
polynomial time,then the optimization
\342\226\241

Beforeproceeding
further, it is necessaryto arrive at a uniform parameter
measurecomplexity.We assumethat n is the length of the input
to the algorithm (that is,n is the input size).We alsoassumethat all
inputs are integer.Rational inputs can be provided by specifying pairsof
integers.Generally, the length of an input is measuredassuminga binary
that is,if the number 10is to be input, then in binary it
representation;
is representedas 1010.Its length is 4. In general,a positiveinteger k
has a length of
in binary. The length
&J + 1bitswhen represented
of the binary representation
of 0 is 1. The size,or length, n of the input
to an algorithmis the sum of the lengths of the individual numbersbeing
input. In casethe input is given using a different representation
(say radix
r), then the =length of a positivenumberk is
&J + 1-Thus, in decimal
10and the number 100has a length log10100+ 1 = 3.
notation, r
Sincelogrk = log2 &;/log2r,the length of any input using radixr (r > 1)
is c(r)n, wheren is the lengthusing a binary representation
representation
and c(r) is a numberthat is fixed for a given r.
When inputs are given using the radixr = 1,we say the input is in
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n to

Ll\302\260g2

Ll\302\260gr

Thus, the
form. In unary form, the number 5 is input as 11111.
lengthof a positive integerk is k. It is important to observethat the length
of a unary input is exponentiallyrelatedto the length of the corresponding
unary

r-ary input for radixr, r

> 1.

Example11.5[Max clique]The input to the maxcliquedecisionproblem
can be provided as a sequenceof edgesand an integer k. Each edgein
E(G)is a pair of numbers(i,j). Thesizeof the input for eachedge(i,j)is
+ [log2JJ + 2 if a binary representationis assumed.The input size
[log2iJ

of any

instanceis
n

=

Y,
l<j

(Ll\302\260g2

*J

+ Llog2JJ + 2) + Llog2*J + 1

Note that if G has only one connectedcomponent,
then n > \\V\\. Thus,
this decisionproblemcannot be solved by an algorithm of complexity
p(n) for somepolynomial p(), then it cannot be solved by an algorithmof
if

complexity
p(|F|).

\342\226\241

Example11.6[0/1knapsack]Assuming pi,Wi,m, and r are all integers,
the input sizefor the knapsackdecisionproblemis
q

= Y.

(\\}\302\260g2Pi\\

+ Uog2Wi\\) + 2n + |_log2 m\\ + |_log2 rj + 2

\\<i<n
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Note that q > n. If the input is given in unary notation, then the input size
s is ^2pi + X] Wi + m + r. Note that the knapsackdecisionand optimization
problemscan be solved in timep(s) for somepolynomial p() (seethe
dynamic programming
algorithm).However,thereis no known algorithmwith
f
complexity
0(p{n))or somepolynomial p().
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We arenow ready toformally define the complexity
of a nondeterministic
algorithm.
Definition11.2The time required by a nondeterministic
algorithm
on any given input is the minimum numberof stepsneededto reach
performing
a successfulcompletion
if thereexistsa sequence
of choicesleadingto such
a completion.In casesuccessfulcompletionis not possible,
then the time
requiredis 0(1).A nondeterministic
algorithmis of complexity 0(f(n))if
for all inputs of sizen, n > no, that result in a successfulcompletion,
the
timerequiredis at mostcf(n) for someconstantsc and noIn Definition 11.2
we assumethat eachcomputation
stepis of a fixed cost.
In word-orientedcomputersthis is guaranteedby the finitenessof eachword.
When eachstep is not of a fixed cost,it is necessaryto considerthe cost
of individual instructions.Thus, the addition of two m-bit numberstakes
O(m) time,their multiplicationtakes0(m2)time (usingclassical
and soon.To seethe necessityof this, considerthe algorithmSum
This is a deterministic
(Algorithm 11.3).
algorithmfor the sum of subsets
decisionproblem.It uses an (m + l)-bitword s. The ith bit in s is zero
if and only if no subsetof the integersA[j], 1< j < n, sums to i. Bit 0
m right to left. The
of s is always 1 and the bitsare numbered0,1,
function Shift shifts the bitsin s to the left by A[i] bits.The total numberof
stepsfor this algorithmis only 0{n).However,eachstep moves m + 1bits
of data and would take 0(m)timeon a conventionalcomputer.Assuming
one unit of timeis neededfor eachbasicoperationfor a fixed word size,the
\342\226\241

multiplication),

2,...,

complexity is 0(nm)and not

0(n).

The virtue of conceivingof nondeterministic
algorithmsis that often what
would be very complexto write deterministically
is very easy to write nonIn fact, it is very easy to obtain polynomial time
deterministically.
solved
algorithmsfor many problemsthat can be deterministically
a
solution
of
size.
s
earch
of
a
space exponential
by systematic
nondeterministic

is a nonExample11.7[Knapsackdecisionproblem] DKP (Algorithm 11.4)
deterministic
polynomial timealgorithmfor the knapsackdecisionproblem.
Thefor loopof lines4 to 8 assigns0/1values to x[i],1< i < n. It also

the total weight and profit corresponding
to this choiceof x[ ]. Line 9
checksto seewhetherthis assignmentis feasibleand whetherthe resulting
iff the answer to
profit is at least r. A successfulterminationis possible
the decisionproblemis yes. Thetimecomplexity is O(n). If q is the input
the timeis O(q).
lengthusinga binary representation,
computes

\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmSum(j4,n, m)

2
3
4
5
6

{
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7

8
9

10 }

s := 1;
// s is an (m + l)-bitword. Bitzerois 1.
for i := 1to n do
s s or Shift(s,^4[i]);
if the mth bit in s is 1 then
write (\"A subsetsums to m.\;
elsewrite (\"Nosubsetsums to m.\;
:\342\200\224

sum of subsets
Algorithm11.3Deterministic
is a
Example11.8[Max clique] Algorithm DCK (Algorithm 11.5)
nondeterministic algorithmfor the cliquedecision
T
he
problem. algorithmbegins
by trying to form a set of k distinctvertices.Then it teststo see whether
theseverticesform a completesubgraph. If G is given by its adjacency
and |V| = n, the input length m is n2 + [log2 + |_log2 \"J + 2. The
for loopof lines4 to 9 can easily be implemented
to run in nondeterministic
timeO(n).The timefor the for loopof lines 11and 12is 0(k2).Hencethe
overall nondeterministic
time is 0(n+ k2) = 0(n2)= 0(m).Thereis no
matrix

fcj

known polynomial timedeterministic
algorithmfor this problem.

Example11.9[Satisfiability] Let x\\,X2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

\342\226\241

denotebooleanvariables (their

value is eithertrue or false).Let afj denotethe negationof X{. A literalis
eithera variable or its negation.A formula in the propositional
calculusis an

that can beconstructedusingliteralsand the operationsandand
expression
or. Examplesof suchformulas are [x\\ l\\X2)\\l{x^l\\x\\) and \\x^\\lx^)l\\[x\\\\lx-2).
The symbol V denotesor and A denotesand. A formula is in conjunctive
normal form (CNF) if and only if it is representedas A^_1Cj,wherethe cj
areclauseseachrepresentedas V/jj. The l^ are literals.
It is in disjunctive
normalform(DNF)if and only if it is representedas V^=1Cj and eachclause
as Alij. Thus {x\\ A X2) V (^3 A 2T4) is in DNF whereas
Ci is represented
A
V
V
problemis to determine
(x3 2F4) (xi X2) is in CNF.The satisfiability
whethera formula is true for someassignmentof truth values to the variables.
CNF-satisfiabilityis the satisfiability problemfor CNFformulas.
It is easy to obtaina polynomial timenondeterministic
algorithmthat
formula E(x\\,...,
terminates successfullyif and only if a given propositional
xn)
is satisfiable.Suchan algorithmcouldproceedby simply choosing(nondeter-
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1 AlgorithmDKP(p,w, n, m, r, x)
{
W :=0;P :=0;
4
for i :=1to n do
2
3
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5
6

{

7

8
9

10

11 }

x[i]:=Choice(0,1);
W :=W + x[i]* w[i\\; P :=P + x[i]* p[i]

}
if {{W > m) or (P < r)) thenFailure();
elseSuccess();

Algorithm11.4Nondeterministic
knapsackalgorithm

1 AlgorithmDCK(G,n,
{
S 0; // S is an initially empty set.
for i := 1to k do
ifc)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

\342\226\240\342\200\224

{

t

:=Choice(l,n);

if t G S thenFailure();
S :=SU{t} Add t to

II

set 5.

}
//At this point 5 containsk distinctvertexindices.
for all pairs(i,j)suchthat i E S, j G S, and i ^ j do
if (i,j) is not an edgeof G thenFailure();

10
11
12
13
SuccessQ;
14 }

cliquepseudocode
Algorithm11.5Nondeterministic
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assignmentsof truth values to (x\\,...,
ministically)oneof the 2n possible
xn)
and verifying that E(x\\,...,
xn) is true for that assignment.
timerequiredby
Eval (Algorithm 11.6)
doesthis.Thenondeterministic
the algorithmis 0(n)to choosethe value of (x\\,...,
xn) plus the timeneeded
evaluate E for that assignment.This time is
to deterministically
to the length of
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proportional

E.

\342\226\241

1 AlgorithmEval(.E, n)

2
3
4
5
6

whetherthe propositional
formula E is
// Determine
// satisfiable.The variables are x\\,X2, xn.
{
for i := 1to n do // Choose
a truth value assignment.
:=
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

X{

8
9

}

Choice(false,
true);

E(xi,...
,xn) thenSuccess();
else
if

7

Failure();

Algorithm11.6Nondeterministic
satisfiability

11.1.2
The ClassesAfP-hardand A^P-complete
In measuringthe complexity
of an algorithm,we use the input length as
the parameter.An algorithmA is of polynomialcomplexityif thereexistsa
polynomial p() suchthat the computingtimeof A is 0(p(n)) for every input

of

sizen.

Definition11.3V

is the set of alldecisionproblemssolvable by
algorithmsin polynomial time. MV is the set of alldecisionproblems
solvable by nondeterministic
algorithmsin polynomial time.
deterministic

\342\226\241

Sincedeterministic
algorithmsarejust a specialcaseof nondeterministic
ones,we concludethat V C J\\fV'. What we donot know, and what has
becomeperhapsthe mostfamous unsolved problemin computerscience,is
whetherV = MV or V ^ MV.
Is it possible
that for all the problemsin AfV, thereexist polynomial
timedeterministic
algorithmsthat have remainedundiscovered?This seems
unlikely, at leastbecauseof the tremendouseffort that has already been
expendedby somany peopleon theseproblems.Nevertheless,a proofthat V
7^ MV is just as elusiveand seemsto requireas yet undiscovered
techniques.
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But as with many famous unsolved problems,they serve to generateother
useful results,and the questionof whetherMV Q V is no exception.Figure
11.1
betweenV and MV assumingthat V^MV
displays the relationship
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11.1
between
Commonly believedrelationship

Figure

V

and MV

S.Cookformulatedthe following question:Isthereany singleproblemin

MV such that if we showed it to be in V, then that would imply that V =
MV? Cookansweredhis own questionin the affirmative with the following

theorem.

Theorem11.1
[Cook]Satisfiability is in V
Proof:SeeSection11.2.

if

and only if

V

= MV.
\342\226\241

are now ready to define the A/r'P-hard and A/^-completeclassesof
problems.Firstwe define the notionof reducibility. Note that this definition
is similarto the one madein Section10.3.
We

Definition11.4Let L\\

and L2 be problems.ProblemL\\ reducesto L2
if
written
oc
L\\
(also
L2) and only if there is a way to solve L\\ by a
deterministic polynomial timealgorithmusing a deterministic
algorithmthat
solves L2 in polynomial time.

\342\226\241

This definition impliesthat if we have a polynomial time algorithmfor
L2,then we can solve L\\ in polynomial time. Onecan readily verify that oc
is a transitiverelation(that is,if L\\ oc L2 and L^ oc L3, then L\\ oc L3).

Definition11.5A problemL is ATP-hard if and only if satisfiability
if and only if
to L (satisfiability oc L). A problemL is MV-complete

reduces

L is TvT-hard and L

<E

MV.
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/

9$>-complete

!A\302\243P-hard

<P

Figure11.2Commonly believed relationshipamong
complete,and Af'P-hard problems

V,

AfV,

MV-

It is easy to see that thereare Af'P-hard problemsthat are not MVcomplete.Only a decisionproblemcan be TV'P-complete.
However,an
optimization problem
if L\\ is a decision
problem
may be A/'T-'-hard. Furthermore
and L2 an optimization
that L\\ oc L2.Onecan
problem,it is quite possible
trivially show that the knapsackdecisionproblemreducesto the knapsack
optimizationproblem.Forthe cliqueproblemone can easily show that the
problem.In fact,
cliquedecisionproblemreducesto the cliqueoptimization
one can alsoshow that theseoptimizationproblemsreduceto their
decisionproblems(seethe exercises).Yet, optimizationproblems
corresponding
cannot be Af'P-completewhereasdecisionproblemscan. Therealsoexist
shows
AfV-haxd decisionproblemsthat are not Af'P-complete.
Figure 11.2
the relationship
amongtheseclasses.
Example11.10As an extremeexampleof an J\\f V-h&rd decisionproblem
that is not Af'P-completeconsiderthe halting problemfor deterministic
for an arbitrary deterministic
algorithms. The halting problem is to determine
and
/
A
an
whether
input
algorithm A with input / ever
algorithm
terminates (or entersan infinite loop).It is well known that this problemis
undecidable.Hence,thereexistsno algorithm(of any complexity)to solve
this problem.So, it clearly cannot be in MV. To show satisfiability oc the
halting problem,simply constructan algorithmA whoseinput is a
truth
formula X. If X has n variables,then A triesout all 2n possible
If it
assignmentsand verifies whetherX is satisfiable.If it is,then A stops.
A
on
X
if
and
is not, then A entersan infinite loop.Hence, halts input
only
prepositional
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X is satisfiable.If we had a polynomial time algorithmfor the halting
problem,then we could solve the satisfiability problemin polynomial time
using A and X as input to the algorithmfor the halting problem.Hence,
the haltingproblemis an ATP-hard problemthat is not in MV.
if

\342\226\241

Definition11.6Two problemsL\\
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equivalent

if

and only if

L\\

and L2 aresaid tobe polynomially
oc L2 and L2 oc L\\.

To show that a problem L2 is MV-hard, it is adequate to show

\342\226\241

L\\

oc

L2, where L\\ is someproblem already known to be MV-hard. Sinceoc is
a transitive relation,it follows that if satisfiability oc L\\ and L\\ oc L2,
then satisfiability oc L2. To show that an MV-hard decisionproblem is
we have just to exhibit a polynomial time nondeterministic
MV'-complete,
algorithm for it.
Latersectionsshow many problemstobe AfV-h&rd. Although we restrict
ourselvesto decisionproblems,it should be clear that the corresponding
optimization
problemsarealsoAfV-h&vd. TheATP-completeness
proofs are
left as exercises
that are Af'P-complete).
(for thoseproblems

EXERCISES
1.Given two sets

and S2,the disjointsetsproblemis to checkwhether
the setshave a commonelement(seeSection10.3.2).
Presentan 0{\\)
timenondeterministic
algorithmfor this problem.
\302\2431

2. Given a sequenceof n numbers,the distinctelementsproblemis to
checkif thereare equal numbers (seeSection10.3,
Exercise5). Give
for
this
an 0(1)timenondeterministic
problem.
algorithm

3. Obtain a nondeterministic
algorithmof complexity
O(n) to determine
whetherthereis a subset of n numbersoj,1< i < n, that sums to m.
4. (a) Show that the knapsack optimizationproblemreducesto the

knapsackdecisionproblemwhen all the p's,id's,and m are
and the complexity is measuredas a function of input length.
(Hint: If the input length is q, then ^Pi < n2q, where n is the
numberof objects.
Usea binary searchto determinethe optimal
solutionvalue.)
(b) Let DK be an algorithmfor the knapsackdecisionproblem.Let r
be the value of an optimalsolutionto the knapsackoptimization
problem.Show how to obtain a 0/1assignmentfor the Xi, 1< i <
n, suchthat Yl,Pixi = r and Yl Wixi < rn by makingn applications
integer

of DK.
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Show that the cliqueoptimization
problemreducesto the clique

problem.
Let Sat(.E)be an algorithmto determinewhethera propositional
formula E in CNFis satisfiable.
Show that if E is satisfiableand has n
variablesx\\,X2,
then
xn,
usingSat(.E)n times,onecan determine
a truth value assignmentfor the x^s for which E is true.
Let 7T2 be a problemfor which thereexistsa deterministic
algorithm
Prove or disprove:
that runs in time2^n (wheren is the input size).
If 7Ti is another problemsuch that
is polynomially
reducible to 7T2, then 7Ti can be solved in deterministic
0(2^)
timeon any input of sizen.

decision

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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-K\\

11.2COOK'STHEOREM (*)
theorem(Theorem11.1)
Cook's
statesthat satisfiability is in

if V

= MV. We

and only

(Example
Hence,if V = MV, then
remainsto be shown that if satisfiability is in V,

that satisfiability is in MV

is in V. It
= MV. To do this, we show how

satisfiability

V if

now prove this importanttheorem.We have already

11.9).

to obtain from

seen

then

any polynomial time
decisionalgorithmA and input a formula Q(A, I) such
nondeterministic
that Q is satisfiableiff A has a successfulterminationwith input If the
of A is p(n) for somepolynomial
length of is n and the time complexity
= 0(pA(n)). The timeneeded
p(), then the length of Q is 0(p3(n)logn)
to constructQ is also0(ps(n)
logn).A deterministicalgorithmZ to
the outcomeof A on any input can be easily obtained.Algorithm Z
simply computesQ and then uses a deterministic
algorithmfor the
problemto determinewhetherQ is satisfiable.If 0(q(m))is the time
neededto determinewhethera formula of length m is satisfiable,then the
+ q(ps(n)logn)).If satisfiability is in V,
complexity of Z is 0(p3(n)logn
then q{m)is a polynomial function of m and the complexity
of Z becomes
for
some
i
f
is
in
polynomial r(). Hence, satisfiability
V, then for
0(r(n))
nondeterministic
in
a
Z
A
we
can
obtain
deterministic
MV
every
algorithm
V

/

/

/.

/

determine

satisfiability

shows that if satisfiability is in V, then V
So, the above construction
= MV.
Beforegoing into the constructionof Q from A and /, we make some
machinemodeland on the
simplifyingassumptionson our nondeterministic
form of A. Theseassumptionsdonot in any way alter the classof decision
problemsin MV or The simplifyingassumptionsare as follows.
in

V\342\226\240

V\342\226\240

1.The machineon which A
word is w

is to be executedis word oriented. Each
bitslong. Multiplication,addition,subtraction,and soon,
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betweennumbersone word longtake one unit of time. If numbersare
operationstakeat leastas
longerthan a word, then the corresponding
as
the
number
of
words
units
many
makingup the longestnumber.
2. A simpleexpression
is an expression
that containsat mostoneoperator
and all operandsaresimplevariables (i.e.,
no array variables areused).
Somesamplesimpleexpressionare
B+ C,D or E, and F. We
assumethat all assignmentsin A are in one of the following forms:
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\342\200\224B,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(simplevariable):= (simpleexpression)
(array variable):= (simplevariable)
(simplevariable) := (array variable)
(simplevariable) :=Choice(S'),whereS is a finite set {Si,
Sk}
or l,u. In the latter casethe function choosesan integer in the

S2,...,

range [/ : u].

Indexingwithin an array is done using a simpleintegervariable and
allindexvalues are positive.Only one-dimensional
arrays are allowed.
Clearly, all assignmentstatementsnot falling into one of the above
can be replacedby a set of statementsof thesetypes. Hence,
categories
this restrictiondoesnot alter the classMV.

3. All variablesin A are of type integeror boolean.
4. Algorithm A containsno readorwrite statements.The only input to
A is via its parameters.At the time A is invoked, all variables (other

than the parameters)have value zero(or falseif boolean).
5. Algorithm A containsno constants.Clearly, all constants in any
algorithm can be replacedby new variables.Thesenew variablescan
be addedto the parameterlist of A and the constantsassociatedwith
them can be part of the input.
6. In additionto simpleassignmentstatements,A is allowed to contain
only the following types of statements:
(a) Thestatementgotok, wherek is an instructionnumber.
(b) The statementif c thengotoa;.Variable c is a simpleboolean
variable (i.e.,
not an array) and a is an instructionnumber.
Failure().
(c) Success(),
A may contain type declaration
and dimension
Algorithm
(d)
Theseare not used during executionof A and soneed
not be translatedinto Q. The dimensioninformation is used to
allocatearray space.It is assumedthat successive
elementsin an
array are assignedto consecutivewords in memory.
statements.
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It is assumedthat the instructionsin A arenumberedsequentially from
1to (if A has instructions). Every statementin A has a number.
The gotoinstructionsin (a) and (b) use this numberingschemeto
effect a branch.It shouldbe easy to seehow to rewriterepeat-until,
for, and soon, statementsin termsof gotoand if c then gotoa
statements.Also, note that the gotok statementcan be replacedby
the statementif truethengotok. So,this may alsobe eliminated.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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\302\243

7. Let p(n) be a polynomial suchthat A takesno morethan p(n) time
units on any input of length n. Becauseof the complexity assumption
of 1),A cannot changeor use morethan p(n) words of memory. We
assumethat A usessomesubsetof the words indexed1,2,3, ,p{n).
This assumptiondoesnot restrictthe classof decisionproblemsin
MV. To seethis, let /(l),
f(k),\\<k<p(n), be the distinct
words used by A while working on input /. We can construct
another polynomial timenondeterministic
algorithmA' that uses 2p(n)
words indexed
2p(n) and solves the samedecisionproblemas
A does.A' simulatesthe behaviorof A. However, A' mapsthe
addressesf(l),f(2),...,f(k)
onto the set
, A;}. The mapping
function used is determineddynamically and is storedas a table in
words p(n) + 1through2p(n) . If the entry at word p(n) + i is j, then
A' uses word i to hold the samevalue that A storedin word j. The
simulationof A proceedsas follows: Let k be the numberof distinct
words referenced
by A up to this time. Let j be a word referenced
by A in the current step.A' searchesits table to find word p(n) + i,
1< i < k, such that the contentsof this word is j. If no such i exists,
then A' setsk := k + 1;i := k; and word p(n) + k is given the value
A' makesuse of the word i to dowhatever A would have donewith
j.
word j. Clearly, A' and A solve the samedecisionproblem.The
its tableand
complexity of A' is 0(p2(n)) as it takesA' p(n) timeto search
simulatea stepof A. Sincep2(n) is alsoa polynomial in n, restricting
our algorithmsto use only consecutivewords doesnot alterthe classes
V and MV.

...

/(2),...,

1,2,...,

{1,2,...

FormulaQ makesuse of severalbooleanvariables.We statethe semantics
setsof variablesused in Q:

of two

1.B(i,j,t),1< i <p{n),l<j<w,0<t < p{n)
(or
B(i,j,t)representsthe status of bit j ofin word i following t steps
time units) of computation.The bits a word are numberedfrom
right to left. The rightmost bit is numbered1. Q is constructedso
that in any truth assignmentfor which Q is true, B(i,j,t)is true if
and only if the corresponding
bit has value 1following t
successfulcomputationof A on input /.
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S(j,t),l<j<\302\243, \\<t<p{n)
Recallthat is the numberof instructionsin A. S(j,t) representsthe
instructionto be executedat timet. Q is constructedso that in any
truth assignmentfor which Q is true, S(j,t) is true if and only if the
instructionexecutedby A at timet is instructionj.
\302\243

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Q is madeup of sixsubformulas,C,D,E,F,G,and H. Q = C A D AE A
F A G A H. Thesesubformulas make the following assertions:

C:The initial status of the p{n) words representsthe input /. All
input variablesarezero.

non-

D: Instruction1is the first instructionto execute.
E: At the end of the ith step,therecan be only one next instructionto
execute.Hence,for any fixed i, exactlyone of the S(j,i),1 < j <
\302\243,

can be true.

F: If S(j,i) is true,then S(j,i+1)is alsotrue if instructionj is a Successor
Failure statement.S(j+ l,i+ l) is true if j is an assignmentstatement.
If j is a gotok statement,then S(k,i+
1) is true. Thelast possibility
for j is the if c thena; statement.In this caseS(a,i + 1) is true if c
is true and S(j+ 1,i + 1) is true if c is false.
G: If the instructionexecutedat step t

is not an assignmentstatement,
then the B(i,j, are unchanged.If this instructionis an assignment
and the variable on the left-hand sideis X, then only X may change.
This changeis determinedby the right-handsideof the instruction.
H: The instructionto be executedat timep(n) is a Successinstruction.
Hencethe computationterminatessuccessfully.
\302\243)'s

then Q = CAD AE A
Clearly, if C throughH make the above assertions,

F AG A H is satisfiableif and only if thereis a successfulcomputationof A
on input /. We now give the formulas C throughH. While presentingthese
fornmlas, we alsoindicatehow eachmay be transformedinto CNF.This
transformationincreasesthe length of Q by an amount independentof n
(but dependenton w and I). This enablesus toshow that CNF-satisfiability
is TV'P-complete.

1.FormulaC describesthe input /. We have
C=

A

T(*,j,0)

l<i<p(n)
l<j<W
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T(i,j,0)is B(i,j,0)if the input callsfor bit B(i,j,0)(i.e.,bit j of
word i) to be 1. T(i,j,0)
is B(i,j,0)
otherwise.Thus, if there is no
input, then
C= A B(i,j,0)

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

l<i<p(n)
l<j<W

Clearly, C is uniquely determinedby / and is in CNF.Also, C is
satisfiableonly by a truth assignmentrepresenting
the initial values of
all variables in A.
2. D = 5(1,1)
A 5(2,1)
A 5(3,1)
A
A
1)
= true and
Clearly, D is satisfiableonly by the assignment5(1,1)
=
<
i
<
Using our interpretationof S(i,1),this
S(i,l) false,2
meansthat D is true if and only if instruction 1 is the first to be
executed.Notethat D is in CNF.
3- E = Ai<t<P(n) Et
Each Et will assertthat there is a unique instructionfor step t. We
can define Et to be
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

S(\302\243,

\302\243.

Et =

(5(1,
(5(2,t)
t)
V

V

V

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

S(\302\243,

t)) A

(

/\\

(S(j,t) V S(k,t))

i<j<e

i<k<e

Onecan verify that Et is true iff exactlyone of the S(j,
is true. Also, note that E is in CNF.

\302\243)'s,

4. F = A

i<><*

1< j' <

\302\243,

*i,t

l<t<p(n)

Each Fj;t assertsthat eitherinstructioni is not the one to beexecuted
timet or, if it is,then the instructionto be executedat timet + 1
is correctlydeterminedby instructioni. Formally, we have

at

Fitt

= S{i,t)\\/L

whereL is defined as follows:
(a) If instructioni is Successor Failure, then L is S(i,t+ 1).Hence
the programcannot leave suchan instruction.
(b) If instructioni is gotok, then L is S(k,t + 1).
(c) If instructioni is if X thengotok and variable X is represented
by word j, then L is ((B(j,
1,t 1)A S(k,t + 1))V (B(j,1,t 1)A
5(i+ 1,t + 1))).This assumesthat bit 1 of X is 1 if and only if
X is true.

-
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(d) If instructioni is not any of the above, then L is S(i+ 1,t + 1).
The Fi/sdefined in cases(a), (b), and (d) are in CNF.The Fjit in
case(c) can be transformedinto CNFusing the booleanidentity a V
(b A c) V (d A e) = (a V b V d) A (a V c V d) A (a V 6 V e) A (a V c V e).

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

5. G = /\\

i<;<< G^t
l<t<p(n)

Each Gi;t assertsthat at timet eitherinstructioni is not executedor
it is and the status of the p(n) words after stept is correctwith respect
to the status beforestep t and the changesresultingfrom instruction

i. Formally, we have

Gi,t =

S(i,t)VM

whereM is defined as follows:

or Failure
Success,
(a) If instructioni is a goto,if-then-goto-,
then M assertsthat the status of the p(n) words is
t 1) = B(k,j,
t), 1 < k < p{n),1< j
unchanged; that is,B(k,j,
statement,

\342\200\224

<

w.

M =

((B(k,j,t-1)

f\\

l<k<p(n)
\\<j<W

t-l)A (B(k,j,<))
AB(k,j,t))y(B(k,j,
In this case,G8j can be written as
Gx,t

=

(s(ht)

A
l<k<p(n)
l<j<W

V(B(h,j,t-l)AB(k,j
y(B(k,j,t-l)A(B(k,,
ht)))
Each clausein G^t is of the form z V (x A s) V (x A s),wherez is
S(i,t),xrepresentsa B(,,t 1),and s representsa B{,,t). Note
that z V (x A ,s) V (x As) is equivalent to (iVsVz)A(iVsVz).
Hence,Gij can be transformedinto CNF easily.
(b) If i is an assignmentstatementof type 2(a), then M dependson
the operator(if any) on the right-handside.We first describethe
form of M for the casein which instructioni is of type Y := V+Z.
in words y, v, and z.
Let y, V, and Z be respectively represented
We make the simplifyingassumptionthat allnumbersarenonnegative. The exercises
examinethe casein which negativenumbers
\342\200\224
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are allowedand l'scomplement
arithmeticis used.To get a
formula asserting
1< j < w, representthe
that the bitsB{y,j,t),

1) and B(z,j,t 1),1 < j < w, we have to make
use of w additionalbitsC(j,t),1 < j < w. C(j,t)representsthe
carry from the additionof the bits
l),B(z,j,t\342\200\224
1),and
1 < j < w. C{\\,t)is the carry from the addition
C(j
of B(v, 1,t 1) and B(z,1,t 1).Recallthat a bit is 1 iff the
variable is true. Performinga bitwise additionof
corresponding
V and Z, we obtain C(l,
t) = B(v, l,t 1) A B(z,l,t 1) and
=
where0 is the exclusive
B(y,l,t) B(v,l,t-l)\302\256B(z,l,t-l),
or operation 6 is true iff exactlyone of a and b is true). Note
that a b = (a V b) A (a A b) = (a V b) A (a V b). Hence,the righthand sideof the expression
for B{y,\\,t) can be transformedinto
CNF using this identity. Forthe otherbitsof Y, one can verify
that
sum of B(v,j,t

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

B(v,j,t\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1,\302\243),

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

-
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(a\302\251

\302\251

B(yJ,t)= B(v,j,t-1) (B(z,j,t-1) C(j- l,t)) and
\302\251

\302\251

C(j,t) = (B(v,j,t-l)AB(z,j,t-l))y(B(v,j,t-l)

AC(j-l,t))
V(B(z,j,t-l)AC(j-l,t))

thereis no overflow).
Finally, we requirethat C(w,t) = false (i.e.,
Let M' be the and of all the equationsfor B(y,j,t)and C(j,t),
I < j <w. M is given by
M = ( A

((B(k,j,t-1)AB(k,j,t))

l<k<p(n)
l<j<W

A(B(k,j,t-l)AB(k,j,t)))AM'
Gijcan be convertedinto

CNF using the ideaof 5(a). This
increasesthe length of G^t by a constant factor independent
of n. We leave it to the readerto figure out what M is when
i is eitherof the forms Y
V; and Y := V O Z;,for O one of
transformation

instruction

:\342\200\224

/, *, <,>,<,=, and soon.
When i is an assignmentstatementof type 2(b) or 2(c),then it is
necessaryto selectthe correctarray element.Consideran instruction
of type 2(b):R[m] :=X;.In this caseformula M can be written as
\342\200\224,

M=

W A (

Mj)
/\\
l<j<u
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whereu is the dimensionof R. Note that becauseof restriction(7) on
algorithmA, u < p(n).W assertsthat 1< m < u. The specification
of W is left as an exercise.EachMj assertsthat eitherm ^ j or m = j
and only the j'thelementof R changes.Let us assumethat the values
of X and m are respectivelystoredin words x and m and that R{\\ : u)
is storedin words a,a +

a+
1,...,

u

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Mj=

\\/

l<k<w

\342\200\224

1.Mj is given by

T(m,k,t-l)VZ

where_T is B if the &th bit in the binary

of j is 0 and
representation

T is B otherwise.Z is defined as

Z=

f\\

l<k<w
l<r<p(n)

((B(r,M-l)AB(r,M))V(%M-l)
AB(r,k,t-l)))

/\\

l<k<w
V

((B(a+ j-l,k,t)AB(x,k,t-l))
(B(a+

j- l,k,

t)

A

-

B(x,k, t 1)))

Notethat the numberof literalsin M is 0(p2(n)).
Sincej is w bits
numbers
2W.
it
can
smaller
t
han
Hence,for u > 2W,
representonly
long,
we needa different indexingscheme. A simplegeneralization
is to
allow multiprecision
arithmetic. The indexvariable j can then use
as many words as needed.The numberof words used dependson u.
At mostlog(p(n))words areneeded.This callsfor a slight changein
Thereis no
Mj, but the number of literalsin M remains0(p2(n)).
need to explicitlyincorporatemultiprecision
arithmeticas by giving
the programaccessto individual words in a multiprecision
indexj, we
can requirethe programto simulatemultiprecision
arithmetic.
When i is an instruction of type 2(c),the form of M is similarto
that obtainedfor instructionsof type 2(b).Next,we describehow to
constructM for the casein which i is of the form Y := Choice(S');,
where S is eithera set of the form S = {S\\,S2, Sk}or S is of the
form r,u. Assume Y is represented
by word y. If S is a set,then we
define
M = \\/ Mj
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

choosingMj = 01A
A aw, whereai
(12A
B(y, I,t) if bit I is 1 in Siand ai = B(y, I,t)
if bit I is zeroin S(.If S is of the form r, u, then M is just the formula
Mj assertsthat Y is
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

This is easily done by
Sj.
=
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assertsr <Y < u. This is left as an exercise.In both cases,Gi%t
can be transformedinto CNF and the length of Gitt increasedby at
most a constantamount.
that

6. Let ii,i2, ,ik be the statementnumberscorresponding
to success
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

statementsin

A.

H is given by

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

H = 5(ii,p(n))
V S(t2,p(n)) V

V

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

S(ik,p(n))

if and
Onecan readily verify that Q = CA D A E A F AG A H is satisfiable
of algorithmA with input terminatessuccessfully.
only if the computation
Further, Q can be transformedinto CNF as describedabove. FormulaC

/

containswp(n) literals,D contains literals,E contains0(\302\2432p(n)) literals,F
contains0(\302\243p(n)) literals,G contains0(\302\243wp3(n)) literals,and H containsat
most literals.The total numberof literalsappearingin Q is 0{\302\243wp3{n)) =
0(p3(n)) as is constant.Sincethereare0(wp2(n)+\302\243p(n)) distinctliterals
= O(logn)
in Q, eachliteralcan be written using0(log(wp2(n)+
=
bits.The length of Q is therefore0(p3(n)logn)0(pA(n))as p{n) is at
leastn. Thetimeto constructQ from A and / is also0(p3(n)
logn).
The precedingconstructionshows that every problemin MV reduces
to satisfiability and alsoto CNF-satisfiability. Hence,if eitherof thesetwo
problemsis in V, then MV C V and soV = MV. Also, sincesatisfiability is in
of a CNFformula Q shows that satisfiability oc CNFAfV, the construction
satisfiability. This togetherwith the knowledgethat CNF-satisfiability is in
MV impliesthat CNF-satisfiability is A^P-complete.Note that satisfiability
is alsoMV-complete
as satisfiability oc satisfiability and satisfiability is in
\302\243

\302\243

\302\243w

\302\243p{n)))

MV.

EXERCISES
1.In conjunctionwith formula G in the proofof Cook'stheorem
obtain M for the following casesfor instructioni. Note that
11.2),
can containat most
a
of
M
(Section

0(p(n)) literals(as function n). Obtain
under the assumptionthat negativenumbersare representedin ones
complement.Show how the corresponding
Grit's can be transformed
into CNF.Thelengthof Gijmust increase
by no morethan a constant
factor (say w2) during this transformation.
M

(a) Y
(b) Y
(c) Y
(d) Y

:=Z;

-

:= V Z;
:=V+ Z;

:=V*Z;
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solution
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transform
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(e) Y
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to L2

:=Choice(0,l);
:= Choice(r,
u);,wherer and u are variables

2. Show how to encodethe following instructionsas CNF formulas:(a)
for and (b) while.

3. Proveor disprove:If thereexistsa polynomial timealgorithmto
convert

a booleanformula

then V = MV.

in

CNF into an equivalent formula

in

DNF,

11.3AfV-HAKD GRAPH PROBLEMS
The strategy

we adoptto show that

1.Picka problem

L\\

a problemL2 is AfV-ha,rd

is:

already known to be MV-haxd.

2. Show how to obtain (in

time) an instanceV
polynomial deterministic
instance/ of L\\ suchthat from the solutionof /' we can
determine(in polynomial deterministic
time) the solutionto instance
/of Li (seeFigure 11.3).
3. Concludefrom step (2) that L\\ oc Liof Li from any

4. Concludefrom steps(1) and (3) and the transitivity
AfP-hard.

of oc that L^ is

For the first few proofs we go through all the above steps.Laterproofs
explicitlydealonly with steps(1) and (2).An AfV-h&vd decisionproblem
L2 can be shown to be A^P-complete
by exhibitinga polynomial timenonAll
deterministic
for
the
A/^-hard decisionproblemswe deal
algorithm L2.
of polynomial timenondeterwith hereareATP-complete.
Theconstruction
ministicalgorithmsfor theseproblemsis left as an exercise.
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11.3.1
CliqueDecisionProblem(CDP)
The cliquedecisionproblemwas introducedin Section11.1.We show in
Theorem11.2
that CNF-satisfiability oc CDP.Usingthis result,the

of oc, and the knowledgethat satisfiability oc CNF-satisfiability
we can readily establishthat satisfiability oc CDP.Hence,CDP
is AfV-hard. Since,CDP G AfV, CDPis alsoJVT-complete.

transitivity

11.2),

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

(Section

Theorem11.2CNF-satisfiability oc cliquedecisionproblem.
formula in CNF.Let Xj,
/\\1<Ki,d be a propositional
<
1< i n, be the variables in F. We show how to constructfrom F a graph
G = (V, E) such that G has a cliqueof sizeat least k if and only if F is
satisfiable.If the lengthof F is m, then Gis obtainablefrom F in 0(m)time.

Proof:Let F =

Hence,if we have a polynomial timealgorithmfor CDP,then we can obtain
a polynomial timealgorithmfor CNF-satisfiability usingthis construction.
For any F, G = {V,E)is defined as follows: V {{a,
i)\\a is a literalin
clauseCj}and E = {((a,i),
j and a 8}.A sampleconstruction
(S,j))
is given in Example11.11.
Claim:F is satisfiableif and only if G has a cliqueof size> k.
Proofof Claim:If F is satisfiable,then there is a set of truth values for
xi, 1< i < n, suchthat eachclauseis true with this assignment.Thus, with
this assignmentthereis at leastone literala in eachC{ suchthat a is true.
Let S = {{<J,i)| a is true in Ci}be a set containingexactlyone {cr,i)for
eachi. Betweenany two nodes(a,i)and {8,j) in S there is an edgein G,
sincei j and both a and 8 have the value true. Thus, S forms a cliquein
G of sizek.
Similarly, if G has a cliqueK = (V',E')of size at least k, then let
S = {(<J,i)| (<J,i) G V'}.Clearly, 151= k as G has no cliqueof sizemore
than k. Furthermore,if S\" = {a (a,i)6 S for somei},then S' cannot
8 as thereis no edgeconnecting
containboth a literal8 and its complement
=
i
n
a
nd
G.
Hence
true if X{ G S\" and X{ = false if
X{
by
setting
(8,i) {8,j)
%

\\

/

/

\342\200\224

/

\\

Xi

G

S\"

and choosingarbitrary truth values for variablesnot in S\", we can
F. Hence,F is satisfiableiff G has a cliqueof sizeat

satisfy all clausesin

leastk.

\342\226\241

11.11

The
ConsiderF = {x\\\\/x2Va^)A {x\\VX2VS3).
of
the
11.4.
This
Theorem11.2
yields
graph Figure
graph contains
six cliquesof sizetwo. Considerthe cliquewith vertices{(x\\,1),(X2, 2)}.
By setting x\\ = true and X2 = true (that is,X2 = false),F is satisfied.The
may be seteitherto true or false.

Example
construction

of

\342\226\241

\302\2433
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Figure11.4A samplegraph and satisfiability

11.3.2NodeCoverDecisionProblem(NCDP)
set S C V is a node cover for a graph G = (V, E) if and only if all edges
E are incidentto at leastonevertexin S.The size of the cover is the
numberof verticesin S.
Example11.12=Considerthe graph of Figure 11.5.S = {2,4}is a node
cover of size2. S {1,
3,5}is a nodecover of size3.
A

in

\\S\\

\342\226\241

Figure11.5A samplegraph and nodecover
In the nodecover decisionproblemwe are given a graph G and an integer
k. We are requiredto determinewhetherG has a nodecover of sizeat most
k.

Theorem11.3The cliquedecisionproblemocthe nodecover decision
problem.

Proof:Let G = (V,E) and k define an instanceof CDP.Assume that
= n. We constructa graph G\" such that G\" has a nodecover of sizeat
\\V\\
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mostn k if and only if G has a cliqueof sizeat leastk. Graph G'is given
V and (u,v) $ E}.Theset
by G' = (V,E),whereE = {{u,v) u G V,v
G'is known as the complementof G.
Now, we show that G has a cliqueof sizeat leastk if and only if G' has
a nodecover of sizeat most n k. Let K be any cliquein G. Sincethere
are no edgesin E connectingverticesin K, the remainingn \\K\\ vertices
in G' must cover all edgesin E. Similarly, if S is a nodecover of G\", then
V
S must form a completesubgraphin G.
SinceG' can be obtainedfrom G in polynomial time,CDPcan be solved
in polynomial deterministic
timeif we have a polynomial timedeterministic
for
NCDP.
algorithm
\342\200\224

\342\202\254

\\

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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\342\226\241

shows a graph G and its complement
G'. In
Example11.13Figure 11.6
this figure,G' has a nodecover of {4,5},sinceevery edgeof G' is incident
eitheron the node4 or on the node5. Thus, G has a cliqueof size5 2 = 3
consistingof the nodes1,2,and 3.
\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Figure11.6A graph and its complement
Note that sinceCNF-satisfiability oc CDP,CDPoc NCDPand oc is
it follows that NCDPis AfV-havd. NCDPis also in MV because
choosea subsetC C V of sizek and verify in
we can nondeterministically
polynomial timethat C is a cover of G. So NCDPis ./V^P-complete.
transitive,
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11.3.3ChromaticNumberDecisionProblem(CNDP)
, k} defined
coloringof a graph G = E) is a function / :
{1,2,...
for all i G V. If (u,v) G E, then f(u) /
The chromaticnumber
A

V

(V,

\342\200\224>

f{v).

decisionproblem is to determinewhetherG has a coloringfor a given k.

11.14A possible
of the graph of Figure11.5
is /(l) =
2-coloring
Example
=
=
=
=
1
has
no
and
2.
this
Clearly,
graph
1-coloring.
/(3) /(5)
/(2) /(4)
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\342\226\241

In proving CNDPto be J\\fV-haid, we shall make use of the J\\fV-haxd
problemSATY. This is the CNF-satisfiability problemwith the restriction
that eachclausehas at mostthreeliterals.
ThereductionCNF-satisfiability
oc SATY is left as an exercise.

Theorem11.4Satisfiability with
chromatic

numberdecisionproblem.

at

mostthreeliteralsper clauseoc

Proof:Let F be a CNFformula

at

mostthreeliteralsper clause

having
Cr. Let x^, 1< i < n, be the n variables
C2,...,
in F. We can assumen > 4. If n < then we can determine
whetherF is

and having r clausesC\\,

4,

satisfiableby trying out all eight possible
truth value assignmentsto xi,x2,
and X3. We construct,in polynomial time,a graph G that is n + 1colorable
The graph G = (V,E) is defined by
if and only if F is satisfiable.
V = {xi,x2,...,x\342\200\236}
U{xbx2,...,x\342\200\236}U{yi,y2,...,y\342\200\236}
U{Ci,C2,...,CV}
wherey\\,

y2,..., are new variables,and
yn

/ j}

/

E = {(ari, xi),1< i < n} U {(j/i,^)!!j}U {(yi,Xj)\\i
U

To

/ J'}U {(xi,C7j)|xi^ Cj)U {sifC7j)|si
^ Cj}
{(l/i,^)|i

see that G is n + 1 colorableif and

only if

F is satisfiable,we first

observethat the yj's form a completesubgraphon n vertices.Hence,eachyi
must be assigneda distinctcolor.
Without lossof generalitywe can assume
that in any coloringof G, yi is given the colori. Sinceyi is alsoconnected
to all the Xj's and x/s exceptxi and Xj, the colori can be assignedto only
for one
Xi and xj. However, (xj,xn) E E and soa new color,n + 1,is needed
of thesevertices.The vertex that is assignedthe new colorn + 1is calleda
falsevertex.The othervertexis a true vertex.The only way to colorG using
n + 1 colorsis to assigncolorn + 1 to one of {xj,Xj} for eachi, 1< i < n.
Under what conditionscan the remainingverticesbe coloredusing no
new colors?Sincen > 4 and eachclausehas at mostthree literals,each
is adjacentto a pair of verticesxj,Xj for at leastone j. Consequently,

d
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no C% can be assignedthe colorn + 1.Also, no Cj can be assigneda color
to an Xj or Xj not in clause Thelasttwo statementsimply
corresponding
to verticesXj or
that the only colorsthat can be assignedto C{ correspond
are
in
and
is
n
that
clause
are
vertices.
G
true
+ 1colorableif
C%
Hence,
Xj
and only if thereis a true vertex corresponding
to eachCj.So,G is n + 1
colorableiff F is satisfiable.

d.

\342\226\241
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11.3.4DirectedHamiltonianCycle(DHC)(*)
directedHamiltoniancycle in a directedgraph G = (V, E) is a directed
cycle of lengthn = \\V\\. So,the cycle goesthroughevery vertexexactlyonce
and then returns to the starting vertex.The DHCproblemis to determine
whetherG has a directedHamiltoniancycle.
Example11.15
1,2,3,4, 5, 1is a directedHamiltoniancycle in the graph
If the edge(5,1)is deletedfrom this graph, then it has no
of Figure 11.7.
directedHamiltoniancycle.
A

\342\226\241

Figure11.7A samplegraph and Hamiltoniancycle

Theorem11.5CNF-satisfiability oc directedHamiltoniancycle.
Proof:Let F be a propositionalformula in CNF.We show how to

a directedgraph G such that F is satisfiableif and only if G has a
construct
directedHamiltoniancycle. Sincethis constructioncan be carriedout in
time polynomial in the sizeof F, it will follow that CNF-satisfiability oc
DHC.Understandingthe constructionof G is greatly facilitatedby the use
of an example.The examplewe use is F = C\\ A CiA C3 A C4, where
= x\\ V X2 V V X5
C\\
C*2 = X\\ V X2 V
C3 = xi V V x5
V S5
C4 = x\\ V X2 V S3 V
\302\2434

\302\2433

\302\2433

\302\2434
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Assume that F has r clausesC\\, C2, Cr and n variablesx\\, X2,
xn.
Draw an array with r rows and 2n columns.Row i denotesclauseCj.Each
variable xi is represented
by two adjacentcolumns,onefor eachof the literals
shows the array for the exampleformula. Inserta
Xi and X{. Figure11.8
O into columnx\\ and row Cj if and only if x% is a literalin Cj. Inserta
into columnxi and row Cj if and only if x^ is a literalin Cj. Between
eachpairof columnsXi and X{ introducetwo verticesui and uj, Ui at the top
and Vi at the bottomof the column.Foreachi, draw two chains of edges
in columnXj and the
upward from v% to U{, one connectingtogetherall
other connectingall Qs in columnX{ (seeFigure11.8).
Now, draw edges
(v,i,Vi+i), 1< i < n. Introducea box|_ij at the right end of eachrow Cj,
1 < < r. Draw the edges{un,\\ 11)and ([T],vi). Draw edges(|_ij, i+1
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240,
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0

0s

%

1< i < r (seeFigure11.8).

Figure11.8Array structurefor the formula

in

Theorem11.5

To completethe graph, we replaceeach0 and
by a subgraph. Each
0 is replaced
by the subgraph of Figure 11.9(a)
(of course,unique vertex
areneededfor
is
|_ij

eachcopy of the subgraph). Each box|jj replaced
labelings
In this subgraph Aj is an entrancenode
the
of
by
subgraph Figure 11.10.
and

Bi an exit node.The edges(|_i_|, i+1) referredto earlierare really

is (Br,vi).The variable
Edge (un,11
{Bi,Ai+i}.
]) is {un,A\\) and
is
the
of
in
In
number
literals
clause
the
C{.
ji
subgraph of Figure 11.10
an edgeof the type shown in Figure 11.11
indicatesa connectionto a 0
is connected,to the 1 vertex of the (2) <ind. Ria^.\\
subgraphin row C{.
{[\302\245],v\\)

R%^a

(or i?zj if a = ji) is enteredfrom the 3 vertex.

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure11.9The Q subgraphand its insertioninto column2

Figure11.10The Hi subgraph

Ri

11.11
construct

Figure

A

in

\"

3K * )

3\302\273

Ri,a +1

the proofof Theorem11.5

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure11.12Another constructin the proofof Theorem11.5
Thus in the O subgraph (shown in Figure 11.12)
of Figure 11.9(b)
w\\ and
W3 are the 1and 3 vertices
respectively.Theincomingedgeis {Ri,i,W\\) and
of G.
the outgoingedgeis (w-s,Rlt2)-This completes
the construction
If F is satisfiable,
then let S be an assignmentof truth values for which
F is true. A Hamiltoniancycle for G can start at v\\ and go to u\\, then to
then to
then to U3, then to U3,...,
and then to un. In goingfrom
to Xi if x% is true in S.
Vi to Ui, this cycle uses the columncorresponding
Otherwiseit goesup the columncorresponding
to xj. Fromun this cycle
goesto A\\ and then through i?i;i,
-Ri,3,
i?i;2,
Ri,jn and -61to A2 to
to v\\. In goingfrom Ri a to i?ji0+i in any subgraph[jj,a diversion is made
to a O subgraphin row i if and only if the verticesof that O subgraphare
not already on the path from Vi to Ri,a- Note that if
has ij literals,then
of |jjallows a diversion to at mostij 1O subgraphs.This
the construction
is adequateas at leastone O subgraphmust already have beentraversed
in row
(becauseat least one such subgraph must correspondto a true
literal).So,if F is satisfiable,then G has a directedHamiltoniancycle.
It remainsto show that if G has a directedHamiltoniancycle,then F is
satisfiable.This can be seenby starting at vertex v\\ on any Hamiltonian
of the O and
cycle for G. Becauseof the construction
subgraphs,such
a cycle must proceedby goingup exactlyone columnof eachpair (xj,5j).
In addition,this part of the cycle must traverseat leastone O subgraphin
eachrow. Hencethe columnsused in goingfrom vi to Ui, 1< i < n, define
a truth assignmentfor which F is true.
if and only if G has a Hamiltoniancycle.
We conclude
that F is satisfiable
Thetheoremnow follows from the observationthat G can beobtainedfrom
\302\2532,

\302\2532,

\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

d

\342\200\224

d

|_ij

F in polynomial time.

\342\226\241

11.3.5TravelingSalespersonDecisionProblem(TSP)
The travelingsalespersonproblemwas introducedin Chapter5. The
problemis to determinewhether a completedirected
corresponding decision

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure11.13Graphsrepresentingproblems
graph G = (V,E) with edgecostsc(u,v) has a tour of costat mostM.

Theorem11.6DirectedHamiltoniancycle (DHC) oc the traveling
salesperson

decisionproblem(TSP).

Proof:Fromthe directedgraph G = (V, E) constructthe completedirected
graph G' = (V,E'),E' = {{i,j)| i
j} and c(i,j)of= 1 if at(i,j)
=
2
if
i
and
E.
/ j j) ft Clearly, G'has a tour cost mostn E;iff
j)
\302\261

c(\302\253,

<E

(\342\226\240/,

G has a directedHamiltoniancycle.

\342\226\241

11.3.6AND/OR GraphDecisionProblem(AOG)
Many complexproblemscan be broken down into a seriesof subproblems

such that the solutionof all or someof theseresultsin the solutionof the
can be brokendown further into suboriginalproblem.Thesesubproblems
and
so
until
the
on,
only problemsremainingare sufficiently
subproblems,
as
to
be
solvable.
This breakingdown of a complex
trivially
primitive
into several subproblems
can be representedby a directedgraphlike
problem

structurein which nodesrepresentproblemsand descendents
of nodes
represent
the subproblems
associatedwith them.

Example11.16Thegraph of Figure11.13(a)
representsa problemA that

B and C or the single
can be solved by solving eitherboth the subproblems
D or E.
subproblem

\342\226\241

that must be solved in orderto imply a solution
Groupsof subproblems

to the parent nodearejoinedtogetherby an arc goingacrossthe respective
edges(as the arcacrossthe edges(A, B) and (A, C)).By introducingdummy

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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allnodescan bemadeto be suchthat theirsolution
nodesin Figure11.13(b),
either
all
to be solved or only one descendentto be
descendents
requires
solved.Nodesof the first type arecalledAND nodesand those of the latter
are OR nodeswhereas
NodesA and A\" of Figure11.13(b)
type OR nodes.
nodeA' is an AND node.The AND nodesare drawn with an arc across
all edgesleaving the node.Nodeswith no descendents
are calledterminal.
Terminalnodesrepresentprimitive problemsand aremarkedeithersolvable
or not solvable.Solvableterminalnodesare representedby rectangles.An
AND/ORgraph neednot always be a tree.
is known as problem
Breakingdown a probleminto severalsubproblems
reduction.Problemreductionhas beenused on such problemsas theorem
proving, symbolic integration,and analysis of industrial schedules.When
problemreductionis used,two different problemsmay generatea common
subproblem.In this caseit may be desirableto have only one node
representing the subproblem
(this would imply that the subproblemis to be
solved only once).Figure11.14
shows two AND/OR graphs for casesin
which this is done.

Figure11.14Two AND/ORgraphs that are not trees
Note that the graph is no longera tree. Furthermore,
such graphs may
directedcycles as in Figure11.14(b).
The presenceof a directedcycle
doesnot in itselfimply the unsolvability of the problem.In fact, problemA
can be solved by solving the primitive problemsG,H, and
of Figure11.14(b)
I. This leadsto the solutionof D and E and henceof B and C.A solution
graph is a subgraphof solvable nodesthat shows that the problemis solved.
are shown by heavy
Possible
solutiongraphs for the graphs of Figure11.14
have

edges.

Let us assumethat there is a cost associatedwith each edge in the
AND/OR graph. The costof a solutiongraph H of an AND/OR graph
G is the sum of the costsof the edgesin H. The AND/OR graph decision

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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problem (AOG) is to determinewhether G has a solutiongraph of cost at
most k, for k a given input.

Theproblem
Example11.17Considerthe directedgraph of Figure11.15.
to be solved is Pi. To do this, one can solve nodeP2,Ps,
or P7, as Pi is an
OR node.The cost incurred is then either2,2, or 8 (i.e.,
cost in addition
to that of solving one of p2,Pz,or P-j). To solve P2, both P4 and P5 have
to be solved,as Pi is an AND node.Thetotalcostto dothis is 2. To solve
P3, we can solve eitherP5 or P6.The minimum costto do this is 1.Node
P-j is free.In this example,then, the optimalway to solve P\\ is to solve Pq

first, then P3,and finally P1p Thetotal costfor this solutionis 3.

\342\226\241

AND node

Figure11.15
AND/ORgraph

Theorem11.7CNF-satisfiability oc the AND/ORgraph decisionproblem.
Proof:Let P bea propositional
formula in CNF.We show how to transform

a formula P in CNF into an AND/ORgraph suchthat the AND/ORgraph
soobtainedhas a certainminimum costsolutionif and only if P is satisfiable.
Let

P=f\\Ci, Ci = \\Jlj
wherethe Ij'sare literals.
The variablesof P, V(P) are xi,X2,- ,xn.The
AND/ORgraph will have nodesas follows:
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

1.Thereis a specialnodeS with
the problemto be solved.

no incomingarcs. This noderepresents

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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2. ThenodeS is an AND nodewith descendentnodesP,xi,X2, ,xn.
variable X{ in the formula
3. EachnodeXi representsthe corresponding
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

P. Each Xi is an OR nodewith two descendentsdenotedTxi and Fxt
respectively.If Tx{is solved,then this will correspondto assigninga
truth value of true to the variable x%. SolvingnodeFx{will correspond
to assigninga truth value of false to xz.

4. ThenodeP representsthe formula P and is an AND node.It has k
to the claused in
descendentsC\\, C-i, Ck- Node Ci corresponds
the formula P. The nodesCi are OR nodes.
\342\226\240\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

5. Each nodeof type Txi or Fxi has exactlyone descendentnodethat
is terminal(i.e.,has no edgesleaving it). Theseterminalnodesare
denotedV\\,V2,
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,v^n\342\226\240

To

and

of the AND/ORgraph, the following edges
completethe construction

costsare added:

1.PromeachnodeCt an edge(Ci,Txj)is addedif Xj

occursin clause

occursin claused. This is done
if
d. edge(Ct,Fxj)is added
Clause is
for all variables
in the clause
An

an OR node.

Xj

appearing

Xj

Ct.

Ci

designated

2. Edgesfrom nodesof type Txi or Fxi to theirrespectiveterminalnodes
are assigneda weight, or costof 1.

3. All otheredgeshave a costof 0.
In orderto solve S, eachof the nodesP,xi,X2, ,xn must be solved.
Solvingnodesxi,x-2, xn costsn. To solve P, we must solve all the nodes
C\\, C*2,...,
Ck Thecost of a nodeCi is at most 1. However, if one of its
descendent
nodeswas solved while solving the nodesx\\, X2, xn, then the
nodeshave cost
additionalcosttosolve Ci is 0,as the edgesto its descendent
has already beensolved.That is,a nodeCi can
0 and one of its descendents
be solved at no costif one of the literalsoccurringin the clause has been
assigneda value of true. Fromthis it follows that the entiregraph (that is,
nodeS) can be solved at a costn if thereis someassignmentof truth values
to the rcj'ssuch that at least one literalin eachclauseis true under that
assignment,i.e.,if the formula P is satisfiable.If P is not satisfiable,then
the costis morethan n.
We have now shown how to constructan AND/ORgraph from a formula
P suchthat the AND/OR,graph so constructedhas a solutionof costn if and
only if P is satisfiable.Otherwisethe costis morethan n. The construction
the proof.
clearly takesonly polynomial time. This completes
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242,

\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

d

\342\226\241
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Example11.18Considerthe formula
P = {xiV x2 Va;3) A (xi V x2 Vi3)A (xi V x2); V(P) = xi,x2,x3;n = 3
shows the AND/ORgraph obtainedby applying the
Figure11.16
of Theorem11.7.
The nodesTx\\,Tx2,and Tx% can be solved at a total cost of 3. The
nodeP costsnothingextra.ThenodeS can then be solved by solving all its
descendentnodesand the nodesTx\\,Tx2,and Tx%. Thetotal costfor this

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

construction

solutionis 3 (which is n). Assigning the truth value of true to the variables
of P resultsin P'sbeing true.
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Let SATY be the problemof determiningwhethera propositional

in CNF having at mostthree literalsper clauseis satisfiable.
Show that CNF-satisfiability oc SATY. Hint Show how to write a
clausewith morethan threeliteralsas the andof severalclauseseach
formula

Forthis you have to introducesome
containingat mostthreeliterals.
new variables.Any assignmentthat satisfies the originalclausemust
satisfy all the new clausescreated.

2. Let SAT3 be similarto SATY (Exercise1) exceptthat eachclausehas

Show that SATY oc SAT3.
exactlythreeliterals.
3. Let F be a propositionalformula in CNF.Two literalsx and y in
F are compatibleif and only if they are not in the sameclauseand
x 7^ y. Theliteralsx and y are incompatibleif and only if x and y are
not compatible.Let SATINC be the problemof determiningwhether
a formula F in which eachliteralis incompatible
with at mostthree
otherliteralsis satisfiable.Show that SAT3 oc SATINC.
4. Let 3-NODECOVER be the node cover decisionproblemof
11.3restrictedto graphs of degree3. Show that SATINC oc
3-NODECOVER(seeExercise3).
5. [Feedback
nodeset]
(a) Let G = (V,E) be a directedgraph. Let S C V be a subset
of verticessuch that the deletionof S and all edgesincidentto
verticesin S resultsin a graph G'with no directedcycles.Suchan
S is a feedbacknodeset.Thesizeof S is the numberof verticesin
S.Thefeedbacknodesetdecisionproblem(FNS)is todetermine
for a given input k whether G has a feedback
nodeset of sizeat
mostk. Show that the nodecover decisionproblemoc FNS.
Section

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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AND nodesjoinedby arc
All other nodes are OR

Figure11.16AND/ORgraph for Example11.18
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(b)

Write

a polynomial timenondeterministic
algorithmfor FNS.

6. [Feedback
arc set] Let G = {V,E)bea directedgraph.S C E is a feed

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

backarcset of G if and only if every directedcycle in G containsan
edgein S.Thefeedbackarcsetdecisionproblem(FAS) is to determine
whetherG has a feedbackarcset of sizeat mostk.
(a) Show that the nodecoverdecisionproblemoc FAS.
algorithmfor FAS.
(b) Write a polynomial timenondeterministic

7. The feedbacknodeset optimizationproblemis to find a minimum
feedbacknodeset (seeExercise5).Show that this problemreducesto

FNS.

8. Show that

the feedbackarcset minimizationproblemreducesto FAS

(Exercise6).

9. [Hamiltoniancycle]Let UHCbe the problemof determiningwhetherin

any given undirectedgraph G, thereexistsan undirectedcycle going
through eachvertex exactlyonceand returning to the start vertex.
Show that DHCoc UHC(DHCis defined in Section11.3).

10.Show UHCoc CNF-satisfiability.

11.Show DHCoc CNF-satisfiability.
12.[Hamiltonianpath] An i to j Hamiltonianpath in graph G is a path
from vertexi to vertexj that includeseachvertexexactlyonce.Show
that UHCis reducibleto the problemof determiningwhether G has
an i to j Hamiltonianpath.
13.[Minimum equivalent graph]A directedgraph G = (V,E) is an

graph of the directedgraph G'= (V,E')if and only if E C E' and
the transitiveclosuresof G and G'arethe same.G is a minimum
graph if and only if \\E\\ is minimum amongall equivalent graphs
of G'.The minimum equivalent graph decisionproblem(MEG) is to
determinewhetherG' has a minimum equivalent graph with \\E\\ < k,
wherek is somegiven input.
equivalent

equivalent

(a) Show that DHCoc MEG.
polynomial timealgorithmfor MEG.
(b) Write a nondeterministic

14.[Cliquecover] The cliquecoverdecisionproblem(CC) is to determine
whetherG is the union of / or fewer cliques.Show that the chromatic
numberdecisionproblemoc CC.
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15.[Set cover] Let F = {Sj}be a finite family of sets.Let T C F be a
subsetof F. T is a cover of F iff

(J

Si =

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Sier

U Si

s%eF

Theset cover decisionproblemis to determinewhetherF has a cover
T containingno morethan k sets.Show that the nodecover decision
problemis reducibleto this problem.
16.[Exactcover] Let F = {Sj}be as in Exercise15.T C F is an exact
cover of F iff T is a cover of F and the setsin T are pairwise
Show that the chromaticnumber decisionproblemreducesto
disjoint.
the problemof determiningwhetherF has an exactcover.

17.Show that

SAT3 oc EXACT COVER(seeExercise16).

18.[Hittingset] Let F be as in Exercise16.The hitting set problemis to
determinewhetherthereexistsa set H such that \\H Sj\\ = 1for all
Sj F. Show that exactcover oc hitting set.
f~l

\302\243

19.[Tautology]

A

formula is a tautology if and
propositional

only if it is

truth assignmentsto its variables.The tautology
true for all possible
is
to
determine
whethera DNF formula is a tautology.
problem

(a) Show that CNF-satisfiability oc DNF tautology.
(b) Write a polynomial timenondeterministic
algorithmTAUT(.F)

terminatessuccessfullyif and only if F is not a tautology.
20.[Minimum booleanform] Let the length of a propositional
formula be
to
sum
of
the
number
of
in
the
literals
eachclause.
T
wo
formulas
equal
F and G on variables
if
for
all
equivalent
assignments
F is true if and only if G is true. Show that deciding
to xi,...,xn,
whetherF has an equivalent formula of lengthno morethan k is MVhard. (Hint Show DNF tautology reducesto this problem.)
that

11.4A/T-HARDSCHEDULINGPROBLEMS
resultsof this section,we need to use the AfV-havd problem
calledpartition.This problemrequiresus to decidewhethera given
A = {ai,a,2, ,an}of n positiveintegershas a partitionP such that
J2iePai = ^Zigpai- We can show this problemis ATP-hard by first showing
the sum of subsetsproblem(Chapter7) to be AfV-hard. Recallthat in the
sum of subsetsproblemwe have to determinewhether A = {a\\,a,2,
an}
has a subset S that sums to a given integerM.
To prove the
multiset

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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Theorem11.8Exactcover oc sum of subsets.
Exercise
Proof:The exactcover problemis shownATP-hard in Section11.3,
16.In this problemwe are given a family of sets F = {Si,S2, Sk}and
are requiredto determinewhetherthere is a subsetTCFofdisjointsets
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

such that

,un}
(J Si = {J Si = {ui,u2,...

S,eF
Promany given instanceof this problem,constructthe sum of subsets
A = {a\\,...
,ajt}with aj X)i<i<n + lY~l,whereeji = 1if Ui Sj
and eji = 0 otherwise,and M = J2o<i<n{k
+ 1)*= {(k+ 1)\" l)/k.Clearly,
=
F has an exactcover if and only if A {a\\,...
, a^} has a subsetwith sum
M. SinceA and M can be constructedfrom F in polynomial time,exact
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Si\302\243T

problem

\342\200\224

\342\202\254

\302\243ji(k

\342\200\224

cover oc sum of

subsets.

\342\226\241

Theorem11.9Sum of subsetsoc partition.
Proof:Let A = {a\\,...
sum of subsets
,an}and M define an instanceof the
62
, ^+2}with bi = ai,1< i < n,
problem.Constructthe set B = {61,
=
=
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

M + 1,and bn+2 (Xa<i<n + 1 M. B has a partitionif and
only if A has a subsetwith sum M. SinceB can be obtainedfrom A and
M in polynomial time,sum of subsetsoc partition.
One can easily show partitionoc 0/1-knapsack
and partitionoc job
Hence,theseproblemsarealsoAfV-havd.
sequencing with deadlines.
bn+i

\342\200\224

a\302\253)

\342\226\241

11.4.1
IdenticalProcessors
Scheduling
Pi, 1< i < m, be m identicalprocessors(or machines).The Pi could,
example,be line printers in a computeroutput room.Let Ji, 1< i < n,
be n jobs.JobJi requiresti processing
time. A scheduleS is an assignment
of jobsto processors.
ForeachjobJi, S specifiesthe timeintervals and the
A jobcannot be processed
on which this jobis to be processed.
processor(s)
at any given time. Let fi be the timeat which the
by morethan oneprocessor
of jobJi is completed.The mean finish time(MFT) of schedule
processing
S is
MFT(S)= Y, fi
1<1<71
Let
for

-

with eachjobJj. The weighted mean finish
Wi be a weight associated
time(WMFT) of scheduleS is

Let

WMFT(S) =

-V

wifi

l<i<n
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alljobs(or jobsegments)
Let Ti be the timeat which Pi finishes processing
assignedto it. Thefinish time(FT) of S is
max{T}
FT(5)= l<l<m

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

ScheduleS is a nonpreemptivescheduleif and only if eachjobJi is processed
In a preemptive
continuously from start to finish on the sameprocessor.
scheduleeachjobneednot be processedcontinuously to completion
on one

processor.

this point it is worth noting the similarity betweenthe optimaltape
storageproblemof Section4.6and nonpreemptiveschedules.Mean retrieval
time,weightedmeanretrievaltime,and maximumretrievaltimerespectively
correspondto mean finish time,weighted meanfinish time,and finish time.
can thereforebeobtainedusingthe algorithm
Minimum finish timeschedules
i
n
Section
4.6.
developed
Obtainingminimum weightedmeanfinish timeand
minimum finish timenonpreemptiveschedules
is ATP-hard.
At

Theorem11.10Partitionoc minimum

finish timenonpreemptiveschedule.

Proof:We

prove this for m = 2. The extensionto m > 2 is trivial. Let
1 < i < n, be an instance of the partitionproblem. Define n jobs
requirements = ai,1< i < n. Thereis a nonpreemptive
processing
schedulefor this set of jobson two processors
with finish timeat most tj/2
o-i,
with
iff

t%

\302\243)

thereis a partitionof the a^s.

\342\226\241

Considerthe following input to the partitionproblem:
Example11.19
= 10. The corresponding
a\\ = 2, a<i = 5,a% = 6,a^ = 7, and
finish timenonpreemptiveschedule
problemhas the input t\\ =2,^2=
=
=
=
10.Thereis a nonpreemptiveschedulefor this
5,^3 6,
7, and
set of jobswith finish time15:P\\ takesthe jobs and P2 takesthe jobs
This solutionyields a solutionfor the partitionproblemalso:
t\\,t%, and
a\302\247

minimum

\302\2434

\302\2435

\302\2432

\302\2435;

\302\2434.

{a2,a5},{ai,a3,a4}.

Partitionoc minimum
Theorem11.11

\342\226\241

WMFT nonpreemptiveschedule.

Proof:Onceagain we prove this for m = 2 only. Theextensionto

m >2
<
1<
i
define
an
of
instance the partitionproblem.
ai,
n,
Constructa two-processor
schedulingproblemwith n jobsand Wi = U = a,i,
1 < i < n. For this set of jobsthere is a nonpreemptivescheduleS with
weighted mean flow time at most l/2^af + l/4(Sai)2if and oruy if the
ai'shave a partition.To seethis, let the weights and timesof jobson Pi be

is trivial. Let

, (wk,ik) and on P2 be (u>i, t\\),
(wi,i\"i),...

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

{wi,ti). Assume this is the
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orderin which the jobsare processedon their respectiveprocessors.
Then,
for this scheduleS we have
+ ---+
n*WMFT(S)= ttfiii + u}2(*i+*2)
\302\253>*(*!+

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242**)

+wltl + w2(ii+ I2)
\\-wi(ii-\\ ti)
= 5E^2+ ^(E^)2+ i(E^-E^)2
Thus, n * WMFT(5')> (1/2) w} + (1/4)(E
w()2.This value is obtainable
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H

\302\243

iff

the lOf's (and so alsothe a^s) have a partition.

\342\226\241

11.20Consideragain the partitionproblema\\ = 2,0,2= 5,a% =
Example
=
= W* + 52 + 62 + 72 + 102)= 107,
6,a4 7, and a5 = 10.Here,
Ea;= 30,and \\{Y.ai)2= 225.Thus, 1/2 a? + 1/4(Ea{)2= 107+ 225=
332.The corresponding
minimum WMFT nonpreemptiveschedule
problem
has the input wi = ti = ai for 1< i < 5. If we assignthe jobs and to
Pi and the remainingjobsto P2,
n * WFMT(S')=5*5
+ 10(5+ 10)+ 2 * 2 + 6(2+ 6) + 7(2+ 6 + 7) = 332
^\302\253i

\302\243

\302\2432

\302\2435

Thesamealsoyields a solutionto the partitionproblem.

\342\226\241

11.4.2FlowShopScheduling
5.10.

We shall use the flow shop terminologydeveloped
in Section
When
m = 2, minimum finish timeschedules
can be obtainedin
logn) time
if n
are to be scheduled.When m = obtaining minimum finish

jobs

0(n

3,

timeschedules(whether preemptiveor nonpreemptive)is .ATP-hard. For
the caseof nonpreemptiveschedulesthis is easy to see (Exercise2). We
schedules.The proofwe give is alsovalid
prove the resultfor preemptive
for the nonpreemptivecase.However, a much simplerproofexistsfor the
nonpreemptivecase.

Theorem11.12Partitionocthe minimum finish timepreemptiveflow shop
schedule(m > 2).
Proof:We use only three processors.
Let A = {0,1,0,2,...
,an}define an

flow
instanceof the partitionproblem.Constructthe following preemptive
=
2
nonzero
with
n
2
and
at
most
instance
m
3
+ jobs,
FS,
machines,
shop

tasksperjob:

h,i=

(H\\

h,n+i = T/2;
\302\2431,71+2

= 0;

h,i= 0;
\302\2432,71+1

= T;

\302\2432,71+2

= T;

*3,i

= a,i,l<i <n

\302\2433^+1

\302\2433,71+2

=0
= T/2
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n

^

at

l

We now show that the preceding
flow shop instancehas a preemptive
with finish timeat most 2Tif and only if A has a partition.
schedule
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1.If A

has a partitionu, then there is a nonpreemptiveschedulewith
time2T. Onesuch scheduleis shown in Figure11.17.

finish

2. If A

has no partition,then all preemptive
schedulesfor FS must have
a finish time greaterthan 2T. This can be shown by contradiction.
Assume that there is preemptiveschedulefor FS with finish time at
most 2T. We make the following observationsregardingthis schedule:

(a) Task
until

(b) Task

\302\243i,n+i
\302\243i,n+i

\302\2433^+2

h,n+2 = T.

must finish by timeT as

\302\2432,71+1

= T and cannot start

finishes.
cannot start beforeT units of time have elapsedas

Observation(a) impliesthat only T/2 of the first T time units are free on
processorone.Let V be the set of indicesof taskscompletedon processor1
by timeT (excludingtask
Then,
\302\243i,n+i).

X>i,i<T/2

iev
as A has no partition.Hence

Z) %>T/2
l<i<n

The processingof jobsnot includedin V cannot commence
on processor3
is not completeduntil
until after time T sincetheir processor1 processing
after T. This togetherwith observation(b) impliesthat the total amount of
left for processor
3 at timeT is
processing
h,n+2 +

Z

*3,i

>T

igv

l<i<n

The schedulelength must thereforebe morethan 2T.
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{tij\\ieu}

h,n + l

{tij\\i\302\243u}

h,n + l

tl,n+2
1
{\302\2433
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0

,\342\200\242

ieu}
T

T/2

{t3J\\ieu}

h,n + 2

37V2

XT

schedule
Figure11.17A possible

11.4.3Job ShopScheduling
The n jobsto be
jobshop, like a flow shop, has m different processors.
of severaltasks.Thetimeof the j'thtask
scheduledrequirethe completion
for job Ji is tkjj. Task j is to be performedon processorP^. The tasks
for any jobJ{ are to be carriedout in the order1,2,
and soon.Task
j cannot begin until task j 1 (if j > 1) has beencompleted.Notethat
it is quite possible
for a jobto have many tasks that are to be performed
on the sameprocessor.
In a nonpreemptiveschedule,a task oncebegun
is processedwithout interruption until it is completed.The definitions of
FT(S')and MFT(S')extendto this problemin a natural way. Obtaining
eithera minimum finish timepreemptivescheduleora minimum finish time
nonpreemptivescheduleis A/''P-hard even when m = 2. The prooffor the
We presentthe prooffor
nonpreemptivecaseis very simple(use partition).
the preemptivecase.This proofwill alsobe valid for the nonpreemptive
casebut will not be the simplestprooffor this case.
Theorem11.13Partition oc minimum finish time preemptivejob shop
schedule(m > 1).
Proof:We use only two processors.
Let A = {ai,a,2,...,an}
define an
instanceof the partitionproblem.Constructthe following jobshop instance
JS,with n + 1jobsand m = 2 processors.
for 1 < < n
n : t\\^i = t2,i,2 =
Jobs
=
=
=
= T/2
Jobn + 1:
A

3,...,

\342\200\224

1,...,

<H

\302\2432,71+1,1

\302\253

\302\2431,71+1,2

\302\2432,71+1,3

\302\2431,71+1,4

n

where T = ^jaj
1

We

schedulewith finish
show that the jobshop problemhas a preemptive
if S has a partition.

timeat most2Tif and only
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1.If A has a partition,u then thereis a schedulewith
Figure11.18).

finish

timeIT (see

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

2. If A has no partition,then allschedulesfor JS must have a finish time
greaterthan 2T. To seethis, assumethat thereis a scheduleS for JS
with finish timeat mostTT.Then, jobn + 1 must be scheduled
as in

Also, therecan be no idletimeon eitherP\\ or P^. Let
Figure11.18.
R be the set of jobsscheduled
on Pi in the interval [0,T/2].
Let R!
be the subsetof R representing
jobswhose first task is completedon
Pi in this interval.Sincethe a^s have no partition,YljeR'ti,j,i< T/2.
Consequently, YljeR' *2j,2 < T/2.Sinceonly the secondtasksof jobs
in R' can be scheduled
on P2 m the interval [T/2,T], it follows that
there is someidletime on Pi in this interval. Hence,S must have
finish timegreaterthan 2T.
\342\226\241

lieu]
{/,,,-,
h.n+l.l

0

lieu]
{/,,,-,

tl.n+1,2
{?2,i,2

h,n+\\,3

l\302\253eu}

T/2

T

t l,n + l,4

{t2iii2\\i\302\243u}

3T/2

2T

Figure11.18Another schedule

EXERCISES
1. [Jobsequencing]Show that

the jobsequencingwith deadlinesproblem
is AfV-hard.
(Section8.1.4)
2. Show that partitionoc the minimum finish timenonpreemptivethreeprocessorflow shop schedule.Useonly onejobthat has threenonzero
tasks. All otherjobshave only onenonzerotask.
3. Show that partitionoc the minimum finish time nonpreemptivetwoprocessorjobshop schedule.Useonly one jobthat has threenonzero
tasks. All otherjobshave only onenonzerotask.
4. Let
timet{ and a deadline
, Jn benjobs.Jobi has a processing
d{. Jobi is not available for processinguntil time r{. Show that
decidingwhetherall n jobscan be processedon one machinewithout
violatingany deadlineis A^'P-hard. (Hint: Usepartition.)

Ji,...
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5. Let Ji, 1< i < n, be n jobsas in Exercise4. Assume r^ = 0, 1 <
schedule
i < n. Let fi be the finish time of Ji in a one-processor
S. The tardinessTj of Jj is max {0,/j <ij}.Let ioj,1 < < n,
be nonnegativeweights associatedwith the Ji's.Thetotal weighted
tardinessis J2wiTi- Show that finding a scheduleminimizing^WiTi
is J\\fV-hard. (Hint: Usepartition).
\342\200\224

\302\253
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6. Let Ji, 1< i < n, be n jobs.JobJ; has a processingtimeof U. Its
processingcannot begin until timefj. Let Wi be a weight associated
scheduleS.
Ji. Let /{ be the finish timeof Ji in a one-processor
schedulethat minimizesJ2Wifi is
Show that finding a one-processor
with

AfV-h&rd.

7. Show that the problemof obtaining optimalfinish time preemptive
flow shop is A^'P-hard when jobsare
schedulesfor a two-processor
at
times
at Ri cannot
two
different
released
R\\ and Ra- Jobsreleased

be scheduledbeforeRi.

11.5AfP-HARDCODEGENERATION
PROBLEMS

of a compileris to translateprogramswritten in somesource
languageinto an equivalentassembly languageor machinelanguageprogram.
Thus, the C++compileron the Sparc10translatesC++programsinto the
machinelanguageof this machine.We lookat the problemof translating
in a languagesuch as C++ into assembly language
arithmeticexpressions
code.The translation clearly dependson the particularassembly language
(and hencemachine)beingused.To begin,we assumea very simplemachine
model.We callthis modelmachineA. This machinehas only one register
in this register.If
All arithmetic
has to be performed
calledthe accumulator.
and /, then the left operand
0 representsa binary operatorsuchas
of 0 must be in the accumulator.For simplicity, we restrictourselvesto
to other operators.
thesefour operators.
The discussioneasily generalizes
The relevant assembly languageinstructionsare:
with contentsof memory locationX.
LOAD X loadaccumulator
into memory locationX.
STOREX storecontentsof accumulator
OP X OP may be ADD, SUB,MPY, or DIV.

The function

+,\342\200\224,*,

The instructionOP X computesthe operatorOP using the contentsof
as the left operandand that of memory locationX as the
the accumulator
A
s
considerthe arithmeticexpression
(a+6)/(c+
right operand. an example,
are given in
Two
assembly languageversionsof this expression
possible
d).
Tl and T2 are temporarystorageareasin memory. In both
Figure11.19.
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casesthe result is left in the accumulator.Code(a) is two instructionslonger
than code(b). If eachinstructiontakesthe sameamount of time,then code
(b) will take25% lesstimethan code(a). Forthe expressions
(a + b)/(c+ d)
and the given machineA, it is easy to seethat code(b) is optimal.
LOAD
ADD

a

LOAD
ADD

c

d

LOAD
DIV

Tl
T2

LOAD
ADD

b

STORE Tl

c
d

STORE Tl
LOAD
ADD
DIV

STORE T2

(a)

a
b

Tl

(b)

codesfor (a + b)/(c + d)
Figure11.19Two possible

Definition11.7A translationof an expressionE into the machineor

languageof a given machineis optimal if and only if it has a minimum
numberof instructions.

assembly

\342\226\241

Definition11.8A
a

\302\251

b=b

\302\251

binary operator is commutative
a for alla and b in D.
\302\251

in

the domainD iff
\342\226\241

to another machineB. MachineB has
MachineA can be generalized
N > 1registersin which arithmeticcan be performed.Thereare four types

of machineinstructionsfor

B:

1. LOAD

M,R,

2. STORE M,R
3. OP
R1,M,R2
4. OP
R1,R2,R3
Thesefour instructiontypes performthe following functions:

1.LOAD M,R placesthe contentsof memory locationM into
R,1<R<N.
2. STOREM, R storesthe contentsof registerR, 1< R < JV,
locationM.

register

into

memory
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3. OP Rl, M, R2

computescontents(i?l)OP contents(M) and places
the result in registerR2. OP is any binary operator(for example,+,
Rl may equalR2; M is a memory
*, or /); Rl and R2 are registers;

location.
\342\200\224,

4. OP Rl,R2,R3 is similarto instructiontype (3). HereRl,R2, and R3

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

are registers.Someor all of theseregistersmay be the same.

In comparing
the two machinemodelsA and B, we note that when N =
instructions
of
1,
types (1),(2) and (3) for modelB are the sameas the
instructions
for modelA. Instructions
of type (4) only allow
corresponding
trivial operations
like a + a,a a,a*a,and a/a to be performed
without an
additionalmemory access.
This doesnot changethe numberof instructions
in the optimalcodesfor A and B when N = 1.Hence,modelA is in a sense
identicalto modelB when N = 1. FormodelB, we seethat the optimal
\342\200\224

codefor a given expressionE may be different for different values of N.
shows the optimalcodefor the expression
Two
Figure11.20
(a + b)/(c*d).
N = 1 and N = 2. Notethat when N = 1,one store
casesare considered,
has to bemadewhereaswhen JV = 2,no storesareneeded.Theregistersare
labeledRl and R2. RegisterTl is a temporarystoragelocationin memory.
LOAD
MPY

STORE
LOAD
ADD
DIV

c,Rl

Rl, d,Rl

R1,T1
a,Rl
Rl,b,Rl
R1,T1,R1

(a) N =

1

LOAD
MPY
LOAD
ADD
DIV

c,Rl

Rl,d,Rl

a,R2
R2,b,R2
R2,R1,R1

(b) N = 2

Figure11.20Optimalcodesfor N = 1and N = 2

is:
is:

Given an expression
E, the first questionwe ask can E be evaluated
without any STOREs?A closely relatedquestion what is the minimum
numberof registersneededto evaluateE without any stores?We show that

this problemis AfP-hard.

11.5.1
CodeGenerationwith CommonSubexpressions
When

arithmeticexpressions
have common
they can be
subexpressions,
by a directedacyclicgraph (dag). Every internal node(node with

represented
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in the dag represents
an operator.
nonzeroout-degree)
Assumingthe
containsonly binary operators,eachinternalnodeP has out-degree
two.
The two nodesadjacentfrom P are calledthe left and right childrenof P
respectively.The childrenof P are the rootsof the dags for the left and
right operandsof P. Node P is the parent of its children.Figure11.21
shows someexpressions
and their dag representations.
expression

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Definition11.9A

zero.A level-onenodeis
leaf is a nodewith out-degree
a nodeboth of whose childrenareleaves.A sharednodeis a nodewith more
than one parent.A leaf dag is a dag in which allsharednodesareleaves.A
level-onedag is a dag in which allsharednodesare level-onenodes.
\342\226\241

a+(b+a*c)

(a+b)*(a+b+c)

(a +b)*c/((a+b)*c-d)

and their dags
Figure11.21Expressions
is a leaf dag. Figure11.21(b)
Example11.21The dag of Figure11.21(a)
is a level-onedag.Figure11.21(c)
is neither a leafdag nor a level-onedag.
\342\226\241

arithmeticexpressionin which the only
are
subexpressions simplevariablesorconstants.A level-onedag results
from an expression
in which the only common
are of the form
subexpressions
a O b,wherea and b aresimplevariablesor constantsand Q is an operator.
The problemof generatingoptimalcodefor level-onedags is AAP-hard
even when the machinefor which codeis being generatedhas only one
Determiningthe minimum numberof registersneededto evaluatea
no STOREsis alsoA/T-hard.
with
dag
A

leaf dag resultsfrom an

common

register.
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for oneExample11.22The optimalcodesfor the dag of Figure11.21(b)

and two-registermachinesis given in Figure11.22.

The minimum number of registersneededto evaluatethis dag without
STOREsis two.
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any
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LOAD
ADD

a,Rl

Rl,b,Rl
STORE T1,R1
ADD
Rl,c,Rl
STORE T2,R1
LOAD T1,R1
MUL
R1,T2,Rl
(a)

LOAD a,Rl
ADD Rl,b,Rl
ADD Rl,c,R2
MUL R1,R2,R1

(b)

Figure11.22Optimalcodesfor one-and two-registermachines
problem

To prove the above statements,we usethe feedback
nodeset (FNS)
that is shown to be J\\f V-hard in Exercise5 (Section

11.3).

FNS:Given a directedgraph G = (V, E) and an integer k, determine
whetherthereexistsa subset V' of verticesV' C.Vand \\V'\\ < k such that
the graph H = (V V,E {(u,
v)\\u G V or v G V'}) obtainedfrom G by
deletingall verticesin V' and all edgesincidentto a vertex in V contains
no directedcycles.
We explicitly
prove only that generatingoptimalcodeis J\\fV-hard.
the constructionof this proof, we can alsoshow that determiningthe
minimum numberof registersneededto evaluatea dag with no STOREsis
can contain
J\\f V-hardas well. Theproofassumes
that expressions
operatorsand that sharednodesmay be computedonly once.It is easily
extendedto allow recomputation
of sharednodes.
Usingan ideadue to R.
Sethi,the proofis easily extendedto the casein which only noncommutative
operationsare allowed (seeExercise1).

-

-

Using

commutative

Theorem11.14FNS a the optimalcodegenerationfor level-onedags on
a one-register
machine.

Proof:Let G,k be an instanceof FNS.Let n be the numberof verticesin

G. We constructa dag A with the property that the optimalcodefor the
to A has at most n + k LOADs if and only if G
expressioncorresponding
a
n
odeset
has feedback
of sizeat mostR.
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The dag A consistsof threekinds of nodes:leaf nodes,chain nodes,and
treenodes.All chainand treenodesare internalnodesrepresenting
operators(for example,+). Leaf nodesrepresentdistinct variables.
We use dv to denotethe out-degree
of vertex v of G. Corresponding
to each
vertex v of G, there is a directedchain of chain nodesv\\, V2,
Vdv+\\ m
A. NodeVdv+\\ is the head node of the chain for v and is the parent of two
leafnodesvl and vr (seeExample11.23
and Figure11.23).
Vertexv\\ is
the tail of the chain. Fromeachof the chain nodescorresponding
to vertex
v, exceptthe head node,thereis one directededgeto the head nodeof one
of the chainscorresponding
to a vertex w such that (v,w) is an edgein G.
Eachsuchedgegoesto a distinct head.Note that asa result of the addition
of theseedges,eachchain nodenow has out-degree
two. Sinceeachchain
noderepresentsa commutativeoperator,it doesnot matterwhich of its two
childrenis regardedas the left child.
At this point we have a dag in which the tail of every chain has in-degree
zero.We now introducetreenodesto combineall the tailssothat we are left
with only one node(the root) with in-degree
zero. SinceG has n vertices,
we needn 1 tree nodes(note that every binary tree with n 1 internal
nodeshas n externalnodes).Thesen 1 nodesareconnectedtogetherto
form a binary tree (any binary tree with n 1 nodeswill do).In placeof
the externalnodeswe connectthe tailsof the n chains(seeFigure11.23(b)).
This yields a dag A corresponding
to an arithmeticexpression.
It is easy to seethat every optimalcodefor A will have exactlyn LOADs
of leafnodes.
Also, therewill be exactlyoneinstructionof type Q for every
chain nodeand tree node (we assumethat a sharednode is computedonly
once).Hence,the only variable is the number of LOADs and STOREsof
chain and tree nodes.If G has no directedcycles,then its verticescan
be arrangedin topological
order(vertexu precedesvertexv in a topological
orderingonly if thereis no directedpath from u to v in G).Let v-\\,V2,...
,vn
be a topologicalorderingof the verticesin G. The expressionA can be
computedusing no LOADs of chain and tree nodesby first computingall
nodeson the chain for vn and storing the result of the tail node.Next,all
nodeson the chainfor wn-i can be computed.In addition,we can compute
any nodeson the path from the tail for vn^\\ to the root for which both
operandsare available. Finally, one result needsto be stored.Next,the
chain for wn_2 can be computed.Again, we can computeall nodeson the
path from this chain tail to the root for which both operandsare available.
can be computed.
Continuingin this way, the entireexpression
If G contains at least one cycle v\\, v?,..., Wj,Wi, then every codefor A
must contain at least one LOAD of a chain node on a chain for one of
V2,
Uj. Further, if none of theseverticesis on any othercycle,then
all their chain nodescan be computedusing only one loadof a chain node.
This argumentis readily generalized
to show that if the sizeof a minimum
feedbacknodeset is p, then every optimalcodefor A containsexactlyn +p
commutative

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
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\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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LOADs. The p LOADs correspondto a combinationof tail nodes
to a minimum feedbacknodeset and the siblingsof thesetail
corresponding
nodes.If we had usednoncommutativeoperatorsfor chain nodesand made
eachsuccessoron a chain the left child of its parent,then the p LOADs
would correspondto the tails of the chains of any minimum feedbackset.
then G
if the optimalcodecontainsp LOADs of chain nodes,
Furthermore,
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has a feedbacknodeset of sizep.

\342\226\241

shows the dag A corresponding
to the
Example11.23Figure 11.23(b)
The set {r,s} is a minimum feedbacknode
graph G of Figure11.23(a).
set for G. The operatorin eachchain and treenodecan be assumedto be

to one of {pl,Pr),
+. Each codefor A has a loadcorresponding
(ql,Qr),
and {ul,ur).
Theexpression
A can be computed
usingonly two additional
LOADsby computingnodesin the orderr4, S2, q2, Qi, P2, Pi, c,
U2,
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

e, si, r%, r2, n, d, b, and a. Note that a LOADis neededtocompute
and
si alsoto computer%.
\302\2533,

\302\2432,

\302\253i,

t\\i

\342\226\241

11.5.2ImplementingParallelAssignmentInstructions

...,

parallelassignmentinstructionhas the format (vi, 1)2, vn) := (ei,
en) wherethe Uj'saredistinctvariable namesand the ej'sareexpressions.
Thesemanticsof this statementis that the value of is updatedto be the
value of the expression
ej,1< i < n. Thevalue of the expression is to be
the
values
the variablesin ej have beforethis instructionis
computedusing
executed.
A

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

e2'\342\200\236

\342\226\240,

Wj

e%

Example11.24 1.(A,B) := (5,C);is equivalent to A :=B;B :=C;.
2. {A,B):= {B,A);is equivalent to T :=A; A :=B;B :=T;.
3. {A,B):= {A + B,A-B);is equivalent to Tl := A; T2 := B; A :=
:=A; A :=A+B;B :=T1-B;.
Tl+T2;5:=Tl-T2;andalsotoTl
\342\226\241

As the above exampleindicates,it may be necessaryto storesomeof
the uj'sin temporary locationswhen executinga parallelassignment.These
storesare neededonly when someof the Uj's appearin the expressions
ej,

1 < j < n.

A

variable V{ is referenced
ej if and only if
by expression

V{

variablesneedto be
shouldbe clearthat only referenced
locations.
and
Further, parts(2)
copied temporary
(3) of Example11.24
show that not allreferenced
variablesneedto copied.
An implementation
of a parallelassignmentstatementis a sequenceof
instructionsof types Tj = and = e\\, where e'j is obtainedfrom ej by

ej.
into

appearsin

It

Wj

Wj

of a V{ that have already beenupdatedwith
replacingall occurrences
references to the temporary locationsin which the old values of V{ has been

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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a) Graph G

Pl

Pr

Ql

<]r

rL

rR

SL

SR

tL

tR

UL

b) Corresponding
dag A

dag
Figure11.23A graph and its corresponding
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(1,2,...,

(r(l),...

saved. Let R =
, T(n)) be a permutationof
n). Then R
the orderin which
is a realizationof an assignmentstatement.It specifies
of a parallel
statementsof type V{ = e\\ appearin an implementation
statement. The orderis vT^ = e'jjv,!)^)= e'/2N, and soon. The
alsohas statementsof type Tj = vi interspersed.Without
implementation
lossof generalitywe can assumethat the statementTj = Uj (if it appears
the statementV{ = e\\. Hence,
in the implementation)immediately precedes
a realizationcompletelycharacterizes
an implementation.The minimum
numberof instructionsof type Tj = for any given realizationis easy to
determine.Thisnumberis the costof the realization.ThecostC(R) of a
realization R is the numberof vi that arereferenced
by an ej that corresponds
to an instructionVj = e' that appearsafter the instructionV{ = e\\.
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assignment

v\302\261

-

11.25Considerthe statement(A,B,C):= {D,A+ B,A B)\\.
Example
The 3! = 6 different realizationsand their costsare given in Figure11.24.
The realization3,2,1corresponding
to the implementation
C = A B;B =
A + B;A= D;needsno temporary stores{C(R)= 0).
\342\200\224

\342\226\241

R

1,2,3
1,3, 2

C{R)
2
2
2

2, 1 3
1
2, 3, 1
1
3,1,2
3,2, 1 0
Figure11.24Realizationfor Example11.25
optimalrealizationfor a parallelassignmentstatementis one with
cost.When the expressions
ej areall variable namesor constants,
can be found in lineartime (O(n)). When the e, are
an optimalrealization
allowed to be expressions
with operatorsthen finding an optimalrealization
nodeset problem.
is AfP-Hard. We prove this statementusingthe feedback
An

minimum

Theorem11.15
FNS a the minimum-costrealization.
Proof:Let

G =

E) be any n-vertex directedgraph. Constructthe
statement
P : (vi, V2,.. vn) := (ei,e2,..,en),where
parallelassignment
the Uj'scorrespond
to the n verticesin V and ej is the expression
Vix + vi2 +
of
vertices
from Uj
is
the
set
+ Uj..The set {v^,Uj2,...,
adjacent
Uj.}
(V,

\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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is,(wj, Uj-) G E(G),1 < / < j). This constructionrequiresat

most

0(n2)time.
Let U be any feedbacknodeset for G. Let G' = {V,E') = {V -U,E
{(x,y)\\xG U or y G J7})be the graph obtainedby deletingvertex set U
and alledgesincidentto verticesin U. From the definition of a feedback
node
set,it follows that G' is acyclic.So, the= verticesin V U can be arranged
in a sequencesi,S2,
sm, where m
\\V
U\\ and E' contains no edge
i
f
or
and
of P in
Hence,an implementation
(sj,Si) any
which variablescorresponding
to verticesin U are first storedin temporary
locationsfollowed by the instructions Uj = e' corresponding
to vi G U,
followed by the corresponding
instructionsfor si,S2, sm (in that order),
will be a correctimplementation.
of
(Notethat e' is ej with all occurrences
Therealization
Vi G U replaced
by the corresponding
temporary location.)
R corresponding
to this implementation
has C(R) = \\U\\. Hence,if G has
a feedbacknodeset of sizeat most k, then P has an optimalrealizationof
costat most k.
SupposeP has a realizationR of costk. Let U be the set of k variables
that have to be storedin temporarylocationsand let R = (qi,q2, ,Qn)Fromthe definition of C(R) it follows that no eQi references
a vq. with j < i
unlessvqj G U. Hence,the deletionof verticesin U from G leavesG acyclic.
Thus, U defines a feedbacknodeset of sizek for G.
G has a feedback
nodesetof sizeat most if and only if P has a realization
of cost at most k. Thus we can solve the feedbacknodeset problemin
polynomial timeif we have a polynomial timealgorithmthat determinesa
minimum-costrealization.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

j,l<i<j<m.

\342\226\240
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A;

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1. (a) How shouldthe proofof Theorem11.14
be modified to
of sharednodes?
recomputation

permit

so that it holds
(b) [R. Sethi] Modify the proofof Theorem11.14
for level-onedags representing
in
which
all operators
expressions
are noncommutative.{Hint Designatethe successorvertex on
a chain to be the left child of its predecessor
vertexand use the
to connecttogetherthe tail
n+ 1nodebinary treeof Figure 11.25
nodesof the n chains.)

(c) Show that optimalcodegenerationis AAP-hard for leafdags on
an infinite registermachine.(Hint: UseFNS.)
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+1 nodes
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n

to
connections
tail

nodes

leaf node

Figure11.25Figurefor Exercise1

11.6SOME SIMPLIFIED

A/T-HARDPROBLEMS

Oncewe have shown a problemL to be J\\fV-hard, we would be inclined
dismissthe possibility that L can be solved in deterministic
polynomial
time. At this point, however, we can naturally ask the question:Can a
somesubclass)of an J\\f V-hard problembe
suitably restrictedversion (i.e.,
solved in deterministic
polynomial time? It should be easy to see that by
placingenoughrestrictionson any J\\fV-hard problem(or by defining a
we can arrive at a polynomially solvable problem.
sufficiently smallsubclass),
As examples,
considerthe following:
to

1.CNF-satisfiability with

at most threeliteralsper clauseis J\\fV-haid.
eachclauseis restrictedto have at most two literals,then CNFsatisfiability is polynomially solvable.

If

2. Generatingoptimalcodefor a parallelassignmentstatementis J\\fVhard. However, if the expressions
e^ are restrictedto be simple
then optimalcodecan be generatedin polynomial time.

variables,

3. Generatingoptimalcodefor level-onedags is A/^P-hard, but optimal
codefor treescan be generatedin polynomial time.
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4. Determiningwhethera planargraph is threecolorableis J\\fV-hard.
determinewhetherit is two colorable,we only
is bipartite.

have to

To

seewhetherit

Sinceit is very unlikely that J\\f V-haidproblems
arepolynomiallysolvable,
is important to determinethe weakest restrictionsunder which we can
solve a problemin polynomial time.
To narrow the gap betweensubclasses
for which polynomial time
are known and those for which such algorithmsare not known, it
algorithms
is desirableto obtain as strong a set of restrictionsunder which a problem
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it

remainsJ\\fV-hard or AfP-complete.
We statewithout proofthe severestrestrictions
under which certain
are known to be J\\fV-hard or AfP-complete.
We statethesesimplified
or restrictedproblemsas decisionproblems.Foreachproblemwe specify
only the input and the decisionto be made.
problems

Theorem11.16The following decisionproblemsare J\\fV-complete.

1.Nodecover

Input:An undirectedgraph G with nodedegreeat most 3 and an
integerk.
DoesG have a nodecover of sizeat most hi
Decision:
2. PlanarNodeCover
Input:A planar undirectedgraph G with nodedegreeat most 6 and
an integerk.
DoesG have a nodecover of sizeat most kl
Decision:
3. Colorability
Input:A planar undirectedgraph G with nodedegreeat most four.
Is G threecolorable?
Decision:
4. Undirected
Hamiltonian
Cycle
undirected
An
Input:
graph G with nodedegreeat most three.
DoesG have a Hamiltoniancycle?
Decision:
Hamiltonian
5. PlanarUndirected
Cycle
Input:A planar undirectedgraph.
DoesG have a Hamiltoniancycle?
Decision:
Path
6.PlanarDirectedHamiltonian
Input:A planar directedgraph G with in-degreeat most 3 and outdegreeat most 4.
Decision:
DoesG have a directedHamiltonianpath?
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7. Unary Input Partition
Input:Positiveintegersaj,

}j

a,i

l<i<m

= nB,

\342\200\224

1< i < m, n, and B such that

< <
a%

\342\200\224-,

1< i < m, m = 3n

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Input is in unary notation.

Decision:
Istherea partition{Ai,.,.,
An}

A{

containsthreeelementsand

of the a^s such that

each

yj a = B, 1< i < n
a\302\243Ai

8. Unary Flow Show
Input:Task timesin unary notationand an integerT.
Decision:
Istherea two-processor
with mean
nonpreemptiveschedule
finish

timeat most T?

9. SimpleMax Cut

Input:A graph G = (V, E) and an integerk.
Decision:DoesV have a subset Vi such that thereare at least k

edges(u, v)

G E with u G V\\

and v

$_

V\\1

10.SAT2
Input:A propositionalformula F in CNF.Each clausein F has at
most two literals.
An integerk.
Decision:
Can at leastk clausesof F be satisfied?
11.Minimum EdgeDeletionBipartiteSubgraph
Input:An undirectedgraph G and an integerk.
Decision:Can G be madebipartiteby the deletionof at most k
edges?

12.Minimum NodeDeletionBipartiteSubgraph

Input:An undirectedgraph G and an integerk.
Decision:Can G be madebipartiteby the deletionof at

vertices

most k

13.Minimum Cut intoEqual-Sized
Subsets

Input:An undirectedgraph G = (V,E),two distinguishedverticess
and t, and a positiveintegerW.
=
Decision:Is therea partitionV = V\\ U V2, V\\ n V2 =
<
and
and
s
W1
G
G
G
Vi,t G V2,
Vuv G V2
(it, v) E}\\
IV2I,
\\{(u,v)\\u
<t>,
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14.SimpleOptimalLinearArrangement
Input:An undirectedgraph G = (V, E) and an integerk. \\V\\ = n.
Is therea one-to-onefunction / : V {1,2,...
Decision:
,n}such
\342\200\224>

that
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(u,v)eE

11.7REFERENCES AND READINGS
comprehensivetreatmentof AfP-hard and J\\fV-complete problemscan
be found in Computersand intractability: A Guide to the Theory of NPCompleteness,
by M. Garey and D.Johnson,W. H. Freeman,1979.
Our proofsatisfiability oc directedHamiltoniancycle is due to P.
Hermann.
The proofsatisfiability a AND/OR Graphsand the proofused in
the text for Theorem11.11
were given by S.Sahni. Theorem11.11
is due to
J. Bruno,E.G.Coffman, Jr.,and R. Sethi.
Theorems11.12
and 11.13
are due to T. Gonzalezand S. Sahni. The
of
Theorem
is
due
to D.Nassimi.The proofof Theorem11.14
11.13
proof
is due to A. Aho, S.Johnson,and J. Ullman.
A

The fact that the codegenerationproblemfor one-register
machinesis
A/^P-hard was first proved by J. Brunoand R. Sethi.Theresult in their paper
is strongerthan Theorem
as it applieseven to expressions
containing
no commutativeoperators.
Theorem
is due to R. Sethi.

11.14

The resultsstated in

11.15
were presentedby D.Johnsonand L.
Section11.6

Stockmeyer.
Foradditionalmaterialon complexity
theory see Complexity Theory, by
C.H. Papadimitriou,Addison-Wesley,1994.

11.8ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.[Circuitrealization]Let C be a circuitmadeup of and,or,and not
xn be the inputs and / the output.Show that
gates.Let x\\,...,
whetherf{x\\, xn) = F{x\\,...,
xn), whereF is a propositional

...,

deciding

formula, is A/\"P-hard.

2. Show that determiningwhether C is a minimum circuit(i.e.,has a
minimum number of gates,seeExercise1) realizinga formula F is
AAP-hard.
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3. [0/1knapsack]Show that Partitiona the 0/1knapsackdecision
problem.

4. [Quadraticprogramming]Show that finding the maximumof a
f(x\\,...,xn) subjectto the linearconstraintsJ2neqj<naijxj
bi, 1< i < n, and Xi > 0, 1< i < n is J\\fV-hard. The function / is
restrictedto be of the form J2cix1+ J2(kxi5. Let G = (V, E) bea graph.Let w(i,j)be a weightingfunction for the
edgesof G. A cut of G is a subset S CV.The weight of a cut is

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

function

\342\200\224

max-cutis a cut of maximumweight. Show that the problemof
determiningthe weight of a max-cutis J\\f V-h&rd.
sitesat which plants
6. [Plant location]Let Si,1< i < n, be n possible
can be located.At eachsite at most one plant can be located.If a
plant is locatedat site Si,then a fixed costFi is incurred.This is the
cost of setting up the plant. A plant locatedat Si has a maximum
A

productioncapacity of Cj.Thereare n destinationsDi,1< i < m, to
which productshave to be shipped.
Thedemandat Di is d^, 1< i < in.
The per-unit costof shippinga productfrom site i to destinationj is
Cij. A destinationcan be suppliedfrom many plants. Define yi = 0
if no plant is locatedat site i and iji = 1 otherwise.Let Xij be the
numberof units of the productshippedfrom Si to

costis

Dj.Then, the total

+ XIII cijxij, ^2 xij = dji and ^2 xij < CiVi
i
i
i j
j
x^ are nonnegativeintegers.We assumethat J2Cij> J2di^2 FiXji

All

that finding

yi

and

Show

that the totalcostis minimizedis J\\f V-haid.

7. [Concentrator
location]This problemis very similarto the plant

problem(Exercise6).Theonly differenceis that eachdestination
may be suppliedby only one plant. When this restrictionis imposed,
locationproblem
the plant locationproblembecomesthe concentrator
arising in computernetwork design.Thedestinationsrepresent
of information
terminals.The plants representthe concentration
from the terminalswhich they supply. Show that the concentrator
location problemis AAP-hard under eachof the following conditions:
(a) n = 2, C\\ = C2, and F\\ = F2.(Hint: UsePartition.)
< i < n, and di = 1.(Hint: Useexact
(b) Fi/Ci= Fi+i/Ci+i,l
location

computer

cover.)
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8. [Steinertrees]Let T bea tree and R a subsetof the verticesin T, Let
w(i,j)be the= weight of edge(i,j)in T. If (i,j)is not an edgein T,
then w(i,j) oo. A Steinertree is a subtreeof T that includesthe
vertexset R. It may includeotherverticestoo.Its cost is the sum
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of the weights of the edgesin
Steinertreeis AfV-h&rd.

it. Show that

finding

a minimum-cost

...,

9. Assume that P is a parallelassignmentstatement(v\\,...
,vn) := (e\\,
where
each
is
a
the
variableand
are
distinct.
For
e$
Uj's
simple
en);,
convenience,assumethat the distinctvariablesin P are
,vm)
with m > n and that E =
,in) is a set of indicessuch that
(\302\253i,...

(ii,\302\2532,

eb =

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

Then write an 0(n) time algorithm to find an optimal
Vii\"
realizationfor P.
10.Let F = {Sj}be a finite family of sets.Let T < F be a subfamily of
F. Thesizeof T,\\T\\, is the numberof setsin T. Let Si and Sj be two
setsin T. Also and 5j are disjointif and only if Sz D 5j = 4>. T is a
The
disjointsubset of F if and only if every two setsin T are disjoint.
set packingproblemis to determinea disjointsubfamily T of maximum
size.Show that cliquea set packing.
11.Show that the following decisionproblemis A/'P-complete.
\302\243j

Input:Positiveintegern; Wi, 1< i < n, and M.
Do thereexistnonnegativeintegersXi > 0,1< i < n; such
Decision:
that

Y^

WiXi

=M

\\<i<n

12.An

independentset in an undirectedgraph G(V,E) is a set of vertices
no two of which areconnected.Given a graph G and an integerk, the
problemis to determinewhether G has an independentset of sizek.
Show that this problemis AfV-complete.

13.Given an undirectedgraph G(V,E) and an integer k,

the goal is to

determinewhetherG has a cliqueof sizek andan independentset of
sizek. Show that this problemis AT'-complete.
14.Isthe following problemin VI If yes, give a polynomial timealgorithm;
if

not, show it is A/\"\"P-complete.

Input are an undirectedgraph G = (V,E) of degree1000
and an integer k(< \\V\\). Decidewhether G has a cliqueof

sizek.

15.Given an integer m

x n matrixA and an integerin x 1 vector b, the
0-1integerprogrammingproblemaskswhetherthereis an integern x 1
vector x with elementsin the the set {0,1}
such that Ax < b. Prove
that 0-1integerprogrammingis A/vP-complete.
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16.Input are finite sets Ai, A2, - - -,Am
intersection
\\T n Ai\\

> 1 for i

and B\\1B21 Bn. The set
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

to decidewhether there is a set T such that
= 1,
n.
m, and |T n -B,-| < 1 for j = 1,

problem is

2,...,

\342\226\240,

Show that the set intersection
problemis AA'P-complete.

2,...,

17.We say an undirectedgraph G(V,E) is k colorableif eachnodeof G can
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be labeledwith an integer in the range [1,A;], such that no two nodes
connectedby an edgehave the samelabel.Isthe following problemin
If not,
VI If yes, presenta polynomial timealgorithmfor its solution.
show that

it

is AA'P-complete.

Given an undirectedacyclicgraph G(V,E) and an integerk,
decidewhetherG is k colorable.

18.Isthe following problemin VI If yes, presenta polynomial time
algorithm;

if

not, show that

it

is AA'P-complete.

Input are an undirectedgraph G(V,E)and an integer 1 <
k < \\V\\. Also, assumethat the degreeof eachnodein G is
|V| O(l).Theproblemis to checkwhetherG has a vertex
\342\200\224

sizek.
19.Assume that there is a polynomial time algorithmCLQto solve the
CLIQUEdecisionproblem.
(a) Show how to use CLQto determinethe maximumcliquesizeof
a given graph in polynomial time.
(b) Show how to use CLQto find a maximumcliquein polynomial
time.
cover of
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Chapter 12

APPROXIMATION
ALGORITHMS
12.1INTRODUCTION
In the precedingchapterwe saw strong evidenceto support the claimthat
no J\\fV-ha,rd problemcan be solved in polynomial time.Yet, many J\\fV-haid

problemshave greatpracticalimportanceand it is desirableto
optimization
solve largeinstancesof theseproblemsin a reasonable
amount of time.The
best-knownalgorithmsfor AA'P-hard problemshave a worst-case
complexity
in the numberof inputs. Although the resultsof the last
that is exponential
chaptermay favor abandoningthe quest for polynomial time algorithms,
there is stillplenty of roomfor improvement in an exponentialalgorithm.
We can lookfor algorithmswith subexponential
complexity, say 2n/c (for
c > 1),2^,or nlogn.In the exercisesof Section5.7an 0(2n/2) algorithm
for the knapsackproblemwas developed.This algorithmcan alsobe used
for the partition,sum of subsets,and exactcover problems.0(2n/3) time
set,and minimum node
algorithmsfor the max-clique,max-independent
cover problems
are known (seethe references
at the end of this chapter).The
discovery of a subexponential
algorithmfor an J\\fV-haxd problemincreases
the maximumproblemsizethat can be solved. However,for largeproblem
effort.
instances,even an 0(n4) algorithmrequirestoomuch computational
is
needed
is
an
what
of
low
algorithm
Clearly,
polynomial complexity (say
0(n)or 0{n2)).
The use of heuristicsin an existingalgorithmmay enableit to quickly
solve a largeinstance of a problemprovided the heuristicworks on that
instance.This was clearly demonstrated
in the chapterson backtrackingand
A heuristic,however, doesnot work equally effectively
branch-and-bound.
on all probleminstances.Exponentialtime algorithms,even coupledwith
heuristics,stillshow exponentialbehavioron someset of inputs. If we are
557
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to producean algorithmof low polynomial complexity to solve an AA'P-hard
optimization
problem,then it is necessarytorelaxthe meaningof \"solve.\" In

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

this chapterwe discusstwo relaxations
of the meaningof \"solve.\" In the first
we removethe requirement
that the algorithmthat solves the optimization

This requirementis
problemP must always generatean optimalsolution.
P
the
for
must
t
hat
the
replacedby
requirement
always generate
algorithm
a feasiblesolutionwith value closeto the value of an optimalsolution.
A
feasiblesolutionwith value closeto the value of an optimalsolutionis called
an approximate
solution.An approximationalgorithm for P is an algorithm
that generatesapproximate
solutionsfor P.
at
first
one
may discountthe virtue of an approximate
Although
oneshouldbear in mind that often, the data for the probleminstance
Hence,an approximatesolution
being solved is only known approximately.
(providedits value is sufficiently closeto that of an exactsolution)may be
no lessmeaningfulthan an exact solution.
In the caseof AA'P-hard
solutionshave addedimportanceas exactsolutions(i.e.,
approximate
optimalsolutions)may not beobtainablein a feasibleamount of computing
time. An approximatesolutionmay be all one can get using a reasonable
amount of computingtime.
In the secondrelaxationwe lookfor an algorithmfor P that almost always
generatesoptimalsolutions.
Algorithms with this property arecalled
in Section12.6.
In the
probabilistically
good algorithms.Theseare considered
remainderof this sectionwe developthe terminologyto be usedin discussing
approximation
algorithms.
Let P be a problemsuch as the knapsackor the travelingsalesperson
problem.Let / be an instanceof problemP and let F*(I) be the value of an
optimalsolutionto/. An approximation
algorithmgenerallyproducesa
solutionto I whose value F(I)is lessthan (greaterthan) F*(I)if P is a
maximization
(minimization)problem.Severalcategoriesof approximation
algorithmscan be denned.
Let A be an
that generates
a feasiblesolutiontoevery instance
/ of a problemalgorithm
P. Let F*(I)be the value of an optimalsolutionto I and
let F(I) be the value of the feasiblesolutiongeneratedby A.
solution,

problems,

feasible

Definition12.1A
and only
constant k.
if

is an absolute approximationalgorithmfor problemP

if for every

instanceI

of

P, \\F*(I)

\342\200\224

F(I)\\

<

k for

some
\342\226\241

Definition12.2A is an f (n)-approximate
algorithmif and only if for every
< /(n) for F*(I)> 0.
instanceJ of sizen, \\F*(I) F(I)\\/F*(I)

-

Definition12.3An (.-approximate
algorithmis an /(n)-approximate
for which /(n) < e for someconstant e.
algorithm
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Note that for maximization
problems,\\F*(I)

- F(I)\\/F*(I)< 1for

solutionto 7. Hence,for maximization
every feasible
problemswe normally
e
1
In the next few
for
an
to
be
<
require
algorithm
judged e-approximate.
definitions we consideralgorithmsA(e) with e an input to A.

Definition12.4A(e) is an approximationschemeif and only if for every
given e > 0 and probleminstance7, A{e) generatesa feasiblesolutionsuch
< e. Again, we assumeF*(I)> 0.
that \\F*(I)
F{I)\\/F*(I)

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

-

\342\226\241

Definition12.5An approximationschemeis a polynomial time
schemeif and only if for every fixed e > 0,it has a computingtime
approximation

that is polynomial in the problemsize.

\342\226\241

Definition12.6An approximation
schemewhosecomputingtimeis a
polynomial

both in the problemsizeand in

approximation

scheme.

1/eis a fully

polynomial time
\342\226\241

kind of approximation
Clearly, the most desirable
algorithmis an absolute
approximation
algorithm.Unfortunately, for most A/'T-'-hardproblemsit can
be shownthat fast algorithmsof this type existonly if V = MV. Surprisingly,
of /(n)-approximate
this statementis true even for the existence
algorithms
for certainA/'T-'-hardproblems.
Example12.1Considerthe knapsackinstancen = 3,m = 100,{pi,P2,P3}
= {20,10,19},
=
The solution (2:1,2:2,2:3)
and {wi,W2,wz}= {65,20,35}.
=
is
not
a
feasible
as
fnThe
solution
s
olution
>
(1,1,1)
J2Wi%i
(x\\, X2,
=
is
an
s
olution.
Its
ls
for
39.
39
value, J2Pixii
Hence,F*(I)
(1,0,1) optimal
= (1,1,0)
is suboptimal.Itsvalue is
this instance.The solution(2:1,2:2,2:3)
J2Pi%i = 30.This is a candidatefor a possible
output from an approximation
algorithm.In fact, every feasiblesolution (in this caseall three-element
are feasible)is a candidatefor output by
0/1vectors other than (1,1,1)
an approximation
algorithm.If the solution (1,1,0) is generatedby an
approximation
algorithmon this instance,then F(I) = 30,\\F*(I) F(I)\\ =
= 0.3.
9,and F*(I) F(I)\\/F*(I)
\302\2433)

-

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Example12.2Considerthe following approximation
algorithmfor the 0/1
are in nonincreasingorderof pi/w{.
knapsackproblem:assumethe objects
If object
i fits, then set Xi
1;otherwiseset Xi = 0.=When this algorithm
is used on the instance(p\\,p2)= (100,20),
(101,102)(4,1),and m = 4,
=
the objectsare consideredin the order 1,2and the result is (2:1,2:2)
=
is
n
which
consider
the
instance
2, (pi,p2)=
optimal. Now,
(1,0)
=
=
r
r.
a
nd
m
When
>
the
2, optimalsolutionis
(2,r),(wi, W2) (1,?*),
solution
i
s
r.
The
Its
generatedby the
(x\\, X2)
(0,1). value, F*(I),
=
Itsvalue, F(I),is 2. Hence,\\F*(I)
algorithmis (2:1,2:2)(1,0).
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

approximation
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algorithmis not an absolute
F(I)\\ = r 2. Our approximation
algorithmas thereexistsno constant k such that \\F*{I) F(I)\\ < k
= 1 2/r.
note that \\F*(I) F(I)\\/F*(I)
for allinstancesJ. Furthermore,
<
This approaches1 as r becomeslarge. \\F*(I) F(I)\\/F*(I) 1 for
solutionto every knapsackinstance.Sincethe above algorithm
every feasible
always generatesa feasiblesolution,it is a 1-approximate
algorithm.It is,
for
not
an
e
1.
<
however,
e-approximate
algorithm any e,
\342\200\224

approximation

-

-

\342\200\224

-
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\342\226\241

to the notions of an absoluteapproximationalgorithm
Corresponding
and /(n)-approximate
problemsin
algorithm,we can define approximation
the obvious way. So,we can speakof fc-absoluteapproximate
problemsand
knapsackproblemis to
/(n)-approximateproblems.The .5-approximate
< .5.
find any 0/1feasiblesolutionwith \\F*(I) F(I)\\/F*(I)
Approximationalgorithmsare usually just heuristicsor rules that on
the surface look like they might solve the optimizationproblemexactly.
However, they do not. Instead,they only guarantee to generatefeasible
solutionswith values within someconstant or somefactor of the optimal
value. Beingheuristicin nature, thesealgorithmsare very much dependent
on the individual problembeing solved.

-

EXERCISE
1.The following

A/\"\"P-hard
problemswere denned in Chapter11.For
thosedenned in Chapter11,the exercisenumbersappearin
For eachof these problems,clearly state the corresponding
absoluteapproximation
problem.(Someof the problemslistedbelow
were denned as decisionproblems.For these,there correspond
optimizationproblemsthat are alsoJ\\fV-haid. Define the
optimization
approximation
problemrelativetothe corresponding
absoluteapproximation
problem.)Also, show that the corresponding
problemis AfV-h&rd.
parentheses.

obvious

absolute

(a) Node cover
Problem15)
(b) Set cover (Section11.3
(c) Set packing(Chapter11,Additional Exercise10)
(d) Feedbacknodeset
Exercise6)
(e) Feedbackarcset (Section11.3,
(f) Chromaticnumber
Exercise14)
(g) Cliquecover (Section11.3,
set (seeSection12.6)
(h) Max-independent
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1 AlgorithmAColor(F, E)

2
3
4
5
6

// Determinean approximationto the minimum
{
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7

8

}
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numberof colors.

if V = 0 thenreturn0;
elseif E = 0 thenreturn1;
elseif G is bipartitethenreturn2;
elsereturn4;

Algorithm12.1Approximatecoloring
(i) Nonpreemptiveschedulingof independenttasksto minimizefinish
timeon m > 1processors(Section12.3)
(j) Flow shop schedulingto minimizefinish time (m > 2)
(k)

Jobshopschedulingto minimizefinish time (m > 1)

12.2 ABSOLUTEAPPROXIMATIONS
12.2.1PlanarGraphColoring
Thereare very few A/'P-hardoptimizationproblemsfor which polynomial
timeabsoluteapproximation
algorithmsare known. One problemis that of
of colorsneededto colora planar graph
the
minimum
number
determining
G = (V,E). It is known that every planar graph is four colorable.
Onecan
It is zero
easily determinewhether a graph is zero,one,or two colorable.
colorableiff V = 0. It is one colorableiff E = 0. It is two colorableiff
it is bipartite(seeSection6.3,Exercise7). Determiningwhether a planar
graph is threecolorableis A/'P-hard. However, all planar graphs are four
An absoluteapproximation
colorable.
algorithmwith \\F*(I) F(I)\\ < 1 is
is such an algorithm.It finds an exact
easy toobtain.Algorithm 12.1
answer when the graph can be colored
Sincewe can
usingat most two colors.
determinewhethera graph is bipartitein time0(\\V\\ + \\E\\), the complexity
\342\200\224

of the algorithmis 0(\\V\\

+

\\E\\).
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1 AlgorithmPStore(/,n, L)
// Assume that l[i] < l[i+ 1],1< i < n.

2
3
4
5
6

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

7

8
9

{

i

:= 1;

for j := 1to 2 do

{

sum :=0; // Amount of disk j already assigned
while (sum + l[i]) < L do

{

write (\"Storeprogram\", \"on
10
11
sum :=sum +
i :=i + 1;
12
if i > n thenreturn;
13
}
14
}
15 }
\302\253,

disk\",j);

/[\302\253];

Algorithm12.2Approximationalgorithmto storeprograms

12.2.2 MaximumProgramsStoredProblem
Assume that we have n programsand two storagedevices(say disks or
tapes).We assumethe devicesare disks.Our discussionappliesto any
kind of storagedevice.Let Zj be the amount of storageneededto storethe
ith program.Let L be the storagecapacity of eachdisk.Determiningthe
maximumnumberof thesen programsthat can be storedon the two disks
(without splitting a programover the disks) is AA'P-hard.

Theorem12.1Partitionoc maximumprogramsstored.
Proof:Let {oi,02, an} define an instanceof the partitionproblem.We
can assumeJ2ai = 2T. Define an instanceof the maximumprogramsstored
problemas follows: L = T and = Oj, 1< i < n. Clearly, {ai,...,
an} has
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

Zj

a partitionif and only if all n programscan be storedon the two disks.
/j,
By considering
programsin orderof nondecreasing
storagerequirement
we can obtain a polynomial timeabsoluteapproximation
algorithm.
< ln and assigns
PStore(Algorithm12.2)
assumesh < h <
to disk 1solongas enoughspaceremainson this tape.Then it begins
programs
assigningprogramsto disk 2. In additionto the timeneededto initially sort
the programsinto nondecreasing
orderof /j, 0(n)timeis neededto obtain
the storageassignment.
\342\226\241

Function

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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Function
Example12.3Let L = 10,n = 4, and (l\\,h,h,h)= (2,4,5,6).
PStorewill storeprograms1and 2 on disk 1and only program3 on disk 2.
An optimalstorageschemestoresall four programs.One way to do this is
to storeprograms1and 4 on disk 1and the othertwo on disk 2.
\342\226\241
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Theorem12.2Let / be any instanceof the maximumprogramsstored

problem. Let F*(I)be the maximumnumber of programsthat can be
storedon two diskseachof length L. Let F(I)be the numberof programs
storedusingthe function PStore.Then \\F*(I) F(I)\\ < 1.

-

Proof:Assume that

k programsare storedwhen PStoreis used.Then,
=
k.
Consider
t
he
F(I)
programstorageproblemwhen only one disk of
2L
is
In
available.
this case,considering
capacity
programsin orderof the nonthe numberof programsstored.
decreasingstoragerequirementmaximizes
Assume that p programsget storedwhen this strategy is used on a single
disk of length 2L.Clearly,p > F*(I)and Y?\\h < 2L.Let J be the largest
indexsuch that J2{h < L. It is easy to verify that j < p and that PStore
assignsthe first j programsto disk 1.Also,

p-i
\302\243

h

<

p
\302\243

h

<

l

i=j+l
i=j+2
Hence,PStoreassignsat leastprogramsj + 1,j +

F(I)>p-la.nd\\F*(I)-F(I)\\<l.

2,...,1
p

\342\200\224

to disk 2. So,
\342\226\241

Function PStorecan be extendedin the obvious way to obtain a
absoluteapproximation
algorithmfor the caseof k disks.

k

\342\200\224

1

12.2.3 A^P-hard AbsoluteApproximations
Theabsoluteapproximation
algorithmsfor the planargraph coloringand the
maximumprogramstorageproblemsare very simpleand straightforward.
Thus, one may expectthat polynomial timeabsoluteapproximation
existfor most otherJ\\fV-hard problems.Unfortunately, for the
algorithms
of AA'P-hard problems
onecan provide very simpleproofs to show that
majority
a polynomial timeabsoluteapproximation
algorithmexistsif and only if a
L
et
us lookat somesampleproofs.
timeexact
does.
polynomial
algorithm

Theorem12.3Theabsoluteapproximateknapsackproblemis A/'P-hard.
Proof:We
reduces

show that the

0/1knapsackproblemwith

integer profits

to the absoluteapproximateknapsackproblem.The theoremthen
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follows from the observationthat the knapsackproblemwith integerprofits
is AA'P-hard. Assume there is a polynomial timealgorithmA that
feasiblesolutionssuch that \\F*(I) F(I)\\ < k for every instance7 and
a fixed k. Let (j>i,Wi), 1< i < n, and m define an instanceof the
\342\200\224

guarantees

problem.Assume the pi are integer.Let 7' be the instancedennedby
1< i < n, and m. Clearly, 7 and 7' have the sameset of
solutions.
and 7 and 7' have the same
Further, F*(I')= (k + 1)F*(I),
s
olutions.
Also, sinceall the pi are integer,it follows that allfeasible
optimal
solutionsto 7' eitherhave value F*(I')or value at most F*(I') {k + 1).
If F(I') is the value of the solution generatedby A, for instanceI', then
F*(I') F(I')is either0 or at leastk + 1.Henceif F*(I') F(I')< k, then
F*(I')= F(I').So, A can be used to obtain an optimalsolutionfor 7' and
hence7. Sincethe length of 7' is at most(logA;)(length of 7), it follows that
we can obtain a polynomial timealgorithmfor
usingthe above construction,
the knapsackproblemwith integerprofits.
knapsack

((k + 1) pi,Wi),

feasible

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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-

-

\342\226\241

12.4Considerthe knapsackinstancen = 3, in = 100,{pi,P2,P?i)
Example
= (1,2,3),
and (wi,W2,W3) = (50,60,30).
The feasiblesolutionsare (1,
0, 0), (0, 1,0), (0, 0, 1),(1,0, 1),and (0, 1,1). The values of these
solutionsare 1,2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. If we multiply the p's by 5,
= (5,10,15).
then (pi,p2,P3)
Thefeasiblesolutionsare unchanged. Their
values are now 5, 10,15,20,and 25 respectively. If we had an absolute
=
approximation
algorithmfor k 4, then this algorithmwould have to output
the solution(0, 1,1) as no othersolutionwould be within 4 of the optimal
solutionvalue.
\342\226\241

considerthe problemof obtaining a maximumcliqueof an
graph. The following theoremshows that obtaininga polynomial
timeabsoluteapproximation
algorithmfor this problemis as hard as
obtaining a polynomial timealgorithmfor the exactproblem.
Now,

undirected

Theorem12.4Max cliqueoc absoluteapproximationmaxclique.
Proof:Assume that the algorithmfor the absoluteapproximation
problem
finds solutionssuch that \\F*(I) F(I)\\ < k. Promany given graph G =
(V, E), we constructanother graph G'= (V, E')sothat G'consistsof k + 1
copiesof G connectedtogethersuchthat thereis an edgebetweenevery two
\342\200\224

verticesin distinct copiesof G. That is,if V = {v\\,

v
and\302\243'

t>2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242,

vn}, then

=

u*+>i,^,...x}

=

(U^{(vi,vi)\\(vp,vr)eE})U{(vi,vi)\\i?j}
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(a)

(b)

Figure12.1Graphs for Example12.5
Clearly, the maximumcliquesizein G is q if and only if the maximumclique
sizein G'is (k + l)q.Further,any cliquein G'that is within k of the optimal
cliquesizein G' must containa subcliqueof sizeq, which is a cliqueof size
q in G. Hence,we can obtain a maximumcliquefor G from a fc-absolute
approximatemaximumcliquefor G'.
\342\226\241

Example12.5Figure12.1(b) shows the graph G' that resultswhen the
constructionof Theorem12.4is appliedto the graph of Figure 12.1(a).
We
has two cliques.One
have assumedk = 1. The graph of Figure 12.1(a)
consistsof the vertex set {1,2},
and the other {2,3,4}.
Thus, an absolute
approximation
algorithm for k = 1 could output either of the two as a
solutionclique.In the graph of Figure 12.1(b),
however, the two cliquesare
and
the
latter
can be output. Hence,an
nly
{1,2,1',2'} {2,3,4,2',3',4'}.Owith
=
k
1
absoluteapproximation
outputs the maximumclique.
algorithm
\342\226\241
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12.3 e-APPROXIMATIONS
12.3.1SchedulingIndependentTasks
Obtainingminimum finish timescheduleson m, in > 2, identical
is AfV-h&rd. Thereexistsa very simpleschedulingrule that generates
scheduleswith a finish timevery closeto that of an optimalschedule.An
instance/ of the schedulingproblemis dennedby a set of n task times
1 < i < n, and m, the number of processors.
The schedulingrule we are
about to describeis known as the LPT (longestprocessing
time) rule. An
LPTscheduleis a schedulethat resultsfrom this rule.
processors

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\302\243j,

Definition12.7An LPTscheduleis one that

is the result of an algorithm
that, whenever a processorbecomesfree,assignsto that processora task
whosetimeis the largestof thosetasksnot yet assigned.Tiesare brokenin
an arbitrary manner.
\342\226\241

Example12.6Let m = 3,n = 6, and
te) = (8,7, 6,5,4, 3).
In an LPT schedule,tasks1,2,and 3 are assignedto processors1,2,and 3
3, 2,
respectively.Tasks 4, 5, and 6 are respectively assignedto processors
and 1. Figure12.2
shows this LPT schedule.The finish time is 11.Since
= 11,the scheduleis alsooptimal.
J2
(\302\243i,

\302\2432,

\302\2433,

\302\2434,

\302\2435,

\342\226\241

\302\243i/3

6

7

11

8
6

1

5

2

4

3

Figure12.2LPTschedulefor Example12.6
= (5,5,4,
Example12.7Let m = 3, n = 7, and
has
a
finish
timeof
shows
the
LPTschedule.
T
his
4, 3,3,
3).Figure 12.3(a)
11.Figure12.3(b)
shows an optimalschedule.Its finish time is 9. Hence,
= (11 9)/9= 2/9.
for this instance\\F*{I) F(I)\\/F*(I)
time
the LPT rule sothat at most O(nlogn)
to implement
It is possible
An
is neededto generatean LPT schedulefor n tasks on m processors.
(\302\2431,

-

\302\2432,

\302\2433,

\302\2434,

\302\2435,

-

\302\2436,^7)

\342\226\241

exerciseexaminesthis. The precedingexamplesshow that although the
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11

8

1

5

2

6

7

4

3
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(a)LPT schedule
0

5

9

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

(b) Optimal schedule

Figure12.3LPT and optimalschedulesfor Example12.7
LPT rule may generateoptimalschedulesfor someprobleminstances,it
doesnot do sofor allinstances.How bad can LPTschedulesbe relativeto
optimalschedules?This questionis answeredby the following theorem.

Theorem12.5[Graham] Let F*(I)be the finish time of an optimalm-

processorschedulefor instance/ of the task schedulingproblem.Let F(I)
be the finish timeof an LPTschedulefor the sameinstance.Then,

\\F*(I)-F(I)\\ 1
3
IF*(/)|

-

1
3m

Proof:Thetheoremis clearly true for in = 1.So assumein > 2. Assume

that for somein, in > thereexistsa set of tasksfor which the theorem
is not true. Then, let
,tn) define an instance with the fewest
number of tasks for which the theoremis violated.We may assumethat
> tn and that an LPTscheduleis obtainedby assigningtasks
ti > t2 >
in the order 2,
, n.

1,

(ii,^

I

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

1,

3,...

S be the LPT scheduleobtainedby assigningthesen tasks in this
order.Let F(I) be its finish time. Let k be the indexof a task with latest
completiontime. Then, k = n. To see this, supposek < n. Then, the
Let

finish

time /

of the

...,kis alsoF(I). The

LPT schedulefor tasks 1,2,
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time /* of an optimalschedulefor these k tasks is no morethan
> 1/3 l/(3m).(The
F*(I).Hence,|/* f\\/f* > \\F*(I) F(I)\\/F*(I)
latter inequality follows from the assumptionon 7.) Then |/* f\\/f* >
1/3 l/(3m)contradictsthe assumptionthat 7 is the smallestm-processor
instancefor which the theoremdoesnot hold.Hence,k = n.
for 7 can morethan two tasks
Now, we show that in no optimalschedule
be assignedto any processor.
Hence,n < 2m. Sincetask n has the latest
timein the LPTschedulefor 7, it follows that this taskis started
completion
can have any idle
at timeF(I) tn in this schedule.Further, no processor
timeuntil this time. Hence,we obtain
finish

-

-

-

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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F(I)-tn < ^E?_1*i
So,F(7) < lYZU + '&tn
SinceF*(I) >
*i
\302\243

\302\243i

we can conclude
that

^tn

F(I)-F*(I) <
01 F*(I)

-

F*(I)
But, from the assumptionon 7, the left-handsideof the above inequality
is greaterthan 1/3 l/(3m).So,
1
tn
1_ ^
3 3m ^
m F*(I)
m

\342\200\224

m\342\200\2241

1 <,
orm-1

orF*(7) <

3(m\342\200\224l)tn

p*(i)
3tn

Hence,in an optimalschedulefor 7, no morethan two tasks can be
When the optimalschedulecontains at most
assignedto any processor.
two tasks on any processor,
then it can be shown that the LPT schedule
is also optimal. We leave this part of the proofas an exercise.Hence,
= 0 for this case.This contradictsthe assumptionon
\\F*(I)
F(I)\\/F*(I)
7. So, therecan be no 7 that violatesthe theorem.
\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Theorem12.5
establishesthe LPT rule as a (1/3 l/(3m))-approximate
rule for task scheduling.As remarkedearlier,this rulecan be implemented
to
have complexity 0(nlogn).
The following exampleshows that 1/3 l/(3m)
is a tight boundon the worst-case
of the LPTrule.
performance
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Pi

1

P2

2
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Pi

3

Pm-2
Pm-\\

2m+l

2m-l

Pi
Pi
P^

2m\342\200\2242

P/n-2

m +2

m

3m

4m\342\200\224I

m +3

m\342\200\2241

m\342\200\224\\

Pm

1m

569

Pm-\\

m+\\

Pm

(a) LPT schedule

1

2m\342\200\2242

2m-3

2

2m-4

3

m\342\200\224

m +1

2

m

m\342\200\2241

2m-1

2m

2m+1

(b) Optimal schedule

Figure12.4Schedulesfor Example12.8

2,...,

Example12.8Let n = 2m + 1,U = 2m-[(i+ l)/2j,i = 1,
2m,and
=
shows
the
time
rnLPTschedule.
T
his
has
a
finish
hm+i
Figure12.4(a)
of 4m 1.Figure12.4(b)
shows an optimalschedule.Itsfinish timeis 3m.
= 1/3 l/(3m).
Hence,\\F*(I) F(I)\\/F*(I)
\342\200\224

-

-

\342\226\241

ForLPT schedules,the worst-caseerrorbound of 1/3 l/(3m)is not
of LPT finish times to optimal
very indicativeof the expectedcloseness
finish times. When m = 10,the worst-case
error bound is .3.Efficient eexist
for
approximate
algorithms
many schedulingproblems.Thereferences
at the end of this chapterpoint to someof the better-knowne-approximate
schedulingalgorithms.Someof thesealgorithmsare alsodiscussedin the
exercises.
\342\200\224

12.3.2 BinPacking
In this problemwe are given n objects
that have to be placedin bins of
L.
i
units
of bin capacity.The objective
equal capacity
Object requireslj
is to determinethe minimum numberof bins neededto accommodate
all n
objects.No objectmay be placedpartly in one bin and partly in another.

Example12.9Let L = 10,n = 6, and {h,h,h,h,h,k)= (5,6,3,7,5,4).
showsa packingof the sixobjects
Figure12.5
usingonly threebins.Numbers
in bins are object
indices.
Obviously,at leastthreebins areneeded.
\342\226\241
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Figure12.5Optimalpackingfor Example12.9
Thebin packingproblemcan beregardedas a variation of the scheduling
earlier.The bins representprocessors
and L is the time
problemconsidered
which
all
tasks
be
The
is the processing
must
variable
by
completed.
requirementof task i. The problemis to determinethe minimum number
of processors
neededto accomplish
this.An alternativeinterpretationis to
regardthe bins as tapes.The variableL is the length of a tape, and l{ the
tape length neededto store programi. The problemis to determinethe
minimum number of tapes neededto storeall n programs.Clearly, many
interpretationsexistfor this problem.
Theorem12.6The bin packingproblemis A/^P-hard.
Zj

02,...,

Proof:To seethis, considerthe partitionproblem.Let {a\\,
an} be
an instanceof the partitionproblem.Define an instanceof the bin packing
problemas = Oj, 1< i < n, and L = 5Za$/2.Clearly, the minimum
of bins neededis two if and only if thereis a partitionfor {ai,
02, an}.
Zj

number

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

a

Onecandevisemany simpleheuristicsfor the bin packingproblem.These
will not, in general,obtain optimalpackings.They will, however, obtain
packingsthat use only a smallfractionof bins morethan an optimalpacking.
Four simpleheuristicsare:

. All bins are initially filled to
1. First Fit (FF):Indexthe bins 1,2,3,...
n. To
zero. Objectsare consideredfor packingin the order 1,
is
a
find
the
leastindex
such
that
bin
filled
to
level
i
,
r,
pack object
j
j
r < L li.Packi into bin j. Bin j is now filled to level r +

2,...,

level

\342\200\224

Zj.

2. BestFit (BF):Theinitialconditionson the bins and objects
are the same
find the leastj such that bin
as for FF.When object% is being considered,
Packi into bin j.
j is filled to a level r, r < Lr /j and as largeas possible.
Bin j is now filled to level + Zj.
\342\200\224

3. First Fit Decreasing(FFD):Reorderthe objectssothat
< n. Now use FF to packthe objects.

i

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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4. BestFit Decreasing(BFD):Reorderthe objectssothat
i < n. Now use BF to packthe objects.

Zj

> k+i, 1 <

Example12.10Considerthe probleminstanceof Example12.9.
12.6shows the packingsresultingwhen eachof the four packing
areconsideredin the order
is used.ForFFD and BFDthe six objects
Figure

heuristics

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

As is evident from the figure, FFD and BFD do better than
4,2,1,5,6,3.

eitherFF or BF on this instance.Although FFD and BFDobtain optimal
packingson this instance,they do not in generalobtain such packings.
\342\226\241

6

3
1

2

4

2

3

(a)First

5

fit

5

3

1

2

4

1

?

3

6

(b) Bestfit
3

6

5

4

2

1

1

2

3

(c) First and best fit decreasing

Figure12.6Packingsresultingfrom the four heuristics
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this problemis concernedwith optimally locatingm plants. Thereare n
sitesfor theseplants,n > m. At most one plant may be located
possible
in any of thesen sites.We use xj^, 1 < i < n, 1 < k < m, as ran 0/1
variables.Thevariablex^h = 1if and only if plant k is to be locatedat site
i. Thelocationof the plants is to be chosenso as to minimizethe totalcost
of transportinggoods
to be
betweenplants.Let dk,i be the amountof goods

transportedfrom plant k to plant /. We have d^^ = 0, 1 < k < m. Let cy
from site i to sitej. Then
be the costof transportingone unit of the goods
=
<
<
1
n.
i
The
0,
quadratic assignmentproblem has the following
Cij
mathematical
formulation
minimizef(x)

Subjectto Y1T=1xi,k

Eti^fc
%i,k

Yl Yl ciJdkjXi,kXj,l

i,j=lk,l=\\

\342\200\224

=
=

Ci,j,dk,i ^

17

1< i <

77.

1,l<fc<m
0,1,for all i,k
0, 1< i,j < n, 1< k,l< m

The first conditionensuresthat at most one plant is locatedat any site.
Thesecondconditionensuresthat every plant is locatedat exactlyone site.
The function f(x) is the total transportationcost.

Example12.11Assume two plants are to be located(m =
arethreepossible
sites(n = 3).Assume
'
0 4'
du dn
10 0
efci ^22 .
\"

and

Cn C12 C13
C21 C22 C23
C31 C32 C33

=

.

\"09
5 0
2 6

2) and

there

3

10
0

1 is locatedat site 1 and plant 2 at site 2,then the transportation
= 86.If plant 1is locatedat site3 and plant 2 at site
costf(x) is 9*4+5*10
= 38.The optimallocationsare plant 1
then
the
is
cost
1,
f(x) 2*4 + 3*10
= 32.
at site 1 and plant 2 at site 3. Thecostf(x) is 3*4+ 2*10

If plant

\342\226\241

Theorem12.10Hamiltoniancycle ex e-approximate
quadraticassignment.
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Proof:Let G(N,A) be an undirectedgraph with

m

=

quadraticassignmentinstanceis constructedfrom G:
=
n

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

dk,i

The following

(j mod m) + 1,1< i,j < m
if {k,l)eA, 1< k,l <m

if i
^3S

\\N\\.

\342\200\224

otherwise

=

otherwise

The total cost f(j) of an assignment 7 of plants to locationsis
Yl?=ici,jd d) a), where j = (i mod m) + 1 and 7(4) is the indexof the
plant assignedto locationi. If G has a Hamiltoniancycle
,in,i\\,
then the assignmentj(j) = ij has a costf(-y) = m. If G has no Hamiltonian
cycle, then at leastone of the values d ,^ ,,. modm+n must be u and so
the costbecomes> m + u
Choosingu > (1+ e)m resultsin optimal
solutions with a value of m if G has a Hamiltoniancycle, and value > (1+ e)m
if G has no Hamiltoniancycle.Thus, from an e-approximate
solution,it can
be determinedwhetherG has a Hamiltoniancycle.

ii,i2,...

\342\200\224

l.

\342\226\241

Many othere-approximation
problemsare known to be A^P-hard. Some
of theseareexamined
in the exercises.
just
Although the threeproblems
for an e-approximation
discussed were ATP-hard for e, e > 0,it is quite possible
problemto be ft/V-hard only for e in somerange,say 0 < e < r. For e > r,

theremay existsimplepolynomial timeapproximation
algorithms.

EXERCISES
1.Obtain an O(nlogn)algorithmthat
rule.

implementsthe LPT scheduling

2. Show that LPT schedulesare optimalfor all
optimal

task

setsthat

have

schedulesin which no morethan two tasksare assignedto

processor.

any

Processori
uniform processorsystem is a set of m > 1 processors.
operatesat a speedSj, st > 0. If task i requiresU units of processing,
then it may be completedin ij/sj units of realtime on processorpi.
When Si = 1,1< i < m, we have a system of identicalprocessors
is defined to be any scheduleobtained
An MLPTschedule
12.3).
tasks
to
by assigning
processorsin orderof nonincreasingprocessing
for assignmentto a processor,
times.When a task is beingconsidered
on which its finishing timewill be
it is assignedto that processor
Tiesare brokenby assigningthe task to a processorwith least
index.

3. A

(Section

earliest.
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(a) Let m = 3, si = 1, = 2, and S3 = 3. Let the numbern of tasks
= (9,6,3,3,2,2).
be 6. Let (ii,i2,*3,*4,*5,*6)
Obtain the MLPT
schedulefor this set of tasks.Isthis an optimalschedule?If not,
obtain an optimalschedule.
(b) Show that thereexistsa two processorsystem and a set J for
which \\F*(I) -F(I)\\/F*(I)> 1/3 l/(3m).Thetime F(I) is
the finish timeof the MLPTschedule.Note that 1/3 l/(3m)is
the bound for LPTschedules
on identicalprocessors.
(c) Write an algorithmto obtain MLPTschedules.What is the time
of your algorithm?
complexity
\302\2532
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-

-

4. Let I be any instanceof the uniform processor
schedulingproblem.Let
and
finish
of MLPTand optimal
be
the
times
F(I) F*(I)respectively
< 2m/(m+ 1) (seeExercise3).
schedules.Show that F{I)/F*{I)

5.For

a

processorsystem (seeExercises3 and 4), show that
< (1+ \\/l7)/4. Show that this is the best
2,F{I)/F*{I)
bound for m = 2.
possible
uniform

when m =

Let t^, tij > 0, be the time
6. Let Pi,...,Pmbe a set of processors.
taski
carried on

neededto process

if its processing
is
out
processorPj,
1< i < n, 1 < j < m. Fora uniform processorsystem, Uj/tik = Sk/sj,
wheres^ and Sj arethe speeds
of P^ and Pj respectively.In a system of

nonidenticalprocessors,
sucha relationneednot exist.As an example,
considern = 2, m = 2, and

*11*12 =

hi

\302\24322

12'

3 2

task 1 is processedon P2 and task 2 on Pi,then the finish time is
3. If task 1 is processedon Pi and task 2 on P2, the finish timeis 2.
Show that if a scheduleis constructedby assigningtask i to processor
< m. ThetimesF(I)
j sothat Uj < tik, 1< k < m, then F{I)/F*{I)
and F*(I)are the finish timesof the scheduleconstructedand of an
optimalschedule,respectively.Show that this bound is best possible
If

for this algorithm.

7. For the schedulingproblemof Exercise6,define function Scheduleas
in Algorithm 12.3.
Then f[j]is the current finish timeon processorj.
So,F(I)= maxj {/[j]}.Show that F(I)/F*(I)< m and this bound
is best possible.

8. In Exercise7, first orderthe taskssothat minj {tij}> mm, {U+ij},
<m
1< i < n. Then use function Schedule.
Show that F(I)/F*(I)
and this bound is best possible.
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1 AlgorithmSchedule(/,t)
{
for j := 1 to m do f\\j] := 0;
for i .= 1to n do
{
k :=least
j such that

2
3
4
5
6

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

7

8
9

f\\j]

10 }

}

+

l</<m;
t[i,j]</[/]+*[*,/],

+
/[*]:=/[*]

*[\302\273,*];

Algorithm12.3Scheduling
9. Show that the resultsof Exercise7 hold even if the initial orderingis
such that maxj {Uj}> maxj {ti+ij},
1< i < n.

10.Considerthe following heuristicfor

the max cliqueproblem:delete
connectedtoevery othervertexand repeat
until the remaininggraph is a clique. Show that this heuristicdoes
not result in an e-approximate
algorithmfor the maxcliqueproblem
for any e, 0 < e < 1.
11.Forthe maxcliqueproblem,considerthe following heuristic:Let S =
0. Add to S a vertex not in S that is connectedto allverticesin S.If
thereis no suchvertex,then stopwith S the approximate
maxclique;
otherwiserepeat.Showthat the algorithmresultingfrom this heuristic
in not an e-approximate
problemfor any
algorithmfor the max-clique
e, e < 1.
12.Show the function Color (Algorithm 12.4)is not an e-approximate
coloring algorithmfor the minimum
colorability problemfor any e, e > 0.
from G a vertexthat is not

13.Considerany

tour for the travelingsalesperson
problem.Let city i\\
be the starting point.Assume the n citiesappearin the tour in the
order
be the length of edge
,*n>?'n+i = i\\- Let l(ij,ij+i)
The
time
at
arrival
is
Y^
city ik
(ij,ij+i).
\302\253i,*2,\302\2533,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

fe-i

3=1
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1 AlgorithmColor(G)
=

//
{

7
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E) is a graph with |V| = n vertices.col[i]
is the colorto use for vertex i, 1< < n.

11G

2
3
4
5
6

%

i := 1;// Next colorto use
j := 0;// Number of verticescolored
while j ^ n do

{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

(V,

S :=0; // Verticescoloredwith

i

while thereis an uncoloredvertex,v,
not adjacentto a vertex in S do

{
}

}

}

col[v] :=

i; S :=S U {v};j :=j + 1;

i:=i+ l;

Algorithm12.4Functionfor Exercise12
The mean arrival timeY is
-,

n+l
k=2

Show that the e-approximate
minimum mean arrival time problemis
AfP-hard for all e, e > 0.

14.Let Yk and Y be as in Exercise13.The variancea in

arrival

timesis

-, n+l

Show that the e-approximate
minimum variancetimeproblemis AfVhard for all e, e > 0.
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2

4 6

1

3

2

(a)Optimal for 4 tasks
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15

4

1
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3

2

1

5

3

(b)Completedschedule

schedulewith
Figure12.8Usingthe approximation

4

5

t

(c)Overall optimal

k

=4

12.4 POLYNOMIALTIME APPROXIMATION
SCHEMES

12.4.1SchedulingIndependentTasks
seenthat the LPT rule leadsto a (1/3 l/(3m))-approximate
of obtainingan m processor
schedulefor n tasks. A
algorithm for the problem
time
i
s
also
known
for this problem.This
scheme
polynomial
approximation
schemerelieson the following schedulingrule: Let k be somespecifiedand
fixed integer.Obtain an optimalschedulefor the k longesttasks.Schedule
We have

the remainingn

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

k

tasksusingthe LPTrule.

= (8,6,5,4,4,1),
Example12.12Let m = 2, n = 6, (*i,*2,*3,*4,*5,*6)
and k = 4. Thefour longesttaskshave task times8,6,5, and 4 respectively.
An optimalschedule
for these has finish time 12(Figure 12.8(a)).
When

the remainingtwo tasksare scheduledusing the LPT rule,the scheduleof
results.This has finish time 15.Figure12.8(c)
shows an
Figure12.8(b)
optimalschedule.This has finish time 14.
\342\226\241

instanceof the
Theorem12.11[Graham] Let / be an m-processor

problem.Let F*(I) be the finish timeof an optimalschedulefor / and
let F(I) be the length of the schedulegeneratedby the above scheduling
rule. Then,
scheduling

\\F*(I)-F(I)\\~K 1-1/m
1+[k/m\\
F*{I)

Proof:Let r be the finish time of an optimalschedulefor

the

k

longest

tasks. If F(I) = r, then F*(I)= F(I) and the theoremis proved. So,
assumeF(I) > r. Let ij, 1< i < n, be the task timesof the n tasksof /.
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1 < i < n, and n > k.
Without lossof generality, we can assumeU >
assume
n
m.
such
that task has finish
we
can
Let
be
>
>
Also,
k,
time F(I). Then, no processoris idle in the interval [0,F(I)
Since
tk+i > tj, it follows that no processoris idlein the interval [0,F(I) tk+\\].

j, j

i\302\253+i,

j

\342\200\224

tj].
\342\200\224

Hence,

> m(F(I)-tk+l)+ tk+l
and so,F*(I) > \302\261Y,iU> F(I) s^tk+1
or\\F*(I)-F(I)\\< ^tk+1
Sinceij > tk+i, 1< i < k + 1,and at leastone processormust executeat
least 1+ [k/m\\ of thesek + 1tasks,it follows that

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Etiti

-

F*(I)>(l+ [k/m\\)tk+1
we obtain
Combiningthesetwo inequalities,

-

\\F*(I)-F(I)\\< (m-l)/m=1 1/m
1+ [k/rn\\
1+ [k/m\\
F*(7)

-

Q

we can constructa polynomial time
Usingthe result of Theorem12.11,
schemefor the schedulingproblem.This schemehas e as
e-approximation
an input variable. For any input e, it computesan integer k such that
e < (1 1/m)
I{I+ [k/m\\). This defines the k to be used in the
rule describedabove. Solvingfor k, we obtain that any integer k, k >
schedules.Thetimerequiredto
(m l)/e m, guaranteese-approximate
obtain such schedules,
however, dependsmainly on the timeneededto obtain
an optimalschedulefor k taskson m machines.Usinga branch-and-bound
algorithm,this timeis 0(mk).Thetimeneededto arrangethe taskssothat
for the remainingn k tasks
U > ti+i and alsoto obtain the LPTschedule
is 0(nlogn).Hencethe total timeneededby the e-approximate
schemeis
=
time
is
not
Sincethis
+
+
0(nlogn mk) 0(nlogn rn^m~l^t^m').
polynomial
in 1/e(it is exponential
in 1/e),this approximation
schemeis not
a fully polynomial timeapproximation
scheme.It is a polynomial time
approximation scheme(for any fixed m) as the computingtime is polynomial
in the numberof tasksn.
\342\200\224

scheduling

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

12.4.2 0/1Knapsack
The 0/1knapsackheuristicproposed
in Example12.2
doesnot result in an
for
0
1.
<
e
<
e-approximate
Supposewe try the heuristic
algorithm any e,
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1 AlgorithmEpsilonApprox(p,w, m, n,

k)

of a combination
is the numberof objects
in it.
// Thesize
is the sum of the weights
// Thetheweight of ian combination
that combination;
k is a nonnegative
//of objects
that
defines
the
order
of
the
algorithm.
// integer

2
3
4
5
6

{

7
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8
9

Pmax := 0;
/ of size< k and weight < m do
for all combinations

{

10
Pi:=EieiPH
11
Pmax := max(Pmaa;,Pr + LBound(7,p, w, m. n));
12
}
returnPmax;
13
14 }

Algorithm12.5Heuristicalgorithmfor knapsackproblem
In this function p[ ]
describedby function EpsilonApprox (Algorithm 12.5).
and w[ ] are the setsof profits and weights respectively.It is assumedthat

Pi/wi > pi+i/wi+i,1 < i < n. The variable m is the knapsackcapacity
and k a nonnegativeinteger.In the for loopof lines 8 to 12,all J2i=o
are generated.If
different subsetsI consistingof at most k of the n objects
the currently generatedsubset / is such that J2ieiwi > rni ^ ^s discarded
(as it is infeasible).Otherwise,the spaceremainingin the knapsack(that
This
is,m J2ieiwi) is filled usingthe heuristicdescribedin Example12.2.
heuristicis statedmoreformally as function LBound (Algorithm 12.6).

(\

\342\200\224

the knapsackprobleminstancewith
Example12.13Consider
=
= =

objects,

sizeof knapsack

m

n

=

8

and
110,p {11,21,31,33,43,53,55,65},

= {1,11,21,23,33,43,45,55}.
Theoptimalsolutionis obtainedby putting objects
1,2,3,5, and 6 into
and a weight of
in
an
of
159
This
results
the knapsack.
optimalprofit p*
w

109.
We

obtain the following approximations
for different k:

1.k = 0.Pmax is just the lower boundsolutionLBound((f),p,w, m,n) =
= (1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0),
w = J2lxlwl= 89,and (p*-Pmax)
139,a:
jP*=
=
.126.
20/159
2. k = 1. Pmax = 151,x = (1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0),
w = 101,
and (p* =
=
.05.
Pmax)/p* 8/159
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1 AlgorithmLBound(7,p, w, m, n)

2
3
4
5
6

{

s:=0;
:=m -

t

for i

if (z

7
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:= 1Eie/
to n do

<

8
9

\342\204\242H

I) and (w[i] < t) then
s := s +p[i};t :=t w[i];
\302\243

\342\200\224

10

11 }

}
returns;

Algorithm12.6Subalgorithmfor function

EpsilonApprox

3. k = 2.Pmax = p* = 159,x = (1,1,1,
0,1,1,0,
0), and w = 109.
Table12.1
gives the detailsfor k = 1. It is interestingto note that the
combinationsI = {1},{2},{3},{4},{5}neednot betriedsincefor 7 = 0,
#6 is the first Xj, whichis 0,and sothesecombinations
yield the samePmax.
I that includeonly objectsfor which X{ was
This is true for allcombinations
1 in the solutionfor 7 = 0.
\342\226\241

Theorem12.12Let J be an instanceof the knapsackproblem.Let n, m,
p and w be as defined for function EpsilonApprox.Let p* be the value of an
optimalsolutionfor J. Let Pmax be as defined by function EpsilonApprox
on termination.Then,

\\p*

- Pmax\\/p*<

\\/{k

+ 1)

Proof:Let R be the set of objectsincludedin the knapsackin someoptimal
solution.
So,^ienPi= p* and X^ei?wi ^ m- If the numberof objectsin
< then at sometimein the executionof function
is such that
R,

\\R\\,

I

\\R\\

k,

assume\\R\\ > k. Let
EpsilonApprox, = R and soPmax = p*.Therefore,
in R. Assume
{Pi,Wi), 1< i < \\R\\, be the profits and weights of the objects
are
k
the
thesehave beenindexedsothat
,Pk
largestprofits in R, and
>
k
i
From
the
first
of
theseassumptions,it
<
<
\\R\\.
Pi/wi pi+i/wi+i,
1< q < \\R\\ k. Sincethe for loopof lines
follows that pk+q <P*/(k+
8 to tries out all combinationsof sizeat most k, it follows that in some
iteration, correspondsto the set of k largestprofits in R. Hence,Pi =
J2ieiPi= J2i=iPi-Considerthe computationof line 10in this iteration.In
the computationof LBound(/,p,w, m,n), let be the leastindexsuch that

fti,...

11

l),

\342\200\224

I

j
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/ Pmax Pi
0

6
7
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8

PMAX = max
Ri

{Pmax,
Pi + LBound}

LBound

11 1 128

0

139
149
151

53
55
65

583

43
45
55

139
151
151

149

96
9
63

*

Note that ratherthan updatexopttmai,
and recomputexoptimai at the end.

it

\342\200\242^optimal

(1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0)
(1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0)
(1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0)
(1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0)

/

is easierto updatethe optimal

Table12.1Expansionof Example12.13
for k = 1

j /, Wj > t, and< j E R. Thus, objectj correspondsto one of the objects
and j is not includedin the knapsackby function
(pr,wr), k < r
LBound.Let object
j correspondto (pq,wq).
At the time object
j is considered,t < Wj = wq. The amount of space
2\"

\\R\\,

filled by function LBound is

and this is largerthan Y^lZk+i

u>i\342\200\224t,

m\342\200\224^2ieI

Wi

objects
(as J21Wi ^ m)- Sincethis amount of spaceis filled by considering
in nondecreasing
orderof Pi/wt, it follows that the profit s addedby LBound
is no lessthan

E

A

whereA =
Also,

El\302\243gPi

^A

+

<

m

\342\200\224

t

\342\200\224

J2\\

wi

f^m-Er1^)

Fromthesetwo inequalities,
we obtain
p*

= P/ + ES,A
= Pi + s+pq{t/wq)

< Pj + S+pg
Since,Pmax > Pi + s and pq < p* /{k+ 1),it
\342\200\224

\\p*

Pmax\\
p*

pq
p*

follows that

1

~ k +1
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This completes
the proof.

\342\226\241

Thetimerequiredby Algorithm 12.5is 0(nk+l).To seethis, note that

the totalnumberof subsetstried is
k

k
\302\243(?)
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i=0

and

k

k+\\

\302\243(0<\302\243n*

i=0

i=0

i

= ^-\342\200\224-i = 0(n*)

FunctionLBound has complexity
0{n).So, the totaltimeis 0(nfc+1).
FunctionEpsilonApprox can be used as a polynomial timeapproximation
scheme.Forany given e, 0 < e < 1,we can choosek to be the leastinteger
greaterthan or equal to (1/e) 1.This will guaranteea fractionalerrorin
the solutionvalue of at most e. The computingtimeis 0{nlle).
provides an upperbound on \\p* Pmax\\/p*,
Although Theorem12.12
it doesnot say anything about how goodthis bound is. Nor doesit say
we can expectin practice.Let us
anything about the kind of performance
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

now

addressthesetwo problems.

Theorem12.13Forevery k thereexistknapsackinstancesfor which \\(p*
Pmax)/p*\\getsas closeto l/{k+ 1) as desired.
Proof:Forany k, the simplestexamplesapproachingthe lower bound are
obtainedby settingn = k+2;w\\ = 1;p\\ = 2;pi,Wi = r, 2 < i < k+2,r > 2;
=
=
\342\200\224

+ l)r. ThePmax given by EpsilonApprox
Pmax)/p*\\= (1 2/r)/(k+ 1).By
r
o
necan
choosing increasinglylarge,
get as closeto l/(k+ 1) as desired.
and m

(k

+ l)r. Then p*

(k

for this k is kr + 2 and therefore\\(p*

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Pmax)/p*\\can be obtained
Theorem12.12.
We know that p* Pmax < pq and p* >
Pmax. Also sincepq is one of pk+i, ,P|i?|5it follows that pq < p,wherep is
the (k + l)stlargestp. Hence\\{p* Pmax)/p*\\< min{l/(fc+
1),p/Pmax}.
In most casesp/Pmax will besmallerthan l/(k+1)and sowill give a better
estimateof closenessin casesin which the optimalis not known. We note
that p is easy to compute.
Another upper boundon the value of

from the proofof

\342\200\224

\\(p*

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

Theorem12.14The deviationof the solution Pmax obtainedfrom the
e-approximate
algorithm from the true optimalp* is bounded by \\{p*
\342\200\224

Pmax)/p*\\< min

{l/{k+ 1),p/Pmax}.

EXERCISES
1.Show that if line 11of Algorithm 12.5is changedto

\342\226\241

Pmax = max

{Pmax,LBound(/,p,tf,
m,n)}and the fourth line of function LBound
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replacedby the line t := m;,then the resultingalgorithmis not eapproximatefor any e, 0 < e < 1. Note that the new heuristic
/ to be outsidethe knapsack.Theoriginalheuristicconstrains
constrains
/ to be insidethe knapsack.
2. Let G = (V, E) be an undirectedgraph. Assume that the vertices
representdocuments.The edgesare weightedso that w(i,j)is the
i and j. It is desiredto partitionthe
dissimilarity betweendocuments
verticesinto k > 3 disjointclusterssuch that

J2
J2
i=l

w(u,v)

{u,v)eE
u,v&Ci

is minimized.
The set Cj is the set of documents
in clusteri. Showthat
the e-approximate
versionof this problemis A/\"'P-hard for all e, e > 0.
Note that k is a fixed integerprovided with eachprobleminstanceand
may

be different

3. Show that

maximize

if we

for different

instances.

change the optimizationfunction of Exercise2 to
5Z wiuiv)
uec,
(u,v)\302\243E

then there is a polynomial time e-approximation
algorithmfor some

e, 0 < e < 1.

12.5 FULLY POLYNOMIALTIME

APPROXIMATION SCHEMES

Theapproximation
we have seensofar areparticular
algorithmsand schemes
tothe problemconsidered.Thereis no set of well-definedtechniquesthat we
can use to obtainsuch algorithms.The heuristicsused dependvery much

on the particularproblembeing solved. For the caseof fully polynomial
time approximation
schemes,we can identify three underlying techniques.
Thesetechniquesapply to a variety of optimizationproblems.We discuss
thesethree techniquesin termsof maximization
problems.We assumethe
maximization
problemto be of the form

max ^PiXi

-l
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n

subjectto
x,- =

22,aiiXi
i=l

\342\200\224

bj-,

1< J < ttt.

0orl, l<i<n

(12.1)
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Pi, a-ij > 0

Without lossof generality, we assumethat aij < bj, 1 < i < n and
1< j < m.
If 1 < k < n, then the assignmentx\\ = m, is said to be a feasible
assignment if and only if thereexistsat least one feasiblesolution to (12.1)
with Xi = M, 1 < i < k. A completion
of a feasibleassignmentX{ = yi
is any feasiblesolution to (12.1)
with x\\ = yi, 1 < i < k. Let X{ = yi
and Xi = Zi, 1 < i < k, be two feasibleassignmentssuch that for at
least one j, 1 < j < k, y{ ^ Zj. Let Yli=iPiVi ~ J2i=iPi^i- We say
that
completion

y\\,...,ykdominateszi,...,Zkif

and only

if

there existsa

is greaterthan or equal to
yi,...,
,yn such that
yk,yk+x,...
au completions
zk. The approximation
zn of Z\\,...,
Z\\,...,
Ya=\\

PiVi

J2iKi<nPizi
that can be formulatedas
tecEniquesto bediscussed
apply to thoseproblems
and for which simplerulescan be found to determinewhen onefeasible
(12.1)
assignmentdominatesanother.Such rulesexist,for example,for problems
solvable by the dynamic programmingtechnique.Somesuch problemsare
0/1knapsack,jobsequencingwith deadlines,jobsequencingto minimize
finish time,and jobsequencingto minimizeweightedmean finish time.
One way to solve problemsstatedas above is to systematically generate
all feasibleassignmentsstarting from the null assignment.
Let S^ represent
the set of all feasibleassignmentsfor xi,X2, ,Xi. Then S^ represents
the null assignmentand
the set of all completions.
The answer to our
in
is
an
that
maximizes
t
he
problem
assignment
objectivefunction.
The solutionapproachis then to generateS(t+1'from S^\\l < i < n. If
an S^ containstwo feasibleassignments
Zi such that
,yi and
=
use
of
the
dominance
then
rules
enables
u
s to discard
J2)=iPjyj J2)=iPjzj,
or kill that assignmentwhich is dominated.In somecasesthe dominance
or killingof a feasibleassignmenteven when
rulesmay permitthe discarding
T
his
HPjVj7^ J2Pjzj- happens,for instance,in the knapsackproblem(see
Section5.7).Followingthe use of the dominance
rules,it is the casethat for
is distinct.
eachfeasibleassignmentin S^\\ J2)=iPjxj
However,despitethis,
it is possible
for eachS^> to containtwice as many feasibleassignmentsas in
S(*-i).This resultsin a worst-casecomputingtimethat is exponentialin n.
Note that this solutionapproachis identicalto the dynamic programming
solutionmethodologyfor the knapsackproblem(Section5.7) and alsoto the
for this problem(Section8.2).
branch-and-boundalgorithmlater developed
The approximation
methodswe discussarecalledrounding,interval
and separation.Thesemethodsrestrict the number of distinct
partitioning,
f\302\260r

S^

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

S^

yi,...

z\\,...,
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Pjxj only a polynomial function
someprespecified
bound.
t\302\260

Y^j=\\

of n. Theerrorintroduced
is within

12.5.1Rounding
The aim of roundingis to start from a probleminstance/ that is
as in (12.1)
and to transform it to another probleminstance/' that
is easierto solve.This transformationis carriedout in such a way that the
optimalsolutionvalue of /' is closeto the optimalsolutionvalue of /. In
particular,if we are providedwith a bound e on the fractional difference
betweenthe exact and approximatesolution values, then we requirethat
< e, whereF*{I)and F*{I')representthe optimal
\\F*{I) F*{I')/F*{I)\\
/
and
/' respectively.
solutionvalues of
Probleminstance/' is obtainedfrom / by changingthe objectivefunction
to maxY^ Qixi- Since/ and /' have the sameconstraints,
they have the same
feasiblesolutions.
Hence,if the p^s and q^s differ by only a smallamount,
the value of an optimalsolutionto /' will be closeto the value of an optimal
solutionto /.
For example,if the pi in / have the values (pi,p2, P3, Pa) = (1-1,
2.1,
and we construct/' with {qu q2, q3, <?4) = (0, 0, 1000,
1001.6,
1002.3)
1000),it is easy to see that the value of any solution in / is at most 7.1
morethan the value of the samesolutionin
This worst-casedifference
is achievedonly when Xj = 1, 1 < i < 4, is a feasiblesolutionfor / (and
hencealsofor /'). Sincea^ < bj, 1< i < n and 1 < j < m, it follows that
(as one feasiblesolutionis x\\ = x2 = X3 = 0 and X4 = 1).
F*(I)> 1002.3
< 0.007.Solving
But F*{I) F*{I')< 7.1and so(F*{I) F*{I'))/F*{I)
/ usingthe procedureoutlinedabove,the feasibleassignmentsin could
have the following distinctprofit values:
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formulated

-

/'.

-

-

S\302\256

5(\302\260)

S^
S&
S^
S^

{0}

{0,1.1}
{0,1.1,2.1,3.2}
{0,1.1,2.1,3.2,1001.6,1002.7,1003.7,1004.8}
2.1,3.2,1001.6,1002.3,1002.7,1003.4,1003.7,
{0,1.1,
1004.4,1004.8,1005.5,
2003.9,
2005,
2006,
2007.1}

Thus, barring any eliminationof feasibleassignmentsresulting from the
dominance
rules or from any heuristic,the solutionof / usingthe procedure
of J2o<i<n\\& 1=31
outlinedrequiresthe computation
feasibleassignments.
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Thefeasibleassignmentsfor /' have the following values:
5(\302\260)

SW

5(2)
S(3)
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S<4)

{0}
{0}
{0}
{0,1000}
{0,1000,2000}

8. HenceV can be solved in about one-fourth
the timeneededfor /. An inaccuracyof at most.7%is introduced.
Given the p^s and an e, what shouldthe q^s be sothat
Note that Ya=o \\S(i)\\ is only

- F*{I')\\/F*{I)
< e and ^
n

\\F*{I)

|S\302\253|

i=0

where u is a polynomial in

n

< u{n,1/e)

and 1/e?Oncewe figure this out, we have a

schemefor our problemsinceit is possible
polynomial approximation

fully

togo from S1^-1)to S'W in timeproportionalto 0{Sl-l~1^)(seethe knapsack
algorithmof Section5.7).
Let LB be an estimatefor F*(I)such that F*(I)> LB.Clearly, we can
If
assumeLB > max{pi}.
n

*\302\243\\Pl-qi\\<eF*(I)

i=l

-

-

< e. Define q{ = p{ rem(p4,
then it is clearthat [F*(I) F*(I')]/F*(I)
where
is
the
o
f a/b, that is,a \\a/b\\ b (for
remainder
(LB-e)/n),
rem(a,b)
=
=
and
example,rem(7,6) 1/6 ~rem(2.2,
1.3) .9).Sincerem(pi,LB-e/n) <
LB e/n,it follows that Yl \\Pi
< LB e < F* e. Hence,if an optimal
solutionto /' is used as an optimalsolutionfor /, the fractionalerroris less
than e.
the timerequiredtosolve /' exactly,it is useful to introduce
To determine
another problem/\" with Si, 1< i < n, as its objectivefunction coefficients.
\342\200\224

\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\226\240

Qi\\

n)/(LB e)J, 1 <

< n. It is easy to see that Si =
to the solutionsof /' and
e).Clearly, the S^'scorresponding
{li
/\" will have the samenumberof tuples.
The (r,t) is a tuple in an
for /'
if and only if ((r n)/(LB e),t)is a tuple in the S^ for /\".Hence,the time
neededto solve /' is the sameas that neededto solve /\". Sincepi < LB,it
follows that Si < \\n/e\\. Hence
Define Sj =
\342\200\242

\342\226\240

\\_(pi

\342\200\242

i

\342\200\242

\302\273i)/(LB

S\302\256

\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\\S^\\<l + Y!j=iSj<
and so Z7=o \\S{t)\\

<

l + i\\n/e\\
n

+ Z?=o *L\"/eJ = 0(n3/e)
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in 0{\\S^-^\\) time, then I\" and
Thus, if we can go from S{t~^ to
time. Moreover, the solutionfor /' will
hence /' can be solved in 0(n3/e)
solution for / and we thus have a fully polynomial
be an e-approximate
timeapproximation
scheme.When usingrounding,we solve /\" and usethe
as the solutionto /.
solution
resultingoptimal
S\302\256

...,
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Example12.14Considerthe 0/1knapsackproblemof Section5.7.While
solving this problemby successivelygeneratingS^\\ S^\\
feasible

assignmentsfor

where

S^n\\

the

S^' can be representedby tuples of the form (r,t),
%

r = J^PjxJ and * =

i
\302\243

wj'XJ

The dominancerule developedin Section5.7 for this problemis (ri,ii)
< t2 and r\\ > r2.
iff
dominates{r2,t2)
Let us solve the following instanceof the 0/1knapsackproblem:n =
and (pu p2, ;>?,
5, m = 1112,
Pb) = (wi, w2l w3, u;4, w5) = {1,2, 10,
SinceK = wt, 1< i < 5, the tuples(r,t)in
0 < i < 5, have
100,1000}.
r = t. Consequently,it is necessaryto retainonly one of the two coordinates
= {0},S^ = {0,1},
r and t. The
obtainedfor this instanceare
=
=
5(2) {0,1,2,3},
S^ {0,1,2,3,10,11,12,13},
S^ = {0,1,2,3, 10,11,
and S& = {0,1,2,3,10,11,
12,13,100,101,
102,103,110,
111,112,113},
\302\2431

p\302\261,

S\302\256,

S\302\256

S(\302\260)

12,13,100,101,
102,103,110,
111,112,113,1000,1001,
1002,1003,1010,

1101,
1012,
1011,
1013,
1100,
1102,
1103,
1110,
1111,
1112}.
The optimalsolutionhas value J2Pixi= 1112.

Now, let us use roundingon this probleminstancetofind an approximate
solutionwith value at most 10%lessthan the optimalvalue. We thus have
e = 1/10.Also, we know that F*(I) > LB > max {pz}= 1000.The
problem/\" to be solved is n = 5, m = 1112,
(a'i, s2..S3, S4, S5) = (0,
=
and
0, 0, 5, 50),
(101,w2, w3, 104, w5) (1,2, 10,100,1000).Hence,
5(4) = {(0,0),
S(0) = S(i) = S(2) = S(3) = {(0,0)},
and S^ =
(5.100)},
(55,1100)}.
{(0,0), (5,100),
(50,1000),
= (0, 0,0, 1,1).Itsvalue in
Theoptimalsolutionis (x\\, x2,
/\" is 55,and in the originalproblem1100.
Theerror{F*{I) F(I))/F*(I)
is therefore12/1112
< e. At this timewe seethat the solutioncan
< 0.011
be improved by setting eitherx\\ = 1or X3 = 1.
\302\2433,

\302\2434,

\302\2435)

-

\342\226\241

Roundingas describedin its

full generalityresultsin 0(n3/e)
time
schemes.It is possible
to specialize
this techniqueto the
problembeing solved. In particular,we can obtain specializedand

approximation
specific
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schemesfor the
asymptotically faster polynomial timeapproximation
as
well
as
for
the
of
problem
problem schedulingtaskson two

knapsack

to minimizefinish

processors

+ l/e2)).
0(n(logn

time. The complexity
of the resultingalgorithmsis

Let us investigatethe specialized
roundingschemefor the 0/1knapsack
Let
be
an
of
this
instance
problem.
problemand let e be the desired
Let
be
the
value
of
an
accuracy.
optimalsolution.First, a good
P*(I)
estimateUB for P*(I)is obtained.
This is done by orderingthe n objects
in so that pi/wi > pi+i/wi+i,1 < i < n. Next,we find the largestj such
that Y,{Wi < m. If j = n, then the optimalsolutionis xt; = 1, 1< i < n,
and P*(I)= J^Pi- So,assumej < n. Define UB = J2{ Pi- We can show
< P*{I)<UB.The inequality P*{I)< UB follows from the ordering
\\ UB
on Pi/wi. The inequality \\ UB < P*(I)follows from the observationthat
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/

/

| |

p*{i)>J2p*and p*(7) ^ max X>>Pi+i

Hence,2P*(J)> J2{+1
Pi = UB.
Divide the n objects
into two classes,BIGand
Now, let 5 = UBe2/9.
SMALL. BIGincludesall objects
with pi > eUB/3.SMALL includesall
other objects.Let the number of objects
in BIGbe r. Replaceeachpi in
BIGby qi such that q\\ = [pi/5\\ (this is the roundingstep).The knapsack
and the q^s.
problemis solved exactlyusingtheser objects
Let S^r> be the set of tuplesresultingfrom the dynamic programming
algorithm.Foreachtuple (x,y) E S^r\\ fill the remainingspacem y by
the objects
in SMALL in nondecreasing
orderof pi/wi. Usethe
considering
\342\200\224

filling that

has maximumvalue as the answer.

the probleminstanceof Example12.14:
n = 5,
Example12.15Consider
=
=
(pi,P2,P3, =Pi, Pb) {w\\, w2, w3, wA, w5) (1,2, 10,100,1000),m =
and e 1/10.
Theobjects
are already in nonincreasingorderoipi/wi.
1112,
For this instance,UB = Y.\\Pi = 1H3.Hence,S = 3.71/3and e.UB/3=
37.1.SMALL, therefore,includesobjects1,2, and 3. BIG= {4,5}.So
54 = \\j)i/S\\ = 94 and q^ = |_Ps/<5J = 946.Solvingthe knapsackinstance
= (94,100),
n = 2, m = 1112,
we obtain
and (q5,w5)= (946,1000),
{qA,wA)
= {(0,0)},SW = {(0,0), (94, 100)},
=
and S^ {(0,0), (94, 100),
Filling(0, 0) from SMALL,we get the tuple (13,
(946,1000),
(1040,
1100)}.
yields the tuples (107,
13).Filling(94, 100),(946,1000),and (1040,1100)
T
he
and
respectively. answer is given by the
113),
(959,1013), (1043,
1100)
= (1,1,0, 1,
This
tuple (1043,
1100). correspondsto (x\\, X2,
5(\302\260)

1) and Y,PiXi=

1103.

\302\2433,

\302\2434,
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An
illustrated

exerciseexploresa modificationto the basicroundingscheme
in Example12.15.
This modificationresultsin better solutions.

Theorem12.15[Ibarra and Kim]
approximate

The algorithmjust describedis an e
problem.
algorithmfor the 0/1-kiiapsack

\342\226\241

The timeneededto initially sort accordingto Pijwi is 0(nlogn). So
0(n)time. SinceP*(I)< UB,thereare at most
in
UB/5 9/e2tuples any S^ in the solutionof BIG.Thetimeto obtain
S^ is therefore0(r/e2)< 0(n/e2).Fillingeachtuple in S^ with objects
from SMALLtakes0(|SMALL|)
time. Since|S<r)|< 9/e2,the totaltimefor
this step is at most 0(n/e2).The total timefor the algorithmis therefore
schemefor the knapsackproblem
0(n(logn+
l/e2)).A faster approximation
has beenobtainedby G.Lawler.His schemealsouses rounding.
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UB can be computedin
\342\200\224

12.5.2IntervalPartitioning
Unlike rounding,interval partitioningdoesnot transform the original
instanceinto one that is easierto solve. Instead,an attemptis made
to solve the probleminstance by generatinga restrictedclassof the
S^n\\ Let P{ be the maximumY?j=iPjxj
assignmentsfor

/

problem

feasible

S^\302\260\\

S^,...,

amongall feasibleassignmentsgeneratedfor S^'.Then the profit interval
[0,Pi] is divided into subintervals eachof sizePie/(n 1) (exceptpossibly
the last interval which may be a little smaller).All feasibleassignmentsin
with
=lPjXjin the samesubinterval are regardedas having the same
rulesare used to discardall but one of them.
Y^j=\\Pjxj an(ltne dominance
The S^%> resultingfrom this eliminationare used in the generationof the
S(t+1'.Sincethe numberof subintervals for eachS^ is at most \\n/e\\ + 1,
+ 1.Hence, \\S^\\ = 0{n2/e).
\\S&\\ < \\n/e\\
in
Theerrorintroducedin eachfeasibleassignmentdue to this elimination
S'W is lessthan the subinterval length. This errormay, however, propagate
from S^1)up through S^n\\ However,the erroris additive. Let F(I) be the
value of the optimalgeneratedusing interval partitioning, and F*(I)the
value of a true optimal.It follows that
\342\200\224

S\302\256

\302\243!\342\226\240

\302\243i

n-l
F*(I)-F(I)<(e'\302\243Pi)/(n-l)
i=l

-

< e, as desired.
SincePt < F*{I),it follows that [F*(I) F(I)/F*(I)]
In many casesthe algorithm can be speededby starting with a good
estimateLB for F*(I)such that F*(I)> LB.The subinterval sizeis then
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LBe/(n 1) ratherthan Pie/(n 1).When a feasibleassignmentwith value
greaterthan LB is discovered,the subinterval sizecan alsobe chosenas
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

described.

Example12.16Considerthe sameinstanceof the 0/1knapsackproblem
as in Example12.14.
Then e = 1/10and F*{I)> LB > 1000.We can
= 25. Since all
start with a subinterval sizeof LB.e/(n 1) = 1000/40
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\342\200\224

tuples (p, t) in S'W have p = t, only p is explicitlyretained.Theintervals are
=
and soon.Usinginterval partitioning,we obtain
[0, 25),[25,
=
=
=
=
=
and S^ {0,100,1000,1100}.
S(i) g(2) S(3) {Q},^) {0,100},
Thebest solutiongeneratedusinginterval partitioningis (xi,X2,
= (0, 0,0,1,1) and its value F{I)is 1100.
=
Then [F*(I)-F{I)]/F*{I)
< 0.011
< e. Again, the solutionvalue can be improved by usinga
12/1112
heuristicto changesomeof the xj'sfrom 0 to 1.

50),...,

S(\302\260)

\302\2433,

\302\2434,

\302\2435)

\342\226\241

12.5.3Separation
Assume that in solving a probleminstance/, we have obtainedan

S^

feasiblesolutionshaving J2i<j<iPjxj:
12.1.
0? 3.9,4.1,7.8,8.2,11.9,
Further assumethat the interval sizePie/(n 1) is 2. Then the subintervals
are [0,2),[2,4),[4,6),[6,8),[8,10),
and [12,14).
Each feasible
[10,12),
solutionvalue falls in a different subinterval and sono feasibleassignments
are eliminated.However, thereare three pairsof assignmentswith values
within Pje/(n 1).If the dominance
rulesare used for eachpair,only four
remain.
The
errorintroduced
is at most
assignments
1). More
of
Qr be the distinct values Y^j=\\Pjxi m S
formally, let ao, ai, 02,
Let us assumeao < a\\ < a<i <
< ar- We constructa new set J from S'W
a
scan
and
left
to
by making
right
retaininga tuple only if its value exceeds
the value of the last tuple in J by morethan Pie/(n 1).This is described
This algorithmassumesthat the assignmentwith less
by Algorithm 12.7.
profit dominatesthe one with moreprofit if we regardboth assignmentsas
yielding the sameprofit J2Pjxj-If the reverseis true, the algorithmcan
start with ar and work downward. Theanalysis for this strategy is the same
as that for interval partitioning.Thesamecomments
regardingthe use of a
goodestimatefor F*(I)hold heretoo.
Intuitively one may expectseparationtoalways work betterthan interval
partitioning.Thefollowing exampleillustratesthat this neednot be the case.
However, empiricalstudieswith one problemindicateinterval partitioning
to be inferior in practice.
with

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

P\302\253e/(n

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\224

Example12.17Usingseparationon the data of Example12.14
yields the
same S^ as obtainedusing interval partitioning.We
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J := assignmentcorresponding
to ao;XP :=ao;
for j :=1to r do
if aj > XP + Pie/{n 1) then

-

{
}

to cij into
put assignmentcorresponding

XP:=aj',

J;

Algorithm12.7Separationmethod
instancein which separationperformsbetter than interval
Now, we see an examplein which interval partitioning doesbetter
than separation.Assume that the subinterval sizeLB.e/(n 1) is 2. Then
the intervals are [0,2),[2,4),[4,6),...
, and soon. Assume further that
=
(pi, p2, Pa, Pa, Pa) (3, 1,5.1,5.1,5.1).Then, following the use of
an
partitioning.

\342\200\224

S^ ={0},S^ ={0,3},S^ ={0,3,4},
S<3)
=
and
S^
8.1,13.2},
{0,3, 4,8.1,13.2,18.3}.
=
have
we
S^ = {0},S^ = {0,
LB.e/(n 1) 2,

interval partitioning,we have
= {0,3, 4,
= {0,3, 4,

S^
8.1},

Usingseparationwith
S& = {0,3,
3},5(2) = {0,3},S^ = {0,3, 5.1,8.1},
=
and S<5) {0,3, 5.1,
8.1,10.2,13.2,
15.3,
18.3}.

5.1,8.1,10.2,13.2},
\342\226\241

Theexercisesexaminesomeof the otherproblemsto which these
apply. It is interestingto note that onecan coupleexistingheuristics
to the approximation
schemesthat result from thesethreetechniques.This
for the exactand
is becauseof the similarity in solutionprocedures
to 12.4
it
problems.In the approximation
algorithmsof Sections12.2
is usually not possible
to use existingheuristics.
At this point, one might well ask what kind of AfV-h&rd problemscan
have fully polynomial time approximationschemes? No AfV-h&rd
e-approximation
problemcan have sucha schemeunlessV = HV.A stronger
result can be proven. This strongerresult is that the only AAP-hard
that can have fully polynomial timeapproximation
schemes(unlessV
= MV) are thosewhich are polynomially solvableif restrictedto problem
instancesin which all numbersare boundedby a fixed polynomial in n.
are the knapsackand jobsequencingwith deadlines
Examples of suchproblems
problems.
techniques

approximate

problems

Definition12.8[Garey and Johnson] Let L be someproblem.Let / be an
instanceof L and letLENGTH
(/) be the numberof bitsin the representation
of

/. Let MAX(7) be the magnitudeof the largestnumber in /. Without
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lossof generality, we can assumethat all numbersin 7 are integer.For some
fixed polynomial p, let Lp be problemL restrictedto thoseinstances7 for
which MAX(7) < p(LENGTH(7)).ProblemL is strongly MV-hardif and
only if thereexistsa polynomial p such that Lp is AfV-h&rd.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\226\241

Examplesof problemsthat are strongly AfV-h&rd are Hamiltoniancycle,
max clique,and soon.
nodecover,feedbackarc set,travelingsalesperson,
The 0/1knapsackproblemis probably not strongly J\\f V-h&rd (note that
thereis no known way to show that a problemis not strongly J\\fV-h&rd) as
when MAX(/) < p(LENGTH(7)),/ can be solved in time0(LENGTH(7)2
\302\243>(LENGTH(7)) usingthe dynamic programmingalgorithmof Section5.7.

Theorem12.16[Garey and Johnson] Let L be an optimizationproblem
such that all feasiblesolutionsto all possible
instanceshave a value that
is a positive integer. Further, assumethat for all instances7 of L, the
optimalvalue F*(I)is bounded by a polynomial function p in the
LENGTH(7)and MAX(7); that is, 0 < F*(I) < p(LENGTH(7),
MAX (7)) and F*(I)is an integer.If L has a fully polynomial time
a polynomial
scheme,then L has an exactalgorithmof complexity
in LENGTH(7)and MAX(7).
variables

approximation

Proof:SupposeL has a fully

scheme.We
polynomial timeapproximation

to obtain optimalsolutionsto L in polynomial time. Let 7 be
of L. Define e = l/p(LENGTH(7),
instance
any
MAX(7)).With this e, the
to
scheme
i
s
forced
an
To seethis,
approximation
generate optimalsolution.
show how
let

F(I)be the value of the solutiongenerated.Then,

-

\\F*(I) F(I)\\ < eF*(I)< F*(7)/p(LENGTH(7),MAX(7))< 1

Since,by assumption,all feasiblesolutionsare integer valued, F*(I)=
F(I). Therefore,with this e, the approximationschemebecomesan exact
algorithm.
The complexity of the resultingexact algorithmis easy to obtain.Let
of the
g(LENGTH(7),1/e)bea polynomial suchthat the complexity
schemeis 0(g(LENGTH(7),
1/e)).The complexity of this scheme
when e is chosenas above is 0(g(LENGTH(7),
p(LENGTH(7),
MAX(7))),
which is 0(</(LENGTH(7),
MAX(7)))for somepolynomial q'.
approximation

\342\226\241

Theorem12.16
is appliedto integer-valuedproblemsthat areHVthe strong sense,we see that no such problemcan have a fully
schemeunlessV =
The above
polynomial time approximation
alsotells us somethingabout the kind of exactalgorithmsobtainable
timealgorithmis one
for strongly AAP-hard problems.A pseudo-polynomial
When

hard

in

HV\342\226\240

theorem
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whosecomplexityis a polynomial in LENGTH(J)and MAX(J). The
dynamic programmingalgorithmfor the knapsackproblem(Section
5.7) is a
time
N
o
can
pseudo-polynomial algorithm. strongly ./VP-hardproblem have
a pseudo-polynomial
timealgorithmunlessP = HV-

EXERCISES
1.Considerthe 0(n(logn
+ l/e2))roundingalgorithmfor the 0/1

problem.Let S^r' be the final set of tuplesin the solutionof BIG.
Show that no morethan (9/e2)/^objects
with roundedprofit value qi
can contributeto any tuple in S^r>.Fromthis, concludethat BIGcan

knapsack

have at most (9/e2)/qj
objectswith rounded profit value gj. Hence,
<
r XX9/e2)/<7i>where q% is in the range [3/e,9/e2].Now, show that
In (3/e)).
the timeneededto obtain S^r' is (3(81/e4
Usethe relation

9^2

/

yc

9/e2
\342\200\224

Qi

- Jz/e T
r9A2

/

9
e2

dqt

\342\200\224

q%

=

9,3-

-7T

e2

In

e

2. Write an algorithmfor the (3(n(logn
+ l/e2))roundingscheme
discussed in Section12.5.
When solving BIG,use threetuples (P,Q,W)
suchthat P =
Q = E Qi^i,and W = wlxl.Tuple(Pi,Q\\,W\\)
dominates{P21Q21
W2) if and only if Q\\ > Q2 and W\\ < W2- In case
=
= W2, then an additionaldominancecriteriacan
and
W\\
Qi Q2
be used.In this casethe tuple (Pi,Q\\,W\\)dominates(P2,Q2,W2)if
and only if Pi > P2.Otherwise,(P2,Q2j
W2) dominates
(P],Qi,Wi).
\302\243inxi,

\302\243

Show that your algorithmis of timecomplexity
+ l/e2)).
0(n(logn

3. Useseparationtoobtain a fully

scheme
polynomial timeapproximation

for the independenttask schedulingproblemwhen rn

12.4).

= 2 (seeSection

4. Do Exercise3 for the casein which the two processors
operateat speeds
S[ and S2,si7^ S2 (seeExercise3).
5. Do Exercise3 for the casewhen the two processorsare nonidentical

(seeExercise4).
6. Useseparationto obtain a fully polynomial timeapproximation
algorithm for the jobsequencing
with deadlines
problem.
7. Useseparationto obtaina fully polynomialtimeapproximation
scheme
for the problemof obtaining two processorschedules
with minimum
mean weightedfinish time (seeSection11.4).
Assume that the two
areidentical.
processors
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8. Do Exercise7 for the casein which a minimum meanfinish time
that has minimum finish timeamongallminimum meanfinish time
schedulesis desired.
Again, assumetwo identicalprocessors.
9. Do Exercise3 usingrounding.
schedule

10.Do Exercise4 usingrounding.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

11.Do Exercise5 usingrounding.
12.Do Exercise6 usingrounding.

13.Do Exercise7 usingrounding.
14.Do Exercise8 usingrounding.

15.Show that

the following problemsare strongly NV-h.&rd:

(a Max clique
(b Set cover
(c Nodecover
(d Set packing
(e: Feedbacknodeset

Feedbackarcset
(g Chromaticnumber
(h Cliquecover
(f

12.6 PROBABILISTICALLYGOOD
ALGORITHMS (*)

The approximation
algorithmsof the precedingsectionshad the nice
that their worst-case
couldbe boundedby someconstants
performance
and e in the case of an e(k in the case of an absoluteapproximation
The
of
bounded
tends to
performance
approximation). requirement
otheralgorithmsthat usually work well as being bad.Somealgorithms
with unboundedperformance
may in fact almostalways either solve the
or
a
solution
that is exceedinglyclosein value to
problemexactly generate
the value of an optimalsolution.
Suchalgorithmsare goodin a probabilistic
sense.
If we pick a probleminstance/ at random,then thereis a very high
probability that the algorithmwill generatea very goodapproximate
In this sectionwe considertwo algorithmswith this property. Both
algorithmsare for AAP-hard problems.
First, sincewe carry out a probabilisticanalysis of the algorithms,we
needto define a samplespaceof inputs. The samplespaceis set up by first
property

categorize

solution.
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denninga samplespaceSn for eachproblemsizen. Probleminstancesof
sizen are drawn from Sn. Then, the overall samplespaceis the infinite
An elementof the sample
CartesianproductSi x 5*2 x S3 x x Sn
such that X{ is drawn from Si.
spaceis a sequenceX = xi,

.,xn....
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

'\302\2432,

Definition12.9[Karp] An algorithmA solves a problemL almost
xn,...is drawn from the
(abbreviateda.e.)if, when X = X\\.X2,...,
the number of xi on which the
samplespaceSi x S% x S3 x x Sn
everywhere

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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\342\200\242,

algorithmfails to solve L is finite with probability

1.

\342\226\241

we
Sinceboth the algorithmswe discussarefor A^P-hard graph problems,
describethe samplespacefor which the probabilistic
analysis is carried
out.Let p{n) be a function such that 0 < p(n) < 1for all n > 0.A random
n vertexgraph is constructed
by includingedge(i,j),i 7^ j, with probability
first

p(n).

The first algorithmwe consideris an algorithmto find a Hamiltonian
cycle in an undirectedgraph.Informally, this algorithmproceedsas follows.
First, an arbitrary vertex (say vertex 1) is chosenas the start vertex.The
algorithmmaintainsa simplepath P starting from vertex 1 and endingat
vertex k. Initially P is a trivial path with k = 1;that is,thereare no edges
in P. At eachiterationof the algorithman attemptis madeto increasethe
an edge(k,j)incidentto the end
length of P. This is done by considering
k
of
P.
is
one of threepossibilities
When
point
edge(k.j) beingconsidered,

exist:

1.j = 1and path P includesall the verticesof the graph.In this casea
Hamiltoniancycle has beenfound and the algorithmterminates.

2. j is not on the path P. In this casethe length of path P is increased
adding (k,j)to it. Then j becomesthe new endpointof P.
3. j is already on path P. Now there is a unique edgee = (j,m) in P
such that the deletionof e from and the inclusionof (h,j)to P result
in a simplepath. Then e is deletedand (k,j)is addedto P. P is now
a simplepath with endpointin.
by

The algorithmis constrainedso that case3 doesnot generatetwo paths
of the samelength having the sameendpoint.With a properchoiceof data

this algorithmcan be implemented
to run in time (3(n2),
representations,
where n is the number of verticesin graph G. It is easy to see that this
algorithmdoesnot always find a Hamiltoniancycle in a graph that contains
such a cycle.

Theorem12.17[Posa] If p(n)

\302\253

(a

In

n/n),

algorithmfinds a Hamiltoniancycle (a.e.).

a > 1,then the preceding
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Example12.18Let us try out the above algorithmon the five-vertex graph
of Figure12.9.
The path P initially consistsof vertex 1 only. Assume edge
is
chosen.
This representscase2 and P is expandedto {1,4}.
Assume
(1,4)
P
is
chosen
next.
Path
now
becomes
edge(4, 5)
Edge(1,5) is
{1,4,5}.
the only possibility for the next edge.This resultsin case3 and P becomes
{1,5,4}.Now assumeedges(4, 3) and (3,2) areconsidered.Path P becomes
If edge(1,2) is next considered,
a Hamiltoniancycle is found
{1,5,4,3,2}.
and the algorithmterminates.
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Figure12.9Graph for Example12.18
Thenext probabilistically
goodalgorithmwe lookat is for the maximum
A
set
subset
of verticesN of graph G(V,E)is saidto
independent problem.
be independentif and only if no two verticesin N are adjacentin G. Indep
is a greedy algorithmto constructa maximumindependent
(Algorithm 12.8)

set.

One can easily constructexamplesof n vertexgraphs for which Indep
generatesindependentsets of size1 when in fact a maximumindependent
set containsn 1 vertices.However,for certainprobability distributionsit
can be shown that Indepgeneratesgoodapproximations
almosteverywhere.
If F*(I)and F(I) representthe sizeof a maximumindependentset and
one generatedby algorithmIndep,respectively, then the following theorem
\342\200\224

is obtained.

Theorem12.18[Karp] If p{n) = c, for someconstant c, then for

e > 0,we have

+ e (a.e.)
[F*(I)-F(I)]/F*(I)<.5

every

\342\226\241

to have polynomial
Algorithm Indep can easily be implemented
SomeotherjVP-hardproblemsfor which probabilistically
goodalgocomplexity.
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1 Algorithmlndep(F,E)

2
3
4
5
6
7
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8

{

iV:=0;

while thereis a v 6 (V N) and
v not adjacentto any vertex in N do
\342\200\224

}

N :=N U {u};
returnJV;

Algorithm12.8Findingan independentset
rithms are known are the Euclideantraveling salesperson,
minimalcoloring
of graphs, set covering,maximumweightedclique,and partition,

EXERCISE
1,Show that function

Indep is not an e-approximate
algorithmfor the
maximumindependentset problemfor any e, 0 < e < 1.

12.7 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Thetermsapproximation
scheme,polynomial time approximation
scheme,
and fully polynomial timeapproximation
schemewere coinedby M. Garey
and D.Johnson.S.Sahnipointedout that for the 0/1knapsackproblemthe
absoluteapproximation
problemis alsojVP-hard.The
corresponding
polynomial timeapproximation
schemefor the 0/1knapsackproblemdiscussed
in Section12.4
is alsodue toS.Sahni.
The analysis of the LPT rule of Section12.3
is due to R. Graham.The
s
cheme
for
time
approximation
polynomial
schedulingindependenttasks
in Section12.4
is alsodue to him.
that was discussed
An excellent
algorithmsis
bibliography on approximation
problems:an annotated bibliography,\"by
algorithmsfor combinatorial
M. Garey and D. Johnson, in Algorithms and Complexity: RecentResults
and New Directions,
J. Traub, ed.,AcademicPress,1976.
Theapproximation
algorithmMSAT2 (Exercise
2) was given by K.Lieberherr. S. Sahni and T. Gonzalezwere the first to show the existenceof
jVP-harde-approximate
problems.Garey and Johnsonhave shown that the
e-approximate
graph coloringproblemis jVP-hardfor e < 1. O. Ibarra
\"Approximation
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and C.Kim werethe first to discoverthe existenceof fully polynomial time

schemesfor NV-h&rd problems.
approximation
of the generaltechniquesrounding,interval partitioning,
Our discussion
and separationis basedon the work of Sahni. The notion of strongly HVis alsodue to them.
hard is due to Garey and Johnson.Theorem12.16
of probabilistically
Thediscussion
goodalgorithmsis basedon the work
due
to
of R. Karp. Theorem12.17
is
L. Posa.
For additionalmaterialon complexity theory see Complexity Theory, by
C.H.Papadimitriou,Addison-Wesley,1994.

12.8 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.The satisfiability problemwas introducedin Chapter11.Define

satisfiability to be the problemof determininga maximum
clausesthat can be satisfied simultaneously.If a formula has p
clauses,then all p clausescan be simultaneously satisfied if and only
show
if the formula is satisfiable.
For function MSat (Algorithm 12.9),
that for every instancei, \\F*(i)
F(i)\\/F*(i)< l/(k+ 1).Then k
is the minimum number of literalsin any clauseof i. Show that this
for this algorithm.
bound is best possible
maximum
subset

of

-

2. Show that

if function

is used for the
MSat2 (Algorithm 12.10)

satisfiability problemof Exercise1,then \\F*(i)
1/2^,wherek,F,and F* areas in Exercise1.

maximum

\342\200\224

F(i)\\/F*(i)<

Exercise15.Show that
3. Considerthe set cover problemof Section11.3,

is used for the optimization
if the function SetCover(Algorithm 12.11)
versionof this problem,then

Hi)

<y-i
-^j

F*(I)

where k is the maximumnumber of elementsin any
this bound is best possible.

set. Show that

4. Considera modifiedset cover problem(MSC)in which we arerequired
to find a cover T such that J2seTIsI *s minimum.
Exercise16).
(a) Show that exactcover oc MSC (seeSection11.3,
is not an e-approximate
(b) Showthat the function MSC(Algorithm 12.12)
algorithmfor this problemfor any e, e > 0.
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1 AlgorithmMSat(J)

2
3
4
5
6
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7

algorithmfor maximumsatisfiability.
// Approximation
/
a
is
formula.
Let
: n] be the variablesin /
// and let 1 < i < x[l
be
the clauses.
C{,
p
//
{
CL:= 0; // Set of clausessimultaneouslysatisfiable
< i < p};// Remainingclauses
Left:=
:=
Lit {xi,fi\\l< i < n};// Set of allliterals
while Lit containsa literal
in a clausein
{C\302\253|i

8
9

10
11
12
12
13
14
15
16
17

{

occurring

Leftdo

Let y be a literalin Lit that is in
the most clausesof Left;

Let R bethe subsetof clausesin Leftthat containsy;

-

CL:=CLU R; Left:=Left R;

Lit:=Lit-{y,y};
}
returnCL;

}

Algorithm12.9Functionfor Exercise1
5. An edgedisjointcycle cover of an undirectedgraph G is a set of edge
disjointcycles such that every vertex is includedin at leastone cycle.
Thesizeof such a cycle cover is the numberof cycles in it.
(a) Show that finding a minimum cycle cover of this type is AAP-hard.
versionof this problemis MV(b) Show that the e-approximation
hard for all e, e > 0.
6. Show that if the cyclesin Exercise5 areconstrainedto be vertex
thenthe problemremainsAAP-hard. Showthat the e-approximate
disjoint,
versionis AAP-hard for all e, e > 0.
7. Let G = (V, E) be an undirectedgraph. Let / : E -> Z be an edge
weightingfunction and let w : V Z be a vertex weightingfunction.
Let be a fixed integer,k > 2. The problemis to obtain k disjoint
sets
,Sk such that:
\342\200\224>

Si,...

A;

(a) US,= V
(b) St r\\Sj=4> for
v>tt) < W;
(c)
\302\243ies,-

i

^

j

l<i<k
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1 AlgorithmMSat2(J)

2
3
4
5
6

// Samefunction
{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28 >

as MSat

1< i <p-,
w[i] :=2-lCil,
Weighting function \\d\\

//
CL:=

= numberof literalsin C{.

0;Left:={d\\l< i < p};

Lit :={xi,Xi\\l< i < n};
while Lit containsa literaloccurringin a clausein Leftdo

{

Let y G Lit be such that y occursin a clausein

Left;

Let R be the subsetof clausesin Leftcontainingy;
Let S be the subsetof clausesin Leftcontainingy;

if EdeRw[i] > Ectes^l then

{

CL

CLU R;

Left:=Left- R\\
w[i] :=2 * w[i] for eachCj G S;
}
else
{
CL := CLU S;
Left:=Left- S;
w[i] for eachCi e i?;
w[i]:=2*
}
\342\226\240=

Lit := Lrf

}
returnCL;

\342\200\224

{y, y};

Algorithm12.10Functionfor Exercise2
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1 AlgorithmSetCover(.F)
// Si, 1< i < m are the setsin F. ISA
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2
3
4
5
6

//
{

numberof elementsin

Si.|

U

is the

Si = n.

G:= US,;

for i := 1to m do Ej Sn
:= 0; // Elementscovered
T := 0; // Cover being constructed
while cov ^ G do
:\342\200\224

cov

7

1

8
9

10
1
11
Let Rj be such that \\Rj\\ > \\Rq\\, 1< q
12
cov :=cov U Rj; T:=TUSj;
13
for i := 1to m do i?? := Ri Rj;
14
}
15
return T;
16 }
\342\200\224

Algorithm12.11Functionfor Exercise3

1 AlgorithmMSC(F)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// Samevariablesas in SetCover
{

T:=0;Left:= {St\\l< i < m};G := USf,
while G ^

{

Let

0

do

-Sj be a setf]G\\<Left-suchthat
in

G| for all SQ in Le/t;

Sj;Left:=Left- Sj;
T:=TUSj;G:=G\\Sj

G\\/\\Sj

\\Sq

G\\/\\Sq

fl

10
}
11 return
T;
12 }

Algorithm12.12Functionfor Exercise4
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(d)

ELiE(u,v)eE
f(u,v)
u,veS{

is maximized

is a number that may vary from instanceto instance.This
problemfinds applicationin the minimizationof the costof
betweensubroutinesof a program.Show that the
interpagereferences
version
of this problemis AfV-h&rd for all e, 0 < e < 1.
e-approximate
W

partitioning
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8. In one interpretationof the generalizedassignmentproblem,we have

agentswho have to performn tasks.If agent i is assignedto perform
task j, then cost Cy is incurred.When agent i performstask j, r^
units of her or his resourcesare used. Agent i has a total of b{ units
of resource.The objectiveis to find an assignmentof agents to tasks
such that the total costof the assignmentis minimizedand no agent
requiresmorethan her or his totalavailableresourceto completethe
tasksshe or he is assignedto. Only one agent may be assignedto a
m

task.

UsingXij as a 0/1variable such that x\\j = 1 if agent i is assignedto
task j and Xij = 0 otherwise,
the generalized
assignmentproblemcan
be formulatedmathematicallyas
minimize

l E\"=icijxij
subjectto E?=i rijxij< fo, 1< i < m
1< j < n
YT=i ^j = 1,
=
for
all i and j
0
or
1,
x^
\302\243\342\204\242

TheconstraintsE xij = 1ensurethat exactlyone agent is assignedto
eachtask. Many otherinterpretations
for this problem.
are possible
Show that the corresponding
problemis AfV-hard for
e-approximation
all e, e > 0.
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Chapter 13

PRAM ALGORITHMS
13.1INTRODUCTION
So far our discussionof algorithmshas been confined to single-processor
computers.In this chapterwe study algorithmsfor parallelmachines(i.e.,
Thereare many applicationsin
computerswith morethan one processor).
day-to-day life that demand real-timesolutionsto problems.Forexample,
weatherforecastinghas to be done in a timely fashion.In the caseof severe
hurricanesor snowstorms,evacuationhas to be done in a short periodof
time. If an expertsystem is used to aid a physician in surgicalprocedures,
decisionshave to be madewithin seconds.
And soon. Programswritten
for such applications
have to performan enormous
amount of computation.
In the forecastingexample,large-sized
matriceshave to be operatedon.In
the medicalexample,thousandsof rules have to be tried.Even the fastest
machinesmay not beableto comeup with solutionswithin
single-processor
tolerabletimelimits.Parallelmachinesoffer the potentialof decreasing
the
solutiontimesenormously.

Example13.1Assume that you have 5 loadsof clothesto wash. Also
it takes 25 minutes to wash one load in a washing machine.
Then, it will take 125minutesto wash all the clothesusinga singlemachine.
assumethat

On the other hand, if you had 5 machines,
washing could be completedin
just 25 minutes!In this example,if thereare p washing machinesand p
loadsof clothes,then the washing time can be cut down by a factor of p
comparedto having a single machine.Herewe have assumedthat every
machinetakesexactlythe sametimeto wash. If this assumptionis invalid,
then the washing timewill be dictatedby the slowest machine.
\342\226\241

Example13.2As anotherexample,say thereare 100numberstobeadded
and thereare two personsA and B. PersonA can add the first 50 numbers.
At the sametimeB can add the next 50numbers.When they are done,one
605
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of them can add the two individual sums to get the final answer. So, two
peoplecan add the 100numbersin almosthalf the timerequiredby one.
\342\226\241

Theideaof parallelcomputingis very similar.Given a problemto solve,
let eachprocessorwork
partitionthe probleminto many subproblems;
on a subproblem;
and when all the processors
are done,the partialsolutions
then
arecombined
to arrive at the final answer.If therearep processors,
solution
of
we
can
cut
time
a
factor
We
refer
to any
down
the
p.
by
potentially
as
a
for
a
machine
sequential
algorithm
algorithmdesigned
single-processor
and any designedfor a multiprocessor
machineas a parallelalgorithm.
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Definition13.1Let

-k be a given problemfor which the best-known
has
algorithm a run timeof S'(n),wheren is the problemsize.If a

sequential

parallelalgorithmon a ^-processormachineruns in time
speedupof the parallelalgorithmis defined to be

T'(n,\302\243>),

then the

\342\226\240

Ti/\342\204\242L

If the best-knownsequentialalgorithmfor it has an asymptotic run time
of S(n) and if T{n,p)is the asymptotic run time of a parallelalgorithm,
then the asymptotic speedupof the parallelalgorithmis defined to be T^K
\342\226\240

If Tt
n,p)
\\

I
/vAvi T
10 said
oriirl to
= &(p),
is
then the algorithm
I\342\200\224il

nr\\

1

4- Vt r\\ir\\

4- l-i /\"i

r\302\273

I

ri

tv\302\273

4-

,-v

li rn
have
rt~\\

linearspeedup.
Innr\\

s^rtw

nnns^s^rl

ft inr\\

\342\226\241

Note:In this bookwe use the terms\"speedup\"and \"asymptoticspeedup\"
interchangeably.Which one is meant is clearfrom the context.

the 100numberscan be
Example13.3For the problemof Example13.2,
addedsequentially in 99 units of time.PersonA can add 50 numbersin 49
units of time.At the sametime,B can addthe other50 numbers.In another
unit of time,the two partialsumscan be added;this meansthe parallelrun
time is 50.So the speedupof this parallelalgorithmis -^ 1.98,
which is
\342\200\224

very nearly equal to

2!

\342\226\241

Example13.4Thereare many sequentialsortingalgorithmssuch as heap
sort (Section2.4.2)
that are optimaland run in timeO(nlogn),
n beingthe
number of keys to be sorted.Let A be an n-processor
parallelalgorithm

sorts n keys in 0(logn)time and let B be an n2-processor
algorithm
alsosortsn keys in \302\251(logn) time.
= 0(n). On the other hand, the
Then, the speedupof A is
speedupof B is also \"q^JJ = 0(n). Algorithm A has linearspeedup,
whereasB doesnot have a linear speedup.
that
that

~^?lo\302\260gny

\342\226\241

13.2If a ^-processorparallelalgorithm for a given problem
Definition
runs in time T(n,p),the total work done by this algorithm is defined to
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be pT(u,p).
The efficiency of the algorithmis dennedto be Jp(n )' wnere
S(n) is the asymptotic run timeof the best known sequentialalgorithmfor
solving the sameproblem.Also, the parallelalgorithmis said to be work= 0{S(n)).
optimal ifpT(n,p)
\342\226\241

Note: A parallelalgorithm is work-optimalif

and only if it has linear
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Also, the efficiency of a work-optimalparallelalgorithmis 0(1).
speedup.

|

Example13.5Let w be the timeneededto

wash one load of clotheson
a singlemachinein Example13.1.
Also let n be the total numberof loads
the
to wash. A singlemachinewill taketimenw. If thereare p machines,
Thus the speedupis n/\\^~\\. This speedupis > if
washing timeis
n > p. So, the asymptotic
and hencethe parallelalgorithm
speedupis
, This
has linear speedupand is work-optimal.
Also, the efficiency is
[-]'\302\253;.

\302\243l(p)

,\"\342\200\236!

>p.
Example13.6For the algorithmA
is 6(1)if n

D

the total work done
Example13.4,
=
0(nlogn).Its efficiency is
8(1).Thus, A is
Thetotal
work
a
nd
a
linear
done
has
work-optimal
speedup.
by algorithm
= 6(^). As a
= 8(n2logn)
B is n20(logn)
and its efficiency is J^
result,B is not work-optimal!
is n0(log
n) =

of

gr^

\302\260ogg^

\342\226\241

Is it possible
to get a speedupof morethan p for any problemon a pprocessormachine? Assume that it is possible
(such a speedupis calleda
superlinear
speedup).In particular,let it be the problemunder consideration
and S be the best-knownsequentialrun time. If thereis a parallelalgorithm
on a p-processor
machinewhosespeedupis betterthan p, it meansthat the
parallelrun time T satisfies T < ^; that is, pT < S. Notethat a single
stepof the parallelalgorithmcan besimulatedon a singleprocessorin time
< p. Thus the whole parallelalgorithm can be simulatedsequentially in
time < pT < S. This is a contradiction
sinceby assumptionS is the run
timeof the best-knownsequentialalgorithmfor solving tt\\
The preceding
discussion
is valid only when we consider
asymptotic speedWhen
is
defined
with respectto the actualrun timeson the
the
ups.
speedup
to obtain superlinear
speedup.
sequentialand parallelmachines,it is possible
Two of the possible
reasonsfor suchan anomaly are (1) p processorshave
moreaggregatememory than one and (2) the cache-hitfrequency may be
betterfor the parallelmachineas the p-processors
may have moreaggregate
cachethan doesone processor.
One way of solving a given problemin parallelis to exploremany
techniques (i.e.,
algorithms)and identify the one that is the most parallelizable.
To achievea good
speedup,it is necessaryto parallelize
every componentof
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the underlying technique.If a fraction/ of the techniquecannot be
then the maximumspeedupthat can be
(i.e.,has to be run serially),
Amdahl'slaw (proofof which is left as an
obtainedis limitedby
relatesthe maximumspeedupachievablewith / and p (the numberof
processorsused) as follows.

/.

parallelized

exercise)

Lemma 13.1Maximum speedup=

\\-f-
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\342\226\240*

n

p

13.7Considersometechniquefor solving a problemn. Assume
Example
= 10.If / = 0.5for this technique,then the maximumspeedupthat
then the
can be obtainedis
\\_0^ = |y, which is lessthan 2!If / = 0.1,
that p

maximumspeedupis j^, which is slightly morethan 5!Finally, if / = 0.01,
then the maximumspeedupis
which is slightly morethan 9!

j^,

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Algorithms A and B are parallelalgorithmsfor solving the selection
problem(Section3.6).Algorithm A usesn05 processorsand runs in
time Q(n0'5).Algorithm B uses n processorsand runs in Q(logn)
time. Computethe works done,speedups,and efficienciesof thesetwo
algorithms.Are thesealgorithmswork-optimal?
2. Mr. Ultrasmartclaimsto have found an algorithmfor selectionthat
Isthis possible?
runs in time\302\251(logn) usingn3'4 processors.

3. ProveAmdahl'slaw.

13.2 COMPUTATIONALMODEL
modelwe have employed sofar is the RAM
The sequentialcomputational
In
the
RAM modelwe assumethat any of the
access
machine).
(random
c
an
in one unit of time: addition,
be
performed
following operations
division, comparison,
memory access,assignment,
subtraction, multiplication,
and so on.This modelhas beenwidely acceptedasa valid sequentialmodel.
On the other hand when it comesto parallelcomputing,numerousmodels
and algorithmshave beendesignedfor eachsuch model.
have beenproposed
An important feature of parallelcomputingthat is absent in sequential
For example,
communication.
given
computingis the needfor interprocessor
have to communicate
among themselvesand
any problem,the processors
eachwill work on. Also, they needto
agreeon the subproblems
to seewhetherevery one has finished its task,and so on.Eachmachine
communicate
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(a)Mesh

(b)Hypercube
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(c)Butterfly

Figure13.1Examplesof fixed connectionmachines
or processorin a parallelcomputercan be assumedto be a RAM. Various
parallelmodelsdiffer in the way they support interprocessor
into two: fixed connection
Parallelmodelscan be broadly categorized
machinesand sharedmemory machines.
A fixed connection
network is a graph G(V,E) whose nodesrepresent
and
whose
processors
edgesrepresentcommunicationlinks between
we
that the degreeof eachnodeis eithera constant or
assume
Usually
a slowlyincreasingfunction of the numberof nodesin the graph.Examples
includethe mesh,hypercube,butterfly, and so on (seeFigure 13.1).
Interprocessor communicationis done through the communicationlinks. Any
in one step.In
two processors
connectedby an edgein G can communicate
can communicate
generaltwo processors
through any of the paths
them. The communication
time dependson the lengthsof thesepaths
(at least for smallpackets).More detailsof thesemodelsare provided in
Chapters14and 15.
In sharedmemory models[also calledPRAMs (ParallelRandomAccess
work synchronously.They
Machines)],a number (say p) of processors
communicate with eachother using a common
blockof globalmemory that is
accessible
by all.This globalmemory is alsocalledcommonor shared
Communicationis performedby writing to and/or
(seeFigure 13.2).
readingfrom the commonmemory. Any two processorsi and j can
In the first step,processori writes its messageinto
communicate in two steps.
cell
and
in
the
secondstep,processorj readsfrom this cell.In
j,
memory
a
in
fixed
connection
machine,the communicationtime depends
contrast,
communication.

processors.

connecting

memory

on the lengthsof the paths connectingthe communicatingprocessors.
Each processorin a PRAM is a RAM with somelocalmemory. A single
stepof a PRAM algorithmcan be one of the following:arithmeticoperation
memory access(local
(such as addition,division, and soon.),comparison,
or global),assignment,etc.Thenumber(m) of cellsin the globalmemory is
typically assumedto be the sameasp. But this neednot always be the case.
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1

2
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1 2

3

processors

3

4

5

6

m

global
memory

Figure13.2A parallelrandomaccessmachine
In fact we presentalgorithmsfor which m is much largeror smallerthan p.
We alsoassumethat the input is given in the globalmemory and there is
spacefor the output and for storing intermediateresults.Sincethe global
accessconflictsmay arise. What
memory is accessible
by all processors,
happensif morethan one processortriesto accessthe sameglobalmemory
cell (for the purposeof reading from or writing into)? Thereare several
ways of resolvingread and write conflicts.Accordingly,severalvariants of
the PRAM arise.
EREW (ExclusiveReadand ExclusiveWrite) PRAM is the shared
modelin which no concurrentreador write is allowed on any cellof the

memory

globalmemory. Note that ER or EW doesnot precludedifferent processors
simultaneously accessingdifferent memory cells.For example,at a given
timestep,processorone might accesscellfive and at the sametime
two might accesscell12,and soon.But processors
one and two cannot
accessmemory cellten, for example,at the sametime. CREW (Concurrent
Read and ExclusiveWrite) PRAM is a variation that permitsconcurrent
readsbut not concurrentwrites.Similarly one couldalsodefine the ERCW
model.Finally, the CRCW PRAM modelallows both concurrentreadsand
concurrentwrites.
In a CREW or CRCW PRAM, if morethan one processortriesto read
from the samecell,clearly, they will read the sameinformation. But in a
CRCW PRAM, if morethan one processortries to write in the samecell,
to write.Thus therehas to
then possibly they may have different messages
be an additionalmechanismto determinewhich messagegets to be written.
Accordingly, several variants of the CRCW PRAM can be derived. In a
commonCRCW PRAM, concurrentwritesare permittedin any cellonly if
all the processors
conflictingfor this cellhave the samemessageto write.In
an arbitrary CRCW PRAM, if thereis a conflict for writing, one of the
in writing and we don'tknow which one.Any algorithms
processors will succeed
for
this
succeedin
model
shouldwork no matterwhich processors
designed
the event of conflicts.The priority CRCW PRAM letsthe processorwith
processor
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the highestpriority succeedin the caseof conflicts.Typically eachprocessor
is assigneda (static) priority to begin with.
machineand alsoconsideran
Example13.8Considera 4-processor

in which eachprocessor
has to read from the globalcellM[l].This
operationcan be denotedas
Processori (in parallelfor 1< i < 4) does:

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

operation

ReadM[l];
This concurrentread operationcan be performedin one unit of time on
the CRCW as well as on the CREW PRAMs. But on the EREW PRAM,
concurrentreadsare prohibited.
Still,we can perform this operationon
the EREW PRAM makingsure that at any given time no two processors
attempttoreadfrom the samememory cell.Oneway of performingthis is as
2 readsM[l]
follows: processor1readsM[l]at the first timeunit; processor
at the secondtimeunit; and processors
3 and 4 readM[\\] at the third and
fourth timeunits,respectively.Thetotal run timeis four. Betteralgorithms
for

Exercise
generalcasesareconsideredin latersections(seeSection13.6,

11)-

Now considerthe operationin which eachprocessorhas to accessM[l]
for writing at the sametime.Sinceonly one message
can be written to M[l],
one has to assumesomeschemefor resolvingcontentions.This operation

can be denotedas

Processori (in parallelfor 1< i < 4) does:
Write M[l];
in one unit
Again, on the CRCW PRAM, this operationcan be completed
of time. On the CREW and EREW PRAMs, concurrentwrites are
However,thesemodelscan simulatethe effects of a concurrentwrite.
Considerour simpleexampleof four processors
trying to write in M[l\\.
to verify that
a
t
he
four
common
CRCW
PRAM
Simulating
requires
processors
all wish to write the samevalue. Following this, processor1 can do the
writing. Simulatinga priority CRCW PRAM requiresthe four processors
to first determinewhich has the highestpriority, and then the one with this
prohibited.

priority doesthe write. Other modelsmay be similarly simulated.Exercise

12of Section13.6dealswith moregeneralconcurrentwrites.

\342\226\241

Note that any algorithmthat runson a p-processor
EREW PRAM in time
where
the
can
also
run
on
a p-processor
n
is
CREW
size,
problem
T(n,p),
PRAM or a CRCW PRAM within the sametime. But a CRCW PRAM
on an
algorithmor a CREW PRAM algorithmmay not be implementable
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Processori (in parallelfor 1< i < n) does:
= 1) thenA[0] :=A[i]-,
if
(A[\302\273]
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Algorithm13.1Computingthe booleanOR in 0(1)time
EREW PRAM preservingthe asymptotic run time. In Example13.8,
we
saw that the implementation
of a singleconcurrentwrite or concurrentread
step takesmuch moretime on the EREW PRAM. Likewise,a p-processor
CRCW PRAM algorithmmay not be implementable
on ap-processor
CREW
PRAM preservingthe asymptotic run time.It turns out that thereis a strict
hierarchy amongthe variants of the PRAM in termsof their computational
power. For example,a CREW PRAM is strictly morepowerful than an
EREW PRAM. This means that there is at leastone problemthat can be
solved in asymptotically lesstime on a CREW PRAM than on an EREW
PRAM, given the same number of processors.
Also, any version of the
CRCW PRAM is morepowerful than a CREW PRAM as is demonstrated
by

Example13.9.

Example13.9A[0] = A[1]||A[2]||
\\\\A[n] is the Boolean
(or logical)OR
bitsA[l : n]. A[0] is easily computedin 0(n)time on a RAM.
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

of the n

Algorithm

13.1shows how A[0] can be computedin 0(1)time using an
CRCW PRAM.

n-processor

Assume that A[0] is zeroto begin with. In the first timestep,processor

i, for 1 < i < n, readsmemory locationA[i] and proceedsto write a 1
in memory locationA[0] if A[i] is a 1. Sinceseveralof the A[i]'s may be
1,severalprocessorsmay write to A[0] concurrently.Hencethe algorithm

cannot be run (as such) on an EREW or CREW PRAM. In fact, for these
two models,it is known that the parallelcomplexity
of the BooleanOR
problemis fi(logn) no matter how many processorsare used.Note that
the algorithmof Algorithm 13.1
works on all threevarietiesof the CRCW
PRAM.

Theorem13.1ThebooleanOR of n bitscan be computedin
on an n-processor
commonCRCW PRAM.

\342\226\241

0(1)time
\342\226\241

Thereexistsa hierarchy among the different versionsof the CRCW
PRAM also.Common,
arbitrary, and priority form an increasinghierarchy of
computingpower. Let EREW(p, T(n,p))denotethe set of all problemsthat
can besolved usinga p-processor
EREW PRAM in timeT(n,p) (n beingthe
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and CRCW(p,T(n,p)).
problemsize). Similarly define CREW(p,T(n,p))
Then,
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EREW (p,T(n,p))
C CREW (p,T(n,p))
C CommonCRCW(p,T(n,p))
C Arbitrary CRCW(p,T(n,p)) C Priority CRCW(p,T(n,p))
All the algorithmsdeveloped
in this chapterfor the PRAM modelassume
somerelationshipbetweenthe problemsizen and the numberof processors
p. For example,the CRCW PRAM algorithmof Algorithm 13.1solves a

In practice,however, a problemof size
problemof sizen usingn processors.
n is solved on a computerwith a constantnumberp of processors.
All the
between
algorithmsdesignedundersomeassumptionsabout the relationship
n and p can alsobe used when fewer processors
are available as there is a
generalslow-downlemmafor the PRAM model.
Let A be a parallelalgorithmfor solving problemit that runs in timeT
The slow-down lemmaconcernsthe simulationof the
usingp processors.
machine(for p'< p).
samealgorithmon a p'-processor
Each step of algorithmA can be simulatedon the p'-processor
machine
<
in
in
it
o
f
can
be
time
sincea
M.
(call M)
processor
[4],
charge of
simulating [4] processorsof the original machine.Thus, the simulation
timeon M. is < T|\"4~|.Therefore,the total work doneon M. is < p'T|~41
< pT+ p'T= 0(pT).This resultsin the following lemma.

Lemma 13.2[Slow-down lemma] Any parallelalgorithmthat runs on a pmachinein time
processormachinein timeT can be run on a p'-processor

0(4j),for any p' < p.

\342\226\241

Since no such slow-down lemmais known for the modelsof Chapters
develop different algorithmswhen the number of
relative
to the problemsize. So, in Chapters14and 15
processorschanges
we develop algorithmsunder different assumptionsabout the relationship
betweenn and p.

14and 15,we need to

runs in 0(1)timeusingn processors.
Example13.10Algorithm 13.1
the slow-down lemma,the samealgorithmalso runs in 0(logn)time
it alsoruns in Q(y/n) time using y/n processors;
and
processors;
using
soon.When p = 1,the algorithmruns in time 0(n),which is the sameas
Using

j\302\243\342\200\224

the run timeof the best sequentialalgorithm!

Note:In Chaptersone through nine we presentedvarious algorithm

\342\226\241

how they can be appliedto solve several
techniquesand demonstrated
I
n
the
of
domain
specificproblems.
parallelalgorithmsalsosomecommon
design
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ideashave beenrepeatedlyemployed to designalgorithmsover a wide
14,and 15we considerthe PRAM, mesh,
variety of models.In Chapters13,
and hypercubemodels,respectively.In particular,we study the following
list ranking,selection,
problems:prefix computation,
merging,sorting,some
basicgraph problems,and convexhull. Foreachof theseproblemsa
In Chapter13
themeis used to solve it on the threedifferent models.
we presentfull detailsof thesecommonthemes.In Chapters14and 15we
only point out the differencesin implementation.
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common

EXERCISES
1.Presentan 0(1)time n-processorcommonCRCW PRAM algorithm
for computingthe booleanAND of n

2. Input is an array
common

of n

bits.

elements.Give an

0(1)time,n-processor

CRCW PRAM algorithmto checkwhetherthe array is in sorted

order.

3. Solve the booleanOR and AND problemson the CREW and EREW

PRAMs. What are the timeand processor
boundsof your algorithms?

4. The array

is an array of n keys, whereeachkey is an integerin the
T
range [l,n]. he problemis to decidewhetherthereare any repeated
elementsin A. Show how you do this in 0(1)timeon an n-processor
CRCW PRAM. Which versionof the CRCW PRAM are you using?
A

5. Can Exercise4 be solved in 0(1)timeusingn processorson any of the

PRAMs if the keys arearbitrary? How about if therearen2 processors?

6. The string matchingproblemtakesas input a text t and a pattern
p, where t and p are strings from an alphabetS. The problemis to
determineall the occurrences
of p in t. Presentan O(l)time PRAM
algorithmfor string matching.Which PRAM are you usingand what
is the processorbound of your algorithm?

The
7. ThealgorithmA is a parallelalgorithmthat has two components.
first component
runs in
logn) timeusing log[LnEREW PRAM
The secondcomponentruns in Q(logn) time using j^^
processors.
CREW PRAM processors.
Show that the whole algorithmcan be run
in Q(logn) timeusing j^-^ CREW PRAM processors.
\302\251(log
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13.3FUNDAMENTALTECHNIQUES
AND ALGORITHMS
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In this sectionwe introducetwo basicproblemsthat arisein the parallel
solutionof numerousproblems.The first problemis known as the prefix
computationproblem and the secondone is calledthe list ranking problem.

13.3.1PrefixComputation
be any domainin which the binary associativeoperatorffi is defined.
operatorffi is said to be associativeif for any threeelementsx, y, and
z from S, ((x @ y) @ z)
(x @ (y @ z)); that is,the orderin which the
operationffi is performeddoesnot matter.It is alsoassumedthat ffi is unit
timecomputableand that is closed
underthis operation;that is,for any
x,y X, x ffi y X. The prefix computationproblemon S has as input
n elementsfrom E, say, x\\, X2,
,xn. The problemis to computethe n
elementsx\\,x\\ ffi x?, .,x,\\ffi x<i ffi X3 ffi ffi xn. The output elementsare
often referredto as the prefixes.
Let

\302\243

An

\342\200\224

\302\243

\342\202\254

\342\202\254

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

Example13.11Let S be the set of integersand be the usual addition
If the input to the prefix computation
operation.
problemis 3, 8, 2,5,4,
the output is 3,-2,6,8,13,17.
As another example,let S be the set of
If 2,3,1,
is the input,
integersand be the multiplicationoperation.
ffi

\342\200\2245,

ffi

\342\200\2244

\342\200\2242,

the output is 2,6,6,-12,48.

\342\226\241

Example13.12Let S be the set of all integersand be the minimum
Note that the minimum operatoris associative.
If the input to the
operator.
ffi

the output is 5,5,
problemis 5,8, 7,-11,12,
prefix computation
In particular,the last elementoutput is the minimum amongall
the input elements.
\342\200\224

11,-11.

\342\200\2242,

\342\200\2242,

\342\200\2242,

\342\226\241

The prefix computation
problemcan be solved in 0{n)timesequentially.
sequentialalgorithmfor this problemneedsQ,{n)time. Fortunately,
work-optimalalgorithmsare known for the prefix computationproblemon
We presenta CREW PRAM algorithm
many modelsof parallelcomputing.
in
and
runs
that uses
processors
0(logn)time.Note that the work done
by such an algorithmis 0(n)and hencethe algorithmhas an efficiency of
Also, the speedupof this algorithmis @(n/logn).
0(1)and is work-optimal.
We employthe divide-and-conquer
strategy to devisethe prefix algorithm.
Let the input be xi,X2,
Without
lossof generalityassumethat n is
xn.
and O(logn) time
an integral power of 2. We first presentan n-processor
algorithm(Algorithm 13.2).
Any

^^

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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Step0. If n = 1,one processoroutputs x\\.
Step1. Let the first n/2 processorsrecursively computethe

,xn/2 and let 2/1,2/2 2M/2 be the
result. At the sametime let the rest of the processors
computethe prefixesof xn/2+i,xn/2+2, ixn and let
yn/2+i,yn/2+2,---,ynbe the output.
prefixesof

X\\,X2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

>

>

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

recursively
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\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

Step2. Note that the first half of the final answer is the same
as 2/i, j/2) j 2M/2- Thesecondhalf of the final answer is yn/2
yn/2+l,Vn/2 Vn/2+2, ,Vn/2 2MLet the secondhalf of the processors
readyni2 concurrentlyfrom
the globalmemory and updatetheir answers. This step takes
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\256

\302\256

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\256

0(1)time.

Algorithm13.2Prefixcomputationin O(logn) time
Example13.13Let n = 8 and p = 8. Let the input to the prefix
In step 1,
problembe 12,3,
6,8,11,
4,5,7 and let be addition.
processors 1to 4 compute
the prefix sumsof 12,3,6,8
to arrive at 12,15,
21,29.
At the sametimeprocessors
to
5 to 8 computethe prefix sums of 11,4,5,7
obtain 11,15,20,27.
In step 2,processors
1to 4 don'tdo anything.
computation

Processors

\302\256

5 to 8

updatetheir resultsby adding 29

40,44,49,56.

to every prefix sum and get
\342\226\241

is the timecomplexity of Algorithm 13.2?
Let T(n) be the run time
13.2on any input of sizen using n processors.
Step 1 takes
2
time
and
takes
time.
w
e
the
step
So, get following recurrence
0(1)
T(^)
What

of Algorithm

relationfor T(n):

T(n) =

T(l)= l
t(!)+0(1),

This solves to T{n) = O(logn).Note that in denningthe run time of a
paralleldivide-and-conquer
algorithm,it is essentialto quantify it with the
numberof processors
used.
is not work-optimalfor the prefix computationproblem
Algorithm 13.2
sincethe total work done by this algorithmis 0(nlogn),
whereasthe run
timeof the best-knownsequentialalgorithmis 0(n).A work-optimal
algorithm can be obtained
the numberof processors
used to j^^,
by decreasing
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Step 1.

in
Processor i (i = 1,2,...,^?^)
the
of
its
computes
prefixes
logn assigned elements
This
\302\243(i-i)iogn+i^(i-i)iogn+2>---,^iogn- takesO(logn) time.
Let the resultsbe ^-i)iogn+i,^(i-i)iogn+2,
,ZiioSnparallel

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

Step 2.
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Algorithm
2-logn i

total of
processorscollectively employ
13.2to computethe prefixesof the ^^ elements
A

^\302\261\342\200\224

z2log n i z?> log n

the result.

Step3.

>

i

\342\226\240\342\226\240
\342\226\240

zn

-^Gt W\\0g

\342\226\240

n,

W2 log n 1

^3 log m

1

\342\226\240
\342\200\242\342\226\240

^n be

Each processorupdatesthe prefixesit computedin

step 1as follows. Processori computesand outputs W(j_i)i0gn
z(i-1)logn+liw(i-l)logn
z(i-l)logn+2) w(i-l)logn zilogn,
i = 2,3,...,j^^.
Processor1 outputs z\\, Z2,
z\\0gn without

\302\251

\302\256

f\302\260r

\302\256

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

>

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

any

modifications.

Algorithm13.3Work-optimal logarithmictimeprefix computation
while keepingthe asymptotic run time the same. The number of
as follows. We first reducethe number
used can be decreasedto
of inputs to j^^, apply the non-work-optimal
to compute
Algorithm 13.2
the prefixesof the reducedinput, and then finally computeall the n
processors

^z\342\200\224

Every processorwill be in charge of computinglognfinal answers.
If the input is xi,x%, ,xn and the output is yi,y2,- ,Un, let
i be in charge of the outputs y(i-i)i0gn+i,y(i-i)iogn+2, ,2/iiogn, for
prefixes.

\342\226\240
\342\226\240\342\226\240

processor

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

1,2,...,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

=
The
j^^- The detailedalgorithmappearsas Algorithm 13.3.
correctnessof the algorithm is clear. Step 1 takes O(logn) time. Step 2
takes0(\\og(^\342\200\224)) = O(logn) time (usingAlgorithm 13.2).
Finally, step 3
alsotakesO(logn) time. Thus we get the following theorem.
i

Theorem13.2Prefixcomputationonan n-elementinput can beperformed
in

O(logn) timeusing

^\342\200\224

CREW PRAM processors.

\342\226\241

3,9,
Example13.14Let the input to the prefix computationbe 5,12,8,6,
and let stand for addition.Heren = 16and
11,12,1,5,6,7,10,4,3,5
logn= 4. Thus in step 1,each of the four processorscomputesprefix
sums on four numberseach. In step 2, prefix sums on the localsums is
\302\256
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computed,and in step 3, the locally computedresultsare updated.Figure
illustratesthesethreesteps.
13.3
\342\226\241

1
processor
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5,12,8,6

2
processor
3,9,11,12

3
processor

1,5,6,7

4
processor
10,4, 3,5

step1(localto processors)

5,17,25,31 3,12,23,35

1,6,12,49 10,14,17,22
(localsums)-

31,35,
19,22

:\342\200\224^\342\200\224y

*\342\226\240

step2 (globalcomputation)
3,1,66,85,107

5,17,25,31 3,12,23,35

1,6,12,19 10,14,17,22
step3 (update)

5,17,25,31

34,43, 54, 66

67,72,78,85

95,99,102,107

Figure13.3Prefixcomputation- an example

13.3.2ListRanking
List rankingplays a vital rolein the parallelsolutionof severalgraph
The input to the problemis a list given in the form of an array of
nodes.A nodeconsistsof somedata and a pointerto its right neighborin
problems.

list.The nodesthemselvesneednot occurin any orderin the input.
The problemis to computefor eachnodein the list the number of nodes
to its right (alsocalledthe rank of the node). Sincethe data containedin
the

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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4

2

0

3

1

A[l]

A[2]

A[3]

A[4]

A[5]

A[6]
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list
Figure13.4Input to the list rankingproblemand the corresponding

nodeis irrelevant to the list rankingproblem,we assumethat eachnode
containsonly a pointerto its right neighbor.The rightmostnode'spointer
any

field is zero.

Example13.15Considerthe input ^4[1 : 6] of Figure 13.4.The right
neighborof node^4[1]is A[5]. The right neighborof node^4[2]is ^4[4].And
so on.Node ^4[4]is the rightmostnode;henceitsrank is zero.Node^4[2]has
rank 1sincethe only nodeto itsright is ^4[4].Node^4[5]has rank 3 sincethe

nodes^4[3],-4[2],and ^4[4]are to its right. In this example,the left-to-right
orderof the list nodesis given by ^4[6],^4[1],^4[5],^4[3],^4[2],^4[4].
\342\226\241

List rankingcan be done sequentiallyin lineartime. First, the list head
is determinedby examining^4[1: n] to identify the unique i, 1 < < n,
such that A[j] ^ i, 1< j < n. NodeA[i] is the head. Next,a left-to-right
scan of the list is madeand nodesare assignedthe ranks n l,n 2,
in this order. In this section,we developtwo parallelalgorithmsfor list
ranking. Thefirst is an n-processor
O(logn) timeEREW PRAM algorithm
and the secondis an j^^-processor
O(logn) timeEREW PRAM algorithm.
i;

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

...,0

The speedupsof both the algorithmsare \302\251(n/logn). The efficiency of the
first algorithmis Q/^ , =
logn), whereasthe efficiency of the second
algorithmis ^|^|= 0(1).Thus the secondalgorithmis work-optimalbut
\302\251(1/

the first algorithmis not.

listranking
Deterministic
One of the crucialideasbehind theseparallelalgorithmsis pointerjumping.
To begin with, eachnodein the list points to itsimmediate
right neighbor
In one step of pointerjumping, the right neighborof
(seeFigure13.5(a)).
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node is modified to be the right neighborof itsright neighbor (see
Notethat if we have n processors(oneprocessorper node),
Figure13.5(b)).
this can be done in 0(1)time. Now every nodepoints to a nodethat was
originally a distanceof 2 away. In the next step of pointerjumping every
nodewill point to a nodethat was originally a distanceof 4 away. And so
and (d).) Sincethe length of the list is n, within
on. (SeeFigure13.5(c)
[logn]pointerjumping steps,every nodewill point to the end of the list.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

every

1

1

1

1

1

0
1

Figure13.5Pointerjumpingappliedto

list ranking

In eachstep of pointerjumping a nodealso collects
informationas to
nodesare betweenitselfand the nodeit newly points to. This
informationis easy to accumulateas follows. To start with, set the rank
field of eachnode to 1 exceptfor the rightmost node whose rank field is
zero. Let Rank[i] and Neighbor[i]stand for the rank field and the right
neighborof nodei. At any step of pointerjumping,Rank[i] is modified to
Rank[i]+ Rank[Neighborli^in parallelfor all nodesotherthan thosewith
Neighbor[]= 0. This is followed by makingi point to Neighbor[Neighbor[i]].
i is associated
Thecompletealgorithmis given in Algorithm 13.4.
Processor
with the nodeA[i], 1< i < n.
how many

Example13.16For the input of Figure13.4,Figure 13.6walks through
the stepsof Algorithm 13.4.
To begin with, every nodehas a rank of one
exceptfor node4. When q = 1,for example,nodel'sRank field is changed
to two, sinceits right neighbor(i.e.,
node5) has a rank of one.Also, node
l's Neighborfield is changedto the neighborof node5, which is node3.
And soon.
\342\226\241
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for q :=1to [logn]do
Processori (in parallelfor 1< i < n) does:
if (Neighbor
[i] ^ 0) then

{

Rank[i]:= Rank[i]+ Rank[Neighbor[i]]',

:= Neighbor[Neighbor[i]];
Neighbor[i]

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

}

Algorithm13.4An O(nlogn)work list rankingalgorithm

Rank

Neighbor
5

2 0 3 1

4

0 2 5

2

0 0 0 0 2

4

0 0 0 0 0 0

4

3 0
4

4

to beginwith

1 1 1 0 1 1

12 0
12 0
12 0

2 2

q =

3

4

q=2

3 5

q=3

i

Figure13.6Algorithm 13.4working on the input of Figure 13.4
to a list.Also let
Definition13.3Let A be an array of nodescorresponding

a realweight Wi associatedwith it and let be any associative
binary operationdefined on the weights.The list prefix computation is the
problemof computing,for eachnodein the list,w% w^ Wi2
wik,
wherei\\, %ii
^k are the nodesto the right of i.
nodei

have

\302\251

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

\342\226\241

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

-,

to a list prefix sums
Note that the list rankingproblemcorresponds
computation,

whereeachnodehas a weight of 1 exceptfor the rightmostnode
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whose weight is zero.Algorithm 13.4can be easily modified to computelist
prefixeswithout any changein the processorand timebounds.

listranking
Randomized

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Next we presenta work-optimalrandomized
algorithmfor list ranking. Each
processoris in charge of computingthe rank of lognnodesin the input.
Processori is assignedthe nodesA[(i l)logn+
l)logn+ 2],

...,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1],^4[(\302\253

In any stage,a fractionof the
A[i logn].The algorithmruns in stages.
existingnodesis selectedand eliminated(or splicedout). When a nodei is
splicedout, the relevant information about this nodeis storedsothat in the
future its correctrank can be determined.When the number of remaining
nodesis two, the list ranking problemis solved trivially. Fromthe next
nodesget insertedback(i.e.,splicedin). When a node
stageon, spliced-out
is splicedin, its correctrank will alsobe determined.Nodesare splicedin
in the reverseorderin which they were splicedout.The splicing-outprocess
is depictedin Algorithm 13.5.
Node insertionis also done in stages.When a nodex is splicedin,
its correctrank can be determinedas follows: If LNeighbor[x]
was the
stored
when
it
was
rank
x
is
the
rank
the
of
current
pointer
splicedout,
of LNeighbor[x]
minus the rank that was storedwhen x was splicedout.
Pointersarealsoadjustedto takeinto accountthe fact that now x has been
inserted(seeFigure 13.7).
We show that the total number s of stagesof splicing-outis O(logn).
If
a nodegetssplicedout in stageq, then it'llbe splicedin in stage2s q + 1.
So the overall structureof the algorithmis as follows: In stages
, s,
nodesare successivelysplicedout. Stages is such that thereare only two
nodesleft and one of them is splicedout.In stages + 1,the nodethat was
splicedout in stages is splicedin.In stages + 2, the nodesthat werespliced
out in stages 1 are splicedin. And soon. Followingthe last stage,we
know the ranks of all the nodesin the originallist.
The nodessplicedout in any stageare such that (1) from among the
nodesassociatedwith any processor,
at mostone nodeis selectedand (2) no
two adjacentnodesof the list are selected.
Sincein any stage,processorq
considersonly one node,at mostone of its nodesis splicedout.Also realize
that no two adjacentnodesfrom the list are splicedout in any stage.This
is becausea processorwith a head proceedsto splicethe chosennodeonly
if the right neighbor's
processordoesnot have a head. Therefore,the time
spent by any processorin a given stageis only 0(1).
To computethe total run timeof the algorithm,we only have to compute
the value of s,the numberof stages.
Thiscan be doneif we can estimatethe
numberof nodesthat will be splicedout in any stage.If q is any processor,
in a given stageits chosennodex is splicedout with probability at least
The reasonsare (1) the probability for q to comeup with a headis ^ and (2)

1,2,...
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

|.
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this can be done in 0(1)
Step1, Doubly link the list.With n processors,
timeas follows. Processori is associatedwith nodeA[i] (for 1< i < n). In
one step,processori writesi in memory cellNeighbor[i]
so that in the next
w
ith
the
associated
the
node
step processor
A[Neighbor[i]]will know its left
the
slow-down
t
his
lemma, can alsobe done in O(logn)
neighbor. Using
time using -^r- processors.
Let LNeighbor[i]
and RNeighbor[i]
stand for
the left and right neighborsof nodeA[i], To begin with, the rank field of
eachnodeis as shown in Figure13.5(a).
Step2. while (the numberof remainingnodesis > 2) do

{

Stepa. Processorq (1< q < j^^) considersthe next unspliced

node (callit x) associatedwith it.It flips a two-sidedcoin.If the
outcomeis a tail, the processorbecomesidlefor the rest of the
stage.In the next stageit againattemptsto spliceout x. On the
other hand, if the coin flip resultsin a head, it checkswhether
the right neighborof x is beingconsidered
by the corresponding
If the right neighborof x is being considered
and the
processor.
coinflip of that processor
is alsoa head, processor
q givesup and
is idlefor the rest of the stage.If not, q decidesto spliceout x.

Step b.

When node x is splicedout, processorq stores
node x the stage number, the pointerLNeighbor[x\\,and
at this time is the
Rank[LNeighbor[x]].
Rank[LNeighbor[x]]
numberof nodesbetweenLNeighbor[x]
and x. Processorq also
in

sets Rank[LNeighbor[x]]
:= Rank[LNeighbor[x]]
+ Rank[x];.
:= RNeighbor[x];
Finally it setsRNeighbor[LNeighbor[x]]
:=LNeighbor[x]',.
and LNeighbor[RNeighbor[x]]

Algorithm13.5Splicingout nodes
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1

*
1

1

*
1

1

0
1V

spliceout

recursivelyfind ranks

0
V

splicein
0
v
*

nodesspliced
Denotes
out.

Figure13.7Splicingin
are shown.

and splicingout

nodes.Only right
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the probability that the right neighborof x (callit y) eitherhas not been
chosenor, if chosen,y's processorhas a tail is > II.
2* Sinceevents 1 and 2 are
the claimfollows.
independent,
and in every stage
Every processor
beginsthe algorithmwith logn nodes,
it has a probability of > \\ of splicingout a node.Thus it follows that the
expectedvalue of s is < 4 logn. We can alsouse Chernoff bounds (Equation
1.2with parameters12alognand with e = to show that the value of
s is < 12alog?i with probability > (1 n~a) for any a > 1.As a result we
get the following theorem.

|
\342\200\224
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Theorem13.3List
O(logn) timeusing

|)

ranking on a list of length n can be performedin

\\\302\243\342\200\224

EREW PRAM processors.

EXERCISES
1.There is somedata in

cell Mi of the globalmemory. The goal is
data in cellsM2, M3,...,
Mn. Show how you
in
t
his
time
n
EREW
PRAM
accomplish
O(logn)
processors.
using
2. Presentan O(logn) time j^; processorEREW PRAM algorithmfor
the problemof Exercise1.
3. Show that Theorem13.2holdsfor the EREW PRAM also.
4. Let f(x) = anxn+ an^\\xn~x
\\-a\\x + aQ. Presentan O(logn) time
to make copiesof this

-\\

CREW PRAM algorithmto evaluatethe polynomial
^^-processor
at a given point y.

/

5. The segmentedprefix problemis defined as follows: Array A has n
elementsfrom somedomainS. Array B[l: n] is a Booleanarray with
B[l]= 1.Definea segmentof A to be A[i :j],whereB[i]= 1,B[j]= 1,
and B[k]= 0, i < k < j. As a conventionassumethat B[n+ 1]= 1.
Theproblemis to performseveralindependentprefix computations
on
A, one for eachsegment.Show how to solve this problemin O(logn)
timeon a j^-processor
CREW PRAM.

6. If k\\, &2,-

are from S and

...

is a binary associative
operatoron
is
to
kn,
,
X,
suffix computationproblem
output kn, kn-\\
k\\
&2
kn. Show how you'll solve this problemin 0(log
n) time
on an ^-processor
CREW PRAM as well as EREW PRAM.
kn

\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

the

\302\251

\302\251

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

7. The inputs are an array A of n elementsand an elementx. The goal
is to rearrangethe elementsof A such that all the elementsof A that
arelessthan or equalto x appearfirst (in successive
cells)followed by
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the rest of the elements.Give an 0(logn)-time
CREW
j^^-processor
PRAM algorithmfor this problem.
8. Array A is an array of n elements,whereeachelementhas a labelof
zeroor one.The problemis to rearrangeA sothat all the elements
Show how to
with a zerolabelappearfirst, followedby all the others.
in O(logn) timeusing
CREW PRAM
performthis rearrangement

^^
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processors.

9. Let A be an

array of n keys. The rank of a key x in A is defined to
be one plus the numberof elementsin A that are lessthan x. Given
A and an x, show how you computethe rank of x using j^t-^ CREW
PRAM processors.
Your algorithmshouldrun in O(logn) time.
10.Show how you modify Algorithm 13.4and the randomizedlist ranking
algorithmso they solve the list prefix computationproblem.
11.Array A is an array of nodesrepresentinga list.Each nodehas a label
of eitherzeroor one.You are supposed
to splitthe list in two, the
first list containingall the elementswith a zerolabeland the second
list consistingof all the rest of the nodes.
The originalorderof nodes
shouldbe preserved.For example,if a; is a nodewith a zerolabeland
the next right nodewith a zerolabelis z, then x should have z as
its right neighborin the first list created. Presentan O(logn) time
CREW PRAM
algorithmfor this problem.You can use up to

processors.

12.Presentan

^\342\200\224

2

CREW PRAM algorithmto
O(logn) time j^-^-processor
an
n
x
n
x
matrix
with
n
1 column vector. How will
an
multiply
the
solve
same
on
an
PRAM? You can use 0(n2)
EREW
problem
you

globalmemory. (Hint:SeeExercise1.)

x n matricesusing 3 CREW PRAM
processorsand O(logn) time.
14.Strassen's
algorithmfor matrixmultiplicationwas introducedin
3.7.Usingthe sametechnique,designa divide-and-conquer
algorithm for matrixmultiplication
that uses only nlog2 7 CREW PRAM
and runs in O(logn) time.
processors
15.Provethat two n x n booleanmatricescan be multipliedin O(l)time
on any of the CRCW PRAMs. What is the processorbound of your

13.Show how to multiply two n

^\342\200\224

Section

algorithm?
a divide-and-conqueralgorithmwas presentedfor
16.In Section10.3,
this algorithmon the CREW
inverting a triangular matrix.Parallelize
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What
0(log2n).

is the processorbound

17.A tridiagonalmatrixhas nonzeroelementsonly in the diagonaland

its two neighboringdiagonals(one below and one above). Presentan
O(logn) time ^\342\200\224-processor CREW PRAM algorithm to solve the
system of linearequationsAx = 6, where A is an n x n tridiagonal
matrixand x (unknown) and b are
columnvectors.
18.An optimalalgorithmfor FFT was given in Section9.3.Presenta
of this algorithmon the CREW PRAM.
work-optimalparallelization
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nxl

Your algorithmshouldrun in O(logn) time.

19.Let X

and Y be two sortedarrays with n elementseach. Show how
you mergethesein 0(1)time on the commonCRCW PRAM. How
do you use?
many processors

13.4 SELECTION
The problemof selectionwas introducedin Section3.6.Recallthat this
problemtakesas input a sequenceof n keys and an integer i, 1< i < n,
and outputs the ith smallestkey from the sequence.Severalalgorithms
were presentedfor this problemin Section3.6.One of these algorithms
run time of 0(n)and hence is optimal.
(Algorithm3.19)has a worst-case
In this sectionwe study the parallelcomplexity
of selection.
We start by
Finally, we give an O(logn)
presentingalgorithmsfor many specialcases.
time
commonCRCW PRAM algorithm.Sincethe work done
in this algorithmis 0(n),it is work-optimal.
j\342\200\224^-processor

13.4.1MaximalSelectionwith n2 Processors
Herewe considerthe problemof selectionfor i = n; that is,we areinterested
the maximumof n given numbers.This can be done in O(l)time
an
CRCW PRAM.
using ?i2-processor
Let ki,k2,--.,kn
be the input. The ideais to performall pairsof
If we namethe processors
comparisons in one step usingn2 processors.
pij (for
1< j < n), processorpij computesXij = (fcj < kj).Without lossof
assumethat all the keys are distinct.
Even if they are not, they can be
madedistinctby replacingkey ki with the tuple (ki,i)(for 1< i < n); this
amountsto appendingeachkey with only a (logn)-bit
number. Of all the
k
there
is
one
which
when
input keys,
key
comparedwith every other
only
would
same
bit
This
have
the
zero.
key,
key can be identified using
yielded
the booleanOR algorithm(Algorithm13.1)
and is the maximumof all.The
resultant algorithmappearsas Algorithm 13.6.
in finding

\302\253,

generality
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Step0. If n = 1,output the key.
Step1. Processor
pij (for each1< i,j < n
=

computes

{hi

Xij

< kj).

Step 2. The

parallel)

processorsare grouped into

n

groups

Gi,G2,...,
Gn, where Gi (1 < i < n) consistsof the
pn,Pi2, ,ptn- EachgroupGi computesthe booleanOR of
processors

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

n2

in

\342\200\242Ejl

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

?

-till

j

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

-^rn-

Step3. If

outputs ki

Gi computesa zero in step 2, then processorpn
as the answer.

Algorithm13.6Findingthe maximumin 0(1)time
Steps1and 3 of this algorithmtake one unit

of

timeeach. Step2 takes

Thus the whole algorithmruns in 0(1)time;
0(1)time(seeTheorem13.1).

this impliesthe following theorem.

Theorem13.4The maximumof n

keys can be computedin
usingn2 commonCRCW PRAM processors.

0(1)time
\342\226\241

Notethat the speedupof Algorithm 13.6
is ^f^ = Q(n).Totalwork done
Henceits efficiency is qA^A = \302\251(1/n). Clearly,
by this algorithmis
this algorithmis not work-optimal!
\302\251(n2).

13.4.2 Findingthe MaximumUsingn Processors
maximalselectioncan be done in O(loglogn)
timeusing
commonCRCW PRAM processors.
The techniqueto be employed is
To simplify the discussion,
we assumen is a perfect
divide-and-conquer.
square(when n is not a perfectsquare,replacey/n by [y^l m *ne following
Now we show that
n

discussion).

Let the input sequencebe k\\, &2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240.,

kn. We areinterestedin developing

an algorithmthat can find the maximumof n keys using n processors.
Let
T(n) be the run time of this algorithm.We partitionthe input into y/n
to each
parts, whereeachpart consistsof y/n keys. Allocatey/n processors
part sothat the maximumof eachpart can be computedin parallel.Since
the recursivemaximalselectionof eachpart involves y/n keys and an equal
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Step0.If n = 1,return k\\.
Step1.Partitionthe input keys into y/n partsK\\,

K^^

\342\226\240
\342\226\240.,

-K\"^

where iQ consistsof fc(i_i)v^+i,fyi-1)^+2. ^v^- Similarly
partitionthe processorsso that -Pj (1 < < v^) consistsof
the processors
Let -^ find the
p{i__ 1)^+1,^1)^+2''*V^
<
<
i
1
maximumof Ki recursively (for
y/n).
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\302\253
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\342\226\240
\342\200\242\342\226\240

Step2. If Mi,M2,...
,M/^ are the group maxima,find

output the maximumof thesemaximaemployingAlgorithm

and

13.6.

time
Algorithm13.7Maximalselectionin O(loglogn)
this can be donein T(y/n) time. Let Mi,M2,...,
numberof processors,
M/^
be the group maxima.The answer we are supposedto output is the
maximum of thesemaxima.Sincenow we only have y/n keys, we can find the
maximumof theseemploying all the n processors
(seeAlgorithm 13.7).
Step 1 of this algorithmtakesT(y/n) time and step 2 takes0(1)time
Thus T(n) satisfies the recurrence
(c.f.Theorem13.4).
T(n) = T{y/n)+ 0{\\)
which solves to T(n) = O(loglogn).
Thereforethe following theoremarises.

Theorem13.5The maximumof n keys can be found
usingn commonCRCW PRAM processors.

in

time
O(loglogn)
\342\226\241

Totalwork done by Algorithm 13.7is
loglogn) and its efficiency is
=
Thus
this algorithmis not work-optimal.
efaio ligrel
\302\251(n

0(l/l\302\260\302\247l\302\260\302\247n)-

13.4.3MaximalSelectionAmongIntegers
Consideragain the problemof finding the maximumof n given keys. If
eachone of thesekeys is a bit,then the problemof finding the maximum
reducesto computingthe booleanOR of n bitsand hencecan be done in
0(1)timeusingn commonCRCW PRAM processors(seeAlgorithm 13.1).
This raisesthe following question:What can be the maximummagnitudeof
eachkey if we desirea constant timealgorithmfor maximalselectionusing
n processors?Answering this question in its full generality is beyond the
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for i :=1to 2c do

{

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Step1. Find the maximumof all the alive keys with
respectto their ith parts.Let M be the maximum.
Step2. Deleteeachalive key whoseith part is < M.
}
Output one of the alive keys.

Algorithm13.8Integermaximum
scopeof this book.Insteadwe show that

if eachkey is an integer in the
where
c
is
a
maximal
selectioncan be done workconstant,
range [0,nc],
optimally in 0(1)time. Speedupof this algorithmis @(n) and its efficiency

is 0(1).

Sinceeachkey is of magnitudeat mostnc, it follows that eachkey is a
binary number with < c logn bits.Without lossof generalityassumethat
every key is of length exactlyequal to clogn.(We can add leadingzero
bitsto numberswith fewer bits.)Supposewe find the maximumof the n
keys only with respectto their -^p mostsignificant bits(MSBs)(seeFigure
Let M bethe maximumvalue. Then, any key whose -^p MSBsdo not
13.8).
M
sinceit cannot possibly
equal can be droppedfrom future consideration
be the maximum.After this step,many keys can potentially survive. Next
we computethe maximumof the remainingkeys with respectto their next
-^fp MSBsand dropkeys that cannot possibly be the maximum.We repeat
this basicstep 2ctimes(once for every -^p bitsin the input keys). One
of the keys that survives the very last step can be output as the maximum.
Refer to the
MSBsof any key as its first part, the nextmostsignificant
-^Ip bitsas its secondpart, and so on.Thereare2cparts for eachkey. The
in
2cth part may have lessthan -^p bits.The algorithmis summarized
To begin with, all the keys are alive.
Algorithm 13.8.
can be completedin 0(1)
We now show that step 1 of Algorithm 13.8
Note that if a key has
time using n commonCRCW PRAM processors.
1. Thus eachstep of
at most -^fp bits,its maximummagnitudeis %/n

^

\342\200\224

is nothing but
Algorithm 13.8

the task of finding the maximumof n keys,
to
whereeachkey is an integerin the range [0, y/n 1].Assign one processor
\342\200\224
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(log n)l2 (log n)l2
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\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\200\242

bits

bits

(log n)l2
bits

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

\342\200\242

Figure13.8Findingthe integermaximum

...,

eachkey. Make use of y/n globalmemory cells(which areinitializedto
CallthesecellsMq,M\\. M/^_1.In one parallelwrite step,if processori
has a key ki, then it triesto write ki in M^. For example,if processori has
a key valued 10,it will attemptto write 10in M]$.After this write step,
the problemof computingthe maximumof the n keys reducesto computing
the maximumof the contentsof Mq, Mi, M/^_1.Sincetheseare only
y/n numbers,their maximumcan be found in 0(1)timeusing n processors
As a resultwe get the following theorem.
(seeTheorem13.4).
Theorem13.6Themaximumof n keys can be found in 0(1)timeusingn
CRCW PRAM processors
provided the keys are integersin the range [0,nc]
\342\200\224oo).

....

for any constant c.

\342\226\241

Example13.17Considerthe problemof finding the maximumof the
four four-bit keys: kx = 1010,
and h = H00.
k2 = 1101,
k3 = 0110,
Heren = 4, c = 2,and logn= 2. In the first basicstep of Algorithm 13.8,
the maximumof the four numberswith respectto their MSB is 1.Thus
gets eliminated.In the secondbasicstep,the maximumof fci.fo,and k\\
with respectto their secondpart (i.e.,
secondMSB)is found. As a result,
In the third basicstep,no key gets eliminated.Finally, in
k\\ is dropped.
the fourth basicstep,k\\ is deletedto output ki as the maximum.
following

k%

\342\226\241
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13.4.4 GeneralSelectionUsingn2 Processors
Let X =

of distinctkeys and say we are
kn be a given sequence
k\\, k2, interestedin selectingthe ith smallestkey. The rank of any key x in X is
defined to be one plus the numberof keys of X that arelessthan x. If we
have j^^ CREW PRAM processors,
we can computethe rank of any given
in
time
Exercise9).
x
Section
key
13.3,
(see
O(logn)
\342\200\242

\342\226\240,

2

we can group them into Gi,G2l...,
Gn such
processors,
in
X (for
that eachGj has j^-^ processors.
the
rank
of
Gj computes
kj
1< j < n) using the algorithmof Section13.3,
Exercise9. This will take
If we have

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

j^\342\200\224

O(logn) time. One of the processorsin the group whoserank was i
output the answer.Thus we get the following theorem.

Theorem13.7Selectioncan be performedin
CREW PRAM processors.

will

2

O(logn) time using ^~
\342\226\241

e(n)' , = \302\251(n/logn)
The algorithmof Theorem13.7has a speedupof q,^
Itsefficiency is st^t = \302\251(1/n); that is,the algorithmis not work-optimal!

13.4.5A Work-Optimal
RandomizedAlgorithm(*)
In this sectionwe show that selectioncan be done in O(logn) time using
Therandomized
algorithmchooses
j^^ commonCRCW PRAM processors.
a random sample(callit S) from X of sizen1_e (for somesuitablee) and

A choiceof e = 0.6suffices. Let l\\
selectstwo elementsof S as splitters.
and l2 be the splitters.
The keys l\\ and l2 are suchthat the elementto be
selectedhas a value betweenl\\ and l2 with high probability (abbreviated
In addition,the numberof keys of X that have a value in the range
w.h.p.).
to be specific.
\\/\\ogn)
[h,l2]is small,0{rSl+e^2
Having chosenl\\ and l2, we partitionX into Xi^X2, and X3, where
Xi = {x X\\x < h},X2 = {x X\\h <x< l2},and X3 = {x X\\x >
h}-While performingthis partitioning,we alsocountthe sizeof eachpart.
If |Xi|< i < \\Xi\\ + IX21,the elementto be selectedliesin X2. If this is the
case,we proceedfurther. If not, we start all over again.We can show that
the ith smallestelementof X will indeedbelongto X2 with high probability
and alsothat \\X2\\ = N = 0{rSl+e^2y/\\ogn).The elementto be selected
will be the (i |Xi|)th
smallestelementof X2The precedingprocessof samplingand eliminationis repeateduntil the
numberof remainingkeys is < n0A. After this, we performan appropriate
selectionfrom out of the remainingkeys using the algorithmof Theorem
13.7.More detailsof the algorithmare given in Algorithm 13.9.To begin
\302\243

\302\243

\342\200\224
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and eachprocessor
with, eachinput key is alive. Thereare j^-^ processors
gets lognkeys. Concentration(in steps3 and 7) refersto collectingthe
relevant keys and putting them in successive
cellsin globalmemory (see

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Section13.3,
Exercise8).
Let a stagerefer to one run of the while loop.Thenumberof samplesin
any given stageis binomialwith parametersN and N~t. Thusthe expected
numberof samplekeys is iV1\"''.UsingChernoff bounds, we can show that

is 0(iV-f).
Let S be a sampleof s elementsfrom a set X of n elements.Let rj =
rank(select(j,
S),X).Hererank(x,X)is defined to be one plus the number
of elementsin X that are lessthan x, and select(j,
S) is defined to be the
The
smallest
e
lement
o
f
lemma
S.
provides a high probability
jth
following
\\S\\

confidenceinterval for r7.

Lemma 13.3For every

a. Prob.(\\rj

\342\200\224

j^\\

> y/Sa-^-^logn) < rTa.

\342\226\241

Fora proofof this lemma,see the referencessuppliedat the end of this
chapter.Usingthis lemma,we can show that only 0(Ar(1+e)/2v/I5g\"/V)keys
survive at the end of any stage,whereN is the numberof alive keys at the
beginningof this stage. This in turn impliesthereare only 0(1)stagesin
the algorithm.
in any parallelmachineis the operationof sendinga specific
Broadcasting
In the caseof a CREW PRAM,
information to a specified
set of processors.
be
in
a concurrentread operation.
done
time
with
c
an
broadcasting
0(1)
In Algorithm 13.9,
1
and
2
take
steps
O(logn) timeeach. In steps3 and
can be done usinga prefix sums computation
followedby a
6,concentration
write. Thus step 3 takes0(logn) time. Also, the samplesizein steps3 and
6 is 0(nPA). Thus thesekeys can be sortedin O(logn) timeusing a simple
algorithm (given in Section13.6).
Alternatively, the selections
performed
in steps3 and 6 can be accomplished
usingthe algorithmof Theorem13.7.
Two prefix sums computations
are done in step 5 for a total of O(logn)
time. Therefore,eachstageof the algorithmruns in O(logn) timeand the
whole algorithmalsoterminatesin timeO(logn);
this impliesthe following
theorem.

Theorem13.8Selectionfrom out
timeusing

^-

in O(logn)
of n keys can be performed
CREW PRAM processors.
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Presentan O(loglogn)
time algorithmfor finding the maximumof n
arbitrary numbersusing , P

commonCRCW PRAM processors.
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N :=n; // N at any timeis the numberof live keys
while (N > n0-4) do

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

{

Step1.Eachlive key is includedin the randomsampleS with

probability
probability,

j^. This steptakeslogntimeand with high

0(Nl~e)keys (from amongall the processors)are in the

randomsample.

Step2. All processorsperforma prefix sums operationto

the number of keys in the sample. Let q be this
If q is not in the range
to all the processors.
go to step 1.
[Q.hNl-%

compute
number.

Broadcastq

1.5JV1-\302\243],

Step3. Concentrateand sort the samplekeys.
Step4. Selectkeys l\\ and fe from S with ranks My

logN
and U$ + dy/qlogN,respectively,d being a constant > \\/3a.
The key to be selected
Broadcastl\\ and I2 to all the processors.
has a value in the range [^1,^2]w.h.p.
\342\200\224

dy/q

Step5. Count the numberr of live keys that are in the range
[Zi,^]-Also countthe numberof live keys that are < l\\. Let this
If i is not in
count be t. Broadcastr and t to all the processors.
the interval (t, t

+ r] or if r is ^ 0(Af(1+e)/2yToglV),
go to step
l\\ or > I2

1;elsekill (i.e.,delete)all the live keys with a value <

and set i

:=i

\342\200\224

t

and N :=r.

Step6. Concentrateand sort the
smallestkey.

live keys. Identify and output the ith

Algorithm13.9A work-optimalrandomizedselectionalgorithm
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2. Showthat

in 0(log
can be performed
prefix minimacomputation
logn)
[' n commonCRCW PRAM processors.

3. Given an

array A of n elements,we would like to find the largesti
Give an 0(1)timealgorithmfor this problemon

timeusing ,

such that A[i] =

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

1.

commonCRCW PRAM.
n-processor
4. Algorithm 13.6
nms in time O(l)using n2 processors.
Show how to
the
n
this
so
that
maximum
of
elements
can be found
modify
algorithm
in 0(1)timeusing nl+f processors
for any fixed e > 0.
5. If k is any integer> 1,the A;th quantilesof a sequenceX of n numbers
are defined to be thosek 1elementsof X that evenly divide X. For
example,if k = 2, there is only one quantile, namely, the medianof
X. Show that the A;th quantilesof any given X can be computedin
CREW PRAM processors.
0(logA;logn)timeusing
an

\342\200\224

^-

6. Presentan O(l)timen-processoralgorithmfor finding the maximum
of n given arbitrary numbers. (Hint: Employ random samplingalong

the samelinesas in Algorithm 13.9.)
7. Given an array A of n elements,the problemis to find any elementof
A that is greaterthan or equal to the median.Presentan 0(1)time
algorithmfor this problem.You can use a maximumof log2 n CRCW
PRAM processors.

8. The distinct elementsproblemwas posedin Section13.2,
Exercises
4 and 5. Assume that the elementsare integersin the range [0,nc],
wherec is a constant.Show how tosolve the distinctelementsproblem
in 0(1)time using n CRCW PRAM processors.
(Hint: You can use

0(nc)globalmemory.)

9. Show how to reducethe spaceboundof the above algorithmto 0(nl+f:)
for any fixed e > 0. (Hint: Usethe ideaof radixreduction(seeFigure

13.8).)

10.If X is a sortedarray of elementsand x is any element,we can make use
of binary searchto checkwhethersGlinO(logn) timesequentially.
Assume that we have k processors,
where k > 1. Can the search

be donefaster? One way of makinguse of all the k processorsis to
partitionX into k nearly equal parts.Each processoris assigneda
part. A processorthen comparesx with the two endpointsof the part
assignedto it to checkwhether x falls in its part. If no part has x,
then the answer is immediate.If x X, only one part survives. In
the next step,all the k processors
can work on the surviving part in a
similarmanner.This is continueduntil the position
of x is pinpointed.
\342\202\254
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The preceding
algorithmis calleda k-ary search.What is the run time
of a A;-ary searchalgorithm?Show that if thereare ne CREW PRAM
processors(for any fixed e > 0), we can checkwhether
0(1)

sGlin

time.
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13.5MERGING
The problemof mergingis to taketwo sortedsequences
as input and produce
a sortedsequenceof all the elements.This problemwas studied in Chapter
3 and an 0(n)timealgorithm(Algorithm3.8)was presented.Mergingis an
important problem.For example,an efficient mergingalgorithmcan leadto
an efficient sortingalgorithm(as we saw in Chapter3). The sameis true in
of
parallelcomputingalso.In this sectionwe study the parallelcomplexity
merging.

13.5.1A LogarithmicTimeAlgorithm
Let Xi = &i, &2,...
, km and X2 A;m_|_i, A;m_|_2, , &2m be the input sorted
sequencesto be merged. Assume without lossof generalitythat m is an
Notethat the mergingof
integralpower of 2 and that the keys are distinct.
to computingthe rank of eachkey k in X\\ U X%.
X\\ and X2 can be reduced
If we know the rank of eachkey, then the keys can be mergedby writingthe
key whoserank is i into globalmemory celli. This writing will take only
one timeunit if we have n = 2m processors.
For any key A;, let itsrank in X\\ (X2) be denotedas r\\ (r|).If k = kj
ir to k, ir can
X\\, then note that r\\ = j. If we allocatea singleprocessor
performa binary search(seeAlgorithms 3.2and 3.3)on X2 and figure out
the number q of keys in X2 that are lessthan k. Onceq is known, ir can
computek'srank in X\\ UX2 as j +q. If k belongsto X2, a similarprocedure
can be used to computeits rank in X\\ U Xi- In summary, if we have 2m
processors(one processorper key), mergingcan be completedin O(logm)
time.
\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\243

Theorem13.9Mergingof two sortedsequenceseachof length m

completedin O(logm)timeusingm CREW PRAM processors.

can be
\342\226\241

Sincetwo sortedsequences
of length m eachcan be sequentially merged
= G(m/logm);
in G(m) time,the speedupof the above algorithmis
its efficiency is Q(mwm) = 9(1/logm).This algorithmis not work-optimal!
Q^\342\204\242m\\
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13.5.2Odd-EvenMerge
Odd-evenmergeis a mergingalgorithmbasedon divide-and-conquer
that
yields itselfto efficient parallelization.If X\\ = hi,&2,. , km and X2 =
&2m (wherem is an integralpower of 2) are the two sorted
km+\\, A;m+2,...,
be
to
uses 2m processors.
sequences
merged,then Algorithm 13.10)

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

Step0. If m = 1,mergethe sequenceswith one comparison.
Step1. PartitionX\\ and X2 =into their oddand even parts.
That is,partitionXx into Xfd kuk3,...,
hm^x and Xfven =
fo,

\302\2434,...,

km.

X^ and X|\"e\".
with X^ using m
be the result. Note that

Similarly, partitionX? into

Step 2.

Recursively merge
Let L\\
and X%ven are in sortedorder. At the same
X\302\260dd,Xfven,X%dd,
X\302\260dd

processors.

\342\200\224

time mergeXfen

with

\342\226\240\342\200\242

\302\243i,\302\2432,-

get L2 = \302\243m+l,Pm+2i

Step3.

Shuffle

and L2; that

L\\

lm+1, C+2,

X|\"e\"using the other m processorsto

,^2ra-

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

, t-m,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\2431,

\302\2432,

,\302\243m

hm.\342\226\240

is,form

the sequenceL =

Compareevery pair

(\302\243m+i,\302\243i+x)

and interchangethem if they are out of order.That is,compare
with
and interchangethem if need be, compare
with
and interchangethem if need be,and soon.Output the
\302\243m+2

\302\2432

\302\243m+i

\302\2433

resiiltantsequence.

Algorithm13.10Odd-evenmergealgorithm
Example13.18Let Xx = 2, 5,8,11,13,16,
21,25and X2 = 4,9,12,18,23,27,
shows
how
the
13.9
odd-even
31,34.Figure
mergealgorithmcan be used to
mergethesetwo sortedsequences.

\342\226\241

13.10

Let M(m) be the run time of Algorithm
on two sortedsequences
of length m eachiising2m processors.
Then, step 1 takes0(1)time. Step
2 takesM(m/2) time. Step 3 takes0(1)time. This yields the following
recurrencerelation: M(m) = M(m/2) + 0(1)which solves to M{m)
Thus we arrive at the following theorem.
O(logm).
\342\200\224

Theorem13.10Two sortedsequencesof length m eachcan be mergedin
O(logm)timeusing2m EREW PRAM processors.
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Xx

=

2,5,8,11,
13,16,21,25

X2=

4,9,12,18,23,27,31,34

/odd.

2/

2,8,13,21

\\

2

4,12,23,31 9,18,27,34

merge

L, = 2,4,8,12t13,21,23,31

L2 =

5,9,11,16,18,25,27,34

shuffle

L =

2,5,4, 9,8,11,12,16,13,18,21,25,23,27,31,34
<k-j

<k-j

<k-j

<k-j

<k-j

<k-j

<k-j

compare-exchange

2,4, 5, 8, 9,11,12,13,16,18,21,23,25,27,31,34
Figure13.9Odd-evenmerge- an example
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The correctnessof the mergingalgorithmcan be establishedusing the
zero-oneprinciple.The validity of this principleis not proved here.
Theorem13.11[Zero-oneprinciple] If any oblivious comparison-based
of n zerosand onescorrectly,
then
algorithmsortsan arbitrary sequence
it will alsosort any sequence
of n arbitrary keys.
A comparison-based
sortingalgorithmis saidto be oblivious if the sequence
For example,
in the algorithmis prespecified.
the next
of cellsto becompared
pair of cellsto be comparedcannot dependon the outcomeof comparisons
madein the previoussteps.
sorting

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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Example13.19Let k\\,

&2,

, kn

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

bea sequenceof bits.Oneway

of sorting

is to count the numberz of zerosin the sequence,
followed by
this sequence
The
z
and
z
in
zero-one
zeros
n
ones
succession.
principlecannot
writing
based.
be appliedto this algorithmsincethe algorithmis not comparison
Also, the quicksortalgorithm (Section3.5),even though comparison
based,is not oblivious. The reasonis as follows. At any point in the
\342\200\224

the next pair of cellsto be compareddependson the number of
eachof the two parts. Forexample,if thereare only two keys in the
first part, thesetwo cellsare compared
next. On the otherhand, if thereare
ten elementsin the first part, then the comparison
sequenceis different.
and
Note that mergingis a specialcaseof sorting
alsothe odd-evenmerge
is
oblivious.This
is
the
because
sequenceof cellsto be compared
algorithm
is always the same.Thus the zero-oneprinciplecan be appliedto odd-even
merge.

algorithm,

keys in

\342\226\241

Theorem13.12Algorithm 13.10
correctlymergesany two sortedsequences

of arbitrary

numbers.

can be proved using the zeroProof:The correctnessof Algorithm 13.10

of zerosand ones with
X\\ and X% be sortedsequences
=
=
of zerosfollowed by a
Both
have
a
m.
and
X\\
X2
sequence
l-Xil
\\X-2\\
of ones.Let q\\ (q-i) be the numberof zerosin X\\ (X2,respectively).
sequence
The numberof zerosin
is \\q\\ /2] and the mimberof zerosin Xfven is
number
of
zerosin L\\ is z\\
Tims
the
[qi/2]+ [92/2]and the
|_<?i/2j.
numberof zerosin Li is z% = [<7i/2j + L<?2/2J.
The differencebetweenz\\ and z<i is at most2. This differenceis exactly
two if and only if both and q-i are odd.In all the other casesthe difference
= 2. Theothercasesaresimilar.L\\ has two
is < 1.Assume that \\z\\
morezerosthan L-2- When thesetwo are shuffled in step 3, L containsa
seqiienceof zeros,followed by 10and then by a sequenceof ones.The only
unsortedportionin L (alsocalledthe dirty sequence)will be 10.When the
final comparison
and interchangeis performedin step 3,the dirty sequence
and the whole sequenceare sorted.

one principle.Let

X\302\260dd

\342\200\224

q\302\261

\342\200\224

z<i\\

\342\226\241
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Figure13.10A work-optimalmergingalgorithm

13.5.3A Work-Optimal
Algorithm
In this sectionwe show how to mergetwo sortedsequences
with m elements
This algorithmreduces
eachin logarithmic
timeusingonly
processors.
where eachsubproblem
the originalprobleminto
is
) subproblems,
that of mergingtwo sortedsequences
eachof length O(logm).Each such
can be solved usingthe sequentialalgorithm(Algorithm 3.8)of
subproblem

^^

0(lo\342\204\242

Chapter3 in O(logm)time.
Thus the algorithmis completeif we describehow to reducethe original
Let X\\ and X2 be the sequences
to be
probleminto
) subproblems.
merged.PartitionX\\ into . parts, where thereare logm keys in each
Let the largestkey
Am, whereM =
part. CallthesepartsA\\, A2,
to eachof these
in Ai be t{ (for i =
, M). Assign a processor
Theprocessorassociatedwith ti performsa binary searchon X2 to find the
of t{ in X%. This inducesa partitioningof X2
correct(i.e.,
sorted) position
into M parts. Note that someof theseparts could be empty (seeFigure
Let the corresponding
,Bm- CallBi the
parts of X2 be
13.10).
0(lo\342\204\242

\342\204\242

1,2,...
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240

>

lo\342\204\242

\302\243^s.

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\243?i,\302\243?2,

correspondingsubset of Ai in X2.
Now, the mergeof X\\ and X2 is nothing but the mergeof Ai and B\\,
followed by the mergeof A2 and B2,and soon.That is,mergingX\\ and X2
reducesto mergingAi with Bi for i
,M. We know that the size
of eachAi is logm.But the sizesof the B^s could be very large(or very
small).How can we mergeAj with Bi? We can use the ideaof partitioning
one moretime.
Let Ai and Bi be an arbitrary pair. If \\B{\\ = O(logm),
they can be
Considerthe casewhen \\Bi\\ is
mergedin O(logm)timeusingone processor.
w(logm). PartitionBi into [w^l parts,whereeachpart has at most logm
\342\200\224

1,2,...
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to eachpart sothat the
successive
Allocateone processor
keys of
can find the corresponding
time.
subsetof this part in Aj in O(loglogm)
As a result,the problemof mergingA{ and B{has beenreducedto
'^1
where eachsubproblemis that of mergingtwo sequencesof
subproblenis,
\302\243?j.

processor

[\"J,

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

length O(logm).
The numberof processors
used is
concludethe following.

5Z\302\253=i

TloSlkl'wnich 1S < 2M.Thus we

Theorem13.13Two2msortedsequencesof length m eachcan be mergedin
CREW PRAM processors.
O(logm)timeusing t-^2logm

\342\226\241

13.5.4An 0(loglogm)-Time
Algorithm
Now we presenta very fast algorithmfor merging.This algorithmcan merge
two sortedsequences
in 0(log
logm) time,wherem is the numberof elements
in eachof the two sequences.The number of processors
used is 2m. The
basicideabehindthis algorithmis the sameas the oneusedfor the algorithm
of Theorem
In additionwe employ the divide-and-conquer
technique.
Assume
that
are
and
the
the
distinct.
are
X\\
X2
keys
given sequences.
The algorithmreducesthe problemof mergingX\\ and X-2 into N < 2y/m
whereeachsubproblem
is that of mergingtwo sortedsequences
subproblenis,
in 0(1)time using m
of length 0{^/m).This reductionis completed
then
processors. If T(m) is the run timeof the algorithmusing 2m processors,

13.13.

T(m) satisfies the recurrencerelationT(m) = T(0(y/m)) + 0(1)whose
solution is O(loglogm).
Detailsof the algorithmare given in Algorithm 13.11.
Thecorrectness
of Algorithm 13.11
is quite clear;we infer this theorem.

Theorem13.14Two sortedsequencesof length m eachcan be mergedin
timeusing2m CREW PRAM processors.
O(loglogm)

\342\226\241

The above algorithmhas a speedupof 0njgwm) = @(m/loglogm) which
is very closeto rn. Itsefficiency is 0(1/log
logm),and hencethe algorithm

is not work-optimal!

EXERCISES
1.Modify Algorithm 13.11
so that

it

uses only log^gm CREW PRAM

time.
processorsand mergesX\\ and X2 in O(loglogm)
2. A sequenceK = k\\, fc-2,...,
kn is said to be bitonic either (1) if there
> kn or
is a 1 < j < n such that k\\ < &2 <
kj > kj+i >
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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Step1. PartitionX\\ into y/m parts with y/m elementseach.
Calltheseparts A\\,A2,...
,A^. Let the largestkey in Ai be

1,2,...,

=
to eachof these
y/m). Assign y/m processors
ii's.Theprocessorsassociatedwith performa ^/m-ary search
on X2 tofind the correct(i.e.,
of in X2 in 0(1)
sorted)position
Exercise10).This inducesa partitioning
time (seeSection13.4,
of X2 into y/m parts.Note that someof theseparts could be
Let the corresponding
parts of X2 be
empty (seeFigure13.10).
is
subset of
The
subset
the
Bi
corresponding
,B/^.
\302\243i

(for i

\302\243i

\302\243i

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\243?i,\302\243?2,

Ai in

X2.

Step2. Now, the mergeof X\\ and X2 is nothingbut the merge
and soon.
A\\ and B\\, followed by the mergeof A2 and
That is,mergingX\\ and X2 reducesto mergingAi with Bi for
=
of

i

\302\243?2,

know that the sizeof each is y/m. But
1,2,...,
y/m.
couldbe very large(or very small).To merge
We

the sizesof the

Ai

\302\243?j's

we can use the ideaof partitioningone moretime.
Let Ai and B{be an arbitrary pair. If \\B{\\ = 0(y/rn), we can
mergethem in 0(1)timeusing an me-ary search.Considerthe
casewhen \\Bi\\ is uj(y/m). PartitionBi into [M^] parts, where
eachpart has at most y/m successive
keys of Bi. Allocatey/m
so
the
t
o
each
that
processorscan find the
processors
part
in
of
this
subset
A4 in 0(1)time. As a result
part
corresponding
the problemof mergingA4 and Bi has beenreducedto [ f^~\\
whereeachsubproblem
is that of mergingtwo
subproblems,
o
f
sequences length0(y/rn).
A{ with

\302\243?j,

usedis J2i=i
Thenumberof processors

V\342\204\242\\~7^i~\\

5

which is < 2m.

time
Algorithm13.11Mergingin O(loglogm)
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24,15,
9, 6
(2) a cyclic shift of K satisfies 1. For example,3,8,12,17,
and 21,35,19,16,
If
K
is
a
bitonic
are
bitonic.
8, 5,1,15,17
sequence
with n elements(for n even), let ai = min {fcj,ki+n/2] and 6j =
max {h,ki+n/2}.
Also let L(K) = min {kx,&1+n/2},min {k2,k2+n/2},

and H(K)= max {kuk1+n/2},max {fc2,fc2+n/2},...,
...,min
{kn/2,kn}

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

max

{A;\342\200\236/25^n}-

Show that:

(a) L(.K\") and H(K)are both bitonic.
(b) Every elementof L(K) is smallerthan any elementof H(K).
In other words, to sort if, it suffices to sort L(K) and H(K)
separatelyand output one followed by the other.
The above propertiessuggesta divide-and-conquer
algorithmfor
a given bitonicsequence.Presentthe detailsof this algorithm
togetherwith an analysis of the time and processorbounds.Show
how to makeuse of the resultant sortingalgorithmto mergetwo given
sortedsequences.Suchan algorithmis calledthe bitonic merger.
3. Given two sortedsequencesof lengthn each.Howwill you mergethem
in O(l)time usingn2 CREW PRAM processors?
sorting

13.6 SORTING
Given a sequence
of n keys, recallthat the problemof sortingis to rearrange

this sequenceinto eitherascendingor descending
order. In this sectionwe

the
study severalalgorithmsfor parallelsorting.If we have n processors,
in parallel,
rank of eachkey can be computedin O(logn) time comparing,
all possible
Oncewe know the rank of
pairs(seethe proofof Theorem13.7).
eachkey, in one parallelwrite step they can be written in sortedorder(the
key whoserank is i is written in celli).Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem13.15We

can sort n keys

PRAM processors.

in

O(logn) time using n2 CREW
\342\226\241

The work done by the precedingalgorithmis 0(n2logn).On the other
hand we have seenseveralsequentialalgorithmswith run timesof 0(nlogn)
(Chapter3) and have alsoproved a matchinglower bound (Chapter10).The
precedingalgorithmis not work-optimal.

13.6.1Odd-EvenMergeSort
Odd-evenmergesort employs the classicaldivide-and-conquer
strategy.
for simplicity that n is an integralpower of two and that the keys are
distinct.If X = k\\, k2, kn is the given sequenceof n keys, it is partitioned

Assume

\342\226\240

\342\226\240.,
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and X2 = kn/2+i,knj2+2, ,kn
into two subsequences
X[ = k\\,k2,...,kn/2
of equallength. X[ and X2 aresortedrecursively assigningn/2 processors
to each.The two sortedsubsequences
(callthem X\\ and X2, respectively)
are then finally merged.
The precedingdescriptionof the algorithmis exactlythe sameas that
of mergesort. The difference betweenthe two algorithmslies in how the
two subsequences
X\\ and X2 are merged.In the mergingalgorithm used
in Section3.4,the minimum elements
from the two sequences
are compared
and the minimum of these two is output.This step continuesuntil the
two sequences
are merged.As is seen,this processseemsto be inherently

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

sequentialin nature. Instead,we employ the odd-evenmergealgorithm
of Section13.5.
(Algorithm 13.10)

Theorem13.16We

can sort n arbitrary keys in

EREW PRAM processors.

0(logn) time using n

It uses n
Algorithm 13.12.
the
time
taken
to
n keys
Define
this
sort
to
be
processors. T(n)
by
algorithm

Proof:The sorting algorithmis describedin

processors.
Step 1 of this algorithmtakes0(1)time. Step 2 runs
time.
Finally, step 3 takesO(logn) time (c.f.Theorem13.10).
T(n/2)
Therefore,T{n) satisfies T(n) = 0(1)+ T(n/2)+ O(logn) = T(n/2)+
which solves to T(n) = 0(log2n).
O(logn),
Example13.20Considerthe problemof sortingthe 16numbers25,21,8,5,
In step 1 of
2,13,11,16,23,31,9,4,18,12,27,34
using 16processors.
=
into
two:
the
is
13.12, input partitioned
X[ 8,21,8,5,2,13,11,16
and X'2 = 23,31,
27,34.In step 2,processors1 to 8 work on X[,
9,4,18,12,
At the sametime
21,25.
recursivelysortit,and obtain X\\ = 2,5,8,11,13,16,
=
sort
and
obtain
to
work
on
9
16
X2
it,
4,
9,12,18,23,
processors
27,31,
X'2,
to get the
34.In step 3,X\\ and X2 are mergedas shown in Example13.18
final result:2,4,5, 8,9,11,12,13,16,18,21,
34.
23,25,27,31,
using n
in

\342\226\241

Algorithm

\342\226\241

is 0(nlog2 n). Therefore,
its efficiency
The work doneby Algorithm 13.12
is 0(1/logn). It has a speedupof 0(n/logn).

13.6.2 An AlternativeRandomizedAlgorithm
We can get the result of Theorem13.16
using the randomizedselection
s
tates
that selection
from out of n
of
Theorem
13.8
Section
13.4.
algorithm
in O(logn) timeusing
keys can be performed

j^\342\200\224

Assume that
processors.

thereare n processors.
The mediank of the n given keys can be found in
the median,partitionthe input into two parts.
found
O(logn) time. Having
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Step0.If n < 1,return X.
kn be the input. Partitionthe input
Step1.Let X= = hi, tc2,...,
=

into two:

X\\

fci,

and X2
fc2,...,
A;n/2

fc\342\200\236/2+i,

A;\342\200\236/2+2,...,

kn.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Step2. Allocaten/2 processorsto sort X[ recursively. Let X\\

be the result.At the sametimeemploy the othern/2processors
sort X2 recursively. Let X2 be the result.

to

Step3. MergeX\\

processors.

and X2 using Algorithm

and n
13.10

= 2m

Algorithm13.12Odd-evenmergesort
The first part X[ containsall the input keys < k and the secondpart X'2
containsall the rest of the keys. The partsX[ and X2 aresortedrecursively
with n/2 processors
each.The output is X[ in sortedorderfollowed by X2
in sortedorder.If T(n) is the sorting timeof n keys using n processors,
we
=
have T(n) = T(n/2)+ O(logn),
which solves to T(n) 0(log2n).

Theorem13.17Sortingn

n

keys can be performedin
CREW PRAM processors.

0(log2n)time using
\342\226\241

13.6.3Preparata'sAlgorithm
Preparata'salgorithmruns in O(logn) timeand usesnlognCREW PRAM
This is a recursivedivide-and-conqueralgorithmwhereinthe
processors.
rank of eachinput key is computedand the keys are output accordingto
their ranks (seethe proofof Theorem13.15).
Let k\\, k2,...,
kn be the
input sequence.Preparata'salgorithmpartitionsthe input into lognparts
iflogn; where thereare keys in eachpart. If k is any key
K\\,K2,...,
in the input, itsrank in the input is computedas follows. First, the rank
T{ of k in Ki is computedfor eachi, 1 < i < logn.Then, the total rank
of k is computedas J2t=ilr*^ne resultsthat it makesuse of is
Theorem13.14.
Let
Thedetailsof Preparata'salgorithmare given in Algorithm 13.13.
be
the
run
time
of
processors.
Preparata'salgorithmusing nlogn
T(n)
Clearly, step 1 takes T(n/logn)time and steps 2 and 3 togethertake
j\302\243\342\200\224

\302\256ne

\302\260f
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Step0.If n is a smallconstant,sortthe keys usingany algorithm

and quit.

Step1.Partitionthe given n keys into lognparts,with n/ logn

keys in eachpart. Sort eachpart recursively and separatelyin
toeachpart.Let Si,S-2,...,
parallel,assigningn processors
Siogn

be the sortedsequences.

Step2. MergeSi with Sj for 1< i,j < lognin parallel.This
to eachpair (i,j).
can be done by allocatingn/lognprocessors
this step can be accomplished
That is,using nlognprocessors,
in

time with
O(loglogn)

Algorithm

As
13.11.

a by-product of

this mergingstep,we have computedthe rank of eachkey in each
one of the S^'s (1< i < logn).

to computethe rank of each
Step3. Allocatelognprocessors

key in the originalinput. This is done in parallelfor all the keys
by addingthe logn ranks computed
(for eachkey) in step2. This
can be done in O(loglogn)
time using the prefix computation
Finally, the keys are written out
algorithm(seeAlgorithm 13.3).
in

the orderof their ranks.

Algorithm13.13Preparata'ssortingalgorithm
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O(loglogn) time. Thus we have
T(n) =

T(n/logn) + O(loglogn)

which can be solved by repeatedsubstitutionto get T(n) = O(logn).
Also,
the numberof processors
used in eachstep is n logn. We get the following.
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Theorem13.18Any
n

n

arbitrary keys can besortedin O(logn) timeusing

logn CREW PRAM processors.

\342\226\241

Applying the slow-down lemma(Lemma13.2)to the above theorem,we

infer a

corollary.

Corollary13.1Any

n

generalkeys can be sortedin

for any t>\\.
nlogn/tCREW PRAM processors,

0(tlogn)timeusing
\342\226\241

Preparata'salgorithmdoesthe sametotal work as the odd-evenmerge
sort. But its speedupis 0(n),which is better than that of the odd-even
mergesort.Efficiency of both the algorithmsis the same;i.e.,0(1/log
n).

13.6.4 Reischuk'sRandomizedAlgorithm(*)
This algorithmuses n processorsand runs in time O(logn).Thus its
is ~ ogn> = 0(1);i.e.,the algorithmis work-optimalwith high
efficiency
0(rt log rt)
probability!The basisfor this algorithmis Preparata'ssortingschemeand
the following theorem. (For a proofsee the referencesat the end of this

chapter.)

Theorem13.19We

can sort n keys, where eachkey is an integer in the
is
range [0, n(logn)c] (c any constant) in O(logn) time using ^-^ CRCW
PRAM processors.
\342\226\241

Reischuk'salgorithmruns in the sametimebound as Preparata's(with
but usesonly n processors.
The ideais to randomly sample
highprobability)
N = \" keys from the input and sorttheseusinga non-work-optimal
Thesortedsamplepartitionsthe originalproblem
algorithm like Preparata's.
into N + 1 independentsubproblems
of nearly equal size,and allthesesubc
an
be
solved
Theseideasaremadeconcrete
in Algorithm
problems
easily.

13.14.

in
partitioning

can be doneusingN logN < N logn processors
Step2 of Algorithm 13.14
=
In step 3,the
O(logiV) O(logn) time (c.f.Theorem13.18).
of X can be done using binary searchand the integer sort algorithms
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Stepl.=iV = n/(log4n) processorsrandomly samplea key (each)

from X

ki,&2,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

kn,

the given input sequence.

Step2. Sort the N keys sampledin step 1 using Preparata's
In be the sortedsequence.
K{ = {k X\\U-i < k <
Step=3. Let Kx = {k e X\\k <
h};
=
,N; and K^+i {k X\\k > l^}.Partitionthe
li},i 2,3,...

algorithm.Let l\\,

1%,

\342\226\240\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

<E

\302\243

given input X into K^s as defined.This is done by first finding
the part eachkey belongsto (usingbinary searchin parallel).
Now partitioningthe keys reducesto sorting the keys according

to their part numbers.
Step4. For l<i<iV+ linparallelsort Ki usingPreparata's
algorithm.

Step5. Output sorted(ifi),
sorted(if2), sorted(ifjv+i).
\342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

Algorithm13.14Work-optimal randomizedalgorithmfor sorting
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If there is a processorassociatedwith eachkey, the
(c.f.Theorem13.19).
processorcan performa binary searchin h,1,2, In to figure out the part
numberthe key belongsto. Note that the part number of eachkey is an
integerin the range [l,iV+ 1],Thereforethe keys can be sortedaccording
to their part numbersusingTheorem13.19.
Thus step 3 can be performedin O(logn) time, using < n processors.
With high probability, there will be no morethan 0(log5n)
keys in each
of the A.,;'s (1 < i < N). The proofof this fact is left as an exercise.
and timebounds,we can alsocount |Aj|for each
Within the sameprocessor
time using |Aj|log|Aj|
i. In step 4, eachK{ can be sortedin 0(log|Aj|)
Also Kt can be sortedin (log|A2|)2time using |A2| processors
processors.
So step 4 can be completedin (maxjlog|Aj|)2 time
(seeCorollary 13.1).
n
If
step 4 takes 0((loglogn)2)
using processors. max;|Aj| = 0(log5n),
time. Thus we have proved the following.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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\342\226\240,

Theorem13.20We
processors in

can sort n generalkeys using n CRCW PRAM

O(logn) time.

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.In step 3 of Algorithm 13.12,
we couldemploy the mergingalgorithm
of Algorithm 13.11.
If so,what would be the run time of Algorithm
What would be the processor
bound?
13.12?
2. If we have

n numbers to sort and eachnumber is a bit,one way of
sorting X could be to make use of prefix computationalgorithmsas
in Section13.3,
Exercise8. This amountsto countingthe numberof
zerosand the numberof ones.If z is the numberof zeros,we output
z zerosfollowed by n
z ones.Using this idea, design an O(logn)
timealgorithmto sort n numbers,whereeachnumberis an integerin
the range [0,logn 1].Your algorithmshould run in O(logn) time
Recallthat n
using no morethan -^r- CREW PRAM processors.
in
the
can
be
sorted
in 0(n)time
numbers
sequentially
range [0,nc]
is
known
as
the
radix
algorithm
sort).
(the corresponding
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

3. Make use of the algorithmdesignedin the previousproblemtogether
the idea of radix sorting to show that n numbersin the range
CREW PRAM
[0, (logn)c]can be sortedin O(logn) timeusing

with

processors.

j^

4. Given two setsA and B of sizen each(in the form of arrays),the goal
is to checkwhetherthe two setsare disjointor not.Show how to solve
this problem:
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(a) In 0(1)timeusing n2 CRCW PRAM processors
(b) In O(logn) timeusingn CREW PRAM processors
= n, \\B\\ = m, and n >
5. Sets A and B are given such that
m. Show that we can determinewhether A and B are disjoint in
O ((logn)(logm)) timeusing
CREW PRAM processors.
\\A\\

^\342\200\224
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6. Show that

if a set X of n keys is partitionedusinga randomsampleof
sizes (as in Reischuk'salgorithm),the sizeof eachpart is O (^ logn).
7. Array A is an almostsortedarray of n elements.It is given that the
of eachkey is at most a distanceof d from its final sorted
position
whered is a constant.Give an 0(1)timen-processor
EREW
position,
PRAM algorithmto sort A. Provethe correctness
of your algorithm
usingthe zero-oneprinciple.

8. Theoriginalalgorithmof Reischukwas recursiveand had the following
steps:
(a) Selecta randomsampleof size\\/n

13.15.

\342\200\224

1and sort it usingTheorem

(b) Partitionthe input into y/n partsmakinguse of the sortedsample
(similarto step 3 of Algorithm 13.14).
to eachpart and recursively
(c) Assign a linearnumberof processors
sorteachpart in parallel.
(d) Output the sortedparts in the correctorder.

Seeif you can analyze the run timeof this algorithm.

9. It is known that

can be donein time
prefix sumscomputation
)
CRCW PRAM processors,
using
provided the numbers are
in
the
for
constant
c. Assuming this result,
integers
range [0,nc] any
show that sortingcan be donein time
) timeusingn2 CRCW
PRAM processors.
n

'\302\260\302\243

'\302\260g

0(lo\302\260|^0\"

n

0(lo\302\260g0\"

10.Adopt the algorithmsof Exercise7 and Section13.4,
Exercise10,and
the 0(logn/log
logn) timealgorithmfor integerprefix sums
to show that n numberscan besortedin 0(t
) timeusing
n(logn)e CRCW PRAM processors(for any constant e > 0).
computation

\302\260^\"

11.The random accessread (RAR)

operationin a parallelmachineis
as follows: Eachprocessorwants to reada data itemfrom some
In the caseof a PRAM, it is helpful to assumethat
otherprocessor.

defined
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eachprocessorhas an associatedpart of the globalmemory, and
from a processormeansreading from the corresponding
part of
sharedmemory. It may be the casethat severalprocessorswant to
readfrom the sameprocessor.
Note that on the CRCW PRAM or on
the CREW PRAM, a RAR operationcan be performedin one unit of
time. Devisean efficient algorithmfor RAR on the EREW PRAM.
j, createa tuple (j,i)
(Hint:If processori wants to readfrom processor
to this request.Sort all the tuples(j,i) in lexicographic
corresponding
order.)
12.We can define a random accesswrite (RAW) operationsimilarto RAR
as follows. Every processor
has an itemof data tobe sent to someother
item
an
of
data to be written in the sharedmemory
processor(that is,
of
someother
Severalprocessors
part
processor).
might want to write
in the samepart and hencea resolution
scheme(suchas common,
priority,
etc.)is alsosupplied.On the CRCW PRAM (with the same
resolutionscheme),this can be done in one unit of time. Develop

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

reading

algorithmsfor RAW on the CREW and EREW PRAMs. (HintMake use of sorting (seeExercise11).)

efficient

13.7 GRAPH PROBLEMS
considerthe problemsof transitiveclosure,connectedcomponents,
spanningtree, and all-pairsshortestpaths in this section.Efficient
sequentialalgorithmsfor theseproblemswerestudiedin Chapters6 and 10.
We begin by introducinga generalframework for solving theseproblems.
Definition
13.4Let M be an n x n matrixwith nonnegativeinteger
coefficients.
Let M be a matrixdefined as follows:
for every i
M(i,i)= 0
We

minimum

M(i,j) =

min

{MioU+ Mlli2 +

+ Mlk_lik}

\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242

for every i ^

whereiq = i,ik= j, and the minimum is taken over allsequences
iq,
of elementsfrom the set
n}.

{1,2,...,

j

i^
i\\,...,
\342\226\241

Example13.21Let=G(V,E)be a=directedgraph with V = {1,2,...
,n}.
DefineM as M(i,j) 0 if eitheri j or thereis a directededgefrom node
i to nodej in G,and M(i,j) 1otherwise.For this choiceof M, it is easy
to seethat M(i,j) = 0 if and only if thereis a directedpath from nodei to
nodej in G.
In Figure 13.11,
a directedgraph is shown togetherwith its M and M.
is
zerosince
is zerosinceM25 +
Mi2 + M25 = 0. Similarly, M(2,1)
M(l,5)
\342\200\224
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M56 + Mqi =

0. On the otherhand,

is one sincefor every choiceof
is > 0.

M(3,1)
the sum Mioh + Mhi.2
i1,i2,...,ik-i,
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H

\\-Mik_lik

M
0
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
1
1
1
0

1
0
0
0
1
1

1
0
1
0
0
0

\342\226\241

M
1
0
1
1
0
1

0
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0

Figure13.11An examplegraph and its M and M
Theorem13.21M can be computedfrom an n x n matrixM in O(logn)
timeusing n3+e commonCRCW PRAM processors,
for any fixed e > 0.
Proof:We make use of 0(ns)globalmemory. In particularwe use the
variablesm[i,j]for 1 < i,j < n and q[i,j,k]
for 1 < i,j,k < n. The
algorithmto be employed is given in Algorithm 13.15.
takes 0(1)
Initializingm[ ] takes n2 time. Step 1 of Algorithm 13.15
time using n3 processors.
In step 2, n2 different m[i,j\\sare computed.
The computationof a singlem[z,j]involves computingthe minimum of n
numbersand hencecan be completedin 0(1)timeusingn2 CRCW PRAM
In fact this minimum can alsobe computedin
processors(Theorem13.4).
Exercise
time
n1+e
processorsfor any fixed e > 0 (Section13.4,
0(1) using
4). In summary, step 2 can be completedin 0(1)timeusing n3+e common

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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m[i,j]:=M[i,j]for 1< i.j< n in parallel;
for r :=1to logndo
{
:= m[i,j]+ m[j,k]for
Step1.In parallelset q[i,j,k]
1< hjik< n.
Step 2. In parallelset m[i,j]:= min {q[i,l,j],
for 1 <hj < n.
<l[i,2J], q[i-,n,j]}
}
\342\226\240\342\226\240;

Put

:=0 for all i and M(i)(j):=rn[i,j]for i ^ j.
M{i){i)

Algorithm13.15Computationof M
Thus the for loopruns in O(logn) time. The
processors.
M
also
o
f
can be done in 0(1)timeusing n2 processors.
computation

CRCW PRAM
final

\342\226\241

The correctnessof Algorithm

can be proven by
13.15

inductionon r.

rth iterationof
the for loopis min {Mtoll + Mili2 + + Mik_^k}, where i = i0,j = 4,
of elementsof
and the minimum is taken over all the sequences
z'o,
<
k
can
to solve
such
that
2r.
13.15
be
specialized
Algorithm
,n}
several problemsincludingthe transitive closure,connectedcomponents,
minimum spanningtree,and soon.
We

can show that the value of

m[i,j]at the end of the
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

{1,2,...

i\\,...,
%k

Theorem13.22Thetransitiveclosurematrixof an n-vertexdirectedgraph
can be computedin O(logn) time using n'i+f commonCRCW PRAM

processors.

the transitiveclosureof G can
Proof:If M is defined as in Example13.21,

be easily obtainedonceM is computed.In accordance
with Theorem13.21,
M can be computedwithin the statedresourcebounds.
\342\226\241

Theorem13.23The connectedcomponentsof an n-vertexgraph can be

determinedin O(logn) timeusingn3+e commonCRCW PRAM processors.
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Proof:Define M(i)(j)to bezeroif eitheri = j or i and j areconnectedby
an edge;M(i)(j)is one otherwise.Nodesi and j are in the sameconnected
componentif and only if M(i)(j)=0.
\342\226\241

Theorem13.24A minimum

spanningtreefor an n-vertexweightedgraph
in
can
be
computed O(logn) time using n5+e commonCRCW
G(V,E)
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PRAM processors.

of Kruskal'ssequentialalgorithm
Proof:The algorithmis a parallelization
I
n
Section
Kruskal's
4.5).
algorithm,the edgesin the given graph G
(see

are sortedaccordingto nondecreasing
edgeweights. A forest F of trees is
maintained.To begin with, F consistsof \\V\\ isolatednodes.The edgesare
processedfrom the smallestto the largest.An edge(u,v) gets includedin
F if and only if (u, v) connectstwo different treesin F.
In parallel,the edgescan be sortedin O(logn) timeusing n2 processors
Let ei,e2,...
,en be the edgesof G. For eachedgeej =
(Theorem13.15).
i
n
we
can
decide, parallel,whether it will belongto the final treeas
(u,v),
follows. Find the transitive closureof the graph Gi that has V as its node
set and whoseedgesare e\\, e<i,...,
ej_i.The ej will get includedin the final
component
spanningtreeif and only if u and v arenot in the sameconnected
of

Gi.

the testas to whetheran edgebelongsto the
Thus,usingTheorem13.23,
final answer can be performed
in O(logn) timegiven n3+e processors.
Since
thereare at most n2 edges,the result follows.
\342\226\241

13.7.1An AlternativeAlgorithmfor TransitiveClosure
computethe transitiveclosureof a given directedgraph
In Section
CREW PRAM processors.
0(log2n)timeusing
10.3(Lemma10.9)we showed that if A is the adjacencymatrixof G, then
the transitiveclosurematrixM is given by M = I + A + A2 + + An~l.
Along the samelines,we can alsoshow that M = (I + A)n. A proofby
inductionwill establishthat for any k, 1< k < n, (I + A)k(i)(j) = 1 if and
only if thereis a directedpath from nodei to nodej of length < k.
Thus M can be computedby evaluating (I + A)n. (I + A)n can be
. Therefore,computingM reducesto a sequence
rewritten as (I + A)2
Sincetwo matricescan be
of [logn]matrixsquarings(or multiplications).
3
multipliedin O(logn) timeusingj^-^ CREW PRAM processors
(seeSection
w
e
have
theorem.
Exercise12),
the following
13.3,

Now we show how to

G(V,E)in

j^\342\200\224

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

Theorem13.25The transitiveclosureof an n-nodedirectedgraph can be
timeusing
computedin 0(log2n)

^-\342\200\224

CREW PRAM processors.
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13.7.2 All-PairsShortestPaths
An

0(n3)time algorithm was developedin Section5.3for the problem

shortestpath betweenevery pair of verticesin a given
directed
weighted
graph. Thebasicprinciplebehindthis algorithmwas to
define Ak(i,j) to representthe length of a shortestpath from i to j going
through no vertex of indexgreaterthan k and then to infer that
Ak(i,j) =min {A'-Hhj),Ak-\\t,k) + Ak~\\k,j)}, k>l.
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of identifying the

Thesameparadigmcan be used to designa parallelalgorithmas well.
The importanceof the above relationshipbetweenAk and Ak~l is that the
where
to matrixmultiplication,
computationof Ak from A x corresponds
min and additiontakethe placeof additionand multiplication,
respectively.
Underthis interpretationof matrixmultiplication,
the problemof all-pairs
. We get this theorem.
shortestpaths reducesto computingAn = A2
\302\260g\"

Theorem13.26The all-pairsshortest-pathsproblemcan be solved in
0(log2n)timeusing lug n
*\302\243-

CREW PRAM processors.

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Computethe speedup,total work done,and efficiency for eachof the
algorithmsgiven

in

this

section.

2. Let G(V,E)be a directedacyclic graph (dag). The topologicalsortof

G is defined to be a linearorderingof the verticesof G such that if
(u, v) is an edgeof G, then u appearsbeforev in the linear ordering.
Show how to employ the generalparadigmintroducedin this section
to obtain an O(logn) time algorithmfor topological
sort using n3+e
commonCRCW PRAM processors.

3. Presentan

efficient parallelization
of Prim's algorithmfor minimum
spanningtrees (seeSection4.5).
4. Presentan efficient parallelalgorithmto checkwhethera given
graph is acyclic.Analyze the processorand timebounds.
undirected

5. If G is any undirectedgraph, Gk is defined as follows:Therewill be an
edgebetweennodesi and j in G if and only if thereis a path of length
k in G betweeni and j. Presentan 0(lognlogA;)time algorithmto
computeGk from G. You can use a maximumof j^- CREW PRAM

processors.

6. Presentan efficient parallelminimum spanningtree algorithmfor the
specialcasewhen the edgeweights arezeroand one.
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7. Presentan efficient parallelization
of the Bellmanand Fordalgorithm

(seeSection5.4).
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13.8 COMPUTINGTHE CONVEX HULL
In this sectionwe revisit the problemof constructingthe convexhull of n
order.Thetechniqueto be used is the sameas the
points in 2D in clockwise
one we employed sequentially.The parallelalgorithmwill have a run time
of O(logn) using n CREW PRAM processors.
Notethat in Chapter10we
a
of
lower
bound
f
or
the
convex
hull problemand hence
proved
fi(nlogn)
the parallelalgorithmto be studiedis work-optimal.
The sequentialalgorithmwas basedon divide-and-conquer(seeSection
3.8.4).It computedthe upper hull and the lower hull of the given point
set separately.Thus let us restrictour discussion
to the computation
of the
The
hull
into
two
were
halves
on
the
upper
only.
given points
partitioned
basisof their ^-coordinatevalues. All points with an ^-coordinate< the
medianformed the first part. The rest of the points belongedto the second
part. Upperhulls were recursively computedfor the two halves. Thesetwo
hulls were then mergedby finding the line of tangent.
We adopta similartechniquein parallel.First, the points with the
minimum and maximum^-coordinate
values are identified.This can be done
the
computation
using prefix
algorithmin O(logn) timeand ^f~ processors.
Let p\\ and p2 be thesepoints.All the points which are to the left of the
line segment(p\\,P2)are separatedfrom thosewhich are to the right. This
separationalsocan be done using a prefix computation.Pointsof the first
of the
(second)kind contributeto the upper(lower) hull. The computations
hull
and
the
lower
hull
are
done
F
romhere
on
we
upper
independently.
only
considerthe computationof the upper hull. By \"input\" we mean all the
We denotethe numberof such points
points that are to the left of (pi,p2)byiV.

Sort the input points accordingto their ^-coordinatevalues. This can
be done in O(logiV)time using N processors.
In fact thereare
algorithmswith the sametime and processorbounds as well (seethe
referencesat the end of this chapter). This sorting is done only oncein
the computationof the upperhull. Let <Zi,<72>
><7jv be the sortedorderof
thesepoints.The recursivealgorithmfor computingthe upperhull is given
An upperhull is maintainedin clockwise
in Algorithm 13.16.
orderas a list.
We refer to the first elementin the list as the leftmost point and the last
elementas the rightmostpoint.
We show that step 3 can be performed
in 0(1)timeusing N processors.
4
If T(N) is the run time of
also
can
be
in
time.
Step
completed 0(1)
for
hull
on
an
13.16
the
finding
upper
input of N pointsusing N
Algorithm
deterministic

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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Step0. If N < 2,solve the problemdirectly.
Step1.Partitionthe input into two halves with q\\,qi,

,Qn/2

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

in

the first half and 9^72+11Qn/2+2^ iQn in the secondhalf.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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Step2. Computethe upperhull of eachhalf (in clockwise
order)

to eachhalf. Let
recursively assigningy processors

be the upperhulls.

H\\

and H2

Step3. Find the line of tangent (seeFigure3.9)betweenthe

two

upperhulls. Let (u,v) be the tangent.

Step4. Dropall the points of H\\

that

are to the right

of

u.

Similarly,dropallthe pointstothe left of v in #2- Theremaining
part of H\\, the tangent, and the remainingpart of H2 form the
upperhull of the given input set.

Algorithm13.16Parallelconvexhull algorithm
then we have
processors,

T{N) = T{N/2)+ 0(1)
which solves to T(N) = 0(logN).
The numberof processors
used is N.
The only part of the algorithmthat remainsto be specifiedis how to

the tangent (u, v) in 0(1)timeusingN processors.
Firststart from the
middlepoint p of H\\. Herethe middlepoint refersto the middleelement
of the corresponding
list.Find the tangent of p with H2.Let (p,q) be the
tangent. Using (p,q),we can determinewhether u is to the left of, equal
to,or to the right of p in Hi. A A;-ary search(for somesuitableA;) in this
fashion on the points of Hi will revealu. Usethe sameprocedureto isolate
find

v.

Lemma 13.4Let Hi and Hi be two upper hulls with at most rn points
each. If p is any point of Hi, its tangent q with H2 can be found in O(l)
timeusing me processors
for any fixed e > 0.

Proof.If q' is any

point in H2, we can checkwhether q' is to the left of,
equalto,or to the right of q in O(l)timeusinga singleprocessor(seeFigure
If Ipq'xis a right turn and Ipq'yis a left turn, then q is to the right
3.10).
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of q'; if Lpq'x and Ipq'yare both right turns, then, q' = q; otherwiseq is
to the left of
Thus if we have m processors,
we can assignone processor
to eachpoint of H2 and identify q in 0(1)time.The identificationof q can
alsobe done using an me-ary search(seeSection13.4,
Exercise10) in 0(1)
timeand me processors,
for any fixed e > 0.

q'.

\342\226\241
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Lemma 13.5If H\\ and H2 are two upperhulls with at most m pointseach,
theircommontangent can be computedin 0(1)timeusing m processors.

Proof.Let u

G H\\ and v G H2 be such that (u, v) is the line of tangent.
Also let p be an arbitrary point of H\\ and let q G H2 be such that (p, q) is
a tangent of H2.Given p and q, we can checkin 0(1)timewhetheru is to
the left of, equal to, or to the right of p (seeFigure 3.11).
If (p,q) is also
tangentialto Hi,then p = u. If Lxpq is a left turn, then u is to the left of
p;elseu is to the right of p. This suggestsan me-ary searchfor u. Foreach
point p of Hi chosen,we have to determinethe tangent from p to H2 and
then decidethe relativepositioningof p with respectto u. Thus indeedwe

x me processors
to determineu in 0(1)time. If we choosee =
we can makeuse of all the m processors.
need

m\302\243

1/2,
\342\226\241

The following theoremsummarizes
thesefindings.

Theorem13.27Theconvexhull
in

of n points in the plane can be computed

O(logn) timeusingn CREW PRAM processors.

\342\226\241

has a speedupof 0(n);its efficiency is @(1).
Algorithm 13.16

EXERCISES
1.Show that the verticesof the convexhull
identified in

2. Presentan

of n given points can

0(1)timeusing a commonCRCW PRAM.

be

time CRCW PRAM algorithmfor the convex
hull problem.How many processors
doesyour algorithmuse?
3. Presentan O(logn) timen-processorCREW PRAM algorithmto
the areaof the convexhull of n given points in 2D.
4. Given a simplepolygon and a point p,the problemis to checkwhether
p is internal to the polygon. Presentan O(logn) time j^^-processor
CREW PRAM algorithmfor this problem.
5. Presentan 0(1)timealgorithmto checkwhetherany threeof n given
points are colinear.You can use up to n3 CRCW PRAM processors.
Can you decreasethe processorboundfurther?
0(lo'g\302\260f0gJ

compute
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6. Assume that

n points in 2D are given in sortedorderwith respectto
the polarangle subtendedat x, wherex is the point with the lowest
CREW PRAM algorithmfor
y-coordinate.Presentan 0(logn)-time
finding the convexhull. What is the processorbound of your
algorithm?

(xi,yi)and q = (#2;2/2) m the plane,p is
> X2 and y\\ > The dominancecounting
problem is defined as follows. Given two setsX = {pi,p-2, ,Pm}and
=

7. Given two points p =
said to dominateq if x\\

2/2\342\200\242
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\342\226\240
\342\226\240\342\226\240

Y

{qi,Q2, ,Qn}of points in the plane,determinefor eachpoint
\342\226\240\342\226\240
\342\226\240

pi.

Presentan
Pi the number of points in Y that are dominatedby
for
dominance
How
time
+
counting.
many
0(log(rn n))
algorithm
processorsdoesyour algorithmuse?

13.9 LOWER BOUNDS
In this sectionwe presentsomelower boundson parallelcomputation
related
the
to comparison
such
as
maximum,merging,
problems
sorting, finding
and soon.Theparallelmodelassumedis calledthe parallelcomparison
tree
the
of
T
his
model
c
an
be
of
as
the
comparison
parallel
thought
a
nalog
(PCT).

treemodelintroducedin Section10.1.
A PCT with p processors
is a tree wherein at each node, at most p
of
aremade
pairs comparisons
(at mostonepairper processor).
Depending
on the outcomesof all thesecomparisons,
the computationproceedsto an
tree
appropriatechild of the node.Whereasin the sequentialcomparison
eachnodecan have at most two children,in the PCTthe numberof children
for any nodecan be morethan two (dependingon p).The externalnodesof
a PCTrepresentterminationof the algorithm.Associatedwith every path
from the root to an externalnode is a unique permutation.As thereare
n! different possible
permutationsof n itemsand any one of thesemight
be the correctanswer for the given sortingproblem,the PCTmust have at
leastn!externalnodes.A typical computationfor a given input on a PCT
proceedsas follows. We start at the rootand performp pairsof comparisons.
(which in turn dependon
Dependingon the outcomesof thesecomparisons
the input), we branch to an appropriatechild. At this child we perform
p morepairs of comparisons.And soon. This continuesuntil we reach
an externalnode,at which point the algorithmterminatesand the correct
answer is obtainedfrom the externalnodereached.
shows a PCTwith
Example13.22Figure 13.12

two processors
that sorts
nodesare
externalnodes
Rectangular
are
that give the final answers. At the root of this PCT,two comparisons
outcomes.Thereis a child for the
madeand hence thereare four possible
to eachof theseoutcomes.For example,if both of the
root corresponding

three given numbersk\\,k2, and

\302\2433.
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madeat the root yielded \"yes,\" then clearly the sortedorder
comparisons
of the keys is k\\,k2,k^. On the otherhand if the root comparisons
yielded
with k%, and depending
\"yes\" and \"no,\" respectively, then k\\ is compared
on the outcome,the final permutationis obtained.The depth of this PCT
and hencethe worst-case
run timeof this parallelalgorithmis two.
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\342\226\241

kx

<k2?fe <&3?

Figure13.12PCTwith

two

processorsthat sortsthreenumbers

Theworst-case
time of any algorithmon a PCTis the maximumdepth of
externalnode.The averagecasetime is the averagedepth of an external
node, all possible
paths being equally likely. Note that in a PCT,while
computingthe timeof any algorithm,we only takeinto accountcomparisons.
Any other operationsuch as the additionof numbers,data movement,and
so on, is assumedto be free. Also, at any node of the PCT,p pairs of
are performedin one unit of time. As a consequence
of these
comparisons
in
can
be
solved
assumptions,any comparisonproblem
0(1)time, given
Sincea PCTis morepowerful than any of the PRAMs,
enoughprocessors.
any

lower boundsderivedfor the PCThold for the PRAMs as well.

Example13.23Supposewe aregiven n numbersfrom a linearorder.There

are only (!!) pairs of comparisonsthat can ever be made. Therefore,if
can be madein one unit of time, and as a
p = (2), all thesecomparisons
result we can solve the following problemsin one unit of time: selection,
sorting,and soon. (Note that a PCT chargesonly for the comparisons
made.)
\342\226\241

13.9.1A lowerboundon average-casesorting
> (2))sortingcan be donein 0(1)timeon a PCT(seeExample13.23).
So assumethat p <
The lower bound follows from two lemmas.
If P

(\342\204\242).
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The first lemmarelatesthe averagedepth of an externalnodeto the
the maximumnumberof childrenof any node) and the number
degree(i.e.,
of externalnodes.

Lemma 13.6[Shannon] A tree with degreed and externalnodeshas an
log I
averagedepth of at least r^f-y.
logo!\302\243

\342\226\241

We can apply the above lemmato obtain a lower boundfor sorting,except
that we don'tknow what d
Clearly, has to be at leastn\\. Note that
at eachnodeof a PCT,we make p pairsof comparisons.
So,therecan be
as many as 2P possible
outcomes.(The first pair of comparisoncan yield

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

is.

\302\243

either \"yes\" or \"no\"; independently,the secondcomparison
can yield \"yes\"
or \"no\"; and so on.) If we substitute this value for d, Lemma13.6
yields a
lower bound of

^f^.

betterlower bound is achievedby notingthat not all of the 2P possible
outcomesat any nodeof the PCTarefeasible.As an example,take p > 3;
the threecomparisons
madeat a given nodearex : y, y : z, and x : z. In this
for the threeoutcomesto be \"yes,\" \"yes,\" and \"no.\"
case,it is impossible
To obtain a betterestimateof d, we introducea graph.This graph has n
onenodeper input number.Sucha graph Gv is conceivedof for each
nodes,
nodev in the PCT.For eachpairx : y of comparisons
madeat the PCTnode
?;, we draw an edgebetweenx and y. Thus Gv has p edgesand is undirected.
We can orient(i.e.,
give a directionto) eachedgeof Gv dependingon the
outcomeof the corresponding
comparison.Say we directthe edgefrom x
to y if x > y. Note that the degreeof the nodev is the numberof ways in
which we can orientthe p edgesof Gv.
Sincethe input numbersare from a linear order,any orientationof the
Thequestionthen
edgesof Gv that introducesa directedcycle is impossible.
is how many such acyclic orientations
are possible?
This numberwill be a
betterestimateof d. U. Manber and M. Tompahave proved the following.
Lemma 13.7[Manber and Tompa] A graph with n verticesand m edges
has at most (l + ~-\\ acyclicorientations.
A

\342\226\241

and
CombiningLemmas13.6

13.7,we get the following theorem.

Theorem13.28Any PCTwith p processorsneedsan averagecasetimeof
n (loga+p/n))t0 sort n numbers.

Proof:Using Lemma13.7,a better estimatefor

d is

(l + -^ J .

the averagecasetimefor sortingis
accordingto Lemma13.6,
n

nlogn , ^
(log(llogn!,
, ^ = n (
+ 2p/n)nJ
\\nlog(l+ 2p/n) J

= n

logn
\\log (1+

(

\342\200\236^

\302\243)
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13.9.2 Findingthe maximum
Now we prove a lower boundon the problemof identifying the maximumof
numbers.This problemcan alsobe solved in 0(1)timeif we have

n given

p>(2)-

Theorem13.29[Valiant] Given n unorderedelementsand p = n PCT
if MAX(n) is a lower bound on the worst-case
timeneededto
processors,
determinethe maximumvalue in paralleltime,then MAX(n) > loglogn c,
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wherec is a constant.

Proof:Considerthe information determinedfrom

the set of comparisons
that can be madeby time t for someparallelmaximumfinding algorithm.
Someof the elementshave beenshown to be smallerthan otherelements,
and so they have beeneliminated.Theothersform a set S which contains
the correctanswer.If at timet two elementsnot in S are compared,then no
set If an elementin set S and one not in S
progressis madein decreasing
are comparedand the largerelementis in then again no improvement has
beenmade.Assume that the worst caseholds;this meansthat the only way
to decreasethe set S is to make comparisons
betweenpairsof its elements.

S.

S,

Imaginea graph in which the nodesrepresentthe values in the input and
a directededgefrom a to 6 impliesthat b is greaterthan a. A subset of
the nodesis saidto be stable if no pairfrom it is connectedby an edge.(In
the nodese,b,g,and / form a stableset.)Then the sizeof S
Figure13.13,
at timet can be expressed
as
\\S

at

timet\\ >

min

{max {h\\G containsa stableset of sizeh)\\
G is a graph with \\S\\ nodesand n edges}

has beenshown by Turan in On the Theory of Graphs (Colloq.
Math.,
1954)that the sizeof S at time t is > the sizeof S at timet 1,squared
and divided by 2p plus the sizeof S. We can solve this recurrencerelation
using the fact that initially the sizeof S equalsn; this shows that the size
of S will be greaterthan one solong as t < loglogn c.
It

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.[Valiant] Devisea parallelalgorithmthat

producesthe maximumof n
unorderedelementsin loglogn + c paralleltime,wherec is a constant.
2. [Valiant] Devisea parallelsorting algorithmthat takesa time of at
most 2 logn loglogn +

0(logn).

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure13.13The set {e,/,b,g}is stable.

TheoremGiven n bits,any

3.

algorithmfor computingthe
parity of thesebits will need fl(lo\"{'\") time in the worst
caseif thereareonly a polynomial numberof CRCW PRAM

processors.

Usingthis theoremprove that any algorithmfor sortingn given
will need
) time in the worst case, if the number of
used is
processors
numbers

^(Io\302\260|^o\"

n\302\260^1'.
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13.11ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.Supposeyou have a sortedlist of n
an

keys in commonmemory. Give

time algorithmthat takesa key x as input
0(logn/(logp))

searchesthe list for x usingp CREW PRAM processors.

and

2. A sequenceof n

is to find the
kn is input. The problem
keys k\\, &2,...,
eachkey in sortedorder.For instanceif the input is
the output is 7,11,
5.2, 2,11,15,13,
5.2,13,
oo,15.
right neighborof
7,

0(1)time using n3 CRCW
PRAM processors?
(b) How will you solve the sameproblemusinga Las Vegasalgorithm
in 0(1)timeemploying n2 CRCW PRAM processors?
(a) How will you solve this problemin

3. The input is a sequenceS of n

arbitrary numberswith many
such that the number of distinct numbersis 0(1).Presentan
O(logn) time algorithmto sort S using j^^ priority-CRCW PRAM

duplications,

processors.

4. A, J3, and C arethreesetsof n numberseach,and

is anothernumber.
Show how to checkwhethertherearethreeelements,pickedone each
from the three sets,whosesum is equal to t. Your algorithmshould
run in O(logn) timeusing at most n2 CRCW PRAM processors.

5. An

array A of sizen is input.
following threetypes:

Type
Type
Type

\302\243

The array can only be of one of the

I: A has allzeros.
II:A has all ones.
III:A has j ones and |nzeros.

How will you identify the type of A in 0(1)timeusinga Monte Carlo
Show that
algorithm? You can use lognCRCW PRAM processors.
the probability of a correctanswer will be > 1 n~a for any fixed
\342\200\224

a> 1.

6. Input is an

array A of n numbers.Any number in A occurseither
onceor
morethan n3'4 times. Elementsthat occurmorethan
only
n3'4 timeseacharecalledsignificant elements.Presenta Monte Carlo
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algorithmwith a run time of 0(n3/4
logn) to identify all the
elementsof A. Prove that the output will be correctwith high
significant

probability.

7. Let A be an array of sizen such that eachelementis markedwith
a bucketnumber in the range
, m], where m divides n. The
numberof elementsbelongingto eachbucket is exactly Developa
randomizedparallelalgorithmto rearrangethe elementsof A sothat
the elementsin the first bucket appearfirst, followed by the elements
of the secondbucket,and soon. Your Las Vegas algorithm should
run in O(logn)
timeusing ^~ CRCW PRAM processors.
Provethe
correctnessand timebound of your algorithm.

[1,2,...
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8. Input are a directedgraph G(V,E) and two nodesv,w V. The
problemis to determinewhether thereexistsa directedpath from v
to w of length < 3. How will you solve this problemin 0(1)time
\342\202\254

using |V|2 CRCW PRAM processors?Assume that G is available in
commonmemory in the form of an adjacencymatrix.
9. Given is an undirectedgraph G(V,E) in adjacencymatrixform. We
needto decideif G has a triangle,that is,threemutually adjacent
Presentan O(logn)time, (n3/logn)-processor
CRCW PRAM
to
solve
this
problem.
algorithm
vertices.

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Chapter 14

MESH ALGORITHMS
14.1COMPUTATIONALMODEL
mesh is an a x b grid in which there is a processorat eachgrid point.
The edgescorrespondto communicationlinks and are bidirectional.Each
processorof the meshcanbe labeledwith a tuple (i,j), where1< i < a and
1< 3 < b. Every processorof the mesh is a RAM with somelocalmemory.
Henceeachprocessorcan performany of the basicoperationssuch as
localmemory access,and so
subtraction,multiplication,
comparison,
is assumedto be synchronous;that
on, in one unit of time.Thecomputation
is,there is a globalclockand in every time unit eachprocessorcompletes
its intended task. In this chapterwe consideronly squaremeshes,that is,
meshesfor which a = b. A yfp x yfp mesh is shown in Figure 14.1(a).
A closely relatedmodelis the lineararray (Figure14.1(b)).
A lineararray
consistsof p processors(named
connectedas follows. Processor
i is connected
to the processors and + 1,for 2 < i < p 1;processor1
is connectedto processor2 and processor
to processorp 1.
p is connected
Processors1 and p are known as the boundary processors.
Processori 1
(i + 1) is calledthe left neighbor(right neighbor) of i. Processor1 doesnot
have a left neighborand processor
p doesnot have a right neighbor.Here
A yfp x yfp meshhas several
alsowe assumethat the links arebidirectional.
that
are
linear
subgraphs
arrays. Often, the individual steps
^/p-processor
of mesh algorithmscanbe thought of as operationson linear arrays.
in any fixed connection
Interprocessorcommunication
machineoccurs
of
If
with the help
communicationlinks. two processorsconnectedby an
want
to
communicate,
edge
they can do soin one unit of time. If there is
no edgeconnectingtwo given processors
that desireto communicate,
then
communicationis enabledusingany of the paths connectingthemand hence
the timefor communication
dependson the path length (at leastfor smallsizedmessages).It is assumedthat in one unit of timea processorcan
A

addition,

l,2,...,p)

\342\200\224

i'.

i\342\200\224\\

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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(b) Lineararray

computerand a linear array
Figure14.1A mesh-connected
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with all its up to four
performa localcomputationand/or communicate
neighbors.
In a mesh,all processors
whose first (second)coordinatesare the same
form a row {colurrm) of the mesh.Forexample,row i is madeup of the
processors
,
y/p). Each such row or columnis a ^-processor
lineararray. Often, a mesh algorithm consistsof stepsthat are localto
individual rows or columns.
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(\302\253',

1),(\302\253',

2),...
(\302\253',

14.2 PACKET ROUTING
communicationin a fixed connection
network
singlestepof interprocessor
can be thoughtof as the following task,calledpacketrouting:Eachprocessor
in the network has a packetof information that has to be sent to someother
The task is to send all the packetsto their correctdestinations
processor.
so that at most one packetpassesthroughany link at
as quickly as possible
time.
of any communicationchannelis limited,it
bandwidth
Sincethe
any
becomesnecessaryto imposethe restrictionthat at most one packetpass
that two or morepackets
through the channelat any time. It is possible
arrive at someprocessorv at the sametime and all of them want to use
the samelink going out of v. In this case,only one packetwill be sent
out in the next time unit and the rest of the packetswill be queued at v
for future transmission.We use a priority schemeto decidewhich packet
is transmittedin such casesof link contentions.Farthestdestinationfirst
(the packetwhose destinationis the furthest wins),farthest originfirst (the
packetwhoseoriginis the farthest wins),first-in first-out (FIFO),and soon,
A

are examplesof priority schemes.
Partialpermutationrouting (PPR) is a specialcaseof the routing
In PPR, eachprocessoris the originof at most one packetand each
processoris the destinationof no morethan one packet.Note that on the
EREW PRAM, PPR can be performed
in onesimultaneouswrite step.But
in the caseof any fixed connection
network, PPR is achievedby sending
and receivingpacketsalongcommunicationedgesand is often a challenging
task. Also, in any fixed connectionnetwork, typically, the input is given to
in someorderand the output is alsoexpectedto appearin a
processors
order.Just rearrangingthe data in the right ordermay involve several
PPRs. Thus any nontrivial algorithm to be designedon a fixed
network invariably requiresPPRs. This is one of the crucialdifferences
betweennetwork algorithmsand PRAM algorithms.
A packetrouting algorithmis judged by its run time,that is,the time
taken by the last packetto reachits destination,and its queue length, the
maximumnumberof packetsany processor
has tostoreduringrouting. Note
that the queuelength is lower boundedby the maximumnumberof packets
destinedfor any nodeand the maximumnumberof packetsoriginatingfrom
problem.

specified

connection
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any

node.We assumethat a packetnot only containsthe message(from one
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processorto another) but alsothe originand destinationinformation of this
packet.An algorithmfor packetrouting is specifiedby the path to be taken
by eachpacketand a priority scheme.The time taken by any packetto
reachits destinationis dictatedby the distancebetweenthe packet'sorigin
and destinationand the amount of time(referredto as the delay) the packet
spendswaiting in queues.
Their
Example14.1Considerthe packetsa, 6, c, and d in Figure 14.2(a).

destinationsare shown in Figure14.2(g).
Let us assumethe FIFO
scheme
in
which
ties
are
broken
priority
arbitrarily. Also let eachpacket
takethe shortestpath from its originto its destination.At timestep t = 1,
every packetmoves one edgecloserto its destination.As a result,packets
a and b reachthe samenode.So,at t = 2,one of a and b has to be queued.
Sinceboth a and b have reachedthis node at the sametime,thereis a tie.
This can be brokenarbitrarily. Assume that a has won. Also at t = 2,the
packetsc and d move one step closerto their final destinationsand hence
At t = 3, packetb moves out sinceit has higher
joinb (seeFigure14.2(c)).
=
than
c
and
d.
At
t
4, packetsc and d contendfor the sameedge.
priority
Sinceboth of thesehave the samepriority, the winner is chosenarbitrarily.
Let d be the winner. It takestwo morestepsfor c to reachits destination.
By then every packetis at its destination.
The distancepacketc has to travel is four. Itsdelay is two sinceit has
been queued twice (onceeachbecauseof the packetsb and d). So,c has
taken six stepsin toto. Can the run timebe improved using a different
priority scheme?Say we use the farthest destinationfirst scheme.Then, at
t = 4, packetc will have a higher priority and hence will advance. Under
this scheme,then, the run timewill reduceto five!
final

\342\226\241

14.2.1PacketRoutingon a LinearArray
In a lineararray, sincethe links are bidirectional,
a processorcan receive
and send messagesfrom eachof its neighborsin one unit of time. This
assumptionimpliesthat if there is a streamof packetsgoing from left to
right and another streamgoingfrom right to left, then thesetwo streamsdo
not affect eachother;that is,they won't contendfor the samelink. In this
sectionwe show that PPR on a linear array can be done in p 1 stepsor
less.Note that in the worst case, stepsare needed,since,for example,
a packetfrom processor1 may be destinedfor processorp. In addition to
PPR, we alsostudy somemoregeneralrouting problemson a lineararray.
\342\200\224

p\342\200\2241

Example14.2In Figure14.3,
packetsgoingfrom left to right aremarked
with circlesand thosegoingfrom right to left are markedwith ticks. For
example,packetsa and b have to crossthe sameedgeat the first timestep

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure14.2Packetrouting- an example
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Y

Figure14.3Left and right
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flows are independent!

directions.
Sincethe edgesare bidirectional,there is no
opposite
can
at
cross
the sametime. Also, note that a packetthat
both
contention;
1
a
t
and
whose
node
destinationis p has to crossp 1edgesand
originates
henceneedsat leastp 1 steps.
but in

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Problem1 [One packet at

each origin] On a p-processor
linear array,
that at most one packetoriginatesfrom any processorand that the
destinationsof the packetsare arbitrary. Routethe packets.
assume

\342\226\241

Lemma 14.1Problem1can be solved in < p

\342\200\224

1steps.

Proof:Eachpacketq can be routedusing the shortestpath betweenits

origin and destination.Consideronly the packetsthat travel from left to
right (sincethosethat travel from right to left can be analyzed independently
in the same manner). If q originatesat processori and is destinedfor
processorj, then it needsonly j i stepsto reachits destination.Note that
a packetcan only travel one link at a time.Thereis no delay associatedwith
q sinceit never gets to meetany otherpacket.The maximumof this time
over all possible
packetsis p 1.Also, the queuelengthof this algorithmis
the maximumnumberof packetsdestinedfor any node.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Problem2 [At

most one packet per destination] On a p-processor
linear
processori has ki (1< ki < p) packetsinitially (for i = 1,2,
such that J2i-ihi = p. Each processoris the destinationfor exactlyone
packet.Routethe packets.

...,p)

array,

\342\226\241

Lemma 14.2If the farthest destinationfirst priority schemeis used,the
timeneededfor a packetstarting at processori to reachits destinationis
no morethan the distancebetweeni and the boundary in the directionthe
packetis moving. That is,if the packetis moving from left to right, then
this timeis no morethan (p i) and, if the packetis moving from right to
left, this timeis < (i 1).
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Figure14.4Freesequence

Proof:Considera packetq at processori and destinedfor j. Assume

lossof generalitythat it is moving from left toright. Ignorethe presence
packetsthat travel from right to left for reasonsstatedin Example14.2.
Let every packettraversethe shortestpath connectingits originand
Packetq can only be delayed by the packetsthat have destinations> j
Let k\\, k-2,
and are to the left of their destinations.
kj-\\ be the number
of such packets(at the beginning)at processors
1, j 1 respectively.
(Noticethat ^\"j < p j.)
Let m be such that km-\\ > 1 and km> < 1 for m < m' < j 1.Callthe
sequencekm, km+i,...,
kj-\\ the freesequence.Realizethat a packetin the
free sequence
will not be delayed by any otherpacketin the future. Moreover,
at every time step at leastone new packetjoinsthe free sequence.Figure
14.4presentsan example.In this figure, the numbersdisplayed denotethe
nodes.Forexample,therearethree
numbersof packetsin the corresponding
=
in
t
t
node
at
0.
At
i
0,
1,
0,1,1is a free sequence.Also note in
packets
this figure how the numberof packetsin the free sequenceincreasesas time
progresses.For example,at t = 1,one new packetjoinsthe free sequence.
At t = 2, four new packets
jointhe free sequence!
after
Thus,
p j steps,all packetsthat can possibly delay q have joined
the free sequence.Packetq needsonly an additionalj i steps,at most,
The casewhen the packetmoves
to reachits destination(seeFigure14.5).
from right to left is similar.
without

of

destination.

2,...,
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

ks>

-

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Figure14.5Proofof Lemma14.2

Problem3 [General packet routing]

In a lineararray with p processors
morethan one packetcan originatefrom any processorand more
In addition,the number
than one packetcan be destinedfor any processor.
of packetsoriginatingfrom the processors
j is no morethan j + f(p)
(for any j and somefunction /). Routethe packets.
assume

that

1,2,...,

Lemma 14.3Underthe furthest originfirst priority scheme,Problem3 can
be solved within p + f(p) steps.

Proof:Let q bea packetoriginatingat processori and destinedfor processor

of
Then q can potentially be delayed by at most i + f(p)
these
packets(sinceonly
many packetscan originatefrom the processors
i and hencehave a higher priority than q). If q is delayed by each
of these packetsat most once,then it follows that the delay q suffers is

j (to the right

i).

1,2,...,

< i + f(p).Else,if a packetr with higherpriority delays q twice (say), then
means that r has beendelayed by another packetthat has even higher
the delay for q is < i + f(p).
priority and will never get to delay q. Therefore,
Sinceq only needsan additionalj i stepsto reachits destination,the total
timeneededfor q is < j + f(p).The maximumof this timeover all packets
is p + f{p).
it

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Thereare
Example14.3Figure14.6illustratesthe proofof Lemma14.3.

eight packetsin this example:a,b,c,d,e,
f,g,and h. Let g be the packet
of our concern. Packetg can possibly be delayed only by the packets
a, 6, c,d, e,/, and h. Packetg reachesits destinationat t = 9. The
distance it travels is two and its delay is seven.In this figure, packets
that have

crossednodej are not displayed.

\342\226\241

14.2.2 A GreedyAlgorithmfor PPR on a Mesh
Forthe PPR problemon a y/px y/p mesh,we seethat if a packetat processor
(1,1)has {y/p,y/p) as its destination,then it has to travel a distanceof
routingtime
2(y/p 1).Hence2(y/p 1) is a lower boundon the worst-case
of any packetrouting algorithm.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Figure14.6An exampleto illustrateLemma14.3

simplePPR algorithmthat makesuse of the packetroutingalgorithms
seenfor a lineararray is the following. Let q be an arbitrary packet
as its destination.Packetq uses a twowith (i,j)as its origin and
phasealgorithm.In phase1 it travels along columnj to row k along the
shortestpath. In phase2 it traversesalongrow k to itscorrectdestination
again using the shortestpath. A packetcan start its phase2 immediately
on completion
of its phase1.
in
Phase1can be completed
stepsorlesssinceLemma14.1
applies.
Phase2 alsotakes< sfp 1stepsin accordance
with Lemma14.2.
So,this
algorithmtakesat most 2(y/p 1) stepsand is optimal.
But there is a severe drawback with this algorithm,namely, that the
Let the partialpermutationto be
queue sizeneededis as largeas
routedbe such that all packetsthat originatefrom column 1 are destined
for row y^-. For this PPR problem,the processor
1) gets two packets
(onefrom above and one from below)at every timestep.Sinceboth of these
want to usethe samelink, only onecan be sent out and the other has to be
queued.Thiscontinuesuntil step ^- at which timetherewill be packets
in the queueof (^, 1) (seeFigure14.7).
Ideally we would like to designalgorithmsthat requirea queuesizethat
is 0(1)(or a slowly increasingfunction of p such as 0(logp)).
A

we have

(k,\302\243)

y/p\342\200\2241

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

^.

(^,

^
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-\302\251

\302\251\342\200\224

Up,i)
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Figure14.7The greedy algorithmneedslargequeues

14.2.3 A RandomizedAlgorithmwith SmallQueues
The two-phasealgorithmcan be modified to ensure queuesof size0(logp)
Therearethreephasesin the new algorithm
with the help of randomization.
and the run time is 3y/p + o(y/p). Let q be any packetwhoseorigin and
destinationare {i,j)and
respectively. The algorithmemployed by
in
In this algorithm, the three phasesare
is
14.1.
q
depicted Algorithm
a
can
that
start
its phase2 only after all packetshave
disjoint; is, packet
and
t
heir
it
can
start its phase3 only after all packets
1,
phase
completed
their phase2. Thisconstraintmakesthe analysis simpler.
have completed
(k,\302\243),

terminatesin time3^/p + O^'^logp).
Theorem14.1Algorithm 14.1
sinceno packet
Proof:Phase1takessfp timeor lessapplying Lemma14.1,
suffers any delays.

Considera packetthat startsphase2 at (i',j).Without lossof generality
assumethat it is moving to the right. The numberof packetsstarting this
phasefrom processor(i',j)is a binomialdistribution,B(y/p,-k=).This is
becausethere are y/p packetsin columnj and each one can end up at
the end of phase1 at (i',j)with probability 4=. In turn, the number of
, or (i',j)is a binomial
packetsthat start their phase2 from (i1,1),
(i',
of
fact that the sum
have
made
use
the
distribution,B{j^/p,-4=). (We
is B(n\\ + ri2,x).)The mean of this variable is
of B(ni,x)and B(ri2,x)
Chernoff
bounds
this number is no morethan
(Equation 1.1),
j. Using
>
with probability
1 p~a~l for any a > 1. Thus this
j + 3ap1/,4logep

2),...

\342\200\224
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Phase1. Packetq choosesa randomprocessor(i',j)in

column of its origin and traverses to

path.

the
the
shortest
(i',j)using

Phase2. Packetq traversesalongrow i' to
Phase3. Finally, packetq travels alongcolumn
(i',\302\243)-

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

\302\243

destination.

to its

correct

Algorithm14.1A randomizedpacketroutingalgorithm
we seethat phase
numberis j + 0{p1'4
logp).Now, applying Lemma14.3,

terminatesin time ^Jp+ 0(p1'4
logp).
At the beginningof phase3, thereare < ^Jp packetsstarting from any
columnand eachprocessoris the destinationof at most one packet.Thus
in accordance
with Lemma14.2,
phase3 takes< y/p steps.
Note:In this analysis it was shown that for a specificpacketthereis a high
probability that it will terminatewithin the statedtime bounds.But for
the algorithmto terminatewithin a specified
amount of time,every packet
shouldreachits destinationwithin this time. If the probability that an
individual packettakesmorethan timeT (for someT) to reachits destination
can be shown to be < p~a~l, then the probability that thereis at leastone
packetthat takesmorethan T time is < p~a~lp = p~a. That is,every
packetwill reachits destinationwithin timeT with probability > 1 p~a.
2

\342\226\241

\342\200\224

The queuelengthof Algorithm 14.1
is O(logp).
Duringany phaseof routing,
note that the queuelength at any processoris no morethan the maximum
of the numberof packetsat the beginningof the phase in this processor
and
the numberof packetsin this processorat the end of the phase. Consider
any processor
(i,j) in the mesh.Duringphase1,only one packetstartsfrom
any processorand the number of packetsthat end up at this processorat
the end of phase1 is B(^/p, -j=). The mean of this binomialis 1. Using
Chernoff bounds (Equation1.1),
this numbercan be shown to be 0(logp).
Also, O(logp)
Duringphase2, 0(logp)packetsstart from any processor.
packetsend up in any processor(the proofof this is left as an exercise).In
phase 3,C)(logp)packetsstart from any processorand only one packetends
up in any processor.
Therefore,the queuelength of the whole algorithmis
(5(logp).

\342\226\241
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EXERCISES
1.In Example14.1,
computethe run
farthest

originfirst

|

timesfor the priority schemes

|

and last-infirst-out.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

2. On a p-nodelineararray thereare two packetsat eachnodeto begin

with. Assume p is even. Packetsat node 1aredestinedfor node + 1,
packetsat node2 aredestinedfor + 2, and soon. Let eachpacket
take the shortestpath from its originto its destination.Computethe
routing time for this problemunder the following priority schemes:
farthest originfirst, farthest destinationfirst, FIFO,and LIFO.
3. Do the above problemwhen the packetsfrom nodeone are destined

nodep, packetsfrom nodetwo aredestinedfor p 1,and soon.
4. Partitiona y/p X y/p meshinto four quadrantsas shown in Figure14.8.
There is a packetat eachnodeto start with. Packetsin quadrant
I are to be exchangedwith packetsin quadrant IV. Also, packetsin
with packetsin quadrant III.The
quadrant II have to be exchanged
of
in
individual
ordering packets
quadrants should not change.Show
how you routethe packetsin time < y/p.
for

\342\200\224

I

?

Ill

II

IV

Figure14.8Figurefor Exercise4
5. In the three-phaserandomizedalgorithm prove that the number of
packetsthat end up in any processorat the end of phase2 is 0(\\ogp).
of this
6. Therandomizedmeshroutingalgorithm(Algorithm 14.1)
section can be improved as follows. In phase1,partitionthe mesh into
slicessothat eachsliceconsistsof -^ rows (for someintegerq > 1).
A packetq that starts from (i,j)chooses
a random processorin the
samecolumnand sliceas its originand goesthere using the shortest

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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path. Phases2 and 3 remainthe same.Show that this algorithmruns
in time 2^/p + 0(~) and has a queuelength O(q). Notethat when
q = logp,the run timeof this algorithmis 2y/p+ o(y/p) and the queue
length is O(logp).

a /^-processorlinear array at most k packets
processorand at most k packetsare destinedfor
Show how to performthis routing task in time t,
processor.

7. Supposethat
originate

in

from any

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

^

less.

any
or

8. In a y/px yjp mesh,assumethat

at most onepacketoriginates
from any
processorand that the destinationof eachpacketis chosenuniformly
of the mesh.Provethat for this special
randomly to be any processor
casethe greedy algorithm runs in time 2^/p + o(^/p) with a queue

length of O(logp).

9. Supposethat

at most one packetoriginatesfrom any processorof a
x
and that the destinationof any packetis no morethan
mesh
y/P \\/P
d distanceaway from its origin, Presentan 0(d)algorithmfor routing
this specialcase.
10,A p-processor
lineararray in which the
ring is a p-processor
1 and p are connectedby a link (this link is alsoknown as the
wraparound connection).Show that the PPR problemcan be solved
on a p-processor
ring in time
processors

|,

11,How fast

can you solve Problem2 on a ring (seeExercise10)?How
about Problem3?

12,A sjpx yfp

torus is a y/p x ^Jp meshin which eachrow and eachcolumn
has a wraparoundconnection,A 5 x 5 torus is shown in Figure14,9,

Presentan implementation
of the randomized
three-phasealgorithm
on a torus to achievea run timeof 1,5^/p+ o(p),
(Algorithm 14.1)

13,A string a\\a,2-

av from somealphabetX is calleda palindromeif it is
identicalto apap-\\ a\\, A string of lengthp is input on a p-processor
lineararray. How can you test whetherthe string is a palindromein
0(p)time?
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

14.3 FUNDAMENTALALGORITHMS
In this sectionwe presentmeshalgorithmsfor somebasicoperationssuchas
and data concentration,All these
prefix sums computation,
broadcasting,
x
take
time
on
a
algorithms
0(^/p)
^Jp ^Jp mesh, For many nontrivial

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Figure14.9A 5 x 5 torus
problemsincludingthe preceding,sorting,convexhull, and soon,
1)
is a lower bound, This follows from the fact that a data item from one
cornerof the mesh needs2(y/p 1) time to reachan opposite
corner. In
the worst case,two processorsin opposite
cornershave to communicate.
Thedistance2(y/p 1) is the diameterof the mesh, (The diameterof any
interconnection
network is defined to be the maximumdistancebetweenany
in the network.)Forany nontrivial problemto be solved on
two processors
an interconnection
network, the diameteris usually a lower bound on the
run time.
The bisectionwidth of a network can alsobe usedto derivelower bounds,
Thebisectionwidth of a networkis the minimum numberof links that have to
be removed to partitionthe network into two identicalhalves, Forexample,
considera 4x4 mesh, If we remove the four links ((1,2),
(1,3)),
((2,2),
(2,3)),
((3,2),
(3,3)),and ((4,2),
(4,3)),two identical4x2 submeshesarise,Here
the bisectionwidth is 4, In general,the bisectionwidth of a ^/p x y/p mesh
can be seento be y/p.
The problemof k k routing is denned as follows, At most k packets
originatefrom any processorand at most k packetsare destinedfor any
processorof the network, Route thesepackets,Let b be the bisectionwidth
of the network under concern,By definition,removal of b links resultsin an
even partitioningof the network, If the routing problemis suchthat exactly
k packetsoriginateand aredestinedfor any processor
and that the packets
from one half have to be exchanged
with packetsfrom the other half, this
can happenonly throughtheseb links, Thus any routingalgorithm
exchange
2(y/p\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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kn

needat least -jj- = -^ time to performthis routing on an n-processor
bisectionb network, On a y/p x ^Jp mesh,this lower bound becomes
will

\342\200\224^\342\200\224,
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14.3.1Broadcasting
The problemof broadcastingin an interconnection
network is to send a
of
a
t
hat
f
rom
a
copy
message originates
particularprocessorto a specified
subsetof otherprocessors,
Unlessotherwisespecified,
this subsetis assumed
to consistof every other processor,Broadcasting
is a primitive form of
communicationand is widely used in the design of several
interprocessor
Also
algorithms,Let be a lineararray with the processors
let M be a messagethat originatesfrom processor1, MessageM can be
broadcastto every otherprocessoras follows, Node 1sendsa copy of M to
processor2, which in turn forwards a copy to processor3, and so on, This
If the
algorithmtakesp 1 stepsand this run time is the best possible,
o
f
is
from
different
a
similar
processor messageorigin
processor1,
strategy
couldbe employed, If processori is the origin,i could start by makingtwo
copiesof M and sendinga copy in eachdirection,
In the caseof a ^/p x ^Jp mesh broadcasting
can be donein two phases,
If (i,j) is the processor
of message
origin,in phase1,M couldbebroadcast
to all processorsin row i. In phase2, broadcastingof M is done in each
column,This algorithmtakes< 2(^/p 1) steps,This can be expressedin
a theorem.

l,2,,,,,p,

\302\243

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Theorem14.2Broadcastingon a p-processor
linear array can be
in p stepsor less.
in
On a ^Jp x ^Jp meshthe samecan be performed

completed

-

< 2(^/p 1) = 0(^/p) time,
Example14.4On a 4 x 4 mesh,let the messageto be broadcast

\342\226\241

(2,3),In phase1,this messageis broadcastin row 2, The nodes
(2,1),(2,2), (2,3),and (2,4) get the messageat the end of phase1,In phase
2, node (2,1)broadcastsin column 1;node(2,2)broadcastsin column2;
and nodes(2,3) and (2,4) broadcastin columns3 and 4, respectively(see
Figure14,10),
originate

at

\342\226\241

14.3.2 PrefixComputation
be any domainin which the binary associative
unit timecomputable
is
denned
Section
the
Recall
t
hat
operator
(see
prefix computation
13.3.1).
problemon has as input n elementsfrom X, say, X\\,X2,
,xn. The
the
n
is
to
elements
problem compute
x\\,x\\ ffia^,...
,x\\
Theoutput elementsare often referredto as the prefixes.Forsimplicity, we
refer to the operation as addition.
Let

X

\302\251

\302\243

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\256X2\302\256xs\302\256

\302\251
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(1,1)

(1,2) (1,3)

(1,1)

(1,4)
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V
(4,3)

(4,4)

phase2

Figure14.10Broadcastingin a mesh
In the caseof a lineararray with p processors,
assumethat there is an
elementX{ at processori (for i =
,p). We have to computethe
prefixesof x\\,X2,. ,xp. After this computation,processori should have
the value J2 :1XJ\" One way of performingthis computationis as follows.
In step 1,processor1sendsx\\ to the right, In step 2,processor2 computes
x\\
X2, storesthis answer,and sends a copy to its right neighbor.In step
3,processor3 receivesX\\ X2 from itsleft neighbor,computesX\\ X2
storesthis result,and alsosendsa copy to the right neighbor,And soon, In
generalin stepi,processori addsthe elementreceivedfrom its left neighbor
to Xi, storesthe answer, and sends a copy to the right. This algorithm
then will takep stepsto computeall prefixes.Thus we get
(Algorithm 14.2)
the following lemma,

1,2,...

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

\302\2433,

linear array can be
Lemma 14.4Prefixcomputationon a p-processor
performed

in

p

steps,

\342\226\241

A similaralgorithmcan be adoptedon a meshalso.Consider
a ^/p x ^Jp
Sincethe meshis a
meshin which thereis an elementof S at eachprocessor.
two-dimensional
structure,thereis no natural linearorderingof the
We couldcomeup with many possible
orderings.Any suchorderingof
the processors
is calledan indexingscheme.Examplesof indexingschemes
are row major,column major,snakelikerow major,blockwisesnakelikerow
processors,

www.konkurcomputer.ir
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Processori (in parallelfor 1< i < n) does:
if (i = 1) processor1 sends x\\ to the right in step 1;
else
n receives
if (i = n) processor
an element(callit zn-i)
in step n from processorn
1,computesand stores
\342\200\224

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

zn

\342\200\224

\\

\302\251

xn\\

Glse

processori receivesan element(callit Zi-\\) in step
i from processor(i
1),computesand storesZ{ =
and sends Z{ to processori + 1;
\342\200\224

Algorithm14.2Prefixcomputationon a lineararray
soon (seeFigure14,11),
In the row major indexingscheme,
a
re
ordered
as
processors
, (l,n),(2,1),
(1,1),
(2,2),,,,, (2,n),,,,,
(n,n). In the snakelikerow majorindexingscheme,they are orderedas
that
, (n,n);
, (2,1),
(1,1),(1,2),...,
(l,n),(2,n),
(3,1),
(3,2),...
is,it, is the sameas the row majororderingexceptthat alternaterows
reverse. In the blockwisesnakelikerow majorindexingscheme,the mesh is
partitionedinto smallblocksof appropriatesize.Within eachblockthe
processors can be orderedin any fashion. The blocksthemselvesare ordered
accordingto the snakelikerow majorscheme.
The problemof computingprefix sums on the mesh can be reducedto
three phasesin each of which the computationis localto the individual
rows or columns(Algorithm 14,3).
This algorithmassumesthe row major
in phases1 and 2 take y/p steps
indexingscheme.The prefix computations
each (c.f. Lemma14.4),the shifting in phase2 takesone step,and the
broadcastingin phase 3 takes y/p steps.The final updateof the answers
needsan additionalstep.
m,ajor, and

(1,2),...
(2,n-l),...

Theorem14.3Prefixcomputationon a ^/p x v/p meshin row majororder
can be performedin 3^/p + 2 = 0(s/p)steps.
and
Example14.5Considerthe data on the 4x4 meshof Figure14.12(a)
\342\226\241

the problemof prefix sumsunderthe row majorindexingscheme.In phase
In phase2, prefix
1,eachrow computesits prefix sums (Figure 14.12(b)).
sums are computedonly in the fourth column(Figure14.12(c)),
Finally, in
phase3,the prefix sums are updated(Figure14.12(d)).
\342\226\241
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Figure14.12Prefixcomputation
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=

computesthe prefixes
1,2,.,.,^/p)
elements.At the end, the processor(i,j)has y(jj) =
i (for i

2^q=ix(i,g)-

Phase2.

phase 1. Thus at the end, processor(i,y/p) has
=
z{i,Jp) Sg=iV{q,Jp)- After the computationof prefixesshift
them down by one processor;i.e.,have processor(i, y/p) send
to Processor
' VP
(* + !>Vp) (for i = 2'
z(hVP)
computed

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

Only column y/p computesprefixesof sums

in

!'

-

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

!)\342\200\242

2,..., 1).

Phase3. Broadcast2(i,^p)in row i +1(for i = 1,

y/p\342\200\224

Node j in row i + 1finally updatesits result to 2(j,^p) y(i+i,j)\302\251

Algorithm14.3Prefixcomputationon a mesh
Prefixcomputationswith respectto many other indexingschemescan
alsobe performedin 0(y/p) timeon a y/p x y/p mesh (seethe exercises).

14.3.3DataConcentration
In a p-processor
interconnection
network assumethat thereare d < p data
itemsdistributedarbitrarily with at most one dataitemper processor.
The
to
of
dataconcentration
is
into
move
the
data
the
first
d
problem
processors
of the network one dataitemper processor.
This problemis alsoknown as
linear array, we have to move the data
packing.In the caseof a p-processor
into the processors
1, , d. On a mesh,we might requirethe data items
to any indexingschemeof our choice.For example,the
to move according
data couldbe moved into the first \\~%] rows.
Dataconcentration
on any networkis achievedby first performinga prefix
t
o
determine
the destinationof eachpacketand then routing
computation
the packetsusingan appropriatepacketrouting algorithm.
Let be a p-processor
linear array with d data items.To find the
destination of eachdata item,we make use of a variable x. If processor
i has a
data item,then it setsXi = 1;otherwiseit setsx% = 0. Let the prefixesof
the sequencexi,X2,...,xpbeyi,y2,...,yp.
If processori has a data item,
then the destinationof this itemis yi. Thedestinationsfor the data items

2,...

\302\243

having

beendetermined,they arerouted.Prefixcomputation(Lemma14.4)
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a

12

final data location

on a linear array
Figure14.13Dataconcentration

as well as packetrouting on a lineararray (Lemma14.1)
takesp timesteps
each.Thus the total run timeis 2p.
lineararray in which there is an
Example14.6Considera six-processor
itemin processors
1,3,4, =and 6.Then, (x\\, X2, X3, X4, x$,x^) = (1,0,1,1,0,1)
and (2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4,2/5,2/6) (1,1,2,
3,3,4).So,the itemswill be sent to the
processors1,2, 3,and 4 as expected(seeFigure14.13).
On a mesh too,the same strategy of computingprefixesfollowed by
takes3^+2steps(c.f.
packetroutingcan be employed.Prefixcomputation
Theorem14.3),
whereaspacketrouting can be done in 3^/p + 0(pllA\\ogp)
T
heorem
steps(c.f.
14.1).
shows a meshin which therearesixdataitems
Example14.7Figure14.14
The
and
parallelvariable x takesa value of one
a,b,c,d,e,f, g.
to any elementand zerootherwise.Prefixsums are computedon
\342\226\241

corresponding

and finally
x\\,X2,---,xi6,
We have

the data itemsare routed to their destinations.
assumedthe row majorindexingscheme.
\342\226\241

linear array takes2p
Theorem14.4Dataconcentrationon a p-processor
stepsor less.On a y/p x y/p mesh,it takes6^/p + 0(px/4logp) steps.
\342\226\241

14.3.4 SparseEnumerationSort
instanceof sortingin which the numberof keys to besortedis much less
than the network sizeis referredto as the sparseenumerationsort.If the
An
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t^,
final

prefix computation

data

location

on a 4 x 4 mesh
Figure14.14Dataconcentration
network sizeis p, the number of keys to be sortedis typically assumedto
be pe for someconstant e < \\. In the following discussionwe assumethat
e = \\. On the mesh,sparseenumerationsort can be done by computingthe
in sortedorder
rank of eachkey and routing the key to its correctposition
(seethe proofof Theorem13.15).
Let the sequenceto be sortedbe X = k\\, k2,
k/p. We need to sort
X usinga yfp x ^Jp mesh.Assume that the key kj is input at the processor
(1,j) (for j = 1,
y/p). We alsorequirethe final output to appearin the
first row of the meshin nondecreasing
To begin
order,one key perprocessor.
with, kj is broadcastin columnj sothat eachrow has a copy of X. In row i
in
computethe rank of k{.This is done by broadcastingki to all processors
row i followed by a comparison
of ki with every key in the input and then by
a prefix computation.The rank of kj is sent to processor(1,j). Finally, the
keys areroutedto their correctdestinationsin sortedorder. In particular,
the key whose rank is r is sent to the processor(l,r).A formal description
of this algorithmappearsas Algorithm 14.4.
of operationslocalto the columnsor the
Algorithm 14.4is a collection
rows. The operationsinvolved are prefix computation,broadcast,routing
eachof which can be donein 0(y/p) time.
(seeExercise10),and comparison
Thus the whole algorithmruns in time0(y/p).
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

2,...,

Theorem14.5Sparseenumerationsort can be completedin

0(y/p) time
a y/p x yjp meshwhen the numberof keys to be sortedis at most y/p.
Example14.8Considerthe problemof sortingthe four keys ki,k2l k%, k^ =
8,5, 3, 7 on a 4 x 4 mesh.Input to the mesh is given in the first row
and the output should alsoappearin the samerow (Figure
14.15(a))
on

\342\226\241

(Figure
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Step1.In parallel,for 1< j < y^j, broadcastkj

J-

along column

Step2. In parallel,for 1 < i < ^/p, broadcast alongrow i.
Step3. In parallel,for 1< i < y/p, computethe rank of hi in
fcj

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

row i usinga prefix sums computation.

Step4. In parallel,for 1< j < ^/p, send the rank of key kj to

(1,J).
Step5.In parallel,for 1< r < y/p, routethe key whose rank is
r to the node(l,r).
Algorithm14.4Sparseenumerationsort

In step 1 of the algorithm,keys are broadcastalong columns
14.15(e)).
In step 2,ki is broadcastalong row i (for 1< i < 4). At
(Figure 14.15(b)).
the end of step 4, the ranks of keys are available in the first row. Figure
shows the keys and theirranks.Finally, in step5, keys arerouted
14.15(d)
accordingto their ranks (Figure14.15(e)).
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Let xi,X2, ,xn be elementsfrom S in

which is an associative
timecomputableoperator.The suffix computation problemis to
compute
-\302\256xn,...,xn-i\302\256xn,xn. Present
an 0(p)timealgorithmfor the suffix computation
problemon ap-node
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\251

unit

\342\200\242

x\\\302\256X2\302\256-

\342\226\240

\342\200\242\302\256xruX2\302\256x?>\302\256-

linear array.

2. Show how to solve the suffix computationproblemon a y/p x ^p mesh
in time0(y/p).
3. Computethe prefix sumson the meshof Figure14.16
for the following
indexingschemes:row major,snakelikerow major,columnmajor,and
snakelikecolumnmajor.

4. Show that prefix computations
with respectto the following indexing
schemescan alsobe performedin 0(^/p) time on a y/p x ^/p mesh:
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snakelikecolumn majorand blockwiserow major (wherethe blocks
are of sizep1/4 x p1/4).Employ the row majorindexingschemewithin
eachblock.
Show
5. On a p-processor
lineararray thereare p itemsper processor.
how you computethe prefixesof thesep2 itemsin 0(p) time. The
indexingschemeto be used is the following: all the itemsin processor
1 are orderedfirst, all itemsin processor2 are orderednext, and so

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

on.

Show how you
6. On a y/p x y/p meshthereare y/p itemsper processor.

computethe prefixesof thesep^fp itemsin 0(y/p) time.Usethe same
indexingschemeas in Exercise5.
7. Let f(x) = anxn + an-\\xn~l + + a\\x + ciq. Presentlinear array
and mesh algorithmsto evaluatethe polynomial / at a given point y.
What are the run timesof your algorithms?
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

8. Presentefficient lineararray and mesh algorithmsfor the segmented
Exercise5) and analyze their time
prefix problem(seeSection13.3,

complexities.
9. You are given a sequenceA of p elementsand an elementx. You
are to rearrangethe elementsof A sothat allelementsof A that are
< x appearfirst (in successiveprocessors)followed by the rest of the
lineararray
elements.Presentan 0(p)timealgorithmon ap-processor
and an 0(y/p) timealgorithmon a y/p x y/p meshfor this.

10.Presentan 0(^/p) timedeterministicalgorithmfor step5 of Algorithm
14.4.

11.Let A

be a sequenceof p keys. Show how you computethe rank of a
lineararray as well as on a y/p x y/p
a p-processor
mesh.The run timesshouldbe 0(p)and 0(y/p), respectively.

given key x in A on

12.Let M. bea y/p x y/p meshand let A bea y/p x y/p matrixstoredin M.
Considerthe following
majororder,one elementper processor.
recursivealgorithmfor transposingA.
in row

(a) Partitionthe matrixinto four submatricesof size
let the partitionbe An A12
A21 A22

(b) InterchangeA12 with A21
(c) Recursively transposeeachsubmatrix.
\342\226\240
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Show that this algorithmis correctand alsodeterminethe run timeof

this algorithm.

13.MatricesA and B aretwo y/p x y/p matricesstoredin a y/p x ^Jpmesh

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

in row majororder.Show how to multiply them. What is the run
of your algorithm?

time

14.Show how to computethe FFT (seeSection9.3)of a vectorof length
lineararray.
p in 0(p)timeon a p-processor
15.Implementthe FFTalgorithmof Section9.3on a y/px y/p mesh.What
is the run timeof your algorithm?

14.4 SELECTION
Given a sequenceof n keys and an integer i, 1 < i < n, the problemof
selectionis to find the ith smallestkey from the sequence.We have seen
both sequentialalgorithms(Section3.6)and PRAM algorithms (Section
We considertwo different versions of selectionon the
13.4)for selection.
mesh. In the first version we assumethat p n, p being the number of
processorsand n being the numberof input keys. In the secondversion we
assumethat n > p. In the caseof a PRAM, the slow-downlemmacan be
employed to derive an algorithmfor the secondcasegiven an algorithmfor
the first caseand preservethe work done.But no such generalslow-down
\342\200\224

lemmaexistsfor the mesh.Thus it becomesessentialto handlethe second

version separately.

14.4.1A RandomizedAlgorithmfor n = p (*)
can be adaptedto
The work-optimalalgorithmof Section13.4.5
optimally

run

on the mesh also.A summary of this algorithmfollows. If X

=

k\\,k'2,. ,kn is the input, the algorithmchoosesa randomsample(callit S)
from X and identifies two elementsl\\ and l<i from S. Theelementschosen
are such that they bracketthe elementto be selectedwith high probability
and alsothe numberof input keys that are in the range [Zi, I2] is small.
whetherthe elementto beselected
After choosingl\\ and I2, we determine
is in the range [l\\, I2].If this is the case,we proceedfurther and the element
to be selectedis the
|.X\"i|)th elementof X2. Ifthe elementto beselected
is not in the range [Zi,Z^], we start all over again.
is repeateduntil the
Theabove processof samplingand elimination
of remainingkeys is < n0'4. After this, we performan appropriate
selection from out of the remainingkeys using the sparseenumerationsort
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

(i\342\200\224

number

For moredetails,
seeAlgorithm
(Theorem14.5).

13.9.
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A stage refersto one run of the while loop.As shown in Section13.4.5,
thereare only 0(1)stagesin the algorithm.
Step1of Algorithm 13.9takesO(l)timeon the mesh.Theprefix
of steps2 and 5 can be done in a total of 0(y/p) time (c.f.Theorem
14.3).Concentrationof steps3 and 6 takes0(y/p) timeeach(seeTheorem
14.4).Also, sparseenumerationsort takesthe sametime in steps3 and
The selectionsof steps4 and 6 take
6 in accordance
with Theorem14.5.
from sortedsequences.The
only 0(1)timeeachsincetheseare selections
broadcastsof steps2, 4, and 5 take 0(^/p) timeeach(c.f.Theorem14.2).
As a result we arrive at the following theorem.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

computations

Theorem14.6Selectionfrom n = p keys can be performedin O(yfp) time

on

a y/p x ^Jp mesh.

\342\226\241

14.4.2 RandomizedSelectionfor n > p (*)
Now we considerthe problemof selectionwhen the numberof keys is larger
than the network size.In particular,assumethat n = pc for someconstant
c > 1. Algorithm 13.9can be used for this caseas well with someminor
modifications.
Each processorhas - keys to begin with. The conditionfor
the whilestatementis changedto (N > D) (whereD is a constant).In step
1a processorincludeseachof its keys with probability Afl_(11/3c). So,this step
= o(^/p).
now takestime ^. The numberof keys in the sampleis 0(Nllic)
Step 2 remainsthe sameand stilltakes0(y/p) time. Sincethereare only
and sortedin step3 in time
samplekeys, they can beconcentrated
0(N1'3c)
Step4 takesO(yfp) timeas dosteps
0(y/p) (c.f.Theorems14.4and 14.5).
5 and

6. So,eachstagetakestime0(-+ y/p).

Lemma13.3
can be used to show that the number of keys that survive
stageis < 2v/aiV(1-(1/6c))
J^N = 0(N^-^^C^ y/E^N),
whereN is the numberof alive keys at the beginningof this stage.
This in
turn impliesthereareonly 0(loglogp) stagesin the algorithm.In summary,
we have the following theorem.
at the end of any

Theorem14.7If n = pc for someconstant c > 1,selectionfrom

can be performedon a ^fp x y/p mesh in time O ((^

n

+ ^/p) loglogpJ.

keys
\342\226\241

14.4.3 A DeterministicAlgorithmFor n > p
In this sectionwe presenta deterministic
algorithmfor selectionwhoserun
timeis
T
hebasicidea
behindthis algorithmis
loglogp+ y/p logn).
the sameas the one employed in the sequentialalgorithmof Section3.6.The

0(-
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sequentialalgorithmpartitionsthe input into groups (of size,say, 5), finds
the medianof eachgroup, and computesrecursively the median (callit M)
of thesegroup medians.Then the rank tm of M in the input is computed,
and as a result,allelementsfrom the input that areeither< M or > M are
dropped,
dependingon whetheri > r^ or i <tm,respectively.Finally, an
appropriateselectionis performedfrom the remainingkeys recursively. Wc
showed that the run timeof this algorithmwas 0(n).
If one has to employ this algorithmon an interconnection
network, one
has to perform periodicloadbalancing(i.e.,
the
distributing remainingkeys
Load balancingis a time-consuming
uniformly among all the processors).
operationand- can be avoided as follows. To begin with, each processor
has exactly keys. As the algorithm proceeds,keys get droppedfrom
future consideration.
Thereare alwaysp groups(onegroup per processor).
The remainingkeys at eachprocessorconstituteitsgroup.We identify the
medianof eachgroup.Insteadof pickingthe medianof thesemediansas the
splitterkey M, we choosea weightedmedian of thesemedians.Each group
medianis weightedwith the numberof remainingkeys in that processor.

Definition14.1Let X = ki,k2l---,kn be a sequenceof keys, wherekey
hi has an associated
Wi. The
weight wl7 for 1< i < n. Also let W =
weighted median of X is that kj X which satisfies Ylk,ex,kt<kwkt > \\
and J2kiex,ki>k
wh > -f-- In otherwords, the total weight of all keys of X
<
that are kj shouldbe > ~ and the total weight of all keys that are > kj
alsoshouldbe > ^y.
5I\342\204\242=1

\342\202\254

\342\226\241

and let the respective
Example14.9Let X = 9,15,12,
6, 5, 2, 21,17
weights
be 1,2,1,2, 3,1,7, 5. HereW = 22.The weightedmedianof X is 17. One
way of identifying the weighted medianis to sort X; let the sortedsequence
be k[,k'2,
weight sequencebe w\\,w2,...,
k'n; let the corresponding
w'n;
and computethe prefix sums y\\, y2l
If yj is
, yn on this weight sequence.
the leftmost prefix sum that is > ^-, then kj is the weighted median.
and the corresponding
For X, the sortedorderis 2,5,6,9,12,15,17,21
are
2, 5, 7. The prefix sums of this weight sequence
weights are 1,3,2,1,1,
22.Theleftmost prefix sum that exceeds11is 15and hence
1,4,6,7, 8,10,15,
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240.

the weightedmedianis 17.

\342\226\241

The deterministicselectionalgorithm makesuse of the techniquejust
describedfor finding the weighted median.To beginwith, thereare exactly
We needto find the ith smallestkey. Thedetailed
^ keys at eachprocessor.
of the algorithmappearsas Algorithm 14.5.
HereD is a constant.
description

Example14.10Considera 3 x 3 meshwheretherearethreekeys at each
18,2,14,
processorto begin with. Also let i = 8. Let the input be 11,6,3,
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N

:=n;

Step0. If \\og(n/p)is < loglogp,then sort the elementsat eachprocessor;
elsepartitionthe keys at eachprocessorinto logpequal parts suchthat the
keys in eachpart are < keys in the parts to the right.
while (iV > D) do

{

Step1. In parallelfind the medianof keys at eachprocessor.
Let Mq be the medianand Nq be the numberof remainingkeys
processorq, 1< q < p.
Step 2. Find and broadcast the weighted median of
Mi,M2,...,
Mp, where key Mq has a weight of Nq, 1< q < p.
Let M be the weighted median.
at

Step3. Count the rank tm of M from out of all remainingkeys
and broadcastit.
Step4. If i < rM, then eliminateall remainingkeys that are
> M; elseeliminateall remainingkeys that are < M.

E, the numberof keys
Step5. Computeand broadcast
~
eliminated.

If i

> rMi then i :=i E; N := N E;
\342\200\224

}
Output the ith smallestkey from out of the remainingkeys.

selectionon a ^Jp x y/p mesh
Algorithm14.5Deterministic
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10,17,5,21,26,27,
15,8,22,
1,13,6.
12,7,25,24,4,9,
19,20,23,
Figure14.17

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

shows the stepsin selectingthe ith smallestkey. It is assumedthat parts
are of size1in step 0 of Algorithm 14.5,
to make the discussion
simple.
Themedianof eachprocessoris found in step 1.Sinceeachprocessorhas
the samenumberof keys, the weightedmedianof thesemediansis nothing
but the medianof these.The weightedmedianM is found to be 14in step
2. The rank tm of this weighed median is 14.Sincei < tm, aU the keys

The i remainsthe same.
that are greaterthan or equal to 14are deleted.
This completes
one run of the while loop.
In the next run of the while loop,the weighted median is found by
Their
sorting the localmedians. The localmedians are 3,2,5,7,4,8,6.

Sortedorder of thesemedians
corresponding
weights are 2,1,2,2,2,1,3.
is 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,
Thus the
the respectiveweights being 1,2,2,2,3,2,1.
medianM
is
found
to
be
The
rank
of
M
is
5.
5.
rj,[
So,keys
weighted
that are less than or equal to 5 get eliminated.The value of i becomes
= 3.
In the third run of the while loop,thereare eight keys to begin with.
The weightedmedianis found to be 8, whose rank happensto be 3, which
is the sameas the value of i. Thusthe algorithmterminatesand 8 is output
as the correctanswer.

8-5

|

|

\342\226\241

In step 0,the partitioningof the elementsinto logp partscan be done in
Exercise5).Sortingcan be done in time
loglogp time (seeSection13.4,
Thus
takestime
min {log(n/p),
0
At the end of
step
0(~logr~).
loglogp}.
step 0,the keys in eachprocessorhave beenpartitionedinto approximately
logpapproximately
equal parts. Calleachsuch part a block.
In step 1,we can find the medianat any processoras follows. Determine
first the blockthe medianis in and then performan appropriate
selectionin
that block(usingAlgorithm 3.19).
Thetotaltimeis 0{-^~).
In step 2, we can sort the mediansto identify the weightedmedian.If
M{,M!2, M' is the sortedorderof the medians,then we need to identify
j such that X/jUi^'k T an(^ X/fc=i N'k < y. Such a j can be computed
with an additionalprefix computation.
Sortingcan be done in 0(s/p)time
in
we
show
The
Section
14.6). prefix computationtakes0{s/p)timeas
(as
well (seeTheorem14.3).
Thus M, the weightedmedian,can be identified
in time 0(^/p).
In step 3, eachprocessorcan identify the number of remainingkeys in
its queue and then all processors
can performa prefix sums computation.
Therefore,this step takes0(^/p) time.
In step 4, the appropriatekeys in any processorcan be eliminatedas
follows. First identify the blockB that M falls in. This can be done in
O(logp) time. After this, we compareM with the elementsof blockB to
determinethe keys to be eliminated.If i > tm {i < ?\"m), of courseall
\342\200\242..,

\342\200\224
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Proc. (1,1)(1,2) (1,3) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3)

11 18
\302\251

3

\302\251

2

17

<y>

5

21
\302\256

27

\302\251

7

25

24
4

(2)

19
\302\256)

23

\302\251

8

22

1

13
\302\251

Weighted median is 14.

11

\302\251

\302\251

10

12
\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

9

--

\302\251

1

13
\302\251

Weighted median is 5.

\302\251

_

\302\251

_

13
\302\251

Weighted median is 8.
Answer is 8.

selectionwhen n > p
Figure14.17Deterministic
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blocksto the left (right) of B areeliminateden masse.Totaltimeneededis
which is 0{ t\" ) sincen = pc for someconstant c.
0(logp
Step 5 takes0{^/p) time, sinceit involves a prefix computationand a
broadcast.
of steps2, 3, and 4 takes0(^/p) timeeach(c.f.Theorem
Broadcasting
each
run of the while looptakesQ( ,\" + ^/p) time.
Thus
14.2).
How many keys areeliminatedin eachrun of the while loop?Assume
that i > r^ in a given run. (The othercasecan be arguedsimilarly.)The
which is > ^-. Therefore,
numberof keys eliminatedis at leastYJk=i
it follows that the while loopis executedO(logn) times. Thus we get
(assumingthat n = pc and hence lognis asymptotically the sameas logp)
the following theorem.
Theorem14.8Selectionfrom n keys can be performedon a y/p x ^fp mesh
in time 0(^loglogp
+ ^Jp logn).

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

H\342\200\2241^-^),
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>
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EXERCISES
1.Considerthe selectionproblemon

^fp x ^fp mesh,where p = n.
Let A be a medianfinding algorithmthat runs in timeT(v/p). How
can you make use of A to solve an arbitrary instanceof the selection
problemand what is the resultant run time?

a

2. Presentan efficient algorithmfor finding the A:th quantilesof any given
sequenceof n keys on a y/p x y/p mesh.Considerthe casesn = p and
n > p.
3. Given an array A of n elements,presentan algorithm to find any

elementof A that is greaterthan or equalto the medianon a ^/p x ^fp
mesh.Your algorithmshouldrun in time2^/p + d(^/p). Assume that
p = n.
4. Considera y/p x y/p meshin which thereis a key at eachnodeto begin
with. Assume that the keys are integersin the range
1],wheree
is a constant < 1.Designan efficient deterministic
selectionalgorithm
for this input. What is the run timeof your algorithm?
5. Develop an efficient deterministicselectionalgorithm for the mesh
when n = p. Also assumethat i (the rank of the elementto be
selected)is either< pe or > p p( for somefixed e < 1.What is the run
timeof your algorithm?
6. Designa deterministicalgorithmfor selectionwhen n = p. Your
algorithm shouldhave a run timeof
O(^)on a ^fp x ^Jp) mesh.
\342\200\224

[0,p\302\243

\342\200\224
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Figure14.18Computingthe ranks of keys

14.5 MERGING
Theproblemof mergingis to taketwo sortedsequences
as input and produce
a sortedsequenceof all elements.This problemwas studiedin Chapters3

and 13.

14.5.1Rank Mergeon a LinearArray
The mergeby ranking algorithm of Section13.5.1
can be implemented
to run in lineartime on a linear array. Let
be a linear array with
The input sequencesare X\\ = k\\, hi, , km and X2
p = m processors.
i has the keys ki and ki+m.
&2m- To begin with, processor
km+i,km+2,
Followingthe merge,the two smallestkeys are in processor1,the next two
smallestkeys are in processor2, and soon. We show how to computethe
rank of eachkey k X\\ and route it to its right place. An analogous
i initiatesa counter q with
algorithm can be appliedfor X2 also.Processor
a value of 0. A packetcontainingq togetherwith the value of k{ is sent
along both directions.
(If i = 1 or m, it is sent in only one direction.)The
two copiesof Cj travel all the way up to the two boundaries
and comeback
to i (seeFigure 14.18).
Processorj on receiptof c4 increments by one if
alter Cj. (This incrementoccursonly when Cj
kj < kf, otherwiseit doesn't
is in its forward journey.) In any caseit forwards Cj to its neighbor.When
the two copiesof Ci return to processori, the rank of hi can be computedby
summingthe two copiesand addingone.Thetimeneededfor rank
is 2{p 1) or less.Oncewe know the ranks of the keys, they can be
In particularif rj is the rank of hi,
routedin time0(p)using Lemma14.1.
this key is sent to processor[?f].None of the Cj's get queuedsinceno two
counterscontendfor the samelink ever.
\302\243

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\202\254

c\302\273

computations

\342\200\224

Lemma 14.5Mergingtwo sortedsequenceseachof length p can be
in 0(p)timeon a p-processor
lineararray.

completed
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(a)
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(0

Figure14.19Odd-evenmergeon a lineararray

14.5.2Odd-EvenMergeon a LinearArray
The odd-evenmergealgorithmwas describedin Section13.5.2
(Algorithm
On a p = 2m-processor
lineararray assumethat X\\ is input in
13.10).
the first m processorsand X? is input in the next m processors.
In step
1 of Algorithm 13.10,
are separatedinto oddand even parts
X\\ and
and E-2- This takes y stepsof data movement.Next,E\\ and
Oi,E],0'2,
are
02 interchanged.This alsotakes ^ steps.In step 2, 0\\ is merged
recursively with O2 to get O. At the sametimeE\\ is mergedwith E<i to get
E. In step 3, O and E are shuffled in a total of < m data movement steps.
Finally, adjacentelementsare comparedand interchangedif out of order.If
of length m each,
M(m) is the run timeof this algorithmon two sequences
then we have M(rn) < M(m/2)+ 1m+ 1 which solves to M(m) = 0(m).
X<\302\261

Lemma 14.6Two sortedsequencesof length m eachcan be mergedon a
lineararray in 0(m)time.
2m-processor
shows the mergingof two sortedsequences
of
Example14.11Figure 14.19
into
lengthfour eachon an 8-nodelineararray. Separationof the sequences
their oddand even parts is shown in Figure 14.19(b).
In Figure 14.19(c),
and
are
and
as
well
as
O2
E\\
E\\ and E<i are
O2
interchanged.0\\
to
and
O
Next O and
merged get
E, respectively (Figure 14.19(d)).
E are sliufiled (Figure 14.19(e)).
A comparison-exchange
operationamong
neighborsis performedto arrive at the final sortedorder(Figure14.19(f)).
\342\226\241

recursively

\342\226\241

14.5.3Odd-EvenMergeon a Mesh
considera ^/p x ^/p mesh. Assume that the two sequencesto be
are
merged input in the first and secondhalves of the mesh in snakelike

Now we
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Figure14.20Odd-evenmergeon the mesh

^

The X\\ and
are snakeswith
majororder(seeFigure14.20(a)).
columnsand ^/p rows each.The final mergewill be a snakeof size^Jp x ^/p
Assume that y/p is an integral power of 2. As the
(as in Figure 14.20(f)).
algorithmproceeds,moreand moresnakesarecreatedall of which have the
samenumber of rows. Only the number of columnswill diminish. The
basecaseis when
1. A completeversion of the algorithmis given in
This
Algorithm 14.6.
algorithmmergestwo snakeswith columnseach.
Let
be the run timeof Algorithm 14.6on two sortedsnakeswith
columnseach.
In step0,we have to mergetwo sortedcolumns.Notethat the algorithm
can be used sincethe data from onecolumncan be moved to
of Lemma14.5
the othercolumnin one stepand then the algorithmof Lemma14.5applied.
This takes0(^/p) time.
and stepsof data movement,respectively.
Steps1,2, and 4 take <
< M(|)+ which on
satisfies
Step3 takesM(|) time. Thus,
< + M(l);that is,M{jp/2)= 0(^/p).
solutionimplies
row

X<\302\261

\302\243

\342\226\240=

\302\243

\302\243

\302\243

M{\302\243)

|,|,

M{\302\243)

M(\302\243)

\302\243

M{\302\243)

4\302\243
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|

Step0. If = 1,mergethe two snakesusing Lemma14.5.
Step 1. PartitionX\\ into its oddand even parts, 0\\ and
\302\243

respectively.Similarly partitionXi into Oi and E<i- Parts
and E<i are snakeswith columnseach(seeFigure
Oi,\302\243a,C>2i

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

E\\,

14.20(b)).
Step2. InterchangeO^ with E\\ as in Figure 14.20(c).
Step3. Recursively merge0\\ with 02 to get the snake O. At
the sametimemergeE\\ with E<i to get the snakeE. (SeeFigure
14.20(d)).
Step4. Shuffle O with E (seeFigure 14.20(e)).
Compare
adjacent

elementsand interchangethem if they are out

of

order.

Algorithm14.6The odd-evenmergealgorithmon the mesh

Theorem14.9Two sortedsnakesof sizey/p x ^ eachcan be mergedin
time0{yjp) on a y/p x y/p mesh.

\342\226\241

14.6 SORTING
Given a sequence
of n keys, recallthat the problemof sortingis to rearrange
this sequencein either ascendingor descending
order. In this sectionwe
study severalalgorithmsfor sortingon both a lineararray and a mesh.

14.6.1Sortingon a LinearArray
Rank sort
The first algorithm,we are goingto study, rank sort,computesthe rank of
eachkey and then routesthe keys to their correctpositions.
If thereare p
i
n
linear
one
the
with
the
processors
key per processor, ranks of all
array
can
be
in
time
keys
computed 0(p)
using an algorithmsimilarto the one
in
of
the
Lemma
14.5.
employed
proof
Followingthis, the key whose rank is
r is routed to processorr. This routingalsotakes0(p)time (Lemma14.1).
Thus we get the following lemma.
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for i

:= 1to p do
odd,compareand exchangekeys at processors
1
; elsecompareand
2j and 2j for j =
at
and
processors
2j 2j+1for j = 1,
exchange keys
If i is

1,2,...
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Algorithm14.7Odd-eventranspositionsort
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Figure14.21Odd-eventranspositionsort on a lineararray
Lemma 14.7A total of p keys can be sortedon a p-processor
linear array
in 0(p)time.

\342\226\241

Odd-eventransposition
sort
algorithmsimilarto bubblesortcan alsobe used to sorta lineararray in
0(p)time. This algorithm(Algorithm 14.7)is alsoknown as the odd-even
transpositionsort. \"Compareand exchange\"refersto comparingtwo keys
and interchangingthem if they are out of order. Each iterationof the for
looptakesonly 0(1)time.Thusthe wholealgorithmterminatesin 0(p)time
steps.Thecorrectnessof this algorithmcan be proved using the zero-one
An

principleand is left as an exercise.

Lemma 14.8The odd-eventranspositionsort runs in 0(p)time on a pprocessorlineararray.
\342\226\241

Example14.12Let p = 8 and let the keys to besortedbe4, 5,1,8,2,6, 3,7.
sort.
shows the stepsof the odd-eventransposition
Figure 14.21
\342\226\241
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Odd-evenmergesort
Thelast algorithmwe study on the lineararray is basedon mergesort;that
is,it makesuse of a known mergingalgorithmin orderto sort.If therearep
linear array, we can recursively sort the first half and
keys on a p-processor
the secondhalf at the sametime. Oncethe resultsare ready, they can be
The resultant
mergedusing the odd-evenmergealgorithm (Lemma14.6).
odd-evenmergesort has a run timeT(p) = T(p/2)+ 0(p),which solves to
Tip) = 0(p).
Lemma 14.9Odd-evenmergesortruns in 0(p)timeon ap-processor
linear

array.

\342\226\241

14.6.2 Sortingon a Mesh
study two different algorithmsfor sorting on a mesh.The first is called
Shearsortand takes0{^/plogp)
timeto sorta y/p x y/p mesh.The second
is an implementation
of odd-evenmergesort.This algorithmruns in 0(^/p)
timeand henceis asymptotically optimal.
We

Shearsort
This algorithm(Algorithm 14.8)works by alternatelysorting the rows and

columns.If thereis a key at eachprocessorof a ^fp x ^fp mesh,thereare

logp+ 1 phasesin the algorithm.At the end, the mesh will be sortedin
can be
snakelikerow majororder.Sincea lineararray with ^fp processors
sortedin 0{^/p) time (c.f.Lemma14.8),
Algorithm 14.8runs in a total of
+ 1)) = 0{^/p\\ogp)time.
0(v/P(1\302\260gP

In
Example14.13Considerthe keys on a 4 x 4 meshof Figure 14.22(a).
orders. The
phase1,we sort the rows, sorting alternaterows in opposite
result is Figure 14.22(b).
The resultsof the next four phasesare shown in
and
Figure 14.22(c),
(d), (e),
(f), respectively.At the end of the fifth phase,
the mesh is sorted.

Q

basedand is alsooblivious and
Note that Algorithm 14.8is comparison

hencethe zero-oneprinciplecan be used to prove its correctness.Assume
that the input consistsof only zerosand ones.Define a row to be dirty if it
has both ones and zeros,cleanotherwise.Notethat if the mesh is sorted,
therewill be only one dirty row and the rest of the rows will eitherhave all
ones or all zerosand hencewill be clean.To begin with, therecould be as
many as ^/p dirty rows; that, is,eachrow couldbe dirty.
Calla stage of the algorithmto be sorting all rows followed by sorting
all columns (i.e.,a stage consistsof two phases). We show that if N is
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(a)

(c)

(b)
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Figure14.22Shearsort- an example

for i :=1to logp+ 1do
If i is even,sort the columnsin increasing
orderfrom
top to bottom;elsesort the rows.The rows aresorted
in such a way that alternaterows aresortedin reverse
order.The first row is sortedin increasingorderfrom
left to right, the secondrow is sorted in decreasing
orderfrom left to right, and soon.

Algorithm14.8Shearsort
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Figure14.23Provingthe correctnessof Algorithm 14.8
the number of dirty rows at the beginningof any stage,then the number
of dirty rows at the end of the stageis no morethan y. This will then
imply that after log(^/p) stages,there will be at most one dirty row left
which can be sortedin an additionalrow sort. Thus there will be only
2 \\og(^/p)+ 1 = logp+ 1 phasesin the algorithm.
Look at two adjacentdirty rows at the beginningof any stage. There
are threepossibilities:
(1) thesetwo rows put togethermay have an equal
numberof ones and zeros,(2) the two rows may have morezerosthan ones,
and (3) the two rows may have moreonesthan zeros.In the first phaseof this
stagethe rows aresortedand in the secondphasethe columnsaresorted.In
case1,when the rows are sorted,they will looklike Figure 14.23(a).
Then,
when the columnsare sorted,the two rows will contributetwo cleanrows
(one with all ones and the otherwill all zeros).If case2 is true, after the
When the columns
row sorting,the two rows will looklike Figure 14.23(b).
are sorted,the two rows will contributeone cleanrow consistingof allzeros.
In case3 also,a cleanrow (consistingof all ones) will be contributed.In
summary, any two adjacentdirty rows will contributeat leastone cleanrow.
That is,the numberof dirty rows will decreasein any phase by a factor of
at

least2.

Theorem14.10TheShearsortalgorithm(Algorithm14.8)works correctly
and runs in time0{^/p\\ogp)on a ^/p x ^/p mesh.
\342\226\241

Odd-evenmergesort
Now we implementthe odd-evenmergesort methodon the mesh.If X =
ki,&2, , kn is the given sequenceof n keys, odd-evenmergesort partitions
X into two subsequences
and X'2 = \302\243Vi/2+ii^n/2+2>
X[ hi,&2,
of
are sortedrecursively
and
kn
equal length. Subsequences
X[
Xf2
t
o
each.
The
two
sorted
subsequences
assigningn/2 processors
(callthem
the
and
a
re
then
odd-even
X\\
X2, respectively)
finally mergedusing
merge

...,
\342\200\242
\342\200\242.

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

\342\226\240,kn/2

algorithm.
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We have already seenhow the odd-evenmergealgorithmworks on the
mesh in 0(^/p) time (Algorithm14.6).
This algorithmcan be used in the
on a y/p x ^fp mesh (one key per
Given
distributed
p keys
mergingpart.
we can partitionthem into four equalparts of size-^p x -^p each.
processor),
Sort eachpart recursivelyinto snakelikerow majororder.Theresult is shown
in Figure14.24(b).
At
Now, mergethe toptwo snakesusingAlgorithm 14.6.
the sametimemergethe bottomtwo snakesusingthe samealgorithm.These
mergingstaketime0{^/p).After thesemergings,the meshlookslike Figure
Finally mergethesetwo snakesby properly modifying Algorithm
14.24(c).
14.6.This mergingalsotakes0{^/p) time. After this merging,the whole
mesh is in snakelikerow majorsortedorder(as in Figure 14.24(d)).

13 11 9 15
6

2

^\342\200\224fs

-5\342\200\2245

t5-tt

3 5

10 16 1 12
7 8 4 14

-f\342\200\224Si

ifr^O

(a)

(b)

\342\226\2402\342\200\2243\342\200\2245\342\200\2246

-i\342\200\2242\342\200\2243\342\200\2244

15 13 11 9

-1\342\200\2246\342\200\2245\"

16 14 12 10

10 1112i
16 15 14 13

(c)

(d)

9

-i\342\200\2244\342\200\2247-

Figure14.24Odd-evenmergesort on the mesh
If

is the timeneededto sort an x mesh using the above divide\302\243

S(\302\243)

\302\243

and-conquer
algorithm,then we have
S{\302\243)

which solves to

S(\302\243)

-

=

s(^+0{\302\243)

0(\302\243).

Theorem14.11We can sortp elementsin 0(y/p) timeon a ^/p x ^/p mesh
into snakelikerow

majororder.
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shows a 4 x 4 meshin which thereis a key
Example14.14Figure 14.24(a)
at eachnodeto beginwith. Themeshis partitionedinto four quadrantsand
eachquadrant is recursively sorted.The result is Figure 14.24(b).
The top

bottomtwo quadrants are mergedin parallel
Theresultant two snakesare merged(Figure14.24(d)).
(Figure14.24(c).

two quadrants as well as the

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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EXERCISES
1.Provethe correctnessof Algorithm 14.7usingthe zero-oneprinciple.
2. Presentan implementation
of rank sort on a ^fp x ^fp mesh.What

is

the run timeof your algorithm?
3.The randomizedrouting algorithmof Section14.2can be made
deterministic with the help of sorting.The routing algorithmworks as
follows. Partitionthe mesh into blocksof size -^ x
each; sort
eachblockin columnmajororderaccordingto the destinationcolumn
of the packets(the advantage of such a sorting is that now packets
in any blockthat have the samedestinationcolumnwill be found in
successive
processorsaccordingto columnmajororder).Fromthen
on the packetsuse phases2 and 3 of Algorithm 14.1.
Prove that this
algorithmhas a run timeof 2^/p + O(^) with a queuesizeof 0(q).

^

4. Assume that eachprocessorof a y/p x yjp meshis the originof exactly

onepacketand eachprocessoris the destinationof exactlyone packet.
Presentan 0(v/p)-time0(l)-queues
deterministicalgorithmfor this
Make
use
of
routing problem.(Hint:
sorting.)
5.Making useof the ideaof Exercise4, devisean 0(y/p)-time0(l)-queuealgorithmfor the PPR problem(seeSection14.2).
lengthdeterministic
6. The array A is an almost-sortedarray of n elements.It is given that
the position
of eachkey is at most a distanced away from its final
Give an 0(d)-time
sortedposition.
algorithmfor sorting A on an nprocessorlineararray. Provethe correctnessof your algorithmusing
the zero-oneprinciple.
7. Let be a lineararray with lognprocessors.
Each processorhas -^^
is
to
to
with.
The
sort
the
keys begin
goal
array. At the end,processor
1shouldhave the least j^- keys. Node 2 shouldhave the next bigger
-^^ keys. And so on.Establishthat this sortingcan be accomplished
in 0(n)time.
8. Prove that if in a y/p x y/p mesh the rows are sortedand then the
columns,the rows remainsorted.
\302\243
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9. Considerthe following algorithmfor sorting a y/p x ^/p mesh:
(a) Partitionthe mesh into four quadrantsof size 2 x 2 each.
(b) Sort eachquadrant recursively.
(c) Performfive stagesof Algorithm 14.8on,the whole mesh.
Prove that this algorithmcorrectlysortsarbitrary numbers.What is
the run timeof this algorithm?
10.In this sectionwe showed how to sort keys on a ^Jp x ^Jp mesh into
snakelikerow majororderin 0{^/p) time. Provethat the meshcan be
sortedinto the following indexingschemesalsoin 0{xJp)time:column
majorand blockwisecolumnmajorwherethe blocksare of sizep1/4x
p1' (within eachblockemploy the snakelikecolumnmajororder).

11.Given is a sequenceX of n keys k\\, &2,...,
kn.

Foreachkey ki (1< i <

in sortedorderdiffers from by at most d. Presentan
n), its position
0(nlogd)-timesequentialalgorithmto sortX. Provethe correctness
of your algorithmusing the zero-oneprinciple.Implementthe same
algorithmon a \\/n x \\Jn mesh.What is the resultant run time?
%

14.7 GRAPH PROBLEMS
In Section13.7,
we introduced
a generalframework for solving the transitive

and all-pairsshortest-pathsproblems.We
closure,connectedcomponents,
make use of this framework herealso.
ThematrixM (seeSection13.7)can be computedfrom M in 0(nlogn)
timeon an n x n x n mesh.An n x n x n meshis a three-dimensional
grid,
in which eachgrid point corresponds
to a processing
elementand eachlink
link. Each processorin an
correspondsto a bidirectionalcommunication
where 1< i,j,k < n
n x n x n meshcan be denotedwith a triple (i,j,k),
(seeFigure14.25).

Definition14.2In an n x n x n mesh,let (i,*, *) stand for all processors
whose first coordinateis i. This is indeedan n x n mesh. Similarly define
(*,j,*) and (*,*,&).Also define (i,j,*) to be all processorswhose first
coordinateis and whosesecondcoordinateis j. This is a lineararray.
%

Similarly define (i,*,A;)and

(*,j,k).

\342\226\241

Theorem14.12M can be computedfrom annxnmatrixM in 0(nlogn)
timeusingan

n

x n x n mesh.
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Figure14.25A 3D mesh
Proof:The n x n x n

mesh algorithmis the sameas the CRCW PRAM
We storethe matrixm[ ] in (*,*, 1),which is
algorithmof Algorithm 13.15.

initializedto M.
In step 1,to updateq[i,j,k],
the corresponding
processorhas to access
both m[i,j]and m[j,k].Each processorcan accessm[i,j]by broadcasting
m[i,j] along(i,j,*). Forprocessor(i,j,k) to get m[j,k], we do the following:
Transposethe matrixm[ ] and storethe transposeas x[ ] in (*,*, 1).Now
elementx[i,j]is broadcastalong (i,j,*).(Verifying that this ensuresthat
eachprocessorgetsthe correctdata is left as an exercise.)Broadcasting
can
be done in O(n) timeeach. Transposingthe matrixcan alsobe completed
in 0(n)time (seeSection14.3,
Exercise12).
In step 2 of Algorithm 13.15,
eachm[i,j]is updatedto min {^[i,l,j],
for 1 < i,j < n. This can be done as follows: Note
q[i,2,j],...,
q[i,n,j]},
that the n itemsof interestare localto the linear array (i,*,j).Using
this array, the updatedvalue of m[i,j]can be computedand storedin the
processor(i, l,j) in 0(n)time. Thesen1updatedvalues of m[ ] have to
be moved to (*,*,0).This transfer can be performedwith two broadcast
Firstbroadcastthe updatedm[i,j]alongthe array (i, *,j).Each
operations.
lineararray (i, *,j)now has a copy of the updatedm[i,j].
Secondbroadcast
so
the
this rn[i,j]
linear
that
the
processor(i,j,0)gets a
array (i,j,*)
along
of
Now
the
of
the
updatedm[i,j].
copy
updating m[i,j]can be done local
to the lineararray (i,j,*) in 0(n)time.
Thus eachrun of the for looptakes0(n)time.
\342\226\241

Consequently, the following theoremsalsohold.

Theorem14.13Thetransitiveclosurematrixof an n-vertexdirectedgraph
can be computedin 0(nlogn) timeon an n x n x n mesh.
\342\226\241
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Theorem14.14The connectedcomponentsof an n-vertexgraph can be
0(nlogn) timeon an n x n x n mesh.

determinedin
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14.7.1An
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n

xn

MeshAlgorithmfor TransitiveClosure

In Section13.7.1
we saw that the transitive closureof an n-vertex graph
of an n x n matrix.
couldbe computedby performing[logn\\ multiplications
can be done in
In Theorem14.15
we show that eachof thesemultiplications
x
time
on
an
n
n
mesh.
O(n)

Theorem14.15Two n x n matricesA = a[i,j]and B = b[i,j]can be

multipliedin O(n) timeon an

n

x n mesh.

Proof:Let C = c[i,j]be the productto be computed.Assume that the
In particular,
matricescan be input to the mesh as shown in Figure14.26.
the first columnof A traversesthroughthe first columnof the meshone item
and one processor
per timeunit. That is,in the first timeunit a[l,1]reaches
the processor(1,1).In the secondtime unit a[l,l]reachesthe processor
(2,1)and at the sametimeo[l,2]reachesthe processor(1,1).And so on.
The secondcolumnof A traversesthrough the secondcolumnof the mesh
reachesthe processor(1,2)
starting from the secondtimeunit (that is,a[2,1]

timestep 2,and soon).
In general,the processor(i,j)gets both a[i,k]and b[k,j]at time step
=
of computingc[i,j].
Note that c[i,j]
i+j+k 2. Node (i,j)is in charge
usesthe
I
f
following simplealgorithm: it gets
]Cfe=i
A;]6[A;,j]. Node (i,j)
two items (one from above and one from the left), it multipliesthem and
accumulatesthe productto c[^j]-It then forwards the data itemsto its
bottomand right neighborsrespectively.Sinceit is guaranteedto get all
a[i,A;]'sand b[k,jYs, at the end of the algorithmit has correctlycomputed
the value of cf?,.?].Also, the processor(i,j)completesits task by step
values that k can take. Thus
(i + j + n
2) sincethereare only n possible
the whole algorithmterminateswithin 3n 2 steps.
Forthis algorithmwe have assumedthat the right dataitemcomesto the
right placeat the right time. What happensif the two matricesare already
storedin the mesh? (In fact this is the casefor the applicationof matrix
in the solutionof the transitiveclosureproblem.)Let the two
multiplication
matricesbe storedin the meshin row majororderto beginwith. Transpose
both the matricesin 0(n)time. Simulatethe effect of data comingfrom
In eachrow (column),thereis
above and the left as shown in Figure14.27.
a streammoving to the right (down) and another moving to the left (up).
The streamcorresponding
to the ith. row (jthcolumn)shouldstart at time
step i (j).
at

\342\200\224

\302\253.[\302\253',

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241
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b[xi]bv-M

\302\243[3,3]

\302\243[3,2]

\302\243[2,2]

\302\243[2,3]

\302\243[1,3]

\302\243n,i

\302\243[1,2]

Figure14.26Multiplying two matrices
As

a result,we alsoget the following theorem.

Theorem14.16The transitiveclosurematrixof a given undirectedgraph
can be computedin 0(nlogn) timeon an n x n mesh.
processors

with n

\342\226\241

14.7.2 All-PairsShortestPaths
In Section13.7.2
we presenteda PRAM algorithmfor the all-pairsshortestpaths problem.Theideawas to define Ak(i,j) to representthe length of a
shortestpath from i to j goingthrough no vertex of indexgreaterthan k,
and then to infer that

k>\\.
Ak(i,j)=mm {A^iiJ),Ak-l{i,k)+Ak-l(k,j)},
The importanceof this relationshipbetweenAk and Ak~l is that the
to matrixmultiplication,
where
computationof A from A
corresponds
min and additiontake the placeof additionand multiplication,
respectively.
the all-pairsshortestUnder this interpretationof matrix multiplication,
. We get this theorem.
paths problemreducesto computingAn = A1
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h

[i,i]
Co-\342\200\224o\342\200\224o

OjklU]

fc[l,l] fc[2,l] fe[3,l]
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0'a[i,3]
Figure14.27Simulatingthe data flow

Theorem14.17The all-pairsshortest-pathsproblemcan be solved in
O(nlogn)timeon an n x n mesh.

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Usethe generalparadigmof this sectionto designa mesh algorithm
a minimum spanningtree of a given weightedgraph. You
can use eithera k x k meshor an / x I x I mesh (for an appropriatek
or I). Analyze the timeand processor
bounds.
for finding

2. Presentan efficient algorithmfor topological
sort on the mesh.
3. Give an efficient mesh algorithmto checkwhethera given undirected
graph is acyclic.Analyze the processorand timebounds.
4. If G is any undirectedgraph, Gk is defined as follows: Thereis a link
betweenprocessorsi and j in Gk if and only if there is a path of
length k in G betweeni and j. Presentan 0(nlogA;)-time n x n mesh
algorithmto computeGk from G.
5. You are given a directedgraph whoselinks have a weight of zeroor
one. Presentan efficient minimum spanningtree algorithmfor this
specialcaseon the mesh.

6. Presentan

of the Bellmanand Ford
efficient mesh implementation
algorithm(seeSection5.4).
7. Show how to invert a triangular yjp x yjp matrixon a yjp x yjp mesh
in 0(y/p) time.
8. Presentan 0(v/p)-timealgorithmfor inverting a y/p x yjp tridiagonal
matrixon a y/p x yjp mesh.
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14.8 COMPUTINGTHE CONVEX HULL
The convexhull of n points in the planecan be computedin O(n) timeon
an n-processor
lineararray (the proofof this is left as an exercise).More
interestingly, the sameproblemcan be solved in 0(y/n) timeon a y/n x y/n
mesh.
of the
We begin by showing that a straightforward implementation
algorithm of Sections
3.8.4and 13.8resultsin a run timeof 0(y/nlog2
n). Later
we show how to reducethis run timeto 0(y/n).
In the preprocessing
the input points aresorted
stepof Algorithm 13.16,
values.The variable N is used to denotethe
accordingto theirx-coordinate
numberof points to the left of (pi,P2)This sortingcan be done in 0(\\/N)
x
on
a
If
time
v^V
\\/N mesh.
qi,q2, , qN is the sortedorderof these
1
can be done by partitioningthe input into
of
13.16
points,step
Algorithm
two parts with qi,g2, , Qn/2 m the first part and qN/2+iiQn/2+2^
QN m
the secondpart. The first half is placedin the first half (i.e.,
the first ;y^
columns)of the mesh and the secondpart is kept in the secondhalf of the
mesh in snakelikerow majororder. In step 2, the upper hull of eachhalf
is recursively computed.Let the upper hulls be arrangedin snakelikerow
Let Hi and H% be the upper hulls.
processors).
majororder(in successive
Step3 is completedin 0(\\/NlogN) time. Step4 callsfor dataconcentration
in O(VN) time.
and hencecan be completed
be the run timeof the above recursivealgorithmfor the upper
Let
\342\226\240..

\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240>

T(\302\243)

hull

on an input of columns;then we have
\302\243

= T{\302\243/2)+0(VN logN)
which solves to T{y/N) = 0(y/N log2 N) +T(l).Sincethe convexhull on a
\\/7V-processorlineararray can be found in 0(\\/N) time (seethe exercises),
we have T(y/N) = 0(^N log2 N).
Theonly part of the algorithmthat remainsto be specified
is how to find
the tangent (u,v) in 0(\\/NlogN) time. The way to find the tangent is to
start from the middlepoint, callit p, of H\\. Find the tangent of p with H2.
Let (jo, q) be the tangent. Using(p,q), determinewhetheru is to the left of,
equal to,or to the right of p in H\\. A binary searchin this fashion on the
points of H\\ revealsu. Usethe sameprocedureto isolatev as well.
Lemma 14.10
Let H\\ and Hi be two upperhulls with at most N points
each.If p is any point of Hi,its tangent q with H2 can be found in 0(\\/N)
time.
T{\302\243)

Proof.Broadcastp to all processorscontainingHi (i.e.,the secondhalf of
the mesh).Consideran arbitrary processorin the secondhalf. Let q' be the
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point this processorhas. Also let x and y be the left and right neighbors
of q' in the hull H2.Each processor
can accessthe left and right neighbors

0(1)time (sincethe points are arrangedin snakelikerow majororder).
If Ipq'xand /-pq'y are both left turns, then q' is the point we are looking
for (seeFigure
The point q' is broadcastto the whole mesh. Each
in

3.10).

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

broadcasttakes0(y/N) time.

\342\226\241

Lemma 14.11
If Hi and Hi are two upper hulls with at most N points
each,their commontangent can be computedin 0(y/NlogN)time.

Proof:Similarto that

of

Lemma13.5
(seeExercise1).

\342\226\241

In summary, we have the following theorem.

Theorem14.18Theconvexhull of iV points in the planecan be computed
in

0(y/Nlog2
N) timeon a y/N x y/N mesh.

\342\226\241

The run timeof the precedingalgorithmcan bereducedto O (y/N logN)
using the following strategy. In the precedingalgorithm,at every level of
recursionthe numberof rows remainsthe same. Even though the number
of points decreases
with increasingrecursion
level,thereis no corresponding
reductionin the mergingtime. At eachlevel mergingtakes 0(y/NlogN)
time. This suggeststhat we shouldattemptto simultaneouslydecreasethe
number of rows as well as columnsin any subproblem.One way of doing
this is to partitionthe input into four equal parts like we did in the caseof
odd-evenmergesort (seeFigure 14.24).
After partitioning,the convexhull
of eachquadrant is obtainedin snakelikerow majororder.Thesefour upper
hulls are then mergedas shown in Figure14.24
(i.e.,first mergethe two
and
the
two
and
then mergethe upper
lower
upper quadrants
quadrants,
half with the lower half). Each mergingcan be done usingthe just-discussed
is the run timeof computing
mergingtechniquein O (y/N logN) time.If
=
the convexhull of a y/l x y/l mesh,
+ O(^log^); this solves
=
Thus on a y/N x y/N mesh,the run time will be
to
T(\302\243)

T(\302\243)

T(\302\243)

T(\302\243/2)

0(\302\243log\302\243).

0(y/NlogN).
Example14.15Considerthe problemin which iV = 16and q\\,q2,. <7i6
are (1,1),(1.1,
4), (1.5,
3.5),(2, 6), (2.2,4), (3, 4.5),(4, 7.5), (4.1,6),
(4.5,5.5),(5, 5), (6, 8), (6.3,7), (6.5,5), (7, 6), (8, 7), (9,6).Thesepoints
Note that the
are organizedon a 4 x 4 mesh as shown in Figure 14.28(a).
gi'shave beenpartitionedinto four and eachquadrant of the mesh has a
part. Within eachquadrant the points are arrangedin sortedorder(of their
x-coordinatevalues) using the snakelikerow majorindexingscheme.The
upper hull of eachquadrant is recursively computed.The resultsare shown
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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(1,1)d.1,4)(2.2,4)(3,4.5)

(1,1)(1,1.4)(2,2.4)(3,4.5)

(2,6) (1.5,2.5)
(4.1,6)(4,7.5)
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(4.1,6)

(2,6)

(4.5,5.5)(6,8)

(6.3,7)(6,8) (9,6) (8,7)

(6.5,5)
(7,6)

(6.3,7) (9,6) (8,7)

(a)

(b)

(1,1)(1.1,4)(2,6) (4,7.5)

(1,1)(1.1,4)(2,6)

(4.1,6)

(9,6) (8,7)

(4,7.5)
(6,8)

(4.5,5.5)(6,8) (8,7) (9,6)

(c)

(d)

Figure14.28Upper-hullcomputation
The upper hulls in the top two quadrantsare merged.At
Figure14.28(b).
the sametime,the upperhulls in the bottomtwo quadrantsarealsomerged
Finally, the upper hull in the top half is mergedwith
(seeFigure14.28(c).
the upperhull of the bottomhalf. The result is (1,1),(1.1,
4), (2, 6), (4,
7.5),(6, 8), (8, 7), (9, 6).
in

\342\226\241

We can reducethe run timefurther if we can find a faster way of merging
the two upperhulls. We devisea recursivealgorithmfor mergingtwo upper
hulls along the samelines as above. Considerthe problemof mergingH\\
and H-2 on an x mesh,whereeachhull is in snakelikerow majororderas
shown in Figure 14.29.
Thereare at most points in all.Let (u,v) be the
tangent. Algorithm 14.9describesthe algorithmin detail.
\302\243

\302\243

\302\2432
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Step0. If = 1,u is the leftmost point and v
\302\243

point.

is the rightmost

Step1. Let p be the middlepoint of H\\. Find the point q of
time. Now decidein 0(1)time
tangent of p with H% in
whether u is to the left of, to the right of, or equal to p. As a
result eliminateone half of Hi that doesnot containu. Similarly
eliminateone half of H?.
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0(\302\243)

||

Step2. Do step 2 onemoretime so that

quarterof

eachof H\\ and H^ remains.

at the end only

Step3. Now rearrangethe remainingpoints of H\\

they occupy a submeshof size x

in

and

H%

the sameorder as

a

so
in

Figure 14.29.
Step4. Recursivelywork on the submeshto determineu and v.

Algorithm14.9Mergingtwo upperhulls in

0(\302\243)

time

Figure14.29Mergingtwo upper hulls
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Let
be the run time of Algorithm 14.9.In step 1,eliminationis
doneby broadcasting
that have a point to beeliminated
p sothat processors
will not participatein the future. Step 1 takes
time. So doesstep 2.
in
can
be
as
3
done
follows.
First
performa prefix sums
Rearranging step
operationto determinethe addressof eachsurviving point in the f x f
submesh.Then routethe points to theiractualdestinations.
This routing
and hencestep 3 take
time. Step4 takes
time. In summary,
M(\302\243)

0(\302\243)

M(\302\243/2)

0(\302\243)
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we have

M(\302\243)

whosesolutionis

M(\302\243)

=

=

M^+0(\302\243)

0(\302\243).

Lemma 14.12
Two upper hulls can be mergedin
mesh.

0{\302\243)

time on an

\302\243

\342\226\241

the recurrence
As a corollary to Lemma14.12,
relationfor
neededto find the convexhull on an x mesh)becomes
\302\243

tx

T{\302\243)

(the time

\302\243

T{\302\243)=t(^+0{\302\243)

which alsosolves to

T{\302\243)

=

0(\302\243).

Theorem14.19The convexhull
computedin 0(y/n) time.

of n points on a y/n

x y/n meshcan be
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Prove Lemma14.11.
2. Showthat

in
the convexhull of n given pointscan bedetermined

linear array.
timeon an n-processor

0[n)

3. Presentan 0(y/n)-timealgorithmto computethe area of the convex
hull of n given

points on a y/n x y/n mesh.

4. Given a simplepolygon and a point p, presentan 0(v/n)-time

on a y/nXy/ri meshto checkwhetherp is internalto the polygon.
5. Presentan efficient algorithmto checkwhether any three of n given
points are colinearboth on a lineararray and on a y/n x y/n mesh.
What are the timeand processor
bounds?
algorithm
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14.9 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Fora comprehensivecollection
of meshalgorithmsseeIntroductionto
Parallel

Algorithms and Architectures:Arrays-Trees-Hypercubes,by

T. Leighton,

Morgan-Kaufmann,1992.
The three-phaserandomizedpacketrouting algorithmis due to
schemesfor parallelcommunication,\"
by L. Valiant and G.Brebner,
Proceedings
of the 13th Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing,
1981,pp. 263-277.Relatedrandomizedpacketrouting algorithmscan be
found in:
\"Optimal routing algorithmsfor mesh-connected
processorarrays,\" by S.
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21-38.
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Therandomized
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selectionalgorithmspresentedin this
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chapter
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and
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International
the
Chen,
Yooseph, Proceedings
Rajasekaran,
of
Fifth
Symposium on Algorithms and Computation, August

1994.

a comprehensivecoverageof sorting and selectionalgorithmssee
DInetworks,\"by S.Rajasekaran,
\"Sortingand selectionon interconnection
MACS Seriesin DiscreteMathematicsand Theoretical
ComputerScience
For

21,1995:275-296.
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\"Someparallelsorts on a mesh-connected
processorarray and their time
efficiency,\" by K.Sadoand Y. Igarashi,Journalof Paralleland Distributed
Computing 3
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A true two-dimensional
\"Shear-sort:
sortingtechniquefor VLSInetworks,\"
I.
S.
and
A.
Scherson,
Shamir,
Sen,
of the International
by
Proceedings
on ParallelProcessing,
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The odd-evenmergesort on the mesh is basedon \"Sortingon a meshconnectedparallelcomputer,\"by C.Thompsonand H. Kung,
Formoreon sortingalgorithms
of the ACM20,no.4 (1977):263-271.
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of
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on a mesh-connected
\"Solvingtreeproblems
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o
n
\"Graphproblems a mesh-connected
processorarray,\" by M. Atallah and
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649-667.

Optimalalgorithmsfor convexhull and relatedproblemscan be seenin:
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parallelcomputer,\"by
744-757.
9,no.4 (1980):
\"Meshcomputeralgorithmsfor computational
geometry,\"by R. Miller and
321-340.
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motion planningin the plane,\" by S.Rajasekaran
and S.Ramaswanii,Journal
99-115.
of Paralleland Distributed Computing26,no.1 (1995):
Computing

14.10ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.A

or simply a binary tree, is a complete
binary tree of processors,
binary tree in which there is a processorat eachnodeand the links
to communication
links.Figure14.30
shows a 4-leafbinary
correspond
tree. Theinputs to the binary treeare usually at the leaves.An n-leaf
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Figure14.30A binary tree of processors
1 processorsand is of height logn.If there is
a number at eachleaf, we can computethe sum of thesenumbersas
follows. Each leafstarts by sendingits number to its parent. Every
internal processor,
on receiptof two numbersfrom below,addsthem
and sendsthe result to its parent.Usingthis simplestrategy, the sum
is at the root after lognsteps.
You are requiredto solve the prefix computation
problemon an n-leaf
tree.
There
is
an
t
o
with
at
eachleafprocessor.
element
binary
begin
The prefixesshould alsobe output from the leaves. Show how you
performthis task in O(logn) time.
2. Assume that eachleafof an n-leafbinary tree (seeExercise1) has
logn elementsto begin with. The problemis to computethe prefixes
of thesenlognelements.Presentan O(logn) time algorithmfor this
problem.Note that suchan algorithmis work-optimal.
3. Thereare j0gn keys at eachleafof a (logn)-leafbinary tree (see
1).Show how to sortthesekeys in O(n) time.You canstore0(n)
itemsat any processor.
4. Thereis a dataitemat eachleaf of an n-leafbinary tree (seeExercise
1).Thegoalis to interchangethe dataitemsin the left half with those
in the right half. Presentan 0(n)time algorithm.Is it possible
to
devisea o(n) timealgorithmfor this problem?
5. Presentan efficient algorithmto sortan n-leafbinary tree (seeExercise
1),in which eachleafis input a singlekey.
6. A meshof treesis a yfp x yjp meshin which eachrow and eachcolumn
form the
has an associatedbinary tree. The row or columnprocessors
14.31
is
x
4 mesh
trees.
a
4
leaves of the corresponding
binary
Figure
of treesin which only the columntreesare shown.In a yfp x yjp mesh
binary tree has 2n

\342\200\224
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trees,thereare y/p data itemsin the first row. They have to be
routedaccordingto an arbitrary permutationn and the result stored
in the samerow. Presentan 0(logp)
timealgorithmfor this problem.
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of

Figure14.31A meshof trees(only columntreesare shown)
7. Thereis a key at eachprocessorin the first row of a y/p x y/p mesh
of trees (seeExercise6). Presentan 0(logp)-time
algorithmto sort

thesekeys.

8. The first

row of a y/p x y/p mesh of trees (seeExercise6) has y/p
the plane (onepoint per processor).
Show how you compute
the convexhull of thesepoints in O(logp) time.

points in

9. Every processorof a y/p x y/p meshof trees(seeExercise6) has a data

item. The goal is to perform a prefix computationon the whole mesh
(in snakelikerow majororder).Show that this can be done in O(logp)
time.
10.Show that the FFT (seeSection9.3)of a vector of length n can be
computedin O(logn) timeon an n x n meshof trees(seeExercise6).

11.Provethat

an n x n matrixcanbe multipliedwith an n x 1 vector in
on an n x n meshof trees (seeExercise6).
time
O(logn)

12.The problemof one-dimensional
convolution takesas input two arrays
:
:
n
and
m
T
he
I[0
1]. output is another array C[0: n 1],
1] T[0
=
where C[i] ET=o
+ k) modn\\T[k]-, for 0 < i < n. Employ an
\342\200\224
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7K\302\253
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n-processormesh to solve this problem.Assume that eachprocessor
has 0(m)localmemory. What is the run timeof your algorithm?
13.Solve Exercise12on an n-processormeshof trees (seeExercise6).
14.Solve Exercise12on an n-leafbinary tree (seeExercise1).
15.The problemof template matchingtakesas input two matricesI[0 :
n
1,0 : n 1]and T[0: m 1,0: m 1].The output is a matrix
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C[0:

n- 1,0:n- 1],where
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

m\342\200\2241m\342\200\2241

C[i,j]=Y^

fc=0

^2

1=0

I[(i+k) modn,(j+I) modn]T[k,l]

< i,j < n. Presentan n2-processor
meshalgorithmfor template
h
Assume
that
each
processor as 0(m)memory. What is
matching.

for 0

the timebound of your algorithm?
16.Solve Exercise15on an n2-processor
meshof trees (seeExercise6).

17.Solve Exercise15on an n2-leafbinary tree (seeExercise1).
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HYPERCUBE
ALGORITHMS
15.1COMPUTATIONALMODEL
15.1.1
The Hypercube
Each
hypercubeof dimensiond, denotedHd, has p = 2d processors.
can be labeledwith a d-bit binary number. For example,
processorin
of ^3 can belabeledwith 000,001,
the processors
and
010,011,100,101,110,
111(seeFigure 15.1).
We use the samesymbol to denotea processor
and
its label.If v is a d-bit binary number, then the first bit of v is the most
significant bit of v. The secondbitoivis the next-mostsignificant bit.And
so on.The dth bitoivis its leastsignificant bit.Let t>W stand for the binary
numberthat differs from v only in the ith bit. For example,if v is 1011,
A

T-Ld

A four-dimensional
then vW is 1001.
hypercubeis shown in Figure 15.2.
v in W.d is connected
v^' for i =
Any processor
only to the processors
1, d. In %3, for instance,the processor110is connectedto the
and 111(seeFigure 15.1).The link (u,t>M) is calleda
processors 010,100,
is a level one link. Sinceeachprocessorin
level i link. The link (101,001)
the degreeof 'Hd is d. The
lidis connectedto exactlyd otherprocessors,
Hammingdistancebetweentwo binary numbersu and v is defined to be
u
the numberof bit positions
in which they differ. For any two processors
and v in a hypercube,thereis a path betweenthem of lengthequal to the
Hammingdistancebetweenu and v. Forexample,thereis a path of length
4 betweenthe processors
and 01101
in a five-dimensional
10110
hypercube:
In
OllOl.
10110,
00110,
01100,
OHIO,
generalif u and v are any two
a path betweenthem (of lengthequal to their Hammingdistance)can
be determinedin the following way. Let ii.1'2, ik be the bit positions
(in
increasingorder) in which u and v differ. Then, the following path exists

2,...,

processors,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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100

on

010

\\

101

000

001

hypercube
Figure15.1A three-dimensional

Figure15.2A

hypercubeof dimensionfour
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betweenu and v. u, to,, , tOj2, Wik, v, wherewi has the samebitsas v in
1 through ij and the rest of the bitsare the sameas thoseof u
positions
1<
j < k). In otherwords, for eachstep in the path, one bit of u is
(for
to coincide
with the corresponding
\"corrected\"
bit of v.
It follows that the diameter(for a definition seeSection14.3)of a ddimensional
hypercubeis equal to d sinceany two processorsu and v can
differ in at most d bits.For instance,the Hammingdistancebetweenthe
processors00 0 and 11 1 is d. Every processorof the hypercubeis a
RAM with somelocalmemory and can performany of the basicoperations
such as addition,subtraction,multiplication,
localmemory
comparison,
access, and so on, in one unit of time.
communicationhappens with the help of communication
Interprocessor
links (that is,links) in a hypercube.If thereis no link connectingtwo given
then communicationis enabled
processorsthat desireto communicate,
them and hencethe timefor communication
using any of the paths connecting
dependson the path length. Thereare two variants of the hypercube.In the
first version,known as the sequentialhypercubeor single-port
hypercube,it is
assumedthat in one unit of timea processorcan communicate
with only one
of its neighbors.In contrast,the secondversion,known as the parallel
that in one unit of timea processor
hypercube or multiport hypercube,assumes
can communicate
In our discussion,
with all its d neighbors.
we indicatethe
version used when needed.Both theseversionsassumesynchronous
computations; that is,in every timeunit, eachprocessor
completesits intended
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

task.

A hypercubenetwork possesses
numerousspecialfeatures.One is its low
in a hypercube,then its diameteris only
diameter.If thereare p processors
mesh
On
the
other
a
with
the samenumberof processors
has a
hand,
logp.
diameterof 2(y/p 1).Also, a hypercubeV-d+i canbe built recursively as
follows. Take two identicalcopiesof H^. Callthem %' and %\".Prefixthe
labelof eachprocessorin %' with zeroand prefix those of %\" with ones.If
v is any processor
of %',connectit with its corresponding
processorin V.\".
\342\200\224

canbe built from two copies
Example15.1The hypercubeof Figure 15.1
of V.2. Each %2 has four processors,
Nodesin %' are prefixed
00,01,10,11.
zeroto get 000,001,010,011.
Nodesin %\" are prefixedwith one to
with links;
111.Now connectthe corresponding
processors
get 100,101,110,
and soon. The result is Figure
that is,connect000and 100,001and 101,
with

15.1.

Similarly, a four-dimensionalhypercubecan be constructedfrom two
copiesof a three-dimensional
hypercubeby connectingthe corresponding
nodeswith links (seeFigure 15.2).
And so on.
\342\226\241

Likewise, V.^ has two copiesof V-d-i (for d > 1).For example,all the
processorsin H^ whose first bit is zeroform a subcube\"Hd-i (ignoringall
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the other processors
and links from them). Also, all the processorswhose
whoseqih bit is
first bit is one form a %d-\\- How about all the processors
zero(or one), for some1< q < d? They alsoform a %d-i^ Equivalently,
if we remove all the level i links (for some1< i < d), we end up with two
of %d-\\- In generalif we fix somei bitsand vary the remainingbits
copies
form a subcubeV-d-i in lidof a d-bit number,the corresponding
processors

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

15.1.2The ButterflyNetwork
The butterfly network is closely relatedto the hypercube. Algorithms
designed for the butterfly can easily be adaptedfor the hypercubeand vice
versa.In fact, for severalproblemsit is easierto develop algorithmsfor the
butterfly and then adapt them to the hypercube.
A d-dimensional
and
butterfly, denotedBd, has p = (d + l)2d processors
as a tuple (r, where
d2d+1links.Each processor
in Ba canberepresented
0 < r < 2d 1 and 0 < < d. The variable r is calledthe row of the
A processor
u = (r,l) in
processorand is calledthe level of the processor.
in level + 1 (for 0 < < d). Thesetwo
to two processors
Bd is connected
+ 1).The row numberof v
+ 1) and w =
processorsare v =
is the sameas that of u and the row numberof w differs from r only in the
+ l)th bit.Both v and w are in level + 1.The link (u,v) is known as
the directlink and the link (u, w) is known as the crosslink. Both of these
links arecalledlevel + 1) links.

-

\302\243),

\302\243

\302\243

\302\243

(r,\302\243

\302\243

{Al+l\\\302\243

\302\243

(\302\243

(\302\243

row

000001010
011100101110111

level = 0

level = 1

level = 2

level = 3

butterfly
Figure15.3A three-dimensional

In Figure 15.3,
for example,the processor
is shown in Figure 15.3.
Sinceeachproand
(Oil,1) is connectedto the processors(011,2) (001,2).
\302\243?3
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cessoris connectedto

at mostfour other processors,
the degreeof Bd (for
is
four
and
hence
is
of
the
size
any d)
independent
(p) of the network.If u
is any processor
in level 0 and v is any processor
in level d, thereis a unique
path betweenu and v of lengthd. Let u = (r, 0) and v =
d). Theunique
has
the
same
is
where
first bit as
r\\
path (r,0),
(r2>2), , {r',d),
r', r2 has the samefirst and secondbitsas r', and soon.Note that such a
path existsby the definition of the butterfly links. We refer to such paths
as greedypaths.

...
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(n,l),

(?\342\200\242',

let u = (100,0)
and v = (010,3).
Example15.2In Figure 15.3,
Then, the
unique path betweenu and

v

is

(100,0),
(000,1),
(010,2),
(010,3).

\342\226\241

As a consequence,
it follows that the distancebetweenany two processors
in Bd is
the diameterof Bd is
A butterfly alsohas a recursive
structurelike that of a hypercube. For example,if the level 0 processors

< 2d.So,

2d.

and incidentlinks are removed from Bd, two copies
of Bd-\\ result.In Figure
removal
and
of
level
zero
links
processors
15.3,
yields two copiesof BiThereis a closerelationshipbetweenHd and Bd- If eachrow of a Bd is
collapsedinto a singleprocessorpreservingall the links, then the resultant
In Figure 15.3.
eachrow into a singleprocessor,
we
graph is
collapsing
These
can
get eight processors. processors simply be labeledwith their row
numbers. When this is done,the collapsedprocessor110,
for example,has
links to the processors
a
nd
which
are
010,100, 111,
exactlythe sameas in
a hypercube. Of coursenow there can be multiplelinks betweenany two
we keeponly one copy. Also, the crosslink from any processor
processors;
to the level + 1) link of r in the hypercube.
(r, to level + 1corresponds
As a result of this correspondence,
we get the following lemma.
%</\342\200\242

\302\243

\302\243)

(\302\243

Lemma 15.1Each step of Bd can be simulatedin one step on the parallel
versionof Hd- Also each step of Bd can be simulatedin d stepson the
sequentialversionof Hd-

\342\226\241

Definition15.1Any algorithmthat runs on Bd is saidto bea normal
butterfly

in

algorithm if at any given

the computation.

in
time,processors

only one level participate
\342\226\241

Lemma 15.2A singlestepof any normalalgorithmon Bd can besimulated
in one step on the sequentialHd\342\226\241

15.1.3Embeddingof OtherNetworks
Many networks such as the ring, mesh,and binary tree can be shown to be
subgraphsof a hypercube.A generalmappingof one network into another
is calledan embedding.More precisely, if G{V\\,E\\) and i?(V2,i?2)are any
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Figure15.4Embedding- an example
connectednetworks, an embedding
of G into H is a mappingof V\\ into
resultsare
f
or
V-2. Embedding
important, instance,to simulateone network
on another.Usingan embedding
of G into H, an algorithmdesigned
for G
can be simulatedon H.
two

one possible
Example15.3Referringto Figure 15.4,
mappingof the
of G into thoseof H is 1->6, 2 ->c, and 3 ->a. With this mapping,
is mapped
the link (1,2)is mappedto the path (b,d),(d,c).Similarly (1,3)
to (b, d), (d,a).And soon.
vertices

\342\226\241

15.2The expansionof an embeddingis defined to be Wpr. The
Definition

length of the longestpath that any link of G is mappedto is calledthe
dilation.The congestionof any link of H is defined to be the number of
of the
to the links of G) that it is on.The congestion
paths (corresponding
o
f
link
in
H.
i
s
defined
to
be
the
maximum
embedding
congestion any

|.

\342\226\241

The
Example15.4For the graphs of Figure 15.4,the expansionis
dilationis 2,sinceevery link of G is mappedtoa path of length2 in H. The
congestionof the link (6, d) is 2 sinceit is on the paths for the links (1,2)
The congestion
of every otherlink of H canalsoseento be 2. So
and (1,3).
of the embedding
the congestion
is 2.

\342\226\241

Embeddingof a ring
canbe embeddedin
In this sectionwe show that a ring with 2d processors
of V.^ arelabeledwith d-hit binary numbers.
Hd- Recallthat the processors
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of the ring, processor
0 is mappedto the
0,1,...,1arethe The
processors
areobtained
processor00 0 of
mappingsfor the otherprocessors
If

2rf

\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

usingthe Gray code.
%</\342\200\242

Definition15.3The Gray codeof orderk, denotedGk-, definesan ordering
among all the fc-bit binary numbers.The Gray codeG\\ is defined as 0,1.
The Gray codeGk (for any k > 1) is defined recursively in termsof Gk-i
stands for the sequenceof elementsin
l[^._i]r.Here
Gk-isuchthat eachelementis prefixedwith a zero.The expression
l^^i]7\"
stands for the sequenceof elementsin Gk-i m reverseorder,where each
elementis prefixedwith a one.
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as

0[\302\243fc_i],

0[\302\243/t_i]

\342\226\241

to 00,01
to 11,10.
and
Example15.50[Gi]corresponds
corresponds
now
be
Thus G-2 is 00,01,11,10
can
derived
Given G2, Gz
(seeFigure15.5).
l[\302\243i]r

as 000,001,011,010,
etc.
110,111,101,100,

0,1

\342\226\241

1,0
prefixwith one

prefixwith zero

00 11

11 00

^2

Figure15.5Constructionof Gray codes an example
One of the propertiesof Gk 1Sthat any two adjacententriesdiffer in only
one bit.This meansthat Ga IS an orderingof all the processors
of Hd such
areconnectedby a link. Let g(i,k) denote
that any two adjacentprocessors
the ith. elementof Gk- Then, map processori (0 < i < 2d 1) of the ring to
has an expansion,dilation,and
processorg(i,d)ofhd-Suchan embedding
of one.For a ring of eight processors,
the embedding
of the ring
congestion
\342\200\224

into H3 is given by 0
000,1
6 ->
and 7 ->100.
-\302\273

101,
Lemma 15.3A ring with

-\302\273

5 ->111,
3 ->010,4 ->110,
001,2 ->011,

2d processors
canbe embeddedinto 'Hd so as to
have an expansion,
dilation,and congestionof one.
\342\226\241
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Embeddingof a torus
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Exercise12)of size2r x 2C.
Let M. bea torus (for a definition seeSection14.2,
of M. into Hr+C whose expansion,
We show that there is an embedding

dilation,and congestionare all one.This follows as a corollaryto Lemma
15.3.Thereare 2r rows and 2C columnsin M.. As has been mentioned
before,if we fix any q bitsof a d-bit numberand vary the other bits,the
of a subcubeV-d-q of %</.
resultant numbersdescribeprocessors
Therefore,if we fix the r most-significantbits(MSBs)of an (r + c)-bit
binary numberand vary the otherbits,2C numbersarisewhich correspond
to a subcubeHc. In accordancewith Lemma15.3,
this subcubehas a
choicefor the r MSBs,there is a
ring embeddedin it. For eachpossible
1tc.A row of Ai getsmappedto onesuch Hc.In particular,
corresponding
row i getsmappedto that subcubeHc all of whose processors
have g(i,r)
in the proof
for their r MSBs.This mappingof a ring into Hcis asdescribed
of Lemma15.3.
In otherwords, if (i,j)is any processorof .M,it is mapped
to the processor
g(i,r)g(j,c).
Sinceall the processorsin any given row of M. are mappedinto a Hc,
in accordance
with Lemma15.3,
the mappedprocessorsand links form a
in any columnof M. get mappedto a %r,
ring. Likewise,all the processors
and hencethe corresponding
processorsand links of V.r alsoform a ring.
this
r
esults
in an expansion,
Therefore, embedding
dilation,and congestion
of one.
Lemma 15.4A 2r x 2C meshcan be embeddedinto 'Hr+c sothat the
areone.
expansion, dilation,and congestion

\342\226\241

Example15.6Figure15.6shows an embeddingof a 2 x 4 torus into 'H^.
For the torus there are two rows, namely, row 0 and row 1. Thereare
four columns:0,1,2,
and 3. Forinstance,the node (1,2)of the torus
is
15.6(a))mappedto the node g(l,l)g(2,2)= 111of the hypercube
In the figure both (1,2)and 111
arelabeledg.
(Figure15.6(b)).
(Figure

\342\226\241

Embeddingof a binary tree
Thereare many ways in which a binary treecanbeembeddedinto a
Herewe show that a p-leaffull binary tree T (wherep = 2d for some
integerd) can be embeddedinto Hd- Note that a p-leaffull binary tree has
a total of 2p 1processors.
Hencethe mappingcannot be one-to-one.
More
than one processorof T may have to be mappedinto the sameprocessor
of lid- If the tree leaves are
,p 1,then leafi is mappedto the
ith processorof %d- Each internal processorof T is mappedto the same
processorof Hd as its leftmost descendantleaf; alsoFigure 15.7shows the
hypercube.

\342\200\224

0,1,...
\342\200\224
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010

^00)^(U) (0,2)^^3)
#

a

e^\342\200\224i

(1,0) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3)

(a)

(b)

Figure15.6Embeddingof a torus - an example

110
000 001

010 Oil 100 101

110 111

Figure15.7Embeddinga binary tree into a hypercube
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of an eight-leaf
binary tree. Thelabeladjacentto eachprocessor
embedding
is the hypercubeprocessorthat it is mappedto.
The embedding
just discussedcouldbe used to simulatetree algorithms
on
a
efficiently
sequentialhypercube. If any step of computationinvolves
one
level
of
the tree,then this stepcanbe simulatedin one stepon the
only
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hypercube.

EXERCISES
1.How many links aretherein 'H(p2. What

is the bisectionwidth of H^

3. Computethe bisectionwidth of Bj.
4. Derive the Gray codesQ\\ and
Q\302\247.

15.2 PPR ROUTING
The problemof PPR was defined in Section14.2as:Each processorin the
network is the originof at mostone packetand is the destinationof at most
one packet;sendthe packetsto their destinations.In this sectionwe develop
PPR algorithmsfor 'H^,-

15.2.1A GreedyAlgorithm
considerthe problemof routing on Bd, wherethereis a packetat each
processorof level 0. The destinationsof the packetsare in level d in such a
rows form a partialpermutationof the originrows.
way that the destination
In #3, for instance,the originrows couldbe all the rows and the destination
A greedy algorithmfor
rows could be 001,000,100,
111,
101,010,011,110.
is
to
let
each
usethe
PPR
packet
greedy path betweenits origin
routingany
and destination.The distancetraveled by any packetis d using this
To analyze the run timeof this algorithm,we only need to compute
algorithm.
the maximumdelay any packetsuffers.
Let u = (r, be any processorin B^. Then there are < 2e packets
that can potentially go through the processor
u. This is becauseu has two
in
e
ach
which
has
and
level
one
of
two
neighbors
1,
neighborsin level
soon. As an example,the only packetsthat can go through the processor
have originrows 001,011,101,
and 111
Similarly, a
(011,2)
(in Figure15.3).
u
can
reach
one
of
2d~i
destinations.
that
possible
packet goesthrough
only
This impliesthat the maximumnumberof packetsthat can contendfor any
link in level is min {2^_1,2d~^}.
Let ir be an arbitrary packet;it can only
We

\302\243)

\342\200\224

\302\243

^\342\200\2242,

\302\243
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a delay of < min {2f ] ,2df} in crossinga level link and has to
d. Thus the maximumdelay the packet
crossa level link for =
=
A ssumewithout lossof generality
can suffer is D Ylg=i min {2i-\\2d~t}.
that d is even. Then, D can be rewrittenasD= 5Zi=i^~X + YHe.=d/2+i ^d~^
= 2 * 2dl'1 = 0{2dl2).
The value 0{2dl2)
is alsoan upper boundon the
queuelength of the algorithm,sincethe numberof packetsgoingthrough
in level is < min {2i,2d~i}.
The maximumof this number
any processor
over all ts is 2d'2.
suffer

\302\243

\302\243

1,2,...,

\302\243

-2
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\302\243

Lemma 15.5The greedy algorithmon B^ runs in 0{2dl2)
time,the queue
lengthbeing 0{2d/2).

0

15.2.2A RandomizedAlgorithm
can improve the performance
of the preceding
greedy algorithm
Recallthat in the caseof routing on the mesh,
using randomization.
we were able to reducethe queue length of the greedy routing algorithm
with the introductionof an additionalphase wherethe packetsare sent to
The reasonfor sendingpacketsto random
randomintermediate
processors.
is
that
with
processors
high probability a packetdoesnot get to meetmany
other packetsand hencethe numberof possible
link contentionsdecreases.
A similarstrategy can be appliedon the butterfly also.
The routing problemconsideredis the sameas before;that is,there is
a packetat eachprocessorof level zeroand the packetshave destinations
in level d. Therearethreephasesin the algorithm.In the first phaseeach
packetchoosesa random intermediatedestinationin level d and goesthere
usingthe greedy path. In the secondphase it goesto its actualdestination
row but in level zero. Finally, in the third phase,the packetsgo to their
actualdestinationsin level d. In the third phase,eachpackethas to travel
to level d usingthe directlink at eachlevel.This takesd steps.Figure15.8
illustratesthesethreephases.In this figure, r is a random nodein level d.
The variablesu and v are the origin and destinationof the packetunder
concern.The secondphaseis the reverseof phase1,and hence it suffices
to computethe run timeof phase 1 to calculatethe run timeof the whole
algorithm.Thefollowing lemmaproves helpful in the analysis of phase1.
We
drastically

Lemma 15.6[Queuelinelemma] Let V bethe collection
of paths to be taken
in
a
network.
If
the
in
are
V
by packets
paths
nonrepeating\\ then the delay
suffered by any packetir is no morethan the numberof distinct packetsthat
overlap with -k. A set of paths V is saidto be nonrepeatingif any two paths
in V that meet,sharesomesuccessive
links, and divergenever meetagain.
Forexample,the greedy paths in B& are nonrepeating.Two packetsaresaid
to overlap if they shareat leastone link in their paths.
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r

v

phase3

Figure15.8Threephasesof randomizedrouting

Proof:Let tt be an arbitrary packet.If tt

is delayed by eachof the packets
morethan once,the lemmais proven. Else, if a
packet(callit q) overlappingwith tt delays tt twice (say), then q has been
delayed by another packetwhich alsooverlaps with tt and which never gets
that overlap with

tt

no

to delay tt.

\342\226\241

Analysis of phase1
Let tt be an arbitrary packet.Also let ej be the link that tt traversesin level
i, for 1< i < d. To computethe maximumdelay that tt can ever suffer, it
suffices to computethe numberof distinct packetsthat overlap with tt (c.f.
the queuelinelemma).If rii is the numberof packetsthat have the link ej in
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their paths, then D = J2i=ini
that overlap with

ir.

*s

an upper boundon the numberof

packets

Considerthe link t{. The number of packetsthat can potentially go
through this link is 2i~1sincethereare only 2i_1processorsat level zero
for which thereare greedy paths through the link et.Eachsuch packethas
a probability of
of goingthrough ej. This is becausea packetstarting
at level zerocan take eitherthe directlink or the crosslink, eachwith a
probability of ^. Onceit reachesa processorat level one,it can again take
eithera crosslink or a directlink with probability
And soon. If the
packethas to go through eZl it shouldpick the right link at eachlevel and
thereare i suchlinks.
Therefore,the number rii of packetsthat go though ej is a binomial
B(21\"1, The expectedvalue of this is 5.Sincethe expectationof a sum
is the sum of expectations,
the expectedvalue of Ylt=i ni IS f Now we show
that the total delay is 0(d)with high probability. The variable D is upper
boundedby the binomialB(d,5).UsingChernoff boundsEquation 1.1,
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\342\226\240\342\200\224

i.

i).

\342\200\242

Prob.[Z?> ead]

< (j^)\"\"*eead~d/2< (^b)^eead
^

(it)\342\204\24211

<1-ead
<p~a~l

Herea > 1 and we have madeuse of the fact that d = @(logp). Since
thereare < p packets,the probability that at least one of the packetshas
a delay of morethan 2eadis < p~a~1p= p~a. We arrive at the following
theorem.

Theorem15.1The randomizedalgorithmfor routing on B^ runs in time
6(d).
\342\226\241

for

Sincethe diameterof any network is a lower boundonthe worst-case
time
PPR in any network, the above algorithmis asymptotically optimal.

Queuelengthanalysis
The queuelengthof the preceding
algorithmis also0(d).Let V{ be any
processor in level i (for 1< i < d). The numberof packetsthat can potentially
go though this processoris 2*. Eachsuch packethas a probability of ~i of
goingthrough V{. Thus the expectednumberof packetsgoingthrough uj is
the numberof packetsgoing
2l~i= 1.UsingChernoff boundsEquation1.1,
through Vi can be shown to be0(d).
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Theorem15.1
yields Theorem15.2.
togetherwith Lemma15.1

Theorem15.2Any PPR can be routedon a parallelT-L^ in 0(d)time,the
queuelengthbeing 0(d).
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EXERCISES
1.Lemma15.5proves an upper bound on the run time of the greedy

|

'''

algorithm on B&. Prove a matching lower bound. (Hint: Consider
is the
the bit reversalpermutation.In this permutationif 6i&2
originrow of any packet,its destinationrow is b^bd-i 62&1 Forthis
permutation,computethe traffic through any level link.)
&<2

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

2. Assume that

\342\226\240

d packetsoriginatefrom every processorof level zero
These
Bdpacketsare destinedfor level d with d packetsper
processor.
Analyze the run timeand queuelength of the randomized
routingalgorithmon this problem.
in

a

3. If q packetsoriginatefrom every processorof level zeroand eachpacket
has a randomdestinationin level d of a B^, presenta routingalgorithm
that runs in time0(q+ d).

4. In a B&, at mostone packetis destinedfor any processorin

level

d.

The packet(if any) destinedfor processori is at the beginningplaced
of level zero (each such processor
randomly in one of the processors
Thereare
only a total of
packets,for some
beingequally likely).
constant e > 0. If the greedy algorithmis used to route,what is the
worst-case
run time?What is the queuelength?
(2d)\342\202\254

5. Forthe routingproblemof Exercise4, what is the run timeand queue
is
length if the randomizedrouting algorithmof Section15.2.2
employed?

15.3FUNDAMENTALALGORITHMS
In this sectionwe presenthypercubealgorithmsfor such basicoperationsas
broadcasting,prefix sums computation,and data concentration.All these
algorithmstake O(d) timeon lid- Sincethe diameteris a lower bound on
the solutiontimeof any nontrivial problemin an interconnection
network,
thesealgorithmsare asymptotically optimal.
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15.3.1Broadcasting
The problemof broadcastingin an interconnection
network is to send a
copy of a messagethat originatesfrom a particularprocessorto a subset of
otherprocessors.
is quite useful sinceit is widely used in the
Broadcasting
of
several
To
on Hd, we employ the
design
algorithms. perform broadcasting
tree
Assume
that
the messageM to be
binary
embedding(seeFigure15.7).
at the processor
broadcastis at the root of the tree (i.e.,
00 0).Theroot
makestwo copiesof M and sends a copy to eachof its two childrenin the
on receiptof a messagefrom its parent,makes
tree. Eachinternalprocessor,
two copiesand sends a copy to eachof its children.This proceedsuntil all
the leaves have a copy of M. Note that the heightof this tree is d. Thus in
0(d)steps,eachleaf processorhas a copy of M.
In this algorithm,computationhappens only at one level of the tree at
any given time. Thus eachstep of this algorithmcan be run in one time
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

unit

on the sequential%d-

of a message
Lemma 15.7Broadcasting
can be doneon the sequential%d
in Q(d) time.
\342\226\241

Example15.7Stepsinvolved in broadcastingon a %2 areshown in Figure
The algorithmcompletesin two steps.
15.9.

\342\226\241

15.3.2PrefixComputation
to perform prefix
again make use of the binary tree embedding
on Hd- Let xi be input at the ith leaf of a 2d-leafbinary tree. There
are two phasesin the algorithm,namely, the forward phaseand the reverse
phase.In the forward (reverse)phase,data itemsflow from bottomto top

We

computation
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In eachstep of the algorithmonly one level of the tree is
(top to bottom).
active.Algorithm 15.1
gives the algorithm.
Forward phase

The leaves start by sendingtheir data up to their
Each internal processoron receiptof two items
(say y from its left child and z from its right child)
computesw = y z, storesa copy of y and w, and
sendsw to its parent.At the end of d steps,each
processor in the tree has storedin its memory the sum of
all the data itemsin the subtreerootedat this
processor. In particular,the root has the sum of all the
elementsin the tree.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

parents.

\302\251

Reversephase
The rootstarts by sendingzeroto its left childand its
on receipt
y to its right child.Eachinternal processor
of a datum (say q) from its parent sends q to its left
child and q y to its right child. When the ith leaf
gets a datum q from its parent,it computes x; and
storesit as the final result.
\302\251

<?

\302\251

Algorithm15.1Prefixcomputationon a binary tree
Example15.8Let S be the set of all integersand be the usualaddition.
\302\251

Considera four-leaf binary tree with the following input: 5,8,1,3.
Figure
15.10
shows the executionof every step of Algorithm 15.1.The datum
insideeachinternal processoris its y-value. In step 1,the leaves send their
data up (Figure 15.10(a)).
In step 2, the internal processorssend 13and
as their y-values. In step
4, respectively, storing 5 and 1 (Figure 15.10(b))
In the
3,the root sends 0 to the left and 13to the right (Figure15.10(c)).
next step,the leftmost internal processorsends 0 to the left and 5 to the
right. The rightmostinternal processorsends 13to the left and 14to the
In step5, the prefixesare computedat the leaves.
right (Figure 15.10(d)).
D

In the forward phaseof Algorithm 15.1,
eachinternalprocessorcomputes
the sum of all the data in its subtree.Let v be any internalprocessorand v'
be the leftmost leafin the subtreerootedat v. Then, in the reversephaseof
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Figure15.10Prefixcomputationon a binary tree
the algorithm,the datum q receivedby v can be seento be X^=o xi- That
is,q is the sum of all input data itemsto the left of v'. Thecorrectnessof
the algorithmfollows. Also both the forward phaseand the reversephase
take d stepseach. Moreover, at any given time unit, only one level of the
treeis active.Thus eachstepof Algorithm 15.1
can besimulatedin one step
on Hd.
on a 2 -leafbinary treeas well as Hd can
Lemma 15.8Prefixcomputation
be performedin Q(d) timesteps.
\342\226\241

Note:Theproblemof data

sum is to computex\\ X2
xn, given the
suffices to computethe datasum.
Xj's. Theforward phaseof Algorithm 15.1
Thus the timeto computethe data sum is only one-halfthe timetaken to
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\251

\302\251

\302\251

computeall the prefixes.

15.3.3DataConcentration
On Hd assumethat thereare k < p data itemsdistributedarbitrarily with
at most one datum per processor.
The problemof data concentration
is to
move the data into the processors
k
1 of Hd one data item per

0,1,...,
\342\200\224

If we can computethe final destination
addressfor eachdata item,
processor.
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can be employed to
then the randomized
routingalgorithmof Section15.2
routethe packetsin time0(d).Note that the randomized
routingalgorithm
assumesthe parallelhypercube.
Thereis a much simplerdeterministicalgorithmthat runs in the same
asymptotic timeon the sequentialhypercube. In fact we presenta normal
We
butterfly algorithmwith the samerun timeand then invoke Lemma15.2.
list somepropertiesof the butterfly network that areneededin the analysis
of the algorithm.

Property1If the level d processorsand incidentlinks areeliminatedfrom

removal of
Bd, two copiesof Bd-\\ result. As an example,in Figure15.11,
level 3 processors
and links resultsin two independent
One of these
butterfliesconsistsof only even rows (shown with thick lines)and the other
consistsof only oddrows. Call the former the even subbutterfly and the
latter the oddsubbutterfly.

^'s.

row

000001010
011100101110111

level = 0

level = 1

level = 2

level = 3

and links
Removal of leveld processors
Figure15.11

level d are connectedby a full binary tree.
of the processor
00 0 of level
Forexample,if we traceall the descendants
of level d as its leaves.
zero,the result is a full binary treewith the processors
In fact this is true for eachprocessorat level zero.

Property2 All processorsat

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

Now we are ready to describethe algorithmfor data concentration.
that the k <2ddata itemsare arbitrarily distributedin level d of Bdrows of level
the end, thesedata itemshave to be moved to successive

Assume

At
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zero.Forexample,if thereare five itemsin level 3 of #3, row 001 a (this
notationmeansthat the processor(001,3}
has the itema), row 010 b, row
100 c, row 101 d, and row 111 e, then at the end, theseitemswill
be at level zeroand row 000 a, row 001 b, row 010 c, row 011 <i,
and row 100 e. Thereare two phasesin the algorithm.In the first phase
a prefix sums operationis performedto computethe destinationaddressof
eachdataitem.In the secondphaseeachpacketis routedto its destination
usingthe greedy path from its originto its destination.
The prefix computationcan be done usingany of the treesmentionedin
The prefix sums are computedon a sequence,
property 2 and Lemma15.8.
xq,x\\, x2d_i,of zerosand ones.Leaf i setsXj to one if it has a datum,
otherwiseto zero. In accordance
with Lemma15.8,
this phasetakesO(d)
time.
In the secondphasepacketsare routed usingthe greedy paths. The claim
is that no packetgets to meetany otherand hencethereis no possibility of
link contentions.
Considerthe first stepin which the packetstravel from level
d to level d 1.If two packetsmeetat level d 1,it couldbe only because
processorsof level d. If two packets
they originatedfrom two successive
then they arealsodestinedfor two
originatefrom two successive
processors,
successive
In particular,one has an oddrow as its destination
processors.
\342\200\224\342\226\272

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>
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\342\200\224>

....
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

and the other has an even row. That is,one belongsto the oddsubbutterfly
and the otherbelongsto the even subbutterfly (seeFigure15.11).
Without
lossof generality assumethat the packetsthat meetat level d 1meetat a
for oneof thesetwo
processorof the oddsubbutterfly. Then it is impossible
to reachany processor
of the even subbutterfly. In summary, no two packets
can meetat level d 1.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

After the first step,the problemof concentration
reducestotwo subproblems:concentratingthe packetsin the oddsubbutterfly and concentrating
the itemson the even subbutterfly. But thesesubbutterfliesareof dimension
d 1. Thus by inductionit follows that there is no possibility of any two
packets'meetingin the whole algorithm.
The first phase as well as the secondphase of this algorithmtakes@(d)
timeeach.Also note that the whole algorithmis normal.We get this lemma.
\342\200\224

Lemma 15.9Data concentrationcan be performedon Bd as well as the
sequential%d in &(d) time.
\342\226\241

Definition15.4The problemof data spreadingis thereare k < 2d items
in successive
processorsat level zeroof Bd (starting from row zero). The
at level d (oneitem
problemis to routethem to somek specifiedprocessors
Thedestinationscan be arbitrary exceptthat the orderof
per processor).
the itemsmust be preserved(that is,the packetoriginatingfrom row zero
must be the leftmost packetat level d, the packetoriginatingfrom row one
must bethe next packetat level <i, and soon).
\342\226\241
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Definition15.5Theproblemof monotonerouting is therearek < 2d

at level d of Bd- They
arbitrarily distributed,at mostone perprocessor,
aredestinedfor somek arbitrary processors
at level zerosuchthat the order
of packetsis preserved.
packets

\342\226\241
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Data spreadingis just the reverseof dataconcentration.
Also, monotone
followed by a
routing can be performedby performinga dataconcentration
data spreading.Thus eachcan be done in time@(d).
Dataspreadingas well as monotoneroutingtakes&(d) time
Lemma 15.10

a

on Bd and the sequentialT-Ld-

15.3.4SparseEnumerationSort
The problemof sparseenumerationsort was introducedin Section14.3.4.
Let the sequence
to besortedon be X = ko, &2,...,
k^p-i,wherep = 2d.
Without lossof generality assumethat d is even. Let the input be given one
key perprocessorin the subcubedefined by fixing the first ^ bitsof a cf-bit
numbertozeros(and varying the otherbits).The sortedoutput alsoshould
appearin this subcubeone key per processor.
Let v be any processorof %d- Its labelis a cf-bit binary number.The
samelabelcan be thought of as a tuple (i,j),wherei is the first ^ bitsand
j is the next bits.All processorswhose first ^ bitsare the sameand equal
to i form a %dft
each0 < i < 2d>2 1).Callthis subcuberow i. Also
all processorsof 7-Cd whose last ^ bitsare the sameand equal to j form a
subcube%dj2- Callthis subcubecolumnj. The ^Jp numbersto be sorted
are input in row zero. The output alsoshould appearin row zero. To be
specific,the key whose rank is r shouldbe output at the processor(0,r 1}
(for 1< r < 2dl2).
To begin with, kj is broadcastin columnj (for 0 < j < ^/p 1) sothat
eachrow has a copy of X. In row i computethe rank of ki. This is done
in row i followed by a comparison
of
ki to all the processors
by broadcasting
Therank of ki
ki with every key in the input and a data sum computation.
is broadcastto all the processors
in row i. If the rank of ki is r^, then the
broadcasts
ki alongthe columnr^ 1sothat at the end
processor(i,ri 1}
of this broadcasting
the processor(0,r; 1}gets the key that it is supposed
T-Ld

|

\342\200\224

(f\302\260r

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

to

output.

The preceding
of operations
localto the columns
algorithmis a collection
or the rows. The operationsinvolved are prefix computation,broadcast,
eachof which can be done in 0{d)time. Thus the whole
and comparison
runs
in
time@(d).
algorithm
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Lemma 15.11
Sparseenumerationsort can be completedin &(d) timeon
a sequentialTid, wherethe numberof keys to be sortedis at most ^/p.
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.The broadcastingalgorithmof Section15.3.1
assumesthat
originatesfrom processor00

the message

0.How can you broadcastin &(d) time
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on

T-Ld

if

the originis an arbitrary processor?

2. Prove Lemma15.10.

3.In a sequentialTid, every

processorhas a packetto be sent to every
Presentan 0(pd)algorithmfor this routingproblem,
otherprocessor.
wherep = 2d.

4. Presentan 0(p)-time
algorithmfor the problemof Exercise3.
5. If

we fix the first d

\342\200\224

k

bits of a of-bit binary number and vary the

bits,the corresponding
processorsform a subcube%k m %dThereare 2d~k such subcubes.
Thereis a messagein eachof these
subcubes.Presentan algorithmfor every subcubeto broadcastits
last

k

messagelocally (known as window broadcast).What is the run timeof

your algorithm?

6. The data concentrationalgorithmof Lemma15.9assumesthat the
data originatein level d. Presentan 0(d)timealgorithmfor the case
in

which the data originateand aredestinedfor level zero.

7. On a Bd, thereis a datum at eachprocessor
of level zero.The problem
is to shift the data clockwise
i
by positions
(for somegiven 1 < i <
2d 1).Forexample,
on a B3 let the distributionof data (startingfrom
row zero) be *, a, *, *, 6, c, *, d (* indicatesthe absenceof a datum). If
i is 3,the final distributionof data has to be c,*, <i, *, a, *, *, b. Present
an 0(d)algorithmfor performingshifts.
8. The problemof window shifts is the sameas shifts (seeExercise7)
\342\200\224

exceptthat windowshifts are localto eachsubcubeof size2k. Show
how to perform windowshifts in 0(k)time.
9. Give an O(k) timealgorithmfor the window prefix computation
whereprefix computationhas to be done in eachsubcube\"Hk10.On a Bd, thereare d itemsat eachprocessorof level zero. Let the
itemsat row i be kj,Uj,...,
kf. The problemis to computed batches
of prefixes.The first batch is on the sequence&q, k\\,...,
the
k\\d_,\\
secondbatch is on the sequence&q, kf,...,
k\"id_.\\ and so on.Show how
problem,
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computeall thesebatch prefixesin 0(d) time. Is your algorithm

normal?

11.Let f(x) = ap-\\xp~l+ap-2Xp~2+ -+a\\x +aQ, wherep = 2d. Present
an 0(d)timealgorithmto evaluatethe polynomial / at a given point
i.
y on Hd- Assume that a,i is input at processor
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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12.Present0(<i)-timealgorithmsfor the segmentedprefix problem(see
Section13.3,
Exercise5) on Hd and Bd, wherethe input sequenceis of
length 2d. On Bd, data are input at level zero.
13.You are given a sequenceA of p = 2d elementsand an elementx. The
goal is to rearrangethe elementsof A sothat all the elementsof A
that are < x appearfirst (in successive
followed by the rest
processors)
of the elements.Presentan 0(d)timealgorithmon Hd-

14.In a sequentialHd, 2d>2 packetshave to be routed.No morethan one

packetoriginatesfrom any processorand no morethan one packetis
destinedfor any processor.
Presentan 0(d) time algorithmfor this
routing problem.
15.If T is the run time of any algorithm on an arbitrary 2d-processor
degreed network, show that the samealgorithmcan be simulatedon
Hd in time0(Td).

15.4 SELECTION
Given a sequenceof n keys and an integer i, 1 < i < n, the problemof
selectionis to find the ith-smallestkey from the sequence.We have seen
and
sequentialalgorithms(Section3.6),PRAM algorithms(Section13.4),
mesh algorithms(Section14.4)for selection.
Like in the caseof the mesh,
we considertwo different versions of selection
on Hd- In the first version we
assumethat p = n, p being the numberof processorsand n the numberof
input keys. In the secondversion we assumethat n > p. It is necessary
to handlethe secondversion separately,
sinceno generalslow-downlemma
for
the
one
exists
for
HdPRAMs)
(like

15.4.1A RandomizedAlgorithmfor n= p (*)
The work optimalalgorithm(Algorithm 13.9)
of Section13.4.5
can be adapted
to run optimally on Hd as well.Thereare 0(1)stagesin this algorithm.Step
1of Algorithm 13.9can be implemented
on Hd in 0(1)time. In steps2 and
can be donein a totalof 0(d)time(c.f.Lemma15.8).
5 prefix computations

in steps3 and 6 takes0(d)timeeach(seeLemma15.9).
Concentration
Also,
sparseenumerationsorttakesthe sametimein steps3 and 6 in accordance
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with Lemma15.11.
Selectionsin steps4 and 6 take only 0(1)timeeach
sincetheseare selectionsfrom sortedsequences.Broadcastsin steps2, 4,
and 5 take 0(d)timeeach(c.f.Lemma15.7).
We arrive at this theorem.

Theorem15.3Selectionfrom n = p keys can be performedin 0(d)time

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

on Hd-

\302\260

15.4.2RandomizedSelectionfor n > p (*)
Now we consider
the problemof selectionwhen n = pc for someconstantc >
Algorithm 13.9can be used for this caseas well with somemodifications.
The modificationsare the sameas the ones we did for the mesh (seeSection
Each processorhas ^ keys to begin with. The conditionfor the
14.4.2).

1.

whilestatementis changedto (N > D) (whereD is a constant).In step 1a
processorincludeseachone of its keys with probability 1_|1/3c).Thus this
step now takestime Step2 remainsthe sameand stilltakes0(d)time.
Theconcentration
and sparseenumerationsort of step 3 can be performed
in time O(d) (c.f.Lemmas15.9and 15.11).
Step4 takes 0(d) time and
sodo steps5 and 6. Thus eachstagetakestime 0(^ + d). Thereare only
stagesin the algorithm.Thefinal result is this theorem.
O(loglogp)

-.

Theorem15.4Selectionfrom out
in timeO ((^ + d) loglogpj.

of n

= pc keys can be performedon V.^
\342\226\241

15.4.3A DeterministicAlgorithmfor n > p
The deterministic
meshselection
can be adapted
algorithm(Algorithm 14.5)
a hypercube. The correctnessof this algorithmhas already been
in Section14.4.3.
We only have to computethe run time of this
on a hypercube.
algorithmwhen implemented
In step 0, the elementscan be partitionedinto logpparts in ^ loglogp
time (seeSection13.4,Exercise5) and the sorting can be done in time
time. At the end
O(Mog^).Thus step 0 takes^ min {log(n/p),loglogp}
of step0,the keys in any processor
have beenpartitionedinto approximately
such part a block.
C
alleach
parts.
nearly
equal
logp
In step 1,we can find the medianat any processor
as follows. First
the blockthe medianis in and then performan appropriateselection
in that block(usingAlgorithm 3.19).
The totaltimeis
In step 2, we can sort the mediansto identify the weighted median.If
is the sortedorderof the medians,we needto identify j
M{,M2,...,Mp
with
suchthat JjI=iN'k > y and
N'k < y. Sucha j can be computed
to

established

determine

0(\342\200\224^--).

\302\243{=i
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an additionalprefix computation.Sortingcan be done in 0(d2)time (as is
The prefix computation
takes0(d)time(seeLemma
shown in Section15.6).
the
Thus
be
identified
in 0(d2)time.
c
an
15.8). M, weighted median,
In step3,eachprocessorcan identify the numberof remainingkeys in its
can performa prefix sums computation.
queue and then all the processors
Therefore,this step takes0( ,\" + d) time.
In step 4, the appropriatekeys in any processorcan be eliminatedas
follows. First identify the blockB that M falls in. This can be done in
0(logp)time. After this, compareM with the elementsof blockB to
determinethe keys to be eliminated.If i > tm < ?\"m), all blocksto
the left (right) of B are eliminateden masse. The total time neededis
0(logp+ ,\" ), which is 0( ,\" ) sincen = pc for someconstant c > 1.
and a broadcast.
Step5 takes0(d)timeas it involves a prefix computation
(\302\253

The broadcasting
in steps2, 3,and 4 takes0(d)timeeach(c.f.Lemma
of the while looptakes0( .\" + d2) time. (Note
that d = \\ogp.)Thewhile loopis executedO(logn) times(seethe proofof
Theorem14.8).
Thus we get the following theorem(assumingthat n = pc
and hencelognis asymptotically the sameas logp).

15.7).Thus eachrun

Theorem15.5Selectionon Hd can be performedin time 0(-loglogp+
d2 logn).
\342\226\241

Example15.9On a Tis, let eachprocessorhave five keys to begin with.
Considerthe selectionproblemin which = 32.The input keys are shown
%

For simplicity neglectstep 0 of Algorithm 14.3;
that is,
Figure15.12.
assumethat the parts are of size1.
In step 1,localmediansare found. Thesemediansare circledin the
55. Since
figure. The sortedorderof thesemediansis 6,16,18,
22,25,26,45,
in

at the beginningeachprocessor
has the samenumberof keys, the weighted
medianis the sameas the regularmedian.A medianM of thesemediansis
22.In step 3,the rank of M is determinedas Sincei > 21,all the keys
that arelessthan or equalto 22 areeliminated.We updatei to 32 21=
one run of the while loop.
This completes
In the secondrun of the while loop,thereare 19keys tobeginwith. The
localmediansare 27,23,24,35,63,36,45,28
with corresponding
weights of
T
hesortedorder
of
thesemedians
i
s
respectively.
23,24, 27,
with corresponding
28,35,36,45,63
2,
respectively.
weightsof
Theweighted medianM is 36.Itsrank is 10.Thus all the keys that areless
10= and this
than or equal to 36areeliminated.We updatei to
completesthe secondrun of the while loop.
Therestof the computationproceedssimilarly to finally output 42 as the

21.

\342\200\224

1,1,2,
2,3,3,4,3,

11.

1,2,1,3,3,4,3,
11
1,
\342\200\224

answer.
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Weighted median is 22.
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\302\251

32

!1

25
(45)
30
Weighted median is 36.

_

42

71
55

62

51

45

selection
Figure15.12Deterministic

EXERCISES
1.CompleteExample15.9.
2. Presentan efficient algorithmfor finding the kth quantilesof any given
sequenceof n keys on Hd- Considerthe casesn = p and n > p.
3. Given an

A of n elements,the problemis to find any element
greaterthan or equal to the median.Presenta simple
Monte Carloalgorithmfor this problemon %d- You cannot use the
Your algorithmshouldrun in time
selectionalgorithmof this section.
of
Show
that
the
output
your algorithmis correctwith high
O(d).
=
Assume
that
n.
p
probability.

array

of A that is
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15.5MERGING
The problemof mergingis to taketwo sortedsequences
as input and produce
a sortedsequenceof all the elements.This problemwas studiedin Chapters
3,10,13,and 14.If the two sequencesto be mergedare of length m each,
they can be mergedin O(logm)timeusinga hypercubewith 0(m2)
(applying the sparseenumerationsort).In this sectionwe areinterested
in mergingon a hypercubewith only 2m processors
(assumingthat m is an
integralpower of 2).The techniqueemployed is the odd-evenmerge.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

processors

15.5.1Odd-EvenMerge
= ko,ki,..., and X2 =
Let
&2m-i be the two sorted
A;m+i,...,
=
tobe
where
2d.
show that thereexistsa normal
km-\\

X\\

km,

2m
We
butterfly algorithmthat can mergeX\\ and X2 in 0(d)time.
We use a slightly different versionof the odd-evenmerge.First we
separate the oddand even parts of X\\
and X2. Let them be Oi,Ei,02,
and
E2.Then we recursively mergeE\\ with O2 to obtain A = ao,a\\,...
,am-\\.
Also we recursively merge0\\ with E2 to obtain B = bo,b\\,...,
bm-\\.After
this, A and B are shuffled to form C = ao,bo,
a\\,
am_i,bm-\\. Now
we compareaj with bi (for 0 < < m 1) and interchangethem if they are
out of order.The resultant sequenceis in sortedorder.Thecorrectness
of
this algorithmcan be establishedusingthe zero-oneprincipleand is left as
an exercise.
sequences

merged,

61,...,

\342\200\224

%

and X2 = 3,5,28,46.
Forthis case,
Example15.10Let XY = 8,12,25,31
=
=
=
Ox 12,31and Ex 8,25.02 5,46and E2 = 3,28.MergingE1 with 02

= 5,8,25,46.
Similarly we get 5 = 3,12,28,31.
Shuffling A with
=
B gives C 5,3,8,12,25,28,46,31.
Next we interchange5 and 3, and 46
we get A

and

31to get 3,5,8,12,25,28,31,46.

\342\226\241

turns out that the modified algorithmis very easy to implementon
For example,partitioning X\\ and X2 into their oddand even parts
can be easily done in one step on a B&. The shuffling operationcan alsobe
performedeasily on a B&. On a Bd, assumethat both X\\ and X2 are input
in level d. Let
be input in the first m rows (i.e.,
rows 0,1,
m
1)
and X2 in the next m rows. Thefirst stepof the algorithmis to separate
and X2 into their oddand even parts.After this, we recursively mergeE\\
with O2, and 0\\ with E2.To do this, routethe keys in the first m rows using
directlinks and routethe otherkeys usingcrosslinks (seeFigure15.13).
It

Ba-

2,...,
\342\200\224

X\302\261

X\302\261

After this routing we have E\\ and O2 in the even subbutterfly and 0\\
and E2 in the oddsubbutterfly. In particular,E\\ is in the first half of the
rows of the even subbutterfly, 02 is in the secondhalf of the rows of the
Theparts E\\ and O2 are
even subbutterfly, and soon (seeFigure15.13(a)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure15.13Odd-evenmergeon the butterfly
recursively mergedin the even subbutterfly. At the sametime, 0\\ and E2
are recursively mergedin the oddsubbutterfly. Oncethe recursivecallsare
over, A will be ready in the even subbutterfly (at level d 1) and B will
be ready in the oddsubbutterfly (seeFigure 15.13(b)).
What remainsto
be done is a shuffle and a compare-exchange.
They can be done as follows.
Each processorat level d 1 sends itsresult along the crosslink as well as
the directlink. When the processorin row i at level d receivestwo data
from above,it keepsthe minimum of the two if i is even;otherwiseit keeps
the maximum.For example,the processor(0,d) keepsthe minimum of ao
and &o- The processor(1,d) keepsthe maximumof ao and bo- And soon.
If
is the run timeof the above algorithmon a butterfly of dimension
then the timeneededto partitionX\\ and X2 is 0(1).The time taken
to recursively mergeE\\ with 02 and 0\\ with E2 is
1) sincethese
mergingshappen in the even and oddsubbutterflieswhich are of dimension
one lessthan I. Oncethe recursivemergesare ready, shuffling A and B and
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

T(\302\243)

\302\243,

\342\200\224

T(\302\243

operationalsotakea total of 0(1)time.
performingthe compare-exchange
=
=
satisfies
+
So,
1) O(l),which solves to
Thereare two phasesin the overall algorithm.In the first phasedata flow
from bottomto topand in the secondphasedata flow from topto bottom.
In the first phase,when any dataitemprogresses
toward level zero,it enters
subbutterfliesof smallerand smallerdimensions.In particular,if it is in
level it is in a Be- In the Be the datum is in, if it is in the first half of the
rows, it takesthe directlink; otherwiseit takesthe crosslink. When all the
T(\302\243)

T(\302\243)

T(\302\243

-

T(\302\243)

0(\302\243).

\302\243,
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datareachlevel zero,the first phaseis complete.In the secondphase,data
topto bottomone level at a time. When the data are at level
I, eachprocessorat level sends its datum both along the directlink and
along the crosslink. In the next time step,processorsin level + 1 keep
eitherthe minimum or the maximumof the two itemsreceivedfrom above
dependingon whetherthe processoris in an even row or an oddrow. When
the data reachlevel d, the final result is computed.This alsoverifies that
the algorithmtakesonly time0(d)on any Bd- Note alsothat this algorithm
is indeednormal.
flow from

\302\243

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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Theorem15.6Two sortedsequencesof lengthm eachcan be mergedon a
Bd in

0(d)time,given that 2m = 2d. UsingLemma15.2,
mergingcan also

be done on a sequentialV.d

in

0(d)time.

\342\226\241

15.5.2BitonicMerge
In Section13.5,
Exercise2, the notionof a bitonicsequencewas introduced.
To recall,a sequenceK = ko,
kn-\\ is saidto be bitoniceither (1) if
< kj > kj+\\ > >
there is a 0 < j < n 1 such that ko < k\\ <
kn-\\ or (2) if a cyclic shift of K satisfies condition 1. If K is a bitonic
sequencewith n elements(for n even), let ai = min {ki,ki+n/2}and 6j =
max {ki,ki+n/2},
0 < i < n/2 1. Also let L(K) = ao,a\\,...
, an/2-iand
=
A
h
as
the
bitonic
sequence
H(K) bo, b\\,...,
following properties
fen/2-i-

k\\,...,

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\224

(which you have already proved):

1.L(K) and H(K)are both bitonic.
2. Every elementof L(K) is smallerthan any elementof H(K).In other
words, to sort K, it suffices to sort L(K) and H(K)separatelyand
output one followed by the other.

Given two sortedsequences
of m elementseach,we can form a bitonic
sequenceout of them by following one by the other in reverseorder. For
22 and 6,14,18,
example,if we have the sequences5,12,16,
32,the bitonic
6 can be formed. If we have an algorithm
sequence5,12,16,
22,32,18,14,
that takesas input a bitonicsequence
and sortsthis sequence,
then that
Theresultant algorithm
algorithm can be used to mergetwo sortedsequences.
is calledbitonic merge.
on a butterfly using a normal
We show how to sort a bitonicsequence
&n_i with n = 2d be
algorithm.Let the bitonicsequenceX = ko, k\\,...,
input at level zero of Bd- We makeuse of the fact that if we remove all
the zerolevel processors
and incidentlinks of a Bd, then two copiesof Bd-i
1
Callthe subbutterfly with rows
result (seeFigure15.14).
the left subbutterfly (shown with dotted thick lines in the figure) and the
othersubbutterfly the right subbutterfly.

0,l,...,2d-1
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level = 1

level = 2

level = 3

000001010Oil 100101110111

row

Figure15.14Bitonicmergeon Bd
In the first step,eachlevel zeroprocessorsends its key along the direct
and the crosslink as shown in Figure15.14.
A level one processor,
on
o
f
two
from
in
the
minimum
of
the
two
if
it
is
the
receipt
keys
above, keeps
left subbutterfly. Otherwiseit keepsthe maximum.At the end of this step,
the left subbutterfly has L(K) and the right subbutterfly has H(K). The
L(K) and H(K)are recursively sortedin the left and right subbutterflies,
respectively.Oncethe recursivecallsare complete,the sortedsequenceis at
link

level d.
If
is the run
that is, T(i) =
T(\302\243)

-

timeof this algorithm,we have T(l) = T(i 1)+ O(l);

0(\302\243).

Theorem15.7A bitonic sequenceof length 2d can be sortedon a Bd in
0(d)time. In accordancewith Lemma15.2,
sorting can alsobe doneon a

sequentialTid in

0(d)time.

\342\226\241

EXERCISE
1.Provethe correctnessof the modifiedversion of odd-evenmergeusing
the zero-oneprinciple.
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15.6 SORTING
15.6.1Odd-EvenMergeSort
The first algorithmis an implementation
of the odd-evenmergesort.If X =
of n keys, odd-evenmergesort
kn-\\ is the given sequence
ko,
X into two subsequences
and X'2 = kn/2, kn/2+i,
X[ = ko,
fcn-i of equallength. Thesubsequences
X[ and X2 aresortedrecursively
to each. The two sortedsubsequences
assigningn/2 processors
(callthem
X\\ and X2, respectively)are then finally merged
usingthe odd-evenmerge

k\\,...,

...,

k\\,...,

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

partitions

fc\342\200\236/2-i

algorithm.

Given 2d keys on level d of Bd (one key per processor),
we can partition
them into two equal parts of which the first part is in rows
, 2d~l 1
and the secondpart is in the remainingrows. Sort eachpart recursively.
Specifically,sort the first part using the left subbutterfly and at the same
timesortthe secondpart usingthe right subbutterfly. At the end of sorting,
the sortedsequences
appearin level d. Now mergethem usingthe odd-even
mergealgorithm(Theorem15.6).
If
is the timeneededto sort on a Be using the above divide-andconqueralgorithm,then we have

0,1,...

\342\200\224

S(\302\243)

S(i)= S(\302\243-l)+
which solves to

S(\302\243)

0(\302\243)

= O(f).

Theorem15.8We

can sortp = 2d elementsin 0(d2)timeon a Bd- As a
the samecan be done in 0{d2)timeon a sequentialT-id as well
consequence,

(c.f.Lemma15.2).

\342\226\241

15.6.2BitonicSort
Theideaof mergesort can alsobe appliedin conjunctionwith the bitonic
In this case,we have p numbersinput at
mergealgorithm(Theorem15.7).
level zeroof Bd- We sendthe data to level d 1,sothat the first half of the
\342\200\224

input is in the left subbutterfly and the next half is in the right subbutterfly.
The left half of the input is sortedrecursively using the left subbutterfly
in increasingorder. At the sametime the right half of the input is sorted
order. The sortedsequencesare
using the right subbutterfly in decreasing
available at level
They are now sent back to level d, so that at level d
we have a bitonicsequence.This sequence
is then sortedusingthe algorithm
d\342\200\224\\.

of

Theorem15.7.

is the timeneededto sort on a Be using the above bitonic
Again, if
sort method,then we have
S(\302\243)
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= S(\302\243-l)+

0(\302\243)

= O(f).

Theorem15.9We can sort p = 2d elementsin 0(d2)timeon a Bd using
bitonicsort.As a result,applying Lemma15.2,
sortingcan alsobe done in
0(d2)timeon a sequentialJid usingbitonicsort.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer
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EXERCISES
1.Each processorof a sequentialTid is the originof exactlyone packet
and eachprocessor
is the destinationof exactlyone packet.Presentan

deterministicalgorithmfor this routing
0(d2)time 0(l)-queue-sized
problem.
2. Making use of the ideaof Exercise1,devisean 0(d2)time0(l)-queuelength deterministic
algorithmfor the PPR problem.
3. You are given 2d k-bit keys. Presentan 0(kd)timealgorithmto sort
thesekeys on a Bd4. Array A is an almost-sorted
array of p = 2d elements.It is given that
o
f
the position eachkey is at most a distanceq away from its final
sortedposition.
How fast can you sort this sequence
on the sequential
time
of
and
the
the
run
Tid
Bd'l Express
your algorithmas a function
of d and q. Provethe correctness
of your algorithmusingthe zero-one
principle.

15.7 GRAPH PROBLEMS
use the generalframework of Section13.7to solve graph problemssuch
as transitive closure,connectedcomponents,
and minimum spanningtree.
We seehow to implementAlgorithm 13.15
on an n3-processor
hypercubeso
that its timecomplexity is 0(logn).
Let the elementsof M be indexedas M(i,j)for 0 < i,j < n 1,as
this will simplify the notation.Assume that n = 2l for someintegerI. We
has n3 processors.
Each processorof a Ti^e
employ a 'Hu- Note that
can be labeledwith a
number.
View
the
labelof any processor
binary
as a triple(i,j,k), wherei is the first bits,j is the next bits,and k is the
last bits.
We

\342\200\224

H3\302\243

3\302\243-bit

\302\243

\302\243

\302\243

Definition15.6On the hypercubeV.^ let (i, *, *) stand for all processors
whose first bits equal the integer i, for 0 < i < 2l 1. Theseprocessors
\342\200\224

\302\243
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(*,*,k).Also define (i,j,*)to be
all the processors
whose first bitsequal i and whose second bitsequal j.
form a \"H^. Similarly define (i,*,k)and (*,j,k).
Theseprocessors
form a 7i2t- Similarly define (*,j,*) and
\302\243

\302\243

\342\226\241

Theorem15.10MatrixM

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

0(log2n)timeusinga Use-

can be computedfrom an

n

x n matrixM

in

of Theorem14.12.
In step 1,to update
the corresponding
processorhas to accessboth m[i,j]and m[j,k].
q[i,j,k],
Each processorcan accessm[i,j]by broadcastingm[i,j]in the subcube
(i,j,*).For processor(i,j,k)to get m\\j,k],transposethe matrixm[ ] and
store the transposeas x[ ] in (*,*,0).Now elementx[i,j]is broadcast
in the subcube(i,j,*).Broadcasting
can be done in O(logn)timeeach.

Proof:The proofparallelsthat

Transposingthe matrix can alsobe completedin

O(logn)time and the
detailsare left as an exercise.
In step 2 of Algorithm 13.14,
the updatedvalue of m[i,j]can be
and
stored
in
the
computed
processor(i,0,j)in O(logn) timeusing the prefix
computationalgorithm.The two broadcastsused in the mesh
to transferthe n2 updatedm[] values to (*,*, 0) can be donein O(logn)
timeusingthe hypercubebroadcastalgorithm.
Thus eachrun of the for looptakesO(logn) time. So, the overall time
implementation

of Algorithm

13.15
is 0(log2n).

\342\226\241

The following theoremsare impliedas corollaries.
Thetransitiveclosurematrixof an n-vertexdirectedgraph
Theorem15.11

can be computedin

hypercube.
0(log2n)timeon an n3-processor

\342\226\241

Theorem15.12The connectedcomponentsof an n-vertex graph can be
determinedin 0(logn) timeon an n3-processor
hypercube.
\342\226\241

AllPairsShortestPaths
In Section13.7.2,
we notedthat

this problemcan be solved by performing

lognmatrixmultiplications.Two n x n matricescan be multipliedon an
hypercubein O(logn) time (seeExercise3), sowe get this
j^-^-processor

theorem.

The all-pairsshortestpaths problemcan be solved in
Theorem15.13

0(log2n)timeon an

j^\342\200\224-processor

hypercube.
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EXERCISES
1.Show how to transposeannxnmatrixon an n3-processor
hypercube
O(logn) time. Assume that n = I1for someinteger
2. Provethat two n x n matricescan be multipliedin O(logn) timeon an
n3-processor
hypercube.Assume that n is an integralpower of two.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

in

\302\243.

3. Show that

3

x n matricescan be multipliedon an
-processor
in
time.
hypercube O(logn)
4. Usethe generalparadigmof this sectionto designa hypercube
algorithm for finding a minimum
spanningtree of a given weightedgraph.
the
and
time
Analyze
processorbounds.
5. Presentan efficient algorithmfor topological
sort on the hypercube.
two n

j\302\243\342\200\224

6. Give an efficient hypercubealgorithmto checkwhethera given
undirected

graph is acyclic.Analyze the processorand timebounds.

7. If G is any undirectedgraph, G is defined as follows: Therewill be
a link betweenprocessorsi and j in Gk if and only if there is a path
of length k in G betweeni and j. Presentan O(lognlogfc)
timen3Gk
from
G.It
is
to
processorhypercubealgorithm compute
given that
n is an integralpower of two.
8. You are given a directedgraph whoselinks have a weight of zeroor
one. Presentan efficient minimum spanningtree algorithmfor this
specialcaseon the hypercube.
of the Bellman
and Ford
9. Presentan efficient hypercubeimplementation

algorithm(seeSection5.4).

10.Showhow toinvert a triangularnxnmatrixon an n3-processor
hypercube

in

0(log2n)time.

11.Presentan O(logn) timealgorithmfor inverting
matrixon an n2-processor
hypercube.

an n

x n tridiagonal

15.8 COMPUTINGTHE CONVEX HULL
Like the PRAM and meshconvexhull algorithmsof Sections13.8
and 14.8,
the hypercube algorithmis basedon the divide-and-conqueralgorithmof
Section3.8.4.
Assume that the n points are input on Tid (wheren = 2d) one
The final output is the clockwise
point per processor.
sequenceof points on
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We needto specify an indexingschemefor the processors.
One
of a ring on the hypercube;that is, the
possibility is to use the embedding
is as specified
by the embedding.
orderingamongthe processors
we can sort the
step of Algorithm 13.16,
Referringto the preprocessing
N input points accordingto their re-coordinate
values in 0(logN) time
Let qo, q\\,
qN-i be the sortedorderof thesepoints.In
(Theorem15.8).
step 1,we partitionthe input into two equal parts with
qjq/2-im
the first part and q^/2,qN/2+i-, Qn-im the secondpart. The first part
that have
is placedin the subcube(callit the first subcube)of processors
zerosin their first bits-. Thesecondpart is kept in the subcube(callit the

the hull.

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

qo,qi,...,

\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242
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secondsubcube)of processorsthat have ones in their first bits.In step 2,
the upperhull of eachhalf is recursively computed.Let H\\ and Hi be the
upperhulls.In step3,we find the commontangent in 0(logN) timeusing
the sameprocedures
as usedin the meshimplementation
(seeLemmas14.10
and 14.11).
Let (u,v) be the commontangent. In step 4, all the points of
H\\ that are to the right of u are dropped.
Similarly, all the points of H2 to
The remainingpart of Hi, the commontangent,
the left of v are dropped.
and the remainingpart of H2 is output.
If
is the run timeof this recursivealgorithmfor the upperhull on
an input of size2f employing Tii,then we have
T{\302\243)

T(\302\243)

=

T{\302\243-\\)

+

0{\302\2432)

=
We stillhave to indicatehow to find the tangent (u,v) in 0(logN) time.
The way to find the tangent is to start from the middlepoint, call it p,
of H\\. Find the tangent of p with H2. Let (p,q) be the tangent. Using
{p,q),determinewhetheru is to the left of, equal to,or to the right of p in
Hi. A binary searchin this fashion on the points of Hi revealsu. Usethe
and 14.11,
the
sameprocedureto isolatev as well. Similarto Lemmas14.10
lemmas
c
an
be
proved.
following
which solves to

T{\302\243)

0(\302\2433).

Lemma 15.12
Let Hi and H2 be two upperhulls with at most N points
each.If p is any point of Hi,its tangent with H2 can be found in 0(logN)
time.
\342\226\241

If Hi and H2 are two upperhulls with at mostN points
Lemma 15.13
their
common
each,
tangent can be computedin 0(logN) time.
\342\226\241

In summary, we have the following theorem.

Theorem15.14Theconvexhull
in

of n points in the plane can be computed

0(log3n)timeon a Ud,wheren = 2d.
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EXERCISES
1.ProveLemmas15.12
and 15.13.
2. Presentan 0(log3
n) timealgorithmto computethe areaof the convex
hull of n given

points in 2D on a l-i^ with

n

= 2d.

telegram channel : @konkurcomputer

3. Given a simplepolygon and a point p, presentan O(logn) time

on a Tid (wheren = 2d) to checkwhetherp is internal to the
polygon.
4. Presentan efficient algorithmto checkwhether any three of n given
What is the
points arecolinear.Usea hypercubewith n processors.
timebound?
algorithm

15.9 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Fora comprehensivecollectionof hypercubealgorithmssee:
Introductionto ParallelAlgorithmsand Architectures:Arrays-Trees-Hypercubes,

by Tom

Leighton,Morgan-Kaufmann,1992.

Hypercube Algorithms with Applications to ImageProcessingand Pattern
Recognition,by S.Ranka and S.Sahni,Springer-VerlagBilkent University

LectureSeries,1990.
Therandomized
packetroutingalgorithmis due to \"Universal schemes
for parallelcommunication.\"
by L. Valiant and G. Brebner,Proceedings
of
the J3th Annual ACM Symposiumon Theory of Computing,''''1981,
pp.263-

277.

A moregeneralsparseenumerationsort was given by D.Nassimi and S.
Sahni. They showedthat n keys can besortedon an m-processor
hypercube
in time O ( w?n/|^T') See \"Parallelpermutationand sorting algorithms
\342\200\242

and a new generalized
connectionnetwork,\" Journalof the ACM29,no.3

642-667.
(1982):

The randomized
selectionalgorithmcan be found

in

\"Randomized

selection.\"by S. Rajasekaran,Proceedings
of the Tenth Conference
on Foundationsof Software Technology and Theoretical
ComputerScience,
LectureNotes in ComputerScience472,pp.215-224.
1990,
Springer-Verlag
Thedeterministic
selectionalgorithmpresentedin this chapteris basedon
themesfor network selection,\"
W. Chen, and
by S.Rajasekaran,
\"Unifying
S.Yooseph,Proceedings
of the Fifth International
Symposiumon Algorithms

parallel

and Computation, August

1994.
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For a comprehensivecoverageof sorting and selectionalgorithmssee
DInetworks,\"by S.Rajasekaran,
\"Sortingand selectionon interconnection
MACS Seriesin DiscreteMathematicsand Theoretical
ComputerScience
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21,1995,pp.275-296.

An O(logn) timealgorithmfor sortingon an n-processor
hypercubecan
be found in \"A logarithmic
timesort for linearsizenetworks,'by J. H. Reif
and L. Valiant in Journalof the ACM 34, no.1 (1987):
60-76.
timedeterministicsortingalgorithm
A fairly involved O(lognloglogn)
can be found in \"Deterministic
timeon the
sortingin nearly logarithmic
R.
and
G.
and
related
hypercube
Plaxton,Proceedings
computers,\"by Cypher

of the ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, 1990,
pp. 193-203.

15.10ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.Show how to computethe FFT(seeSection9.3)on an input vectorof
length 2d in

2. Provethat
on a Bd-

0(d)timeemploying a Bd-

two polynomials of degree2d can be multipliedin

0(d)time

3. A d-dimensional
Cube ConnectedCyclesnetwork, or CCC,is a V,d

in

eachprocessoris replacedwith a cycle of d processors(one for
eachdimension).A three-dimensional
CCCis shown in Figure 15.15.
Thereis a closeconnection
betweenthe CCC,butterfly, and hypercube
networks.Computethe degree,diameter,and bisectionwidth of a ddimensional
CCC.
which

4. Show how

on a d-dimensional
to performprefix computations
CCC
(seeExercise3) in 0(d)time. Assume that the 2d data are given in
the processors(i, l) (0 < i < 2 1).
\342\200\224

5. Presentan algorithmfor sorting2d keys in 0(d2)timeon a d-dimensional
CCC(seeExercise3).
6. The problemof one-dimensional
convolution takesas input two arrays

1].

1],

The output is another array C[0: n
1] and T[0: m
0 < i < n. Employ an nwhereC[i]= J2T=o ^K* + ^) mo^ n]^M>
to
solve
this
A
ssume
that eachprocessor
processorhypercube
problem.
has 0(m)localmemory. What is the run timeof your algorithm?
7[0 : n

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

f\302\260r

CCC(seeExercise3).
7. Solve Exercise6 on an n-processor
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(001,3)

^,(000,2)(001,1)(X

_^s>

(001,2)

101
100

111

110

A 3D cubeconnected
Figure15.15
cycles network

8. The problemof template matchingtakesas input two matrices7[0 :
n
1,0 : n 1]and T[0: m 1,0 : m 1].The output is a matrix
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

C[0:n

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1,0: n 1],where
\342\200\224

m\342\200\2241m\342\200\2241

C[i,j]= 5Z 5Z 7t(* + fc) modn> ^' + 0 modnJT[fc5']
fc=0

i=0

< i,j < n. Presentan n2-processorhypercubealgorithmfor
templatematching. Assume that eachprocessorhas 0(m)memory.
for 0
What

is the timebound of your algorithm?

9. Solve Exercise8 on an n2-processor
CCC(seeExercise3).
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pairsshortestpaths,

hypercube,754

mesh,711-712
PRAM, 655
Alon, N., 664

608
And/Or Graphs,526-530
Amdahl'slaw,

Amortization, 89-90
Appel, K.I.,374

Approximationalgorithms,557-604
Asymptotic notation (O,Q, etc.),29

Asymptotic speedup,606

M., 719
tree, 88-89

Atallah,

AVL

Azar,

Y.,664

B-tree,88-89

Bach,E.,456

339-378
Backtracking,
126
Baeza-Yates,
Balancingprinciple,435
Belaga,492
Bellman,R.E.,307,308
Bernoullitrial, 56
Bestfit, 570
Bestfit decreasing,
571
BFS,320-323

329-336
Biconnected
components,
Bin packing,569
Binary search,131-138
Binary searchtrees,83-89
optimal,275-282
719
Binary tree of processors,
313-318
Binary trees,78-81,
complete,79
full, 79

inordertraversal,314
postordertraversal,315
preordertraversal,315
skewed, 78

tripleordertraversal,318-319
Binomialdistribution,56
Binomialheap,99
Bisectionwidth, 680
Bitonicmerge,750-751
Bitonicsort,752-753
Blum,M., 194
Bopanna,R.B.,664

Borodin,
A.B.,456, 486,493

Boundingfunctions,340, 369,

388-391

Branchand bound, 379-416

FIFO,391,397-401

LC,392,394-397
Breadthfirst search,320-323
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Brebner,G.,718,757
Brigham,O.,456
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Broadcasting
on a hypercube,737
on a mesh,681
Bruno, J.,553
Bruteforcemethod,339
Bucketsort, 194-195
Butterfly network, 726

Chen,W., 718,757
Chernoff bounds, 57
Children,in a tree, 77

Chineseremaindertheorem,

438,444

560
Chromaticnumber,360,521-522,
Circuitrealization,553
Clique,
seeMaximum clique
Cliquecover,532
Codegenerationproblems,540-549
Coffman, E.G.,Jr.,553
Coin changing,250
Cole,R., 664
Colorability, 551,556
Comparison
trees,458-465
classes,504-507
Complexity
Concentratorlocation,554
Conditional
probability, 54
Conjunctivenormalform, 502
Connectedcomponents,
325-327
Controlabstraction,198
Convexhull,
hypercube,755-756
lower bound, 475-476
mesh, 713-717
PRAM, 656-658

sequential,183-193

Convolution,721,758

Cook,S.A.,505

Cook's
theorem,508-516
Cooley, J.M.,431,456
D.,194
Coppersmith,
Cormen,T.H.,68
CRCW PRAM, 610
CREW PRAM, 610

Cubeconnectedcycles,758
Cycle cover,601
Cypher, R., 758

Data concentration,

on a hypercube,739-742
on a mesh,685-686

Data structures,69-126
queues,73-75

stacks,69-73
trees,76-81
Deaps,100
Decisionalgorithm,498-499
Decisionproblem,498
Degreeof a tree, 77
Demers,A., 572
Denardo,E.V.,308
Depthfirst search,323-325
DFS,323-325
Diameter,680
81-90
Dictionaries,
494
Dietz,P.,
Diffie, 447

Dijkstra,E.W.,250
Disjointset union, 101-110
Disjunctivenormalform, 503
127-196
Divide-and-conquer,
Dixon,B.,249
Dobkin,D.,494

Dominance
counting,659
Dominance
rules,288,414,
586
307
Dreyfus, S.E.,
D-search,325,344, 346, 379
Dynamic programming,

253-312

727-732
Embedding,
Embeddinga binary tree, 730-732
Embeddinga ring, 728-729
Embeddinga torus,730
Eppstein,D.,663
EREW PRAM, 610
Euclid's
algorithm,441-444

Euler,112
Exactcover,533
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Expectedvalue, 55
35-37
Exponentiation,
Externalpath length, 136
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Fast FourierTransform, 430-439

in-place,435-438
nonrecursive,435-438
Feedbackarc set,532
Feedbacknodeset,530
Fermat'stheorem,61

FFT,430-439,
627,691,721,758

Fibonacciheap,100
Fibonaccinumbers,26,429
Fiduccia,C, 183,494
Field,485
FIFOsearch,379
Find the maxand min, 139-144
Find,union, 101-110
First fit, 570
First fit decreasing,
570
Fischer,M.J.,308
Fixedconnection
networks,609

456
Flannery, B.P.,
Flow shopscheduling,301-306,

536-538
Floyd, R., 194,308,664
Ford,L.,494

Forest,77
Fourierprimes,440-446
Frazer,W.D.,193,194
Fredman,M.,250
Freesequence,673
Fully polynomial time
585-595
approximation,
Gabow, H.N.,249
Galil,Z.,249, 663
Galoisfield, GF(p), 440
Garey, M.,553,572,593,599,600

Generalized
assignmentproblem,
604

A., 338
Gibbons,

Goldner,A., 338
Golumbic,M.,338

Gonnet, 126

Gonzalez,T.,553,599

Graham,R.L.,68,572,579,599
Graham'sscan,187-189
Graph coloring,360-364
Graphs, 112-124

adajacencylists,119
adjacencymatrix,118
and/or, 526-530
biconnected
329-336
components,
bipartite,328
bridgeof, 337
complete,378
connected,115
cycle,115
definitions,112-118

in-degree,117
377
isomorphic,
minimum

spanningtrees,216-228

out-degree,117
path, 115

planar,361
shortestpaths,241-247,
265-273
strongly connected,117
traversals,318-325

Gray code,729

Greatestcommondivisor, 441-444
Greedy method,197-252
for packetrouting,674-675,
732-733

Greenberg,H.,374
Grimmet,G.R.,68
Hall,M., 374
Haltingproblem,506-507

Hambrusch,S.,719
Hamiltoniancycles,364-366,
532,
551,574-575

directed,522-525

Hammingdistance,723
Hayfil,

L.,494

Heaps,92
Heapsort,99
R., 374
Hegerich,
Heightof a tree, 77
Heightrule,110
Held,M.,308,416
Hellman,447
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High probability, 58
Highprobability bounds, 58

Hi-Qgame,376
Hitting set,533
193
Hoare,C.A.R.,
Holt,250
Hopcroft,J.E.,456, 494
Horner,W.G.,421
Horner'srule,421-422

Horowitz, E.,126,308,374
Huffman codes,
238-240
250
Huffman, D.,

Hypercube,723

Hypercubealgorithms,723-759
all pairsshortestpaths,754
737
broadcasting,
convexhull, 755-756
data concentration,
739-742
727-732
embedding,
merging,748-751
packetrouting, 732-736
737-739
prefix computation,
744-747
selection,

sorting, 752-753
sparseenumerationsort, 742-743
transitiveclosure,754

Ibaraki,T.,416
Ibarra,O.,591,599
Igarashi,Y., 718
54
Independence,
Independentset,555
Indexingschemes,684
Ingargiola,G.,416
Input size,22
Insertionsort,151,
172
Integerprogramming,573
Integersort,195
Internal nodes,135
Internalpath length, 136
448-455
423-428,
Interpolation,

Intervalpartitioning,591-592

Ja Ja, J.,663,664

Jeong,C, 719

Jobsequencingwith deadlines,
539
208-215,
Jobshopscheduling,538-539
Johnson,D.,553,572,593,599,600
Johnson,S.,494, 553
k routing, 680
Kaklamanis,C, 719
k

\342\200\224

Karel,C,416
Karger,D.R.,249
Karp,R., 308,416,598,600
Kaufmann,M.,719
Kim, C, 591,600
King,V., 249
Klein,P.N.,249, 250

68
Kleinrock,
253,
Knapsackproblem,198-202,
255-256,287-294,
368-373,
393-401,
499,501,554, 580

Knuth, D.E.,
68,308,374, 448, 456,
494

Kohler,W., 416
Konigsberg,112-113
Korsh,J.,416

Kosaraju,S.,719

Krizanc,D.,494, 719
Kruskal,J.B.,249

Kruskal'salgorithm,220-225
Kucera,L.,664
Kunde, M.,719
Kung, H.T.,719

Lagrange,423,425
423-426
Lagrangianinterpolation,

Lame,G.,443
LasVegas algorithm,57
Lawler, E.,250
Leaf nodes,
77

Leastcost (LC) search,380-391
Lee,D.T.,719
Leftist tree, 100

663,718,757
Leighton,F.T.,
Leiserson,
C.E.,68
Level of a node,77
Lewis, P.A.,431
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LIFOsearch,379
Lineararrangement,
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Lineararray, 668
Linearspeedup,606
Lipton, R., 494
List ranking,618-625

Little,J.,416
287
Longestcommonsubsequence,
Lower bounds,457-494

for merging,467-470
for selection,
464-465,662
for sorting,459-462,
660-661

LPT schedule,566

Magic square,34-36
Makedon, F.,718

Manber,U.,126,194,661,665
Markov's inequality, 56

Martello,S.,416

Matrix addition,23
Matrix inversion,478-480,755

Matrixmultiplication,
179-181,
477
on a hypercube,755
on a mesh,691
on a PRAM, 626
Matrix productchains,308-310
Matrix transpose,
on a hypercube,755
on a mesh,690-691
Max cut, 552
Maximalselection,627-631
Maximum clique,499,500,502,
556
518-520,
McKeller,A.C.,193,194
Median,165-174

Median of medians,169

Mehlhorn,K.,126
Mehta, D.,126

Merge,
hypercube,748-751

mesh,698-701

PRAM, 636-642

sequential,147,153

Mergesort,145-153

Mesh, 668
Mesh algorithms,
667-722

all pairsshortestpaths,

711-712

681
broadcasting,
convexhull, 713-717
data concentration,
685-686
6
98-701
merge,
packetrouting,669-676
681-685
prefix computation,
selection,691-697
sorting, 701-707
sparseenumerationsort,
686-688

transitiveclosure,709-711

Mesh of trees,721
Miller, G.,63

Miller,R., 719
Miller, W., 265,493
Minimum booleanform, 533
Minimum costspanningtrees,

216-228

Kruskal'salgorithm,220-225
PRAM algorithm,654

Prim'salgorithm,218-221
randomized
algorithm,

225-228

Minimum cut, 552
Minimum edgedeletion,552
Minimum equivalent graph, 532
Minimum nodedeletion,552
Modular arithmetic,440-446
Monte Carloalgorithm,57
Motwani, R., 68
Motzkin, 492
Mulmuley,K.,194
Multiport hypercube,725

Multistagegraphs, 257-263
Munro, I.,456,487,493
Murty,

K.,416

n-queens,342

Narayanan, L.,719
Nassimi, D.,553,718,719,757

Nemhauser,G.,308
Newton, L, 421
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Newtonian interpolation,
426-428
Node cover,251,519,551
Nodes,live or dead,345

Path halving, 111
Path splitting, 111
Performance
analysis, 14-49
Performance
measurement,
40-49,

Normal butterfly algorithm,727

Permutationgenerator,11-13
principle,14
Pigeonhole
Plant location,554
Plaxton,G.,758
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Nondeterministic
algorithms,
496-507
Nonpreemptiveschedule,303

Af'P-complete
problems,495-553
MV'-hard approximations,
563-565
Af'P-hard problems,495-553
Odd-evenmerge,
hypercube,748-750
mesh,699-701
PRAM, 637-639

Odd-evenmergesort,
hypercube,752-753
lineararray, 703
mesh, 705-707
Odd-eventransposition
sort,
lineararray, 702
On-linemedian,477

Optimalbinary searchtrees,275-283
Optimalfinish time,303
253
Optimalmergepatterns,234-239,
Optimalstorageon tapes,229-233
measure,197
Optimization
Oracle,458,466-473
Overholt,R., 718
Packetrouting,
on a hypercube,732-736
on a mesh,669-677
Padberg,M.,375
Paige,R., 68,194,664
Paik,D.,249
C.H.,553,600
Papadimitriou,
Parallelcomparison
trees,659
Parallelhypercube,725
ParallelRandomAccessMachine,

605-666

Parent,in a tree, 77
Partialordering,466
Partialpermutationrouting, 669
573
Partition,154,165,533-539,
Patashnik,O.,68

159

Polynomial complexity, 504

Polynomialequivalence,507
Polynomialtimeapproximations,

579-584

Polynomials,418-421

denserepresentation,
420

448-455
evaluation,420-423,

625,690,744
420
sparserepresentation,
Posa,L.,597,600
Postordertraversal,315
Postagestampproblem,376
Practicalcomplexities,
37-40
Pratt, V., 194
Preemptiveschedule,303
Prefixcomputation,
mesh,681-685
on a binary tree, 737-739
on a hypercube,737-739
PRAM, 615-618

Preparata,F.,194,664
Preparata'salgorithm,645-647
Press,W.H.,456
Prim,R.C.,249
Prim'salgorithm,218-221
Primality testing, 61-64
Principleof optimality, 254
Priority queues,91-100
684
Priority schemes,

Probabilistically
goodalgorithms,
596-599
Probability distribution,55
Probabilitytheory, 53-57
PRAM algorithms,
605-666
all pairsshortestpaths,655
convexhull, 656-658
list ranking,618-625
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merge,636-642

615-618
prefix computation,
selection,627-634

sorting,643-649
transitiveclosure,653-654
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Quadraticprogramming,554
Queuelength, 669
Queuelinelemma,733
Queues,73-75
Quickhull,185-187

Quicksort,154-159

0.,

63
Rabin, M.
Radix sort,195
Raghavan,

P.,68

Rajasekaran,S.,68,194,494, 664, 718,

719,757,758

Ramaswami,S.,719
Randomaccessread,650-651
Randomaccesswrite, 651
Randomvariable,55
Randomizedalgorithms,57-65,159-164,
622-625,
632-634,
647-649,
225-228,
744-745
733-736,
676-677,691-692,
Randomizedlist ranking,622-625
Randomizedpacketrouting,
on a hypercube,733-736
on a mesh,676-677
Randomizedselection,
hypercube,745

mesh.691-692

PRAM, 632-634

Randomizedsorting,
PRAM, 647-649

sequential,159-164

Rank merge,698
Rank sort,701-702
Ranka, S.,757

Rao, S.,250
Rauch,M.,249,250

Recurrence
relations,128-130
Red-blacktree, 89,100
Reducedcostmatrix,403-411
Reductions,474-483,505
Reif,

J.H.,68,194,663,664,758

Reischuk,R., 664
Reischuk'salgorithm,647-649
Reliability design,295-298

Repeatedelement,59-61
Resourceallocation,257
Retrieval time,
mean,230

total,231

Rinehart, 250
Ring,485
679
Ring of processors,

Rivest, R.L.,68,194,447, 664

Root of unity, 431
Rosenthal,A., 338
Rounding,587-591

Sado,K.,718

Sahni, S.,68,126,308,374, 553,599,
600,663,718,719,757
Satisfiability, 502,508-516,

528,550,552,600-603

575-577
Scheduling,534-536,
independenttasks,566-569,

579-580

Scherson,L, 719
Schonhage,H.,448, 456

250
Schwartz, E.S.,
Searchand traversal,313-338

BFS,320-323

DFS,323-325
Search,ordered,459
Segmentedprefix,625,690
Selection,
hypercube,744-747

mesh,691-697
PRAM, 627-634
sequential,165-174
Selectionsort,8-10
Sen, S.,664, 719

Separation,592-595

Sequentialhypercube,725
Sequentialrepresentation
of,
graphs, 121

trees,81

Set cover,251,533,600-604
Set intersection
problem,556
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Sethi, R., 549, 553

Sets,101-110
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Shamir,A., 447, 719
Shamos,M.I.,175,194
Shannon,I.,661,665

Shastri,S.,494
Shearsort,703-705
Shortestpaths,
all pairs,265-268
270-273
single-source,
241-247,
719
Sibeyn,J.,
Simplemaxcut, 552
Simpleoptimallinear
arrangement,553
Single-porthypercube,725
Slow-downlemma,613
Smith, W.E.,250
128-130
Solvingrecurrences,
Sorting,
bucketsort,194-195

Statespacemethod,470-473
Steiglitz,K.,416
Steinertrees,555
Steptable,24, 25
Stirzaker,D.R.,68
Stockmeyer,
L.,553
Stout, Q.,719
Straight line programs,484

Strassen,V., 179-181,
194,448, 456,
Stringediting,284-286
Strongly A^-hard, 593-594
Subgraph,115
Suel,T.,719

Suffix computation,
625,688

Sultan, A., 375
Sum of subsets,
341-346,
357-359,
534

Superlinearspeedup,607
Sweeny,D.,416

hypercube,752-753
insertionsort, 151,
172
integersort,195

Tarjan,R.E.,109,126,194,249,
338
Tautology, 533
Templatematching,722,759

PRAM, 643-649

Thanvantri, V., 663
Thompson,CD.,719
Timecomplexity, 15

463-464
Ford-Johnson,

mergesort,145-152
mesh,701-707
497-498
nondeterministic,
quicksort,154-159
randomized
sort,159-164
selectionsort,8-10
shearsort,703-705
Spacecomplexity, 15
Spanningtrees,216,325-327
Sparseenumerationsort
on a hypercube,742-743
on a mesh,686-688
Spencer,T.,249
Splay tree, 89
Stablesort,195
Stacks,69-73
Statespace,344
dynamic trees,345
static trees,345
tree, 344, 360,363,384, 395,398,

402,404, 406,407

456
Teukolsky,S.A.,

Tollis,I.,718

Tompa,M.,661,665
sort,655
Topological
6
79-680
Torus,
Totalordering,466

Toth, P.,416
Tournament,469
Towers of Hanoi,11
Transitiveclosure,325-327,
480-483
hypercube,754

mesh,709
PRAM, 653-654
Traub, J.,599
252,298-301,
Traveling salesperson,
525-526
403-411,
Treevertexsplitting, 203-208
Trees,
binary, 78-81
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binary search,83

Vetterling,W.T.,456

dynamic, 345

Tukey,

664
Wachter, R., 68,194,
Wagner, R.A., 308
Walker, R.J.,374
Weighted edges,124
745-747
Weighted median,692-697,
431
Welch, P.D.,

Ullman,J.D.,456,494, 553,572

Window broadcast,743
Window shifts, 743

458-465
comparison,

state space,344

static,345
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traversals,313-317
Tsantilas,T.,718,719

J.W.,431,456
Turan, 662
Ullman,Z.,308

Unary flow show, 552
Unary input partition,552

Union,disjointset,101-110
Valiant,
Van

L.G.,662,664,718,757,758

Leeuwen,109,126

250
Willard, D.E.,

Winograd, S.,182,194,494
Winston, 250
Yao, A.C.,249
Yooseph, S.,718,757

Zero-oneprinciple,639
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